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Abstract

This report details findings from the Student Attribute Study, a

two-year investigation designed to identify student characteristics and

behaviors related to teacher expectations and attitudes. Children in

grades two through five were identified whO received consistent teacher

rankings Nigh, medium, or low) over a two-year period on one or more of

13 bipolar scales describing student characteristics and teacher expec-

tations. Students ranked consistently by two teachers across two years

on at least one of the bipolar scales were identified and observed in

their classrooms toward the end of the second year. Process data were

collected using a multi-faceted coding system which provided for recording

dyadid contacts in several contexts; these codes captured both the quality

and quantity of the target students' interactions, with their teachers. -In

addition, classroom observers completed a behavior checklist on the target

students they observed. Checklist items, as well as the o. ..ata subsets,

were analyzed by grade /arid sex and for.high,'Aedium, or 16w teacher rankings

on the 13 scales. Also, in a free - response situation, teachers and class-

room observers provided short adjective descriptions of the most salient

characteristics of each child. The background, rationale, and methodology

of the study are described in detail with flu- data presented in the appendices.
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Preface

In recent years, there has been a flurry of research antthe dynamlcsoof.

teacher-student interaction in classrooms. Much of this began with the pubil-

dation of Rosenthal and Jacobson's (1968) Pygmalion In the Classroom, with

its exciting conclusion that teacher expectations for student achievement

could function as self-fulfilling prophecies to the extent that they affected
ro

V

4 the achievement actually produced. This study led a number of investigators,

ourselVes included, toconduct.research on'teacher expectations and related

phenomena. Our major focus was on the developing of understanding of the

cause and effect mechanisms that mediate teacher expectation effects. We

studied differential teacher behavior toward students who were objects of

different teacher expectations, in order to see if teachers taught high

expectation students in was that would maximize their learning and taught

low expectation students in ways that would minimize their learning. In

several studies, we showed that this sometimes was the>case, and identified

some of the ways that teacher expectation effects are produced. -

In the process, we became intrigued with individual differences. These

Included individual differences In teachers In the degrees to which they

showed expectation effects and in general seemed to-be affected by their own

expectations, as well as individual differences in students that affected

teachers. We also became interested in teacher attitudes .toward students,

finding that teachers do clearly form different attitudes toward different

.1)

students in their classrooms, and that they sometimes treat students differently

according to these attitudes. Again, there were individual differences in

teachers here in the degree to which their attitudes affected their teaching,

and there were individual differences in students which led to these attitudes

eh the first place.

7
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Studies of teachers who were meeting their students for the first time

and who did not have access to any information on the students other than

what they could see of them in their,,classroothe revealed that expectations

and attitudes were formed early and quickly. Furthermore, most of these

were accurate (based on objective student attributes), and most of. those

that were not accurate were changed in,response to new and better information.

However, teachers differed in their general accuracy and openness,to new

information that would lead to change, and student types differed in the effects

that they had on teachers and on the likelihood that teachers would notice

and act upon information suggesting that their expectations or attitudes

toward these students were inaccurate.

Running throughout these studies was the growing realization that dif-

ferential teacher treatrrnf of 'different students in the same classroom

is not necessarily Other good or bad. Instead, its meaning varies with the

reasons-for the differential treatment. Among'thp'most important considerations

are the degree to which teachers are aware of their attitudes and expectations,

aware of how these Impressions of students affect their treatment of the

stadent# (if they do), and the degree to which the differential perceptions

and-treatment represent appropriate responses to student differences (true

individualized teaching), or, instead, whether. -they represent Inappropriate

teacher behavior. Knowledge about these questions must be developed before

differential teacher treatment of different students can be interpreted

meaningfully, and before respOnsible advice can be'given to teachers.

To do this:it is necessary to develop information about the personal.'
of students

attributes/that teachers develop contrasting expectations for or, contrasting

attitudes toward. Hqw different are these studerits? Are the teacher.perceptions
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substantiated by real differences.ln characteristics and behavior? What

student attributes are,mostsiAly to be associated with particular expect-

Lions or attitudes? Whet student attributes are notkeetw teachers and

which ones affect theiroreactions to students most strongly? :Theie and
...

related questions form the core of the student a'i'tribute study described

in this book.

The Student Attribute Study developed as a natural progression from

our previous work on teacher expectations and attitudes. However, it Tresents

part of a much broader recognition by psychoiogists and educators that

teache -student interaction, and adult-child iii-reraction general4y, is a

two-way street. This always has been recognized, of course, but the vast

majority of research on such interactions until very recently has treated
, .

the adult as active and causal and the child or student as reactive and being

shaped or affected by the'behavlor of the adult. Researchers not only In

,.
education but also in child development, socialitation, and other fields where

adult-child interaction is important, have come to see that individual dif-

ferences in children and youth provide differential opportunities and

limitations for the adults who deal with them. We cannot simply stud* adult

behavior and assume that all students or children are essentially equivalent.

Some are friendly and compliant, willing to do wbat the adUlt wants them to

do with little or no complaint, and likely to provide posittve reinfordement

by making the adult feel appreciatdd or loved. Others are sullen and hostile,

rarely willing to cooperate' unless coerced,.and more likely to "punish" the

adult through rejection and opposition than to provide rewards in the form

of gratitude or appreciation.

9
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These were only a few of the ways that children differ in the oppor- -

tuAitres and problems they present to parents, and.that students differ

in the opportunities and problems.they present to teachers. The*Student

Attribute Study described in this book was a large scale investigation

of teacher perceptions of and treatment of students in theiriclassrooms.

However, it was designed with the intention of identifying the attributes

or characteristics that were associated with contrasting teacher expectati6ns

and attitudes and behavior, so that the data could be analyzed to address

the question raised above: to what extent is differential teacher behavior

appropriately based on real studentAi0erences, and to what extent is

it based.on unsubstantiated teacher perceptions that could be considered

inappropriate?

As you will see, the results are vblumillious and fascinating. Many

probably were predictable, although even these are surprising in their depth,

and complexity. Many others provide surprises showing that teachers sometimes

seem unusually patient with students who appear to be unusualivexasperating,

the teachers seem sometimes overly hostile toward students who do not seem

to be as problematic as other students that teachers are more able to adapt

to,and so on, The book raises and great variety of questions about.a great

variety of topics, but one thing is certain: it will doftvince you that

student differences must be taken into account in thinking about and making'

Prescriptions for ideal teacher-student interaction. The range of indiv.idual

student differences on intellectual and personal attributes in any given

cfiassroom is so vast, that statements made about "students"-in'general, have

very,limited meaning. Some students in the same- classroom are so different

that all they share in common for practical purposes Is chronological age and

10
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presence in the classroom. Beyond this, it is difficult to find much in

common between them or to say much to the teacher about how'they should be

treated in common. Instead, statements to teachers have to be phrased in

terms of how they can best react to the unique complex of personal charac-

ter:istics that etch of thqse students presents. This is what this book

is ail about.

O -
t
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CHAPTER 1

TEACHER EXPECTATIONS AND ATTITUDES

Susie Sweet makes a grand entrance on her first day at Lincoln School.

She is confidently escorted to Mrs. Barnett's classroom by her chic, well-

dressed mother. Mrs. Sweet introduces herself to Mrs. Barnett with considerable

poise and charm, and then proudly presents Susie, who beams and displays her

well stocked school box. After a few minutes of pleasant conversation, Mrs.

Sweet bids Susie goodbye, reminding her that she will pick her up after school

.

and that Mrs. Barnett will take charge of her in the meantime. Susie col-1H-
....

dentiy says goodbye to her mother and then asks Mrs. Barnett where she should

sit.

Mrs. Barnett is beaming throughout all of this, too. With Susie's home

background, maturity, social skills, and confidence, she looks like a sure bet

to be a class leader and a high achiever. Working with Susle,probably will be

a pleasure.

Sally Slow gets off to a very different kind of start. First, her mother

does not come with her, and no one introduces her to Mrs. Barnett. Instead,

herithird grade brother, a boy that Mrs. Burnett had problems with two years

ago, brings Sally to the door and. tells her to "get on in there." He then

runs off to his own.class, leaving Sally standing frightened, confused, and alone

at the doorway. Mrs. Barnett waits to see what will happen, hoping that Sally

will come in and Introduce herself. Instead, she remains where she is, looking
e .

Increasingly confused and afraid. Fearing that Sally may run away or panic,

Mrs. Barnett decides to go to:her.

Sally seems startled when Mrs. Barnett greets her, and she never does

look her in the eye or,relax. She gives her name upon request, but only after
.

.some. hesitation. Mrs. Barnett tries to put her at ease by telling her that she

. iZ
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Is happy to have her in the class and that she has a seat all picked out for

her. Sally listens and follows as she is led to her seat, but she remains

incommunicative and anxious.

Throughout all of this, Mrs. Barnett Is concerned and somewhat depressed.

She is concerned about Sally, fearing that this trauma may leave lasting scars,

and aware that her usually successful techniques for putting new childrenat

ease have not worked in this case. She is depressed because she notes that Sally.

has arrived without any of the supplies she is supposed to have, and that she

shows the same lack of readiness for school and uneasiness around Mrs. Barnett

that her brother showed, two years ago. Mrs. Barnett felt natural and relaxed

with Susie, but she feels vaguely tense and uncomfortable around Sally.

When Mr. Thompson first looked over the roster for his 10th grade homeroom

class, he was delighted to see that Don Davis was included on it. Discussions

with ninth grade teachers and contacts with ninth graders the previous year

had Indicated that Don was one of the best all around students in the 'grade.

He excelled academically and was a popular and respected leader among the

students. These qualities made' him especially desirable, because hewouid be
7.

a positive influence on the class as welt as a pleasure to work,with personally.

Howeve6 Mr: Thompson was surprised and disheartened when school.,began and

he got a look at the "new" Don. He could hardly believe .it was the same boy.

This formerly respectful student had developed a macho complex, complete with

exaggerated hip talk, affected mannerisms and clothing, and an antagonistic,

almost defiant attitude towards teachers. Worse yet, he was heavily into alcohol

and dope, and.he was.still a strong influence an classmates. Suddenly, one of

Mr. Thompson's anticipated resourchs had become a trouble spot.

13
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It Is November, and Joan Richards is reviewing her records and making

notes in preparation for a round of conferences with the parents of each of

her students. This year, the school administration decided to cut the number

of report card gradIngs in favor of individualized conferences with parents..

The idea was to give parents and teachers opportunities to meet one another and

or
to see that parents got rich and more extended feedback than report cards gave.

Joan was looking forward to this, although she had never done it before. She

wasn't sure what tl tell some of the parents, especially the parents of students

who were doing very poorly or misbehaving regularly. Pe aps i was because she

was thi^king mostly about these students that she h difficulty making notes

for a talk with the parents of Julie Wilson.

She began in the usual way, with a general characterization of Julie's

progress (average) and classroom conduct (good). However, when she went to

add more, she couldn't think of a single thing to say! Joan suddenly realized

that she didn't really know Julie at all, even though Julie had been in her

class for ten weeks now and even though she knew most of the other students

quite well. She couldn't recall a single conversation with Julie, didn't

know much about Julie's interests or background, and didn't know who her friends

were. In many ways, it was as if Julie had not been there at all!

In the process cf preparing notes, Joan discovered something else about

hersekf and her students: she very much liked and enjoyed some of them, did_

not have strong feelings one way or another about many of them, and, she had

to admit, she couldn't stand a few,of them. She found this somewhat surprising,

be&use she had not-been aware of these feelings before, at least not in'any .

systematic way. She'began to wonder if these feelings affected her classroom-

behavior. Did she show special favoritism towards the students -that she liked?
a.

14
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Did she pick on the ones she disliked? Was it "professional" for her to have

strong reactions to certain students?

Upon reflection, Joan realized that in most cases she could point to

reasons, and good reasons, why the liked or disliked certain students. So,

she decided that it was perfectly natural, not unprofessional, to like some

kinds of students and dislike other kinds. However, she realized that she

needed to make sure that her feelings did not interfere with her fairness and

objectivity in dealing with students. This might be difficult, because the

students that she liked and disliked probably were aware of her feelings.

Joan was bothered by certain things that didn't hang together,welL- If

she had developed strong feelings about certain students, and if this was

, .

natural, why didn't she have clear cut feelings about all of her students? Also.

although she could point to the reasons why she liked certain students and dis-

liked others, she couldn't give reasons in some cases. Obviously,) things were

not as simple as they seemed at first.

Out of curiosity, math teacher'Bi1I Robinson was looking at his students'

scores on standardized math tests and their scores_on a group,intelligence,

test given earlier in the year. He was not surprised to see a.general corres-

pondence. Students with high IQ's did relatively well in math, and vice versa.

However, he became intrigued with certain eXceptioft. Several.students didn't, >

do.nearly as well on the math test as-Bill would have expected'from their IQ.

scores. The math scores of these.studentsseemed appropriate at the time,be-

cause they reflected the students' general performance in his course and his

own assessment of their knowledge of the subject matter.. However, these

"discrepancies with IQ scores suggested that they might be underachievers who had-
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not been working up to their potentials. Also, Bill was surprised to see

that some students who did well in math had lower IQ's than he would have

guessed. Did this mean that they were "overachievers," making up in persis-

tence and effort what they lacked in native ability? How might Bill go about

answering these questions? What would he do with the information if he did

answer them to his satisfaction? Should'he try to Einswer them at all?

These vignettes are fictional but typical of the experiences of teachers

in respect to their own expectations and attitudes about students. Mrs.

Barnett's experiences with Susie and Sally on the first day of school illus.-
,

trate that important individual differences among students often are obvious

at a glance. Many students make strong first Impressions on teachers in the

first few moments they are with them, even if the teachers know nothing about

them beforehand . These first day at school experiences, along with the reac-

tions of Mr. Robinson to his students' math and IQ scores, illustrate the kinds

of eZpectations for student performance that teachers form and some of the

factors involved in forming them.

The other vignettes illustrate how teachers have not only expectations

but also attitudes towards their students. Sometimes these are very strong,

as in the case of the students that .Joan Richards strongly liked and disliked.

On the other hand, some students notsonty do not engender strong feelings In

41

their teachers; they make little or no impression at all. Julie Wilson is

such a studer.t.' Joan has had her in class for ten weeks now but knows vir-,,

tually nothing about her and has no special feelings about her.

Teacher expectations and attitudes towards students usually are stable,

because they usually are based on stable student attributes. However, there

are exceptions. Students sometimes change between or even within school years. "

N -

Occasionally, as in the case of Don Davis, such changes can be dramatic, and they

16
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can produce dramatic changes In teacher expectations and attitudes.

Although most teacher expectations and attitudes are based on identifiable

and appropriate student characteristics, some are difficult to explain or even

justify. For example, teachers sometimes believe that students can do better

than they are doing, or that they are doing as well as they can and are not

really as bright as their IQ scores suggest. Such teachers have well defined

ideas about the levels of performance that "should be expected" from different

students, based on theft own assessments of student ability. Sometimes these

teacher assessments are remarkably accurate, moreso than IQ Scores or other

"objective" data. In other cases, however, they are hoorrect. One focus of

this book will be on the factors teachers take into account in forming judgments

about what to expect. As we will see in the next chapter, teacher expectations

sometimes cause student performance instead of merely reflecting it, so that

knoWledge about how such expectatiahi are formed and maintained Is important.

Just as- certain teacher expectations are remarkably accurate and based

on sound evidence while others are inaccurate or inexplicable, so are teacher

attitudes. Note that Joan Richards could give clear and appropriate reasons

for Ler positive and negative reactions toward certain students, but not all.

Apparently, she liked or disliked some students for reasons that were not obvtous.

Even she herself did not know what was involved here, although she was aware of
4

her feelings. in addition, the chances are that she had strong feelings about

a few other students without even realizing it. The students themselves and

even their claismates might recognize this, even if Joan did not.

As we will see, teacher impressions of students generally are aceurate.and

based on'observable and understandable student characteristics, and teacher's

usually are aware of them. 'However, sometimes the reasons for teacher attitudes.

)

17
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are difficult to identify, and sometimes teachers hold clear cut attitudes

toward students without awareness. They dynamics of these attitudinal rela-

tionships form another major focus of this book.

In summary, this book is about teacher expectations and attitudes towards

students, their effects on students, the student characteristics associated

with them, and the processes involved in their formation, maintenance, and

change.

The Dynamics of Teacher-Student interaction

There is a large body of literature In social psychology on such topics

. as impression formation and change, interpersonal perception, and group dynamics.

Since this research presumablrapplies to people to general, theoretically

It applies to the dynamics of teacher-student interaction in classrooms. How-

ever,-application often is difficult in practice.

One reason is that much of social psychology is -based on laboratory research

using strangers brought together for a brief contact in an artificial experimen-

tal situation. This is not all bad, because it allows experimental control of

many factors which might affect the results and thus need to be taken into ac-

count somehow. However, these methods limit the generality of. findings. Because .

-the laboratory situations are so artifiCial, their results do not always hold

up in more naturalistic situations where.factors which were eliminated or con-

trolled in the laboratory are operating. Thus,:laboratory studies need to be

replicated in naturalistic situations to see if the same results are obtained'.

This means that, although experimental social psychology is a rich source of

hypotheses about classroom dynamics, laboratory findings cannot be assumed to

18.-
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apply to classrooms unldss they are borne out in naturalistic classroom'

studies.

The same an be said about generalizing laboratory findings to any

naturalistic situation, but in the case of teacher-student interaction, there

Is another reason why naturalistic classroom research Is needed. The majority

of social psychology research, laboratory or otherwise, is based on

between adult's. Typically theie adults were unacquainted prior to

the study, although some group dynamics studies have used groups such as fra-

ternities or scout troops.' In any case, existing social psychology is mostly

the social psychology of relationships among peers: adults dealing with adults,

and to a lesser extent, children dealing with children. When adults are dealing

with children or youth, as is the case with teacher-student interaction, an

age and status differential is present which affects the relationship to some

degree.

Furthermore, teacher-student interaction is a special case of adult-child

interaction, bccause it takes place-In classrooms among individuals operating

within well defined roles. Teachers are the classroom authority figures. They

are charged with initiating and conducting instruction, which is the primary

focus of schooling. During the time that students aro assigned to their classes,

teachers have an institutionalized special relationship with them. This cau'ses

them to spend a great deal of time with the students and usually to.get to know

them quite well, although role demands focus attention and interaction on matters

directly related to instruction.

Similarly, student interactions with teachers are somewhat different and

more specific from their interactions with adults generally. They'know that

19
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they will be dealing with teachers each school day, that teachers will help them

learn but also evaluate their learning and assign grades, and that the teachers

are authority figures who may reward or punish their achievement or conduct.

In summary, the teacher and student roles focus and also limit teachers'

and students' perceptions of and interactions with one another. Students deal

with teachers primarily as teachers, and only secondarily as adultswith indi-

vidual personalities. Teachers deal with students primarily as students, and

only secondarily as unique individual children or youtht. As we will see,

the dynamics of.teacher-student relationships sometimes are just special cases

of more general interpersonal dynamics. Often, however, the status and age dif-
I

ferential involved and/or teacher and student roles produce effects which are

unique to classrooms. Thus, to some degree, this book contains information about

social psychology as it applies'to classrooms, but mostly it concerns the

social psychology of teacher-student relationships which are uniqOe to classrooms.

This is the primary rationale for research focused squarelyupon teacher-

student relationships instead of interpersonal dynamics generally. There is

another, more practical, reason for collecting such data, however: dispelling

some of the myths that surround teachers and teaching. If this need is not

already obvious to you, it probably will. ts after you consider some of the

myths discussed below. Most of these are believed by large numbers of people,

and they constitute some of,the main reasons why many teachers are demovalized

and why much of the public is disenchanted with teachers.

Some Popular Myths about Teachers and Teaching

A.great deal of information has been collected about teacher expectations

and attitudes. When integrated, this information.provides aninteresting and

20
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useful body of knowledge both for those interested in interpersonal dynamics,

especially those involving teachers. However, the selective presentation of

only pieces of the total picture has resulted in the promulgation of much mis-

information and the creation and perpetuation of certairl myths about teachers.

help set the stage for the book as a whole, and more specifically, to help

develop an appreciation for someof the complexities involved, let us examine

some common myths about teachers. Do any of these come uncomfortably close to

home?

Teachers as "Them"

,Recently, many writers have pointed out that labels tend to create stereo-
::

types and make groups seem more homogeneous than they really are and also more

different from everyone else. This concern has led to enthusiasm for mainstream-

ing among professionals concerned about theeffects of labels on special educa-

tion students. Originally thought of as diagnostic devices, these labels ulti-

mately became the bases for removing students from regular classes and segre-

gating them to special education classes.

While not nearly so extreme, research on teachers has had e similar labeling

effect. The .cumulative eff'act of reading'i664t."teacherst expectetlorts,"

"teachers' attitudes," and the !Ike, with constant inclusion.* the ward "teachers.,"

causes us to view teachers as a homogeneous group:111W, less diverse than they

really are. We tend to forget that teachers are an extremely large and diverse"

group difficult to make generalizations about. Furthermore, most -of the general-

izations" we can make abobt teachers really are generalizattons%aboutTeople.

-They are based upon principles of human psychology that apply to everyone, not

just to teachers.

21



As a group, teachers probably do not differ systemat ally from adults

In general, except that they have better than average educations. They differ

even less fromadults with similar educational backgrounds, except that they

have a greater interest in education and in working with people than, for

_example, engineers. Compared with people employed in other occupations Involving

similar educational requirements, teachers probably differ little If at all on

such indices as mental health, personal morality, or politics.

Yet, probably because of constant exposure to the label "teacherst,"

we tend to stereotype teachers. It is worth remembering that the material on

teachers presented in this book and elsewhere, except for what is specific to

the teacher role, probably is true for adults in general. Teacher expectations

and attitudes towards students probably follow the same general principles of.

formation, maintenance, and change as those involved in the attitudes and

expectations of neighbors for their neighbors, relatives for their relatives,

superviSors for the workers under their supervision, or parents for their children.

Teachers are not some strange species; they are your friends, acquaintances,

and neighbors. If you are a teacher.or future teacher yourself, "they" are you.

Teachers as Gullible and Suggestible

Interest in the effects of stereotypes and, labeling, was fueled with the

publication of Rosenthal and Jacollsontt (1968) Pygmalion in the Classroom.

This book described the Oak School experiment, in which the authors provided

teachers with false "information" suggetting that certain students (actually

selected randomly) had been identified by a test as "late bloomers" who would

make unusual progress in the; coming school year.' The experimenters had no

further contacts with theiteachers until the end of the ye6r, when achievement
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test data were collected. Analyses of the achievement data revealed that

first grade students identified as "late bloomers" did in fact do notably

better than expected, and that second grade "late bloomers" did somewhat

better. There were no differences in gra.des 'three through six. The authors

interpreted these findings as due to "Pygmalion" or. "teacher expectation"

effects: teachers got better performance from the students. identified as "tate

bloomers" because they expected to get better performance from them.

This study was one of the most widely publicized and most misunderstood

in the history of educational research. One problem was that its results were

blown way out of proportion. Expectation effects were obtained only in the

first two grades, and they were not very extreme even in first grade. However,

the publicity given this study often suggested that its results were much stronger

and more general. Third and fourth hand accounts exaggerated things further,

to:the point that some articles even suggested that teachers could obtain any

results that they wanted merely by predicting or-wishing for them.

As we will see in the following chapter, there were a variety, of reasons

why-such nonsense got started and persisted for some time. For the moment,

it is-enough to state that Pygmalion in the Classroom inspired a great amount

and variety of research, including most of the work discussed in this book.

Among other things, it insptred studies designed simply to show that,feacher

expectations could be formed or changed easily by exposing teachers to test

scores, cumulative record folders, work samples, videotapes of students taking ,

, _

tests, or other "information" (usually phony) about "studenti"'(usually ffctit 1ious).

Many of these studies were designed so that positive results were almost

assured. if you had to rate the.probable.future achievement of two students sole-

ly on the basis of cumulative record folders given to you, and if one of the
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folders suggested a bright, high achieving student and the other suggested an

unmotivated, low achieving student, what would you do? Right, and that is

what the subjects in these experiments did. Nevertheless, a parade of such

studies seemed to indicate that teacher expectations could be manipulated, some-

times spectacularly, with ease.

These studies usually were quite artificial. Their methods involved

manipulation of expectations under experimental conditions whidg. limited access

to information about the "students." Often, there was no direct contact between

the subject and the students at alt. Many studies which'did include dI-ect con-

tact involved only brief contacts between subject-teachers and students whom they

never had seen before and might never see again. Under these circumstances,

where information is restricted to what the experimenter chooses to provide, it

hardly is surprising that subjects'respond according to the nature of the in-,

formation they get.

While'all of this was going on, other Studies donb under more realistic,

conditions revealed that things were not so simple In the real World; everal

attempts to replicate Rosenthal and Jacobson's study failed, although these

failures were given much less publicity than the original study was. Also,

many laboratory studies on expectation effects used college students in tutoring

situations rather than working teachers, but the results usual* were discussed
a

with reference to "teachers' expectations:" Thus, for a time,.one report after

another seemed to suggest that "teachers" were incredibly gullible, suggestible, ,

manipulable, and, in general, ready and willing to believe virtually anything

they were told. )

Unfortunately, this impression still persists, although dissemination of

the points made in the previous paragraphs has helped to dispell it. Also,
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several other studies have shown that most teachers are nothing like this guilt-

tereotype. Probably thp_most influential and convincing of the studies '

'countering this notion pft...pne conducted by Fleming and Anttonen:.(1971).
. -

Their study involved the teachers of about' 900 second graders. There

were three experimental groups of teachers given information about their students,

and a control group in which the teachers were given no information. the

teachers In-Rns of the.dxperimental groups were given tbeir,students' actual.,

measured IQ's. Another, experimental group got scores 16 points higher than

°

. the actualmeasured 1Q'i, and a third experimental group got scores on a test

of primary mental abilities.. The main purpose ofdthe study-was to see if the

students of teachers who received inflated IQ scoreswould exceed expectations

on later measures of 1Q, school achievement, and.self concept. InformatiOn

was given to'the teachers in°the fall, and testing was done once in February

and once more in the spring.

Giving the teachers inflated IQ scores made no difference at alj in later

IQ and self concept scores. The students whose IQ scores had been.infiated did

score higher than expected on one subtedt of the primary abilities test in

February, but there were no differences in the spring testing. -1n_general,

then, -the study produced no evidence oflasting expectation effects favoring the

students Whose 10 scores bad been Inflated in the information-given to the'

teachers in the fall.

Furthermore, Interviews with the teachers revealed that they were far

from gullible and 4hat they were using test information intelligently. The
.

teachers who received the inflated IQ scores simply did not believe th6, and

consequently they 'did not raise their expectations for student per4ormance:
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The IQ data were too discrepant from other data and from what the teachers

could observe. Faced with a dilemma, they acted on the basis of their imme-.

diate observations and Other data more reliable and trustworthy than the

inflated IQ scores given to them by the experimenters. Thus, in realistic

situations where teachers have continuing opportunities to observe students,

they are unlikely even to believe, let alone be affected by, information which

Is.clearly incorrect.

These findings do not imply a general teacher rejection of test scores.

The teachers differed in their relative favorableness toward tests, and these
. .

differences were related to other measures. Teachers who . favor

the use and validity of tests (particularly achievement tests, rather

than IQ tests) were more successful- in producing gains in IQ and achievement

than other teachers. These teachers also gave higher grades and were less

likely to discriminate according to Social class in grading. Thus, the

teachers who appeared to use tests intelligently were genera ly more effective

teachers. In addition, teachers in general will not accept test "information"

which is not credible. Other studies have yielded similar results (Brophy and
.

Good, I974).

Teachers as Diagnosticians and Therapists

A view almost opposite to the previous one frequently is expressed by

people who think of teachers as experts who can diagnoseintellectual or

d.

persbrial problems and "cure" them. Such'beliefs are reinforced by the ideas

that certain tests are "diagnostic" in the sense that they reveal the underlying

causes of problems, that certain teasers or treatments are effective in produc-

ing "cures," and, more generally, that schOols have. both the responsibility and

the expertise to identify and cure. any problems that students,Might have.
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Much of This stems from public ignorance about the usefulness of tests

for producing worthwhile diagnostic Information, and about the reliability and

effectiveness of treatment approaches. Whatever their labels or claims, few

ti-.sts are truly diagnostic. They may provide some useful information, but

few can identify underlying causes in the sari* seise that an X--ray con reveal

a fracture, and practically none specify a linkage between the 'diagnosis" and

a particular prescription for treatment which Is known to be effective.

-of an frqdrZil-a-rif-Fisifeal a Wciken 'bone; 111-6 'et-iiticbtth-e-syrriprtoms-

is identified and procedures known to be effective can be used to cure it.

n contrast, many of the problems revealed by "diagnostic" tests In education

have no known cure (such as color blindness); and many do not even have clear

relationships-to learning problems. Often, all that is accomplished is to

provide a label for a student having difficulty with schooling (such as "learning

disabilifY"). This label does not have much meaning, and in the absence of a-

more specific linkage to effective treatment, it accomplishes nothing.

The same is true in the area of behavior and personality generally. Again,.

many,tests are available but few are truly diagnostic, and none are linked

to reliably effective treatments. This is true eVen for.experts in special edu-

cation, child psychology, or psychotherapy, let'aione for ordinary teachers.

This should be kept in mind by those who would make schools.and teachers res-

ponsiblefor curing 'society's ills.

Teachers can and should motivate their students to learn-and maximize

their progress in doing so, and they can and should do some socialization.

However; they cannot substitute for absent or inadequate parents, concentrate

their attention onindividuals for prolonged periods of time when they are

charged with teaching classes of 25 or 30, orLfunctionas spelcialized.Osycho-
.
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therapists or social workers. Usually, they do not have training In these

areas, and even if they do, they still must teach an entire class and will not

have lime to do intensive individualized work with students In need of special-

ized intervention.

For similar reasons, teachers cannot be expected to wipe out the problems

connected with poverty, eliminate delinquency and crime, produce racial harmony,

or eliminate self-destructive behavior, by disturbed individuals. This should

be obvious, but many people seem to expect teachirs frRECATITiVInate

and they seem genuinely surprised or even outraged when th;ir.expectations are

not fulfilled. In many cases, such expectations and attitudes reflect naivete

or misinformation about the powers of schools and teachers to significantly

affect these problems. For many people, however, such unrealistic expectations

and attitudes function as denial mechanisins which help them ignore 'problems or

act as If they' are being solved. Out of sight, out of mind,, 9D to speak. If

only it were so.

Teachers as Parent Substitutes

Schools and the teachers who staff them.do substitute for parents in a

legalistic sense. They are responsible for their students during school hourt.

They also substitute for parents in a moral sense, because they are sources of

-information and values. Thus, this view of teachers*is'partially

However, teachers are In no-position to usurp parental roles, even if they-

and/or parents wanted themo. Numerous studies' of -the. relative effects

different influences on developing children reveal that,teaChers run a poor

third behind the family and the peer group. As institutions, schools are not

nearly as powerfdl as family influences and social class influences expressed

through the family and the neighborhood.
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Teachers can and do have significant effects upon their students' learning

(Good, Biddle, and Brophy, 1975), but these effects are not nearly as strong

as those from other sources (Coleman, et al, 1966; Jencks, et al, 1970). Those

who believe that teachers can substitute for missing or inadequate parents.

are simply unrealistic, and parents who actually want them to do so are (In

effect) trying to evade their own parental responsibilities.

Even if teachers could fulfill these roles, few want to. Interviews with

tebbria'ff-TerVezmt--they--a-re- comorned- pr--mart-tywith-learni ng_and_with dealing

with their students as students (Jackson, 1968; Brophy and Evertson, 1976).

MOst teachers think as teachers when they think about their students, and they

usually think about their students as students. This is very different from

thinking about young people as a parent or relative, focusing on a bread range

of factors rather than just their learning-progress and classroom conduct. Thus,

not only would teachers be unable to act as parent substitutes if they wanted

to; most of them do not want to.

Teachers as Socializers and Spilhal Leaders

Much has been written about how families have abandoned socialization tasks

to other institutions, particularly churches and schools. Unfortunately, this

appearSto be correct. Many parents do want teachers to- assume basic socializa-

tion functions and act as sources of guidance to their students. Often this

'sentiment is strongest among parents who expect teachers to embody the Protestant

ethic, preaching and practicing the values of hard work and what they perceive

as clean Jiving. They expect teachers to .honor excellence, value competition,

teach habits of neatness, orderliness, and modesty, and so on.
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There is a great deal of ignorance and also a degree of hypocrisy

involved here. For centuries, teachers have been exposed,to a double standard

concerning their behavior, at least their behavior in public. Somehow, parent's,

seemed to.think that it was all right for4them to do whatever they wanted 'So.'

do, but that thiscwasn't all right for teachers. Some such parents appeared

(and still do appear) to have themptession that teachers are more potent social-

izers and Influences on children than parents are. This is not the case.

Furthermore, although they may have - accepted it in the past, few teachers :-

are willing to abide by a double standard today. The stereotype of the teacher

as the embodiment of old fashioned virtues is less true than it ever was (if

it ever was true at all). Teachers Ligne beslightly more traditional in their,

attitudes and behavior than college graduates generally, but as a group they

probably are less tradi-tional than almost any group without college educations.

Thus, with the Idea that teachers should act as parent substitutes, the idea

that teachers should actas spiritual leaders and socializers not only Is

:Inrealistic as an expectation but-is unacceptable to most teachers. To the

extent th6t teachers desire to socialize their students at all; it is likely to.

be In the direction of greater flexibility, values clarification, and other

flexible approaches to morality which are feared and opposed by parents with

rigid moral codes.

Lately, teachers have been caught in ah ironic crossfire on this topic.

Traditionalists criticize them fOr laxity and "unacceptable" moral codes, and

paint them as radicals bent on undermining the morals of young people. Mean-

while, existentialists and others espousing situation ethics see teachers as

stodgy, old fashioned, or even dictatorially rigid'and bent on 4isting outdafed

and confining, value systems on their students.
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Obvimisly, both of these characterizations of teachers cannot be.right,

and in fact both are wrong. Again, the overwhelming majority of teachers are

Interested in socialization only insofar as it affects matters relating to

schooling. They do not have the desire, let alone the power, to offer effec-

tive spiritual guidance.

The notion of power brings up a connected myth: teachers often are

pictured as extremely powerful individuals who control the lives of their sfu-'

(3ents, both in the present through enforcement and in the future through incul-

cation of values. This is true to some degree and for a.small number of stu-

dents, but for most, teachers do not have this kind of power. Their students

are not passively programmed by them into blindly doing as they are told even

in the present, let alone the future. Few students are cowed by teachers or

stand in awe of thein.

Research on teacher attempts to control student behavior by praising or

rewarding good beahvior and criticizing or punishing unacceptable behavior have

revealed that teacher praise and cr1ticism are remarkably weak reinforcers.

Most students are motivated very little or not at a-I by teacher verbalizations,

and even rewards and punishments are not nearly as effective as commonly be-
.

lieved (Brophy and Evertson, 1976; Fernandes, et al, 1975; Lepper and Greene,

1975; Eden. 1975). Thus, teachers not only lack the desire to act as basic

socializing a2ents for their students; they also lack the power to do so.

Teachers as Consistent

Because teachers are thought of as diagnosticians and treatment experts,

and because they are seen as much more powerful than they are, many people try

to classify them into simplistic categories according to their "general styles"
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or "general effectiveness." This myth might be true if the other myths sup-

porting it were true, but they aren't and it isn't. In the first place, only

recently has it become clear that teachers have significant effects at all,-

once you take into account students' home backgrounds and individual differences

In ability (Good, Biddle, and Brophy, 1975). Even now, there are remarkably

few studies demonstrating th!s, and fewer still demonstrating that certain

teachers differ from other teachers consistently and predictably.

.M/ -MI a. 1..M. * AM .

Studies comparing teacher effectiVeness in producing student learning gains

across two or more school years now have established that certain teachers are

consistently more effective than others (Brophy, 1973; Veidman and Brophy, 1974;

Acland, 1974). When student learning scores are adjusted to take into account

student achievement levels at the beginning of the school year, correlation

coefficients relating average gain in teachers' classes In one year to average

gain in the next are high enough to be statistically significant (see Appendix

C for an explanation of correlation coefficients). This indicates that the

differences are attributable to the teachers, and not to chance fluctuations

across years. However, correlations are not very high (they average .20 to

.30). Partly because of this, attEmpts to discover the kinds of teacher behavior

that are most effective for produc i learning gains have been disappointing,

although some progress has been meet: lately (Rosenshine and Furst, 1973; Dunkin

and Biddle, 1974; Brophy and Evertson, 1976).

One reason for this is that teachers often are thought of as consistent,

not only In their effects but in their teaching behavior. However investigations

of teachers' activities across different contexts (Brophy, et al, 1975) and across

time (Crawford, Brophy and Evertson, 1975).have yielded little evidence of,

stability. Teachers behave very differently In different situations, depending
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upon the nature of the activity and on what they are trying to accpmplish.

They also behave differently towards different students, a phenomenon which

will be one of tne major topics of this book. Thus, it is difficult to charac-

terize teachers, as being generally warm vs. cold, well vs. poorly organized,

direct vs. indirect in their instruction, and so on.

Perhaps even more surprising than low stability in effectS'on student

learning and in teaching methods is low stability fn effects on student atti-

tudes. Most of us assume that teachers have clear and accurate reputations. We

can remember hearing about the teachers we had when we Were in school, and we

tend-to remember the stereotypes. However, teachers who are consistent across

years ih.the general reactions they provoke among students are exceptions.

wawriaiabwrn..

Stability of student attitudes towards teachers -is almost as low as stability.

of teacher effectiveness in producing student learning gains (Good and Grouws,

4975).

Teachers who are extremely well liked probably will be popular the next year,

and teachers who are detested probably will be unpopular the next year. Except

for these extremes, though, there is little stability frcm one year to the next

in student attitudes towards teachers. It is not known yet whether this reflects

different teacher behavior in different years, or whether general teacher qual-

!ties remain stable but students differ In their preferences. In any case,

,the jdea that teachers are stable and predictable, must added'to our list of

myths.

Teachers as Sexists - Version 1

There are two separate myths implying that teachers are sexists. These

would be of interest under any circumstances, because of the popular interest in
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sexism, but these two myths are of special interest because they are almost

completely contradictory! We will refer to them as Version I and Version 2.

Version I, which is focused on, but not limited to, female elementary

school teachers, has it that schOols and teachers are remarkably feminine in

orientation. Teachers are seen as constantly feminizingfstudents of both

sexes by idealizing and rewarding feminine behavior and by putting down and

punishing masculine behavior. This idea has been around for a long time and

has appeared in many places, although the books TEe-reMTHT10-14T5-T5ERY5T7----

1969) and Reading Rights for Boys (Austin, Clark, and Fitchett, 1971) gave

it special attention and publici.ty.

As we will see in Chapter 7, this is almost entirely nonsense. There is

some (but not much) evidence of female teacher favoritism of female ehildren,

in preschools, but virtually no evidence of sexual favoritism-of any kind at

higher levels of education, including elementary schools. Much of the force

of this myth has been punctured by studies showing that male teachers are remade-

ably -sitilklar to female teachers in the wa /s that they deal with male vs. female

students. TO most observers,.this, implies that any d1fferences related to sex

of students cannot be explained bye anything as simple as sexist bias-on the

part of female teachers. However, a few diehards have not been stopped. by

the data, and some go so far as to suggest that male teachers are not very mas-.

culine!

In addition to everything ease that is wrong. with it, the latter argument

is dated. Ai a nation, we are beginning to..reevaluate our tradi.tional sex

roles. In the process, somethings traditionally,ionOdered-masculirie or

feminine ere begioning to be considered undesirabl

and other' traditionally sex-typed traits-are begtm

O

sons of either sex,

.1616 seen as desirable
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for persons of both sexes. It is not clear yet how things are going to torn

out, but it appear4 that sex role learning will become more flexible-for both

sexes. We are moving towards increasing emphasis on good qualities that we

would like to see in everyone, and away from emphasis on the-differences

between the sexes. Consequently, even though there never was any real reason

to worry about it in the first place, there is less worry these days about

teachers systematically feminizing students in general and boys in particular.

...*

Teachers as Sexists - Version 2

ironically, just as Version 1 is dying out, a second and almost opposite

"teachers as sexists" theory has been propounded recently, and it remains a

popular theme today. This is the idea that teachers of both sexes,'but this

time particularly secondary school teachers and perhaps particularly male

teachers, are constantly foisting traditional sex role stereotypes upon their

female students. This goes back to the old idea that school was meant primarily

to prepare males for breadwinning occupations and females 'for mother and home-

maker roles. Critics of modern schools have made some valid points concerning

such problems as the restriction of classes like home economics to girls and ,

classes like auto mechanics fo boys. Also, differential counseling of male

and female students with an emphasis on trying to get boys (but not girls) to

aspire to become professionals-or enter other high status occupations has been

practiced in many schools.

Teachers also are frequently accused of propounding the attitude that boys

will need advanced education for breadwinner roles but girls should-concentrate

on marriage and the family. There was and is some validity `to this argument,

but much moreso prior to the women's liberation movement and the general con-
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sciousness raising about sex roles which has occurred over the last decade.

Although hard data on the matter probably do not exist, casual observation

suggests that teachers are more likely to be leaders than followers or resis,

ters here, so that most such criticism is misdirected. Certain school prac-

tices opposed by feminists still exist, but usually because of laws or rules

made by state education agencies. or local school systems rather than because

of individual teachers' preferences. The teachers we know"personally, and

----- those. ..that we _..know.-abowt --Ind.i.rectly,---seem to be at least-open_minded_ and..o#

enthusiastic about helping their female students fulfill their pOtentials in

all areas. In particular, they usually help and encourage them to "think big"

in their educational and occupational aspirations.

As with other myths, teachers often catch it coming and going here.

When they are not being irritated by accusations that they, are perpetuating

undesirable traditions at the expense of their female students, they often

are busy defending themselves against the complaints of traditional parents

that they are turning, their daughters into bra burners.

Teachers as Racists

The situation with racism is similar to the situation with respect to

Version 2 of sexism. That is, in the past, before general consciousness and

'concern' about this problem had developed, teacherg probably were as racist

asanyone else (but probably not any more so). However, despite frequent

allegations that teachers are unconscious or even conscious racists, evidence

to support such assertions is rare. Most attempts to find racial discrimination

in teaching have failed. The few studies reporting discriminatory behavior

-used college students in throles of tutors rather thansinsefvice teachers
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(Coates, 1972; Rubovitz and Maehr, 1973). Once again, data taken froM a

different population were generalized to teachers, and teachers get caught in

the middle and catch it from both sides.

In racially tense situations, it is common for teachers to be accused of

disCrimination by students and parents of both groups. Anything that they do

which is unfavorable to a minority group student may be perceived as evidence

of prejudice and discriminatidn, no matter how much the 'rudent deserves such

treatment. Also, anything they do which is unfavorable to a majority group

student, may be perceived as evidence of "reverse discrimination," again indePen-
,

dently of questions about what should have bee6 done given the student's behAV4or.

In our own research (Brophy and Evertson, 1976) we have been impressed

with teachers working in inner city schools who typically show dedication to

their jobs and their students and a remarkable absence of racial or other stereo-
.

typing in their comments about students and behavior with them. Their perceptions

struck us as quite realistic and individualized, based upon students' class-

room performance and observable behavior and not upon bias or stereotypes. Again,

most teachers are taking a bum rap' here.

Teachers as Sadistic Martinets

Much educational literature leaves the impression that-the average'teacher

is a self centered, egotistical, and cruel'individual'who pretentiously shows

off knowledge and-puts down students with great relish. This stereotype is

something like the law professor in The Paper Chase, but without the good qua)i7

ties that this fictional teacher had. Although such teachers- undoubtedly eRist,
4

it Is difficult to understand how anyone who spends much time at all In schools

could come away.with the idea that average or typical teachers are anything like
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this, Most teachers are hardworking and dedkated people showing little or no

pretentiousness or sadism. They may not be the wise diagnosticians and treat-

ment experts that another myth portrays, but they are much closer to that myth

than thPs one.

Teachers as Biamers.and Rationalizers

One of the more recent myths about teachers stems from recent interest in

the appl icatier f-aI 1r1bution fh-eb-FV-fFeducation. Attribution theory deals

with people's perceptions of themselves and their experiences, especially their

porqgptlons of the reasons why things do or do not occurs Some people typically

attribute most of what happens to them te-their own behavior, taking credit

for the good and accepting responsibility for the t;ad. Others typically attri-

bute most of whet happens to them to external factors outside of their control,

such as fate, luck, orpure chance. They take 'less credit but also accept less-

blame, because they do not-feel 'personally responsible for what happens -to them.

Thereare variations on these main themes. Some people are more'isilling

to take responsibility for good things than for bad-, while others show the

reverse pattern. Some people do not have generalized patterns. Instead, they

take reiponsibility,for things that happen in areas in their life where they

perceive themselves as responsible, but not in other areas where they feel

they have little or no control. Attribution of causality by teachers has

been studied intensively of late.

Studies using hi9hly'controlled and unrealistic situations which minimize

teacher opportunities to interact with

Ling that teachers are self-serving in

Johnson, Feigenbaum, and Weiby, 1964). In thete Stdiii; vitien teachers ware

students usually produce results sug9es-

theirattributions (Beckman! 1970;

led to believe that students they taught had Acme well, they tended to take
e
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credit for the students' successes. When they were led to believe that the

students had done poorly, they tended to blame the students (poor motivation,

lack of effort, limited ability) or external factors (bad luck, difficult

tests), rather than to take responsibility themSelves (poor teaching).

The implication seemed to be that teachers were willing to take credit for suc-.

)1
cess but unwilling to accept blame for failure.

However, other studies (Kelley, 1972; Ames, 1975; Beckman, 1972) used

more naturalistic methods in which teachers had an opportunity to interact di.

rectlyand at some leng, th the students. These produced entirely dif-

ferent results.

Here, teachers,seldom took much personal credit for student success,

atti-lbuting.it Instead to student ability and effort. When students failed,

teachers tended to attr4bute.the problem to external factors or to accept the

blame themselves, butnot tO'blame the students. Here again is a case where

laboratory findings generalized to teachers reflecteebadly on them,,whereas

dataaken'in naturalistic situations from real teachers showed a more favorable

set of results.

There is another interesting twist to the attribution research that Is

r

worth keeping in mind, also.e..-Some studies included observers who watched the

teacherd teach. 'Sometimes these observers were teachers themselves, and some-
,

times not. In any case, these studies Involved administering the same ques-

tionnaires to both the feathers and the observers to see if there were difference's

In. attributions of causality for teaching success and failure. Taken at face

value, the results - reflected badly on teachers: observers were less likely than

teachers to-credltrteachers for.suceess, more likely to blame teachers for talluee

(Weiner,. 1972).
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Because the teachers were ego involved in the outcome of theirteaching

and the observers presumably were neutral, andbecause'many of the observers

:were teachers themselves, most people believe the observers rather than the

teachers. However, this Is one 'case where relating the classroom data to

the larger body cif information on causer attribuf$On* aid off. It turps out

that in all kinds of situations when behavior by aators, later is rated for causal

attribution both by the actors themselvet and by Observers, observers regularly

attribute much more causality, good and-bid, to actors than actors attribute

to themselves (Weiner, 1972).

Thus, many of the teacher findings suggesting self-serving causal attri-

bution merely are special cases of the more general-rule that observers attri-

Aidte causality to actors but actors attribute it to imperSonal causes rather

than to themselves. This point is mentioned notonly, because it casts doubt

upon the...idea that teachers refuse to face reality, but also because it illus-

trates the ultimate need for resolution of any conflicts or differences in ,

findings and fOr a general integration of findings from laboratory studies and

from field studies. The problem of generalizing laboratory findings to natural-

istio-situations is very real, but the present-example serves notice that a ...I.

parallel problem exists in.the oppodite direction: _data taken In eddcationai

setfIngs or other - naturalistic settings do not always mean what they seem

to mean at first, and they may not generalize to other settings. 'Thui, no

single narrow approach to seeking the truth will succeed. Ulfimatelievthe

..contributions of different approaches must be integrated. Thli will make pos-
,

slble the formulati on of general statements about peOple, and not just-about

teachers and stddents in classrooms.
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The Myths and the Realities

We could go on to List other myths about'teachers, and we could add

an even longer list of half truths and overgeneralizations. How ?ver, the-

material presented in the chapter Is sufficient to illustrate certain

I
epoints that we wish to stress before moving into the more specific re arch

presented In the rest of the book:

I) There is a need for classroowresearch, and research in natu alistic

settings generally, to complement the social psycho)ogy research conpucted

in experimental laboratories or'o-lber situations which may not gene allze to

the everyday world. At the same time, the final point in the chapt r serves

as a reminder that naturalistic research is not automatically more valid or

generalizable than laboratory research, because situational factori and other

limits on generalization apply here as,well. Ultimately, any differences in .

findings have to be resolved through integrative theories and the identification

of special factors operating In certain situations that make for unusual results.

,2) Although much'Information on teacher expectations and attitudes exists,

and much information on teacher behavior in classrooms exists: few studies have

linked these data to the student behaviot associated with them. Without such
4

linkages, the teacher data are open to ambiguous inl-erpretations. They may

only confuse issues further by providing advocates with opportunities to inter-

pret theJ in ways that support their positions. A amOling:of the kinds of ad-

vocacy that occurs and the ways that seemingly innocent and-t!scientific"

research" can be used to support such advocacy is provided by our list of aOths.--$

Many of the myths are mutually contradictory and/oreasily refuted, but most.

of them persist' nevertheless. Some persist because of sheer ignorance of the

facts, but others persist because they have not yet been disproven convincingly.

C
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This points up the need for high quality research that looks at teacher-student

Interaction and related toplcs as-they.are,with an eye towards describing and

explaining them. This Is very different from advocacy designed to.bulld a

,case for a particular point of view.

3) Reexamination of the myths, particularly with attention to the fact

that teachers often are caught in the middle In such a way that they lose no
r,

matter what they do, should help develop a realistic and somewhat sympathetic

stance towards teachers. In many ways, they are like policemen- and certain

kinds of politicians, caught in the middle of social change movements which

involve disagreements and strong feelings, put in a position where they are

damned if they do and damned if they don't, charged with expectations and

responsibilities which they do not want in the first place and cannot fulfill

in any case, and, because of their visibility and position on the firing line,

used as scapegoats by individuals looking for someone to blame. We do not wish

to cast teachers into the roles of saints, but we do think that it Is time

for some compassion for their plight and for a more realistic view of what they

can and cannot do.

In this spirit, the present book attempts to analyze and explain teacher-

student Interaction by viewing both teachers and students as they are, riot as

we think they should be. The point of view taken here reflects the recent

trend In child development and educational research to view dyadic interaction'

between adults and children as a two-way street. Most previous work which con-

centrated on the teacher and at least-Impliitly construed teacher-student in-

teraction as involving the effects of a powerful and active adult on a relative-

ly powerless and passive child. We undertook.fhis research with the explicit

recognition that students can and do affect teachers. They are far from passive
.
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or powerless, and they show large individual differences. Furthermore, as will

be made clear later, most differential teacher expectations, attitudes, and

behavior' are readily explainable as responte;to the'differentiarbehaVior of

students. Self-fulfilling prophecies, teacher biases, and other apparently

unjustified teacher reactions to students do occur, but relatively rarely.

4) Thus, in general, we are suggesting that the average teacher reacts

to students pretty much the same way that you would if faced by those same

students. Bear this in mind as you read the rest of the book, because you will

not be reading about "teachers" (individuals different from other adults) so much

as you will be reading aboutnormal adults playing the role of teacher (i.e.,

yourself) .
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TEACHER EXPECTATIONS

We have described how, the misunderstandings and distortions surrounding

Rosenthal and Jacobson's (1968) Pygmalion in theClassreom helped create several

myths about teacher expectations for student performance. One myth, which

didn't last long because it was so obviously false, was the idea that teachers

could make anything happen just by predicting it or expecting It. Another myth,

which still is around to some degree, has it that teachers are unusually built-
..

ble and suggestible, being prone to jump to conclusions and form rigid expec-

tations on the basis of minimal information, or even false information. We

noted.that.this myth says more about the design of studies that produced it

than it does about teachers. Studies using real teachers as subjects and study-.

ing teacherexpeciations under naturalistic conditions have produced little

or nothing to substantiate the myth.

Now°that we have dispelled a few myths about teacher expectations,'what

can we say about them? This is the focus of the present chapter. We will

summarize the literature on teacher expectations, particularly the notion that

teacher expectations_ can function as self-fulfilling prophsecies. This brief

summary is based on a detailed review and integration presented by Brophy and

Good (1974) in the book, Teacher-Student Relationships: Causes and Consequences.

TEACHERS' BELIEFS, EXPECTATIONS, AND ATTITUDES

Social psychologists typically divide impressions of and reaction to

others into beliefs, expectations, and attitudes. Beliefs are statements thought

to be true (whether or not they are). Certain beliefs concern other people', and

these beliefs often form the basis fot expectations and attitudes relating

to other people. If you believe certain people to be completely honest, you

will expect them to tell you the truth. 'If you -value honesty, you also will

have a positive attitude toward them. You would have contrasting expectations
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and attitudes about- people whom you believe to be dishonest.

Expectations are explicit or at least implicit predictions. When they

concern other people, they involve predictions about how they will behave.

Most research and writing about teacher expectations has focused on expectations

for students' achievement, although many other teacher expectations are impor-

tent, too. These include, among others, expectations concerning student effort.

and care in completing assignments, and expectattions,concerning student class-

room conduct-and acceptance of teacher authority.

Expectations vary in strength, or the degree of certainty with which they

are held. Some are merely weak hunches, not even strong enough to qualify

as ream predictions. Expectations like these are typical when little reliable

information is available or when situations are so complex or unpredictable

that confident expectations are impossible. Other expectations are true pre-

dictions, made with varying degrees of confidence. Some are held wl:h absolute

certainty, because they are based on repeated experience or highly reliable

information. We all are sure that the familiar cycle of day and night will

continue fo -the rest of our lives, and the* two and two always will equal four

(even in the metric system!). Rigid, powerful expectations like these usually

are well grounded in reality, although it is possible to develop strong

expectations even if objective facts do not justify them.

Expectations about other people are essentially cognitii/e or intellectual

predictions about (what they will do. In contrast, attitudes are affectiVe or

emotional reactions to others. They are described by such terms as positive. -

versus negative, liking versus disliking, or approving versus disapproving. Some

attitudes are common, because people tend to react similarly to particular

behavior by others. Most people enjoy. being treated with courtesy and respect,
O
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but dislike being treated with rudeness or hostility. Other attitudes are

more limited or even unique to those who hold them.

It is not unusual to find contrasting attitudes toward the same behavior

by other people. Some react very positively to people who avoid flattery and
ro

always "tell it like it is." Others prefer pleasant illusions to brutal trutt)s.

Like expectations, attitudes can vary frop extremely vague and weak to extreme-

ly clear and strong. Also, clear, strong attitudes usually are understandable

reactions to particular behavior, but it is possible to form.strong attitudes

toward people withoUt being able to point to the reasons for them (or, at least,

without being able to give convincing reasons).

When rigid but Inappropriate expectations or attitudes do develop, the

person usually is not aware of the problem. ExcEpt for people with serious

adjustment problems who cannot or will-not face reality, awareness of discrepan-

cies between expectations or attitudes and objective facts leads to change, usu-

ally rapid change. Incorrect expectations or attitudes are adjusted to fit

the facts, as they are now perceived. Thus, awareness is the key to the forma-
,

tion and maintenance of accurate expectations and attitudes, in teachers and

in people in general.

In summary, beliefs, expectationS, and attitudes can vary both in strength

and in degree of objective justification. Where people are not aware-of'the

facts, Inappropriate beliefs, expeCtatjOhs, and attitudes cen be formed and

maintained. The'se can be quite specific and very strong, but clearly wrong,

although this combination is rare. Among other things, heavy reliance on

defense mechanisms to avoid awareness of reality is needed to support clearly,

erroneous impressions over long time periods..

48
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Regardless of the facts, belleex09tations, and attitudee44n4Lela
(------'- '

.. :: i--,;
support one another. We all have---as-FGie7"iconsistency among our' beirefs,

.3/

expectations,'and attitudes. This need for consistency enables -Us to attend

to information selectively, so as to make our hellefs, explctations, and atti-

tudes as consistent with one another as possible.?We may even use defense

mechanisms to avoid becoming aware of information which" would introduce con-

flict or provide dsconfirMation, if the need to sustain a particular false

impression is strong enough (Fesfinger, 1957; Bem, 1976).

When our impressions and perceptions are accurate, our beliefs develop

systematically as we acquire more information. Expectations and attitudes

form as experience teaches us what can be predicted and how we feel about certain

experiences. Here, beliefs, expectations and attitudes, accurately reflect

our experiences and preferences. In fact, they could be predicted by someone

who knew what experiences we would encounter and what preferences we had developed.

The situation is different with unjustified beliefs, expectations, or atti-

tudes, especially when tiey are held strongly and in combination with one another.

Here, selective perception and defense mechanisms are likely. Consistency needs

operate so that, if any one of these three types of impressions is held strongly,

the other two types may be affected. We may use defense mechanisms to insure -.

that only "safe" or "acceptable" information comes to our attention. We May_
/

remain unaware of contradictory information, even when it is obvious to every--
one else.

Thus, if for some reason we develop a strong negative attitude toward

certal.n people, we may support this attitude by developing negative expectations

about their probable behavior and a generally negative set of beliefs about

them. Our attitude could cause us to see only their bad qualities, believe bad
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things abobt them which are not even true; or both. Similarly, a strong

but mistaken belief about people can cause us to develop expectations and

attitudes about them which are compatible with our beliefs, and strongly held

but erroneous expectations can cause us to d6Velop consistent attitudes, and

belief systems.

In summary, beliefs, expectations, and-attitudes are very responsive to

.1-q!'

our need for consistency, sometimes at the expense of objective truth. When

interpersonal impressions exist whiCh are strong and resistant to change,

the stage is set for self-fulfilling prophecy effects. People usually need

consistency not only among their beliefs, expectations, and attitudes, but-also

between these internal events and external behavior. Our behavior toward others

usually is consistent with our impressions of them, even where these impres-

sions are-false. If we systematically treat people as if they were something

other than what they are, eventually they may begin to conform to our expectations,

even though these expectations were incorrect initially. This is how expectations

(and beliefs and attitudes as well) can function as self-fullfilling prophecies.

Everyone holds interpersonal impressions that affect, and are affected by,

their interactions with others. This is basic to the human condition. Thus,

the relationships betWeen teacher impressions of their students and teacher

behavior toward studentv'are special cases of general human psychology. For

everyone, the important point here is to maintain awareness of Impressions and

keep them flexible, so that they are changed in response to new facts or changes,

is existing situations.

SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECIES

Pygmal'on in the Classroom created interest'In the possibility that .

teachers' expectations for student achievement might function as-self- fulfilling.

48
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` prophecies, causing students to achieve what teachers expect them to achieve.

This wasthe first widely publicized,application of the concept of self-ful-

filling prophecies to education, although the concept itself had been around for

a long time. The general Idea that prior possession of a belief, expectation,

or attitude could help make it come true has been pa'rt of folk wisdom extending

back at least to the Bible. Furthermore, the concept of the self-fulfilling

prophecy was labeled and defined by Merton (1948) long before the recent flurry

of interest in it. The concept is worth considering, both to appreciate its

complexities and to see its applications and limits.

Appreciation of its complexities is Important so that myths and over-
,

simplifictibns such as "just make a prediction and it will come true" will be

avoided. On the other hand, it is important to recognize valid applications

of the concept as well as distortions of it. Unfortunately, criticism directed

at Pygmalion in the Classroom and at certain obviously false distortions of the

serf-fulfilli.ng prophecy concept has left many people with the impression that

the concept is not valid. This is not the case. As Merton defined it, the con-

cept is both scientifically acceptable and easily understandable.

A self-fulfilling prophecy is a belief or expectation which is initially

false, or at least not necessarily true, but which is-made to come true by

people acting on the assumption that it is true. The processes involved are

not magical or even mysterious. Thee key point to remember is that beliefs or

expectations do not become true simply because they are held; they become true

. because people act on the assumption that they are true. This behavior affects

the object of the belief or expettation, so that events progress along a

different path than'they might have taken if a different belief or expectation .

had been held in the first place. Systematic behavior based upon a belief or
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expectation, and not merely the existenceof a belief or expectation, brings

about self-fulfilling prophecy effects.

Merton used bank failures as an example, and this still is one of the

best illustrations of the concept: As you know, banks do not stockpile the

money that people deposit in accounts. Instead, they reinvest most of this

money by loaning it or purchasing stocks and bonds. This ways most of the

money is used to generate more money through interest and dividends. As a

result, the bank,;.ends up with more money than it would if it simply stored

deposits.

Banks keep available only enough cash to handle daily transactions. They

could not give all depositors their money, but they do not need to because only .

a few depositors withdraw from their accounts each day.

Merton's example concerns bankruptcy induced by a self-fulfilling prophecy

based upon a false belief. Imagine what would happen to a bank if false but.

persistent rumors were spread claiming that the bank was about ta go bankrupt.

Let us say that the bank was in fine financial condition, so that the rumors

were completely false when they began. However, suppose that, for whatever

reason, its depositors believed the rumors and, worse yet, acted on them by

withdrawing their money and putting it in a "safer" bank. In time, the bank's_

financial position would deteriorate, and bankruptcy would result.

This is a classical self - fulfilling prophecy. The initial belief was

false, but enough people-acted upon it to make it come true. The behavior

that made it come true was based directly on the belief itself, but note that the

outcome stemmed from behavior, not mere belief. If the depositors had not

acted upon the belief (or if they had investigated and found that it, was false)

the prophecy would not have been fulfilled.
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In the classroom, teacher impressions of students can act as self-fulfilling

prophecies. If teachers believe that certain students are bright and others are

dull, they may teach in ways ttiat help confirm these beliefs. "Bright" students

may get called on more often and be given more challenging work, for example,

so that they end up achieving more. Other students who are capable of, the same

achievement will not fulfill their potential if they do not ever get opportuni-

ties to learn about or work on certain things. If this happens because their

teachers don't think they can handle the work and therefore don't even make

attempts to find out, their reduced-achieveftient will have occurred as a result

of teacher beliefs and expectations acting as- self -- fulfilling prophecies.

Everyday examples can be seen in certain personality types who "make things

happen" because of their attitudes towards others. People who are optimistic

about life in general and people in particular expect to like others and expec+,

others to like them. Partly because of this, they are optimistic, cheerful,

pleasant, and generally socially attractive in their interactions with others.

This will make them popular with others, confirming their expectations.

Other people are pessimistic and mistrustful, expecting others to be selfish

in their motives and devious, perhaps dangerous, in their behavior. Such

people are likely to act this way themselves. Even if they stop short of this,

pattern of behavior,-. they may develop social anxiety, suspiciousness, distance,

or a general avoidance of close relationships. Such behavior will make others

uneasy at the very least, and it may well produce 'suspiciousness or hostility.

Here again, behavior stemming from expectations can make these expectations come

true.
ft

Note again that it is behavior,-not just expectations, that makes the

difference. Some people who are fundamentally cynical about others try to make'
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themselves as socially attractive as possible in order to avoid the negative

consequences they expect from people who dislike them. Those mho are clever

enough to do this without revealing their underlying cynicism and selfish

motives might become popular because of their efforts to do so. Similarly,

someone who expects to be rejected because of speech difficulties might enter

speech therapy to eliminate the problem, and thus eliminate the fear of rejection.
.,

These examples reveal how expectations or attitudes alone do not necessari-

ly lead to self-fulfilling prophecy cycles. Self-fulfilling prophecies are brought

about by systematic and continuing patterns of behavior which are consistent

with expectations. Very different outcomes result when people take action to

prevent or counteract expected problems.

Teacher Expectations Can Act as Self-Fulfilling Prophecies

The Oak School experiment deScribed by Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) in

Pygmalion in the Classroom was an attempt to demonstrate. that teacher's exp9c-

tations for student achievement can function as self-fulfilling prophecies.
, ...-.

They claimed that teachers led to expect unusually good-performance froM certain

students did get unusually gOod performance from these students, and that this

was because they expected to,do so. Their study has been exposed to a variety

of criticisms (see Elashoff and Snow, 1971), leading many to rejectit. How-
.,

ever, a great many other studies done'ince have demonstrated-clearly that

teacher expectations can have self-fulThling.prophecy effects. Some of these
... 1

have been conducted by the authors of Pygmalion In the Classroom, but most

t .. .

have been done by others. A variety of findings by many investigators using

)

different methods are conOncing, although the data show. only that teachers'

expectations can have self-fulfilling prophecy effects, not that they always ,do

. 52 "'..
C' ...
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have such effects. Furthermore, such effects appear only for certain teachers.

Some teachers' expectations apparently do not affect their teaching behavior or

its outcomes.

rnitial doubts about the reality of teacher expectation effects were fueled

not only by criticism of Pygmalion in the Classroom, but also by several repli-
.

cation attempts which failed. Alsoz a study by Fleming and Antonnen (1969)

showed thaj teachers did not even believe inflated 1Q scores, let alone act

on thbm. These replication failures are still relevant today, not for dismissing

the reality of teacher expectation effects, but for providing perspective about

them.

--Tialler expectations effects have been demonstrated clearly and some of

the processes that mediate them have been identified. However, these effects

are relatively weak in studies of practicing teachers and conducted over Icing-

time periods such as an entire semester or school ygar (Brophy and Good, 1974).

Effects are particularly weak when the student variables are IQ tests:or

standardized achievement tests. Effects are stronger on more limited tests

covering a single teaching session or a few sessions spread over a short time

(Brophy and Good, 1974; Elashoff and Sncw, 1971)%

0
In fact, to this day, no one has replicated the original Rosenthal and

Jacobson (1968) findings. This is partly because they attempted to show expec-

tation effects under conditions which since have been shown to be the most diffi-

cult: they used general test
4

oe'intellectual abilities as their student measure,
0

and the study spanned almott a whole school year. Also, replication of this

particular study'requires providing phony information to teachers. But -Poachers

are unlikely tb believe information which conflicts.wtth_their own_pbservattons. .?

Furthermore, the publicity given Roseilthal and Jacobson's study has ,sensitizeti
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most teachers to t1761;pic of expectation effects, and probably has made them

less susceptible to phony,information than they ever were.

Even if Rosenthal and Jacobson's results never are replicated, though,

many other studies have established the reality of teacher expectation effects

in certain teachers and under certain conditions. Some of these involved

provision of phony information to teach-ers. Others involved interviewing

teachers to determine their naturalistically formed expectations and then seeing

if they treated students differently in ways that would produce self fulfilling

prophecy effects. Many studies of both types have been conducted. We will

examine two of each to illustrate fte kinds of findings that they haim produced.

Experi menta 1 "Studies

Beez (1968) provided one of the simplest and clearest demonstrations of

teacher expectation effects. This was an experimental study in which students

taking graduate education courses were asked to tutor HeaduStart children.

Tutoring involved teaching the children words printed on cards. All tutors >

received the same 20 word cards. They were asked to teach their Head Start

child as many words as they could in a single ten-minute session.

The Head Start children were assigned randomly to experimental and control

groups, Harf of the tutors were' led to believe that they, were assigned a high.

ability child, and the other half were led to believe that they were assigned

a low ability child. The tutors had not seen the-children previously, and they

only interacted with them for ten minutes, so most of them apparently believed_

this imfoiration. At any'rate, clear cut expectation effects were obtained.

Children taught by tutors with high expectations learned an average of

about six words) whi I ethose *aught by tutors t iifh IoW-ercriettptton's-learne d

S
0: t
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an average of only about three words. Thus, in this case, the experimental group

learned roughly twice as much. Furthermore, observational data from this study

showed that the difference was due to expectation effects. Tutors with high

expectations tried to teach more than tutors with tow expectations.

The high group tried to teach an average of 10.4 words, but the low group only

tried to teach an average of 5.7 words. Thus, the children in the high group

learned more mostly because they were taught more.

Also, the tutors in the low group spent more time explaining the meanings

of the words and providing :quItiple examples, and they spent more time on non-

teaching activities. As we will see, this behavior Is typical under low expec-

tancy conditions-. Finally, interview and questionnaire data obtained from the

tutors after the experiment- showed that the information was believed and acted

upon. Tutors led to have high expectations rated their children higher, not only

on achievement, but also on social competence and general intellectual ability.:

They thoughf that tne dirricu!ty level of the task was Just tbout right for ,the

students. In contrast, tutors led to have low expectations rated their students

lower on the rating scales and saw the task as much too difficutt. In summary,

the Beez study provides a convincing demonstration that teacher expectations can

° have self-fulfilling prophecy effects, and that these can be quite potent under

certain conditions.
a.-

Beez showed teacher expectation effects on both student,achievement'a d

teacher behavior. Certain studies show effects on one but not the other, either

because only one is measured, or because'effects show up in only, one area (usu-

ally teacher behavior). For example, Kester and Letchworth (1972) studied the

interactions of 23 teachers with 150 average ability seventh graders who had

O
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been identified to the teachers as being especially bright. Observational

data revealed that, compared to their behavior towards control students,

teachers spent more time with the "bright" students, talked with them more

often, ane'generally were more supportive toward them. These effects were

enhanced when the "bright" students responded reciprOcally by becoming more

initiatory and supportive toward the teachers.

This study revealed a general change in teacher behavior towards students

identified as "bright," and also a more specific and extreme change in patterns

of reciprocal interaction with students in the "bright" group. They responded

to better teacher treatment by becoming more positiveiin their own interactions

with the teachers. These data demoAstrate hOW teacher expectations can affect

teacher behavior, and how teacher behavior can affect student behavior. Even

so, the changes in teacher-student interaction patterns were not powerful

enough to make a significant difference on measures of student 1Q, achievement,

or attitudes.

These two studies are' represent=ative of those which find positive results

when'teacher expectations are induced through false information or other

experimental maiplation. Effects sometimes are seen only in outcome measures

sometimes only in behavior measures, and sometimes in both kilid,s of measures,

as in-the Beez (1968) study. Such data are convincing in establishing the reality

of some teacher expectation effects, although many experimental studies isave not

produced positive results (Brophy and Good, 1974).

Naturalistic Studies

Several studies have approached the topic of self-fulfilling prophecy effects

in teacher expectations by relating outcomes to preexisting, naturalistically

5.5
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formed teacher expectations. Instead of trying to manipulate teacher expec-

tations experimentally, this approach involves determining what expectations

teachers have and relating these to other measures that suggest self -- fulfilling

prophecy effects. One of the first studies of this type was conducted by

Brophy and Good (1970b). It will be discussed In the'folloWing section,

because it was designed primarily to identify the processes which mediate teacher

expectation effects, not just to show that such effects exist. To illustrate

how naturalistic methods have been used to show the existence of teacher expec-

tation effects, we will discuss two of the more ingeniously designed studies

of this'type.

Palardy (1969) related teacher expectations concerning sex differences in

reading achievement to scores on reading achievement tests. Several months
.

prior to the study, he gave a questionnaire to some first grade teachers,
-.

asking them questions about a variety of issues. One question concerned sex

differences irr first grade reading achievement. Using response to'this question-

naire item, Palardy identified one, group of teachers who .:.learly expected girl's'

to do better than boys, ,and another group who expected no sex differences at ..
,

all. Then he matched five pairs of teachers, one from each group, according

to sex, race, teaching experience, types of schools'in which they taught, and
.

textbook used for teaching reading in the first grade. At the end of the next

schocS1 year, he compared the; reading achievement scores of their students.

Notice that this study did not involve any actual treatment at all, The teachers

did not interact with the researcher and did not even know that the reading

achievement of their students was being studied.

The data provide convincing evidence for expectation effects. Comparisons

of reading achievement scores (adjusted for IQ) showed no differences among'
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teachers who expected no differences. However, scores were higher for girls in

the classes of teachers who expected girli to do better than boys. Furthermore,

. _
the scores forgirls 1-FITVeraTfer'elises were similar to the scores for both

boys and girls in the former classes, but the scores for bo\es were lower.

Thus, both groups of teachers got the sex differences theyexpected,.although

the group who expected no sex.differences also got better results overall. Given

theCIever design of this study, the careful matching of teachers on relevant

characteristics, and the adjustment of student reading scores for ability, It is

difficult to attribute the results to anything other than teacher expectations.

Doyle, Hancock, and Kifer (1972) obtained similar results. in a study of

the effects of teachers' expectations concerning both sex and IQ. Working in

schools where IQ tests were administered in the first grade routinely, they asked

first grade teachers to estimate their students' IQ's shortly before the tests

were given. Although their estimates correlated high,l with measured 19,

the teachers systematically overestimated the IQ's of girls and underestimated

the IQ's of boys. These differences-between teacher estimates and actual scores

proved to be important.

First, reading tests given at the end of the school year showed that stu-

dents whose 1Q's had been overestimated by their teachers had higher reading

achievement scores than their IQ's predicted, and students whose IQ'S were

underestimated by their teachers had lower achievement scores than their IQ's

predicted. Thus, in both sexes, students for whom-teachers had had relatiVely

high expectations did better than students for whom teachers had relatively

low expectations. These interesting student data were supplemented by dif-

ferences among teachers which provide more evidence that the results were due

to teacher expectations. The teachers were divided into high and low groups
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according to whether they generally overestimated or generally underestimated

their students'-1Q's (regardless of sex). Comparisons revealed that students

of overestimators generally achieved more than students of underestimators,

even when achievement scores were adjusted for. IQ. This suggests that teacher

expectations can affect the achievement levels of entire classes, not just

those of individual students.

As with the experimental studies, these naturalistic studies are representa-

tive of those which showed teacher expectation effects. Naturalistic studies

show such effects more regularly than experimental ones, but teacher expecta-

tion effects are not always obtained. Nevertheless, the weight of the evidence

from both types of studies suggests that teacher expectation effects are real

and can occur, although they do not occur necessarily or always and thew differ

in strength and type of outcome (Brophy and Good, 1974).

What Produces Teacher Expectation Effects?

While some researchers were concentrating on establishing whether or not

teacher expectati9ns could function as self-fulfilling prophecies, others,-

already convinced that they could, designed.studies to find out how the process

worked. 'Such information is needed in order to give teachers and future

teachers useful suggestions about how they can.use positive expectation_effectt

to their advantage and minimize undesirable negative expectation effects. In

addition, the widespread tendency- _fa spread myths about-teaeber.expectation

effect's, and in particular the tendency to portray them. as mysterious or magi-

cal, underscores.the need for analysis of the processes involvpd.

Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968) provided no such information, because their
o

study did not involve any observation of the teachers. Beez (1968) djd prc4ide

_o
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some information about the processes 'involved. Teachers with higher expectations

tried to teach more material, spent more time on task, and moved students along

at a brisker pace than teachers with low expectations. Other early studies

also provided Information about how the process worked.. However, the major

impetus for research designed specifically to investigate the processes media-

ting teacher expectation effects was provided by a, study by Brophy and Good

(1970b).

Following Merton (1948), Brophy and Good assumed that if expectation effects

were real, they would be produced by systematic teacher behavior, not merely

by teacher expectations. These assumptions were deC)eloped into an explicit

model for explaining expectation effects (paraphrased from Brophy and Good,

1970b):

1) Early in the year, teachers form differential expectations for student

performance;

2) Consistent with these differential expectations, teachers behave different-

ly toward different students;

3) This differential teacher behavior communicates to.each Individual student

something about how he or she is expected to behave in tha classroom and perform

on academic tasks;

4) If teacher treatment is consistent over time, and if students do not

actively resist or change it, it will likely affect student self concept,

achievement motivation, level of aspiration, classroom conduct, and interaction

with,,the teacher;
,Y

5) These effects generally'will complement and reinforce the teacher's

expectations, so that students will conform to these expectations more than they

might have otherwise;
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6) Ultimately, this will make a difference in student achievement anti other

outcomes, indicating that teacher expectations can function 'as self-fulfill Og

prophecies.

This model, stressing that teacher expectation effects should be mediated

through observable behavior, provided direction about potentially profitable

research relating to these mediating processes. In the first of a series of

studies, Brophy and Good (1970b) began by attempting to demonstrate the middle

stages of the model, relating preexisting teacher expectations to differential'

teacher treatment of different students and differential student response to this

treatment. It is obvious that teachers have different expectations for different

students, so there was little point in demonstrating this. However, it did

seem worthwhile to see If these differential expectations led teachers to

treat individual students systematically and predictably 16 ways that seemed

likely to produce.expectation effects.

Combining common sense considerations with what research was available,

Brophy and Good hypothesized that differential teacher expecta.flons could be

revealed by such measures as time spent with students, amount and difficulty

level of material taught, and positive and negative affect (emotion). Differen-

tial patterns of patience, determination,.and expectations of ultimate success

vs. resignation to ultimate'failure and a tendency to give up easily would in-

dicate self-fulfilling effects in teacher behavior. Once a list of promising_

behaviors to investigate was compiled, existing classroom observation systems

were examined. Unfortynately, none were appropriate for the purpose at hand.

The problem was that almost all coding systems up to that time were keyed

to the teacher. If student behavior was coded a1 all, it typically was coded

for '"students" as an undifferentiated group rather than separately for individual
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students. Consequently, in order to get the individual student data that the

research required, they developed the dyadic interaction observation system

(Brophy and Good, 1970a). A major feature of the system was its focus on dyadic

interactions between teachers and individual students. Each studentts interac-

tions,with the teacher were coded and tabulated separately, so that different

teacher interaction patterns with different students could be identified and,

analyzed.

Another important feature was that interactions initiated by teacher's' were

coded separately from interactions initiated by students, and events occurring

in,sequence were coded with the sequence retained. This made it possible to

separate interaction patterns due 10 teacher behavior from those due to student

behavior.

These features are central to research in classrooms. First, because the

model specified different teacher behavior towards different students, class-

room observations had to be tabulated separately for each student if this

aspect of classroom interaction were to be studied at all. Also, knowledge

of the initiation and sequencing of interactions is vital to the interpretation

of the meaning of any differences observed. Simple frequency counts are ambi-

guous without this information.

For example, suppose that a teacher criticizes Jim only once during 10

hours of classroom observation, but criticizes B:11 15 times? Is the teacher

showing favoritism towards Jim and/or picking on Bill? We cannot answer on the

basis of praise frequency alone,'because we do not know how Jim and Bill act

in the classroom or about the quality of their work; if they are similar,

the teacher probably is favoring Jim and/or picking on Bill. However, if Jim

is a talented and well motivated student who does good work and seldom mis-
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behaves, and if Bill is lacking in both talent and motivation so that he

rarely does work and constantly is causing trouble, thedifferentialieacher_

behavior is quite understandable.

In fact, it is possible that the teacher is more likely to criticize Jim

than Bill for a given reason, but that this tendency doesn't show up becruse

Jim 'practically never gives the teacher reason to criticize. Meanwhile, Bill

gives reason so often that he virtually insures frequent criticism. This

Is Just one of many examples that could be given to show that observational data

from the classroom often are ambiguous in meaning and thus difficult to inter-

pret. We will return to this point many times in discussing situations where

different conclusions would be drawn depending upon how data -re interpreted.

For the moment, though, let us return to the Brophy and Good (1970b) study

of how teacher expectation effects work. Achievement expectations held by four

first grade teachers were measured by asking these teachers to rank their stu-

dents according to general achievement. The instructions deliberately were

vague, to encourage teachers to rank on the basis of general Impressions rather 0

than specit test scores. The data were collected early in the spring, so

that the teachers had had ample time to interact with their students and form

Impressions about their ability and achievement potential. The rankings were

used to identify six high expectation 'students and six low expectation students

(three boys and three girls) in each classroom. Then, the classrooms were ob-

served for two mornings and two afternoons each, and teacher interactions with -

these 12 students were recorded.

This study revealed many differences tetween the high and low expectation

groups, some of which could be interpreted as indicating self-fulfilling prophecy

effects, and some of wh4ch could not. The latter group of findings Included
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the following: 'high expectation students raised their hands more often when

teachers asked questions; they initiated more private interactions with the
_

teachers; they were criticized for misbehavior less often; they gave correct

answers more often; they had fewer problpms in reading during reading group;

and they received more praise and 16ss criticism. All of these differences

are consistent with the idea that the teachers were acting on their differen-

tial expectations so as to produce self-fulfilling prophecy effects. However,

none of these group differences shows this convincingly. Each difference could

have resulted entirely from differences between the groups of students rather

than from discriminatory teacher behavior.

However, in addition to these ambiguous differences, there were differences

on measures that took into account student behavior and seemed to imply self-

fulfilling prophecy effects. First, teachers were more likely to praise correct

answers and less likely to praise wrong answers 'Or failures to respond when

interacting with high expectancy students, even though these students responded

successfully more,often. Thus, the praise and criticism differences appeared

not only In frequency counts, but in the percentages of correct answers followed

by praise and the percentages of failures followed by criticism. This indicates

that the teachers were-least likely to praise and most likely to criticize the

very students who most needed patience and encouragement.

Another indication was the, degree to which teachers paid attention to

student answers and gave specific feedback in response to them.- --Teachers-

failed to give feedba.ck to high expectation students only about 3% of the time,

but they failed to give feedback to low expectation students almost 15% of the

time. Thus, the teachers were least likely to give feedback to the students

who needed it most.

A third indication came from data on teacher persistence in seeking

!.
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correct answers from students. When a student failed to answer a question or

. _

could not read a word In reading group, teachers were much more likely to try

to elicit the answer by repeating the question, by giving a clue, or providing

some other kind of help if the student was a high expectation student. When

faced with such failure situations involving low expectation students, they

were more likely to give them the answer or to call on someone else than to

persist in trying to get the answer. Teachers were more persistent in seeking

. Improved responses from high expectStion students, but more likely to give

up easily when dealing with low expectation students.

These data indicate that teachers were responding to their differential

expectations by systematically treating high and low expectation students

differently. Furthermore, the differences observed suggest that high expec-

tation students were being taught in ways likely to maximize their achievement,.

but that low expectation students were being taught in ways likely to minimize

it. The findings indicate some of the ways that teacher expectations can func-
y

tion as self-fulfilling prophecies (when they do).'

These general results were not always replicated in subsequent studies,

although some teachers in the studies that did not replicate the group differences

for the sample as a whole showed similar patterns (Brophy and Good, 1974). In

any case, this study and later ones identified several mechanisms mediating

teacher expectation effects, and studies conducted by others, including Rosenthal,

identified additional factors. Eventually, Rosenthal (1973, developed a four -

factor theory of positive expectation effects, combining the findings of several

investigators. He suggests that, rather than trying to avoid expectations,

teachers should project positive expectations and this get better results than

they might otherwise.' According to RoSenthal, teachers will maximize positive
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expectation effects on students if they:

1) Create particularly warm social-emotional relationships with these

students (climate);

2) Give these students more feedback about their performance (feedback);

3) Teach these students more material and more difficult material (input);

4) Give these students more opportunities to respond and to ask questions

(output).

Rosenthalts four-factor model does seem to bring together many of the fin-

dings concerning expectation effects. However, there are many more specific

findings. Brophy and Good (1974) included the following among teacher behiors-

that often'are associated with low expectations:

1) Waiting less time for low expectation students to answer questions;

2) Prematurely giving up on low expectation students when, they fail to

answer questions correctly (giving them the-answer or calling on someone else

rather than trying to elicit the answer from them);

3) Rewarding inappropriate behavior of tow expectation students (praising

marginal or even wrong answers or poor work, something that tends to discourage

such students if they become aware of it);

4) Criticizing low expectation students more than hig1.4 expectation sty4enft

in parallel situations, and/or criticizing theirimiseandilict but not their poor

academic work;

5) Failure to praise low expectation students in situations where other

students typically are praised (in particular, failure to notice and praise

hard work or improved performance which has resulted from persistent effort);

6) Failure to gi410164.expectatrbn students feedback concerning the correct-

ness of their responses or their work, or failind 16 give them feedback suf-
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ficiently specific to be useful;

7) Calling on low expectation students less often;

8) Calling on /low expectation students only for easy questions;

9) Paying less attention to low expectation students except when they .

are misbehaving (thus missing chances to provide reinforcement by attending

to good work and failing to monitor what these students are doing and provide

feedback regularly and quickly);

10) Segregating low expectation students in seating patterns so as to place

them farthest away from the teacher;

II) Generally expecting and demanding less, and less difficult, work from

law expectation students;

12) Allowing other students to call out answers if the original respondent

hesitates (this enables the brighter and more motivated students to get most

of the public response opportunities and it may demoralize those sl&er students

who are trying to respond and/or reinforce those slower students who are trying

to avoid responding).

Brophy and Good, noting that there.were individual differences among teachers

in whether or not expectation effects appeared, and in the kinds and degree

of such effects when they did appear, suggested that teachers could be broadly

classified into three types:

I) Proactive teachers. These teachers stay aware of their expectations

and keep them flexible, so that they change as students change. Pasitive.ex-

pectation effects like those suggested by Rosenthal are most likpAy in their

classrodms, especially for low achievers.

2) Reactive teachers. These teachers simply react to student behavior.

Their expectations are shaped by students, and not vice versa. They show;
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few if any expectation' effects', although many measures will reveal that high .,

achievers have better experiences in their, classrooms than low achievers.

3) Overreactive teachers. These teachers have strong and relatively rigid
4

expectations, so that they are less likely to change expectations if students

change, and most likely to have..expectation effects. Some of these will be

desirable, if the teachers have high (but not too high) expectations for students

that purely reactive teachers would be less impressed with. However, undesirable

expectation effects are most likely in thd classr6oms of overreactive teachers,

who may make little effort to teach low achievers because they have rigid low

expectations for them.

ThesD"pure types " are stereotypic, of course; most teachers vary in the

strength and flexibility of expectations they hold for different students.

This is a major focus of the book.

Appropriate Teacher Expectations

Note that teacher expectation effects can be either desirable or undesirable.

, r

To'the extent that teachers treat students as if they were somewhat more talenr

ted or motivated than they actually are, the teachers might produce positive.

expectation effects resulting in improved student achievement or motivation.

To the extent that teachers treat students as less able or motivated than they

really are, teachers might produce undesirable expectation effects, so that

students achieve less than .0)ey are able to, or lose some of their motivation.

Thus, the practical problem facing teachers is not elimination of expectation

effects. Instead, it is maximizing positive or desirable expectation effects

and minimizing negative or undesirable ones.
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' This cannot be accomplished by doing anything so simple as "deciding" I>

to expect good work and good motivation from everyone, or even "deciding" to

have the same expectations for all students. Students do differ. it is Am-

possible for teachers to have the same expectations for different students.

Furthermore, expectations cannot be manipulated easily as the "just

make a prediction and it will come true" myth suggests. Experimental studies

involving attempted induction of teacher expectations show that expectation

effects do not appear when the teachers do not acquire the intended expectations.

To put this another way, one necessary (but not sufficient) condition which must

be present if teacher expectations are to function as self-fulfilling prophecies

is that the teacher expectations be real. The beliefs supporting the expec-

tations must be genuine (really thought to be true), and the expectations them-

selves must be genuine expectations rather than predictions or guesses made

with little conviction.

As a rule, it is more Important that teacher expectations be realistic,

and ,in particular flexible, than that they be favorable. Unrealistically high

expectations can backfire if teachers act on them in ways that bring frustration

because students cannot live up to them. On the other hand, realistic teacher

expectations based on an accurate assessment of student charactei-istics help

guide decision making about meeting individual needs.

It also is helpful, of course, if teacher expectations and aspirations are

as high as they realistically can be, and if they are adjusted upward as students

improve. Keeping expectations realistic will prevent the frustration th6t

comes when too much is expected,'but keeping expectations relatively.high within
.

what is realistically possible will help maximize poSitive or desirable eXpec-

. tation effects.

0
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Teacher Awareness

Besides being realistic, teacher expectations must be flexible if they

are to have desirable consequences. Teachers must monitor and evaluate student

progress continually so that any significant changes will be noticed. Ulti-

mately, the key here is teacher awareness. Teachers who remain continuously

aware of what their students are doing, and who note any changes in typical

patterns, will oe able to keep their expectations up to date, realistic,

and as positive as possible. In contrast, teachers who do not remain aware

of what is happening may begin to treat students in predictable and routinized

ways, acting as if the students were stereotypes of expectations formed earlier

which may or may not be correct today.

Summary .

Pygmalion in the Classroom was only one of a large and growing number of

studies relating to teacher expectations and self-fulfilling prophecy effects.

The cumulative results of studies by many different investigators indicate

that teacher expectations can ac-1 as self-fulfilling prophecies, and much

is known about how the process works when it is in weration. However, these

studies also indicate that self-fulfilling propheCy effeCts are neither typical

nor particularly strong in most cases. There has been speculation about the.

teacher attributes that may be involved here, but little is ktiown about the

teacher individual differences that affect the probability of self-fulfillindpro-

phecy effects. Readers interested In these issues, and in a detailed review

of the literature on teacher' expectations, should consult Brophy and food (1974).

While some,investigators were establishing that. teacher expectation effects

do in fact exist, others were concentrating OP Identifying the mechanisms-whiCh
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explain them. Models have been proposed, and much has been learned about how

teacher expectations are communicated to students through differential teacher

behavior. The highlights of this information and its implications for maxi-

mizing positive expectation effects and minimizing negative ones were summarized

in, this chapter.

Studies of how expectations are communicated form one of three primary

lines of inquiry which ultimately led to the Student Attribute Study described

in this book. A second line of inquiry, research on the behavioral expression
C

of teacher attitudes toward students, is described in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER III

TEACHER ATTITUDES

3-I

Shortly after Pygmalion in the Classroom set off a flurry of research

on teacher expectations, Silberman (1969) published a study of how teacher

attitudes towards students are expressed in observable classroom behavior.

His study was similar in conceptuafizatiol and design to the Brophy and Good

(1970b) study of teacher expectations, and questions dealing with the re-

lationship of teacher attitudes to teacher behavior could be related to their

model for studying teacher expectation effects. Furthermore, the dyadic

observation system used in the expectation research seemed equally applicable

to attitude research, with minor alterations. These factors, combined

with interest in the questions Silberman was asking", led to a replication.

and extension of his work by Good and Brophy (1972). Subsequent research

relating to teacher attitudes conducted by the present authors and other

colleagues eventually culminated in the Student Attribute Study.

Recall that attitudes, along with beliefs and expectations, are im-

pressions forthed about people from observing and interacting with them.

Expectations are predictions abouftheir.future behaviors, and attitudes

are emotional reactions to them. Attitudes, like expectations, can act as

self-fulfilling prophecies if they are strong and rigid enough. If we like

people, we probably will treat them in ways likgly to cause them to like

us, and vice versa. Our attitudes affect our behavior, and our behavior

leads to responses by others that are likely :to reinforce our attitudes.

The inspiration for Silberman's (1969) study was an earlier study by

Jackson, Silberman, and Wolfson (1969) on student /alias, In that

study, 32 elementary school teachers were asked to name all students from
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memory. This proved to be very difficult for some teachers. May required

much time and help before they could remember all their students, even though

they spent five hours a day with them and had been teaching them for many

months.

Students named first were considered "salient," and students named

last were considered "non-salient." Once these students had been identified,

the teachers were questioned about their attitudes and opinions concerning

their most salient boy and girl and their least salient boy and girl. The

teachers' comments were tape recorded and later analyzed for "signs of

emotional involvement" with the students. Unsurprisi-ngly, there were-more'

signs of involvement in the teachers' comments about salient students than

in their comments about ion- salient students. There also were more signs

of involvement in their comments about boys, although more of these were

negative ones indicating negative attitudes or disapproval. The girls

averaged fewer signs of involvement, bit had a greater percentage of

positive statements indicating approval or liking. These data fit with

data from many other sources indicating that boys generally are more salient

than girls but also are more likely to provoke negative reaction' from

teachers. These sex differences will be discussed in greater detail in

the next chapter.

In adalyzing the teachers' comments, Silberman noticed two common

themes: the degree to which teachers liked versus disliked students, and

the degree to which teachers were concerned about students. This ied
. _

a follow up study of teacher behavior towards four types of students:
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d.

1) Attachment students. These were students 'named when teachers

were asked, "If you could keep one student another year for the sheer joy

of it, whom would you pick?"

2) Concern students. These were students whom the teachers named when

asked, "If you could devote all your attention to a child who concerns you

a great deal, whom would you pick?"

3) Indifference students. These were students whom the teachers named

when asked, "If a parent were to drop in, unannov.ced, for a conference,

whose child would you be least prepared to talk about?"

4) Rejection students. These were students whom the teachers named'

when asked, "If your class was to be reduced by one child, whom would you

be relieved to have removed?"

Silberman (1969) asked these questions of 10 third grade teachers, who

named one student in response to each question. This yielded a total of 10

students rn each group, one in each class. Classes then were observed for

20 hours each, to see what these students were like and how the teachers

interacted with them.

Attachment students generally were conforming and rewarding to the

teachers. They often volunteered to answer questions, usually answered -cor-

rectly, and made relatively few demands upon the teachers' energies. In

general, they were model students, However, despite their excellent class-

room behavior and even though the teachers nominated them as their favorites,

there was little evidence of preferential. treatment or.overt favoritism.

. Teachers did not call on them more frequently, despite their more frequent
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handraising, and they did not interact with them more often. They did

praise them more often, but this probably wasIdue to.their better general

performance rather than to teacher favoritism.

in a later discussion, Silberman (1971) said that he thought he saw

more subtle evidence of favoritism. For example, attachment students. may

not have been praised more often, but Silberman thought that they were

praised more intensively and more publicly, as if they were being held up

as examples to their classmates. Also, although they were not called on

more often, he felt that they were asked to share their ideas with the class

more often. He also believed that they were criticized less harshly when

they broke the rules.

Even if all this is true, it hardly constitutes the clear cut favoritism

connoted by a term like "teacher's pet." Remarks by some of the teachers

suggest an explanation for this: they seemed to be not only aware of their

attitudes toward these students but determined to avoid showing favoritism,

because they did not want to be unprofessional or unfair. In summary,

Silberman found little evidence of favoritism toward attachment students in

his actual data, but he got the impression that these students were favored

in subtle ways even though the teachers, consciously tried to avoid favoring

them at all.

The story was very different with students in the concern group. Teacher

concern was overt and obvious. These children made extensive but appropriate

demands on the teachers. They obeyed classroom rules and tried to do their

assignments, but they were slow students who needed frequent help and super-

vision. Teachers responded by giving them more attention than other children,
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initiating contacts with them more often, and allowing them to approach them

for help more freely. The teachers also seemed to consciously try to Ray

attention to their efforts and praise them when they did well. Thus, these

children needed a lot of help, but'the teachers were willing to provide it.

Their concern was active and positive. However, sometimes they did express

their attitudes openly by making statements like "I don't know what to do

with you next:"

The only thing that students in the indifference group had in common

was the fact that they did not interact with the teachers very often. However,

Silberman (197l) later stated his impression that teacher contacts with these

students were less intense as well as less frequent. The teachers seemed to

have briefer interactions with these students, and to be lerc emeflenally

involved when they did interact with them. The general impression was one

of passive indifference. That is, the indifference students just were not

noticed or thought about as much as the others. This differs from a more

negative or active indifference involving a degree of rejection and deliberate

avoidance or ignoring. In summary, the data and impressions about indifference

students were what one would expect for students that teachers could hardly

remember. However, they were disappointing in that they provided no clues

as to why these students were the way they were or why the teachers reacted

to them the way they did.

In contrast to their careful attempts to avoid showing favoritism toward

attachment students, the teachers clearly and obviously showed hostility

toward rejection students. Most of these students misbehaved often, which
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probably was a major reason for teacher rejection. Silberman described them

as almost continually "under surveillance," and he described the teachers as

quick to criticize or punish them for misbehavior. The teachers interacted

with rejection students frequently, but this was because of the many

interactions that occurred because teachers werkying to control misbehavior.

The teachers appeared to be conflicted about their attitudes toward

rejection students, just as they were about attachment students. For example,

these students received high rates of praise in additibn to high rates of

. criticism, and Silberman thought that the teachers both praised and criticized

these students in a public way, as if to hold them up as examples to the rest

of the class. The teachers seemed to do this only in positive ways with

attachment students) but in both positive and negative ways with rejection

students.

The contrasting patterns of treatment of these four types of students

were_fasicnating, although they raised more questions than they answered.

What were the indifference students like, and why didn't the teachers become

concerned about them? Why did the teachers take a special liking to the

attachment students? Surely, they were not the only conforming and high

achieving students. Was Silberman correct in his impression that the major

difference between the concern and rejection groups was the the concern

students were slow but conforming white the rejttion students were mischievous?
A

Inwhatother ways might teachers behave differentially toward these four

attitude groups? (Note that Silberman found few significant behavioral dif

ferences, although he had many impressions that seem plausible.)
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This tine of research was continued by Jenkins (1972). She conducted

a similar study, using the same four questions to identify one student

of each type in each of 10 elementary classrooms and then observing in

the classrooms and interviewing the teachers. She observed only 10 hours

per classroom, but she interviewed the teachers extensively. Her interview

findings are very relevant to the Student Attribute Study, and they will

be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

The observational data from This Jenkins' study revealed few differences

among the four attitude groups. Of 22 student behaviors observed, only hand-

raising and student initiated work interactions discriminated significantly

among the groups. Attachment students were highest on these measures, and

Indffference students -were lowest. The concern and rejection students were in

between and not significantly different from each other.

Although this study produced many interesting interview findings, the

observational part of it added little to Silberman's work; and it provided
b..

no additional information on the questions raised above. However, a larger

study by Good and Brophy (1972) did provide some answers to these questions.

In particular, it differentiated concern students from rejection. students,

and it identified some more of the attributes of the studerits.

The study replicated Silberman's procedures as cloOly as possible,

although some modifications ivere introduced. First, to increase the number

of students in the study, teachers were asked to nominate three students to

each attitude group rather than only one. Second, Silberman interviewed the

teachers in his study before taking observational measures, so that the
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teachers knew what variables were being studied. This could have led them

to behave differently when being observed than they would have otherwise.

For example, perhaps Silberman saw little favoritism toward attachment
13.7.

students partly because the teachers were aware of his interest in them

and went out of their way to avoid favoring them. To'eliminate this and

related popsibilities, Good and Brophy observed in the classrooms before

interviewing the teachers. Finally, both the Silberman study and the Jenkins

study had been done in upper middle class suburban schools. To Introduce

more variation and take into account the possibility that school SES

(social economic status)mightmake a difference, Good and Brophy included

schools which contrasted in their student populations.

The schools and teachers already were included in a study of teacher

expectation effects (Evertson, Brophy, and Good, 1972). Three first grade

classes in each of three schools-were observed for about 40 hours each

One school served.a pred4wanately upper middle class white population; the

second served a predominate y lower class white population; and the third

served a predminately lo class black population. Teachers had been asked

to rank their students on achievement in.the fall and winter, but attitudes

were not measured until spring, following data collection. Thus, teacher-

student interae:tion could not have been affected by.teacher awareness of our

interest in teacher attitudes. The same was true of the classroom observers,

who also did not know that teacher attitudes would be measured In the spring.

Silberman's (1969) four interview questions were used, with two differences.

First, at the request of the school system, the rejection question was altered

to "If your class was to be reduced by a few children, which would you have
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removed?" Second, teachers were asked to nominate three children in response

to each question rather than just one. Behavioral data collected previously

then were Olayzed for differences among attitude groups. First, analyses

by school revealed no differences in patterns. Thus, the relationships

between teacher- .attitudes and measures of classroom interaction were

essentially the same across student SES and race. The findings generally

replicated those of.Silberman and Jenkins, although they were more numerous

and provided a richer picture of. these fou'r student types and the kinds of

interactions they had with their teachers.

Attachment students showed generally positive patterns. They were high

achievers who actively sought out the teachers to initiate contacts with'.

them, especially about work assignments. They were eager to respond to

questions, but they did not call out answers or violate classroom rules often.

They usually responded correcIy when called on, had fewer errors per reading

turn than other students, and were more likely than other students to at..

least make some kind of response even when they djd not know the answer.

. It is easy to see why the teachers were attracted to these students, and why

they enjoyed having them in their classrooms.

ertheless, as Silberman (1969) had found, the teachers did not

systematically and overtly favor these children. Attachment students did

receive more praise for good work and less criticism, but.these differences

clearly were related to their higher achievement and,h4ter behavior than to

teacher favoritism. The attachment students were not praised any more often

per correct answer than, their classmates were.

8Q
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Another finding that replicated one reported by Silberman (1969) was

that the teachers minimized their contacts with attachment students. They

sought them out less frequently to discuss work and they called on them less

frequently to answer questions. This may have reflected a desire to avoid

showing faVoritism, although it could have been recogni.tion by the teachers

that these studeAs 'did not need much supervision and would come to them

if they needed help.

There were a few indicationss which could be interpreted .as subtle

favoritism of attachment students, but no clear evidence of favoritism. For

example, the attachment students received more reading turns than average,

and they had higher percentages of process questions (which generally are

more difficult questions, compared to other kinds). These data fit with

Silberman's (1971) impression that teachers held`-up attachment students as

pbsitive examples to their classmates, akkhough the same findings could have

occurred even if such thoughts never crossed the.teachers' minds.

The teachers could have asked attachment students to read more often

because they were better readers and thus useful for maintaining a good pace

--durthp reecirhg groups, and they-could have asked them more difficult questions

simply because they were more likely to be able to answer them. Similarly,

the teachers gave detailed process feedback to attachment students less often,

probably because they did not need it All of these differences can be

taken as subtle examples of favoritism, but they also can be explained more

simply AA due to teacher recognition that attachment students were among

the highest achievers.
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Concern students were like attachment students in that they initiated

many contacts with the teachers and were more IlkelY. to guess than remain

silent when they did not know answers. However., they were mostly low

achievers. They had fewer correct answers per 'response opportunity and

more errors per reading turn. These data bear out SlIberman's (1969)

finding that concern students were low achievers who were highly dependent

upon the teachers for direction and feedback. The data on teacher inter-

actions with concern students also support Silberman's findings. The teachers

showed their concern -by Interacting with these students ofteh, giving them

many more opportunities to answer questions im class discussions and reading

groOps, and seeking them out more frequently for private contacts about work

or even procedural matters.

In addition to these differences in frequency of interaction therg

were some interesting differences in_quality of interaction. The teachers

were more willing to spend time with concern students, providing them with

feedback or explaining things over again if they failed to understand them

the first time. Also, teachers were more willing to stay with concern

students when they had fatted to answer questions or read correctly.

Rather thah call on someone else oar give the answer, they tended to try to

elicit the *answer from the concern studentS by giving.them more time or by

helping them with clues or hints.

Taken together, the data on 'concern students.replicate and extend

Sliberman's findings that teachers show their concern and that their concern

appears to be due to low achievement by these students. The teachers
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responded positively to them, even though they made unusually high demands

upon their time and energy. They were willing to take the time to try to

get points across to them or to elicit answers from them, and they went out

of their way to interact with them often. In short, the teacher concern

seemed to be mostly concern about .low achievement, and their response to this

concern was obvious in their attempts to improye low achievement throligh more

frequent and intensive contacts and a conspicuous willingness to provide

whatever help or direction was needed.

Most of these findings are consistent with Siperman's findings and

Impressions, although two of his impressions were not supported. There was

no evidence that the teachers were going out of ti;eir way to praise concern

students at every opportunity. Nor were they parti'cularly quick to give

concern students answers or unwilling to try to elicit answers from them.

The data revealed no consistent differences in praise and criticism of concern

students compared with their classmates, and, if anything, the teachers

tended to push these students for better responses rather than to avoid pushing

them. The Good and Brophy-I1972) data Suggest that the teachers were actively

and seriously trying to teach the concern studentg, not expressing concern

by lowering aspirations and substituting emotional support and reassurance'

for persistent teaching.

The Good and Brophy data were especially revealing in regard to In-

difference students. These students had very low rates of interaction with

teachers, as Silberman 4)969) had found. Howeviik;'other data revealed

additional differences. Several measures showed-lolegrly that the low rates
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of interaction with teachers were due primarily to student avoidance of

the teachers. Indifference students initiated fewer work and procedural

contacts with the teachers, seldom called out responses, and were more

likely to remain silent than to offer a guess when they did not know an

answer.

Measures of classroom achievement and conduct indicated that indifference

students were average, as a group. The teacher-student interaction data

suggested that teachers responded to these students in complementary fashion

by avoiding them. They did not compensate by seeking them out more frequently.

Indifference students were asked fewer direct questions than average, and

the teachers initiated fewer private contacts with them.

These findings are unusual, because teachers typically compensate for

individual diffe'rences in students (Brophy & Evertson, 1976)q For example,

if students do not come to teachers for help when they need it, teachers

usually compensate by going to the students to check their work and provide

help if necessary. Also, if students do not volunteer to answer questions by

raising their hands, teachers tend to compensate by calling on them more often

when they do not have their hands raised, Thus, the teachers' tendency to.

respond to student avoidance wtih avoidance of their own is unusual. It

suggests a different interpretation of the dynamics relating to indifference

students than the one given by Silberman (1969).

Silberman believed that indifference students were simply overlooked in

a passive and presumably accidental fashion by teachers who were busy meeting

the'demands posed by more active and saiept students. This version pictures

.e J
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indifference students as simply "lost in the shuffle," not actively avoided

or disliked. However, the teachers in the Good and Brophy study responded

to student avoidance with avoidance of their own, rather than with com-

pensatory increases in initiation of contact. This suggests the possibility

that their indifference was mere active, perhaps even rejecting.

This interpretation does not arise so much from direct data, which

contained no positive elements of rejection (for example, indifference

students were not criticized more or praised less than other students).

However, the contrast with typical findings which indicate that compensatory

teacher behavior is the norm suggests the possibility that the Indifference

students were conditioning the teachers to stay away from themi This will be

discussed in more detail in the next chapter in connection with research on

student effects on teachers.

The Good and Brophy data on rejection students'bore out Silberman's

description of these students-'as misbehaving. They initiated=ntacts with

the teachers for procedural or work interactions often, called out answers

without permission more frequently, and were especially high,in criticism

for visbehavior. In general, they appeared to be overactive and aggressive,

compared to their classmates.

---------&-hievement measures showed no differences in rates of reading errors

per reading turn or percentages of questions answered correctly in general

class discussions, but rejection students did make more errors in responding

to questions during reading groups. In general, though,0the rejection

students were characterized much more by misbehavior than by low achievement.

85
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As with the concern students, teachers noticeably and consistently acted

upon their attitudes toward re'ection students. These students had many

fewer response opportunities than average, even though they called out

answers more often and even though teachers asked them direct questions as

often as they asked other students. This means that the difference in total

response opportunities occurred becauseteachers were less likely to call on

rejection students when they had their hands up, seeking to -espond. Perhaps

these students raised their hands,less often, but given their tendency to

Call out answers, the teachers might have been avoiding them. -. Also, the

direct questions askbd of these students may have been asked more to get

their attention than to provide them with opportunities to respond.

Other data showed clearer evidence of teacher avoidance of rejection

students. These students had fewer reading turns, and the teachers failed

to give them feedback after reading turns and responses to.questions

especially often. Thus, when teachers did have public interactions with

rejection students, 4-%.:./ tended to keep them brief and move on to someone

else at the first -m 4.inity.

The data from private interaction situations were very different. Teachers

initiated more private work-Contacts with rejection students than average, so

that they clearly did not try to avoid dealing with them in this context.

However, rejection students were more likely to be criticized during these

A s
4

contacts. Taken together, these data provide a clear picture of what the

rejection students were like and how the teachers reacted to them. Among

other things, it seems obvious that the potential for undesirable self-
.
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fulfilling prophecy effects was greatest for the rejection students.

The Good and Brophy (1972) data enriched the profiles of these four

types'of students and the data base on ways that teachers respond to them,

although it did not answer all questions. It strongly confirmed Silberman's

(1971) impression that the major difference between concern and rejection

students was that concern students were conforming low achievers and rejection

students were non-conforming misbehaviors. It also confirmed his findings and

impressions that teachers were quite obvious in showing concern.and rejection.

However, the findings suggested a more positive picture of teacher

responses to concern students than earlier data implied. The teachers appeared

to act on their Concern by mobilizing to do the best job they could to teach

concern students as much as possible. Earlier findings and impressions had

suggested that teachers reacted to concern students by sympathizing with

them rather than by teaching them. The Good and Brophy data also elaborated

the picture of indifference students, raising the possibility that teacher

indifference is active avoidance, not just passive neglect. However, this

was an indirect inference; no direct data support it. Thus, this study

added much new information about indifference students, but also raised new

questions.

The Good and Brophy (1972) s-;tiely failed to add much to previous findings

concerning attachment students. Again, glimmerings of favoritism appeared*

in subtle measures, but there was'oo solid evidence of favoritism of attachment

students. -This was true even though the teachers did not name attachment

students,until after the observational data were collected: Given the strong

patferns4or concern and rejection students and the new information and'suggested.
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interpretations for indifference students, this only deepened the mysteries

surrounding attachment students. Common sense suggests that attachment

should be at least as strong as tie other teacher attitudes, but observational

studies failed to reveal much about attachment students and especially about

how teachers.interact with them.

A follow up study conducted by Evertson, Brophy, and Good (1973b)

used the same general procedures in six second grade classrooms located in

two of the same schools studied the previous year. The group differences

that appeared in this study were similar to those in the first year, but

there were fewer significant differences. The findings added no new infor-

mation to what was available. in particular, the attachment students again

were shown to be cooperative high achievers) but no evidence of overt

teacher favoritism towards them was revealed.

The follow up study supported Silberman's data and impressions about

concern students, and conflicted' to some degree with the Good and Brophy (1972)

findings. As usual, high rates of teacher interaction with concern students

were found. However, the concern students were especially likely to be praled

for good behavior and criticizedi* misbehavior. The praise data fit

511berman's impression that teachers go out of their way to encourage and

praise concern students.

The Good and Brophy (1972) finding that teachers puShed coficern students

for good responses and good work were not replicated. In fact, there was a

7

tendency for the teachers to give the answers or call on someone elSe when

these students did not answer correctly. 'Furthermore, hen the teachers did .
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try to elicit answers from concern students, they tended to provide a clue

or some other kind of help rather than just allow more time or repeat

the question. Thus, the follow up data were closer to Silberman's initial

data and impressions than they were to the Good and Brophy (1972) data.

They suggest that teachers respondto concern students by interacting with

them more frequently and trying to give them special help, but also by

being somewhat less critical and demanding. Also, the teachers appeared to

go out of their way to be encouraging when opportunities arose.

This is a clear conflict in findings, and it is all the more remarkable

because most of the concern students in this study were boys who misbehaved

frequently in addition to having difficulty with their work. In many ways,

the concern students in this study overlap in their behavioral qualities

with the typical rejection student. Even.so, the teachers clearly responded

to them with facilitative concern rather than rejection. Thus, the follow

up study not only failed to add anything of significance to previous findings;

it introduced discrepant findings and new and puzzling questions.

A dissertation study by McDonald (1972) was designed specifically to

examine teacher interaction with attachment students. Fourteen elementary

classrooms were involved. Each teacher was questioned about the degree to

which she liked each of her students, and students wer-4, questioned about

the degree to which they Liked their teachers. The classes then were observed

to see if interaction patterns were "warmer" when teachers and students liked

each other than when they did not.' Group differences were in the predicted

'direction on seven of 10 measures, but none were statistically significant.

cr
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Here again, classroom observation data revealed no favoritism toward attachment

students. The same held true for students: students who liked their teachers

were no more warm towards them than students who disliked their teachers.

In combination, these studies revealed much information about the

characteristics of students who engender the altitudes of attachment, concern,

indifference, or rejection in their teachers, and some information about 4ow

teachers interact with students toward whom they hold these attitudes.

questions remained unanswered, however, part4cutaFIYquestions dealing with

the dynamics of teacher Interaction with attachment and indifference students.

One major question about all four types of students was "Why do teachers
4

develop certain attitudes towards some students but not others, especially

others who are similar?" Continued interest in this question, along with some

of the more specific ones left unanswered by previous.research,Iormed a

second line of inquiry which led to the Student Attribute Study.

Summary

Silberman (1969) found that teacher attitudes he called attachment,

concern, indifference, and rejection were basic teacher orientations towa

students, and that students who were oajects.of these attitudes had unique

qualities and patterns of interactions with teachers. This work interested

Jenkins (1972) and Good and Brophy (1972), who followed up and elaborated

upon.it, and it has continued to interest us and our colleagues since. The

result has been a program of research on teacher attitudes and their behavioral

expression in the classroom. This has been conducted parallel to, and in
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conjunction with, a program of research on teacher expectations.

Together with a third major influence to be discussed in the following

chapter, these lines of research culminated in the Student AttributeiStudy;

Our interests grew for several reasons. First, although the findings of

related studies were cumulative In many respects, replicating and expanding

--knowledge about children in these four attitude groups and about the kinds

of teacher-student interactions that were typical of each group, certain

contradictions appeared and many new questions came up. Also, most infor-

mation about the students was rather general. We became interested in

getting more specific and detailed information about what kinds of students

provoke strong attitudinal responses in teachers.

For example, each study showed that attachment' students were conforming

high achievers, and rejection students were non-conforming misbehavers. How-

ever, these were only norms. Teachers do not necessarily feel attachment

toward all conforming high achievers, and that they might occasionally feel

attachment toward students who misbehave frequently. The opposite also is

likely with regard to rejection of students who do not fit the typical patterns.

Thus,,just as our expecTion research led us to develop an increasing interest

in student characterisitcs, so did our attitude research.

We.also developed increasing curiosity about how the teacher attitudes

were expressed and how they interacted with other factors. The picture was

not completely consistent for any of the four groups. Five separate studies

failed to find clear evidence of teacher favoritism of attachment students,

or indeed of 'any systematic teacher behavior towards these students. However,
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Impressionistic data and interpretations of some observed differences sug-

gested that subtle favoritism might be revealed with other methods. The

indifference students appeared to be simply lost in the shuffle in some

studies, but other studies suggested that teacher indifference was more active,

Involving rejection and avoidance of these students. Studies_agreed in

showing that teachers exhibited concern about concern students, but there

conflicting findings about how teachers expressed this concern. Do they

redouble their efforts to teach "ern students, or do they substitute sympathy

and reduced expectations for persistent teacher efforts? Finally, although

the data on rejection students were the most consist thre remained

some doubt about whether teachers express rejection in clear and consistent

ways, or whether they are conflicted about their rejection and vacillated between'

positive and negative interactions with rejection students.

A major factor here was Increasing awareness that students provide,

differential opportunities and problems for teachers, and that they sometimes

control teacher behavior rather than vice versa. This awareness was part of

a larger interest in child effects upon adults, a popular topic in education

and psychology in recent years. This was the third major Influence leading

to the Student Attribute Study. It will be discussed in detail in the

following chapter.

C
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'CHAPTER IV

STUDENT EFFECTS ON TEACHERS
4-1

Although our attention was focused on teachers, even our earliest research

on differential teacher behavior towards different students was providing

information about student effects on teachers, not Just teacher effects on

students. We were aware of student effects, which is why we developed obser-

vational systems which would "hold students constant" and allow us to dompare

teachers in parallel situations. This also is why we used percentage scores 47

like "percentage of correct answers followed by praise" instead of frequency

scores like "times praised per hour." These methods make comparisons across

teachers more valid by holding student differences constant, although student

effects never can be held completely constant in a naturaliskic study.

For example, the measure "praise following correct answers" allows compari-

son of teachers' behavior in specific situations: when they have asked ques-

tions and students have responded correctly. This is much more useful than

comparisons based on simple praise rates which do not take into. account the

quality of student answers. On the other hand, all correct answers are not

equally good or praiseworthy. Some are routine and expected, such as brief

answers in drills onold material. Such answers are different from, and less

Fikely to be praised than, detailed and insightful answers which exceed the

teacher's expectations for the class in general or for the students who give

them. Teachers are more likely to compliment students -in these situations than

when they answer easy questions. Thus, even percentage measures like "per-

centage of correct answers followed by praise" do not control everything.

The.ambi uity surrounding these and other aspects of our data, particular-
).

ly the data on sex differences to be discussed below, gradually increased our

interest in student effects on teachers. They also helped us remain aWareof

tho fact that teacher-student interaction is a two-way process in which each
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party influences the other. It is not a one-sided relationship between an

active, initiatory teacher and a passive, respom student.

This emphasis emerging in our own work was part of a larger recognition

of the, fact that children and youths have Important effects on adults which

exist alongside the effects that adults have on them. This can be seen even

in newborn infants. Those who bre calm, responsive to cuddling, and free of

feeding problems make it easier forradults to enjoy them and look forward to

interacting With them. Those who are irritable,'de not seem to want or enjoy.

cudaing, and are difficult to feed also are difficult O enjoy, even. for their

parents (Thomas, Chess, and Birch, 1970). Bell (1268) reviewed numerous studies

of child roaring and concluded that individual differences in children in their

. .

effects on parents had been largely ignored, and that certain commonly a$cep-

tei "findings" in the child rearing ilteralure would be interpreted quite dif-

ferently if Child effects on,parents were taken into account: The same is

/ true for many of the "findings" in educational research.

Perhaps the most obvious example is indirect teaching. Indirect teachers

use questioning and discussion much more than lecturing and demonstrating, praise

often and criticize seldom, elicit student ideas often and reflect them to the_

class for reaction, and.promote pupil-to-pupil .interaction (Flanders, I970).

Numerous studies show that classrooms high in indirectness are high on measures

such as achievement, attitudes, or classroom climate, These clPta have been

taken as evidence that indirect teaching causes deirable.outcemes.

However, classrooms high in Indirectness almost invariably are high in

student SES and IQ. This is not surprising. it is much easier (as well as

pf-EIZEMmbre effective) to be indirect with advantaged or talented students

than with less advantaged or talented ones.
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Thus, the naturalistic data on indirect teaching can be interpreted

very differently, depending upon whether student effects-on teachers are

taken into account and how they are interpreted.

Because of factors like thes4, we haye become impressed with the risks
-.. ,,

involved in taking classroom data at face value and also with the need for

detailed analyses designed to explain what da1a mean (quite literally). In

some cases, student differences are so extreme that most classroom measures,

Including most of those presumably dealing only with teacher behavior, probably,'

reflect student effects on teachers.

Consider data from a large and unruly class of low achieving eighth graders

at a low SES school, compared to data from another eighth grade class composed

Of the highest achieving students Fn a high SES school. There are such striking

contrasts between these two settings that the classroom process data probably

would not change much if the two teachers were to switch places. This does

not mean that teacher effects are unimportant, even under such extreme circum-

stances. In fact, we believe that teachers are much more important and have

greater effects than they are given credit for at times (Good, Biddle, and

Brophy, 1975). However, this example illustrates that student effects on

teachers can be formidable, and that they set limits within which teacher
7.

effects can be observed. Certain cl9sses will make fair progress even with

inept teachers, while even the most dedicated and talented teachers can accom-

plish only so much with other classes.

"SeX Differences

Student seX,differences in achievement and in patterns of interaction

with teachers provide one of the most interesting illustrations of student
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effects on teachers. Questionnaire studies, particularly those involving

preschool or elementary school teachers, regularly show teachers to be more

favorable towards girls than boys, and to have higher achievement expectations

for girls. These differences disappear or even become reversed by high

school. Such data often are interpreted with reference to,teather sex, student

sex, tnd the nature of schooling, but not student effects on teachers.

Typically, girls are socialized to be better at and to enjoy more acti-
.

vities involving verbal skills. In contrast, boys typically favor activities

involving mechanical or spatial skills. Also, girls are socialized to become

interested in relativek, quiet and verbal activities and to be conforming to

adult authority figures, while boys are socialized to engage in noisier and

.

more physical activities and are expected to be more independent and somewhat

less conforming to authority Olaccoby and Jacklin, 1974). These differences

in traditional childhood sex roles make school more enjoyable and easier to

adjust to for young girls than for young boys. School rules and expectel-ioos

are much easier for young girls to accept and follow.

The changes that occur over time also are explainable from comparisons of

J('
traditional sex roles with the--student .role. As they move into and through

. . 2
adolescence, girls begin to encounter peer pressures and general social expec-

tations suggesting that they should not be too aggressive or eve too intelli-

gent.... This leads many girls to achieve below their abilities or even to

develop the Mei that they'eannot handle certain subjects even though they could

if they approached them with more positive expectations.

While the.situation of girls relative to schooling is dete*riorating for'

these and other reasons, ttr situation of boys 41s improving. For one thing,
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many low achievers and most of those who dislike school drop out when they

reach the legal age for doing so, and most of these dropouts are boys.

This means that the boys remaining in school after this legal age is reached

are a select sample, higher as a group in achievement and motivation than

"the boys" would be if the dropouts were still in school.

Also, schooling gradually becomes more compatible with traditional male

sex roles, and correspondingly less so with traditional female roles. One

difference is the curriculum itself. By high school, there is less emphasis

On language arts and more on activities of greater interest to males. Also,

as males mature toward adulthood, they become more aware of the importance

of education for the occupational and family breadwinner roles traditionally

expected of them as adulls. This causes +hem to take school more seriously,

seeing it as something they need for their own purposes rather than as something

imposed by outside author,ifies.

.
Teacher Sex

We think that these role considerations explain most of the observed

student sex differences related to schooling. However, there is another factor

which has been stressed by some writers (S'exton, 1969; Austin, Clark, and

Fitchett, 1971), bdt which we think 4s of little or no importance. This is

the sex of the teacher. Many observers have Noted that most teachers in preschools

and elementary schools (until very recently) were female, but that many high
V...

school teachers are male. This has led to speculation about the possible

effects of identification with the teacher and of teacher sexist bias.

The identification argument suggests that students are more likely to iden-

tify with a teacher of the same sex as themselves. This is a special case of

°
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a more general principle that people are likely to identify with models per-

ceived as similar to themselves (Bandura, 1969). It probably is true as far

as it goes, but it does not seem to be a very Important factor, at least not

for most studer.s. Availability of a male teacher as a role model for a boy

without a father in the home or without an adequate father might be important,

but there is little evidence that sex of the teacher makes much difference for

typical students of either sex.

First, sex roles are learned from Infancy in response to socialization

from parents, siblings, peers, relai ves, neighbors, books and games, and the

media (especially television). Except in unusual cases, teachers will not have

much influence on this proces. In fact, a few studies in which teachers deli-

berately tried to counter traditional sex role stereotyping all showed no ef-

fects (Brophy and Laosa, 1971; Green burg and Peck, 1973; Serbin and O'Leary,

1975). Students mould go along with the teachers as long es they were active-

ly pressured to engage in activities associated with the opposite sex; but

they would revert to sex typed behavior as soon as this pressure was removed.

Thus, even though there may be a tendency for students to identify more

easily with same sexed teachers, teacher effects on sex roles seem to be minimal.

The most serious and at the same time least defensible claims relating

to sex differences and education are claims of sexist bias and discrimination

by teachers, particularly discrimination by female elementary school teachers

against boys. Those who argue this claim can point to nulierous questionnaire

and interview studies which indicate that (primarily female) elementary teachers

have more favorableaattitudesftowards and more positive expectations for girls:

This se( difference appears so regularly that it can be considered an estab-
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lisped fact, although interpreting what It means is difficult.

The fact that male teachers are more frequent in higher grades also supports

the "teacher bias" point of view. Interestingly, though, the same writers

who portray female teachers as biased against males often portray male teachers

as even handed and balanced in their treatment of students rather than as biased

against females. In any case, based upon correlational findings, it is possible

to argue that some of the sex differences in school attitudes and achievement

result from female teaCher bias against male students (and possibly also from

male teacher bias against female students).

The few studies that have shown female teachers to Interact more favorably

with girls than boys have been conducted in preschools (Fagot and Patterson,

1969; Biber, Miller, and Dyer, 1972). Even here, most studies suggest that

teachers were merely reacting to, existing sex differences in behavior, not just

to six. The major exception was the Fagot and Patterson (1969) study,. which ,.

showed that female preschool teachers were "feminizing" students of both sexes

by rewarding feminine behavior and Ignor, ing or puniShiny . _sculine behavior.

40

However, the reinforcement that was received from peers counteracted this for

boys, who reinforced One another for masculine behavior. In any case, there

was no evidence that the boys had become less masculine/more feminine over the

school year.

Many such studies have been reviewed in.detall by arophy and Geed (1974),

and they hang together nicely until you introduce the question of student b;-.
.

.

havioral differences and their effects on teachers. Then theidata become am-

biguous. For example, Martin (1972) found that b(7s tended to be both rated

(on paper and pencil instruments) and treated (as,inferred from classroom

observations) in more extreme ways than girls., It was true that the students
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, .

who were the objects of most..negative teacher attitudes and who had the least

desirable teacher-student interaction patterns tended to be boys. However,

the students who were the objects of the most positive'teacher attitudes and.

who had the most desirable teacher-slu.Jent interaction patterns also tended

to be boys.

Martin concluded that the boys were rated and treated more variably than

the girls because they were more active. As a group, the boys had both more

of the good and more of the bad. However, the boys were not an undifferentiated

group. One subgroup of boys were rated very highly and had very desirable inter-

action patterns, while another subgroup were rated very unfavorably and had

undesirable interaction patterns. There was no overlap between these groups.

Martin argued that, in many ways, it makes more sense to deal with them separate-

ly than it does to speak of 'boys" as if all boys were essentially the same.

Martin's findings have been replicated several times in our own studies

(Brophy and Good, 1974).' Such findings indicate that teachers respond to stu-
q,

dent personal characteristics and. behavior, not to student sex as such. It is

true that the sex differences in behavior are themselves sex typed. That is,

the greater activity levels and salience of boys fit with generalized sex role

expectation differences. Thus, children may act as they do In classrooms

partly because of the sex cole socialization to which they have been exposed.

However, the data indicate that ;teachers do not respond to boys as boys, or to

girls as girls. Instead, they respond to students as students, based primarily

upon student characteristics and behavior not directly related to sex at all.

This conclusion recognizes the importance of student sex role socialization,

but it discounts the idea that teacher sexist bias is of any, significance in
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explaining student sex differences. The sexism argument can be refuted more

directly, however, with data comparing male vs. female teachers. The few studies

which have done this agree in finding no evidence at all to support the idea

that teachers discriminate agaihst students of the opposite sex. Good, Sikes,

and Brophy (1972) found a significant relationship between teacher sex and student

sex on only one,of 62 possiblelmeasures (less than chance expectancy) in a

study of teacher-student interaction-' in junior high school. This difference

suggested that, if anything, female teachers were favoring male students rather

than discriminating against them. Similar findings were reported by Lahaderne

and Cohen (1972).

More generally, studies comparing male and female teachers suggest a few

sex differences in general teaching style, but not that teachers discriminate

either in favor of or against students of either the same or the opposite sex.
4

In summary, although student sex is of some importance in predicting differences

-in classroom behavior that will affect teachers, teacher sex appears to be of

I ittle or no importance _as such (Good and' Grouws, 1972). It seems clear that

different teacher behavior towards male vs. female students results from dif-

ferent student behavior, not from teachdr sexism. This observation naturally

leads to questions about what kinds of student differences are affecting teachers.

4t

Other Group DEfferenpes

What has been said about sex differences applies alsO to race differences,

ethnicity differences,'and SES differences. First, contrary to'vopular belief,

there are remarkably few studies which even suggest discriminatory teacher beha-

ylor against minority groups. Second, their data are ambiguous. If taken at .

face value, they suggest that teachers Systeglaticalfy-discriminate against cire-

V 0

0
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tain groups by interactig with them less often or criticizing them more

often (see, for example, Jackson and Cosca, 1974) .

However, studies that include provisions for relating differential teacher

treement of students to differential student behavior routinely show that

teachers respond to student pePsonol characteristics and classroom behavior,

not group membership. Where group differendes are observed, it is because

certain behavioral differerkes in students are "systematically associated with

group membership. However, individuals who are exceptions to group dorms are

treated differently. More generallyteachers usually deal with students

individually and notas members ofgroups.'roups. Effective teachers adapt their

techn!ques to their students (Brophy and EvertsoW, 1976). Sometimes, this
4

means that different treatment of different students or even of different groups

is desirable. t

Studies of Student Effects on Teachers

In addition to the questions that kept coming up in our own work, our

interest in student effects on teachers was deepened by the findings of other

studies relating to this topic. .A particularly elegant end instructive one

was carried out by Yarrow, Waxier, and Scott (1971). This study revealed

that student individual differences affected the degree to which teachers

implemented simple behavior modification strategies n'a preschool. Two,adult

..female caretakers were trained to be either high or low in nurturance at vary-

ing times during the day. During high nurturance periods, they were supposed

to be very warm and responsive with the children. During low nurturance periods,

they were supposed to be brusque and impersonal (but not rejecting). These

instructions seemed staple enough: nurturant during high nurturance periods,
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be non-nurturant during low nurturance periods, and respond normally otherwise.

If these instructions had been followed, the teachers would have been uniformly

nurturant during high nurturance periods and uniformly non-nurturant during

low nurturance periods.

This was not the case, however, ar" the investigators convincingly showed

that differences among the students were the reason. Both teachers were much

more nurturant during the high nurturance period, but they sometimes failed

to be nurturant when they were supposed to be. Also, sometimes they were nur-

turant when they weer,e not supposed to be. These departures from theirinstruc-

tions were not random. Boys elicited much more non-nurturance than girls, and

they were more salient and had stronger effects on the teachers. They were

more likely to get non-nurturant or even rejecting treatment during supposedly

high nurturance periods, and more likely to get negative teacher responses general-.

ly. They did this in particular by being persistent in seeking attention from,,

the teachers and by making demands at times when the teachers were trying.to do

something else.

In addition to these sex differences, the investigators found that individual

student differences that are fascinating and instructive about student effects
V

on teachers. Besides coding the frequencies of teacher-student interactions

and the degrees to.which teachers were nurturant, they coded the degrees to

which- students "reinforced" teachers by responding in a warm, friendly, or

otherwise positive fashion, and the degree.to which they "punished" teachers

by being unresponsive or negptivistic.

Analyses of of these data"ipr6lationship to how soon vs. how longteachers

waited before initiating another contact with the same student showed that

teachers predictably returned sooner to students who responded positively.
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in short, even though the children were only.preschoolers, they were condi-

tioning the teachers by modifying their tendencies to seek them out to initiate

contact vs...avoid them. Understandably, teachers respond positively to students

who -"reward" them and negatively to students who "punish" them. These data

are similar to those discussed in Chapter 3 concerning teacher behavior towards

i
various attitude groups, although they illustrate even more'clearly that the

A

findings result from student effects on teachers rather than vice versa.

'Experimental studies in which student behavior was manipulated without

the knowledge of the teachers (who were the experimental subjects) have

shown predictable student effects on teachers. For example, Klein (1971) stu-

died the behavior of 24 guest lecturers in classes where students behaved posi-

tively, neutrally, or negatively according to a prearranged schedule. Positive

behavior included attention, eye contact, and apparent interest. Neutral be-
.

haviors were normal, spontaneous reactions. Negative behaviors included in-

attention, looking out the window, and general restlessness. Unsurprisingly;

the guest lectureres were positive in their general behavior and more indirect

in their teaching methods when students were positive than when they were nega-

tive.

Herrill (1971) showed student expectation effects on teacher behavior.

The same man, unaware of the experiMent, gave the same guest lecture in each of

two college classes. One class had been told that he was warm and friendly,

'but the other class had been told that he was cold and indifferent. Observa-

tions revealed that he became increasingly warm while in the class that expected

warmth, but became increasingly cold in the clasp where he was expected to be'

cold. Student ratings of the last segment of each class'revealed that the

class who expected him to be warm-rated him as warmer, more relaxed, and

,,1

1.

o
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more competent. Similar results have been obtained in research that induced

student expectations by providing phony information presented as student evalua-

tions from the previous semester. These studies show clearly that students

can and do affect leachers.

Attribution Studies

Another line of research, illustrating some of the processes .involved in

student effects on teachers is research relating to attribution theory or

causal attributions, discussed briefly in Chapter One. In these studies,

teachers (or experimental subjects who are acting or be that they are

acting as _teachers) arelod to experience relative success or failure (through

InformatIon purporting to be feedback about their performance or about

student learning). Following this, they are asked to assess the experience

and offer explanations for it.k In particular, they are asked to attribute
U

causality for success or failur(to thevelves, to the students, or to other
r.

'factors.

Many of these studies have focused on the question of whether or no''

teachers are defensive and blaming if they are led to believe that they have not

succeeded. Studies using artificial situations which force subjects to rely

completely on the information given to them typically find that they use this

Information, making teachers appear defensive. However, studies done under

more naturalistic conditions typically find that'teachers are not particularly

defensive, and that they adjust their initial attitudes and expectations accor-

ding to student behavior (Ames, 1975, Beckman, 1972; Brandt, Hayden, and Brophy,

1975). Like the studies designed to get teachers to develop unrealistic ex-

-pectations:by giving them phony information, these studies reveal-that teachers
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typically change any misperceptions- they may have once they encounter students

and got opportunities to interact with them regularly.

Summary

Along with many other investigators concerned with teacher-student inter- 4:1

action., we have become increasingly &Aro of the need to take into account

student individual differences in personal characteristicS and behavior in

interpreting classroom process data. Without taking into account student charac

teristics and their effects on teachers, it is possible to interpret differen-

tial teacher.behavior towards different groups incorrectly as evidence of

effective or ineffective teaching or as evidence of J.eacher discrimination.

When group differerices in treatment the teacher are investigated in connec-

tion with group differences in treatment of the teacher, many correlational

findings are seen to reflect student effects on teachers, rather than vice

versa.

Along with our continuing interest in undersianding the causes and corre-

lates of teacKer expectations and attitudes, we have become interested in

. questions concerning what student characteristics and behaviors are important

to teachers and how individual differences in them affect teachers. These

"ere the core questions addressed in the Student l tribute Study. In the fol-

lowing chapter, we will review,other studies designed to answer these and re-

lated questions.
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CHAPTER V

TEACHER PERCEPTIONS OF STUDENTS 5-1

Much information is available about typical teacher perceptions of

students, but few studies link teacher perceptions to student characteristics

or behdVior. When they do, it makes a difference in how teacher perceptions

are interpreted. For example, one very common finding, discussed' several

times already, is that teachers tend to prefer and to have higher achi-evement

expectations for girls, at least in the elementary grades. These teacher

attitude and expectation data are valid, ,but they are Interpreted different-

ly if we know that teachers respond primarily to school. related characteris-
,,

tics and behavior of students and not to student sex as such.

In this chapter, we will review.some of the major findings from studies
4

of teacher perceptions, especially expectations and attitusiesy-aftd-we will

discuss what i < known about how teacher perceptions relate to student attri-

butes.

Most Investigations of teacher perceptions reveal 'that teachers like

students and enjoy working with them, but priparily within the teacher role.

Their perceptions of students fd-cus on matters relating to the student role.

Jackson (1968) noted this in.interviewing teachers who had been nominated as

outstanding. He found these teachers to be warm and student oriented, but

mostly focusedon their ownroles as teachers (not socializers or parent Sumo--

gates) and on thr;r students as learners (not Individual perSonalities or

peer group members).

Morrison and McIntyre (1969) found similar data in interviews with.teachers

inepritain. Most teacher reactions fell into three majbr clusters: pupil

achievement, general classroom behavior and_attitudes toward the teachers,

.

and peer relationships. There were many more comments about the first twoThere
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areas than about the third. They also found that younger teachers were more

concerned about classroom behavior, while older teachers were more concerned

about student achievement. This probably means that more older teachers had

developed satisfactory methods of handling classroom organization and disci-

pline, so that they could focus their concerns on instructional matters

(Fuller, 1969).

The things that teachers mentioned most frequently provide clues about

the. student attributes they attend and react to In forming expectations and

attitudes toward students. The nine that occurred most frequently were, in

order, general. student ability, carelessness, laziness, talkativeness,

cooperativeness, persistence, courtesy, ability to use language, and origi-

nality. Obviously, all of these are directly related to the teacher and

student roles. More purely social or personal student characteristics were

ranked much lower. The teachers did notice such traits as social confidence,

.sociability, and peer popularity, but their perceptions concentrated on matters

related to teaching and reaming.

1,

Accuracy of Teacher Perceptions

Studies concerned with the accuracy of teacher perceptions usually show

teachers 41be accurate about things that they are in.a good positioq.to judge

(primarily student ability and student pers,onaf traits that shOw up in the

classroom), but less accurate about other things, such as peer popularity or

leadership,statdS, Perceptions in the latter areas tend to show both halo

effects'(the effects of generally positive o.negative impressions) and logical,

errors (the tendency to believe that students must be'high or low' on one

attribute if they are high or low on another attribute believed to be connec-
t
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fed with the first one). Thus, teachers generally overrate ttud'ents

they like and underrate students they don't like, and overratehigh achievers

and underrate low achievers when rating traits like'peer popularity or

leadership. Also, they may overlook adjustment problems in students who area

doing well in school, presumably because of a logical error in reasoning

(students doing well In school are doing welt generally,4and vice versa)'.

In her Study of the relationship between -reacher attitwdeS and classroom

interactions,. Jenkins (1972) found teachers to'be more accurate about student

behavior that required some response from theni than about other stu4nt attributes.

They were relatively accurate about success and failure in answering questions,'

carefulness and persistence at seatwork, paying attention, smiling.at the

teacher, initiation of private' conversations, requests for help or evaluation

of work, and frequency of hand l'aisingt.

IA contrast, they were not very accurate about:such things as time spent

on seat work assignments (as opposed

.

teacher, failure )-o answer questions

a wrong answer, requests for permiss

(positive; neutral, or negative).

to quality of work), :frowhing at the

behaVior when another student had given

ion, and reactions to Work assignments

JenkIn's data also -showed much halo effect. Frequently, teacher percep-

tion scores for particular behaviors correlated as highly,wfth seyerilmeasures

ordifferent behaviors as they did with the corresponding measure of "the

right" behavior. or-example, perceptions of udent attention correlated

. "

-higher with me ures of other student behavior than they did with the measure

of attention. $.1ch halo effeCts. question. the accura0 and meaning of Peridep-.

lion data. Similar questions abOut the'accure'cyOf teacher perceptions and
, .

about how they ihiouldbe 'nterpretedhed_arisenjvour own works.

96
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Teacher Perceptions and Achievement Expectations

.,

These data from other investigators earSed new questions about the
. -

accuracy of teacher perceptions and the relationships among teacher percep-

tions, teacher-student interactions, and'student attributes. Our own work

suggested that teacher impressions generally were accurate, but work by others
.

sometimes did not. For example, several studies (reviewed in Brophy and

Good, 1974) found statistically significant but relatively weak correlations
0

between teacher estimates of student ability and scores on 10 or achievement

tests. Meanwhile, we'were finding that teachers were quite accurate even

,when they had little-information to go on.

in our first study (Brophy and Good, 1970b), correlations between teacher

rankings of expected achievement taken early in the Spring and scores on

achievement tests administered-at the end ofthe year averaged .77. This is as

high or higher than the correlations between the same test battery given two or

three months apart would be, at their age level. In the follow up study, correla-

tions between teacher rankings of students in first grade and student scores on

the Metropolitan Achievement Test administered In second grade generally were

quite high, even those made in September when the children had been in school

only about a. .month. These correlations bveraged aboUt.:70, Compared to .71 for

the rankings made In November and .76 for those made in March. This led to ,

curiosity about how_teacherS,form achievement expectations, particularly how

they form early,impressions.about students who are new to them and have not ,

yet established a "track record" at the school..

'This was investigated in a dissertation Study by Willis (1972), In'which

. -

'first grade teachers in a school- system where there were no kindergartens were

,

asked to ranK their children on expected achievement after -only three days,
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of school (they also were asked to rank them again twice more later). The

teacher rankings from the third day of school correlated about .60, on the

average, with scores on the Metropolitan Readiness Test administered a few

weeks later. A second set of rankings made after 1-his test was given showed

higher correlations (averaging about .79), indicating that the readiness test

data affected teachers' expectations somewhat. Even so`; the teachers were

remarkably accurate in their first Impressions based upon minimal data. They

also were flexible enough to change these first impressions when they,appeared

inaccurate.

In addition to *gathering data about the accuracy of teacher achievement

expectations, Willis used questionnaire and interview techniques to try to find

out what criteria the teachers used in making these judgments. Among teachers,

who filled out an adjective description questionnaire, the strongest correlates

of achievement predictions were perceptions,,about children's attentiveness,

self confidence, maturity, and ability to work Independently without constant

supervision. Otherperceptions which had signifLant but weaker correlations

included getting along well with classmates, participating actively, obeying

classroom rules, good self control, physical attractiveness, and physical,size.

Note that the teachers gave more emphasis to the.'more reliable and rational

criteria (those directly related to quality of work) than to such criteria as

physical features or classroom conduct.

Another set of teachers were interviewed to get their free response obser-

vations -and comments about students. "These were coded into categories and

analyzed.- The data showed that students.expected to do well were perceived as

mature, healthy in their social-emotional development,- compliant, ready for

school, able to do assignments correctly; and high in general ability. Here e
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again, primary emphasis was placed on observable and credible evidence of

ability. Other perceived attributes that correlated with achievement expectations

but not very strongly included race (whites were. expected to do better than

blacks), coming from an intact home, coming from a good fathily, Independence

in self care, good attitudes or motivation, good classroom behavior, ability

to perceive similarities and differences, ability to color or draw well, good

motor coordination or writing ability, alertness, observational skills, general

school readiness, ability to follow,directions, and attention.

The questionnaire and interview data collected by Willis agree in suggesting

that teachers are successful in judging student potential, and that they are

successful because they use relevant criteria.

This research by Willis (1972) provided some information about the student

characteristics that they attend to and use in forming them. A related study

along these same general lines was conducted by Moles and Perry (1975) in six

first grade clasSrooms in a large city. Although information about student

achievement on standardized tests was-not available, the investigators did

interview the teachers concerning their expectations for student achievement and

observed teacher-student interaction.

:leacher expectations were measured at the end of the second week of school

by asking teachers to rank their students. This was repeated again in December.,

Other information collected included*socioeconomic status indicators such as

whether or not the student qualified for a free lunch, occupation of the family

breadwinner, presence or absence of afather la the home, whether or not the .

mother worked, the childts_sex, kindergarten performance as judged by report cards,

parent involvement in the school' as judged by teacher comments, early first

grade academic performance on a test.of school readiness and achievement (the
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teachers did not see these data until after they had made both sets of

achievement expectations rankings), and information about conduct in first

grade based on observed reprimands for misbehavior and on teacher comments

about the student during interview. These data dere correlated and analyzed

with complex techniques designed to Identify which factors were most basic

in determining teacher expectations.

Several variables were correlated with teacher expectations in September

after just two weeks of school. The most important of these were kindergarten

performance (which was known to the teachers) and children's readiness and early

first grade achievement tests scores (which were not). These findings neces-

sarily are different from the Willis (1972) findings concerning correlates of

initial expectation ;, because the teachers in her study did not .have Information

on kindergarten performance. They did get access to test scores, but not until

after their first expectation rankings. In any case, the two studies agree

that teachers use the best information available to them.

Although it is impossible to tell from the data in this study, the fact

that children's scores on the test administered by the investigators added a

strong and separate contribution to the predictton of teachei expectations beyond

.that provided by the kindergarten performance of the children suggests that teachers

were adjusting their expectations to tEAe:into account current information.

Expectations obviously were not based only or even primarily on kindergarten

performance. The fact that they were independently associated with scores on a
A

test given about the.same time suggests that the teachers were adjusting expec-

tations based on kindergarten performance in ways that, made them more accurate,

probably by observing the kinds of predictors that the teachers In the Willis

study observed.

113 t
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Among the other variables studied, parental involvement and two SES

indicators were related significantly but weakly to teacher expectations, while

sex and conduct were not related at all. The findings for sex are surprising,

but those for conduct are not. The teachers in the Willis (1972) study stated

that they tended to suspend judgment about conduct, ability to follow directions,

and ability to work independently, because they know that some students with

little or no previous schooling take a while to "settle down" and adjust to

school. Perhaps the teachers in the Moles and Perry. (1975) study felt the same

way.
.

The September data were compared with the December data to see tf there

were changes in associations with teacher expectations after the teachers had

more experience with the students and had access to more information. This

tyrned out to be the case. By December, the children's scores on the test of

early first grade performance were the best predictors of teacher expectations,

and kindergarten performance still was a moderately strong predictor. SES

and parental involvement measures no longer were significant predictors.. However

sex now had a weak but,stgnificant'relationship to expectations: girls were

expected to achieve better than boys.
1:

ss
, .

.This finding again indicates that teachers base4Nefr expectations upon

. ,

observable performance, and in particular -upon the.most reliable indicators

available. The findings concerning sex suggest,that teachers typically do not

start out with clear cut sex'difference expectations (recall the Palardy: 1969
,..

study in which some teachers did expect girls to do better than boys but others
.

.

4 ,

did not), but that they develop gifferential expectations on the basis of

.

differentiel_behavior. If this differential behavior is related to student sex,
. . t -

a seR difference in expectations will how up eventually. Like some ofthe other'

1.1,4 to
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data relating to sex eviewed earlier, this suggests that the sex difference

Is not related to sex as such, but Instead is related to individual differences

in student characteristics.

Taken together, these studies OR the formation of expectations by first

grade teachers with little or no information other than what they can observe

in the classroom indicates that they attend to relevant information, draw inferences

appropriately, and develop generally accurate expectations. Furthermore, data

on stability and change in expectations over time suggest that false early

impressions usually are corrected. Teachers will use inefficient or questionable,

information to make predictions if no better information is available, but in

.realistic situations they tend to use the best information that they have.

$.

Teacher Perceptions and Teacher Attitudes

Willis and Brophy (1974) studied the teachers', interview responses as they

related to the teacher attitudes of attachment,' indifference, concern, and rejec-

tion. The attitude data were collected at the end of the year, rafter the teachers

had responded to the interviews. Equal numbers of peys and .glrls were nominated

tOP the attachment group, but more toyi were nominated to each of the other three

groups, particularly the concern group. .Data from the third interview taken in

the Spring were analyzed to see how the teachers described these four groupi

of students.

Boys, in the attachment group were described as well clothed physically

immature, likely toi wear glasses, unlikely to be unusually quiet, likely to be

assigned as leaderslor helpers, helpful with other children, likeLy.to be busy-
.

bodies, nicely to k ow left from right and to be able to stay within lines on

:tablets, unable to jiraw well, not likely to be reading up to their ability,
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to volunteer Information during discussions, likely to have a perceptual problem

.orr learning disability, likely to have a generally positive pattern of conduct

and social behavior, and likely to be high in general ability. These perceptions

generally fit the stereptype of-442.,ttachment student as conforming and achieving,

although there are interesting exceptions.

For example, the teachers saw these boys as busybodies, as physically immature,

as likely to have physical problems, and as not working up to their abilities.

Even so, they responded to them with attachment, and the data even suggest some

favoritism (allowing them to be leaders and helpers more often).

Girls in the attachment group were described as_larger than average, more

attractive than average, having interested and cooperative parents, likely to

require glasses or have a visual impairment, having been to kindergarten, not

knowing how to write their names, being creative and imaginative, being alert

and close observers, J:king stories, being able to work independently, being of

generally high ability, coming from generally good families, and being high in

expected achievement In contrast for the data for boys in the attachment.grOup,

the data for girls are alm&O- completely positive. However, they contain

no hint of teacher favoritism.

Boys ir; the indifference' group were described as more likely to have blond

hair, to have "blank" eye expressions, to'be physically immature, to be neat and

clean, to have a working mother, to -be reared by grandparents or substitute parents,

to have disinterested or uncooperative parents, to need glasses or have visual

Impairments, to have speech impediments or use baby talk, to be sociometric

loners, to be anxious to please, to be in poor health, to have negative attitude4

toward school, to haVe failed to live up to the teachers'.initial expectations

for them, and to have poor verbal skills.
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In many ways, these data suggest concern students rather than Indifference

students, although the teachers did perceive the Indifference group boys as

loners and as having negative attitudes-toward school. They also perceived them

as having failed to live up lo the teachers' expectations for achievement, but this

was true of the boys in the attachment group also. Taken together, these data

provide more support for the suggestion that teachers do not particularly enjoy

indifference students, but they provide no indication as to why not.

Girls in the indifference group were described as more likely to be

non-white, not liking school, giving up easily on work assignments, lacking

self confidence, not being prepared for school, not knowing their colors and num-.

bers, being creative and imaginative, having generally low ability, interacting

infrequently with the teachers, and often presenting prob'ems in their classroom

behavior. As with the boys, these data on indifference group girls fit the

previously reported indifference group findings to some extent, but they also

contain elements more typically associated with the concern group and the rejec-

tion group. It is more clear in the case of the girls why the teachers would not

enjoy interacting with them, although it is not clear why they responded.to them

with indifference rather than with concern or rejection.

The boys in the concern group were described as_typically average in size,

more likely to be reared by grandparents or older parents, likely to have a

\ .tpeech impediment or use baby talk, likely to be generally- immatureo active and

vivacious, attention seeking, able to use and keep up with school supplies but

dependent in schoolwork and in need of help from the teacher, in need of reassurance

and approval, generally low in ability, needing readiness work, having positive

attitudes toward school, poor in healtl, poor in social-emotional development,'

poor in oral and verbal skills, poor 4n independent work tkills,-And generally
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.

low In ability. ,These data quite clearly fit the picture qfr"'concern students

as. low ability students who are cooperative and conforming.

Girls in the concern group were described as more likely to be min-white

than white, likely to come from good homes and large families (although the

laite families were seen as causing problems for these children), likely to

have speech impediments or use baby talk, dependent, quiet, lacking in confidence,

needing supervision and help fromthe teacher, having generally positive atti-

tudes toward school, and having poor verbal skills. These data are very similar

to'those for the boys. Again, they suggest a pattern of low ability, cooperation,

and conformitV.

The' contrasts between the concern students and the indifference students

provide clues about why the teachers-did not respond more positively to the

Indifference students. First, concern students were notably positive in their-

ttitudes toward school (and presumably toward the teachers), while indifference

students were less positive or even negative. Second, concern students were

conforming and compliant, but indifTerence students often caused behavior pro-

blems. Third,,the data on iDdifference students -suggest that they were "turning

off" the teachers. They were desribcd.,as having blank facial.expressions, as being

generally unresponsive, arid as having poor attitudes toward School.

These teacher comments suggest that the concern and indifference students

probably were conditioning the teachers nke the childre; in the study by Yarrow,

Waxier, and Scott (1971). Concern students apparently sought out the teachers

and gave covert signals indicating that they enjoyed. contacts with them. Indif-
.

fei'ence students apparently minimized contacts with the teachers.and gage

-covert signals that they disliked such contacts. Apparently, the teachers respond-

:,

ed by'increasing their contacts with concern students and decreasing their con-
.
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tacts with indifference, students, and by developing corresponding attitudes'

over time.

Boys, in the rejection group were described as more. likely to be non-white

than white, to come from intact families, to be immature and poor/v adjusted;

independent, loud, disruptive, not vivacious, hot likely to be assigned as a.

leader or helper, not getting along well with others, talkative, Act knowing

O

similarities and differences, not knowing how to write their names, not knowing

left from right or how to stay within lines, not able to use or keep up with

school supplies, having weak reading abilities, needing extra help because.bf

generally .low ability, needing readin;sS work', l.ikefy to fail, having deteriorated

in work since the beginning of.the .yer, .being either notably healthy or un-

healthy, lacking in readiness skills, having poor verbal skills, being physical-

ly unattractive, providing frequent classroom behavior problems, generally

lacking in school readiness, misbehaving during seatwork times, and being of

generally low ability. 4.

In short, -the teachers perceiVed these boys as 20 volumes of bad news. Their

statements included the admission that they did not allow, these boys to act as

helpers or leaders as often as the other students, and they contained no hint

whatsoever of ambivalence or attempts to compensate. The negative halo effect

produced by these boys was so strong that teachers described them as low in ability

in several different ways, even though they did not differ significantly from

their classmates on the Metropolitan Readiness Test.. In thiscase, at least,

strong negative attitudes distorted teacher perceptions of abilitif.

The plrls In the rejection group were described as coming from less desirable

families, being busybodies, not liking'school, giving up easily, lacking self

confidence, being playful and mischievous, being unprepared for'gchool' bang
,
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poor,ly adjusted to scllool rbutinet, riot knoiiing cplos and numbers, not knowing

similarities and differences,. being alerroYfervers, not volUnteeringinformation

in class- discussions not paying atfention, being likely to fail, being able to

do bettor than they were doing, having poor attitudes towards school, having

poor school readiness, doing poor work, and having generally low abilities.

Exception for the statementthat these girls were alert observers, these teacher-

perceptions Sre'unremittingly negative, just as they were for the.boys in thgv

-rejection-group. Also, just as with the.boys, -these girls, did not differ from

their classmates' in Metropolitan Readiness Test scores, despite frequent teacher

statement' about lo4;Ility.

fhe data on.the rejection group from this study provide perhaps the

clearest and broadest picture of rejection yet discussed. The rejection grbup

students were seen almost-completely negatively; even where-the objective factS

did not support these perceptions, and there was no indication at all that the

teachers felt guilty or ambivalent.about rejecting them. Furthermore, It is

.clear from the teachers' remarks that misbehavior In the classroom and generally

negative attitudes toward school and teachers were the main reasons for rejection.'

Apparently, here as elsewhere, hostility breeds hostility.

Our study of six second grade classrooms inclilded teacher ratings of students'

attributes and behavior in addition to the four attitude scales and the ciassrdom

'observation data (Evertson, Brophy and Good, 1972; Brophy and Good, 1914). Thd

teachers rated the students in the attachment, concern, indifference, and rejec-

.

tion groups on 27 scales,concerning classroom.behavlor, interaction with the

teacher, and general personal attributes.
. r .

,.

',AS might have been expected from previous datasignifi.cant'correlations 0,1

were obtained most frequently for student sex and for.the'rejdation students.
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Fourl-T of tne 27 correlations were significant for sex, and they'pll indicated

that the teachers perceived the girls more positively than the boys. Boys
0

were seen as.rest1Ssi, sassy, defiant, lazy, likely,to make funny or irrelevant

comments, ILkely to daydream, licking in confidence, butting iewith ianswers,
0

fighting, defensive, needing to be pushed rather than encouraged (presumably

becauSe they were not achieving up to their potential), immature, and impulsive,

compared to girls. The strongest correlations were for restlessness, daydream-

\
ing,.and fighting. The general picture is one that should be familiar by now:

theseteachers saw boys as less motivated and less cooperative. Despite these
011,.

perceptions, however, the classroom observation data from this study did not

reveal teacher disciliminatipm against .boys.

The rejection students were seen'even more negatively. ,The teachers des-

cribed them as restless, cheating, making the teacher uncomfortable, sassy,

defiant, lazy, making funny or irrelevant Comments, daydreaming, lacking in

imagination, butting in with answers, fighting, defensive, unhappy, messy,

immature, avoiding eye contact, and impulsive. The strongest correlations

were for restlessness, cheating, sassing the teacher, defiant, lazy, daydreaming

defensive, unhappy, and immature. Thus, the general picture,is one -of mutual

hostility between the teachers and the rejection students, even though some of

these students were seen as unhappy and-immature.

In contrast, the data for attachment students were uniformly positive.

They were described as unlikely to cheat, unlikely tGbe embarrassed in the

classroom, making the teachers feel comfortgble, unlikely to daydream, helpful,

happy, attractive, unlikely to whisper, mature, and likely to make eye contact.

Thus, the teachers saw these students as achieving. and conforming, but also as

mature and well adjusted.
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Only six relationships were significant for the indifference students,

although they provide an interesting picture. Teachers described these students

as not very noticeable, unimaginative, unhappy, unattractive, likely to whisper

rather than speak up, and likely to avoid eye contact. Thus, the indifference

students:were described as passive and shy, perhaps even insecure and troubled.

Yett the teaders reacted to them with indifference rather than concern.'

Six relationships also were significant for concern students. Teachers per-
t

calved them as restless, likely to cheat, lacking in confidence, unimaginative,

needing to be pushed rather than encouraged, and immature. tack of confidence

was the trait most strongly associated with these stu4enft. As expected, teacher

perceptions focused on traits relating to poor academic performance. The only

unsurprising finding was that teachers saw concern students as needing to be pushed

rather than encouraged gently. This perception conflicts with the idea that

concern students are hard working but limited in ability.andthus dependent upon

the teacher for heir. This and the fact that the concern students were seen as

likely to cheat suggests that they were not so conforming as other studies suggested.

Nevertheless, the teachers did respond to them with concern. Apparently, this

was because these students presented problems only in the academic area; they

did not sass or defy the teachers like the rejection' students did.

Perhaps the greatest mystery was why the teachers did not react more positNe-.

ly toward the inIifference students. The teachers themselves pictured these

students as shy, unhappy, and generally inn need of help. Part of the reason ..t

probably was that these students were relatively, "invisible," so that the

teachers didnif notice them offers even though they were aware of their problems.

Another passibility is that the indifference students made the teachers uncomforr.

table, although the teachers did not reportthis.

ThIs.study-confirmed certalmearlier findings but contreclicted-ofhers. -At,
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this point, it seemed clear that many teacher reactions to Individual students

were specific to the teachers and students involved. Still,there were enough

common findings across studies to indicate that certain student chararAeristics
ef,

were likely to produce predictable responses in teachers.

Studies by other investigators further compounded these problems in interpre-

ting teacher perceptions and their relationship to student attributes. Garner,

and Bing (1973) studied interaction in first grade Classes in Efritain, and iden-

tified several student groups or types. Although they were working independently

of the lines of research described so far, one of their groups Isldescribed very

similarly tothe one we have been calling the attachment group, two others sound

like rejection groups, and two others sound like indifference groups.

The two groups that sound like rejection groups (both had very -high rates

of disciplinary contacts with teachers) differed primarily in that one group

was more interested in socializing than in learning and spent a 16t of time

talking and playing, whereas the other was seriously disobedient, defiant, and

alienated. The lattbr group closely resemblqd the rejection groups seen in several

studies conducted in the United States.

The two groups that sound like indifference groups (they had low rates of '.

interaction with the teacher) contrasted-in many ways. One group was characterized

primarily by passivity. It corresponds closely to the indifference groups iden-

tified here. However, another group with very low rates of interaction with the

teachers was cbMposed of bright and well behaved students capable of learning

independently. Apparently, they had low rates of, interaction with.the teachers

becauSe they neither wanted nor needed.them. This suggests that low rates of

interaction With he teach;r are one common characteristic of indifference stu

dents, but that not all students who have law rates of interaction with their

teachers are indifference students.
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Power (1971) studied contrasting patterns of interaction with the teachers

in four eighth gradq science classrooms. He also identified what appeared to

be a rejection- group. These students were low achievers and were generally

alienated from school.and from the teachers. They sat toward the rear of the

classrooms and were rarely called upon. However,.when they did interact with

the teacher, they were especiallyiikely to be praised. This finding, sugges-

ting possible guilt and compensatory behavior toward rejection students by the

teachers, has appeared in some studies but not others.

Power also identified what looks like a concern group: students who were

dependent and sensitive, low in achievement and apparently in ability, but never-

theless high in attitudes toward science. In contrast to our finding that teachers

saw concern students as needing to be pushed, Power, like others, saw the teachers

as giving the concern students easier tasks and trying to avoid overtaxingthem.

Power also identified a group of what he called "success syndrome" students

who look like the typical attachment group. These students were high in ability

and achievement, had positive attitudes toward the class and high status among

their peers, participated often and successfully in classroom interactions,

interacted with the teachers often, and were willing to try to answer difficult''

questions and to volunteer for difficult assignments. In view of other failures

to find teacher favoritism toward attachment students, it is interesting to note

that Power did not report any teacher favoritism toward these students despite

their positive qualities.

Rationale for the StudentAttribute Study

Considerable information about teachers- beliefs, attitudes, And e?cpec-

tations and their relationships to teacher-student interaction has been reviewed.
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This is only a fraction of the information available, but it is enough to

indicate the state of the field. Certain findings are generally well established

although they have not been replicated in one or more studies, while issues.

remain clouded as conflicting information continues to accumulate. One problem

is the absence.of clear theories to integrate and organize the data. Another

is the great variety of methods used and questions asked. This makes it diffi-

cult to compare studies even when they purportedly address the same questions.

In our view, however, the biggest single source of confusion in this area

is the fact that most studies have been small and isolated, so that conflicting

interpretations of findings cannot be resolved by turning to related data.

Relatively few studies have Included both:Information about teacher perceptions

of students and information about student characteristics or classroom behavior.

Even when they have, there are questions about the degree to which the teacher

perceptions were accurate and about what the behavioral data mean.

We have come to see i'hat even the most reliable behavioral information cannot

be taken at face value, because it may not mean what we think it means. PraiSe

is not necessarily reinforcing, and it does not necessarily indicate positive

teacher attitudes toward a student. Criticism sometimes is a way to communicate

positive expectations. Frequency of teacher-student interaction usually is

associated with good teacher-student relationships, but teachers sometimes call

on students to get their attention, and sometimes they have high frequencieS of

interaction with rejection students because they intervene.to handle disciplinary

problems often.

There are even more questions about self report data fromteachers. Taken

at face value, they seem to add rich detail and elaboration fo teacher expecte-

tionand attitude data. They help indicate other characteristics that teachers.
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notice about students in particular expectation and attitude groups, as well

as some of the reasons why teachers hold the expectations or attitudes that they

hOld. However, like any self report data, teacher self report data are diStorted

by halo effects, logical errors, and other sources of bias or inaccuracy.

The Willis and Brophy (1974) data on rejection students provide a good

example. If you attend only to what the teachers had to say aboUt these students,

if is easy to see why the teachers rejected them, and also to see that teacher

rejection was strong and unambiguous. However, when You inspect the objective

------res1--deta--from-theee-st-udentsyQu_sfjscover that teacher perceptions ol their

academic abilities were wrong. The teachers saw them as low ability students, but

the test data showed that these students did not differ from their classmates in

test scores. Thus, the teacher perceptions hang together nicely to make a con-%-

sistent picture, but at least some of them were incorrect. This raises questiont'

about the rest of them. a.

Concern about these and related questions led us to design the Student

Attribute Study. We wanted to pursue the questions raised by the studies reviewed

so far, but to try to answer them more definitively.' One importaht aspect was to

include a large sample of teachers and students. Studies involving small numbers

of teachers are very sensitive to the unique attitudes and preferences of the

teachers involved, so that their data may not be generalizable to other teachers.

For example, we have seen that some teachers expect a sex difference in first

grade reading achievement and some_do not, and that some teachers try to push

concern students but other teachers try to minimize stress and move them along

slowly through patience and encouragement.

These,findings are not necessarily contradictory. They come from studies,

with sma1,-4 samples, and they might accurately reflect the attitudes and behaviors'

vvo,.....
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of the teachers involved. To try to avoid this problem, we wanted the Student

Attribute Study to have a sample of teachers large enough to make it likely that

such individual differences would cancel out. Thus, whatever findings emerged

would be likely to generalize to most teachers.

We also wanted a broad and deep data bank, which included information thought

to be objectively.true and other data on teacher perceptions of unknown accuracy

and teacher-student interactions of unknown meaning. By using the "objective truth"

points as anchors, we could assess the accuracy ofsteacher perceptions and inter_

`teac r udent interactions.

. Planning based on these considerations led to the longitudinal and omPiex

.study that we call the Student Attribute study. The sample included teachers

and their students in four separate grades of elementary scheer.W.

included expectations and attitudes of both teachers and classroomhobservers, self

reports collected both with forced choice checklists and-intergiews, information

about classroom processes collected through both high inference ratings and low

inference coding of discrete behavlors. By analyzing these data.in relationship

to one another simultaneously, we hoped to answer some of the questions raised

or left unresolved by previous data. The data collection and analysis methods

used in the Student Attribute Study will be .described briefly in the following

chapter, after which we will discuss the highlights of the findings.
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CHAPTER VI

THE STUDENT ATTRIBUTE STUDY: AN OVERVIEW
6 -I

Chapters two through five were a review of what was known when

we began the Student Attribute Study about teacher attitudes and expecta-,

Lions, their effects on classroom behavior of the teacher; and the effects

of certain student characteristics on teachers. The rationale behind the

study was to clarify the relationship between these elements and to describe

in more detail what characteristics in students led to certain teacher

-----pereep*:pons-aed_tthaviors. We wanted to know more about the dynamics of

the olastroom and how perceptions of students affected teacher behaviors

toward them and how the students themselves reacted to different teacher

behaviors. As the study has progressed, we have become more aware of the

cyclical nature of the classroom. Interactions, and have begun to see that

one cannot simply discuss as isolated topics teacher effects on students,

student effects on teachers, the effects of perceptions on behaviors, and

the effects of behaviors on perceptions. This point of view will be

developed throughouT the rest of the book as the results of the Student

Attribute Study are presented and discussed.

The results of the study should provide a clearer way of looking at

what goes on in classrooms between students and. teachers as they really are

human beings with preference.. opinions, attitudes., and expectations about

one another.

This chapter is a description of the dat'a collected in the Student

Altribute Study and an overview of the rest of the book. Enough information

will be provided here to enabhe the reader to understand Chapters 1 through

18 in which results based on these data will be.discussed. However, readers

wishing a more detailed description of data preparation and analyses are

referred to Appendices A-F.
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Keep in mind that the purpose of at types of data collected was to

answer questions such as: "What are the characteristics of students perceived

by their teachers as calm (mature,, objects of attachment, objects of

concern)?

For this purpose, we selected 13 scales to measure various.student

characteristics. These particular sca.les were chosen because previous

research and experience had suggested that they defined attributes and

attitudes which were important in theciassroom. We used these scales in

order to classify students in various ways so that we could look at what

perceptions and behaviors were associated with a particular expectation

or attitude. Please bear in mind that these classifications are not the

only way that students can be described. However, the continua described

by the scales were useful ways of organizing our thinking about what students

in general were like. In no way do we imply that a particular student

should be expected to followta certain pattern of behavior simply becadse

the teacher perceives him as "immature," but we.do present the results

as useful ways of analyzing what goes on in classrooms- between,studbntS and

teachers.
i

4
The 13'scales were presented to the teachel7s in the forms desciitlyed

of--

in Appendix A. Throughout the book we wiilrefer7to them in shorten0

form as listed below.

I. Calm,

2. Careful

3. Happy

4. Achieving
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5. Mature

6. Cooperative

7. Creative

8. Attractive

9. Persistent

10. Attachment

11. Concern

12. Mbilrewbriw.--

13. Eye Contact

6-3

Three groups were involved in the Student Attribute Study: the

students, the teachers, and the classroom observers.

Three hundred and sixty-two students in grades two through five in

public elementary schools were the focus of the study. TheYare,referred

to as '!target" students. There were approximately equal numbers of,boys

and girls. information about the types of schools attended by the students

is given InAppendlx A.

Twenty-seven teachers were involVed in the study. All were women with 4.

varying amounts of teaching experience. Since all of the teachers were

female, teachers in general in the book will be referred to as "she.'-'

There were 16 classroom observers who were primarily university stu4e6ts

who were juniors, seniors, or graduate students.' Most were majoring In

either 'education or psychology.- They were trained to collect data for the

study and did not know the students or the teachers involved before the-

beginning of the study.
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Data Collection

Six sets of data were collected. The first five measured perceptions

'of adults about students, and the last one measured behaviors which occurred

in the classrooms.

i. Teacher rankings of all students in their classes on 13 scales.

2. Observer ratings of all .students on 13 scales seen during the

observational -phase- of -the-sl-udy ( refer-Fed 4o as "target!

students).

3. Teacher adjective descriptions of target students.

4. Observer adjective descriptions of target students.

5. Observer checklists of behavior of target students.

(6. Classroom observation data collected about interactions between

the teachers and target students in their classes.

- Data collection took place over two school years, although most data

were collected in the spring semester of the second year.- The following,

timetable outlines the relationships of the different sets of dale:

Year 1

Year 2

November

1st teacher
ranking

February March May

2nd teacher
ranking

4th teacher
ranking

3rd teacher
ranking

Selection of 5th teacher
"target" .- ranking; Observer
students; Be- ratings; Teacher
ginning of class- adjective descriptions;
room observation Observer adjective
data, continuing descriptions; Observer
into May._ behavior checkliSts
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Teacher Rankings

The information obtained from the teachers' rankings was used to select

the target students who were the focus of the study. As discussed previously,

we wanted to collect information about students on whom we had reliable informa-

tion and descriptions. Although we felt that teachers' perceptions generally

were accurate and valid indicators of their students' charac4prIstics, we also

were aware that there would be differences of opinion among tk...:hers about fhe

same student, and also that students are not always stable on a given character-

istic over time. For fhis reason, we used the reports of two teachers' over a

period of two years to identify students who were perceived consistently on

certain characteristics. In this way, we could talk about, for example, "tupPy"

students, "uncooperative" students, or "careful" students with some degree of cer-

tainty that our descriptions were valid and not the result of one Individual's

(possibly biased) perception at only.one point in time.

Data Collection Procedures

The teachers participating-1n Year 1 of the study (those teaching grades

one through four) were given f6rms for ranking their students on the 13 tcales

pee example in Appendix A). They filled in the names of all of the students

in their classes on each scale according to their perceptions of each child's

placement within the,class. Therefore, students could be identified who were

high, middle, or low in their relative standing on each scale. This procedure o

was followed-three times during the first year, in November, February, and Play.

In February of the second year, teachers in grades two hrough-five in

the same schools completed the same scales; :These teachers were ranking

132.
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the same students who had been ranked in Year 1, lbut now they were in the

k

next higher grade. The teachers also ranked any newcomers to the school,

so that placement on a scale reflected a student's position in the whole

class, not just his relationships to-those students who also had been ranked

the preceding year. Again, each child could be classified as high, midd!e,

or low on each scale, according. to the teacher's ranking.

After this fourth set of teacher rankings was collected, data were
4

compiled for all students for-'whoM we had four sets of%rankings. This

requirement eliminated any student-who had moved into or out of the school

during -Oat period. From this group of students, we identified those who

were ranked consistently on one or more of the 13 scales. By.consistent

rankings, we meant that a student was seen the same way (was ranked in

similar positions on the scale) at each of the four times he or she was

considered. For each of the 13 scales, the consistently perceived students

were subdivided into high, middle, and low groups. Students classified as

' "high" had been ranked high on the scale in question on each of the four
.

previous rankings. Similarly, those classified as "middle" were ranked this ,.

. way all four times, and so were those classified as "low."

The students consistently seen as-stable on one or more scales were
0

considered "target" studentS. They were observed 10 times, in the classroom

during a six weeks period, -and other data were collected about them after

these observations. To further assure the validity of the classification

of the-target students, a fifth teacher ranking was completed at the end
. A

of the second year, and students who had not retained their previousistability 0

were reclassified. \\*

.

;
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Therefore, for any given child, we might.have a collection.' of data

like this (H = high; M = middle; L = low).

Ranking Time

Student #412 `-.4 I 2 3 4 5 Final Classification

(female, 4th grade)

Calm HI H H H U Consistently high

Careful MLMHM Inconsistent

Happy M L M L M Inconsistent

Achieving L L M M Inconiistent

Mature MMHMH Inconsistent
13.

N

Cooperative M M M M M Consistently middle

Creative L M :L M Inconsistent

Attractiv,e M M M 'M M Consistently* middle

.Petsistent H H H H H Consisttntly high

Attachment , M.MHHM Inconsistent'

Concern H H M. M M irconsistent

Notig4able H M M E. L Inconsistent

Eye Contact L L M M M Inconsistent

O

This.information from the teacher rankings would be used to identify

4-0
this student as a consistently high calm and high persistent student 4to

was in the middle range for cooperation and attractiveness.. Therefore,

all of the information collected about this student would beusedin an

analysis of these four scaleS to answer the questionsr What are

characteristics 04 very calm students? very persistent students?
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somewhat cooperative students? somewhat attractive students? Her data

would not be used for the other nine scales, because she was not a con-_
sistent example of: the characteristics assoeiated with these scales.

For further information about the targets for the study and the'13

scales, see Appendix A.

Summary of Teacher Ranking Data

For each of the students included in the study, we had scores on one

or more of the'13iscales. The 1-corest were either high, middles or low.

Such scores indicated that the child Imes perceived in a consistent fashion

in the rankings on that scale given by a teacher in Yrear I (three times)

and by a teacher -in Year 2 (two tim s). If a student's five rankings -for

a given scale (say careful) didnot f 11 into a consistent.pattern,his,

or her data was not considered in answering the question, "What,characterisflcs

are shared by students who are perceived by teachers as careful?"

Observer Ratings

The Classroom observers used the'same 13 scales as the teacher's.

The Tormation Provided by the observer ratings was used to.a'ssess

the validity of the teacher rankings, by comparing the perceptions of

.the teachers with those-c:- the less involved classroom observers who

had different roles to play. (For information about comparisons of teacher

yt
and observer perceptions, see-Appendix C.)

.

The observer ratings were similar in many ways to,theacher rankings2

except that,:
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li The observers only rated the target students, instead of

1/ -
all the students in the class, as the teacherS had done.

(Remember that the purpose of having the teachers' rank-

I.all of the students in a class was to select those who ei

would be targets. The observer ratings did not affect

the selection of targets in any way.)

2. Rather than rank order all target students on each scale,

the observers rated each one separately as being high,

middle, or lqw in comparison to all of the other target

students observed in several classe- at different grades.

Therefore, they were not ranking target students in'com-

4_.

parison to specific individuals, as the teachers had done.

Instead, they were providing more global impressions by

' rating them.

1.

The differences in.technicill were used because the observers were less

familiir with each class as a whole (they had been asked to focus their

attention on only about half the members of any one class -- the target

students).

Since two observers collected data in each classroom, and therefore on

C

:each target student in that classroom, they each completed She 13 rafingS for

1'

.0achstudent (independently of each other). The two sets.of ratings tor

each student then were combined. ven though.everStarget student ,as pot'

to be included in the analyses for every scale,. the-observers-were!asked

to rate everytarget.sfudent on every scale, so that.they'wduld.b6t need

to be told oawhich scAle(s) a student had been seen consistently by the teachers.

t
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The observer ratings On our female fourth-grader, 1f412, might have

looked like this: (For purposes of combining the two observers' ratings,

a single rati-ng of high was given a vlue of 3, a middle was considered as

2, and low as I. The numbers for the combined rating are +he sum Of the

two separate ratings; Combined scores of 2 or a were considered low,

4 and 5 were-middle, and 6 was high.)

Child: 11412

Calm

Careful

Happy

Achieving

Mature

Cooperafj.ve

Cref_

Attractive

Persistent

Attachment

Concern

Noticeable

Eye Contact

Summary of Observer Ratirts

Each target student was rated by each of two classroom observers on the

13 scales. The scores -cif the .tiro observers were added; and the .student was'

assigned a score of high, middle, or low ,orr,each *scale to represent the observers?

Rating, Combined
Observer it ' Observer 2 Observer Rating

. H (3) H (3) High (6)

H (3) M (2) Middle (5)

M (2) M (2) Middle (4)

M (2) M (2) Middle (4)

H (3) M (2) Middle (5)

"M (2) M (2) Middle (4)

L11) L (I) "Low (2)

M (2) M (2) Middle (4)

M (2) H (3) Middle (5)

M (24 M (2) Middle (4)

L (I) M (2) Cow (3)

M (2) M (2) Middle (4)

M (2) L (I) Low (3)
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perceptions of his or her standing on the 13 attributes defined by the scales.

Adjective Descriptions by Teachers and Observers.

These two sets of data will be discussed together because they are

similar, There Were tw9 purposbs in:collecting them

I. Other perception data were very structured. That is, the persons

who reported their perceptions of the students did so according to standard

directions to score every student on Avery measure. We also wanted the

spontaneous reactions of,the teachers and observers about:the target students,

so that we could see what characteristics came to mind about students who

had been charaCterized in certain ways xi the 13 scales. This could not only

further validate the scales themselves, but also could provide information

which we had not anticipated.

2. By having bath the observers and the teachers supply descriptions

of the same students, we could compare the two groups on another type of

information, in addition to comparing their ratings.and rankings to.examine

their different perceptions. (See Appendix C for these results.).

The procedures followed were similar for both groups, except that there

were two observers and only oreteacher responding for each student. .Each

adult was asked to provide three adjectives describing the most salient

characterisrics.of.each target students. To avoid biasing the data, students

were nbt,identified on the basis Of the scale or scale's for.which they ,had

been selected as targets. Also,' the two observ6rs created' their descriptions

Independent of each other.
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In addition to the three adjectives, the teachers and observers were

asked to provide any other pertinent information about the students which

might have affected their behavior in the classroom. In this way, we learned

of medtcal problems or home situations which might have influenced other

information.

After the adjective descriptions were completed, a scoring system was

developed so that.the information would be more useful in data analysis.

This was done by separately pooling all of the adjectives given by the

teachers and by the observers, and then, still separately for the two groups,

classifying synonymous adjectives, such as "outgoing" and "friendly." When

. these categories of synonymous adjectives were formed, decisions were made

about which categories contained enough instances to be useful for statis-

tical anslyses. The resulting' scoring syStems contained 37 categories for

the teachers and 31 for the observers. Twenty-five of these categories were

shared in common. Some categories were scored for both positive and negative

examples, and other categories were scored only for presence or absence.

The-listing of the adiective_categorles appears in Figure 6-1, and a detailed._

account of the development and use of the Scoring system appears in AppendixD.

As an example, consider the adjectives given by the teacher and

observers who were familiar with student #412:

'Teacher: " is quiet, well-behaved, and gets along well

with her ,friends. She was absent a 61-eat deal at the

beginning of the year due, to chronic tonstilltis but

is now better after having her tonsils end adenoids

removed."
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Observer 1: "Quiet, hard-working, but,hot areal good student."

Observer 2: "Quiet, almoit shy, eagerly does what she is told."

This information was scored In this way:

Teacher adjective description:

"quiet" - a positive score in category 4 for teacher adjectives.

"well-behaved" - a positive score in category 6 for teacher

adjectives.

"gets along well with her friends" - a positive score in

category 12 for teacher adjectives.

"absent due to tonsillitis" - noted as being present in categories

30 and 31 for teacher adjectives.

positive = 100. (100 X 4; All three adjectives given by

the teachers Were positive in tone, and the

medical information wainon-evaluative..)

Observer adjective description:

"quiet" - a positive score in category 4 for observer adjectives

(The student was scored only once for this, even

though both observers mentioned this trait.).

"hard-working" - positive score iwcategory 8 for observer

adjectives,

"not.a real good student" - a negative score in category 10 far

observer adjectives.

"almost shy" - a negative score for category 1. for observer

adjectives.
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"eagerly does what she is told" - positive score for category 5

for observer adjectives.

% positive = 60%. (160 X ;- ).

r

Summary of Adjective -Descriptions

Each target student was described by his.or her teacher and both class-
.

room observers. None of ,these people knew on which scale or scales this

studelit had been ranked consistently, so their responses were not based on

knowledge of Other data. Adjectives then were scored by placing them into

categories. Therefore, each student had two sets of scores derived from the

adjective descriptions: one sefdertved from adjectives provided by'the

. ,

teacher, and one set derived from those given by the two observers.

Observer Checklists of Behavior

After the observers had completed their classroom observations, they

completed a checklist of 40 behaviors for each target student they had seen.

This was done in order to measure the observers' general impressions ofcertain

more global behaviors than were measured by the coding system. However,

even though the.list is composed of behavior descriptions, the observers'

responses were not ImmediateN verifiable. They were based on their per-
-

ceptions of the sfudents, Therefore, this data set is considered perceptual

, .

in nature, even.though it concerns descriptions of specific behavior.

Originally, the observers used a checklist of 40 behaviors. After data

were collected on'the original 40 items, the checklist'wasreduced to-slA

scores by a process known as factor analysis, in which items with similar

. meaning which are correlated with one 'another are combined .into-larger items,
.
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(A reproduction of the original checklist and details concerning factor

analysts are contained.in Figures 2 and 3 and in Appendix B.) The six'

final categories were

1. Boisterous, disruptive

2. Passive, unemotional

3. Good pc'r relations

4. Poor peer relations

5. Low self-esteem
,

6. Clumsy, lethargic

Therefore, we had sets of data for each students such as the following:

Student I Checklist Item Score

412 1. Disruptive Very low

2. Passive High

3. Good peer relations High

4. Poor peer relations Very low

5. Low self-esteem Medium

6. Clumsy, lethargic Low

Summary of Observer Behavior Checklist

Each student was rated by two observers on a checklist of behaviors.

The two ratings were combined and each target student had, as a result,

possible scores ranging from very low to very high fOr each of six summary

behavior categories.
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Classroom Observation Data

The last set of data was the largest, and, in many respects, the most

important, since it provided objective information about the target student's

classroom behavior and interactions with the teacher. Every other piece of

information which has been discussed has been based on.the perceptions of

.teachers and observers. Such data has validity, but it is Important to

support it with other data which can be accepted as much closer to the

objective "truth."

The classroom observation data was based on a coding system devised

by the authors to be used in this investigation (Brophy, King, Evertson,

Baum, Crawford, Mahaffey, & Sherman, 1974). Its design was based on-certain

questions which we wanted to answer. Therefore, it is one way , though

not the only way, of looking at classrooms for Some specific information.

However, it suited our purposes in Investigating the research question of

interest: What characteristics are associated with students who are seen

consistently by their teachers in certain ways? We were especially interested

in measuring levels of classroom activity in different contexts and measuring

the affective nature of interactions by including the responses of both the

teachers and the students to one another. In this way, we hoped to learn what

caused teachers to respond to students in certain ways, and tow the students

in turn responded to the teachers,

The details of coding with this system are included in Appendix B

along with a copy of the coding form used. in this chapter, brief descriptions

of each-'category of coded behavior will be presented so that the reader will

understand the following data presentation chapters. It may be useful

refer back to this section or to Appendix B while reading the rest of the book.
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a

There were three major divisions in the coding system: public response
M

opportunities, private interactions, and behavior related interactions.

Public Response Opportunities

These were academic interactions occurring in front of other students
9..

We considered two situations in which -such interactions
,

occur: _general

class (the entire class is involved in a discussion or question-and-answer

session) and small group (only a few students are involved in an academic

discussion with the teacher): This distinction seemed Important because

much teaching occurs in small group settings in the early grades, and we

expected to see some differences in interaction patterns between the two

settings.

All of the categories discussed below were coded in either context.

A. Method of selection. We were interested in how students were chosen.
v "

to answer questions in class. One of these four categories was used to
.._

describe selection:

Non-volunteer - The teacher called on a student to answer who had

not raised his or her hand and had not called out the answer.

Volunteer - The teacher called on a student'who had raised his or

her hand to volunteer in a calm and patient manner.
V

Wave -.The teacher called on a volunteer who had waved his or her

hand enthusiastically, indicating eagerness to respond.
,

Call out -.The teacher responded to a student who had called out.,

the answer without being called on by the teacher first

B. Teacher feedback to answer. We were interested In any evaluative

response given by the teacher to studens1 answers.,

a
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Praise - The teacher praised the answer.

Criticism - The teacher criticized the answer. Note that these

categories referred only to teacher responses to the quality of the answer,

'not to the student', behavior. Praise or criticism of behavior-is

discussed in the section on behavior-related interactions.

Private Interactions

These were contacts between the teacher and student which were essentially

private, although other students might overhear them. Besides being interested

in how many and what kind of contacts occurred, we wanted to know whether

they were initiated by the teacher or the student. We also wanted to know

how the noninitiator of the interaction reacted to the initiator. With

these needs in mind, we developed the following categories of types of

private interactions:

Work-related contacts, either teacher-initiated or student initiated.

These interactions involved,discussion between the teacher and a single

student about that student's work.

Housekeeping contacts, either teacher-initiated or student-initiated.

.These dealt with non-academic "jobs" necessary for the class to run smo&thly.

For example, the teacher might ask a student, or a student.mightrequest to

pass out books, carry .a note to the office,or feed the'fish In the aquarium.

Personal contacts, either teacher-initiated or student- initiated.
0

Personal contacts included non-academic needs of one individual not rele'Vant

'to the entire: class. These might be sharpenina pencil; gojng fb the bathroom

or Water fountain, locating a sweater, or cleaning up the. area around one's

desk because it was impeding one's work.
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Social contacts, e(ther teacher-Intttated or student-initiated. These

Involved interactions between the teacher and student which could be called

social in nature, since they did not concern any needs to be met. For

example, there might be coments on new clothes, an upcoming trip or holiday,

or a student's family.

In addition to these categories of.contacts which could be Initiated

by either teacher or student, we recorded two other kinds of student initiations.

Approval-seeking was noted when a student approached the teacher with work,

but was obviously not seeking help. Instead, he or she was expecting to

show the teacher good work and received praise for It. For example, the

student might say, "Look how much I've done so fari"

Tattling on another student was also noted.

Once an interaction was classified into one of these six categories,

it 'was then further described in terms of who initiated it, teacher or

student emotional reaction, the length of the contact, and other pertinent

information, depending on the type-of interaction. Below is an outline of

the categories used to further describe each type of interaction.

Work-Related Contacts.

A. Teacher-initiated: The teacher approached the studeht to begin

the interaction. Three types of information were recorded:

I. 'Quality. This was noted in order to describe the involvement.

or effort'expended in the contact. The teacher could observe with-out saying

anything, there could be a brief verbal interaction (only one to two sentences,

or there could be a long verbal interaction.

2. Evaluation. If the teacher;Rraised or criticized a student's

work after initiating this contact, it was noted.
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Aft

3. Student emotional reaction. ifi the student responded in either,

an extremely positive, happy manner or an extremely negative, unhappy manner,

it was noted.

B. Student-initiated: The student approached the teacher with a

question about school work. (Note: This category does not include behaviors

classified under Approval-seeking.) Two types of information were recorded:

I. Quality. Again, this described the effort expended by the

teacher in the contact. The teacher could refuse to listen to the student,

have a brief contact, or a long contact.

'2. Teacher emotional or evaluative reaction. If the teacher offered

praise or criticism of the work or seemed extremely impatient with the student,

the response was noted.

Housekeeping Contacts.

A. Teacher-initiated. The teacher approached a student and asked

him or her to perform some'classroom errand. in addition to noting when this

occurred, two other characteristics of the Interaction were noted if relevant:

. 1. Thanks. If the teacher thanked the student after the job was

done, it was noted.

2. Reward. if the teacher presented the request as a reward for

good behavior, it was noted. For example, the teacher might say, "Because

you have finished your work first, I'm going to let you take this note to,

the office."

B. Student-initiated. The student approached the teacher and asked

to do a job or run an errand. Three types of information were 'recoirded about

such Interactions:
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I. Refu,salor approval. It was noted whether the teacher allowe0

tpe student to perform the Job or not.

2. Thanks. If the teacher thanked theistudent after doing the

job, it was noted.

3. Reward. If the teacher gave permission to do the Job and

presented.it as a reward for good bebbvior, this was noted.

Personal Contacts

A. Teacher-initiated. The teacher approached the..stUdent about

some personal need of his or hers. in addition to notingthat this occurred,

the student's reaction was noted when it was either extremely positive

and happy or negative and unhappy.

B. Student initiated. The Student apprbach0 the teacherewith

request concerning soile.personal need. Three types of information were

recorded:
,

1. Refusal or approval.. It was noted whether or not the teacher

let the student do what he or she wanted.
)

2. Teacher emotional reaction.. When the teacher responded in al,

extr.emely positive, happy way or;an extremely 'negaticie, unhappy way, this

was noted accordingly.

3." Reward. If the. teacher approved the request and stated that

it was due to the student's good .behavior, this was noted.

'Social Contacts.

A. Teacher-initiated: The teacher approached the student and 'began a

conversation aboUt'a social topic. Besides noting that thii occurred, the.

student's emotional reaoficmwas,reporded-ifii was either extremely positive_
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and happy'or extremely Liejative and unhappy.

B. Student-initiated. The student approached the teacher and brought

up some social topic. The teacher's reaction was dekribed as either a
.

refusal (the teacher would not listen to the student), briet (the teacher

gave some minimal attention and response to the student's initiation), or

1229 (the teacher'interacted with the student in a social contact with More

than a brief comment.)

Approval- Seeking (Student-initiated only.)

Two types of information were recorded

. I. Refusal or feedback. )t was noted whether the teacher responded

to the student with some feedback about his or her work or refused to listen

to the approval seeking. ti

2. Praise'or criticism. When the teacher praised or criticized

the student's work, it was noted.

Tattling ( Student- initiated only)

When a student went to the teacher to tattle on a classmate, the teacher's

response was noted: either listening,to the student (approving) or rejecting

his or ber attempt to tattle.

`as

Behavior-Related Contacts.

These fdrmed the third majorbategoy of behaviors codedinjte system.

They were no*ed.whenevera target student was approached by the teacher'ah4

corrected because of the student's behavior, When this occurred, three .

types of information about the contact were noted: the student's behavior.

which caused the te acher to interact with MA or her; the type of behavioral
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correction delivered by the teacher, and the student's emotional reaction

tocthe,correction.

A. Student behaviors, The type of student behavior leading to the

correction was noted. The possibilities are listed on the coding sheet

presented insFigure I of Appendix B. When types of student misbehavior'

are discussed in the results chapters, they are described as categories

of behaviors rather than the individual behaviors noted on the coding

sheet. These were classified Into typical rids IlPAYiors, both disruptive.

and non-disruptive, aggression directed toward the teacher, aggression

directed toward peers, poor coping behavior,and non-interactive, anti-

social behavior.

B. Teacher responses to student behavior. There were six possible

ways in which the teacher could respond to the behavior. They are listed

below in order of increasing severity.

I. Praise was recorded when the teacher liked the behavior and

said so.

2. Non-verbal intervention was noted when the'teacher gestured or

used a facial expression to show that she was displeased."

3. Management was coded when the teacher gave a'behavioral correction .

.

or direction in a non-critical, non-threatening, calm manner.

4. Warnings involved a more severe correction which impl.led a

threat, although this was not Stated. The teacher had obvious irritatithir

in her voice,,altheugh she was not greatly angered'.

52 Threats were considered occasions when. the teacher spectficallY.

'threatened punishment if the behavior did not stop or was not corrected.
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6. Criticism was 1-he harshest level of teacher correction.

It involved either extreme anger and/or punishment.

C. Student response to teacher' correction: Whehever the student

responded in either an obviously cowed manner (acting as if he or she was

humiliated and mortified) or a sullen and defiant manner, it was noted.

In addition to the three major parts of the coding system (response

opportunities, private contacts, and behavior-related contacts), observers

noted any adult critical incidents whenever they occurred. These included:

1. Appointing a student as a monitor to take names while the

teacher was out of the room.

class.

class.

2. Holding a student up as a good example in front of the entire

3. Holding up a student as a bad example in front of the entire

4. Flattery.

5. Physical affection.

I.

When classroom observations were completed, a 'score was computed for each

target student of the number Qf times certain behaviors occurred. Details

of this scoring are included in Appendix B. For example, within a set 0

time period, a student, might have a record indicating 48 instances of /

volunteering, 10 instances of happy emotional responses to teacher initiations

about work, and 15 instances of being corrected by thezzteacher for typi-caf

non-disruptive misbehavior. Of these 15 corrections, 10 were managements

and 5 were warnings.
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Summary of Classroom Observation Data

Information was gathered for each target student about his or her behavior

in the classroom.- These behaviors, as well as teacher treatment of the

student, were classified in a number of ways according to the coding system.

The end result was a record of frequencies of different types of' behaviors

which were observed during the observation sessions and which described

the student's interactions with the teacher.

Data Analysis

When a 1 1 of the types, of data just described were completely collected,

they were used to answer the questions posed by the study. In order to

analyze the data, each scale was considered separately. The scores of

,students who had been consistefffTy ranked on a scale were examined for

systematic differences on the measures between students ranked as high,

middle, and low on each scale. This information is presented in the'-rest

of the book.

In the chapters following, statements will be made about students

who 'were high or low on the scales. Keep in mind that every statement is

based on a_comparison of the three groups of students who were ranked

consistently,on p particular scale. This means that a statement like

"Achieving students were called on more often after volunteering" means that

"Students who were consistently perceived by their teachers as high on the

achieving scale were much more likely to be called on in class after

volunteering than students who were consistently perceived as middle or

low on the achieving scale."
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When statements are made about comparisons between different

groups on a scale, the results are based on one-way analyses of variance

for each dependent variable, using the high, middle, and low positions

of each scale as classifying variables. When statements are made about

associations between scales, the results are based on correlations and

partial correlations.

Overview of Chapters Seven through Eighteen

The rest of the book presents results from the Student Attribute

Study. Chapters which simply present the results are interspersed with

chapters discussing and interpreting the-findings. Chapter Seven examines

sex differences. All types of data are considered and examined for dif-

ferences between boys and girls. Chapter Eight presents the findings

for differences between the grade levels. Chapter Nine summarizes the

findings from these two chapters and discusses them.

Chapter Ten presents the results of analyses for the three scales of

calm, careful, and mature. These have been grouped together because they

each describe an aspect of student tempo or activity level. Chapter Eleven

presents the findings for the achieving, persistent, and creative scales

These scales are discussed together,because they indicate the academic

characteristics of rodents. Chapter Twelve is a discussion of the six

scales just named which define the more salient aspects of the student's

academic role in the classroom.

Chapter Thirteen presents the results for the scales of attractive and

happy,.hapter Fourteen for noticeable and eye contact, and Chapter Fifteen

for cooleration. These five scales deScribing student personal.characteristics
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are discussed together in Chapter Sixteen.

Chapter Seventeen presents findings for,the attachment and concern

scales which are discussed in Chapter Eighteen. These two scales are

grouped together because they define teacher attitudes.

All of the results chapters (7, 8,, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, and 17) are

organized according to the same format. Each scale is presented in turn.

First discussed are the associations of the scales with the other 12

scales. Then results for the adjective description variables are pre-

sented, followed by the behavior checklist variables.

After all of the results for the perceptual measures have been given,

then the classroom observation findings are presented in the following

order: response opportunities for both the general class and the small

group settings, response opportunities considered separately for 'each of

these contexts, private work contacts, private non-work contacts (housekeeping,

social, personal, and tattling), and behavior-related contacts.

Tables art included in the results chapters for analyses of the adjective

description and behavior checklist variables for the scales discussed in that

chapter. Appendix F contains tables of results of the classroom observation

variables for all scales. In the chapters presenting results, the numbers

in parentheses refer to variable numbers in Appendix F.



Figure 6-1: Adjective Description Categories

I. Sociable

2. Mature

3. Happy

4. Quiet

5. Helpful

6. Well-behaved

7. Confident

8. Motivated

9. Intelligent

10. Achieving

11. Good Worker

12. Popular

13. Aggressive

14. Responsible

15. Active

16. Considerate

17. Inattentive

18. Temperamental

lg. 'Unobtrusive

20. Athletic

21. Humor-60S

22. Other negative

23.. Other positive

24. Social leader

25. Likeable

NutvidS

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

Attractive-

Dependent

Good home (Scored for teachers only)

VI
Creative

tfMedical problems

Often absent

it
Sweet

IfUnderachiever

ftCries easily

Untrustworthy

Broken home

Good teacher relat ns (Scored for
Observers only)

fIFemale stereotype

II
Bossy.

% positive
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CHAPTER VII

STUDENT SEX DIFFERENCES 7-1

We have noted that elementary teachers usually favor girls over boys in

questionnaire responses, but that this sex difference may be due to differences

In student characteristics - rather than to female teacher bias towards female stu-

dents or against male students (Brophy and Good, 1974). A number of considerations

fam- this interpretation. First, studies of male teachers, though few in num-

ber, agree in suggesting that male teachers have the same kinds of attitudes

towards and interactions with their students as female teachers do, at least as

far as student sex is concerned (Good, Sikes, and Brophy, 1972; Lahaderne and Cohen,

1972). Also, considerations of sex role socialization suggest that, during the

elementary years, the female sex role is veal compatible with the student role,.

but the male sex role during these years is pot. The traditional socialization

of girls towards verbal activities and responsibility, and the traditional so-

cialization of boys towards physical activities and competition make it likely

that girls will do better in their studies and will conform more closely to class-

room rules.

This helps explain notonly much of the teacher questionnaire data but also

certain replicated findings from classrooM observational research, such as the

finding that males usually get much more criticism for misbehavior than females.

Finally, observational research which has linked teacher behavior to student

behavior classified by sex of student-has Indicated that student behavior, not

student sex, is the primary drbrmlnant of teacher behavior such as praise and cri-

ticism or reward and punishMent.

The large sample of teachers and students included in this Study; com-

bined its rich and varied body of data, made it ideal for assessing these inter:

pretations of the relationships between student sex, teacher attitudes, and

teacher-student interactions. This was done through a series of analyses of
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variance. This is a statistical technique used to compare group means and deter-

mine the statistical significance of any differences observed. In this case, the

analyses were two-way analyses of variance using sex and grade as classifying

variables and teacher rankings, observer ratings, adjective descriptions, check-

list variables and observational data as variables to be analyzed in relationship

to sex and,grade. Such analyses allow simultaneous assessment of sex differences,

grade differences, and interactions between grade and sex, in which these two

classifying variables operate so that certain combinations differ from others

(see next chapter). The findings for student sex will be presented and discussed

In the present chapter. Grade effects and interactions between grade and sex

will be presented in the next chapter.

Here, as throughout the book,,all differences discussed are significant at or

beyond the .05 level, unless otherwise indicated. This means that statistical

tests for significance of differences indicated that the probability of finding

these differences by chance alone was only .05 or 5%. Toput this another way,

we are at least 95% confident that the differences are real and likely to replicate

elsewhere, at least in similar settings (elementary schools populated by predominate-

ly white, middle class students).

Teacher Rankings

Teacher rankings were analyzed only for those target students who were per-
;

ceived consistently across the five sets of rankings on each scale. In contrast,

observer-ratings were analyzed for all target students, whether-or not they had

been perceived consistently by the teachers. This meant that the sample of

students included in a given analygis was smaller for the\teachers than the sample

included in the-parallel analysis of observer ratings on the same scare, but the
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students'in the teacher ranking sample were more stable and perhaps more

extreme, on the average, than the total group included in the observer rating

sample. Despite the smaller samples, this sfibiffty factor MUTENVe mad

significant differences, especially sex differences, more likely-to appear in the

data from teachers than the data from observers.

Significant differences appeared for 11.of the 13 teacher rankings, and all

of them favored the girls. Teachers saw the girls as.calmer, more careful, more

mature, higher achieving, more persistent, happier, more attractive, more likely

to maintain eye contact, and more cooperative. They also were more likely to

mention girls as objects of attachment and less-iikely to mention them as objects

of concern. They also ranked girls higher on creativity, but this sex difference

was not significant.
....-

Given the large numbers of students included in these analyses, it was possible

for sex differences to be statistically significant even if group differences in

scale means were small. Evelt so, these data provide an overwhelmingly consistent

picture of sex differences'in teacher attitudes. The sex difference on all 12

of the scales that can be characterized as reflecting favorable vs. unfavorable

,perceptions favored the girls, and 11 of these differences were significant.

Boys were ranked generally higher on noticeable, but not significantly so.

This was something of a surprise, since previous studies of this variable almost

always reported a difference favoring the boys. Perhaps the explanation is metho-

dological. The fact that we provided the teachers with class rosters to refer to

when making their'rankings may have reduced teacher tendencies to rank boys as

noticeable. If we had simply asked the teachers to name their students from memory,

as others have done (Jackson, Silberman and Itilfson, 1969), a*sig0ficant difference

for noticeable might have appeared. In any cam-the-teaeher---ran-ki-rig-data_beacsnit
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many previous findings showing that elementary teachers' perceptions of girls

are much more favorable than their perceptions of boys.

Observer Ratings

The girls also were perceived more favorably by the classroom observers,

but the sex, differences were not as strong or consistent. Signlficant differences

were obtained here on six of the 13 scales. Girls were seen as calmer, more care-

ful, higher achieving, more persistent, more cooperative; and less likely to be

objects of teacher concern. Non-significant differences favored girls on the mature

and creative scale, and favored boys on the happy scale. Minor and inconsistent

differences appeared for attractive, attachment, and eye contact.

The observer ratings agreed with the teacher ranki..js in picturing the girls

more positively, but significant differences were obtained on fewer scales. Fur-

thermore, non-significant trends in the observer ratings were in the same direction

as the teacher rankings on only two other scales, and they Mere in the opposite

direction for the happy scale.

Third and fourth grade boys had notably higher observer ratings for noticeable

than the girls in these grades, but the girls had slightly higher ratings in second.

and fifth grade. The overall sex difference favored the boys slightly but was

not statistically significant. Thus, the observers were no more likgry than the

teachers to see the boys as salient. This may have been partly because they were

instructed to systematically to observe and code all target students. Even 'so,_

though, sex differences would be expected on this scale if boys Were Systematically

more noticeable than girls. These observer data reinforce the teacher data in

suggesting that, in this study at least, boys were not particularly more notice-

able than girls, despite previous findings. This could be a quirk in the present
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sample, or it could indicate a real change In student behavior related to the

changes in sex role expectations and sex role socialization which have been ed-

it-ad-a-fed- sari 1 p a renfly reel-EaTo i-en-htSTar's.- IT -E -b I u rrrng

of sex role differences is-actually going on, traditional sex differences on

noticeable and related traits may disappear.

However, we should not forget the six significant differences. Girls were

rated by the observers as higher in achievement,. effort, and classroom cooperation,

three of the student characteristics most central to the student role and most

vital to the teachers. Given these and the other significant differences in the

observer ratings, certain of the teacher rankings make sense, particularly those

for maturity and attachment. On the other hand, the teacher rankings on happy and

attractive might reflect halo effect from other traits rather than accurate per-

ception of these specific student attributes.

Adjective Descriptions

The teachers were more positive in their perceptions of girls than boys in

their adjective descripti-ms, just as they were in their rankings. About two -

thirds of their comments about girls were positive, while only about half of

their-comments about boys were positNe. Significant sex-differences revealed that

girls were more likely to be described as helpful, motivated, and sweet, while boyi

Were more likely to be describedas aggressive, active:and inattentive. Theis

perceptions fit sex role stereotypes, picturing the girls as sweet and cooperative

and the boys as inattentive, misbehaving, and unmotivated. In view of these

differences, it is surprising that significant differences did not appear for

variables like work habits, achievement, or likeable.

One additional sex difference appeared in the teacher adjective description

variables: boys were seen as.more humorous. On balance, this probably is positive,

1 6'0



because most of the adjectives in this category were positive ones suggesting

a good sense of humour or being funny. However, the category did include being

silly, so that even this difference cannot be taken as clearly favorable to

boys. In summary, the adjective description data from the teachers echo'the

ranking data by systematically picturing the girls more favorably, although

sex differences are not nearly as numerous or consistent.

In contrast to the clear favoritism toward girls in the teacher adjective

descriptions, the observer adjective descriptions were more balanced. The per-

centages of positive statements were 55% for girls and 54% for boys,a negll-

gible difference. Furthermore, the pattern of significant sex differences in ob-

server descriptions was very different from that of +he teachers. Observers

agreed with the teachers only In seeing boys as more active and less cooperative.

However, they also described boys as more athletic and described girls as quieter,

more dependent, bossier, and more likely to have good relationships with the

teachers. They also had more "other negative" descriptions of girls (statements

which were negative but did not fall into any of the other' categories).

These data also fit trad-itional sex role expectations, but they enrich the

:picture given by the teachers. They expand' it from traits central to thistudent

role to other attributes which also are typically associated with sex role dif-

ferences. Based on child development research, we would expect boys to be seen as

louder, more self reliant, and more athletic, and girls to be seen as quieter,

more dependent on the teacher, and less athletic. We might also expect more girls

to be described as "bossy," because this term has a female connotation for most

people. Most probably; aggressive girls were described as "bossy," but aggressive

boys were more likely to be called "aggressive." Another factor is that "bossy "'

appeared on the be4elor checklist used by the observers, so that they were more
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Likely to use this term than the teachers, for this reason. 'Fiially, it is notable

that all sex differences in the observers' descriptions were linked closely to

established sex roles, even though othir data suggest that sex role expectations'.

did not affect observer perceptions much.

If taken at face value, this indicates that such differences really exist

and can be seen, at least by classroom observers whose perceptions are not focused

on matters central to teaching and learning. However, one could argue that at

ieast.some of the differences were due to the effects of sex rote expectations on

the observers' perceptions. Perhaps the observers noticed athletic boys but not

athletic girls, noticed quiet girls and loud boys more than they noticed quiet

boys and lOud girls, and called.simruar behavior aggressive when it occurred in

males but bossy when it occurred in females. It does not seem likely that this was

an important factor, but it cannot be ruled out.

Some differences in perspective and even disagreements are apparent here. '

Observers were not nearly as favorable about girls as teachers wer.. Also, their

descriptions of boys as more self reliant but girls as more teacher dependent
4

seem to conflict with the teacher rankings and even with the ratings of the ob-

servers theMselves on the persistence scale. It is possible that the observers

had different things in mind when they rated teacher persistence than when they

rated self reliance vs. teacher dependence, even though most of the adjectives

used in th se categories relate to persistence in working on assignments. If

this is the_ case, the present data conflIct not only with the teacher_rankings of

persistencel but /also with the observers' own ratings of persistence.
1

Other interpretations are possible, however« Perhaps some of the adjectives

suggesting teacher dependency in girls really reflected more frequency of ini-,
411,.

tiation of contacts with the teacher, without intending any ea-Fuel dependency.

4
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It seems 'clear that girls interacted with the teachers much more than boys under

circumstances where they didn't need help, but this.may reflect only stronger

identification with the teacher rather than greater dependency on them. Also,

some of the persistence ascribed to boys may haVe Involved persisteace in seeking

a variety of goals, perhaps Including some that the teachers resisted, rather

than persistence in working on assignments.

The data on bossy bring up two points worth mentioning. First, the observers

apparently identified certain girls as aggressive is their peer interactions.

The child development literature suggests that9iris typically show aggression

or domination by verbalizi-ng, while.boys more often do it through physical means,

andipie present data fit this. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that the observers

noticed these girls, but the teachers apparently did not. Perhaps the teachers

were so familiar with these girls and their "bossy" behavior that they didn't

think of it as especially noteworthy. Again, too, the observers ware slailtized .

to this pattern because "bossy" appeared on the behavior checklist (although this

doesn't explain the sex difference),

Secondly,4note that girls were described moreloften than boys both as quiet
0

and as bossy, Obviously, these were not the same,giris. -This illustrates a

larger point that applies to all Of the group data: group differenCes on.various

measures are not necessarily produced by the same individual students, So that

they cannot necessarily be generalized to the groupas a whole. In the present

example, the data indicate that more girls than boys were notably quiet and That _

more girls than boys were described as bossy. However, these 'two groups probably

did not overlap at all. In any case, it is clear that neither term characterizes

girls in general. The same is true for all of the group differenc'es we will discUss,..
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Recall .that Martin (1972) cautioned against interpreting sex differences

asrepresenting_general differences, because he found-that one subgroup of boys

had unusually good patterns of behavior and relationships with teachers, while

another ,subgroup of boys had unusually poor ones. -These subgroups were producing

whatappeared to ba general sex differences, but the differences really were due

to the subgroups.

A similar thing can be seen among the boys here. Note that Observers des-
,

. ,

cribed boys both as less cooperative and as more self-reliant. As with the des-,

criptions of girft.es quiet or bossy, these descriptions of boysprobablylapplied

largely or even totally io'different indivtduals. Thus,- boys.in general proba5ly

wire neither more self-reliant nor less cooperative -:han girls in general. instead,--

a subgroup ofiboysyrobabiywas notably more self-reliant than students io general,

and another subgroup Ofhoys probably was notably less cooperative tharrstudents

in general. To savespace.end avoid redundancy, we will not reAt these distind-

tions every time wediscuss a grOup difference, but remember that :Phis is. what

moSt,group differences really mean.

list

11,

Significant

variables.

Behavior Checklist

sex differences appeared can ,just one of the six behavior check --
.-..

As expected, boys were seen as less well 'adjusted to the student

role. They were less attentive, more disruptive, and less ableto get slow well
-

with teachers, .

_ _

O

Observational Data

Sufficient date were available to carry out analyses on 04 of the 164 crass-.

room observation variables. Of theser154, 41 yielded signiiiice0 sex differends.
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The results will be presented in sections organized according to the type of

variable and the classroom context involved.

Total Response Opportunities

There were few sex differences here, indr:ating that opportunities to answer

questions or make comments in public disCussions, to recite or read aloud, to

respond to problems at the board,` or to make other public responses were distri-

buted evenly between the sexes. Boys were praised more frequently than girls

for responding correctly when teachers called on students who did not have their

hands up (34). Also, a greater proportion of the academic interactions coded for

boys were public response opportunities rather than private work contacts (38).

Since there was no difference in frequency of public response opportunities, this

finding reflects a difference in private contacts, which will be 'discussed later.

it is worth noting at this point that the single significant difference on

a teacher praise or criticism variable in this context favored the boys. That is,

boys were more likely to be praised than girls If they answered Correctly when

called on as non-volunteers. Sex differences on praise favoring boys are not

unusual, even though boys typically get much more criticism for misbehavior than

girls do.

General Class Public Response Opportunities

Like public response opportunities as a whole, 'public response opportunities

which occurred in general class discussions (as opposed to small groups) showed

few sex differences. Girls got more retponse opportunities after waving their ilnds

vigorouslyln,an attempt to be called bn (24). Art°, a greater percentage of the

girIS' answers given in situations in,which they waved their hands before being
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called on were followed by teacher praise (25). Apparently, girls were more

likely than boys to seek response opportunities vigorously by waving their arms

and pleading to be called on. At least, the teachers called on them more often

following such hand waving, however. Also, the teachers apparently approved of

hand waving by the girls, because they praised the girls relatively more when they

were called on and did answer the question after waving their hands to get recog-

nition.

In contrast, boys were more likely to call out answers without permission

(27). Taken in combination, "the sex difference data here suggest that the girl's

strenuous efforts to obtain response opportunities "legitimately" might have been

reactions to being ignored. That is, the boys apparently were not inhibited from

calling out answers without permission, so that those who really wanted to answer

apparently took this route in order to do so. Girls with similar motives apparent-

ly did not go to the extclnt of calling out, but they did go out of.their way to

catch the teacher's attention and make it clear that they wanted a chance to respond.

Also, the girls may have been more interested in courting the teachers' favor

(being singled out for a response opportunity), another reason why they may have

,made such clear efforts to follow the rules even when eager to respond.

Response Opportunities in Small Groups

Most of the small groups coded in this study were reading gnouPs, although'

occasionally spelling groups, math workbook groups, and other small groups were

observed. The small group data are similar to those for whole class discussions.

The girls had a greater proportion of response opportunities obtained by.,volun-

teering (7), and they also received more teacher praise for answers given in these

volunteer situations (8). The only other sex difference here was the proportion
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of responses; which had been called out which nevertheless were praised by the

teachers (14). The boys were more likely than the girls to be praised in these

situations.

Taken together, the data from public response opportunity situations suggest

that the girls confined themselves to approved methods of obtaining responses:

volunteering by raising their hands (a:though occasionally waving them or actively

trying to get teacher attention). In contrast, the boys were more likely to dis-

pense with these "legitimate" attempts to get recognition by calling out answers

without permission. Even so, boys were given more praise for called out answers

than girThrut-leds -fn -small groups.

Apparently, the teachers had adapted to student sex differences in patterns

of seeking response opportunities. As a result, girls were praised more frequently

when they responded correctly after volunteering and being called on, while boys

were more likely to be praised after they had been called on as non-volunteers or

after they had called out answers without permission.

If the teachers did not want the students to call out respon'ses, these data

mean they were reinforcing boys inappropriately, adapting their own behavior to

the boys' preferred modes of behaving rather than trying to change these modes.

This would not be unusual: studies in classrooms and in many other contexts

suggest that, when people are faced with persistent- undesirable behavior, they

sometimes not only fail to reinforce desirable behavior when it occurs, but also

Inappropriately reinforce undesirable behavior. This usually happens without aware-

ness, but it happens often.

The idea that teachers were adapting their behavior to student behavior

(whether consciously or not) is supported by certain other findings. For example,

praise tended to be distributed equally to both sexes (16, 17, 30, 31), except
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for the differences noted above. These differences indicate that each sex was

praised in situations that were "typical" for that sex. Also, the fact that

teachers called on boys as non-volunteers more often suggests that they recoo-

ntzed that54iqi7drol not volunteer as much (even though they called out more often).

Presumably, the teachers called on boys as non-volunteers more often to equalize

the students' opportunities to respond in public situations. However, at times

the teachers may have calledon students (especially boys) as non-volunteers

in order to get their attention or control their behavior.

Private Work Contacts

The percentage of student initiated private contacts which were related to

work was higher for boys than for girls (93). As we will see, this was because

girls initiated more non-work contacts with the teachers. In this case, however,

the teachers did not respond with compensatory behavior. As with student initiated

contacts, a greater proportion of teacher initiated private contacts were work

contacts, as opposed to non -work contacts. Thus, when either the 'teacher or the

student initiated a private contact, the contact was more likely to involve work

rather than some other concern if the student was male.

Besides initiating a greater percentage of work contacts with boys, the

teachers criticized boys more often during these work contacts than they criti-
.

cized girls (42, 160). Note that this was criticism for poor work rather than

misbehavior, and that it was clearly criticism rether than merely negative feed-

back. Thus, the teachers more often criticized boys, than girls for poor or slop-

py work on their seatwork-agtignmen-ts-(pcasmakly for good reason; note, however,-

that no direct data on quality of work were collected). .

Student emotional reactions during private work interactions were coded.as

positive or negative if such reactions ocCurred.- The boys had a higher percentage
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of negative emotional reactions during teacher initiated work contacts (44).

Thus, boys had more private work contacts with the teachers, both because they

sought out the teachers more often and because they in turn were sought out more

often by the teachers. However, they also received more teacher criticism in
1

these contacts, and, perhaps understandably, they were more likely to respond

negatively to the 'teachers.

Girls were higher than boys in both frequency and proportion of student

initiated private contacts coded as approval seeking (105, 156). The girls sought

out the teachers more often to show their work and seek praise. This probably

meant that the girls generally were doing better work, completipg their assign-

ments successfully, fester, or more often (again, this is an inference; no direct

data on quality of work were collected). On the other hand, boys had more work

Contacts with the teachers prior to the completion of the work, presumably because

they had questions or problems and required help. The teachers sought out the

boys more often to check their work prior to completion, apparently because they

felt the need to do this more often.

.Private Non-work Contacts

Girls initiated more houSekeeping contacts than boys (157), and even so,

they had a higher proportion of these requests approved (115),. Boys had a greater

proportion refused (114), even though they made such requests less often. These

data could reflect sex differences in socialization which made females better able

to anticipate teachers' needs and/or to ask to do favors in ways likely to meet

with approval. However, in the early grades girls generally achieve better than.

boys, so that teachers may grant more of their housekeeping requests simply be-

cause the girls have finished their work or becaUse the teachers .know that they
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will need less time to complete it. In any case, the teachers were more willing

to assign housekeeping tasks to girls. It should be noted that this probably is not

related to sex role expectations. "Housekeeping" tasks included a great range

of t ings, - lated-ALith femal

moving things, cleaning erasers, etc.).

In contrast to the data for housekeeping contacts, boys received more teacher

initiated personal requests (145). These mostly involved asking boys to clean up

their desks or areas, take off or put away clothing, or attend to some other per-

sonal task. This sex difference may reflect a teacher control method used to
sir

_______get_bqys_to do things that girls do on their. von without having to be told.

4

If so, this is another indication that girls are better socialized to the student

role.

Student initiated personal requests showed a pattern similar to that for

housekeeping requests. The girls had a higher proportion of these requests gran-

ted (121), and the boys had a greater proportion refused. This could be viewed

as teacher favoritism of girls, but it may mean only-that girls are more likely

to make what teachers view as "reasonable" personal requests.

There were no sex differences concerning purely social contacts. However,

'sex differences did appear with regard to tattling. As with other variables in

this set, girls had a higher proportion of their tattles approved (the teacher

accepted the informatiop,mith a minimal response or took action on the'basis of

it), while the boys had a higher proportion refused (127, 126).. Again, this

may represent teacher favoritism towards girls, or it may mean that girls are

more skilled In knowing when and how to "tel), on" someone.

Combination scores adding together different types of private contacts also

revealed some sex differences. Girls initiated-more-privaie_contacts with the
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teachers than boys (154), especially housekeeping, approval seeking, and personal

contacts. Also, the proportion of total contacts with the teachers which were

private non-work contacts was higher for girls (89).

Several major themes appear in the-data presented so far. First, there were

few sex differences in total response opportunities, but girls apparently volun-

teered more often and more actively for such opportunities, and they got more

\
praise when they answered correctly under these circumstances. in contrast, boys

were called on by the teacher more often but also called out responses without

peqission more often.

The data on private contacts show that, when boys seek out the teacher,. they_
.

uswally do'so to discuss their work assignments. Also, teachers seek out boys

foil private contacts concerning work more often than they seek out girls. Further-

mire, they criticize them for poor work more often than they criticize girls.

pata for teacher criticism in student initiated and teacher initiated work con-

!

!tacts combined reveal that boys get much more than girls.(133).

The data for non-work contacts are very. different. Here, girls typically

initiate many more than boys, and they are much more likely to have their requests

.concerning personal or housekeeping matters approved than boys are. These data

may reflect teacher bias in favor of girls, or they may simply reflect better

socialization to teachers and schools on the part of girls. Anotter possibility

is that!this is one way that teachers try to "reward" students W'ho are cooperative

and achieving.

Behavior Related Contacts

As expected, boys showed many more behavioral problems than girls (147). A

,strong sex difference appeared on every measure of misbehavior, in each case in-
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dicating greater misbehavior by males. Also, boys had a higher proportion of

behavioral contacts which involved negative teacher response:to their behavior
A

(74). This'natUtaill retses

of misbehavior as well,lbs7FIn

the question of whether the sexes differed in severity

frequency, a question that the coding system was

designed to address.

Boys had a higher proportion of behavior contacts coded as typical misbehaviors

(61). These were non-disruptive misbehaviors such as socializing when they should

have been working. However, they also had a greater proportion of disruptive

behaviors (63). Girls had a greater percentage of non-disruptive misbehavior, such

as social chaffing or inappropriate solitary activities like daydreaming (62). So

the boys had not only more, but more serious, misbehavior.

Furthermore, boys had a higher incidence of aggression directed against the

teacher (64). In contrast, girls had higher proportions of Behavior indicating

poor coping ability, such as crying, pouting, sulking, or becoming upset (66).

These data make it clear that boys misbehaved more frequently than girls, and

that their misbehavior was more seriously disruptive of classroom activities and

more defiant and threatening to the teacher's authority. Given this, let us examine

the data on teacher reactions to misbehavior.

Recall that teachers could respond to misbehavior, in increasing order of

severity, with non-verbal intervention, simple management responses, warning,

threats, or criticism (including punishment). Analyses of these variables revealed

that boys had more misbehaviors disciplined with management responses (70) and

with threats (72). These sex differences were much less extreme than the sex.,

differences in quantity and type of misbehavior, indicating that teachers were

exercising restraint under the stress of provocative and often defiant misbehavior

on the part of the boys.
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Nevertheless, the boys were coded much more often for responding to

behavioral Interventions with defiance, sullenness, anger, resentment, or con-

temptuous responses such as telling the teacher off (76).

Conclusions

The sex difference data generally replicate previous findings, although they

enrich the picture somewhat. On the one hand the teacher rankings and adjective

description data suggest a strong bias against poyt. Some of the sex differences

perceived by teachers were corroborated by the classroom observprs, b t manywere

not. Furthermore, the teacher perception data indicated halo effects, (14th girls

being perceived generally positively and boys genprally negatively. This was true

even for student attributes where there appeared to be no factual basis for such

'per:ceptions. In sum, the teacher self report data both replicate and illustrate

with remarkable sharpness the typical findings that elementary teachers perceive

girls more favorably than boys.

These perception data stand in sharp contrast to other data which indicate

that, despite halo effects, teacher perceptions of sex differences are correct

in many respects, and teachers do not allow theseperceptions to interfere with

their professionalism in the classrooM. Teacher behavior towards the two sexes

is generally uniform in public response situations. Sex differences do appear

more often in private contact situations, although many of them suggest that

teachers adapt to student differences by changing their own behavior to compensate

when students do not do things on their initiative:'' : -=The main exceptions to this

are teacher responses to student personal requeits and teacher responses to student

misbehavior, which suggest that teachers (perhaps with justification) are more

directive and controlling with boys.
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The data on public response opportunities indicate few sex differences.

The differences that do appear suggest that teachers typically respond to sex

differences in student behavior by adapting to these differences in reasonable ways.

Girls apparently volunteer more often and more enthusiastically, and thus are

called on more often when seeking a response. They also are praised more often

when they respond successfully in these situations. In contrast, boys call out

answers without permission more often, even though they apparently do not volun-

teer as often as girls, Tearkers apparently accept this ttehaVior from boys, even

though ostensibly it is against the rules, because they are likely to praise boys

for calling out good answers rather than to criticize them for calling out.

Also, apparently to help equalize the distribution of respohse opportunities (but

perhaps also as a control mechanism) teachers call on boys more often when they

are not volunteering to respond.

In general, the teachers seemed to distributeresporse opportunities, praise

for good answers, and criticism for poor answers eveelly, between the sexes: The

differences that did emerge suggest reactions to differentially preferred methods

of responding (girls volunteer; boys call out answers or must be called on by the

teacher).

This pattern of equalization seem in public response opportunity situations

does not appear in private dyadic contacts. Here, the data favor girls. Private

contacts between the teachers and boys tend to.concentrate on contacts relating

to work, and boys receive more criticism for poor work during such contacts. In

turn, they respond more, often than girls with negative affect directed at the

teachers. In contrast to boys, who tend to interact with teachers prior to com-

pletio6of work and usually under circumstances involving corrective' feedback, girls1

work.related contacts more often involve seeking approval for finished work.
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These data suggest that the girls work quickly and more efficiently on their

assignments (assuming that work shown in approval seeking contacts had in-fact

been done correctly).

Among non-academic private interactions, there was a pervasive trend for

the teachers to accept and approve these from girls but reject them from boys.

This was true for tattling, student initiated housekeeping contacts, and student

initiated personal contacts. Boys did receive more teacher initiated personal

contacts, but in most of these the teachers were asking the boys to do things

that the girls did without being asked. ,Thus, even this sex difference reflects

negatively upon the boys.

In general, girls tended to seek out the teacher (97, 154) whereas teachers

hed to go to the boys :rather than wait for the boys to come to them (I'LL).

Furthermore,-teachers sought out the boys mostly for work contacts, while they

often sought out th girls'for non-work contacts (39). Boys did have more total

contacts than girls, b t the-difference was due to behavioral contacts resulting

from misbehavior by th Y

The boys also had a higher proportion of cont@cts in which the teacher res-'

ponded negatively(137), and more work contacts involving teache'r criticism (1.33,

160). The boys also more often were sought out for contacts intended to serve as

rewards (163). Again, this suggests that the teachers were attempting to equalize

the distribution of different kinds.of contacts and to compensate in their own

behavior for differences in student behavior (assuming that the boys who avoided

the teachers were the same boys that the teachers 'sought out).

The behavioral data indicate much higher frequent s of misbehavior, and

especially of disruptive or defiant misbehavior, on the part of boys. Girls were

higher only for typically inappropriate and non-disru ive misbehavior.' This is
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not particularly threatening to the teacher, and Is not difficult to deal with

quickly and easily.

From one point of view, all these data suggest that teachers possess a remark-

able ability to equalize classroom participation and the distribution of praise

and criticism. Pattern differences betwepn the sexes' suggest that teachers were

adapting to sex bififerences in preferred ortypical behavior, so that measures

of the total number of response opportunitibs and the combined frequencies of

praise and criticism showed no sex differences. thus, despite the apparent

preference for girls suggested by the self report data, the observational data not

only failed to show tea ier favoritism on most measures, but evensbowed teacher

compensation and adjustment to sex differences in behavior (at least in public

response situations).

However, the data also suggest that Ln many ways the teachers were being

conditioned bY the students. ClasSrooms move at a rapid pace, and teachers are

continually bibarded with,many and often conflicting demands which require imme-
-

dlate responses. Under these circumstances, it is-difficult for teachers to remain

consciously aware of what Is happening and to take timetto think about what to do (N.

before making a response. In many ways,, the teachers seemed to be adapting to

student &ifferences, consciousli. or otherwise. The differencejn teacher behavior

during public response opportunities, where girls, tended tiz;i'volunteer but boys

tended to.call out answers but ndt volunteer otherwise, is one example of this.

The differential behavior during private contacts also can be seen ;this way.

The findings that boys bdth seek'out the teacher and are sought out more often

by the teacher for work contacts, may mean that boys: do not see much point in

interacting with the.teachers for other' reasons, and that the teachers implicitly

recognize and accept this. The greater tpacher,initiation of work contacts with
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boys makes sense, given that boys generally do not do as well as girls at these

grades, and given some of the internal evidence from this study that boys seem to

have more trouble than girls completing assignments without help. Boys also

misbehave more often, so that teacher initiated work contacts may function both as

,control mechanisms to see that the boys are working and-Ss monitoring mechanisms to

inspect their progress and provide feedback at needed.

The observational data provide reasons why teachers perceive boys less

favorably rr girls. Put simply, boys are less well socialized to the student

role. They are more likely to provide both instructional and managerial problems

A

to teachers, less likely to provide reinforeenent in the form of-positive" responses,

and more likelyito threaten teachers with defiant behavloror frustrate them with
/M7

negative emotional reactions: Despite all this, the behavioral data yield little
1

evidence that teachers respond to these pressures in "eye r an eye" fashion.

Instead, they seem to respond professionally, ying primarily upon simple

management contacts or warnings and seldom resertirjg to threats, criticism, or

punishment.

Once again, it should be kept in mind that these data do not concern teachers'

reactions with boys in general so much as they concern interactions with the

rrela(ive few who provided the bulk of serious misbehavior and interactions invol-

ving negative affect. it seems likely the-Iteachers were consistently positive

towards a few students, especialiy boys, ,who were consistently defiant and nega-

tivistic towards them.-

. . In summary, the public response opportunity data suggest teacher attempts to

equalize response opportunities and praise and criticism, and the behavior data

. .

Indicate teacher restraint and professionalism In fife face of pressures. However,

v
the data on private non-work interactions do suggest favoritism towards girls or

at least a greater willingness to engage in such interactions with girls. .Girls
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were more likely to receive a favorable response, and boys more likely to be

.

receiving negathie response, when they approachpd the teachers to tattle on another

'student, to ask permission to do a housekeeping chore, or 10 make a personal re-
,

quest. All of these can be seen as teacher favoritism of- girls.

However, all of them also can be seen as understandable teacher reactions /7

to differential student behavior and achievement. 'There is, reason to believe that

girls are more compliant, more verbally developed and more sophisticated in com-

municating, more likely to make reasonable or feasible requests, and more likely

to have completed their work when they approached the teacher for permission to do

something else. Any or all of these factors would make itreasonable forwteachers

to approve more such requests by girls relative to those of boys. 'Thus, the dif-,

ferential.teacher behavior may only represent response to differential student be-

havior, and may have nothing directly to do with favori4sm towards §iris or

towards members of the same sex.
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CHAPTER VIII

GRADE DIFFERENCES 8

.In addition to sex differences, it is important to consicir grade dif-

ferences before going on io relate teacher and observer perceptions to class-

room observations. Until fairly recently, educational researchers often gener-

alized findings from particular contexts without enough attention to the limits

of these generalizations. Subsequent research often revealed that findings

developed in one context would not generalize to another, and sometimes findings ,

from one context even were reversed in another. For example, Brophy and Evertson

.. .

(197'6) found that many teaching variables that apparently are effective at

higher grade levels are ineffective or irrelevant in the early elementary

grades. They also found that, within the early grades, teaching ,behavior .

that Is effective with high SES students often is tot effective withIow SES

students, and vice versa.

In particular, Brophy and Evertson foynd that the nature of the teaching-

learning situation differed between the early grades, when teachers concentrate

On teaching the fundamentals of the three R's, and the higher grades, when

students who have mastered these basics and use them to learn other material.

The.students in this study were in grades two through five when t were ob-

teY: served in the classroom. Within this range, grades two and th e could be, charac-

. -

terized as early elementary grades with a primary emphasis on learning the

fundamentals.

:Among other things, this means heavy reliance on- mall group instrUct4pft,

especially for reading, and heavy emphasis on short seatwork assignments in

language.arts arid mathematics. in contrast, grade four and,especiaLly grade

flve.involved much less small group'instructiOn-and much from asG.

.

discussion. Also, the older students tended to learn independently through

more,extOdedteatwork assignments and special projects, whiCh they cbuld do.
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.because they had mastered the basics of the three 1Rls and were capable

of independent learning.

These are generalizations, of course. Some students in grades two and

three have mastered the fundamentals thoroughly and are capable of learning

the way that students typically learn at higher grades, and many students in

grades four and five have not yet mastered the basics of language arts or

mathematics. These students cannot use these tool skills successfully in the

process of working on longer and more complex assignments.

In any case, the possibility of Important grade differences in the varia-

bles included in the study had to be investigated to find out whether the

findings 'would generalize across the grade levels studied or whether they might

be specific to certain grades. for this reason, grade was included with

student sex as a classifying variable in the.analyses of varlance performed on

the teacher rankings, observer ratings, adjective description variables, check-

list variables, and clas'sroom observlion variables.

Of these data sets, the classroom interaction variables easily provide °

the best information about grade differences. Teachers ranked and described

their students only in comparison to one another. Often they had little pers-

pective about the range of differences among students across grades two through

five, because they were familiar only with students at their own grade levels.
0

Observers had more perspective, because they ordinarily observed at several

grade levels. Even so, they were limited to a few classes in most cases.

Only the classroom observation data allow grade level comparisons bsed upqn

the entire sample target students.

Thesq grade differeZes will be discussed in the present chapter. We will

also discuss interactions between student sex and grade level. "Interaction"

i
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Is a technical term for complex relationships among variables in which certain

combinations of the variables yield one kind of outcome while other combinations

yield another kind of outcome. This will be explained and Illustrated in the

latter part of the chapter when we take up interactions between grade and sex.

First, however, we will discuss grade differences that apply generally to

students of both sexes.

Teacher Rankings

The teacher rankings could not be analyzed for grade level differences,

because each teacher ranked only her own students. Since the scores were ran- .

kings rather than absolute measures, they are limited to comparisons among

students in the same classrooms. .Also, since the data were forced into seven-

point scales with equal numbers of students at each scale positibn except the

middle one,)he average rank score for any of the 13 scales was the same for

each classroom, and consequently the same also for each grade level.

Observer Ratings

Grade level differences could be analyzed in the observer.ratings, because

observers typically saw students in all or most of the grade levels represented.

The observers were supposed to rate, students relak to other target stu-

dents in the same classes, but in practice they made their ratings with refer-

ence to all of the target students they observed. This meant that students

in InA grade could be rated systematically higher than students in another grade.

As it turned out, significant differences by grade did appear for .two of

the 13 scales. As might have been expected, students irc.the higher grades

were rated as: more mature, and those in the lower grades were rated higher on

the concero scale. The specific instructions for the vncern scale required
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the observers to rate highly those students who seemed to require more special,

attention from the teacher, so this difference appears to reflect differences

in students' abilities to function independently of the teachers. It does

not mean that teachers in the lower grades were seen as more concerned about

their students than teachers in the higher grades.,

Neither of these grade differences was surprising, and both seem to re-

flect obvious reality. Students in the higher grades are more mature than

those in the lower grades, and they do require less special attention and

monitoring by the teacherS.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant grade differences appeared on seven of the teachers'.37

adjective description variables, but only two of these are readtly interpre-

table. Teachers were less likely to mention student activity iever in the

higher grades (II), and they were more likely to describe the older students

as responsible (i4). Again, these differences seem -to reflect reality.

Activity le% :. -, 30.4 the incidence of hyper-activity is known to decrease across

the element.(, iv4des, and older students probably are more responsible than
i

younger ones. Responsibility is of some importance at'ail grade levels, but

less so in the early grades than later, when students are expected to do many

more things on their own and are allowed to do many more things without super-

vision (if they are seen a: "responsible" and thus are able to get permission).

Thus, over the grade range involved here, student activity levels4gradually

reduce in their relative .importance to the teacher, wRile student responsibi-

lity, especially ,responsibility in acting independently, becomes more important. °,

5
0 C
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Significant grade effects also appeared for attractiveness, intelligence,

achievement, work habits, and broken home, but these were not interpretable

because they did not follow a clear cut pattern of increase or decrease with

grade. Instead, there were patterns like grades three and four being higher

than grades two and five, or grades two and four being higher than grades three

and five. No grade differences with pattermlike this were expected,. and we

make no attempt to explain those that did appear. This iv because systematic

Increases or decreases across the four grades studied make sense to us and

can be explained on the basis of changes as students become older, more mature,

and better socialized,but we cannot think of reasons other than sampling error

to explain grade differences which do not follow this systematic progression.
0

Assuming that they are real, they probably do represent sampling error.

For example, it may be that, in the particular classrooms we studied, the

frequency of broken homes was higher in particular grade levels. However, this

would be due to purely local factors having to do with the ages of the stu-

dents who came from broken homes happened to be attending the schools we

were studying. They would nave notg to do with grade or grade differences

as such.

The observers' 31 adjective description variables yielded four interpre-

table grade differences. In general, older student's were more likely to be

desCribed as-mature (2), and less likely to'be described as dependent on the

teacher (27). These are essentially the same differences that were observed

in the observers' ratings on the mature and concern'scales.

In addition, older students were more likely to be described as well

behaved (6). This fits with other data from the present study and from other

researchWhich suggests that students becolWe increasingly well socialized to
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.the student role across these age ranges. Students in the middle grades

usually are more settled into school routines than students in the early

0
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grades, and they require less supervision because they are more able to work

Independently for longer periods of time. Also, the students in these middle

grades have not yet developed the rebelliousness and resentment of authority

figures that is seen frequently among older students. Thus, across the second

to the fifth grade range, students become better behaved in conforming to the

student role.

Finally, older students were, more likely to be described as helpful,

especially fifth graders (5). From the classroom observers' perspective this

probably represents the same general developmental trend that the teachers were

describing when they pictured the older students as more responsible.

Like the data from the forced choice ratings, the free response adjective

description variables yielded few systematic grade level differences. The

few interpretable differences that were observed seem obvious and easy to

explain as due to well known changes as children mature during the age and

grade level range studied.

Checklist Variables.

The obserVers detected,a reduction in the frequency of disruptive and

boisterous behavior across the grade levels studied. This grade difference

reflects the. tendency described above for students to become increasIdgly well

socialized to the pupil, role as they progress through the grade levels studied.

There were sharp drops after grade two on the checklist'varlables poor .

peer relations and low self esteem. The drop In poor peer relations probably

Is part of the raise in maturity end drop'in activity levels-discussed earlier.
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The drop in obvious low self esteem probably represents a change in the way

that low self esteem is manifested. Young children tend to show it quite

directly and obviously, through shyness, withdrawal, fearfulness, immature

dependency, and similar behaviors. However, older dhildren often learn to cover

their underlying tow self esteem through "overc9jj satory" behavior like show-,.

Ing off or acting aggressively. These indirect expressions of low self esteem

are less likely to be recognized for what they are than the more direct ex-

pressions of younger children. Thus, the drop in self esteem problems that

observers reported after second grade probably.is an artifact caused by a

change in how low self esteem shows itself, rather than a real gradeeffect

suggesting that self esteem problems are more frequent in second grade.

There also was an increase in grades three and four in the means for

clumsy and lethargic. In part, this also Is due to the general decrease in

activity levels across this age range. Also, though, it seems likely that

notably clumsy or lethargic students would be more obvious in the higher grades,

where there is much more variablity in students' physidal characteristics.

This greater range allows for greater contrasts, making clumsy or lethargic

students easier to notice and remember at the higher grades.

Classroom Interaction Variables

Grade differences observed In the classroom interaction variables

trace ttre differences desdrtbed previously between the teaching-lerning situa-

tion as it exists in the early grades vs. the middle.grades:

Total Response Opportunities

First, the average number of public response opportunities per students
C

Increased with grade level,. indicating the sh'rft 'from concentration on Indi-
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vidualized practice of psychomotor skills towards more verbal interaction

(139). The same shift in emphasis was seen in an increase in the ratio of

public response opportunities to total academic contacts with the teacher. (1).

Other differences related to these same changes included a decrease in

the proportion of individual private pork contacts (37), and a decrease in

the combination of work contacts and approval seeking contacts (38). In

general, across the grades studied, there was a gradual shift in empl4sis

from private and, individualized contacts to more public contacts occurring

in whole class Interactions.

The final interpretable grade difference concerned teacher criticism

for wrong or poor answers in situations where the teacher had called on students

who had not sought a response opportunity (35). There were virtually no

instances of such criticism in the earlier grades, but it began to appear in
,..,

the higher grades. This suggests that the teachers in the higher grades more often

called on the students less,likely to be able to answer correctly, perhaps as a
.9

control mechanism to try to keep these students attentive.

In any case, the teachers at the higher grades occasionally would criticize

students who answered poorly in these circumstances. It should be noted,

howeyer, that the rates of such criticism were very low. it did not appear

at all at either second Or third grade, and the means for fourth and fifth

grade were .005'and .02, respectively. Thus, even at fifth grade, such cri-

ticism was observed an average of only about once in every five or six hours.

The grade effect is statistically significant because'so many students were
0 1-

involved and because the variance wa's so low, but the practical significance

of the finding is questionable.
..,

4-r
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Response Opportunities in General Class Activities

The number of response opportunities which occurred in the general ciabs

context increased with grade, especially at grade five.(141). This indicates

a shift from small group instruction, especially reading groups, towards

whole class instruction. A related measure indicated a large increaze in the

proportion of response opportunities which occurred in the general class con-

text at the fifth grade level (3).

The proportion of called out answers accepted by the teacher in general

clas discussions increased regularly wilt' grade level (27). This may indi-

cate that students learn when and how to call out responses In.ways that will

be acceptable to the teacher as they become more socialized/to school. Also,

slow paced scussions involving the whole class provide a more appropriate

setting for called out answers than the fast paced drills typical of the ear-

lier grades. In any case, calling out answers apparently Is more acceptable

to teachers in the higher grades.

Finally, teacher criticism of student answers given in general class situa-

. tions increased across grade levels (31). As notsd earlier, the teachersin

the middle. grades apparently are more willing to criticze (or.less willing to

accept poor' responses'from) their student, in comparison with teachers in the

earlier grades. Again, however, the absolute rates of criticism,were low.

Even at the fifth grade, only about three percent of the general class res-

ponse opportunities led to criticism by the teacher. In comparison, about

six percent of such response opportunities were praised at the fifth.grade,

and the percentages of praise at the earlieF grades generally were higher

(although these grade differences in praise rates were not statistically

significant).
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Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities

Both the number (140) and the proportion (2) of response opportunities

occurring in small groups dropped across grade levels. The drop was especially

noticeable between fourth and fifth grade. These changes reflect the elimina-

tion of reading groups as a basic part of the daily teaching routine.

The small group-data also showed an increase in the proportion of response

opportunities that resulted because the'teacher called upon a non-volunteer

(5), just as the data for general class activities showed.

.)"
In summary, the data for response opportunities mostly reflect the shift

from small group to large group instruction. in addition, they .indicate that

teachers in the higher grades were more likely to call on students who did not

have their hands up, and more likely to criticize them if they gave poor

responses. On the other hand, the teachers in the higher grades also were

more willing to allow students-'to call out responses. .These data make sense

if it is assumed that the older students generally were more responsible and

socialized to the student role. On the one 6,qd, teachers could allow more

calling out if such calling out tended to.be appropriate. On the other hand,

If teachers i these grades expect responsibility and compliance from their

studen , they m ybe quicker to take action when they do not get it (such

as by calling on students who do not'volunteer to respond often or by criti-

cizing students who give, poor responses because they have not been paying

attention).

In addition'to these considerations; the pattern of grade differences ob-

. served may reflect a difference in the "dommomsense psychology" of.theteachers.

Teachers working with younger students may be somewhat more patient and tolerant.

of lapses,in attention or quality of work, because they expect them and/or

01.
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because they do not wish to risk frightening or inhibiting these students

bybeing too quick to criticize. In contrast, teachers at the middle grades

may expect students to have become-socialtzed to school by the time they reach

their grade, and thus they may be less patient and quicker to criticize when.

students fail to.live up to these expectations. A related point is'that, on

the average, teachers and adults generally are likely to see a greater propor-

tion of the behavior of older students as under their direct control. In

comparison, younger students are more likely to be seen as forgetful or,likely-

to misbeha/e without realizing what they are doing. To the extent that this

is the case, misbehavior by older students more often would be seen as deli-
.

berate and perhaps personally provocative. This factor might -also be involved

in the greater willingness of the teachers in the middle grades to criticize

students for inappropriate answers.

Private Work Contacts

Student initiated work contacts increased with grade level (98), indica-

ting that the older students wereeinvolved more actively in managing their-.

learning. Teachers at these grade Ieyels had less need to systematically-

/Monitor student work prOgress whether or not the students indicated a 46eb

or desire for help.

The proportion of student initiated work contacts which were refused bye

the teachers dropped dramatically after the second grade (99). We believe that

this Is another effect attributable to socialization to the student fllole.

Second graders are less sophisticated than older students at detenainim when

to approach teachers, and second grade teachers frequently are. busy teaching

reading groups and do not want to be interrupted at these times. Both of

189
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these factors would produce relatively high rates of refusal of student
.

initiated work/contacts, ad both were hi . the second grade (among the

grades studied).

, There was a large'increase in the number of student ipitiated work con-
;

tacts at the fiftii'grade 1155). This again indicates'that the more mature

students. take more responsibility for, managing their own learning,..seeking

out the teacher for help when they need it.

!-
The'percentage of total private contacts initiated by the teachers which

were work contacts also increased notably at the fifth grade (4ö). Thus, when

the teachers did.initiate private con tacts with fifth grade students, they

were especially likely to do so forthe purpose of discussing student work.

In the earlier grades, a greater proportion of these teacher i n i t i atedi private'

work contacts were related to non-work activities.

Approval seeking by the students dropped off after the third grad

156). Students apparently devalue approval from the teacher as they get'''brdery

so they begin to approach the teachers to seek such approval less frequently.

Finally, the proportion of student initiated-contacts which were related

to work increased with grade' level (110). This parallels theAata for teacher..

initiated-private contacts, and it indicates that teacher-stOent interaction

increasingly becomes focused on matters related to teaching and learnpg

across the grade levels studied. ,

a

Private, Non-academic Contacts

The increase in work contacts with grade level' was mirrored by a decrease..

in mon-workcontacts. For example, both student initiated (113) and teacher

.initiated (48,.144) housekeeping contacts dropix... with grade 'level. As the

.
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students become more able to function independently and become socialtzed.to

school, teachers have less need to request them to perform housekeeping

tasks. Also, students apparently are less motivated to perform these tasks,

because they are loss likely to approach the teachers and asl&permission to

.1
do so.

Studerit initiated personal requests also decreased with grade (458).

Again, older students apparently can take care of their own-npedsland thus

need to rely less on personal requests for help or permission from the teachers.

The Bata on tattling showed it to be relatively frequent in second grade

but not thereafter (125)-. This is not surprising, given age related differences

in children's understanding of morality and orientation toward'authority figures

vs. peers: Young children concerned with rules an adult authority figures

often see tattling as a duty, but older children learn that'it'is frowned upon'

by the peer group, which gradually becomes their major focus of identification.

The data on social contacts contrast with those for, housekeeping contacts,

personal iofltacts, and tattling. First, the proportion of student initiated

social, contacts increased with grade (128). Also, the proportion of such con-

tacts which were refused by the teachers decreased with grade (129), and

the proportion given brief responses increased (l30). Thus, with increase In

grade therelwis an increase in student initiation of purely social contacts 9

with the teachers, and the teachers also were more:receptive to such contacts

in the higher grades. However, as we will see, these increases with grade

in student initiated social contacts were due entirely to the activity of

female students.
1 k

.t
In summary, the data on private contacts indicate that, with,increasing

,, ,' , .

grade level, both the students and the teachers tend to focus mar on-activ)-

(

.
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.

.
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ties relating to learning. Tattling dropped off rapidly after the second

grade, and housekeeping and personal contacts decreased across grade level.

Student-initiated social contacts increased, but only among the girls: 'The

general picture suggests that, as studentsmovethrough these grades, more

. .t.(
and more o the

matters. Fewer

1r interactions with4eachers center on work or purely social

and fewfr of them involve discipline, classroom management,

or personal concerns.

Behavior Related Contacts'

The rates of behavior contacts decreased with grade level (60, 147).

Thisindicatesothat students became better socialized to school expectatiohs

across these grades. Also, behaviors considered as "typical" misbehaviors

were proportionately more frequent in the higher grades (61). Thus, students

In the middle grades misbehaved both less often) and less disruptively than-fhb

younger children (but see be Pow).

Aggression toward 'peersremalned relatively constant across the second,

third. and fourth grades, but it increased substantially at the
li -,

(65). This indicates that certain fifth graderl\w4e beginning
I .

ally seen in junior o high school._show the adolescent behavior_ patterns tfrp

Data on teacher responses to stud

notably increased their reliance upon

matured (70' 79, 82). Apparently*,, in

k '

requests and orders were-enough to ha dle most Iltuations,,so tilat warnings,
c.,

. ,

threats,,bnd criticism or punishment ere unnecegtry. . .

. 1

0. ..

Behavioral praise,ihich was ,coded when teachers is s ufndividual
.. . '

e\

students td_ktise_their god conduc pr., other exemplary class oom behavior,

fifth grade

tb mature and

ntlnisbehavior indjdeted that tie teachers.,

antgement responses as the stimA6*,
'-

he higher grades, simple management
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decreased s'orply after the second grade (68). Like the data on tattling and

certain other data presented previously, this finding probably reflects the

fact that children change in their orientation towards authority figures vs-
,

the peer group as they mature. The change in teacher behavior probably reflects

teacher recognition of these changes In the students. Singling out students

for praise might well function as a positive reinforcer in preschool and in

the first grade or two but it is likely to backfire after that. -.
,

Teachers showed a strong increase in the rates at which they pointed out-
.

the good behavior of a. student in order to hold up that stue.ent as a good exam-

ple to the rest of the class at fifth grade level (149).. This was unexpected,

and the reasons for it are unknown. Given the developmental changes in child-

dren just discussed, this strategy probably was not effective. It seems more

likely to irritate n motivate fifth graders.

The proportion of behavioral responses made by the teachers which were

non-verbal interventions dropped with grade level (69). This probably is yet

another manifestation of the increasingly complete socialization of students

to the pupil role that occurs across these grade levels. As student misbehavior

decreases, so does the need for teachers to respond to ii. Teachers do not

i .

need to systematically go around the room and monitor students individually
, 4

(this is where most non-verbal Interventions occur), and, as students become
..,.-..

more verbal and more attentive, it is simplest to address the student and pro-
...

vide a brief management response if behavioral intervention is necessary.

in summary, the data on be'havioracontacts indicate a drop in
.

such con-

';

facts across the grade levels stildiedThls happens because the students in-

creasingiy become socialized to the student role and thus-willing and able

to follow the teacher's wishes (although there was an Indication-that rebellioUs-
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ness was beginning to creep in at fifth grade). Also, teachers increasingly

responded to the behavioral problems that did arise withsimple management

responses, with correspondingly less reliance on non-verbal interventions or

more negative reactions such as warnings, threats, criticism, or punishment.

Summary of Grade Effects

The interpretable grade differences indicate several trends which take

place as children move through the elementary grades. First, classroom inter-

action becomes focused increasingly on academic work, and it increasingly takes

place during public interactions cow'ucted in whole class contexts. Private

interactions dealing with matters other than work tend to drop out, especially

-tattling. Also, small group interactions drop out in favor of whole class inter-

actions. The difference is observable at fourth grade, but it becomes very

clear at fifth grade, where few small groups were observed.

The students apparently become better socialized to the pupil role, so

that the frequency of managerial and disciplinary contacts drop. Older stu-

dents do call out more responses without permission, but apparently they do so

in ways that are increasingly appropriate, because the teachers accept such

` behavior at the higher grades. However, some fifth grade data indicate that

students at this grade were beginning to become disciplinary problems.

Teachers at the higher grades were more likely to respond to misbehavior

with simple management requests or commands. More intense or negative reac-,

Lions apparently were not necessary. However,.these teachers apparently had

higher and more rigid expectations for student performance in academic situ

Lions. They were quicker to criticize students for failing to respond cor-L

rectly and more likely to call on non-volunteers than teachers in the earifir

grades.
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! .Although the students apparently become better socialized to the student

role with age, they (especially the boys) apparently become less oriented

toward teachers and more oriented toward peers. They tend to stop approaching

teachers to tattle on one another after second grade, and they seldom approach

the teachers to seek approval after third grade. Except for an increase in

initiation of, social contacts on the part of girls, measures of private

teacher- student interactions indicate an increasrin focus on work related

matters across the grade levels observed. This-was true for student initiated

as well as teacher initiated interactions.

interactions of Grade Level with Student Sex

The sex and grade effects discussed in the previous chapter and so far in

this chapter are called main effects.. When these are statistically significant,

the implication Is that they operate independently of each other. Thus, a sex

difference presumably occurs at ail grade levels, and a grade level difference

presumably occurs in both sexes. If both effects are significant, their effects

combine. Therefore, if boys misbehave more than girls, f misbehavior is

more frequent in the early grades than in the higher grades, the combination

of these two main effects means that boys misbehave more than girls at all grade

levels but most extremely so at the early grade levels and least so at the
. .0

higher grade levels.

Interaction effects refer to combinations of main effects that.are not

independent of one another and cannot simply be added together. Where two matn

effects interact, the result is that different combinations of main effects

produce different outcomes. For example, an interaction between sex and grade

level on some classroom observation variable might mean that there was no sex
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.difference at all rn the early grades but thal a clear sex difference began to

0 emerge at the higher grades, or vice versa. Sometimes interactions might even

involve reversals of group relationships, such a! when boys are higher than

girls on some measure in the early gr?. -s but lowit than girls at the higher

grades. Other combinations also are possible, ac we will see in the following ,

discussion.

The analyses of variance that were conduct,d provide an indication of whe-

ther or not interactions between sex and grade were statistically significant.

However, in order to determine what these might mean, i# is nec:.ssary to look

at the means (group averages) for the eight groups involved (second grade boys,

second grade girls, third grade'boys, third grcide girls, fourth grade boys,

fourth grade girls, fifth grade boys, fifth grade girls). As with main effects°

for grade, we have interpreted grade by sex interaction effects only when inspec-

tion of these means revealed some kind of orderly and systematic increase or

decrease on the variable involved across the grade levels studied. Other inter-.

action effects were statistically significant, but we have not mentioned them

because we cannot interpret them and believe that they represent sampling error

(flukes due to the characteristics of the specific students studied, which are

not likely to replica-lein other studies).

Teacher Rankings-

Only the calm scale produced a significant interaction in teacher rankings.

Girls were ranked generally calmer than boys in the first three grades, although

their relative rankings increased with grade level. By grade five, they were

ranked lower than boys on the calm scale. This probably is due moStly.to

maturation in the boys, one result of which is a reduction in some of.the high
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acflvity levels seen in the early grades.

Observer Ratings

The observer ratings showed interactions on the achievement- and per-

sistent scale; The patter of means was similar for those of the teachers

on the calm scale. Again, girls were rated higher than,fioys in the first

three grades but lower than boys in'grade five. 'Inspection of the means showed

that the differences were due to changes in the boys. The achievement and

persistence ratings for girls were fairly stabid\cross grade levels, but the
\\

boys received progressively higher ratings on these t'?W scales with increasing

grade. These findings support sex difference explanations ased on differences

in maturation rates among elementary school children, as well as previous fin-

dings that the gap between the sexes in school achievement decreases across the

middle childhood years (Maccoby and Jacklin, 1974).

Adjective Description Variables

Interpretable interaction effects appeared on three of the teacher descrip-

tion variables. Girls were more likely to be described as social leaders in

second grade, but the means for males were higher thereafter (2). Girls also
.

were more likely to be described as responsible in the first three grades,

but the mean for fifth grade boys was higher (5). These interactions seem to

be part of the maturational difference mentioned earlier. Across the elemen-

tary grades, boys gradually catch up to girls In general maturation, and this

shows up.both in classroom achievement and in variables such as responsibility

and social leadership.

There also was a significant interaction effect for humorous, but this
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was a minor elaboration of a more powerful main effect for sex favoring the

boys. Teachers described only one girl in the whole tai-get sample as humorous

(a fourth grader), but they described many boys this way. The interaction

effect appeared because of grade differences within the means for the boys.

None of the boys were described as humorous in second grade, but the percentages

for the following three grades were 13%, 4%, and 12%, respectively. These

differences on humorous were expected on the general idea that boys are more

active and more likely to "clown around," act silly, or do funny things in the

classroom.

The observers' data showed only two interpretable interactions. Girls were

described as having better work habits in the early grades, but the mean for

boys was higher in the fifth grade (11). This is another manifet.ation of the .

maturational difference we have been discussing.

There also was a sex by grade interaction for humorous-in the observer

descriptions. Girls were described as humorous slightly more often in the se-

cond grade; but there was no difference at third grade, and boys were higher

thereafter. Although the sex difference in tne observer descriptions was

not extreme as it was in the teacher descriptions, there still was a general

tendency for the observers to describe the boys as humorous more frequently.

Behavior Checklist Variables

None of the behavior checklist variables yielded significant interactions

between grade and sex.

Classroom Observation Variables

Very few interpretable sex by grade interactions appeared-in the classroom

behavior data. There were none at all for the variables related to public res-
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'ponse opportunities or private work related contacts. However, 'a few signi-

ficant and Interesting ones did appear for Variables concerning non-work

private contacts.

Most of these concerned housekeeping interactions. Teachers initiated

more of these with boys at the second grade level, but more with girls there-

after (49). Girls generally initiated more such interactions than boys, although

the sex difference decreased with grade level and reversed slightly by the

fifth grade (113). This interaction was due almost entiOely to the differences

in the behavior of the girls. Their rates of initiating housekeepinvinterac-

tions with the teacher started high and gradually dropped, while the value for

boys was low across all' four grades.

The proportions of student initiated housekeeping requests which .led to

thanks (116) or which were presented as rewards (1t9) showed similar patterns.

Boys had higher scores In.seCond grade, but girls did thereafter. Taken

together with the fact mentioned earlier that girls had more of their house -

keeping requeits approved (115), these findingi indicate why. the girls initiated

niore such requests. The teachers clearly responded differentially, perhaps

' because they saw housekeeping tasks as more appropriate for.the girls, or per-

haps because the girls were more adept at.asking to do things which were valued

by the teachers or at asking in ways likely to lead to teacher,assent.

r

In general, the data on housekeeping interactions suggest that boys never

are much interested in opportunities to do housekeeping tasks, and that teachers

(perhaps'in response to this) prefer to assign housekeeping tasks to girls, at

least after the .second grade. Bear in mind that the tasks' we-. coded as "house-

keeping" tasks were not particularly associated with the female sex role. Thus,:.

to the extent that sex role learning Is involved here, If shOwS itself in the
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girls' greater identification with and desire to please teachers, not in the

nature of the tasks theinselves.

Similar patterns also appeared forsftdent initiated approval seeking

0105). Here again, boys had a higher percentage in second grade,' but girls

were higher thereafter. The absolute rates of approval seeking dropped across

grades for both sexes, but they dropped faster for males. Thus, students in

general and boys in particular become less interested in obtaining teacher

approval as they move through the elementary grades.

Boys also had a higher Koportion^of their tattles approved by iFii/teachers
e

in the second grade, but girls'Ild higher prOPortions approved thereafter (12b,'

127). This is a minor elaboration of the overall sex difference which revealed

that tattles by girls were more likely to be approved than tattles by boys.

Again, this appears to be related to changes with age $n Identification with

authority figures (in this case, teachers) vs. the peer group.

The pl-oportion orf.teachei- initiated personal contacts which resulted in

positive reactions from the students showed a complex interaction. Girls res-,

ponded more positively in the lower grades, but boys responded more positively

in the higher grades (54). The main cause of this interaction was that girls

responded positively quite often in'the first few grades, but hardly at all in

grades four and five. Meanwhile, the proportions of positive responses by

boys were relatively low across all grades. Taken together with similar data

on approval seeking, these findings suggest that boys do not particularly value

attention or approval from the teacher even as early as second grade, but that

girls apparently do value it through about the third grade. However, they

apparently devalue it quickly around that time, because their behaVior changes

sharply, to the point that they are as low or even lower than boys on measures
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of positive responsiveness to the teachers.

in addition to these interactions in the private contacts categories,

there were two interpretable Interactions in the behavioral contacts categories.

The first dealt with the proportion of behavioral contacts in which the student

involved was coded as responding to the teacher in a "sullen". fashion (76).

This proportion was higher for 'girls in second grade, but higher for boys there-

after. However, the difference should not be given much attention, because the

overall frequency of the sullen reactions was very low. The means across grade

levels for boys were 1%, 2%, 1%, and 2%, respectively, while the parallel means

for girls were 3%, 1%, 0%, and 1%.

Thus, even the second grade girls responded sullenly only 3% of their beha-
..

vior contacts with the teachers. Also, bear in mind that the absolute number of

such' behavior contacts probably was lower for girls than for boys, even though

the proportion was higher. Boys had many more behavioral interactions with

teachers than girls did. The few sullen reactions that were coded for girls

probably were coded for a very small number of girls who were unusually mis-

chievous and had unusually poor relationships,with the teachers.

The final significant interaction was for teacher warnings for typical

misbehaviors. Teachers gave warning's ta the boys more frequently'in the second

grade, but they gave such warnings-to the girls more frequently in the following

grades (80). . Again, it should be remembered that these are proportion scores

based upon the total number of behavioral interactions that each student had with

the teacher. Consequently, the-boys had higher absolute numbers of warnings

0 all grade levels, even though their proportions were lower, because they had

so many more behavioral contacts. At each grade level, boys had approximately

twice as many behavioral contacts as Oris.
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General Discussion of Interaction Effects

Few interpretable interaction effects reached statisttdal significance,

and many of these were minor elaborations of more powerful sex effects.

Furthermore, the interpretable interaction effects thatid appear all seem re-

rated to either or both of two general trends. Eirst, boys pre-less oriented

towards teachers (and usually more oriented towards peers) than girls in early

and.middi%childhood. Our data suggest'that even by second grade boys have very

little interest in interacting with orTetting appresal from the teacher, and

that they do not value such aperoval much even when they get it. The girls

apparently do seek it and 'value it in second and third grade, -but their behaVior

changes thereafter, and they begin tact more like the boys with respect to Ihe
4.

teachers. Thus, interaction .0 fourth and fifth grade is very impersonal and

-focused upon teaching and learning for the most part. 9
m.\

The teachers seem to recognize and accept these student.attrlrbutes rather

than try to change them or compensate for themfby-changing their own behavior.

They initiate more personalized interactions with the students who do not initiate
f$

with them. We believe that-this represents an appropriate'recagnition of reality
1)1

.by the teachers. There doesn't seem to be much point, let alone likellho6d of

success, In trying to fight these trends.

A second factor that seems to be involved in several of the systematic in

teractions between sex and grade is the closing of the maturational. gap between

the sexes. Boys tend to lag behind girls in general maturation in the early

childhood years,. but they gradually close this gap and catch up in middle Child-
-

hood. This difference can be seen in some of the interactions reported here

for, variables such as calm, responsible, and work habits. Much other research

.

shows that these changeS also make a difference in.achievement. Girls generally .
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do better than boys In American elementary schools, but differences are much

greater of the early grades than at the middle grades. Boys eventuallyover-

take t*grris at higher levels. These traditionally observed differences may

.

disappear-gra4lually, however, if the changes in sex role expectations being advo-
,1

'cated presently should become well established.

Conclusion

The grade level differences and the interpretable interactions between grade

and student sexproirlde numerous. insights into the nature of teaching at these

grade levels and the differences in the. nature of teacher-student relationships

between the sexes and across the grades. However, the number of main effects and

interactions was limited, and most of those that were interpretable are readily

explained on the basis of common knowledge about sex and age differences in

elementary school children.

These differeRces were not numerous or strong enough to recidire separate

analyses by-grade or. adjustment of scores to eliminate grade differences. Never-
,

0
.

theress, they-should be kept in mind rn considering the.resylts to be presented

In the following chapters. For example,` data on student approval seeking were

6
influenced most heavily by the second and third grade girks, because-these Orls.

. .

initiated approval seeking contacts, much more often than fourth and fifth grade

_girls or boys at any grade. Similarly, data on telling are largely data on

, . .

tattling in.the second grade, because there was very,little tattling thereafter.
.

. W .

As with sex differences, wemay.have occoh to refer back to these grade dii-
..

"
?

_

.'^ .

ferences and to interactions between sex and grade in interprettngsorie of 1-he

findings to be discussed later.
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CHAPTER IX

DISCUSSION: SEX AND GRADE DIFFERENCES
9-1

In this chapter, we will integrate the data presented in the lash two

chapters and point out the interaction processes which appear to be involved.

When we discussed the rationale for the study, we stressed how attitudes,

expectations, and beliefs are thought to affect behaviors. The processes.

described involved the ways in which expectations about different types of

people with certain characteristics can affect how we responded to them.

The initial work irrtAk area was done with the variable of intelligence.

However, an oven more pervasive student characteristic, upon which many

implicit expectations are based, is student sex. Most of us have built up

certain ideas about what 10 expect from males and females.

Teachers, too, have many expectations about hew male and female

students iIi behave, what characteristics they will display. Also, based

upon past experiences, they have different attitudes coward each sex. For

example, If you overheard two teachers -talking in the lounge about a

student named Ghris, and the conversation went as follows, what would you

believe about the student's sex?

1

Ms. Farlark: "Chris did it again today!] Do you remember, my telling

you about that little'devil yesterday, and about how much the class was

distracted by those antics? Well, listen to what happened today!"
4

What was your guess about the student? Male or female? In all

likelihood, you concluded thafthis probably was a male. This is done

easily because you have beliefs about how you expect boys to behave in

school.

Another way to get at this same phenomenon Is to look at what your

expectations would be if*an unknown student were described as the "brightest"

in the class. Here you might be more uncertain. .Your experience suggests
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that intelligence is not a characteristic which SyStematically distinguishes

boys and girls. However, if additional facts were added, such as that the

student was the "best worker" and/or the ''teacher's pet," our data suggests

that a prediction that this student was female would be likely.

Some of these beliefs come from past experiences, in this case

experiences which would indicate that boys show off or clown around more

at this age than do girls, or that girls are.likely to achieve more and

behave more favorably toward the teacher. Thesekesliefs would be functional,

in the sense that they would be based on reality and wbuld'help us make

"ceasonahle" Predictions about what these students would be like. Other

beliefs, however, come from more subtle and perhaps biased sources, such

as societal expectations for sex appropriate behavior. An example here

'Might be that boys will be interested in sports, while 'girls will not.

Here wo bie dealing less with intrinsic differences between the sexes and

more with societally imposed norms for what is "appropriate" for boys and

girls.

Similar expectations are held about students; of different ages. Again,

some of these expectations reflect real differences (e.g., girls mature

physically earlier than boys), while others are based upon what is expected

in our culture (e.g., students wil take responsibility for getting'homework

done by the Otiird or fourth grade).

Before going back over the data presented in the-last two chapters

and drawing conclOsions about what was found, a-way of viewing these data

needs to be presented. k:1- reflects the interactive quality of the teacher-

'

student.relationship. Throughout-the chapter on sex differences:, ,v44-5..

continually painted -out how :teacher behayior seemed to have been elicited
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. by the students' behavior. This focus on the association between student

and teacher behavior is only one aspect of a larger pattern which seems

evident in our data. This association was stressed as a counterpoint to

many of the conclusions drawn from previoue.research which indicate that

the students are being totally shaped by their.teachers' beliefs and

expectations. Thus, the effect of the student's behavior on the teacher

was heavily emphasized in Chapter 7 on sex differences.

In actuality, our view is that both of these positions are overly

simplistic, and that a mere realistic model of what we have observed needs

to take into account at least four very complicated sets of variables.

1: Teachers' attitudes, beliefs, and expectations ab6ut their students

(limited here to those which are seen as related to the student sex);.

2. Teachers' behaviors which are directed toward different categories

of students (here, males and females);

.

3. Different student behaviors toward their teachers (here; how

males interact different) -y with their teachers than females); and

4. Students' attitudes, beliefs, and expectations concerning their

teacher.

To make this more concrete, let us'use the most geileral finding

about how the teachers behaved and felt differently toward male and female

students as an example. In study after study, data have indiCated that

teachers like their female students better than their male studenti.' This

finding has been discussed in terms of teacher bias; liking girls better

and therefore treating them better. Our data, however,Ipoknt out some

fairly clear reasons why the -leachers might respond more positively toward

their female students. Boys typicaldl cause more problems and are more
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likely to respond negatively to the teachers. At this'point, it becomes

easy to look at only half of the picture, and say, for example, that boys

are misbehavingas a reaction to the teachers' bias, which favors the girls.

Alternatively, one could argue that the teachers' beliefs about the boys

(and their preferential treatment of the girls in some cases) is perfectly

legitimate, given that the boys usually are behavior problems. At this

point, it may seem that one position must be right and the other wrong, ang

experiments could be conducted to see which is right or who is causing what

behavior in whom.

Our view is (and what data exist supports this belief) that either

positioncould be supported, because both are true. Theway we view this.

Can be represented as a circle of mutual causality. Going back to the

finding that teachers are more favorably disposed toward their female

students, here is how we would view that (See Figure 9-1).

Note that in this system both of the previously mentioned hypotheses

are true:

1. Boys misbehave, causing teachers to have unfavorable attitudes

towards them and to behave differently towards them.

2. Teachers have an unfavorable attitude toward boys, causing them

to behave differently toward boys, and boys respond to this differential

treatment by devaluing the teacher and misbehaving.

There are several points to consider about this model:

1. All of the elements must be operative for the cycle to continue.

. Thus, for example, if the teacher should change her behavior toward the

males so as to be less biased, the boys behavior might change corresponding) /.
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2. it is pointless to try to determine original causality once the

pattern has been established, because both the teachers and the students

are causing the interactive pattern. Each cluster:of variables, attitudinal

and behavioral, in both teachers and students, combines to influence one

another simultaneously.

3. There are several entry-points where and could influence the

cycle in order to change it. Our belief is that/the major responsLbilily

for.change in this pattern must reside in the teachers. They can either

cnange,their beliefs about differences in boys and girls by becoming aware

of how these affect their behavior, or they can become more conscious of

their negative interactions with boys and change those.

It is within the context of this interactive' model that the data on

sex differences should be viewed. This study is descriptive. It provides

direct data on three major links in the chain: 'teacher beliefs, attitudes,

and expectations; teacher behaviors; and student behaviors. The fourth

link, student beliefs abdut their teachers, was not studied directly.

However, student beliefs often can- be inferred, either from the'behavior

observed here, or from other studies. (We ourselves have conducted a

major study subsequent to this one which indrluded these dpta. ,However,

its results are ,not 'available yet.)

Sex Differences

1
-

Let us begin with teachers' attitudes,*liefs, and expect
f

tions

concerning their male and female students. As stated previougly, the data

1 _

clearly indicate more favorable teacher,attlitudes,towai'd female students.

On 11 of the 13 scales, females were ranke more positively than males.

1
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.More females were seen as calm, careful, mature, achieving, persistent,

happy, attractive, cooperative, maintaining eye contact, being objects of

attachment, and not being objects of concern. Only on creativity were

girls not ranked higher. When these data are combined with the adjective

description data, the following additional positive characteristics are

added for girls: they are seen as more helpful, more motivated, and

sweeter. Alternatively, boys were described much more frequently as

aggressive, inattentive, and active. The only positive characteristic

more likely to be described in boys was humorous, and even this is

questionable.

These perceptions seem mostly correct. The classroom observers also

ranked the girls as more calm, careful, achieving, persistent, cooperative,

and as less likely to be objects of special teacher concern. However, they

did not indicate sex differences on mature, happy, attractive, or eye

contact. Finally,'while the observers did not give a more positive

picture of the girls than the boys, they did describe the girls as more

quiet and as having good teacher relations. Alternatively, more boys were

seen as inattentive, disruptive, and less able to get along wiWthe

teachers. In addition to these consistent findings, other.sex differences

indiceted that more females were seen as bossy 'and dependent, and more

males were seen as less able' to get along with the teacher.

Thus, when all of the data we collecteeconcerning teachers' attitudes,

expectations, and beliefs (number 1 on our diagram} are looked at, it is

appdrent that the teachers did have very different attitudes toward and

expectations about their male and female- students. It is obvious that, .

in general, the girls were seen more positively.

4

.,
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Given the strength of the.differepces, which almost all clearly

favor female students, it seems likely that these beliefs, attitudes, and

expectations would affect how teachers interact with their students. The

effects might be quite predictable, except that teachers' awareness of

their beliefs could cause them to alter their behavior. For example,

knowing that a teacher sees girls as more likely to be careful in completing

their work assignments does not allow us to predict how this belief will

affect her behavior. She could grade boys and girls differently, expect

better work from girls, or give boys more feedback. because knowing the

teacher's perceptions does not allow us to specify what her behavior will,

be,:thenext step is to focus on the toachet's behavior. Given that,she

holds different beirbts and expectations, how does she behave?

The data on interactions between teachers and students in what we

have labeled "public'" situations showed relatively few sex differences.

Girls were called upon as volunteers more often, while boys had their

called out answers accepted more frequently. In each case, the most reasonable

explanation of the differences lies not in the teachers' behavior but in

the students' behavior. Apparently, the teachers more.often called on

students who. volunteered rore often, and these' were the girls. However,

the teachers.apparently made some adjustments by al'low'ing more called out

responses from the boys and even calling on boys more. frequently as non

volunteers. The end result of this wasthat males and females;received

equal response opportunities:

Similarly, there wore no differences in the amount of praise or

cr!ticism received for answers given in the public response opportunity

context. However, once again, there was a difference Indicating that females
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were more likely to be praised for answers which had been given after

vigorously competing for an opportunity to respond.

The data on small group interaction patterns were very similar, with

girls receiving more opportunities to respond when a volunteer was called

upon to answer, and also getting more praise for answers given after

volunteering. Boys, on the other hand, were more likely to be praised for

answers they had called out in small groups.

From these data alone it is hard to explain these differences.

However,'several things seem likely. First the teachers seemed to respond

to sex differences in styles of obtaining response opportunities, rather

than showing bias towards one sex or the other. Second, most of the

aftitmenal data indicate that girls are more socialized ta the student

role. They are seen as more cooperative, calm, and motivated, leading one

to believe that they would be more likely to respond appropriately to

situational demands (in this Lase, to volunteer appropriately). Boys, on

the other hand, seem much less socialized, being more impulsive and active.

This suggests impulsive responding. The data:also indicate differential

reinforcement of behaviors. Girls got more praise for socially appropriate

behaviors, and bcys got more fo'r less desirable behaviors. Again, the

pattern is very much an interactive one.

The second major area of data collection concerning teaehersl bahavjors

revolved around private work contacts. Here, the teacher is seeking out

students,to discuss work related topics. Here, the teachers sought out

boys more frequently. They also criticized the boys more often during

these interactions. Finally, boys were more likely to respond negatively

to teachers during these interactions.
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Once again, a pattern appears which fits the basic model. Boys are

seen as low achievers and as having poor work habits. These beliefs are

expressed in the teacher behaviors of seeking out boys for work related"

issues more often, and in the process, criticizing them more often. In

response to this, boys were more likely to have negative reactions to the

teachers. Finally, to.conclude the picture, these boys probably formed

attitudes, beliefs, and expectations about school work and teachers which

may affect their school related behaviors (which the teachers use to form

their impressions about boys, thus completing the chain).

When the student's behavior was examined, we saw that boys initiated

a higher proportion of work contacts with their teachers. These probably

were different boys from the ones who were in the:negative cycle described

earlier. Girls approached the teachers for approval more frequently.

The issue of teacher bias arises in the data on private, non-work

related contacts. Here, the girls were favored very clearly. They had

m e housekeeping requests approved, more personal requests approved, and more

ties respon(A to positively. Clearly, many explanations could be

offered for these differences. However, these teacher behaviors are related

easily to some of their more favorable perceptions of girls. The girls more

frequently are high achievers, good workers, and generally good students.'
A.

so it is likely that their requests would be approved moe often. However,

it also Is likely that such preferential treatment is not lost on the boys,

and that it may be a source of some of their negativity directed at

teachers. It certainly indicates why girls would initiate more private .

contacts with the teachers, since they quite obviouslY were reinforced for

doing so!.
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Only in the area of personal requests did the boys receive more

teacher initiated contacts. However, recall that these were not positive

interactions, but more negative, controlling ones. This is where the

teachers told students wha to.do (e.g., clean up your desk; pick up your

papers). Hence, it is yet another example in which boys are not behaving

as the teachers like, so they are told to do things directly. This fits

the patterns of behaviors which help cause teachers to hold more negative

attitudes toward boys.

. The data on behavioral interactions showed why teachers have more

negative feelings about boys. Not only were boys more likely to be

achieving, less in school, they also were presenting the teachers with more

behavior problems. Further, their types of misbehaviors were more serious

ones. They were more apt to disrupt a class or directly confront the

teacher's authority. Alternatively, girls misbehaved more frequently in

less disruptive ways, like talking quietly, They were more restrained and

less threatening to teachers. Perhaps as a consequence, teachers reacted

more negatively to boys than girls.

Data on student responses to teachers showed that boys were more

likely to react-negatively, threatening.aggression or responding ddfiantly

or sullenly. Girls, on the other hand, more often responded to disciplinary

interventions by crying or pouting.

V
Before drawing any conclusions from these data, keep in mind what has

been mentioned several times previously: these are.averaqes. There is no

way to know'from.these data whether the differences between the sexes were
4

due to general differences, or whether certain groups of boys (or-girls)

caused most of them. Tif9S, while we have often used the phrase, "the boys

this most likely refers to a small group of boys rather.-.than adl boys.
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With this in mind, the classroom interaction patterns seem clear.

Studpils who give teachers the most difficu1liy more frequently are boys

(later we will look at groups of students based on personality characteristics

which will tell us more about what these boys are like). They misbehave

more often and more seriously, and they also demand more teacher attention

for academic reasons. As a consequence, they are more likely to be found

in the lower (less positive) ends of the rankings, and more likely to be

described negatively in the adjective descriptions. .

Despite these negative patterns of behavior and the teachers'

negative beliefs, attitudes, and expectations concerning toys, the teachers

responded to both sexes,very equally during public activities. What bias

they may have had was only reflected behaviorally '(at least in the data we'

collected) in the non-academic areas, where girls were favored. Even

here, though, There seemed to ,be valid reasons for this teacher behavior.

Girls were seen to bemore socialized, doing better in school, and thus

more "deserving" of having their requests granted (in general).

Returning to where we began, it should be clear that, to change some

of these maladaptive interaction patterns, a great deal Of effort on the

parf of the teachers is needed. They will have to become aware of how

often they respond negatively to boys, and try to be aware of the effects

of this behavior on how students behave toward them and how they_ espond

to school in general.

Grade Differences

.There were several major trends in the analyses of these data by

grade. However, it is important to keep in mind that only those grlde,

effects which were interpretable were reported (e.g., grade differences
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. which progressed up or down with each successive grade or were split

between higher and lower grades).

Looking first at the data on attitudes, beliefs, and expectations,

the trends suggest that students became more socialized, more controllable,

and more work focused as they progressed through these grades. Thi_

combined data from teachers and observers showed the older students to be

more mature', less active, more responsible, less teacher dependent, better

behaved, more helpful, and less likelyto.be- identified targets of concern.

Other high inference data from the observers pOinted to a lower activity

level and lower frequency of disruptive and boisterous behavior. Tk.s,

with maturation and continued exposure to school, most students apparently

adapt satisfactorily both behaviorally and academically.

Turning to the more specific behaviors coded during the observations,

we noted a progressive change in classroom format as students got older.

Whole class discussions became more and more the predominant activity.

This was most apparent in the fifth grade, with a sharp. drop-off in small

group activity (particularly reading groUps). Across these grades the

emphasis on work increases, wiitra decline in individual practice and

individualized attention. Similarly, 'there was a decline in,private work

interactions and in the proportion of private work cintacts and approval

seeking contacts.

Finally, there were several indications that the teachers Were

responding more critically to the stunts in the higher grades. There

were virtually no instances of criticism of answers in the lower-grades,

but such criticism was apparent An the higher giades. 'However, it

remained infrequent, relative to the number of response opportunities.
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What we see is an increasing focus on work. TeaChers devote less

time to other activities as students become more able to apply themselves

to acAemic tasks. Also, they call upon non-volunteers more often, and

5k a

begin to criticize wrong answers. Teachers seem to respect the increaSed-

ability of the older students out also expect more from them. Only in the

area of called out responses was there an increase in teacher flexibility.
4

Teachers allowed more called out responses as the students matured. This

may reflect adaptation to increased emphasis on whole group activities, as

well as to more appropriate and desirable call' outs.

This increasing work focus also was noted in student behavior.

Private work interactions increased proportionately to other private

contacts, suggesting that studen+s were seeking out the teachers more

frequently about their school work but were less likely to request to do

housekeeping chores, request permission tp take care of personal needs, or

seek the teacher's approval. The teachells also increased their rates of

private work interactions., especially at the fifth grade' Tlry

also were less likely to refuse students' requests for work contacts.

Again, this suggests changing attitudes, in feathers and particularly

In students. Work becomes the major focus as ability to Giicen'tqete on

I

tasks increases and as-they become more'socialized -to-their
24

1

students. ,

Obviously, as work contacts :increased, other types, of private%contb-rts

declined. This in fact occurred for s+udent and teacher initiated Tiouse-
.*

keeping,.personal requests,,and tattling. However, sociaticeInfacts 1
.... . 1

increased with grade, due to increased social initia)41s'by kids.
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Once again, grades were more work focused. Teachers and students

concentrated their contacts wish one another in this area. There was less

need to deal with personal issues, and apparently less desire to get

approval from the( teachers or to do things for them. Some of the girls

made more social contacts, and the teachers responded positively to these

overtures. However, for the most part, the students seemed to concentrate

on the teacher's role as information giver.

Behai/ior relat&Icontacts indicated atmospheres more conducive to

learning as the students matured. They were better behaved, dropping In

both frequency and severity of misbehavior as they got older. -Also, the

teachers relied mare heavily on simple management responsds,_as opposed to

the more severe warnings, threats,.and.criticism found more in the earlier

gradeS. Once again, It would be difficult to look at cause and effect here,

because there was an interaction. Students showed fewer and less severe

types ol misbehavior and were more receptive to correction,,and teachers

respbffled less critically, This probably affected the. students' feelings

and behavior.

The only class of misbehaviors which showed an increase was aggression

directed towards other students. The incidence of this behavior remained

low and stable through the first three grades studied, and then showed a
N

large increase In fifth grade. Interestingly, both sexes showed this

increase, indicating that it was not just the boys who were behaving more

aggressively toward their peers. This pattern of behavior is characteristic

of older students, becoming even more prevalpt In the Junior high school.
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Sex by Grade interactions

These analyses were run to determine if students classified according

:-

to sex at different grade levels showed unique patterns. Merely because

of the number of variables examined,. we.expected more significant effects

than we actually obtained. Not onll.were-these effects intrequent; few

of them were interpretable.

There were no interpretable interaction effects in public response

oppOrtunit'es. Apparently, the differences observed were equally applicable .

gr.

to males and females acrots the grade range studied. Only the area of

private contacts yielded many results% first, boys requested more house-
..

keeping tasks in the second grade, but girls didittereaftei. The level of

such requests remained stable and low for boys. For girls, the-Fe was a

gradual reduction in such behavior with increasing grade level. A similar

pattern was evident In the proportion of these eequests which were thanked

by'the teachers or granted as a form of reward. Boys received more such
0

"rewards" in the second grade, and girls thereafter. Together with the

greater number of these requests which were approved, this suggests one

reason why the girls made more -of these requests. The teachers clearly

were providing more reinforcement to them .

This same'pattern was reflected-in the relative proportion of tattles

approved and in the proportion of approval seeking interactions. Taken

together, this indicates that student behaviors designed tc "get' In good

with the teacher" drop off as students mature. Apparently, as reported.

elsewhere, teachers begin to lose "their value as tne peer group becomes

more and more important. Friterestingly, there,was a very clear sex

'difference here. `Boys apparently lose interest in teachers.at a, much

earlier age th0n girls. 2 8,

0
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In the only other interpretable interactions, the teachtrs.received

.both more positive responses and more sullen responses frord,boys in the

higher grades. These probqbly came from different sub-groups of boys', who.

differed on personal characteristics and attitudes like those piscussed

extensively in subsequent chapters.

. Conclusion

In this chapter, we have reviewed the findings concerning sex and v

grade differences: In addition, a model was presented for understanding

the sex .differences. It focused on the interactive nature of the dyadic

relationship, shoWing that it is difficult to look at only one link in,

the chain and see it as.the "cause" of any other link. Instead, a process

of dynamic interaction is postulated. Throughout the rest of the book,'

we will return to the idea )that sets of variables attitudinal and
?

,

behavioral, are intercorrelated and affect one another siiriditaneously.

Several clear trends in the data Were presented. First, it is

evident that teachers hold a much more positive .view-of their female

students. ?AilliTie there was evidence of "halo" effects, many of the same-

positive characteristics and attributes also were recdgnizedby the

classroom observers, suggesting that they do in fact:reflect reality.

Second, there were few sex differences noted in the public response

context, either in the whole class or within smaWgroups. Teachers
. %

provided equivalent response opportunities, praise, and c'ritidism.to

i .,

,.

their male and female students. There were stylistic differences in the

\

ways male and female students rOponded: girls ,competed f r response

opportunities in socially des,irable ways; boys more often e Cher blurted
e

. . . .
. .

,

ouf-the answers to questions or had to be deJled on to-respond.-
It.iAt.

.
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Thirdly, differences that can be viewed as reflections of teacher

.bias were found in private contacts. More of these interactions were

negative for males-, as it turned out, negative for the teachers, top!

In several-different areas, gixs were more likely to request things of

the teacher and have these requestsogranted.

rata on behavioral interactions provide some indication as to why

male students are held in lower esteem by the teachers. Boys provided
0

teachers with the bulk of the discipline problems with which they had to

deal. Also, their patterns of misbehavior' were mare disruptive to the

class and more often threatening to the teacher herself.

lastly, several important trends appeared concerning the development

of the students over time. Evidence was presented that as they become

more)maturei they become more focused on school work activities and

appreciably more socialized to the student role. Also, students more

often worked in whole clash activities in theehigher grades.

C
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#1 Teacher's Attitudes,
Beliefs, and Expectations

Negative toward males.

s*.

#2 Teacher's Behavior

Example: Providing more
work and behavioral
criticism of males.

#4 Student's Behaviors

Example: Mates misbehave
more frequently and do
less well in school.

#3 Student's Attitudes

Example: Males seem to place
14s value on interacting with .

their teachers and Aess concern
for the ir approval.



CHAPTER X I

STUDENT MATURITY AND SELFICONTROL
10-1

1

In this chapter, we will examine theteacher rankings on calm, careful,

and mature as they relate to other data. The partial correlation data

presented In Appendix C indicate that these variables involve more halo

effect than the others, being affected in particular by teacher perceptions

of student achievement and ersistence.' Students rated high on these two

scales almost always were rated high on calm, careful, and mature, and

vice versa. ThUs, as we describe the relationships between teacher- rankings

of students on these scales and other student data, bear in 'bind that these

rankings represent teachers' generalized halo impressions of'students to a

considerable degree.

Calm

The correlation between teacherrankings of calm versus restless and

observer ratings,of this same attribute was .59. This was the highest cor-

relation for the 13 scales,'Indicating the greatest agreement between the

teachers and the observers. Comparisons of correlations between the calm

scale and the other I'2 scales showed the typical pattern. (see Appendix 0.

Coefficients were in the same directiori for both teachers and observers,

but correlations usually were higher for the teachers. An exception was,

the relationship between observer ratings of calm and observer ratings of

noticeable, which was a strong negative correlation (-.56). The corresponding

correlation for teachers was -.25. Thus, classroom observers were likely

tocrate; the students who were not very noticeable as being calm.

Ratings on calm were associated most hghly.with .ratings on careful,

mature, cooperative, persistent, and attachment. 111 additi )n, students

rated as calm also were likelyloibe rated 'as achieving and unrikety to be
1

f

2.22
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rated as objects of teachers concern. Other intercorrelations followed

+he general halo effect pattern, but were weaker than tha ones listed (see

Appendix C). In general, then, there was good agreement between the

teachers and the observers both in their ratings on this scale and in the

patterns of correlation with ratings on other scales.

Adjective Description Variables

There were a total of 40 adjective description variables. These included

27 coded for both the'teachers and the observers, nine coded only for the

teachers, and three Coded only for the observers. The final variable,

computed for both teachers and observers, was the percentage of adjective

descriptions which were positive. Counting this percentage variable, there

were 37 adjective description variables coded for the teachers, and 31 for

the observers.

Significant group differences appeared for 18 of the 37 teacher variables

and 15 of the 31 observer variables (see Table 10-1). Of.16 retlationships for

which data are available on both the teachers and the observers; the two groups

agreed on 13 variables and disagreed on three. Both groups saw the calm

students as being shy or unsociable, quiet, helpful, well-behaved, intelligent,

achieving, good workers, popular, non-aggressive, not active, and not tempera-

mental. They also used "other positive" descriptors more often for these

students, and the overall percentage of positive statements was highest for

the students rated as calm. The general picture here is almost a stereotypit

of the student role, suggesting a pattern of-intelligence, self control, and

generally positive attributes; HoWever, notice that these students were not

seen as sociable. 223
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This point became more interesting when the disagreements between

teachers and observers are examined. Although there was no significant

group effect in the observer descriptions, the teachers described students

seen as calm as relatively unhappy, compared to students ranked. lower on

the calm scale. These teacher perceptions end the data on sociability,

(especially the observer data) suggest that some of the calmest students

were introverted and un6ppy students.

However, it appears that these'were a subgroup. The general pattern

of descriptions of calm students was positive, and it included_popularity.

Thus, the majority of the students rated calm were somewhat unsociable in

that they apparently did not talk much or initiate interactions often,

but they still were porular with their peers.

The other two disagreements suggest halo effects In the teacher des-

criptions. The teae,srs described the calm students as highly responsible,

but this pattern did oot appear in the observer data. Theteachers also

described students ranked low on calm as being dependent as well. Perhaps

it would be more accurate to lay that students who were not described as

dependent by the teachers wer- 'likely to be ranked high on the calm scale.

In any -case, the data from th2 clazsreom observers does pot support :tnis

perception . These two disa'gr.,:ments suggest halo effects in the teacher

ratings on calm.

The picture of the students ranked consistently on the calk versus restless'

scale is filled out some more by the remaining adjective description variables':

The observers described calm students as mature, and the teachers described

them as motivated and as sweet. The teachers also described restless students
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as likely to be underachievers and likely to be untrustworthy. Finally,

and unsurprisingly, the observers noted that the calm students had good

relationshiA with the teachers.

Taken together, the adjective description data suggest that students

rated as calm were stereotypes of the "good student" role, although the

teacher rankings seemed to be inflated somewhat by halo effects. The only

exceptions of the OneFiTTV-0-diTfi-C/6-156116Fif-ived-ThdizeruriT-ni-tne-

descriptions,of sociability and happiness that certain students rated

highly on the calm scale were introverted and unhappy.

Behavior Checklist Variables

Significant relationships for the calm scale appeared on four of the

six behavior checklist variables. Calm students were unlikely to be

coded as boisterous or disruptive, but they were likely to be described as

passive or unemotional and as having good peer relations. These checklist

variables fit closely witth the general picture seen in .the adjective des-
/

cription variables (sS Table 10-2).

There also was a'Significant relationship for the low self esteem

variable. Students/ranked as calm were unlikely to be Oscribed by the

observers as having low self esteem. These data seem to contradict the

leacher descriptions of calm students as unhappy (to the extent that low

0

self esteem implies unhappiness), although they fit with the more general

positive pictute of calm students. The calm kala was unrelated to the poor

relations variable or.to the "clumsy and lethargld" variable.,

225 \
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Classroom Obs^.rvaion Variables

Analysis of the rblationships between teacher rankings and the class-

room observation data were conducted after the classrobm observation

variables had been standardized within school and grade. Raw scores were

transformed into distributions with means of 50.00 and standard deviatloris

of 10.00. This means that individuals or groups who scored exactly 50.00

wareexactly at the mean for their grade and school. Scores ,above 50 were
_

above these means, and scores below 50 were below these means. The data

are shown in Appendik

The analyses were analyses of variance of the standardized scores for

students percieved as consistently low, medium, or high on each scale.

Only students perceived consistently across all five data sets were included

in the analysis for a given scale, so that the data provide information about

differences .among the low, medium, and high consistent groups relative to

one another. Students not perceived consistently on a scale were not

included in the analyses for that scale, although you can infer their score

mean from the information given In Appendix F.

For example, the data for variable 23, teacher criticism of answers given

by students who had volunteered to respond, show means"below 50 for 811

three of the groups who were ranked consistently on the calm scale. This

indicates that these students were given less criticism in thit situation than
4

students who were not consistent on-the calm scale. Situations like this,

where atl three of the groups percefved,consistently on a particular scale

have means either below or above the general mean, are unusual, but they

do appear occasionally.
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Da+a sufficient to analyze group differences on the calm scale.existed

for 156. of the 164 classroom interaction variables. Of these, 52 (exactly

1/3) produced significant group main effects at or below the .05 'eve) of

confidence. This indicates that we are 95% confident that genuine group

differences existed among the three consistetnly perceived groups on these

52 variables. In addition, all three groups consistent on the,calm scale

had means below the general average on 11 variables, and all three groups had

means above the general average on another six variables.' Findings of the

latter sort are difficult to interpret,' although we will do so where meaningful

patterns appear. In discussing the findings for the classroom observation

variables, we will cluster them injsubsets like those used in Chapter

7 and 8.

I. Total Response Opportunities. There were four significant relationshit4-

here. First, there was a strong relationship between the calm scale and the

percentage of contacts with the teacher that were public response opportuni-

ties as opposed to private or behavioral contacts (I). Calm students had a

high 'Pereentege_of public response opportunities, while restless students

had a low percentage. Thus, aitho aim students were calm, they

apparently, were not shy.

Related findings in the opposite direction were seen fortwo measures

of the percentage of work related Contacts which were private rather than

public (37, 38). Here, restless students had high scores, and calm student'

had low scores. Typically, patterns like these occur bedause the students
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with more public contacts (in this case the calm students) raise their hands

to volunteer more often, and partially as aesuit get called on morte often,

in public response situations.

The final variable in this group showing a relationship to the calm

scale was the last measure (141), the total number of contacts between the

student and the teacher. This frequency was unusually high for restless

students, and low for calm students. As we will see, this is because teachers

---iti-i i aced-marry--mer-e I nt-eract i ons 4.14_th_cp_siless_s_tadentsoitenAo intervene

when these students were misbehaving.

In summary, the data in this set.shoW that calm students had fewer

overall contacts with the teachers, and that a greater percentage of the

contacts they did have occurred in public response opportunity.situatLons.

In contrast, restless students had a higher overall percentage o'f'con7

tacts with the teachers, but this was due to higher rates of disobedience,

which caused teachers to have to interact with restless students to "calm

them down."

2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. There Tso were four

significant relationships among variablds concerning public response oppor-

tunities'in general class activities. These Indicate, as mentioned previously,

that calm students got a higher proportion of their response opportunities

by volunteering and being called op-by the teachers (21). In contrast,

calm students called out answers without permission less often than other

students, while restless students called out answers more often (27). Both

of these findings were expected. They again indicate that calm students
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generally conformed well to the idealized pupil role but that restless

-students did not.

The other two significant findings in this set provide interesting

information of a kind that will be repeated several times later. Although

there was no general group difference in the percentage of response

opportunities which resulted because the teacher called on a non-volunteer

(18), there were differences' in rates of teacher criticism during

these interactions. Restless students were both more Ikely to be praised

(19) and more likely to be crOticized (20) following correct or incorrect

answers given when they had been called upon as non - volunteers. Thus, even

'though these students often provided behavior problems to the teachers, they

.were given more praise as well as more criticism in certain situations.

These and other data suggest that the teachers may have been trying to

socialize certain students by responding to them more" intensively than usual,

hoping to modify their behavior this way. The present praise and crificism

data provide good cases in point. Where students volunteer to answer

questions or call the answers out, it is not'surprising that they get most

answers correctly. Also, it is unusual for teachers to praise such answers,

unless they have been especially creative or insightful.. However, when non-

;

volunteers are called upon, there is_a good chance that they will not know

the answer. Perhaps they will not even be able to respond at all. Also,

the very fact that a teacher-on a non-volunteer suggests that the student

does not volunteer very often-and/or has not been paying attention.

Under these circumstances, praise for good answers and criticism for

poor answers-are especially'likely to occur.; and also to be more genuine

and more elaborated. in any case, although". teachers did mot call upon the
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\estless students as non-volunteers more Often, their more frequent use of

praise and criticism in response to these students when they did call on

them as non-volunteers suggest that they were systematically trying to

get these students to pay better attention and par.ticipate more actively.

.3. Response Opportunlites in Small Group Activities. Only two significant

relationships appea'red here. As in general class activities, calm students .

received the greaterpercentage of their response opportunities by volunteering

to respond and being recognized by the teachers (7). Also, restless students /

received a greater percentage of.response opportunities, because they waved

their hands or otherwise sought response opportunities vigorously (10).

This is similar to the findings for calling out reported for' the general

class interactions. The same trend for called' out answers was seen in the

small group data also (13), but it was not statistically significant. These

data indicate that restless students exercised somewhat more self control =.

in the small group situation. They less frequently lost control and called

out answers, although their restlessness and impatience showed up in a greater

frequency of response opportunlitescoded as waving.yolunteer responses.

These are active attempts to get the teacher's attention, in contrast to

ordinary volunteering, which implies raising the hand-and wetting patiently

to be recognized.
. -.

.

.
..

. The group size difference here might reflect closer teacher supervision

of restless students, as well as a difference in teacher tolerance for call'

outs. Small grouP lessons tend to be fast paced and drill-like,-and teachers

usually wanted to prevent call outs and insure that everyone got equal turns.

ft. 230
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Consequently, they wereespecially likely to insist that students raise

their hands and be recognized before being allowed to respond in small

group situations. On the other hand, they were more tolerant of call outs

in the whole css situation. These factors may account for some of the"

differences between the two contexts.

The data on public response opportunities Show some interesting and

interrelated findings for students perceived consistently, on the calm

scale. However, only ip of 52 significant findings came from the public

response situation 4ariables. As we will see, most of the differences

between calm and resiTe'ss students appeared in private work contacts and

especlallyoin private non-academic contacts and behavior related contacts.

4. Private Work Contacts. Three of the six significant relationships for

private work contact variables invoked teacher crlticsm for poor work.:

,

ReStless students got more and calm students less criticism during private
.%.... .

work contacts initiated by the teachers (42). The same relationship was seen

for the combination of Teacher criticism given in teacher initiated work
i

contacts plus teacher criticism given in student initiated work contacts

(13). Finally, the rerive difference in criticism In teacher initiated

1 work contacts was compouded by an absolute difference in the sheer number
,

of such contacts (160). Thus, teachers more often initiated contacts which 0
.

U.

Involved criticism for poor work with restless studerits;-a00 a greater per-'

centage of the work contacts that these students had with the teachers in-
.,

volved teacher criticism. Opposite results were seen for calm students:



I.

These data reveal Contrasting teacher response to differential student

behavior. Criticism in teacher initiated work contacts usually occurs because

the teacher is frustrated at continual failure or poor work, especially if

the teacher believes that the problem is poor motivation or application rather

r

than lack of ability. Thus-,--hese criticism data indicate that the teachers

believed that restless students were not applying themselvei in work'ng on

their seatwork assignments. The teachers', efforts here probably were

maladaptive, because criticism usually does not improve motivation, especially

.

snot -when students already are alienated from teachers and/Or chool tasks.

The opposite relationship was seen for teacher supervision of seatwork

which involved mere observation, without any interaction (45). Teachers

were especially likely to merely observe calm students, and unlikely to do

. -. .

this with restless students. This indicates that most calm students probably
.

were progressing we-lt in their seatwork, so that no teacher .intervention was

required, and that most restless students probably were required, intervention

{which often involved criticism, as well). . '

Variables 98 and 99 provide interesting contrasts concerning student

initiated work contacts. The percentage of total student initiated contacts
.

which were work related was highest for calut students and lowest fo.r restless

students. Conversely, the:percentage of student-initiated work contacts which

were refused was highest fur restless students and lowest for calm_students.
0 ._

Thus, when calm students initiated interactions with.the teachers, they were_

likely to want to discuss work, and the teachers, were-unlikely.to refuse. them.. .

However, a lower percentage of, the kivate'contactS.initfated.by restless
...

students concerned work; and a greater `percentage of these initiatlyes were

refused by the teachers. ,

)

. .
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This may appear difficult to udnerstand at first, particularly if we

assume that the teachers were trying to motivate the restless students.

If anything, we might expect them to be especially receptive to student

initiated contacts by the restless students, even if 4hey did not involve

work. However, these data concern frequencies, and do not take into account

appropriateness. The differences in teacher receptiveness to student

initiated work contacts may have been due to differences in the timing

and appropriateness of student behavior:

Calm students tended to follow the teachers' guidelines concerning

when they should and should not initiate contacts (in particular, teachers

usually did not want to be interrupted when teaching reading groups).

Restless students appeared more generally impulsive and less likely to

stay within the rules, so that they were more'llkely to approach teachers

at "bad times." This made teacher refusal more likely, both because the

teachers were pleoccupled with other concerns when approached at "bad"

times, and because they probably were frustrated and irritated by the behavior

of the restless students.

5. Private, Non-Work Contacts. The percentage of all contacts with the

teachers (except for, behavior contacts) which were private, non-work contacts'

was highest for restless' students and lowest for calm students% This

indicates that restless students hadjewer public response opportunities.W..

that their private contacts with leachers more often Involved matters

relating to tattling, housekeeping, socialiging, or personal .concerns, rather

than work.
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Restless students initiated more total contacts with the teachers

(154). They also Initiated more of every subtype of private contact including

work contacts, although group effects were signficant only for approval

seeking,contots (156) and personal contacts (158). The differeoce on

approval seeking was somewhat surprising, because other data might suggest

that restless students would be uninterested in teacher approval. HOwever,

they apparently were interested, so much so that they had unusually high rates

of student initiated contacts for approval seeking purposes. Some of the

reasons for -this will be discussed below.

Restless students also came to the teacher more often to tattle

on other students. However, when calm students did come to tattle, the

teaChers were more likely to approveoand less likely to reject them. The

,reverse was true for restless students, whose tattles were especially

likely to be rejected. Thus, cairn students tattled less often but more

successfully, and restless students tat:pie more often but less successfully.

These tattling data can be taken as another indication of desire for teacher

approval by restless students, and the teacher respohses here provide some

indications of why these students may have been acting this way: the teachers

rather obviously disliked them.

Teacher dislike of restless students came through in other measures,

too.. For example, although there was no group difference in rates of student

initiated housekeeping contacts (113), these student initiatives were more

likely to be approvdd'and less likely to be refused if they came froM calm

students. The reverse was true for the restles; students. Thus, when calm
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students asked for permission to do some household task, they were likely
.

to be given that permission. When restless students made similar requests,

they were likely to be refused.

The most direct measure of negative teacher response is the percentage

of student initiated personal contacts which involved a negative teacher

reaction (I23).- This percentage was high for restiesS students and low for

calm students. Taken together, these last several measures indicate that,

restless students came to the teachers to initiated private contacts more

often, but also met with negative reactions more often. In contrast, calm

students.came less often, but they usually'met with positive reactions
.
when

they did come.

This picture is filled out by data,on teacher Initiated contacts. The

teachers initiated more housekeeping contacts with calm students and fewer.

with restless students (48). Calm students were more likely to be asked to

perform housekeeping tasks or do favors for the teachers. In contrast, the

teachers.initiated more personal contacts with restless students and fewer

with calm students (52). Teacher initiated personal contacts usually

involved telling students to straighten up their desks, put things away,

or perform some other task that they probably should have done on their own

initiative,so that this difference reflects unfavorably on the restless

istudents. It indicates that teachers felt the need to supervise these

students more closely and intervene directly with them more often.

Data on the frequency of teacher initiation of contacts show that teachers

generally Initiated more contacts with restless students and fewer with

calm students, except for housekeeping contacts. Group effects were significant
( t
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for total teacher initiated contacts (142), teacher initiated work contacts

(143), and teacher initiated personal contacts (145). Thus, -restless

students initiated more contacts with the teachers than calm.students, and

teachers initiated more contacts with restless students as well. However,

the teachers responded much less favorably to the contacts initiated by the

restless students, and the patternof relationships for the teacher initiated

contacts suggests closer teacher supervision of the restless students.

Taken together with the data on behavioral contacts to be described below,

these differences in private contacts suggest that the more frequent inter-
-

action with restless student's was duo to misbehavior and poor work on the

part of se students. Teachers apparently responded to this with redoubled

attempts to supervise these students more ciosdly and try
...to

get them tr-

change their behavior (apparently unsuccessfully).

0 -

6. Behavior Related Contacts. The data for behavior related contacts make

it quite clear that restless students were among those who provided the
-

most frequent and difficulf'disciplinary problems. Restless students had

very high rates, and calm students had very low rates, of behavior contacts

(60, 61, 147). This was true both of non- disruptive typical misbehaviors

(62) and more disruptive misbehaviors (63), including misbehavior which

involved outright aggression or defiance directed at the teacher (64). In .

addition, the same pattern of group differenclis was seen' for the percentage'

of behbvioral contacts in which the student was coded for responding in a

sullen fashion (76). Taken together, these data indicate that restless

students misbehaved more often and more disruptively and defiantly, ,an8

/
.

that thle responded to teacher... Inter ,more sullenly. rn"contr;St,
'...
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calm students misbehaved relatively less often, and when they did .so, they

. were less likely to be disruptive, defiant, or sullen.

These differences in student behavior are reflected in differential

teacher reactions. Calm students received more behavioral praise (68), more

positive reinforcement (77), and more positive teacher reaction generally (138).

Restless students were low on these three measures of positive teacher

behavior.

The low rates of misbehavior by calm students also showed up in measures

of teacher reactions to misbehavior. Teachers responded to misbehavior by

restless.students more often through non-verbal intervention (69), and in.

responding to misbehavior by calm students, they less often resorted to

warnings, threats, criticism, or punishment (71, 72, 73, 74). A high

proportion of the typical misbehaviors of calm students were responded to -

with simple management responses by.the teachers (79), and correspondingly

fewer such misbehaviors led to warnings or criticism (80, 81, 83) . Thus, in

general, calm students were unlikely and restless students were especially

likely to receive negative reactions during their contacts with teachers (137).

Finally, restless students were especially likely to be held up before the

class as a bad example by the teachers (150), and calm students were not.

These behavioral data provide a very clear picture of both student 'behavior

and teacher reaction to that behavior. Calm students were particularly com-

pliant and obedient, so that teachers often held them up as examples to

others by praising their good conduct. They misbehaved seldom, and when they

did misbehave, 1,11y were unlikely to do something very bad or to provoke

a strong teacher response. The opposite patte.r6 vlas true of the restless.
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students. These students misbehaved more often and more disruptively

and defiantly, they provoked stronger and more negative teacher responses,

.and they responded sullenly to the teachers' disciplinary actions. In short,

the behavioral data indicate that the restless students were major behavior'

problems fdr.the teachers, and that a paftern of mutual hostility had developed:

Conclusi-ons Concerning Calm and Restless Students

The classroom observation data bear out the adult perception data on

calm versus restless students quite clearly. They indicate a large dif-

ference between these groups in conformity to classroom rules, with restless

students likely-to misbehave both more frequently and more intensely. The

observational data also provide support for the adjective descriptipn data

which suggest that calm students were better motivated anti harder-working

than restless students. They also support the differences in such descriptors

as quiet, active, aggressive, responsible, sweet, and underachiever.

The classroom observation data also support the teachers' description

of restless students as dependent and calm students as not dependent on the

teachers (this was one of the few places where the observer data did not

agree with the teacher data). However, even .though the adjective description

data from theteachers indicated that the teachers were aware of the greater

dependency of the restless students,,,and even 'though the observation data

indicate that this dependency.'existed despite misbehavior'and difficult

relationships with the teachers (recall that restiess students initiated'more

contacts of every-kind, including approval seeking), the teachers did not

respond positively to these students.
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Apparently, these students were so frustrating to the teachers that they

responded negatively to their initiatives, even though they recognized that

these students needed or at least wanted more contact. This probably reflects

a carry over of frustration and hostility engendered by these students

through disruptive and defiant misbehavior and sullenness. It' also may
, )

reflect student differences inthe frequencies with which approaches to the

teacher were appropriate and/or within classrOom rules.

Apparently, mutual hostility had developed between the teachers and

the restless students. Except for praising good answers In non-volunteer

situations (and even this has an element of control as well as praise),

the pattern of teacher evaluative reactions and emotional reactions Is con-

sistently negative in respect to restless students. in contrast, theicalT

students appeared to be model students types who,got rewarded for-being such.

.

Careful

The data for the careful versus careless scare are similar in many ways

to those for the calm versus restless scale. The major differences are that

there were fewer signficant group effects, and, as expected,' these were

focused more on work habits than on general activity levels.

Teacher rankings and .coder ratings on careful correlated ,49, indicating

good agreement, and the patterns of intercorrelation with the other scales

were similar for the teachers and the observers.

J

Adjective Description Variables

Significant group effects appeared for 15 of,37 possible teacher adjec-
, -... i*

Live descrIption.vartables, and for 10 of 31 possible observer vaHables.
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Where significant findings appeared and data were available fOrkboth groups,
6

there was agreement between the teachers and the observers,on all.except-

onavariable. However, the teachers frequently had statistically sign i-4-1

cant differences while the observers had similar, but non-significant'

patterns (see Table 10 -3).

Significant group effects for both teachers and observers shaded that

the careful students were described as generally more intelligent, higher

achieving, better workers, and less active. Also, both teachers-and observers

gave higher percentages of positive statements for. he careful students and

lower percentages for the careless students.

Group differences which were signficant only in the teacher data*,

but which showed similar group trends in the coder data, were descriptions

of the careful students as more mature, quieter, more helpful, 'better motivated,

more responsible, more considerate, and more attentive. There also were two

variables on which a significant effect appeared in the observer data but

not in the :teacher data: observers described the careless students as more

aggressive and as more temperamental. All of these group effects placed the

careful students- In a more positive light than the careless ones, although

the greater number and strength of effects in the teacher data suggest

greater halo effect there than for the observer descriptions.

In addition to these' findings from - variables for which data were available

for-both groups, there were several group effects on variables where analyses -

could 'be performed only In the teacher data or only in the observer data.

The teachers described caref61students as better motivated, more likely to

comefrom good homes, and likely to be trustworthy. They.described careless
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students as likely to be underachievers. Also, the observers described

careful students as better behaved and as having good relations with the

Oe
teachers. Here again, all of these differences favor the careful students.

The only disagreement occurred for the "other positive" category,

which included adjective descriptions that could not be coded more speci-

fically but could be classified as flattering or unflattering in their

implications about students. Here, a significant effect in the observer.data

indicated that careless students had relatively few of these "other

positive" descriptions. The teachers did not have significant group dif-

ferences, and the careless students were in the middle rather than at the

bottom in number of "other positive" descriptors. This difference is

clear enough to constitute a disagreement, but it is mostly a disagreement

in emphasis rather than in general impressions about careful and careless

students. Like all of the other adjective description variables, the data

-From this variable indicate that careful students were perceived positively

and careless students were perceived negatively on every variable where a

significant group effect appeared.

Checklist Variables

Significant group effects appe6red for five of the six checklist variables

(see Table 10-2). In most cases, the careless students were notably different

from the ()filer two groups. Careless students were high on oisterous and

disruptive behavior and low on passivity, indicating that they were active

in the classroom and that much of this activity showed bp as misbehavior.

Careful students were high in self esteem and good peer relationships, and
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they also were least likely to be described as clumsy or lethargic. Care-
:

less students ranked in the middle on this last variable. There were no

significant group effects on the measure of poor peer relations.

Like the adjective description data, the checklistcdata provide a

general picture 'favoring the careful students over the careless students.

They extend this to several variables relating to personality and inter-

personal behavior, in addition to the achievement and work habits variables

discussed previously.

Classroom Observation Variables

.The classroom observation data for careful were similar in pattern to

those for calm, but significant relationships were less frequent. Whereas

52 of 156 possible relationships showed significant group effects for calm,

only 28 of 156 showed significant effects for careful. This still is con-

siderably more than the number to be expected by chance (about' 8), however.

Except for the reduced number of significant effects, the Similarities

to the findings for calm are striking. Almost all of the variables showing

significant effects for careful also showed significant effects for calm,

and the majority are in private, non-work contacts and behavioral contacts.

Only six of the 28 significant relationships came from public response op-
.

portunity variables.

I. Total Response' Opportunities. Careless students hada notably.low pro-

portion of total contacts with the teacher which occurred in public response

opportunities, similar'to the proportion for restless students.(1). However,
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they had more total contacts with the teachers (164). Also, a higher

percentage of their work related contacts with the teachers were private -(37),

and this effect was increased slightly when approval seeking contacts were

taken into consideration (38).

2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. None of the variables

dealing with response opportunities in general class activities showed signi-

ficant differences. This indicates-that the differences recorded above were

due mostly to differences in the frequency of private interactions rather

than to reduced frequencies of public response opportunities among the care-'

less students. Careless students were neither more or less,likely to be

called on in public response opportunity situations in general class activities,

and there were no significant differences in this.context on such variables

as volunteer versus non-volunteer versus called out answers or praise and

criticism of answers.

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. Significant effects

appeared here for only two variables, the same ones that were significant

for the calm versus restless scale. Careful students had-notably higl.per-

centages of response opportunities gotten through ordinary volunteering.

(raising their hands and waiting to be called on)- than the other students

perceived consistently on this scale (7). Careless students had the highest

rates of response opportunities obtained by waving their hands or-otherwise

seeking teacher attention and recognition (10). Careful students were about

average for this variable, while students rated medium on the careful versus
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careless scam were low in active hand waving. These data suggest that

careless students had some of the same characteristics as restless students

did during small groups, being more likely to wave their hands frantically

and seek permissionto respond in a notably active way than to merely raise

their hands and wait patiently for recognition. However, unlike the findings

for restless students, none of the response opportunity variables dealing

with calling out answers 'showed significant group effects. Thus, thd careless

students apparently were somewhat more controlled than the restless students.

4. Private Work Contacts. Only four variables in this cluster showed signi-

ficant effects. The first was the proportion of %ocher initiated contacts

which were work related (40). This proportion was low for careful students,

indicating that teachers felt less need to check up on them systematically.

The other three si9n1ficant group effects all related to teacher criticism

for poor work. Careless studentS were,criticzed more often for poor work

during teacher initiated work interactions (42). For total work contacts

involving teacher criticism (133), the data show high scores for careless

students and low scores for careful ones. Finally, a similar pattern appeared

for thejrequenCy of teacher criticism during teacher initiated work contacts

(160). These data from private work contacts indicate that the teachers felt

the need to check the work of careful students leSs often, and that they were

less likely to criticize them for poor work when they did check them. In

contrast, .they were more likely to check the work of the careless students,

and more'likely to criticize them for poor (probably careless) work.
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5. Private Non-Work Contacts. Significant group effects were more evident

here in the teacher data than in the student data. Student measures showed

only that the careless students initiated more contacts with the teachers

and that careful students initiated fewer (154). -A 'similar pattern appeared

for student initiated work contacts (155). 'Also, the careless students

were slightly above average and the careful ones clearly below average in

student initiated tattling (125). As far as'they go, these data on careless -

students are similar to the previously reported data on restless students.

However, note that none of the measures of teacher favorable versus unfavorable

response to these student initiated contacts showed significant group effects.

The teachers apparently did not react as strongly A-o the careless and caref41

students as they did to the calmand restless ones. in particular, there was

no significant effect suggesting that the teachers were more receptiVe to

initiations by careful students.

However, the teacher initiation data did show some differences favoring'

the careful students. Teachers were more likely to invite or request careful

students to perform housekeeping tasks, and less likely to do so with careless

ones (48, 144). Also, teachers Initiated more contacts with careless students

(142), but this was due primarily to differences In teacher Initiated work.

contacts (143) and teacher initiated per onal contacts (145). Thus, teachers

apparently felt it necessary to seek out the careless students more frequently

to check on their work and'also to tell them to pick up after themselyv or

perform similar tasks typically involved in teacher initiated personal contacts.
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6. Behavior Related.Contacts. Careless students had high'ratesand careful

students had low ratei'of misbehavior (60, 147). This was true for misbehavior

in general and aIso was true, although less strikingly, for misbehavior in-

volving aggressl cin or defiance directed at the teacher (64). The same also

was true for the; percentage of behavior related contacts during which the

student was coned as reacting sullenly (76). Thus, the behavior erftp for

careful and careless students followed the same general patterns as those seen

for calm and restless students, although group effects were fewer and less

extreme. Even so, a pattern Is observable for the careless students to have

both'more frequent misbehavior and more sullen and defiant reactions to the

teacher. Consequently, it should not be surprising that the behavior

variables for teachers showed a preference for the careful students and some

antipathy toward the careless students.

Careful sfudents'were especially likely to be praised for good behavior

(68), and unlikely to be criticized for misbehavior (73) or to have negative

reactions from the teacher (74). Also, careless students were espe'cially

111.<0.1y to be held up as bad examples to the class (150).

Like virtually everything else said about careful and careless students

so far, these groUp differences favor the careful students'over the careless

ones, 'However, the final group difference provides a remarkable exception:

teachers were especially likely to show physical affection towards the careless

students (r52Y. This is surprising, given everything else we have seen about

these students. Tal<en'together, the data on these students suggest:that they.

are carelest and do require considerable supervision of their work and of their

general'neatness.' However, there is less evidence of a widespread pattern of
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negative interactions between careless students and the teachers, compared

v 1 I'e- patterns -seen previliftrs-Py for restless-stuclehtsr- Some-differences

along these lines were observed, but they were fewer in number and weaker

in strength than those observed for restless students.

It is impossible to tell from the data presented here, but It seems

'"-ultlikely that students getting physical affection from teachers would be

the same ones coded as sullen and defiant. There probably were subgroups

of careless students (two in particular) responsible for these findings. One

group probably was not only careless but also generally unmotivated and

negativistic toward the teachers, and was responsible for most of the

negative teacher behavior directed at careless students as a group. There

probably was another subgroup of careless students who were careless in.

being sloppy and forgetful, but were not hostile, defiant, or otherwise

negativistic toward sc000l or the-teachers. PerhapS 'the teachers. even were

fond of these careless students because of other'personal qualities.

Summary for Careful versus Carelep 4

As with,calm versus restless students, the comparisons of carefUl versus

'careless students suggested broad contrasts. Careful students appeared to

be model students well liked by the teachers, and careless students appeared

itc be not only-careless in their work but prone to misbehavior. However,

a
there were fewer significant groupeffects', and teachers were more physically

affectionate toward careless students even though several other measures sug-

gested negative teacher-student relationships here. 'In general, students

perceived consistently as careful versus careless apparently were less
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extreme in their contrasl*s with one another than students perceived as calm

versus restless. In any case, they provoked few strong reactions from the

teachers, compared to the calm and restless students.

Mature

Teacher rankings and coder ratings for students perceived consistently

on the mature scale by the teachers correlated .43. Also, the pattern of

intercorrelations for mature with other scales was similar for teachers and

observers, except that the correlations were lower for the observers. The

findings .to be presented for the mature scale also are s-i m i l a ro the findings

for, the calm and the careful scales. They are less numerous and extreme

N
than the calm scale, but somewhat more numerous and stronger than those for

the careful scale. Hever, the findings for all three scales follow generally

similar patterns.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant effects appeared for 15 of the possible 37 teacher val-lables

and for nine of the possible 31 observer variables (see Table 10-4). Where

data were available for both groups, they agreed in 12 cases, partially dis-

agreed in one case, and disagreed clearly in one case.

As with the other data, the variables showing agreement across groups

usually showed stronger relationships for the teachers than for the observers,

even though the group rankings are similar. Students ranked high on the

mature scale were perceived as more mature, quieter, more helpful, better

motivated, more intelligent, higher achieving, better workers, more active,



/
less temperamental; and less dependent on the teacher. Both groups

-also used-more "171-hmpas;live" d sellpforb I II 1a J-tire-5-FlIdEllt-S-i a-rtd-

their percentages of total statements which were positive were highest

for the mature students and lowest for the immature students.

Variables on which data were available for only one group revealed that

teachers saw the mature students as more likely to come from good homes,more

likely to be creative, and leaSt likely to have troublesome medical problems.

Also, the mature students were described as well behaved by the Observers.

All of these differences favor the mature students.

A minor disagreement between the teachers and the observers occurred

for descriptions relating to student responsibilit;. The teachers showed a

significant effect describing the mature students as the most responsible,

and the immature students as the least responsible. The observers did not

have a significant effect for student responsibility. Inspection of the non-

significant group differences showed that, although they did rank the im-

mature students as least responsible, they did not rank the mature students

as most responsible. thus, teachers.attribute greater responsibility to

mature students and irresponsibility to immature students. This may be

part of the generally heavier halo effect in the teacher data, discussed

previously.

A more clear disagreement occurred for the "other negative" category.

Observers' showed a significant group effect here, using 'these negative

descriptors most frequently for students ranked Unthe middle on the maturity

scale and least often for the immature students. Teachers had the exact
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opposite pattern. Even more than the disagreement on descriptions of

responsibility, this suggests halo effect in the teacher adjective

descriptions. They described mature students as even better than they ap-

parently were., The observer descriptions of mature students provide a

generally positive picture, but not the unbroken halo that the teacher

descriptions suggest. Part of this might reflect differences in adult roles

and perspectives. Teachers ranked their students only with reference to

one another, but observers apparently used a broader range of students as

their reference group in making ratings. This may have caused teachers

to make more extreme rankings per class than observers did.

Checklist Variables

Significant group effects appeared for three of the six checklist

variables, all favoring the mature students (see Table 10-2). Immature

students were described ea boisterous and disruptive, mature students

were described as having good peer relations, and immature students were

described as having low self esteem. There were no significant differences

for passivity, poor group relations, or clumsiness or lethargy. The dif-

ferences that did appear continued to provide a generally positive picture

of students ranked as mature compared to those ranked as immature.

Classroom Observation Variables

Significant group effects appeared on 38 of the possible 158 classroom

observation variables for the mature scale. These were fewer than the fit

"significant relationships observed for the calm scale, but more than the 28
1
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seen for the careful scale. The distribution of significant group effects

was similar in many ways. in particular, only 10 of the 38 significant--

effects were for public response opportunity variables. However, whereas I

the variables significant for careful versus careless almost always were

significant for calm versus restless, the variables significant for mature

versus immature involved many different ones that were not significant

for -either of These other two- scales.

I. Total Response Opportunities. The same four variables showed significant

effects here as for 'calm and for careful. Mature students had fewer total

contacts with the teachers (164). Of these, a higher percentage were public

response opportunities for the mature students (I). Also, a gre..er percentage

of the total work related contacts involving immature students were private

(37), and this effect was exaggerated slightly when approval seeking contacts

were considered (38). Thus, mature students interactei with teachers less

often, and their Interactions were balanced closely between private inter-

actions and public response opportunities. Immature students interacted

with teachers more often, but most of tOese extra interactions were private

ones; so that they had a low percentage oflinteractions which were public

response opportunities.

2. Response Opportuniites in General Class Activities. Two variables

showed significant group effects here. First, the response opportunities

of the mature students were more likely to come in general class activities
0

. .

than in small groups (2, 3). In arelated fiAding, Mature students were
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likely, and immature students were unlikely to volunteer (end thus more
.

likely to be called on) to answer questions in general class activities.

These questions usually were more complex or difficult-than the strictly

factual questions that were typical of drills and other fast paced lessons

occurring in small groups. Given the absence of other significant findings,

the difference ill frequency of being called on appears directly related to

. the frequency of hand raising, and not to any teacher preference for calling

ion:mature students over immature students independent of hand raising,

(this must be inferred from the data; however, no information on hand

raising was collected).

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. Four variables showed

significant relationships here. The first one is related to one already

mentioned:, mature students were unlikely to get response opportunities

in small groups compareCto general class activities, while the reverse

was true for immature students (2, 3). This difference apparently was due

in part to a greater willingness of mature students to volunteer to answer

questions in the general class context. However, difference.also was due

in part to a tendency for teachers to call on immature students as non-

voluntee'rs in-the small group context, and a tendency not to do this to

mature students (4). Most likely, this was -in- response to the difference

in volunteering frequency by the students postulated above, because the

mature students received more response oportunities as volunteers and the

immature students received fewer response opportunities-as volunteers in

small groups (7). Thus, mature students were generally more active in
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'volunteering to answer questions than the immature students. In the small

group context, but not in the general class context, the teachers rer.ponde

by calling on immature students as non-volunteers as a way to equalize

response opportunities.

The final significant group effect in this set is a particularly

interesting one: maturestudents were especially likely to be criticized

after calling out answers in small group activities. This finding con

tragts with.the general positive halo seen in the teacher data relating

to mature students. Apparently, the mature students were among those

overly eager to respond. In any case, the teachers were more likely to

criticize them for calling out incorrect answers, compared to other groups.

Why were teachers apparently tolerant of call outs in the general

class context but not in small groups? Our impression is,that,.particularly

in the early grades, pacing can be a problem in whole class activities.

Teachers may need to "lean on students capable of providing good answers

that not only willsolveihe immediate.problem but will help keep the dis-

cussion moving. This avoids long nnd embarrassing pauses 'as everyone

waits for a student to respond or as the teacher tries and falls to get the

answer from several different students. Under these circumstances, teachers

are more likely to tolerate or even, desire call outs. In small groups,

however,inost interactions are fast paced drills, and .teachers usually want

everyone to respect everyone else's opportunity to respond. We will return

to this theme again in discussing certain other_student attributes that relate

to these variables.

253, a P.
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4

4. Private Work Contacts. Six private work contact variables showed

significant group effects,and all six concerned teacher behavior rather

than student behavior. Thus, there were no differences between mature

and immature students on such variables as positive and negative reactions

to teacher initialed work contacts, teacher versus student initiation

of work contacts, or percentage of student- initiated contacts which dealt

with work as opposed to other matters. Nevertheless, some striking

differences appeared in teacher behavior.

Three of them dealt with teacher criticism.' Teacher initialed work

contacts involving criticism of poor work were especially likely for immature

students and unlikely for mature:students (42, 160.. The same trend was

seen in the percentage of total work contacts involving teacher criticism

for poor work (133). These data suggest that the work of the mature

students was generally superior to that of the immature students, and that

part of the reason for poor work by the immature students was poor motivation

or lack of application.

The other significant group effects in this set reinforced the idea that

immature students frustrated the teachers because of their difficylties in

learning, but that the teachers tried to work with them nevertheless. The

teachers were likely to refuse a student initiated work contact when dealing

with an immature student, but unlikely to do so when dealing with a mature

student (99). This could reflect differential attitudes toward these two

types of students. The idea that teacher attitudes might have been involved is

supported by the finding that student initiated work contacts were likely

to be accompanied by teacher impatience if initiated by immature students,

25:.'x
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but not if initiated by mature students (104). It is possible that these

teacher reactions resulted from the inconvenience caused by III-timed or otherwise

inappropriate approaches by immature students, although it seems likely that

the teachers disliked these students.

The attempts of the teachers to work with immature students despite

their frustrations with them is seen in the fact that they were more likely

to praise good worm by such studepts, just as they were more likely to

criticize poor work (159). Furthermore, they were less likely to praise good

work by mature students, just as they were less likely to criticize poor

work. It is not uncommon to find that teachers show higher rates of both

praise and criticism towards certain students. Typically, these are students

that the teachers are trying to motivate. Students th,.. they perceive as

already doing well and not In need of special attention or reinforcement

usually are dealt with on a more impersonal basis, but students seen as

needing special attention and reinforcement are treated 'accordingly. These

data on mature and immature students suggest that the mature students were

perceived as doing well and not In need of anything more than simple feed-

back, whereas immature students were perceived as doing poorly and in need

of criticism for unacceptedly poor work and praiSe when the quality of their

Work was better.

The, differential teacher.behavior, here makes sense on' another count, too:,

differences in student matutity. As noted earlier, students'move-from an

adult orientation towards a peer orientation, and they gradually develop

disinterest in and eventually resistance to teachers and other authority

figures as they progress through the early elementary grades. To the extent

2'55
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that teacher perceptions of student maturity are accurate (and the bulk of

that-the-ies lud.1 ui e- 31 u e

would be less far along in this progression and thus mere open to manipu-

lation through praise and criticism from teachers than more mature students

would be. It also follows that they would be more likely to want praise

from the teacher, and perhaps also more likely to be motivated by criticism.

Thus, the higher rates of praise and criticism directed at immature students

make sense, not only on the basis of their apparently poor work, but also

on the basis of their developmental status.

5. Private Non-Work Contacts. Immature students had higher proportions and

mature students had lower proportions of contacts with the teacher that were

classified as private, non-work contacts (39). Part Of this differeocek

/
resulted because immature students tattled more frequently (125), but most

of the difference was due to differences in teacher initiated contacts.

The teachers initiated more private contacts with immature students thanwith

mature students (142), and significant differences in the same direction were

also seen for sub-categories of teacher initiated work contacts (143); teacher

initiated personal contacts (145), and teacher initiated social contacts. (146).

These differences suggest that the teachers felt the need to continually

supervise the immature students, although the difference on purely social

contacts also suggests that the teachers liked the immature students and/or

were working on their personal relationships with them as part of their

attempt to change their behavior.

253
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Three of the remaining variables deal with housekeeping contacts. The

---15eiEeTnfa-§6-&-Tablidr-tnrtfztwi ituubekeep I ng--corrtzcie Fhe

mature students and lower for the Immature students. Thus, even though

the teachers generally Initiated contacts with immature students more

often, they tended to ask the mature students when'they wanted some house-

keeping task or favor done. This may reflect real differences In student

capabilities for carrying out tasks successfully, and/or the probability

that mature students would be available more often because they complete

their work assignments more quickly.

Related data on approving versus refusing student initiated housekeeping

contacts fit with this differences in teacher initiation. They also suggest

that Immature students might have sensed this differential teacher behavior

to some degree. Mature students were likely, and Immature students unlikely,

to have their student initiated housekeeping'requests approved (114, 115).

Thus, the teachers not only acted differentially in initiating housekeeping.

contacts with the students; they responded differentially when the students

came to them with requests or offers to perform houskeeping duties. Despite'

frequent interactions of other kinds with the immature students, and despite

certain other Indications that-the teachers liked these students and were

attempting to build relationships with,them, they were reluctant to allow them

to perform housekeeping tasks. Presumably, this was because of the student

attributes that led them-to rank these students as immature in the first place.

The differences discussed previously for teacher praise and criticism

of work and _for teacher initiation of social contacts are elaborated by a

finding relating to students reaction to teacher'initiated social contacts.
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The mature students were likely to react negatively to these teacher

initiations, but the immature students were not (59). This supports the

suggestion made earlier that the more mature students, relative to the

less mature ones, are less oriented towards teachers (versus peers) and

less positively responsive to teacher attention and praise. In fact,

they sometimes are actively negatively responsive, in effect conditioning

the teachers to stay away from them.

These data on mature and immature students illustrate some of the

developmental changes that occur in children and in the dynamics of teacher-.

student interactions as students progress through the early elementary grades.

Part of the reason that teacher-student interaction becomes less personaliZed

and more focused on teaching andslearning is that students become socialized

to the role of pupil and able to handle themselves independently, Also,

however, they change from positive to mildly negative views of teachers.

6. Behavior Related Contacts. The behavior related contacts for the mature

and immature students reflect the mixed pattern seen so far. This contrasts

with the almost completely negative pattern seen for restless students and

the largely negative pattern seen for careless students. Immature students

did hate more behavioral contacts, and mature students had fewer (60, 61,

147) . Furthermore, the misbehavior that did-ckalF-birmature-str.rderrts--wa-s-

likely to be non-disruptive (62, 63). Thus, compared to immature students,
d,

mature students misbehaved less often and less severely. It should be

noted, however, that the group effects here were due mostly to the very good.

behavior of mature students, and not to,high rates of misbehavior by immature
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students. Immature students did misbehave more often and more intensively

than average, but not t-IFTY so much as reSTiest stud66fS.

A similar pattern was noticeable in several measures of negative teacher

reactions to student misbehavior. As with restless and careless students,

the teachers reacted more negatively.to immature students, but the differences

were less extreme. Teacher behavior toward mature students was more dif

ferent from the. norm than teacher behavior toward immature students. In

I
particular:, teachers were unlikely to respond to misbehavior by mature

students with criticism (73, 81) or with general ly negative reactions (74,

137). Possibly because of this, the mature students were especially unlikely

to respond in a sullen manner to disciplinary action by the teachers (76).

In addition, teachers were especially likely to praise mature students for

good behavior (68).

The last significant group effect here is the same interesting one that

showed up for the careful versus careless scale: the teachers diSplayed'more

physical affection toward the immature students the mature students (152).

Taken together with what has been said previously about praise and criticism,

initiation of social contacts, and.student response to initiation of social'

contacts, these data indicate that immature students were more positively

_oriented towards the teachers. Perhaps_ partly because of this _Ca-I-though

teacher desires'to change student behaviOr may have been involved as well),

the teachers were positively responsive towards these students despite t4

problems caused by their general immaturity. In fact, teachers interested In

highly personalized contacts with students might have valued these immature'



students for their person;Nod social characteristics and responsiveness

to teacher-overtures, even though- they- recookazed-that-thesa students-were-

immature compared to most of their classmates.

Data like these have convincedus that'mea§ures of behavior such as

teacher praise and criticism are more complex and ambigu us than they may

seem to be at first. Usually they, are treated as s ntaneous reactions to

especially good or bad student performadce or conduct, and/or as behavior

modification tebhniques used to deliberately try to shape behavior. Un-

doubtedly, much teacher praise andcritici;m"fits either or both of these

descriptions. However, these and other data. from our researcn suggest that

some teacher praise and criticism has relatively littleto do with the

quality of the. student performance or conduct being praised or criticiaed,

and that it does not appear to Involve deliberate attempts to manipulate

behavior. instead, it appears to reflect teacher" attitudes towards studen't

and teacher desires for personalized contacts with students, particOarly

students who respond favorably. Furthermore, these teacher evaluations do,

not always have the implications about or of upon. studehts that often

are attributed to them.

Much praise is given to students apparently because the teacher believes

that the student needs praise for self esteem purposes, rather tttan bec'ause the-
.

students has done something outstanding. 'Also, sometimes praise is given

because the student appears of respond to it, rather ilan because'it LS paril- ..

.
.

. .

cularly deserved, indicating that the student is relativelrimmature.
Pv

SimilArly;

criticism does not necessarily imply rejection, especially not criticism

for poor work (as opposed to.criticism foillmisbehbvior). Certain kinds of
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criticism can communicate positive expectations and the general message that

the teacher cares about the students and wants to see them work up to capacity

("You can do much better than that --'do it over and this time let's see

it without any mistakes.").

Summary for Mature

The teachers had generally positive perceptions of students ranked as

I mature, and generally negative ones for students ranked as immature. .observers'

self reports generally supported these teacher opinions, although the

observer data indicated that the differences were neither so extreme nor so

generalized as the teacher data suggested.

The observational data also provided a somewhat mixed picture. Mature

students generally were favored over immature students, and often in the

same ways noted previously for calm versus restless students and careful

versus careless students. However, differences usually were less extreme.

Also, in contrast to the pattern of negative behavior toward restless and

careless students, the differences for mature versus immature usually involved

notably positive interactions with mature students rather than notably negative '

interactions with immature students. In fact, the data for immature students

suggested that the teachers were fond of them, despite the difficulties that

they presented.

The teachers praise them more aswelwell as criticized them more, they gave

them more phsyical affection, and Initiated more purely social interactions

with them. In contrast, their interactions. with mature students were more

261
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businesslike, being confined to matters relating to work and to necessary

housekeeping duties. In contrast to their behavior towards immature students,

the teacherswerenot especially affectionate towards mature students, and

they did not initiate more social interactions with them (most probably

because the mature students responded negatively when they did).

Conclusions

All three of the scales reviewed in this chapter showed good agreement

between the teachers and observers, as assessed by direct correlations on

the scales, patterns of intercorrelation of the scales with the other 12

scales, and similarities in the adjective description data. With only a

handful of exceptions, al) group differences for all three scales favored

the students ranked in he "socially desirable" direction.

Despite halo effects, the checklist data and classroom observation data

provide suport for thevaiidityof the teacher perceptions of calm versus

restless, careful versus careless, and mature versus immature.- Differences

weretmost numerous and extreme for calm versus restless, and most of the difl

ferences were caused by the students perceived as restless. These students

Ptot only were restless in the sense of bel!.g physically active and finding

it difficult to remain quiet and passive; they also misbehaved very fre-

quently in ways which defied and threatened the 'teachers.

Unsurprisingly,.the general pattern of interaction data suggests ''that

teacher attention was focused on matters relating to misbehavior with these

restless students, and that neither the teachers not these students like one

another -very much. One difference favoring the restless students on a praise
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measure suggested that the teachers were trying to change these students,

but the overall pattern suggests that the teachers found them so frustrating

that they were unable to sustain positive approaches for very long. Con-

sequently, they responded to most of their misbehavior with negative

reactions of their own.

The data for careful and careless students fit halo effect expectations

almost completely. Also, whereas the data for the calm versus restless

scale were affected most clearly by the restless students,and the data for

the mature versus immature scale were affected most clearly by the mature

students, the data for the careful versus careless scale were balanced.

They were what one might expect when comparing students who were notably .

careful in their work habits with those who were notably careless. The

careless students provided the teachers with some problems, but most of

them appeared to be merely careless rather than more broadly rebellious or

negativistic. Consequently, teacher attempts to remediate these problems

were more visible and were more focused on work habits than were teacher

interactions with restless students.
A

The data for mature versus immature students were the most mixed and

least suporfive of general halo effects. Most effects were due to ideal

behavior patterns shown by the mature'students, who seemed to be model

students in most ways.. Even this was a mixed blessing to some teachers,

however, becausetalthough the mature students were more independent and

responsible, they also were less interested in the teachers. Perhaps

partially because of this, the teachers were iotably more positive towards

the immature students than towards the careless students and particularly

0
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the restless students. The dela suggest that many immature students had

close personal relationships with the teachers and responded very favorably

to overtures from them. Relatively few immature students had strong

negative reactions to the teachers.

Of the six extreme groups discussed inthis chapter, the immature

students were most notable, not only for their immaturity, but also for

..

being the group toward which the teachers directed the most positive affect,

both verbally and physically. Apparently, the immature students were

rewarding teacher needs for close personal relationships in ways that other

students were not and this made a difference in teacher patience for and

tolerance of the problems that these immature students encountered in

coping with classroom demands.

.
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Table10- 1, Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adlective Description Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently on the Calm Scale.

Low
Teachers
Middle
Groups

High Low

Observers
Middle
Groups

High

1. Sociable 1 2 3 1 2 3 **

2. Mature _ - - 3 2 1 ***

3. Happy 2
....

I_
3 **

1 3 2

4. Quiet 3 2 1 *** 3 2 1 ***

5. Helpful 3 2 1 ***
3 2 1 *

6. Well=behaved 3 2 1
** 3 2 1 ***

8. Motivated 3 2
....

1

__
*** - - _

9. Intelligent 3 2 1_ * * * 3 2 I
*

10. Achieving 3 2 1
* * * 3 2 !

* * *

II. Good Worker 3 2
.._

I
* * * 3 .2 I.

* *

12. Popular 3 2 1
** 3 1_ 2 **

13. Aggressive I 2 3 * ** 1 2 3 *

14. Responsible- 3 2 1
** 3 1 2

15. Active 1 2 3 ***
1 2 3 * * *

18. Temperamental 1 2 3 **
I 2. 3 *

23. Other Positive 3 2 I 3 2 1
*

27. . Dependent I 2 ** 2 3 I

32. Sweet 3 2 . 1

** NA

33. Underachiever 1 2 3 * .

NA

35. Untrustworthy I 2 3 * NA

37. Good teacher relations NA 3 2 I **

40. $ Positive 3 2 1 *** 2 1 ***

***

**

*

R 4 .001

k ..01

.a 4.05
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Table 10-2. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Behavior Checklist for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Calm, Careful, and

Mature Scales.

Calm
Variable Name Low Med High

2 3

2 1

2 1

NS

1 3

NS

I. Boisterous, disruptive 1

2. Passive, unemotional 3

3. Good peer relations 3

4. Poor peer relations

5. Low self esteem 2

6. Clumsy, lethargic

Careful
Low Med High

Mature
Low Med High

***
1 2 3 ***

I 2 ***

*** 3 1 2 * NS

*** 3 2 * * * 3 2 * * *

NS NS

I 2 3 *** I 2 3 ***

2 ! 3 " NS

*** g < .001

** g c .01

P . 0 5
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TableI0-3 Rank- orderini of Grou Mean's on Adjective Description Variables

for Students Perceived Censttently on the Careful Scale

2. Mature

4. Quiet

5. He

6- Well-behaved

8. Motivated

9. Intelligent

10. Achieving

II. Good Worker

13. Aggressive

14. Responsible

5. Active

16. Considerate

17. Inattentive

10. Temperamental

23. Other Positive

28. Good Home

33. Underachiever

35. Untrustworthy

37. Good Teacher Relations

40. % Positive

Low

Teachers
Middle
Groups

High Low
Observers
Middle
Groups

High

2 1
* * * 3 2 . I

3 2: ! 3 1 2

3 2 I
** 3 2 I

mlb ,,,,, MI 3 2 1 *

3 2 1
* ** - - -

3 2 I
** 3 2 1

* * *

3 2 I
* * * 3 2 I

* * *

3 2 1
*** 3 2 1

***

1 2 3 1 2 3*
3 2 1

** 3 2 1

I 2 3 **
! 2 3' **

3 2 1 * 3 2

1 2 3* 1 2 3

I 2 3 I 2 3 *

2 3 I 3 2 .1
*

3 2 1
* NA

1 2 3 * NA

I 2 3 NA

NA 3 2 /
I

* *

2 1 *** 3 2 1
***

287
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Table 10-4 Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adjective Description Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently on the Mature Scale.

Teachers Observers
Low Middle High Low Middle High

Groups Groups

2. Mature 3 2 * * * 3 2 1 * * *

4, Quiet 3 2 I ** 3 2 1

5. Helpful 3 2 I *** 3 2 1

411

* *
6. We OM 3 2 1

8. Motivated 3 2 I

*** 3 2 1

9. Intelligent 3 2 1
* * * 3 2 1

***

10. Achieving 3 2 I
* * * 3 2 1

***

11. Good Worker 3 2 !
*** 3 2 1 *

14. Responsible 3 2 I _** 3 I 2

15. Active I 2 3 **
1 2 3 *

18. Temperamental I 2 3 * I 2 3

22. Other Negative 2 1 3 3 1 2*
23. Other Positive 3 2 1 3 2 1 **

27. Dependent 1 2_ 3 *
I 2 3

28. Good Home 3 2 1
*** NA

29. Creative 3 2 l. * NA

30. Medical Problems I 2 3. **
,,,

NA

40. % Positive 3 2 1 *** 3 2 1_ ***

*** 2 4 001
.

** 2.4 .01

* 4.05_p_
'--.....----

. 26S.



CHAPTER XI

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT, CREATIVITY, AND PERSISTENCE II-I

In the previous chapter, we discussed three scales strongly influenced by

halo effects. In the present chapter, we will discuss students perceived consisr

tently as low vs. high achieving and low vs. high persistent. Along with

cooperation, these scales appear to be those most central in determining gen-

eral teacher perceptions of students and attitudes towards them. The creativi-

ty scale is grouped along with these two scales in the present chapter, because,

together, these three scales are the ones most directly concerned with students'

ability to work on assignments and with the outcomes of this work.

The careful vs. careless scale was expected to group with these scales

as'well, but the pattern of intercorrelations for that scale suggested that

it was related more closely to calm vs. restless. Thus, it acted more as a

measure of general impressions of the student, much like the calm and mature

scales, than as a measure of achievement or behaviors related to achievement.

The influence of halo effect can be seen most easily in the reduced number

of significant group effects for the scales in this chapter as opposed to those

in the previous chapter. Furthermore, the significant effects that did appear

for achieving, creative, and persistent were related more clearly to these

specific student attributes. In contrast, calm, careful, and mature showed many

significant effects that appear to be due to halo effect rather than to actual

student differences on these attributes.

Another difference, also related to halo effect, is that there was less

agreement in the perceptions of the teachers compared to those of the observers

for the variables discussed in this chapter. ,Part of the reason for this is

that teachers had more (and better) information to draw upon in ranking students_

on achieving, creative, and persistent than the observers did. However, both.

.

groups apparently based their.ratings or rankings mostly on observed behaviors
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specific to the student atributes in question, particularly for achieving and

persistent. The data for creativity, especially the observer ratings, do indicate

halo effect influences, particularly from perceptions of student achievement.

Achieving

Teacher rankings correlated .54 with observer ratings of achievement, indi-

eating generally good agreement. The pattern of correlations with the other 12

scales also was similar for boih groups. For both teachers and observers,

ratings on achieving were correlated especially highly with ratings on careful

and persistent, and correlated negatively with concern ratings. This indicates

that the achievement ratings reflected impressions of student application to work

assignments, and suggests that low achievement was the primary reason for high

teacher concern. In addition to these especially high correlations, both groups

showed strongcorrelations between achievement ratings and the ratings on mature,

creative and attachment. In general, the pattern of intercorrelations for The:achiev-

ing scale showed favorable perceptions of high achievers and unfavorable percep-

tions of low achievers in every respect.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant group effects appeared on 12 of a possible 37 teacher variables

and eight of a,possible 31 observer variables (see Table 11-1). Of these, II were

on variables analyzed for both groups. These showed six agreements, three mild

disagreements, and two clear disagreements.

The agreements indicated that.both teachers and observers saw achieving
0

students as mature, motivated, intelligent, and achieving. Relationships were

especially strong in both groups for intelligent and achieving. In additioq, both
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groups had more "other positive" descriptions for the high achievers and

fewer for the low achievers, and the same pattern was seen for the total percentage

of positive statements. In a sense, these data on achievement showing agreement

between teachers and observers suggest halo effect, because high achievers were

always seen positively and low achievers negatively. However, these variables all

are related directly to achievement (with the possible exception of mature),

so that the findings were expected and are not considered to be unsubstantiated

halo effects.

Mild disagreements appeared for good worker, responsible, and ina+tentive.

The observers saw high achievers as good workers and low achievers as poor or

Inefficient workers. In contrast, the teachers did.not have a significant group

effect here, and, although high achievers were ranked highest, low achievers

were not ranked lowest. Apparently, observer ratings of achievement were in-

fluenced more by what they perceived to be good vs. poor work habits than teacher

rankings of achievement were. In contrast, teacher rankings of achievement

seemed to be influenced somewhat more-by impressions of student intelligence

and maturity. These findings suggest that the teacher rankings for achievement

might reflect absolute achievement, compared to,the observer ratings, which

might reflect application, or achievement relative to ability.

The teachers showed a significant group effect for responsible, with the

high achievers seen as most responsible and low achievers as least responsible.

This probably is related to a similar effect for perceptions of maturity. The

obcervers did not see a significant difference here. Also, although they agreed

in seeing the lowest achievers as least responsible, they did not rate high

achievers as most responsible. The observer data seem-moreLappzopriate here,

since.there is no reason to expect that'high achievers would necessarily fle.lilore
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responsible tha low achievers, especially. if achievement is considered with

reference to stu ent application rather than in absolute terms.

The teach= s also showed a significant effect for inattentive, seeing low

achiever -s most inattentive and high, achievers as least inattentive. The

o ervers had no significant group effect here. They did rate low achievers

highest on inattentive, but the high achievers were rated in the middle. In this

case, the teacher perceptions seemed to make more sense, because attentiveness

should relate to achievement. It is possible that both groups were correct given

the information available to them, but that the teachers knew things that the

observers didn't know. Previous research (Taylor, 1968; Brophy and Evertson,

1976) has shown that observer ratings of students' apparent attention to class-

room activities can be misleading, because students have learned to give the

appearance of being attentive even when they are not. It is possible that this

factor misled the observers but not the teachers, who had had enough experience

with the students to be able to judge attentiveness on the basis of more depen-

dable criteria than those available to the observers.

Significant group effects on data available only for teachers showed that the

teachers saw high achievers as more likely to come from good homes, as more

creative, as absent less often, and as more trustworthy. With the possible

exception of trustworthiness, these perceptions all make sense for students con-

sistently perceived as high in achievement. In addiction, the,oelserver data re-

vealed that students perceived as high achievers also were seen as having goog

relationships With the teachert, and that the reverse was true for low achievers.

This too was unsurprising.

The two primary disagreements between teachers and observers concerned per-
.

ceptions of athletic ability and use of "-other negative" descriptors. The
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teachers showed a significant effect for athletic, seeing the achievers as more

athletic and the low achievers as least athletic. Observers had no group effect

for this variable, although they saw the low achievers as most athletic and had

the high achievers ranked in the middle. This disagreement is difficult to evaluate.

For one thing, studies of correlates of achievement among elementary school chik-

dren usually reveal these children to be larger, more mature, and more athletic.,

than average, so that the teacher perceptions may well have been correct. On the

other hand, there is no logical relationship between school achievement and ath-

letic ability, so that halo effect may have been involved-here, too.1 The ob-
%:.

server ratings cannot be used to judge this in the case of ratings on athletic,_

because the observers typically did not have an opportunity to observe the athle-

tic participation and abilities of the students. They hdd to infer them from what

they saw in- the cLassreom, and this was not a very reliable source of information.

In fact, the low achievers may 'have been rated highest simply because they were

most active in the classroom.

There was also a flat disagreement for the nUmbeF of "other negative" ad-

jectives used to describe students seen consistent18. on achievement. The obser-

vers had a significant effect, in which high and middle achievers were described

with these "other negative" descriptors more often than low achievers. The

teachers had no significant effect, but high achievers were described with "other

negative" descriptors least often, and high achievers, most often. This finding

may argue for some halo effect in the teacher data. Taken together with all the

other teacher data there is an almost complete pattern of fivorable perceptions

of high achievers and unfavorable perceptions of low achieverso'including several

on variables having no logical connection with achievement. This is less true .

of the observers, and this finding-in particular may Indicate that the observers
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perCeived some negative qualities in the high achievers despite their 9verall

positive image. However, the fact that this variable is an aggregate of several

otherwise unclassifiable "negative" descriptors could also be responsible for the

Inconsistencies between the teacher and observer data. in fact, this variable

Ein contrastto almost all the others) showed different patterns for teachers

and observer's for several of the work habiti and ability scales. it seems that

the combining of clifferent measures decreased the validity of this variable to

the point of making:meaningful Interpretations difficult.

In summary, the adjective description data for achieving show that observers

and especially teachers saw high achievers generally more positively than they

saw low achievers, but most differences were on variables that would be expected

to show differences among students who differed consistently in achievement.

The teachers did have some evidence of halo effects extending`to other variables

with no logical relationship to achlevement,.and the observers did hai7e some nega-

five perceptions of high achievers that did t show up'in the teacher perceptions.

Also,. the overall patterns for the two groups suggest that they were-"stressing

somewhat different aspec.s of achievement in making their rankings'or.,ratings.

1.40.teacher rankings ow strong relationships to maturity, Intelligence, andhome
0

background, indicating that their'achievement rankings were determined, primarily

by student ability and by scores on objeCtive intelligence and achievement tests.

In contrast, the observer ratings of achievement, althouKalso related strongly

to perceptions of intelligence, suggested that the observers were taking4ttudent

ability into account but adjusting it for perceived work hablts and ,general app1-1-
:

cation to studies. Thus, fLe obServer ratings of.achievement rem influenced by

perceivbd student effort and application more.thgn the teacher rankings were. °

274-
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Checklist Variables

Significant differences for achieving appeared on three of the six check-

list variables (see Table t1-2). High achievers were seen as having good peer

relations, as unlikely to be boisterous or-disruptive, and as unlikely to have

low self esteem. Low achievers had the opposite patterns. There were no signi-

ficant differences for passivity, poor peer relations, or clumsy and J'etbargic.
.

The data for self esteem indicate once again that this personality variable

is correlated with school4ghievement. The findings for boisterous and disruptive

and for good peer relations were not surprising, despite the lack of direct

logical relationships between these variables and achievement. Many studies have

shown that these variables are related to achievement in elementary school. The

absence of a significant difference on clumsy and lethargic fits with thd absence

of a significant group effect on coder perceptions of athletic ability. 14.the

teachers had filled out the checklist, there might have been a significant dtf7

ference here paralleling the one seen for athletic ability.

Contrary to the "egg head" stereotype, studies of high aciilLing students

typically show them to be healthier, more athletic, and mote/*Lilac than their

average or low achieving peers. These r4lationships show up in the perceptions

of the teachers and observers, except for Observers' perceptions of athletic

ability and clumsiness, rather than any genuine disagreement with the teachers

or with previous research.

CWssrpom Observation Data
O

Significant aroup effects ter achieving appeared'on 24 of a possilAe 161

classro observation variables. Although well above the sight significant effects

. expect&J chance, this num"-,was considerably belot4 the,52 significant effects
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which appeared for calm. As we will see, significant effects were confined mostly

to variables directly related to classroom achievement.

I. Total Response Opportunities. Four significant effects appeared in this section,

the same ones that appeared for the three scales in the previous chapter. Low

achieving students had more contacts and high achieving students fewer contacts

with the teachers (164), and more of these contacts were private contacts. Speci-

fically, the low achievers had more and the high achievers fewer private-work con-

tacts (37), and this effect was exaggerated a little when approval seeking contacts

were included (38). In contrast, the low achievers had a low percentage of public

response opportunities (1). These data repeat a general pattern: the students
to

who are doing well in the classroom interact less frequently with the teachers

even though they respond more frequently in public situations. Differences occur

! because the teachers have more private interactions with the students perceived less

favorably, partly to monitor them and provide help with their work, and partly

to handle the management problemi they present.

2, Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. High achievers had high rates

and low achievers had low rates of response opportunities in general class situations'

FurtherMore, the high achievers were especially likely and the low achievers

unlikely to gpt these response opportunities through volunteering (21). In contrasts

the low achievers were likely and the high achievers unlikely to be called upon

as non-volunteers (18). Unsurprisingly, then, the high achievers apparently vol'un-

teered to answer questions and were called upon more often by the teachers, and the

low achievers apparently volunteered less often so that they had to be galled-on .

as non-voluntee'rs in order to make sure that they were included in the activity.

.17
a
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Even so, the high achievers got more response. opportunities and the low achievers

fewer response opportunities in general class activities (141).

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. Only dne significant group

effect appeared here: high achievers had proportionally fewer response opportuni-

ties in small groups (2). This is because they were more active in the general

class context, so that the proportion of their total response opportunities which

occurred in small groups was reduced correspondingly.

4. Private Work Contacts. There were no differences between achievement groups in

teacher or student initiation of private work contacts. However, there were dif-

ferences in teacher responses to student initiated work contacts. First, teachers

were more likely to refuse to stop what they were-doing and deal wilh student con-
,

cerns when low achievers initiated work contacts, but less likely to refuse high

achievers (99). This probably means that high achievers probably approached the

teachers more appropriately and at more convenient times.

The second difference indicated that the teachers were more likely to make

brief feedback responses in work interactions initiated by high achievers, and

less likely to do so in worlynteractions initiated by low achievers (100). Part

of this is due to the previously mentioned difference in refusal rates, although

part of it also Is due to a tendency (not significant, however) for teachers to

give long feedback to low achievers,in student initiated work contacts (101).

Taken together, these data Indicate that high achievers probably approached
O

the teachers more appropriately when they needed help, and theit the help they needed

could be provided with brief feedback in most cases. In contrast, when teachers

drd pause to provide feedback to low achievers; they were mOUdikely to have to
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spend more time with them. These-findings all make sense for students differing

consistently In achievement.

5. Private, Hon-work Contacts. in contrast to many of the findings in this section

for the variables discussed in the previous chapter, all significant group effects

for the achieving scale were due to teacher behavior. The low and high achieving

students did not differ from each other in rates of initiation'of priyate contacts

with the teacher or in types of contacts initiated. Howeve1, there were several

group effects in the teacher data. First, the teachers initiated private contacts

(not including behavioral contacts) most often with the low achieving students,

next most often with the high achieving students, and least often with the middle

achievers (39). This is one of the few times that a significant group effect

appeared in which the students in the high and low categories on a scale were not

also in the high and low categories on the variable in question. It aldo is one

of the few-times where this kind of finding was expected.

.Previous research (Silberman, 1969; Brophy and Good,..1974) had indicated that

teachers interact " cften with students who stand out in the classroom, and less

often with those ht. :;f-, not. The research on teacher concern has indicated that

teachers interact especially often with students they are-concerned about, and

concern ustially s highest for students having difftcOlty With-their studies.

1 ., .

Thus)i it was not surprising to find that the low achievers had the highest rates

\
..

.

-of private interactions -with the teachers. Among the other students, the finding

that the high achievers had more such interactions than the middle achievers was

expected on the grounds that the high achievers, would be mope noticeable to the

fbachert than the middle achievers, and perhaps Would be called upon more often

to perform errands or housekeZping tasks, partly because.-they -were more 1

do so suCcessfully, and partly because they were toaly to have free time.



because they had finished their assignments.

The remaining significant group effects in this section correspond with

thepe expectations. Teachers initiated more contacts with low achieving students

compared td the other two achievement groups (142). This pattern appeared not only

for the total teacher initiated contacts, but also for teacher initiated work

contacts (143), teacher initiated personal contacts (145), and teacher initiated

social contacts (14G). These data on the sheer frequency of contacts indicate two

general findings. First, the differences in total contacts were due to differences

in teacher initiation rather than student initiation. Second, higher rates of

teacher initiation of contacts with low achievers were not confined to work con-

tacts; they appeared also for personal contacts and social contacts. The difference

in personal contacts reflects unfavorably upon the low achievers, because it indi-

cates that the teachers had to tell *them to tend to their personal affairs more

frequently than they had to tell this to other students. I16wever, the difference

in social contacts indicates that the teachers had good personal relationships with

the lowachlevers, and in fact initiated contacts more often with them for purely

social purposes as well as initiating interactions more often for purposes of

monitoring their work progress.,

Two additional ,Alniliant group effects appeared on proportion variables.
0

First, although the difference in sheer frequency of teacher initiated housekeeping

contacts (which favored the high achievers) was not significant, a higher propor-
.

tion of the teacher initiated contacts that these students did have were housekeeping

contacts (48). This indicates that, although teachers generally initiated con-

tacts wiih low achievers more often than they did with high achievers, they turned

to the high achievers when they wanted sometatig,done. This is not surprising,

given the considerations mentioned previously as well as the teacher perceptions

of high achievers as being-more mature. and'mor respnsible than low achleiiers.
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Finally, even though teachers Initiated social contacts with low achievers

more often, a higher than average percentage of these social contacts were coded as

routine (57). This means that teacher.affect during these interactions was likely

to be.neutral, neither clearly positive nor clearly negative. This proportion dif-

ference probably was produced by the frequency difference. Teachers initiated social

contacts with the low achievers especially often, so it is likely that the percentage

which involved strong affect would be lower than it would for students with whom

initiation of social interaction was less routine.

Note that there is no indication that the low achievers were avoiding the

teachers, responding to them sullenly, or "turning them off." Quite the contrary.

The teachers initiated more Interactions with low achievers, except when they

needed someone to run an errand or perform some housekeeping chore, when they were

more likely to turn to a high achiever. In any case, the data presented so far

Indicate that the low achievers enjoyed good relationships with the teachers,

despite their poor progress in school.
s -

6. Behavior Related Contacts. At first glance, the impressions just discussed

seem to be contradicted by the significant group effects for behavior related

contacts. However, inspection of the group means reveals that. the difference&

usually are due to unusually low frequencies of behavioral contacts with high

achievers rather than to unusualLy high frequencies of such contacts witti low

achievers. The teachers did have more behavior related contacts with low achievers

0

and fewer with high achievers (60, 147). However, there was- o tendency for the

low achievers to be aggressive toward peers or to be defiant toward the teacher.

The only significant difference among the subtypes of behavioral contacts occurred

for miscellaneous non-interactive behaviors such as cheating on tests (67). Un-
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surprisingly, this was more frequent for low achievers.

Data on teacher and student responses during behavior contacts showed two

significant effects. Low achievers were more likely, and high achievers were par-

ticularly less likely, to have behavioral contacts involving teacher negative

responses such as warnings, threats, or criticism (74). --Atso, the high achievers

were especially unlikely to respond to the teachers with sullenness (764: 'The.

opposite was not true of low achievers, however. Their mean on this variable was

to the'middle and close to the average for students in general. Thus, the signifi-

cant group effeCt-on this variable was' due to the low frequency of sullenness

among high achievers, and not due-to any tendency toward sullenness among low

achievers.

The behavior data so far indicate that the low achievers often presented be-

havioral problems to the teachers, but that these problems were relatively minor

and impersonal. There was little indication that they were frequent or severe

enough to interfere with the generally positive teacher-student relationship pattern

noted previously. Also, the final significant group effect indicated that teachers

displayed physical affection toward low achievers more often than they did toward

middle or high achievers (152). Thus, the teachers not only interacted with .low

achievers more often, but they treated them more warmly.

Summary for Achieving

The data for achieving provide few surprises. In particular, the adjective

description and checklist data mostly replicate previous findings and indicate per-

ceptual differences that would be expected for students.who clearly differed in
4

achievement level. Teacher perceptl'ons of achievement appear.to reflect objective

achievement,for the most part, bated primarily, on studenttintelligence and maturity.
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In contrast, observer ratings appear to reflect a combination of objective achievement

with effort and persistence. CerreSpondingly less emphasis was given to attributes

like maturity and responiibility.

The behavioral data bear out what would be expected on the basis of previous

findings on concern students: teachers interact more frequently with low achievers.

However, the behavior data are interesting and somewhat surprising, espeically when

contrasted with the data for calm vs. restless and careful vs. careless. They

indicate that the teachers had not only frequent but generally positive interactions

with low achievers. Furthermore, there were many indications that the achievement

rankings were specific to student achievement, and not related to measures of

student misbehavior, especially the kinds of severe misbehavior that threaten or

defy teachers. Apparently, low achievers were no more likely to show these extreme

patterns of misbehavior than other students.

This may have occurred simply because there is no logical connection between

achievement and relationships with the teacher or willingness to conform to school

rules. However, the evidence of teacher interest in and concern about low achievers

raises the possibility that such concern may have led the teachers to establish

positive relatiehships with these students deliberately. it is possible that a

side effect of concern about achievement is a reduction in the frequency and in-

tensity of misbehavior among students with whom teachers interact both frequently

and warmly. In any case, despite some. indications of halo effect, the teacher

perception data indicated that most variables on which high achievers.were per-

ceived more favorably than low achievers were reasonably related to achievement,

and the classroom observation data indicated that the low achievers enjoyed a good

quantity and quality of interactions with their teachers.

These latfer findings are somewhat surprising, particularly in view of the

emphasis on, achievement expectations as the primary basis for discrimipatory teacher
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behavior which would produce self-fulfilling prophecy effects. The data we ',eve

reviewed so far suggest that such teacher behavior is much more closely related

to student misbehavior and students' emotional responses tie their teachers than

it is to student achievement as such.

Creative

The correlation between teacher rankings and observer ratings for creative was

only .28, indicating considerabl/ less agreement on this student attribute than on

most others. This is not surprising, given the difficulty of defining creativity

and the observers' limited opportunity to gaiher information about the students.

In fact, there is some reason to believe that observer ratings of creativity were

influenced mostly by general impressions of student intelligence and achievement.

The pattern of intercorrelations with other scales was similar for the teachers

and observers, except that the teachers had higher correlations. None of the

correlations were extremely high, although those with the achieving scale were

clearly higher than those with uny other scale. All correlations fovolving the'

creative scale for both teachers and obser4rs were in the-direction which favored

the creative students, suggesting that f ey were more mature, more intelligentr

etc., than the students ranked low in reativity.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant group effects for the creativity scalp were sparse in the adjec-

tive description variales. Only seven Of a possible 37 teacher variables showed a

significant effect, and only three of a possible 31' obserife'r-variables (see Table

11-3). Four variables' were the same for both groups. Thime indicated two-agreeT2__

meats, one minor disagreement,.and one clear disagreement.

283 t.0
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Both teachers and observers saw creative students as highly intelligent

and less creative students as less intelligent, and both groups gave higher percen-

tagei of "total positive" statements about the highly creative students. In

addition, measures available only for teachers indicated that they saw the creative

students as higher achieving, more athletic, social leaders, and more creative.

The highest relationships for the teachers were with intelligent, achieving, and*

creative, a pattern that makes sense given what is known about the relationships

between creativity and intelligence. The perception about social leadership may be

simply halo effect, although it does stand to reason that highly creative students

might be social leaders if they also were generally intelligent and athletic. Also,

the group effect for teachers on social leadership was due to high social leadership

reported for the highly creative students. The low creative students were ranked

In the middle on social leadership. Thus, it may be that students who are creative

in the classroom are social leaders in the peer group.

The observers did not corroborate the teacher perceptions of a relationship

between creativity and athl&tic ability. There was no significant group effect on

"athletic" for the observers. They did agree with the teachers in placing the

low achievers at the lowest rank on athletic ability, but highly creative students
./

were ranked in the middle rather than at the top. it should be noted again, how--

ever, that the teachers were in a better position to know aboutthe athletic abili7

ty of the students.than the Observers were, so that the teacher data probably
.._

...

reflect real student attributes-. ---
.

The major disagreement occurred, as it has-with other scales, with the "other

negative" category. There was a significant effect in both groupi",--but-tbe findings'
....

-----
were in opposite directions. As with the high achievers, the observers saw more

miscellaneous negative qualities among the highly creative students. In contrast,

284
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the teachers were particularly likely to use miscellaneous negative descriptions

in discussing the students they saw as low or medium on creativity, and unlikely

to use the negative descriptions when talking about students they saw as high in

creativity.

In summary, both the teachers and the observers saw creativity as a generally

positive attribute, and both groups seemed to relate it most strongly to7intelli-

1gence. However, several relationships favoring the creative students inlhb teacher

data were not corroborated in the observer data, and there was one. flat contradic-

tion.

Checklist Variables

All six of the checklist variables showed significant effects for creativity.

All of them favored the students seen as creative and/or disfavored the students

seen as uncreative (see Table 11-2). The creative students were seen as having good

peer relations, and the low creative students were seen as least likely to have

good peer relations. Low creative students also were seen as most likely to have

poor peer relations, with the highly creative students ranked in the middle on this

measure. Taken together, these two peer relation variables from the observer check-

list provide some support for the teacher descriptions of creative students as

4 social leaders.

In addition, low creative studentewere described as boisterous and disruptive;

as passive and unemotional, as having low self esteem, and as clumsy and lethargic,

while highly creative studentS were least likely to be described in this way.

Taken together, these data suggest at least two subgroups among the students con-

sistently ranked low "in creativity by teachers. One grOup is typified by boisterous,-.

disruptive misbheavior, and'probably by poor peer relationShips involving hostility
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and aggression. A second group, which,probab nol-over:lap at all With.

the first, is typified by passive and_ unemotional behavior and' perhaps also

by clumsy or lethargic behavior. Also, students low in creativity were seen

as low in self esteem. This could apply to either or both of these hypothesized

subgroups of low creative students.

These observer data provide support for the teacher perceptions--which were

not supported by the observers' adjective descriptions, - and -they indicate

that creative students are perceived generally more favorably-than less creative

*students. 'Tilley also.suggestthat the students consistently ranked as-low in

crea tvity can be divided into at least tyro subgroups, one typified by active

an aggressive behavior. and another by withdrawn and passive behavior. Passi-

vt y and poor peer relations are checklist variables that do not often show sig-

nificant relationships to other scales. The findings for passivity make sense:

truly passive students do seem unlikely lo be creative (in any case, they obvious

ly are unlikely to come to the attention of classroom observers as creative).

Alto, the, students coded for poor peer relations tended to be the most immature,

Impulsive, and uncontrolled students in the sample, so it is not surpriing.

that these students would be perceived as consistently lowain creativity.

Classroom Observation Variables

Significant group effects appeared for only 19 of aposiilpe 5I variables

for creativity. This probably reflects the fact that creativity 'cannot bee Judged

easily (if at all) simply from watching students In the classroom. The routines-

of the teacher.and student roles restrict mOst.plastrenMintera;tion in,ways that'
.,

minimize the frequency with which evidence boptng-0., student creativity shows

Itself. Extended classropm observations, preferably supplemented ;by opportunities
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to inspect student work, would be required for a more confident assessment,of

student Creativity.

O

1. Total Response Qpportumities. Uaative students had more public response

opportunities thA average, and uncreative students had notably fewer (139, 1).

This fits expectations based upon the data just discussed, indicating that uncrea-

rs,4,11

tive students were pasgile in the classroom.

These differences in public tresponse opportunities are reflected in correspon-

'
ding differences on measures of private work interactions. The low creative

students had espedially high Krcentages of private work contacts, and the crea-
.

tive students had relatively low percentages (37). The same was true for the

variable that included approval seeking along with private work contacts (38).

These variablesare familiar, but sin the case of creativity, the reasons for the

group differences are not the same as the ones that have cropped up previously.

Differences on these variables for the calm, careful, mature, and achieving scales

appeared mostly because of the more frequent public response opportunities of stu-

dents high on these scales, and especially in the frequency .0f-misbehaVior by

students low on these scales and high rates' of private interacflons with these*stuAt

dents initiated by the'teache'rs and someilmes-also by the studeqi themselves.
.

In the case of low creative students, the pattern is caused by their passivity.

As we will see, there were no group effects at all for behavior contacts, andthe
.0

students rated as'Iow creative were notably unl fkelyo participate in public res-
a

ponse opportunity situations.

In addition, it appears tKai- they were Jess likely JO-aPprogch i e teachers

even )n private'sitqatiOns, because an unusually highpercenfage of their private

contacts with the teachers were initiated by the teacher' (36). 'Thus, so far,

f.
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the data on low creative students suggest that passivity was one of their,

most notable traits, at least for a significant subgroup of them.

2. -Response Opporfunitiesin General Class Activities. Unsurprisingly, given

the above; low creative students got a greater 'proportion of their public'reSpbnse

opportunities in small groups, while highly creative studelits got :greater pro-
.

portion in general class activities (2, 3). Creative students were especially

likely, and uncreative students especially unlikely, to get public.response oppor-
.

tunities in general class situations (141). The teachers responded to the. passi-

vity of the low creative students y calling on them more frequently as non-volun-
,

teers in general class sifuations (18), but hot nearly often enough to equalize

participation (I41). Finally, the passivity of the low creative students is seen

in their low rates of call outs in general tjass situations (27).

Like student's low on other scales, low Creeive students had a c/caterpro-
,

portion of private.contacts and a correspondingly lower proportion of public

response opportunitfes; compared to students ranked high on the Scale. However,

in the case of low creative studenti,,this was due to their, passivity and avoidance

Of response opportunities, rather than to greater frequencies of behavior contacts.

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. As,mentioned, a greater.

proportion of the response opportunities that,low creative students did get occurrbd-
. ,,

during small group activities (2). Even so, as in thp.genpral class context, low
-. t

creative students had a higher proportion of.small 'group response opportunities

t"
A " 0

,

as -non-volmnteers, and dreativi students had a Rawer proportion p§ non-Yoluritert':':'

. :.

.
4 ..

..

Apparently, the low students djd'not-seek response opportunities; and

perhaps even avoided them. a
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In view of this, the finding that low creative students had a higher

percentage of small group, response opportunities that resulted because they

were waving their hands or seeking response opportunities actively (10) is

surprising. If this group effect is due to behavior of the low creative students

in general, it suggests that low creative students sought opportunities to respond

less often, but were more vigorous when they did. However, given the behavior

checklist data suggesting that a subgroup of boisterous students is included

along with passive students among those consistently perceived as uncreative, It

is probable that the subgroup of boisterous students was primarily responsible

-for the high score for gaining response through hand waving-for low creative stu-

dents as a group.

With the except on. of the vdriable just discussed, the public response data

for creativity indicate; that the uncreative students were generally passive.

They received public response opportunities less often, even though teachers called -

on them as non-volunteers more often. -Conversely, the creative students were

active in seeking and getting response opportunities, particularly in general class

situations. This behavior fits the descriptions of them as intelligent high

achievers.

a

4. Private Work Contacts. Only three privatework contact variables showed

significant group effects,and all three concerned teacher criticism for poor

work. The high creative students got less such criticism and the low creative

students got more (42, 133, 160). Again, these data fit the description of high-

ly creative students as intelligent c.old achieving and uncreative students as less

intelligent and less achieving.

289:
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5: Private Non-work Contacts. The uncreative students were especially unlikely

to be requested to perform housekeeping tasks for the teachers (48). Again,

this probably indicates that these students were lest intelligent and acli)eving.

Teachers did initiate more total contacts with them (142), es well as more work

contacts (143) and more personal contacts (145). Again, these data are to be

expected given the pattern of passivity and low achievement established as

traits of these students perceived consistently as uncreative.

6. Behavior Related Contacts. Not one of the behavior related contact variable

showed a significant group effect. This provides more support for the picture of

1.11,q creative students as primarily passive, but at the same time it calls Into

question the observer perception of these students as boisterous and disruptive.

Summary for Creative

Signifipant group effects for creative vs. uncreative students were sparse.
O

Those that did appear were 'mostly ones that had appeared for achieving; and they

indicated that the students perceived as creative were bright high achievers and

the students perceived as uncreative were slow, low achievers. The primary

attribute uniquely. associated with the creativity scale was the description of

low creative students as passive. This description appeared In the checklist

data, and it was borne out repeatedly in the observational data. In fact, pas-

Sivity seemed to be the primary behavioral trait associated with low creativity

ratings.

The'observational data for creativity are interesting for what they do not

contain as well as for what they do contain. They show quite clearly that the

creative students were active in volunteering to answer questions and that the un...
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creative students were not, although one variable did indicate that some uncreative

students were especially vigorous in seeking responses when they chose to do so.

In general, though, uncreative students appeared to 'be low in maturity and achieve-

ment, passive in their general behavior, avoiding in respect to seeking response

opportunities, unlikely to be called upon to perform housekeeping masks fort the

teacher,and likely to be criticized for poor work. Except for the stress on

passivity, these are the same general traits seen in students perceived as low

achievers or as immature.

flowever, the passivity comes through in the absence of significant group ef-

fects for variables that indicated personal relationships between the teacheri

and the uncreative students. Neither the teachers nor the students showed sig-

nificant findings on variables having to do with positive or negative affect.

Thus, despite their low achievement and passivity, the uncreative students appar-

ently got along well enough with the teachers. Also, despite their general bright-

ness and willingness to volunteer to answer questions, the highly creative stu-

dents apparently did not get along with the feo_-..i.s any better than anyone else.

All of these data suggest that teacher rankings of creativity, perhaps even more

than teacher rankings of achievement, were based primarily upon the perceived

intelligence of their students, and were essentially unrelated to personality

variables. Given the significant group effects that did ansi did not appear, it

seems most reasonable to assume. that thq students perceived as highly creative

were bright and high achieving, and that the students perceived as uncreative

were passive, primarily because they were not very bright.

Persistent

Teacher rankings and coder ratings of persistence correlated .48, Indicating

generally good agreement. However, the patterns of intercorrelations
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with other scales indicated some differences. Teacher data showed that per--

sistence was among a cluster of variables contributing to the general halo

effect. It had very high correlations with calm, careful, happy, achieving,

mature, cooperative, attachment, and concern (negatively). The observer ratings

showed high correlations for calm, careful, achieving, mature, cooperative,

attachment, and concern (again, negatively), but there was a much lower corre-

latibn between persistent and happy. This correlaton was still positive, but

the observers did not tend to see persistence and happiness as going together

regularly the way that teachers did.

Also, persistence was correlated positively with noticeable among the

teachers, but negatively among the observers. This is another indicativ of

a trend suggested earlier for ;Gachers to have more halo effect in their percep-

tions, compared to the observers. It also may indicate that observer ratings

on noticeable were based primarily on classroom activity (perhaps misbehavior

in particular), because persistent students would bo spending most of their time

working on their assignments at their desks and thus would be less likely than

some of the less persistent students to be noticed because they were moving around

the room or causing disruption.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant group effects were observed for 13 of 37 possible teacher varia-

bles and. for 11 of 31 possible observer variables (see Table.11-4). Teachers

and observers agreed on I! of 13 variables where data were available for both

groups.

They described persistent students as more helpful, better motivated, more
. .

intelligent,hjgher achieving, better workers, and as more popular. Thdy also
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had a greater percentage of positive descriptors of persistent students. Also,

students ranked low on the persistence. scale (those who gave up easily) were

seen as more active, inattentive, and obtrusive. These data from the teachers
.. .

and, observers suggest that the persistent students had generally positive quail-
.

ties, and that the 'students who g;ve up easily not only were not very periisfent

but also were less attentive and more active (presumably when they should have.

been working on assignments).

0afa available only from the teachers indicated that the teachers also saw

the'persistent students as more mature, more likely to come from good homes, and

less likely to be absent. Students described as less persistent had the opposite

patterns. The observers described the persistent students as better behaved and

b
as having better relationships with the teachers. In general, these data on

persistent students center mostly on variables directly related to persistence,

although there is some indication thall the less persistent students were less

well behaved generally as well as less persistent in working on assignments.

The strongest relationships were with achieving, good worker, and intelligent,

a pattern that might be expected from highly persistent students.

This is particularly true of the perceptions of persistent students as

good workers, which makes the diasgreement between teachers and observers on

student responsibility all the more surprising. As expected, the teaChers des-

cribed the persistent students as responsible and the students who give up

easily as less responsible. However, the observers did not have a significant

group difference on this variable, and, surprisingly, the students ranked as

least persistent had the highest mean on responsible. This finding defies ex-

.planation, since if contradicts not only the teacher perceptions, but the

general trend of observer perceptions.'
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The other disagreement between the teachers and observers was for the

"other negative" category, which often shows disagreements. The classroom

observers had a significant group effect here, being likely to use these

miscellaneous negative' adjectives in describing high and medium persistent

students but unlikely to use them. in describing students who give up easily.

This contradicts the generally positive trend of perceptions of persistent

students, but the "other negative" category often contradicts general trends

(recall the earlier discussion of the probable lack of validity of this variable).

The teachers did not have a significant group effect for this variable, although

the mean for the students who give up easily was highest, as would be expected

on the basis of their generally negative descriptions of these stude'nts.

In general, the adjective description data for persistent students fit

expectations, although there were some puzzling disagreements within and between

the perceptions of the teachers and. the observers. The differences most probably

occurred because certain low persistent students also were overly active and

poorly behaved, whereas others were simply not very persiste \t and easily frus-

trated by difficult work., However, other explanations also are possible.

Checklist Variables

Significant group effects appeared for three of the six checklist varia7

tiles, and they are very similar to the ones that appeared for the achieving

scale (see Table 11-2). Persistent students were described as having good peer

relations, and students who gave up easily were described as boisterous and

disruptive and as low in self esteem. No differences appeared for passlyity,

poor peer relations, or clumsy or lethargic.
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Of thesedifferences, the one concerning self esteem makes the most sense.

Persistence in the face of difficulties and frustrations is one variable that
D

typically is associated wiih high self esteem, so the significant relationship

provides some support ter th( /alidity of the perceptions. The relationships

with boisterous and disruptive and with gOod peer relations are less obvious,

because these traits are not directly related to persistence. However, if per-
,,

sistent students do have the general- pattern of good qualities that the adjec-

tive description data suggest, and if students. who gave up easily have the
.

general pattern of undesirable qualities tha:rthe adjective data suggest, these

findings make sense.

Classroom Observation Data

Significant group effects appeared for 35 of a possible 158 classroom ob-

servation variables, the most for any of the scales discussed in this chapter.

The differences may result from the fact that pei:sistence, in contrast to achieving

and creative, seems to involve student misbehavior to W'much greater extent.

Students who gave up easily on assignments not onty lack persistence but apparent-

ly misbehave after giving up working on their. assignments.

1. Total Response Opportunitres. The same four variables that showed group

differences for achieving and for the scales in the previous chapter were signi-

ficant for.persistent as well. The persistent students had fewer total contacts

and the students who gave up easily had more. total contacts with the teachers

(164), but a greater percentage of the contacts of the persistent students were

public response opportunities (I). In contrast, a greater percentage of the

1),

work contacts involv)ng students who give up easily were private contacts.(37), .

and the same was true for the measure of private work contacts plus approval

I 295 :
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seeking contacts (38). So as with low achieving students, teachers had more
0

frequent contacts with low persistent students, primarily because the teachers

.themselves initiated nore such contacts.

.

2. Response 06portunities in General Class Activities. Persistent students had

the highest mean for response opportunities in general class activities. The

students who gave up easily had the next highest near., and students ranked in

the middle on the persistence scale had the lowest mean proportion of response

opportunities occurring in general class contexts (3). .This indicates that"the
. .

highly persistent students were more likely than average to be called on in general

class situations. However, the low persistent students were slightly above average

as well.
.

The persistent students were most likely and the low persistent students

r.

least likely to obtain general class response opportunities bvolunteering

(21)., The reverse was true for non:-volunfeer response opportunities, although

the effect was not significant (18). However, when low persistent students

were called on as non-volunteers in general class settings, they were more likely

to be Praised (19). This suggests that the teachers were trying to encourage

the low persistent students to volunteer more often.

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. PerSistent students had

a lower proportion of response opportunities in the small group setting (2,

140). Students who gave up easily had percentages slightly lower than average,

while students ranked in the middle on persistence had higher percentages of_

small group response opportunities. 'The data for the students who gave up easily

do not fit the usual pattern here: aithough.highly persistent students volun-
6
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teered more and were called on more in public response opportunity situations
.

students who gave up easily were averao9 ather than low in theirNolunteerings,
... ,.z, .

. .6.
...-

. , .- .

so that their response op)por'funitie Vere nicelybalanced between the small
.

6
group and general class contexts. Thr,se data suggest that the students who give

k.

up easily on.assignments are not alienated.fcom iearninggenerally. They volv-

teer.to answer questions about as often_as students in girerak.Their di?fi-
.,

culties apparently have to do tiv ith.attention span and frustration tolerance,

particularly when working on gssignMents.
, -

. , EVenso, thb-persistent stuuents did receive more response 4portunitie

as volunteers, and the students who gave up easijy received fewer response

opportunities as volunteers, in the. small group setting (7). On the other handi,

'the students who gave up easity had a.nol'ably high rate of response opportunitles

obtained by waving their hand's enthusiastically (10). These data continue the'

somewhat confusinb and inconsistent pattern of findings for students ranked IOW

,

Ion persistence, indicating'that they'were composed Of two or more different

subgroups and/or that they were inconsistent ip, their behavior.

4. Private Work Contacts. Five of the private work contact variables showed,

significant groueffects for persistence, and all five had to do with affective

aspects of these interaetions.,Thus, neither the highly Persistent students

nor ihe studentswhoigave up easily were more likely to initiate work contacts

with teachers or Vve teachers initiate such contacts with them. However, the

qualitative aspects of the con-facts that did occur differed for the two groups.

Students who gave up easily had high proportions of teacher initiated

work contacts involving teacher criticism (42) and teacher negative reactions

(44). The opposite was true of highly persistent students. The same patterh
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also heldfor the total number of teacher initiated work contacts which involved

criticism for poor work (160).

'In addition, student initiated work contacts were especially unlikely to

involve leacher impatience when tho highly persistent students were interacting

with the teachers (104). Conversely, the teachers were more likely to be: impatient

when 'students who gave up easily initiated interactions with them. These four

retationships,provide a solidly negative picture for the quality of affr....

the relationships between the teachers and the students who gave up 1,9$.1-.

However, standing against this trend iuthe tendency for teachers to praise

these students more often when they (the teachers),initiated work contacts with

them, as well as a corresponding tendency tO praise the highly persistent

students. less often (159).

Coupled ?nth the previously mentioned praise for good answers in non-volun-

teer response opporiunities in small groups, these data indicate that the teachers

had strong emotional reactions toward the'students who save up easily, but that

these reactions included positive as well as negative elements. The teachers

often criticized these students for poor work, and sometimes they beca4 cuff'' : --

ciently exasperated With them to show impatience or negative affect. At the

same time, they seemedto be trying to encourage these students by pra1.9ng

them when they did well:,

5. Private, Non-work Contacts. Teachers had more .of these non-work contacts

with the students who gave up easily than with other students (39). This.was

partly because the persistent students were less likely than the students ranked

'Ow and medium on persistence to come to the teacher to tattle (125), but

mostly because the teachers initiated more contacts with the students who gave up
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easily than they did with the persistent students (142). This was true of

4r/ .teacher initiated work contacts (143), teacher initiated personal contacts
4

) .(145), and teacher initiated social contacts (146). However, there was a nonsig-

nificant tendency for teachers to initiate more housekeeping contacts with.the

persistent students (144), and a greater proportion of the private contacts

that the persistent students had with teachers did involve houekeepimg 48). 4.%

This pattern is. very similar to the,ipattern seen with low achieving students.

Despite lack of p4'rsistence, and despite the fact that these students sometimes

algendered negative affect in the teachers, the teachers initiated contacts
1

with them. frequently. Furthermore, these contacts included social.contacts as

well as work related and personal contacts. Along with the praise data "repor-

ted earlier, this suggests that the teachers were trying to build better rela-/

-tionships with the students who gave up easily and trying to motivate them to

do better work. Even so, they still turned to the persistent students when they

wanted housekeeping chorei done.

This pattern has appeared for several of the scales, and it is becoming

clear that teacher initiated housekeeping requests are one indication of teacher

attitudes toward students. Housekeeping. r s` s are given most often to the

students that the 4acher sees as mature and re'spensibte. AIsO, 6ecatse then

student% usuallyhave good work habits and, high inteiligence,-Jhey are more:
. -

likely to-have free time available to run errands an perfgrm Chores than other

students who still are working on their assi&ments.
. car

The final variable i r, this set which showed a sigqfTcant group effecf was

the proportion of student initiated work or approval seeking. contacts which resul-
p

ted in.praise from the-teacher (111). Here again, the teachers were especially.

likely4to provide praise tb the students whogave up'easily. it appears-that
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the teachers were trying to motivate these students, desp ite their ambivalent,

feelings abgut them. Unfortunately, teacher praise given in this particular

context does notappear to be an effective motivator (Brophy & Evel'Ison, 1976;.'.

Nevertheless, the data indicate that the teachers had good intentions. These

students apparently were exasperating, and the teachers sometimes responded to

such overtures with impatience. Even so, they usually were receptive and even

provided praise unusually often. In general,,then, the data so far suggest

that the students who gave up easily were exasperating but that the teachers

were trying to encourage them to do better work when opportunities arose.

6. Behavior Related Contacts. The teachers had many more behavior related

contacts with the students wflo gave up easily than they did with the persistent`

students (60, 147). Furthermore, the nature of these interactions gives some idea

as to why the students who gave up easily appeared, to vox the teachers. These

students not only had more Irequent behavior contacts, but they were especially

likely-to misbehave in ways that involved aggression or defiance directed at

the teacher (64). Also, the highly persistent students were especially unlikely

to misbehave in negativistic ways (74),.and to respond to the teachers with

sullenness (76). However, the students who gave up easily were likely to respond

wish sullenness.

The result of this pattern of student behavior shows up in'teacher responses

to misbehavior. In contrast to other groups, toward whom the teachers responded

with simple management interventions, teachers responded to misbehavior by the

students who gave up easily with warnings (71, 83), criticism and.punishment (734

and generally negative reactions (137). The teachers also were especially like'ly

to hold .up law persistent students as bad examples to the rest of the class (150).
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Taken 'together, these data indicate that the highly persistent students

were model students in many ways, and that the students who gave up easily

posed severe behavior problems in addition to difficulties in their work habits.

Furthermore, several variables indicate that the teachers interacted inconsis-

tently with these students and frequently lost their patience with them. On

the other hand) just as in previous dada sets, there is evidence of teacher am-

bivalence rather than total negativiSm, Despi.te all of the above, the teachers

were more likely to display physical affection toward the students who gave up

easily than toward the persistent students (152).

Summary for Persistence

In general, the persistent students tame off as model students on every

variable on which a signiflcant group effect appears, and the students who give .

up easily came off as very difficult and frustrating students similar to 'those

consistently perceived as restless.''llowevervwhereas teacher behavior toward.
0

the restless students was almost completelynegative, the data on teacher inter-

actions with students who give up easily suggest powerful ambivalence. These

students sometimes were aggressive-and defiant toward the teachers, and sometimes

they responded to discipline by becoming sullen. Also, the teachers sometimes

were impatient and highly negativistic toward these students. Even so, there
- .

were significant differ:ences favoring these.low persistent students on the measure`

of physical affection and on several measures of praise. These data'suggest

that the teachers were aware of their difficulties with these students and attemp-

ting to do something about-thAm L initiating social contacts with them, showing

physical affection, ,sarl praising when they got the opportunity to do so.

;
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Given that these students remained consistently in the extreme group as

students who give up easily, and given their behavior, it is noteworthy that

the teachers persisted in these attempts. It is instructive to compare the

students 'low on the persistence scale with the restless students, in view of the

evitience that teachers were trying much harder to take a positive approach to

the difficulties presented by the students low in persistence, whereas they

mostly appeared to have given up on the restless students.

ConcLusion

Felder significant group effects were observed for studeRts perceived cof-o-

sistently on the achieving and creative scales, compared to the other scales

reviewed so far. Furthermore, these data indicate that the 'teacher rankings

of achievement and creativity were based primarily upon student intelligence and

achievement. Most of the data reflect this directly, and few significant group

effects indicate strong affect toward students either high or low on either

.scale. Furthermore, in contrast to students who were high and low on the other

four scales reviewed so far, misbehavior did not appear to be an important
cJ

issue,with students high-and low on achievement and particularly on creative.

Students high on these two scales tended:to volunteer for and get response

opportunities, .especially in general class activities. "Students ranked low on

these scales did not, but nevertheless the teachers initiated contacts with

Ahem often, including_purely social contacts. The only exceptiontothis pattern
--

..-

concerns teacher initiated housekeeping contacts. When, the teachers wanted:

somehing done,' they tended to turn to the sfildents,they perceived as most

responsible, even though in generil they initiated interactions with these

students leis often.
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The data for persistence contrasted somewhat with those for achieving

and creative, in that strong elements of student misbehavior and student and

teacher affect were involved. In this respect, the students perceived consis-

tently on the persistence scale were similar in many ways to those perceived

consistently on the calm versus restless scale. The persistent students generally

were model students who achieved well, worked well on their assignments, and

stayed out of trouble, while those who gave up easily on assignments also mis-

behaved frequently, defied the teachers, and generally posed serious challenges

to the teacher's authority. As a result, the teachers responded with negative

affect of their own, and with frequent criticism and punishment. However, in

contrast to the almostcompletely negative treatment of restless students,

teachers were notably ambivalent toward the students who gave up easily.. Despite

negative behavior on the part of these students, and despite their own tendency

to lose patience with ihem,,,the teacher iriitiated more'social interactions with

them, displayed more physical warmth toward them, and praised and encouraged.

them more often. t.-
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Table 11-1. Highest Achiever

Adjective Descriptions

TEACHERS OBSERVERS
Groups Groups

Low Med High Low Med Higii

2,

8.

9.

Mature

Motivated

Intelligent

3

3

3

2

2

2

1

I

1

10. Achieving 3 2 1

II. Good Worker 2 3 1

14. Responsible 3 2 I

17. Inattentive 1 2 3

20. Athletic 3 2 i

22. Other Negative 1 2 3

23. Other Positive 3 2 1

28. Good Home 3 2 I

29. Creative 3 2 I

31. Often Absent 1 2 3

35. Untrustworthy 1 2 3

37. Good Teacher Relations NA

40. % Positive 2 I

C'

*
pC.oS

**
x.01

***
4 .001
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*** 3 2 I

** 3 2 1

*** 3 2 1

*** 3 2 1

3 2 I

** 3 1 2

*
1 3 2

* 2 I 3

3 2 1

3 2 1

*** NA

** NA .

** NA

A

* * *

NA

3 2



Table 11-2. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Behavior Checklist for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Achieving, Creative,

and Persistent Scales.

High
Creative

Low Middle'}iigh
Persistent

Low Middle HighVariable Name
Achieving

Low Middle

1. Boisterous, disruptive 1 2 3 ***
1 2 3 * I 2 3 ***

2. Passive, unemotional NS i 2 3 *** .NS

3, Goof peer relations - 3 2 1
*** 3 2 1 *** 3 2 1

***

4. Poor peer relations NS i 3 2 *** NS

5. Low self-esteem
-

3 ***
I 2 3 ***

1 2 3 * **

6. Clumsy, lethargic NS I 2 3 *** NS

-0

*
E < . 05

**.a4 .01

***
.2. 4 .001

,

-3-0-5
v

. 7a

f
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Table 11-3. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adjective Description Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently on the Creative Scale.

Adjective Descriptions

TEACHERS
Groups

Low Mid High

9. Intelligent 3 2 1

10. Achieving 3 2

20. Athletic 3 2 1

22. Other Negative 1 3 2

24. Social Leader 2 3 !

29. Crqative 3 2

40. % Positive 3 2

*
a< .05

**
a < .01

***
2...00!

4
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Table 11-4. Rank-Orderim of Group Means on Adjective Descrijtion Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently on the Persistent Scale.

Adjective Descriptions

TEACHERS
Groups

Low Mid High

OBSERVERS
Groups

Low Mid High

2. Mature 2 3. 1

* * * ad.

5. Helpful 3 2 1 i"*** 3 2 1 '

6. Well-behaved - - - 3 2 1
**

8. Motivated 3 2 1
*** 3 2 I

4*

9. Intelligent 3 2 I
* * * 3 2 1

***

10. Achieving 3 2 1
* * * 3 2 I

***

11. Good Worker 3 2 1
*** , 3 2 1

***

12. Popular 3 2 1
** 3 2 I

**

14. Responsible 3 2 1
*** 2 3

15. Active . 1 2 3 **
I 2 3

17. Inattentive 1 2 3 **
1 3 2

18.. Tempixanental 1 -2 3 , 1 2 3

19. Unobtrusive 3 1 .2 3 I -2 *

22. other Negative 2 I 3 3 2 1

28. Good Home 3 2 I
*** NA

31. Often Absent 1- 2 3 'NA

37. Good Teacher Relations NA 3 2 1_ **

40. % Positive 3 2 I
*** 2 1

**

*
2 <.05

**
<

***
.2. 001
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CHAPTER XII

DISCUSSION OF STUDENT ABILITY AND. WORK HABITS

I2L I

In this chapter, we will reflect on the behavioral correlates of teacher

and observer perceptions on the six scales discussed thus far. These scales

measured attributes relevant to students' ability to cope effectively in the

student role and to complete work-related assignments given to them by

teachers. Notice that there is considerable overlap among the variables

which describe students rated "high" or "low" on these six scales.

There are three primary reasons for this: I) the teacher perception

scales are generally highly (positively) correlated; 2) the same student

behaviors are in fact associated with correlated ratings on cairn, careful,

mature, achieving, persistent, and creative; and 3) in connection with both

of these points, the data collection methodology predisposed some degree of

overlap or "halo" in the ratings. Scales were not defined operationally

for the teachers; they had little more to go on that'll* descriptions for the

two poles of each scale. Given these considerations, it was not surprising

that certain findiligs for response opportunities in small groups versus whole

class situations, number and types of private contacts, and behavipr-related

contacts replicated across all six scales.

In summarizing the voluminous results of the previous two chapters, we

will construct "typologies" of students ranked low and high on the six scales.

That is, we will indicate which behaviors or patterns of behaviors are related

to perceptions of students as calm, careful, achieving, etc., and which are

related to perceptions of students as restless, careless, low achieving, etc.

We'will point out which behaviors are common to most or all of the "student

types," and which differentiate clearly between groups.

A reminder: one cannot argue "cause and effect" from these data. We

do not know for sure whether the teacher perceptions" of certain students at',

-

restless were caused by their misbehaviors, or vice versa. But, we can make

aas
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some appropriate inferences along these lines based on examining patterns of

teacher-student interactions (mot just results based on single variables) and

the ways that these patterns relate to the contexts in which interactions

were observed.

Calm vs. Restless

One generalization we can make here that seems strongly "data-based" Is

that the students perceived as calm usually were oriented toward the "good

student" role. One exception here that might have been expected was that

some students seen as very calm also could be overly introverted, ,shy, and

unhappy., Results of this nature were found on some of the "high inference"

ratings, suggesting there is a subgroup ofcalm students who probably avoid

classroom interaction to their detriment.

Generally, though, the calm students acted in accord with "'ideal" student,

roles. ',They were involved in whole class discussions and received high

\\ rates of behavioral praise. Restless students, on the other hand,, showed

quite different patterns of classroom activity.

Withir:egard to findings we will see occurring again for other scales,

restless students had more "private" interactions with teachers, had more

interactions which they initiated refused by ;1-he teachers, had more behavior -4

related contacts, and received higher'proportions of work praise and

criticism. These results lend credence to the initial perceptions of these

students as restless, and they suggest some of the teachers' strategies for

dealing with these students. The high rates of private contacts indicate

that teachers and restless students acted on this apparent need to work

together with each other in one-to-one situations. The many misbehaviors
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coded for these students suggest there was good reason for the teachers'

percept ions of them as restless.

The praise and criticism findings will show up again for several of the

other "low" groups. This apparently means that one of the major strategies

teachers have adopted in interacting with "poor students" is to evaluate

them more -- both positively and negatively. Teachers may do this in an

attempt- to socialize these students to the ideal role (already accepted by

the "calm" students), and/or they may be operating on the notion that they

need to provide less feedback to the better 'students. That is, perhaps calm

students get low rates of praise and criticism, causing the "normal" feedback'

given to restless students to be seen as high rates.

The psychology of child develOpment suggests an hypothesis (which could

be tested in future experimental work) about the moral development levels' f

the calm Arid restless students. Kohlberg (1969) has proposed that children

advance from being very self-oriented, deferring only to greater authority,

to being cognizant of social roles, stereotypic images, and others'

expectations. Given this framework, we would expect more of the calm students

to be operating at-l-he higher stage (stage 3 in Kohlberg's theory) and

of the restless students to be operating at the lower stage (stage 2).

Careful vs. Careless

Almost all of 'the significant results for the careful versus careless

scale also were found for calm versus restless, although calm showed more group'

differences than careful. Another indication of the trigh degree of

relationship between these two measures is the .76 cdrrelaFlon between calm

and careful. This tells us that about 59% of the variance (variability) in

teacher perceptions was common to--- the,same for -- both of these scales.
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in general, careless students interacted with teachers more often, but

as with the restless students, this resulted primarily from high rates of

private interaction (although careless stuaents did vigorously Volunteer more

often in small group situations). Careless students also4ere criticized for

poor workmore frequently in private interactions with/the teachers. Careful

,/'

students were checked on less often and had their'work criticized less often.

,There also were some results suggesting at least two distinct subgroups

of careless students. Teachers did not .give more refusals to the careless

students (as they did for restless students and students low on several other.'

work habits and ability scales). Also, teachers showed a higher degree of

"Ohyslcal affection toward careless Students. It seems unlikely that these

are the same students that have extremely high rates of misbehavior,\aggre slon

/'

directed toward the teacher, and high frequencies of "sullen and defiknt" //
//

responses.

As stated in Chapter 10, we propose that two different types of udents

were being perceived by the teachers as restless. One 'type is s ppy'and
0

forgetful, but reinforces the teacher in other ways (prima y by not being

alienated from the schooling experience). Teachers r' pond to this.:in kind,

with physical affection and low rates of refu The othej type of restless

student probably is very aggressive, der nt, unmotivated, and generaity,,,,

difficult for the teacher to deaL,ah. We cannot state that this is the

underlytng reason for the.pazzling findings, but it does seem like a

reasonable interxeTation of othervtise contradictory results.

-'Mature vs. Immature

Teachers generally described the mature students more favorably than the

classroom observers did. HoWever, there were data collection and analysis
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procedures which make this difficult to interpret meaningfully. First, the

sample of students involved in the observer ratings analyses,included nearly

all of the students in the study (only those who could not be rated at all

were excluded), but the teacher rankiligs data came from different subgroups,

depending on who was consistent on which scale. Secondly, any one teacher
i of
was involved only with students at one grade level, but observers collected

data in two, three, or all four grades. In this case, observers were

instructed to rate students on "maturity" relative to their same. -age

classmates, but it seems likely that they were affected to some extent by

their knowledge of students in higher and lower grades.

As with the calm and careful students, the mature studen s got more

public, whole class response opportunities, but fewer private ontacts (in

comparison with the medium and low mature groups). In small group situations,

immaturestudents got more response opportunities, but this was caused

primarily by teachers calling on them more when they did not volunteer. This

probably reflects a teacher strategy of calling on immature students both as

a controlling. mechanism (to keep-them from acting up and make them pay

attention), and as a means of equalizing class participation (mature students

c_(

are more involved in whole class discussions).

There also were several findings which indicate that immature students

are less peer ortented, cause more behavior problems, and are frustrating to

the teachers, as well as being frustrated by some teacher response's to their

behavior. High inference observer ratings showed the immature students as

more boisterous and disruptive, to have poor peer relations, and to have low

self-esteem. The teachers responded more often to their initiations with

impatience, refusals, or criticisms, but they also oraised.them more-often

for good work in private contacts. These data present a picture of teachers
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being critical-and "turned off" by immature students, but not without reason..

It also seems that the immature students were more susceptible to being
.44".4.

influenced by teacher behavior (they are less peer'-oriented). Teachers

apparently try to take.advantage of this by working to get these students

motivated and involved in class activities.

This notion is elaborated further by findings that teachers initiated

more personal and social contacts with immature students. Also, mature

students more frequently responded negatively to teacher initiated Social

contacts. Though the immature students did misbehave more, teachers still

directed more physical affection toward them (while mature students got

more priase for their actual behaviors).

The data for the mature scale seem to support the developmentar

hypothesis mentioned.for calm versus restless. As students mature, their

become more aware of what the "student rote" entails (fewer misbehaviors, more

involvement in class activities, etc.). At the same time, they are

"de-centering" (becoming less self-oriented) and coming to understand what

their peers are expecting of them. They also acre beginning to see how

important it is to act accordingly to gain peer approval= Thus, ,they are

progressing from actions based solely on self-serving needs and avoidance of

>punishment toward actions which place them (simultaneously) in two or more

recognized roles -- the "good" student and the "popular" student. In a trend

which continues up to and 'through adolescence, whenever these roleS conflict,

they become more and more, likely to respond as their peers expect them to as

they get older and more socially mature.
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High vs. Low Achieving Students

As expected, the findings for this scale strongly "favor" the high

achievers -- they are seen as functioning.better,in the cl6tsroom and as

having more desirable, positiVe attributes than low achievers.' Teachers saw

high achievers as more mature, responsible, motivated, Intelligent, and

athletic, while observers saw them primarily as good workers (high achievers)

and poor or inefficient workers (low achievers). This indicates that teachers

may have used the c.tudents' general intelligence and developmental levels more

In forming their judgments, while observers based their ratings more on !Idegre9

of application to work." This makes sense when one coqsiaers that the

persistence (and, to some extent, the quaqty) of the. student's work was

about all that observers had access to in forming their impressions of high

and low achievers. High achievers also were seen as having good peer relations,

and as unlikely to be boisterout or to have low self-esteem.

As with calm, careful, and mature, the low group on the achievement scale

had more total contacts with the teacher, more private contacts, and 'fewer

whole class response opportunities. This is emerging as one of our most,

consistent findings: students who are doing well interact with the teacher
..

less in private contact situations, while "bad" students interact more in

private contacts, but do less in front of the whole class'. There' is a

possibility that this was related to the presence of an observer (e.g.,

teachers wanting to interact with poor students quietly and piivately), but

O

it probably was due primarily to real needs tg'saeal with these Students on a

one-to-one basis more extensively.

Low achievers receive more response opportunities in small group

situations. This maybe partially due to teachers! attempts to equalize
t.

participation for all students, but thitfindipg can beolso explained by
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context. "Small group" codes generally refer -1.6 Tang-Loge arts groups-which

are usually "tracked" by ability. Because of this, the groups were relatively

homogeneous -- either mostly low, achievers or mostly high achievers. Since

the only coding during simple recitations (when a student reads a passage

without teacher intervention) would b a mark reflecting the manner in which

rrterru nt-i on- wou -13e- I ow--1-ft. &arra r to- the-codes madetor-students-

the-teacher called on a student, the number of coded small group response

opportunities frr students capable of reading without any problems or

experiencing some difficulty in their reading turns. That is, high achievers

could read without the teacher having to ask questions, probe, provide

feedback very often, in contrast to the low achievers. Consequently,

behaviors such as questions, probes, and feedback would be expected to occur

with greater frequency in groups composed of low achievers, and the data bear

this out.

As with some of the other "low groups," the low achievers were more

likely to be refused by the teacher 'if they attempted to initiate private

work contacts. This finding is best understood in connection with the teacher

behavior required when a student comes to the teacher for help. Often,

students tried to initiate-private contacts with the teacher during "seatwork"

periods. During these times, the teacher usually was working with 5-8

students in a small group while .the rest of the class worked on assignments on

,

their own. So, when any student --a low or high achiever -- approached a

teacher under these circumstancesr the teacher usually was busy.

High achieving students might only want to know if an answer was correct.

Itir probably would be, and the teacher only would be-reluired to give a brief, -

"Yes, that's right," and the student's need would have been met. No "refusal"
g

would be coded. On the other hand, alowthieving student might approach the
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teacher saying, "I don't understand this paragraph." This is impossible for

teachers to deal with in a very brief manner. --When they they --

the low achiever. Actually, they usually delay the student until a

more appropriate time (unfortunately, our coding system did not have a "delay"

category).

Support for this interpretation comes from three different, items of data:

1) high achievers had quite a bit more brief feedback interactions, 2).low

achi4ers had more (though this was not statistically significant) long,

feedback, and 3) low achievers generally had higher totals of private contacts

with the teachers. These data suggest that; despite "refusals," the teachers

were getting back to low achievers later to deal with their problems more

effectively. A similar interpretation"courd be seen to apply to the restless

and immature groups' high rates of refusals, although the teacher responses to

those students also may have been affected by the student's actual behaviors

in attempting to initiate contacts (coming at especially inappropriate times,

or misbehaving in the process of the work-related interaction).

Teachers initiated more private contacts with low achievers, followed

next by high achievers. They initiated the fewest with the middleachievers.

This makes sense if we consider the middle achievers as the least visible and

demanding of the three groups. it also probably reflects the teachers'

concern for first "teaching the lbws" and working with the high achievers to

get them to reach their potential. The "middles" may be left out for lack

of time.

Lundgren (1972) found that secondary-level teachers direCted their

efforts more toward the "low-middle" group of students not the "low" group.

The difference in findings_may be due to our data coming from the elementary

grades (two through ftve). This would make sense if teachers were trying not
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to allow poor students to fall, irretrievably behind their classmates at the

early grade levels. It may be (unfortunately so) that by the time "low"
_

students reach high school age, teachers have given up an them and begin to

concentrate their efforts on the low-middle group:

Teachers also interacted more with low achievers in personal and social

contacts. This shows that they maintained healthy interpersonal relationships

with these students, in addition to working with them more on academic

matters. Low achievers misbehaved more often, perhaps because they could not

complete assignments and got into trouble when they had nothing to do. The

behavior problems they presented did not appear to be strongly aggressive or

defiant misbehaviors, but rather, non-interactive misbehaviors less threatening
4.

to teachers.

Creative vs. Uncreative

The literature on creativity is ambiguous. Generally, there has been

difficulty ib finding creativity measures which correlate among themielves as

highly or higher than they do with intelligence tests (maximum correlations

between creativity andintelligende of .20 to .50 have been reported). Most

researchers agree that creativity is conceptually distinct from intelligence,

but measures of creativity generally. accepted as valid do not currently exist.

With these problems, It is not surprising that teachers1;judOents of students'

creativity seemed :influenced heavily by perceptiods of achievement and

intelligence. Also, it seems worthwhile to note again that the teacher

perception data were obtained by giving the teachers the names of the two ends

of the scale --.creative and uncreative in this case --:and having them rank-
.

order their students between these two poles. That is, no objective or

behavioral definitiond of the-scales were provided.

317
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In comparison to the low creative group, the highly creative. students

were rated as having better peer relations, being lass boisterous and

d i sruptive, less 1 i ke I y to ha- rf="esteeni; -antI ess

As we mentioned in the previous chapter, this seems to define two groups of

"low creative" students: one which is passive, withdrawn, and has low self- -

esteem, and another which is aggressive and boisterous.

As-with the other measures of student ability and work habits, the

high group on the creative scale got more whole class response 'opportunities,

while the low group received more small group and private interactions.

This probably was because of the way the students were grouped (see the

discussion under "High vs. Low Achieving Students"), as well as because of:the

generally paisive nature of some low creative students. Their passivity is

seen in that the low creative group got a higher percentage of their private

contacts because the teacher initiated them.

Evidence for an active, aggressive subgroup of low creative students

comes from the variable "waving hands" in small group situations. This was

coded more often for low than for middle or high creative students, suggesting

that at least some lowbreative students vigorously sought public response

opportunities in small group contexts. Students perceived as low In

creativity also got more work-related criticism in private Interactions

with, the teachers. This probably was beause these students were perceived as

low achieving, low intelligent students whOxarso roved high rates of

criticism.

As with other scales, the low creative grO4 got more teadier Initiated

contacts /- work and personakrelated. One other nding, though, unique to

the low creative group, concerned behavioral yanagem nt Contact5,- There were

no significant differences in measures of student :Os ehaviOr and corresponding
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teacher reactions. This indicates that, while the low creative students were

responded to much as if,they were one of the other "low" groups, they were

cam5thsLarly particular classroom problems, as the other low groups were.

These data suggest that intelligence and achievement differences, but not

behavioradifferences,-,characterized high versus low creative students.

This should have been expected, given the difficulty'of rating students on

creativity froM observing them.in classrooms.

Persistent vs. Gives Up Easily

The persistence scale correlated so highly with so many of the other

scales, that we might say that it is one of the basic scales Caking with

Achievement and cooperative) that teachers and observers used in making

"halo" type judgments about students,: The.highly persistent students also were

rated as more helpful, better motivated, more intelligent, higher achievers,

and more popular. High persistent students were 'seen as more responsible and

having better peer relations, while those perceived as low persistent were

rated as boisterous and disruptive and low in self-esteem.

Fitting in with the previously established pattern, students seen as

giving up easily interacted more with teachers in private contexts; high
0

persistent students got more general class response opportunities. Persistent

students got'more response opportunities through volunteering. When lad

persistent students were called on as non-volunteers, they were more likely

(in compnrison to the middle and high groups), to be praised= by the teacher.

This latter finding suggests.that teachers may be trying to encourage

participation in the students who.give up easily by praising their responses.

In contradiction to the findings for the other scales that have bee?,

discussed, the low 'persistent students did not have more small group

319 .
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interactions -- the middle group had the highest frequency on this variable.

Apparently, the activity of the low persistent students was about evenly

distributed between small groups and whole class discussions. The students

perceived as low in persistence did receive more response opportunities after
- - - - - . . a- - . .

vigorous hand-waving than the other groups. This indicates that, when these

students did volunteer, they did not mind being enthusiastic about it, at

least in a small group context.

There were no groupVdifferences on the persistent scale in the overall

rate of iniMation of private contacts, but the teachers criticized, reacted

negatively, and responded with impdtience in more interactions with low

persistent students than with theHmiddle and high groups. In teacher initiated -

interactions and in student initiated work or approval seeking contactp,

teachers praised the students seen as giving up easily. This probably ,

represents -teacher attempts to encourage their- participation in academic

pursuits. Even the criticism data may be construed as communicating

expectations co these students that they could do Letter with more effort.

There els) was the previously mentioned tendency for teachers to evaluate poor

students more -- this includes both positive and negative evaluations.

As well as initi.ating more private work-related contacts with the low

persistent students, 1; chars had more personal and social contacts with

'them. This seems unusJ in light of the behavior problems posed by. these

students: they had,higher overall frequencies of behavioral contacts, they

reacted more with aggression and defiance; the teachers used more strick means

of behavior management (e.g., criticism); and these students responded

frequently with behavior coded as "sullen."

The data were particUlarly clear-cut for the persistent scale, but the

same trends have been `seen in the behavior patterns for the other student
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types discussed. A cycle of student misbehaviors and teacher disciplinary

actions is observed, along with high rates of teacher initiated personal and

social interactions. There definitely were some students who were low in

work habits and ability but did not cause behavior management problems.

However, a large proportion of the students rated low on persistence and the

other scales were discipl:ne problems for the teachers.

It seems likely that, to a certain degree, these behavior problems may

. _ _
. .

n
.

have bee eadgeTty-d-i-f-fieti44-i-esul.:th_school_workjand,_..perhaps, vice versa) .

Sc, teachers were confronted with low achieving, unmotivated, misbehaving.

students. What avenues were available? Teachers attempted to establish

rapport by initiating personal and social interaction and by showing physiCal

affection toward these students. These can be seen as adaptive moves geared

to affect the student's experience with school positively. If successful in

these efforts, teachers might be able to break the misbehavior cycle which

would then allow work related activities to occur with better effect.

Though our, data do not speak tothe probable success of such a strategy

(we can only say which behaviors and which perceptions were related, and how

. strong the relationships were), it seems sound to the extent that a workable

rapport can, in fact, be established. If the teacher's attempts to socialize

. and develop 'interpersonal relationships with these students do not affect

them or only further alienate them, a new strategy would be needed. -

In any case, students perceived as highly persistent were basically

"model" students, and the "low persistent" students elicited "ambivalent"

responses from teachers attempting to control their disruptive misbehaviors and

get them teilivolved in the process of learning. The same was true, in varying

degrees, of teacher interaction with students low on other scales*. An

interesting comparison may be made between the.patterns of teacher-student
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interaction with the "restless" and "low persistent" students. Teachers-toeit-a----

_

general ly_moce posi*-1-ve app roach to the low persistent students, even though

both types of students presented similar problems in behavior management.

Perhaps the low persistent students were lacking only in effort and motivation,

and were seen as open to being "brought around" to the "good" student role.

Conversely, the restless students may have presented such constant and severe

threats to classroom discipline that the teachers had to spend most of their

energies in interacting with these students in controlling their behaviors

(many times, in aversive ways,, by necessity).

Summary and Conclusions

What can we learn from these findings? What are the major implications?

For one thing, we have seen how teacher perceptions of students as calm,

careful, mature achieving, creative, and persistent are so highly interrelated

that all six scales may be described as measures of "work habits and ability"

(factor analyses support this, too -- see Crawford, et al., 1976). We have-

attempted t6'specify behavioral typologies of the students and to designate

frequently occurring patterns of teacher-student interactions for each group

(low, middle, and high) oneach scale. These different typologies and

interaction patterns were almost as highly related as the teacher rankings

themselves. The commonalities (among the behavioral data for the different

toes of students) and differences were noted. Some of the more interesting

findings resulted from comparisons of behavioral data on students seen as

low.on one scale and low on another, when those data showed obviously

contrasting patterns.

As discussed for the calm and mature scales, evidence was found for

behavioral differences based on the moral devdlopment levels of the students.
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In a sense, students develop toward an awareness of two possibly conflicting

roles -- the "good" student and the one who is popular with his or her peers.

It Is possible to fill both roles, but we may expect-peer pressure to become

increasingly important as adolescence approaches.

Some of these findings are suggestive of certain changes which might be

made in classroom proccesses or teacher-student dyadic interaction patterns.

Certainly, it' would be helpful if teachers were able to be more aware of their

perceptions of students,'including their categorifing of students (even when

observable behavior warrants it) into broadly defined student "types."

'Knowledge of possible effects of these perceptions would help teachers maximize

their effectiveness. If the teacher's perceptions and-ations are integral

components in sustaining undesirable cycles involving "loW" students,,:the

teacher should be able to decide where changes may be made to bring those

students "out of the cycle" and into the classroom.

These data also illustrate how a classroom is a dynamic, complex social

structure, with causes and effects so interwoven that we must resort to

. discussions of cycles (with no ultimately discernible causes) and patterns of

teacher-student interaction .11-1 discussing observable behaviors. The dyadic

interaction between the teacher and the student is indeed a two-way street.

,Each "side" affects the other. Actions taken by one participaht eventually

will produce outcomes In the other. Misbehaviors lead to negative teacher

behaviors such as criticism and low perceptions of students, just as these

teacher behaviors may trigger more misbehaviors. Few simple solutions are

available. However, one might be that a significantly lower student/teacher

ratio would help eliminate the teacher responses coded as."refusal" and

"impatience." Other solutions require recognition of individual student

differences within the :types of students we've discussed thus far. Ultimately,
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as teachers and students come to better understand the potential consequences
1

of their actions, both parties will be able to modify their behavior in ways

which facilitate learning and instruction in the classroom.

..,

...
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CHAPTER XIII

STUDENT ATTRACTIVENESS

In this chapter, we will consider two student attributes that contri-

bute to their general social attractiveness: happiness and physical attrac-

tiveness. Students consistently perceived as happy usually were well Irked

and enjoyed by teachers, because they had cheerful dispositions and friendly,

optimistic approaches to classroom living. People with such traits usually

are popular in any context. In contrast, consistently unhappy people are

less likely to be well liked by °them. _._f_the_r_easnas for thelr-unhappInass

are known and understandable, they may be pitied rather than disliked.

However, their own unhappiness may makes.others around them uncomfortable,

so that they are unlikely to be very popular and may even be social isolates.

Physical attractiveness is one of those personal attributes that has

no logical linkage to school achievement or teacher-student Interaction,

but was included in the-study because previous research had shown that attractive

.individuals were perceived more favorably than less attractive individuals

(Dior Berscheid, &.Walter, 1972; Bprscheid & Walster, 1972). Furthermore,

some studies suggested that physical attractiveness might make a difference

in teacher perceptions and treatment of students.

For example, in one study (Cli4ord & Walster, 1971), fi-fth grade

teachers were asked to make predictionsbout educational success and other

matters, based on student report cards. Report cards for comparison students

were identical, except that some were accompanied by a picture Of a student

judged to be physically attractive, and others were accompanied by a picture

of a student Judged to be physically unattractlyet Even though the reports'

were identical except for the photos, more promising predictions were

,

made about the attractive students.
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Relationships between attractiveness and other variables are not com-

pletely illogical, although they are stronger than they "deserve" to be

In part, their reasonableness depends upon what kinds of things are taken

into account when teachers (or anyone else) rate attractiveness. If ratings

are based on purely physical features, there should be few relationshps

to anything else. However, if differences In attractiveness are affected

by differences -in nutcalon_iftild _general health care, which in turn are
.....

reloted to differences in SES, some genuine relationships might be expected.

Stronger relationships would be expected where ratings of attractiveness'

took into account not only purely physical characteristics but also Inners,

social Sophistication, clothing, groomingrandothlrattributes reflective

of general SES and even of family values.

We asked teachers and observers to restrict themselves to purely

physical features in rating attractiveness, but this is difficult to do.

It seems.likely that certain students' ratings were enhances or reduced

by cleanliness, grooming, quality of clothing, and other factors related'

to the SES and general lifestyle of their families. ConsiquentW, me,did

expect some positive relationships between physical attractiveness and the

other studept.attributes examined in the study, although we expected that

attractiveness would be one of the weaker variables. FUrthermore, we expected

that attractiveness would correlate more consistently in the perCeption data

.than in the observational .data, because_tho correlates of ettractiv'eness. that

we expected to influence perceptions were not expected to Influence classroom

Interaction much, if at all.
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In summary, our main interest in examining the data for happy versus

unhappy was to see if students consistently perceived as happy showed

generally positive dispositions and. popularity with teachers and peers. 4

Our major interest in studying unhappy stu4nts was to see the degree to

which they elicited pity versus rejection fom teachers and peers. In

examining attractive versus unattractive students, we wanted to see if

physical attractiveness did affect perceptions to any significant degree,

and also Tt studenTS/ 13WITZ5T-efFabliiienesi-Fglated to their classrooitt

behavior or their interactions with teache0s.

Happy

'Teacher rankings of student happiness correlated only ,30 with'observer

ratings of happiness, indicating less agreement on this scale than. on most

scales.Flowever, the-patterns of correlation with other scales were similar

for teachers and for observers, except that the correfati6ns for observers

were lower. Among the teacher rankings, happy correlated most highly with

persistence, attachment, and eye contact, and it showed a,generally positive

halo pattern. It also showed a positive halo pattern for observers, but ..

the highest correlations were with achieving, creative, and eye contact.

Thus,.both groups observed that eye contact is oneconsistent correlate of

perceived happin...ss.

The partial correlations for the teacher data indicated significant

correlations between happy and cooperative,, attractive, persistent, noticeable,

and eye contact, even with the other II scales held constant for each analyils.
,

This indicates that perceptions ofhappiness were based largely on the'
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personal attribute's of the students. They were not significantly affected

by general intelligence or achievement. The happy students were seen as

cooperative and persistent, but not as particularly calm, careful, mature,

achieving, or'creative.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant grO4 effects were obtained for 10 of a possible 37 teacher

variables and for five of a possible 31 observer variables (see Table 13-1).

The seven variables which had data for both grdups indicated clear agreement

on:ttulee, minor disagreement on three others, and disagreement on the seventh

Both teachers and observer& agreed toasting ,nappy students as more

helpfut and as better workers, and both

of positive statements made about happy

in each case for unhappy students. Thes

the teacher perceptions of happy stude

Minor disagreements were seen fo

roup had higher total percentages

tudents. eversed patterns appeared

data provide-some validity for

as cooperative and persistent. .

htelligent, responsible, and temperaL

mental. In each case, happy students were ranked higheston intelligence
V

and responsibility, and lowest on temperamental. 1-1bwever, whereas teachers

had unhappy students ranked. at the-opposite end of each of these three

descriptors, .observers had unhappy students ranked in the middle.

No relationships were expected fot intelligence or responsibility, but

the relationship seen in the teacher datalor temperamental was expected.

Most Of the descriptors included in the temper'amental category are traits.

O

associated with unhappiness, so that it was not surprising that happy students

ranked lowest here.
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Data available for only one of the two groups indicated that teachers

saw happy students as better motivated, as more likely to come from good

homes, and as absent less often, and observers saw them as more popular

with their peers and as- having better relationships with their-teachers.

All of these relationships make sense. Perhaps the biggest surprise is

the absence of a significant relationship in the teacher data for popularity.

Happineis was expected to related strongly to peer popularity.

The primary disagreement is for social leadership. Teachers saw happy

students as most likely to be leaders, and unhappy students as least likely

to be leaders. Observers did not have a significant group effect for social

leadership. They did agree with the teachers in ranking unhappy students

loweSt, but happy students were ranked in the middle: In general, the observer

'data seem to make more common sense than the teacher'datas Happiness would

be more likely to be related to.popularity than to leadership, to the extent-

that these two social traits differ. However, the differences that did

appear all make sense for comparisons of happy with unhappy Students.

Checklist Variables

All six of the checklist variables showed significant group effects

for happy (see Table 13-2). Happy students were described as having good

peer relations, and unhappy students were least likely to be described this

.way. The opposite was true.for boisterous and disruptive behavior, passive

and unemotional behavior, poor Peer relations, low self-esteem, and clUmtneS,

and lethargy. For all of these variables, unhappy studentS'had the highest

scores and happy students had the lowest scores.

N Mb.. Iv
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The data on passivity, good and poor peer relations, and self esteem

all fit expectations based on previous knowledge about happiness. The

data for boisterous and disruptive behavior Indicate that happy students

were active but in controlled and socially appropriate ways, bearing out

the adjective description data. Finally, the data for clumsiness and lethargy

raise the interesting poss.cibility that happy students were more energetic

and better coordinated than other students.

Assuming that these perceived relationships are real, they suggest

that physical energy and coordination factors related to social attractiveness

may also be related to general happiness. The data suggest that the big

difference here is between the students persistently conceived as very happy.

versus both the students perceived as unhappy and those perceived as medium
,

in general happiness. Thus, the relationships suggest that freedom from

lethargy or clumsiness is related to consistent happiness, but not necessrolly

that clumsiness or lethargy are related to consistent unhappines.

Classroom 04q4vation Data

Significant group effects for happy were obtained for 39 of a possible

156 classroom observation variables. For many of these, happy students

scored at one end, students seen as medium in unhappiness scored In the

. -
middle, and unhappy students scored at the other end of the distributions.

However, for many other,classroom observation variables, the.significanf

group effect occurred because the unhappy students were seen as considerably

different from both other groups. Thus, many of the significant group' effects
3

for happy were due primarily to the clatsroOm behavior of the unhappy students

rather than to the happy ones.
. .
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1. Total Response Opportunities. Happy students had mare response oppor-

tunities than average, and unhappy students had notably fewer (139):

Consequently, the proportion of total contacts with the teachers which

occurred during public response opportunities'was high for the happy

students and low for the unhappy ones (1).

Conversely, the percentage of work contacts which were private was

especially high for the unhappy students 137), and this effett was exaggerated

a little when approval seeking contacts were included'(38). 'Apparently, the

unhappy students were less likely to volunteer to respond in public* response

opportunity situations.

The next two significant group effects In this set-Indicate that the

teachers were trying to compensate for the problems bothering unhappy

students by treating them more positively. The teachers were particularly

unlikely to criticize these students for poor responses in public response

opportunity situations, while their criticism rate for happy Students was

slightly above average (33). Also, when the teachers called on unhappy

students as non-volunteers, and if the students responded correctly, they

were much more likely to receive praise than happy students were (34).

Thus, even though unhappy students did n3tNcespond as often in public response

opportunity situations, they were more likely to be praised when they

responded correctly and lesi likely to be'criticized when they made a

'poor' response.

2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. Happy students

had more and unhappy students had somewhat fewer response. opportunities,

in the general cibss context (14), and a greater percentage of the response
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opportunities of happy students came in the general class context rather

than in small groups (3). The main reason for this was that unhappy

students did not volunteer to respond often (21). However, they did get

more response -opportunities by calling out answers (27), perhaps because

the" teachers were more tolerant of call outs from these students because

of their desire to be supportive and encouraging toward them.

When unhappy students were called on as non-volunteers. In the geneal

class context and succeeded in, answering. correctly, they were espetially.

likely to be praised (19). This is similar to the finding mentioned in

the previous section, and it extends the pattern observed so far which

inilicates that the teachers were especially kindly in their interactions
,

-

with unhappy students.

3. Response. Opportunities in Small Group Activities. Happy students got

a smaller percentage of their total response opportunities during small

groups (2), essentially because unhappy students did not volunteer to respond

in whole class settings (21). Unhappy students also did not volunteer often

in small group settings (7), although they did get a relatively high per-
'

tentage of response.opportunities In small grOups by waving their hands and

seeking response opportunities vigorously when they did choose to volunteer

(l0).' This is the same pattern seen for several other scales, and it suggests

;that the teachers adjusted their own behavior to compensate for differences

among the students." Specifically, because unhappy students did not volunteer

very often, and because the teachers apparently wanted to go out of their way

.to encourage them, they seemed to be more lenient in allowing them to get
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. response opportunities through handwaving and even call outs. 'They also

were more likely to praise them and less likely to criticize them.

4. Private Work Contacts. Of the total number of private contacts. with

teachers, a greater percentage of those involving happy students were

initiated by the students themselves, and a lesser percentage involving

unhappy students were initiated by the students (97). Thus, unhappy students

were less likely to approach teachers privately, in addition to being less

likely,to volunteer for -public response opportunities.

The proportions of total private work contacts involving praise for

good work (1:32) and criticism for poor work (133) both' were higher for

unhappy students. Thus, although the teachers again seemed to be going out

of their way to praise unhappy students when they got opportunities,

they also'gave these students more criticism for poor work despite perceiving

them as unhappy. The teachers were especially likely to criticize unhappy

students for poor work ih private contacts that the teachers initiated

themselves (42).

This suggests that unhappy students were not very successful in their

work. Criticism in teacher initiated liork contacts usually comes in response

to inattentiveness, sloppiness, or other forms of poor work which result

because the students is "at fault." Perhaps the unhappy students were day-

dreaming instead of working {although the adjective description data did

not show a significant group difference on daydreaming). many case, these

criticism measures indicate that the unhappy students were not doing their

seatwork assignments correctly or efficiently.
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The percentage of private work contacts which involved mere observation

by the teacher without any verbal interaction was especially low for unhappy

students (45), indicating that the teacgers usuarly felt it necessary to

say something to these students when they observed them working on their

assignments. Also, teachers initiated private work contacts with unhappy

students especially often (143). These data again indicate that the unhappy

students were not applying themselves well, or at least were not working

successfully, compared to other students. The teachers responded by checking-

the work'Of these students more often and apparently more intensively.

5. Private, Non-Work Contacts. The teachers initiated more private contacts

with the unhappy students and fewer with the happy students (142), especially

contacts concerned specifically with work (l43). However, a small proportion

of the contacts that teachers Initiated with unhappy students were to request

help with, housekeeping tasks, while a relatively large proportion of these

teacher initiatives were directed to happy students (48). These data are

reminiscent for those seen_with the achieving and persistent scales. They

Indicate that the teachers felt it necessary to initiate more interactions

with the unhappy students to inspect their work, but that when they needed

a housekeeping chore done, they were unlikely to ask unhappy students to

do it.

There were several group effects among variables concerned with student

initiated private contacts. First, happy students initiated more housekeeping .

contacts with the teachers, and unhappy students initiated fewer (157).

It is Interesting that these data on housekeeping do not show.the balance
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that typically is seen for other scales, where.gr'oups higher on student

initiation are lower on teacher initiation, and vice versa. Apparently,

, .

unhappy students were not concerned about the low frequencies with which

the teachers asked them to do housekeeping tasks. in fact, they came to

the teachers less often than average to request permission to do these

things. Perhaps they were wrapped up with their own troubles. In any

case, unhappy students did not often request permission to do housekeeping

tasks, and teachers did not request them to do such tasks often, either.

Of the private interactions that unhappy students Initiated with

the teachers, a greater than average proportion were for persona: reasons

(119), and a smaller than average proportion were for work or approval

seeking (112) or for housekeeping requests (113). These data suggest

that unhappy students sought out teachers only when they needed to for

some reason. Otherwise, they showed little interest in doing things for

the teachers, or in getting permission to do housekeeping tasks. This

pattern suggests that unhappy Students were self-preoccupied, Or, at least,

that they were disinterested in the teachers.

Even so, the proportion of private contacts with teachers initiated

by unhappy students which led to some form of reward from the teacher was

high, compared to the proportion for happy students (124). Along with data

,reviewed earlier, this effect indicates that the teachers were trying to

reach these unhappy students, even though there is, no evide.,ce that their

efforts were particularly successful or even appreciated by the students.
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6. Behavior Related Contacts. Unhappy students had high rates of behavior

related contacts with the teachers, compared to other students (147, 60).

Furthermore, unhappy students had higher percentages of misbehaviorwhich

involved aggression or defiance of the teacher (64), they more often reacted

sullenly when disciplined (76), and they had more behavioral contacts of a

negative nature (74). Thus, unhappy students were not merely disinterested

in the teachers' they sometimes were hostile and aggressive toward them:

Probably as a result, the teachers responded negatively to their

misbehavior. Unhappy students got more behavioral warnings (71, 80, 83),

more threats (72), and more criticism and punishment (87), particUlarly

when their misbehavior was disruptive. In contract, happy students were

below average on all of these variables. Thus, unhappy students were

negativistic' toward the teachers, and they elicited negativistic teacher

responses, even though the teachers recognized that they were Unhappy.

In contrast, happy students were especially likely to be praised for

good behavior (68). They also had a better than average percentage of

behavioral contacts involving positive reinforcement from the teacher, whereas

unhappy students had a notably low percentage (77).

These behavioral data contrast sharply withi,idata relating to response

opportunities and work. Despite low rates of volunteering to respond and

low frequencies of initiation of contacts with the teacher for purposes of

.discussing work, unhappy students received more 'praise and encouragement

when they did something.well in addition to receiving more criticism for

poor work. So Fong as Interactions were centered, on academic work, the

`teachers maintained a positive stance toward unhappy students. They even

seemed to be going out of their way to try to reach them through praise
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and encouragement. However, when the teachers interacted with these

studetns because the students had misbehaved, they showed\much more

negative behavior and less positive behavior. The general pattern of

findings suggest that the teachers were vexed by these unhappy students,

who not only avoided them, but tended to abuse or defy them when they

did interact with them.

Summary for Happy

The perception data indicate that happy students were popular with

their peers and active in the classroom, but active in socially, approved

ways., In addition to having cheerful dispositions and being popular among

their peers, they were good students who tended to work carefully, persist

at their work, and obey the teachers. Despite this generally positive pattern

of attributes, though, there was little evidence of teacher favoritism of

happy students. However, they were praised more often for good behavior,

and they received positive reinforcement from the teachers more often.

Unhappy students were perceived as passive, unpopular, and low in self

esteem, and the observational data indicated that they were alienated from

teachers and schoolwork. They. seldom volunteered to respond in public

response opportunity situatiohs, and they did not often initiate interactions

with the teachers to discuss work. In fact, they generally avoided the teachers

except when they needed to get permission or assistance with .a matter of

personal concern. Furthermore, the data on private work contacts indicated

that these students were monitored carefully and criticized often because

of poor work, and behavioral data indicated that they misbehaved both more
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often and more intensely, sometimes even defying the teachers. Perhaps

as a result, they were especially likely to be warned, threatened,

criticized, or punished for misbehavior than students In general and

happy students In particular.

The teachers seemed to be modifying their behavior to try to compensate

for the unhappiness .they perceived in these students: In public response

situations and private work _interactions, they generally were successful

in doing so. However, the frequency and intensity of misbehavior that these

students showed apparently was too much for the teachersto,accept. Their

behavior related Int6ractions with unhappy students frequently involved

negative responses.

Attract i,ve

Teacher rankings and observer ratings on attractive. correlated .34,

indicating only modest agreement._Correlations of the attractive scale

with other scales showed similar patterns for both groups) but these

correlations were generally low, even for the teachers. In general,

students perceived as attractive were perceived in the more desirable

direction on the other scales, and the reverse was true for students per-

celved as unattractive. The partial correlations for the teachers Indicated

that attractive students also were seen as careful, happy, creative,

noticeable, and, surprisingly, immature. They also were especially likely

to be objects of teacher attachment. These.relationships suggest a certain

degree of halo effect. Even though the attractive scale correlated ne-

gatively with mature, there Is no obvious reason why students perceived

as attractive should be perceived as more careful or more creative as,well.
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Taken together, the ranking and rating data for attractive suggest

that attractiveness did ofrm part of a generally positive halo. However,

the relationships between this scale and the others were notably weaker

than average, even' for the teacher data. Thus, attractiveness did. have

some effect upon general perceptions, but this effect was not partiCularly

strong.

Adjective Description Data

Significant group effects fbr attractive appeared for' it of a possible

37,teacher Variables and five of a possible 31 observer variables (see

Table 13-3). In most cases where significant group effects appeared,

the unattractive students stood out from _the other two_groups_._,

Nine variables showing at least one significant group effect had data

for both teachers and observers. These produced five agreements, two mild

disagreements, and two clear disagreements. The teachers and observers

agreed in seeing attractive studetns as being more intelligent, better

workers, more athletic, and more attractive than the unattractive students.

Both groups also had higher pertentages of positive statements made about

the attractive students. The differences on athletic and attractive make

sense, but there is no obvious reason why attractiveness should be associated

with intelligence or work habits.

Data available for teachers but not observers indicated that the teachers

.also saw attractive students as being higher achievers and unattractive ones

as more likely to have medical problems and more 1 ikelytobe absent. Again,

the data on medical problems and absence makes sense, but there is no obvious

reason why attractiveness should related to achievement. However, this
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perception does ift with the perceptions of relationships,with intelligence

and work habits, and these appeared In the observer data as well as the

teacher data.

Mild disagreements between teachers and observers were seen for happy

and inattentive. The teachers saw attractive students as likely to be happy a

and unattractive students as especially likely to be unhappy. There was no

significant group effect in the observer data, although the mean onhappiness.

was lowest for the unattractive students here, too. The mean for the attrac-

tive students was not highest, however. TheSe data indicate that both

teachers and obserers saw notably unattractive students as likely to be

_______= -unhappy-,- although there Was disagreement about whether notably attractive

students were any happier than average.

A-similar pattern appeared for perceptions of inattentiveness. There

was a significant group effect in the observer data, in which the least

attractive students were seen as mostly likely to be inattenttve. There

also was a significant group effect in the teacher data, and again the least

attractive students were seen as most likely to be, inattentive; Hr. ?ver, the

teachers saw the most attractive students as most likely to be attentive;

butthe observers did not. Again, the teachers and observers agreed con-

cerning unattractive students, seeing them as especially likely to.be in-

attentive as well as unhappy.

Disagreements appeared for aggressive and for "other negative" des-

criptions. The teachers had a significant group effect for aggressive.

They saw unattractive students asleast aggressive and students of medium

.attractiveness as most aggressive. There was no significant group effect

in the observer data, and the only.point of agreementwas that the observers
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also saw ith% students of medium attractiveness as most likely to be ag-

gressive. Basically, there is a diagreement here, with the teachers

seeing unattractive students as aggressive where the observers did not.

This may'reflect halo effeCt in.the teacher perceptions, although unat-

tractive students might actually be more aggressive toward their peers,

if they were teased'or rejected and reacted to this with aggression.

The other disagreement was for'lhe "other negative" deicriptions..

Teachers had a significant group effect here, caused mostly by a tendency

to use these negative descriptions more often in speSking afunattractive

students. The observers did not have a significant group effect, but they

used these negative descriptors, most often to describe the attractive

students and least often to describe the unattractive students. This

disagreement does indicate halo effects inthe teachers' perCeptions a

little more-clearly.

In general, attractive students were perceived positively on other

attributes and unattractive students were perceived'negatively. However,

most differences were due to perceptions of the unattractiyestudetns, and'

most of these made sense, given the relationships involved:

Checklist Variables

There was no 'group effect for.attrdctiveness on the measures of-
.

'boisterous and disruptive behavjor, indicating that Unattractive students

were no more likely to misbehave than. other students (see Table 13-?)., However,

significant group effects appeared for the other five checklist variableS.

`These indicated that unattractive students were seen as more passive and

unemotional, more likely to have poor peer relations, more likely to have
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low self esteem, and more likely to be clumsy and lethargic. in contrast,-

attractive students were-seen as more likely to have good peer relations.

These data indicate that:the observers saw attractive students as more

popular, more self confident, and more energetic and better coordinated

than unattractive students. These findings are a little surprising. They

suggest that attractiveness-might be of more general Importance than we

had expected. On the other hand, fhe data might just indicate held effects

in the observer perceptions.

Findings concerning clumsy and lethargic received some suppOrt from

the adjective description variables "athletic" and "attractive," but the

perceptions concerning peer relations were not supported.by "adjective des-
_

cription findings for popularity or social leadership. Also, the perceptions

i

of passivity were not supported by adjecilive description findings for active.

I

Thus, there is reason to believe that th se checklist data contain signifi-
,

cant halo effect, and that they represen Inferences by the observers

rather than objective observations.

Classroom Observation Variables

The interpretation of halo effect in the perception data Is supported

by the fact that significant group effects were observed for only 10 of

a possible 159 clasroom observation variables. This is about equalto the

eight 'significant effects expected by chance 'alone. Thus, we had expected,

perceptions of attractiveness loterelate much more strongly and.consistently

with other perceptions than they do with objectively. measured behavior. .'

Even though the numbers of significant group effects in the behavior data were
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barely above chance levels, we will review them to discuss patterns.

I. TotaleipOilie013i)oflunities. Attractive students had more total

response opportunities, and unattractive students had fewer (139). However;

the percentage of response opportunities which led to criticism from the

teacher was higher for attractive students and lower for unattractive

students (33). Thus, teachers were quicker to criticize attractive students

for poor responses, even though they responded more often.

2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. None of these

variables showed a significant group effect. Attractive and unattractive

students did not differ in the frequencies with which they volunteered to

answer questions in public response opportunity situations or in the kinds

of feedback and evaluational responses that they got from the teachers.

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. The only significant

group effect here indicated that,the teachers called on unattractive students

as non-volunteers more often than average, and called on attractive students

as non-volunteers less often than average (4). Thts probably means that

attractive students volunteered more readi1)7 than unattractive students.

In general, the data for public response opportunities produced only three

significant findings. These indicated that attractive students were a

little more likely than unattractive students to volunteer to answer,

questions or to recite, and that the teachers were more likely to criticize

poor responses from attractive students '(33).
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4. Private Work Contacts, The only significant group effect here was for

negative of which occurred in interactions'ini*lated by .

t\

the teachers. This happened more often for unattractive stu tints and less

.often for attractive ones (162). This mayhave been due to a real dif-

ference in the quality of work between the groups (recall that the teachers

perceived unattractive students as less intelligent, less achieving, less

attentive, and less likely to work steadily).

5. Private, Non-Work Contacts. This section produced five significant group

effects. The teachers initiated more work contacts.(143) and more personal

. contacts (145) with unattractive students than attractive students. This

Indicatesihat they saw unattractive students as -more in need of monitoring

and supervision, both concerninglieir work on assignments and concerning

self-care responsibilities. Not surprisingly, a greater proportion of the

teacher initiated contacts with attractive students concerned housekeeping

requests, and a smaller proportiOn of teacher initiated contacts with un-

attractive students involved such requests (48).

The two remaining differences concerned acceptance and rejection of

tattling by students. In both cases, students perceived as medium in

- attractiveness differed from both the attractive and the unattractive-

students. Students :ranked in the middle of the attractiveness scale

were unlikely to have their tattles approved and more likely, to have them

rejected (126, 127). The opposite was true for both attractive and unat-

tractive students. The finding for attractive students makes sense, if they

were in fact more intelligent and thus probably more able to tattle "appro,
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priately" (in the-eyes of the teachers). However, the data for unattractive

students do- not make qpncp, gIven_the_general pattern of findings for tattlin

if anything, we would expect unattractive students to be rejected more often

and approved less often, rather than vice versa. Given that significant

relationships for attractive versus unattractive students appeared at only

about a chance level and do not fall into a clear pattern.; this difference

is perhaps best left uninterpreted.

Behavior Related Contacts. Only onesignificant group effect appeared

here: 'the teachers were more likely to warn unattractive students when

they misbehaved (71), and less likely to warn attractive students. The

pattern of non-significant group relationships for other forms for teacher

intervention when students misbehaved does notsuggest any simple inter-

pretation of this effect, so again, we will leave it uninterpreted.

Summary for Attractive

Teacher and observer perceptions of attractive and unattractive students

followed a general halo pattern. In particular, unattractive students were

perceived in the negative direction on a number of variables, some of which

made goodsense and, some of which did not. Several of the teacher adjective

descriptions unattractive students were not supported by observer adjective

'descriptions or by any other data, and several of the grO60e-ffectilio the

observer checklist variables were not supported by the classroom observation

data. In general, as we expected, perceived attractiveness related more

9
often and more systematically to other perceptions than it did to observed

behavior. The number of significant group effects in the observational data
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barely exceeded chance expectations, and the 10 effects which did appear

Conclusion

Most of the significant relationships for happy and attractive were

due to the scores for the unhappy and unattractive students. These

typically were in the undesirable direttien when significant effects

appeared, although there were some exceptions. The means for happy and

attractive students typically differed from the general mean for all

students in the desirable directions, but they usually were closer to the

general mean than the scores for unhappy and unattractive students were.

Unhappy students were seen as low in helpfulness, motivation, work

habits, popularity, and teacher relationships, and they were seen as

absent more often and as less likely to come from good homes. They also

were seen as more likely-to be boisterous and disruptive, passive and

unemotional, low in self esteem, clumsy and lethargic, and as having

difficulties in peer relationships.

The behavioral data indicated that unhappy students were alienated

from the teachers as individuals and from school as an institution_ They

seldom volunteered to answer questions, seldom approached the teachers

\\ sl;for any reason other than personal. concerns, anoften- misbehaved. Further-

more, when they did misbehave, they often did so in aggressive and defiant

ways.
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Teachers responded well to these stresses in work related interactions,

going out of their way to praise unhappy_students for good work or good

answers when they got an opportunity, and generally trying to be patient

and encouraging with them. However, their relationship with these students

in behavior related Interactions were completely negative in emotional

tone. They were more likely to warn, threaten, criticize, and punish

these students for misbehavior, especially disruptive or defiant misbehavior.

We began the chapter by noting that a question of major interest was

whether teachers would respond to unhappy students with pity or with

hostility. The answer seems to be "some of both." The teachers seemed

to be trying to be patient and reinforcing with these students whor' they

recognized as unhappy, even though they were difficult tudents to deal

with. They were reaonsably successful at doing this when they were

interacting with the students in work related contexts. However, the

defiant types of misbehavior that:these students provided apparently were

too much for the teachers to accept, so they .reacted angrily to such

behavior, even though at other times they tried to be pleasant, and even

though they recognized that these students were unhappy. This is a good

example of student effects on teachers, in that the teachers appeared

driven to*behave in ways that they did not want to behave by *the persistent

and intense pressures exerted by these unhappy students.

The findings for perceptions of attractiveness generally conformed to

our expectations. Attractiveness formed part.of the general halo of perceptions..

Attractive students were likely to be perceived positively On other traits,

and unattractive students were likely to be perceived negatively on other 1'
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traits. However, the relationships of perceived attractiveness were more

numerous and more consistent with other perception data than they were with

classroom observations. In fact, the number of significant findings in the

observational data barely exceeded chance, and they did not form Interpretable

patterns of clusters. Thus, physical attractiveness apparently is not relevant

to student behavior in the classroom or to the quality of teacher-student

interaction, even though it relates systematically to other adult perceptions.

The findings for attractive provided an especially good example of halo

effect. The teacher rankings, observer ratings, adjective descriptions, and

checklist data all showed "logical" relationships between perceived attrac7

tiveness and other perceptions, but these were not supported by the objective

observations. In particular, there was little support for the perceptions

of attractive students as more intelligent and higher achieving than unattrac-

tive ones, although the few group effects relevant to these perceptions were

consistent with these perceptions. However, there was no generalized pattern

of differences in the behavioral data to suggest that attractive students

were significantly better workers or higher achievers than unattractive

students.

The perceived differences in popularity, peer relationships, and self

esteem also were not supported in the classroom data, but few of these .

data were directly relevant to these perceptions. Consequently, the' perceptions.

may well be correct. However, the unusually high halo effect component in

the attractiveness perceptions should.be kept in mind. It may be that these

perceptions reflect what teachers or observers think attractive or unattractive

students should be like, rather than what.they actually are like.
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Table 13-1. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adjective Description Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently on the Happy Scale.

TEACHERS OBSERVERS
Groups Groups

Med High Low Med HighAdjective Descriptions Low

5. Helpful 3

8. Motivated 3

9. Intelligent 3

Ii. Good Worker 3

12. Popular

14. Responsible 3

18. Temperamental I

24. Social Leader 3

28. Good Home 3

31. Often Absent I

37. Good Teacher Relations

40. % Positive 3

*

. ***
k<.00I

..1,0=1..m. ...

4

349.

2 I

2 I

2

2 I

MO

* * *

* *

* *

*

2 1
* 2

2 3 *
I

2 1
* 3

2 1
* * *

2 3 * *

3 1

3 2

1 2

2 I



:Table 13-2. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Behavior Checklist for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Happy and Attractive

Scales.

Happy Attractive
Adjective Descriptions Low Med High Low Med Him

I. Boisterous, disruptive 1 2 3 *** NA

2. Passive, unemotional 1 .2 3 * I- 2 3 **

3. Good peer relations 3 2 1
*** 3 2 1

***

4. Poor peer relations I 2 3 **
) 3 2 ***

5. Low self-esteem I 2. 3 ***
1 2 3 ***

6. Clumsy, lethargic 1 2 3 * I 2 3 ***

*
p . 05

** .

p

***
p 4.001
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Table 13-3. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adjective Description- Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently cn the Attractive Scale.

Adjective Descriptions

Teachers Observers
Groups Groups

Low Med High Low Med High

3. Happy 3 2 1 3 1 2

9. Intelligent 3 2 1
* * * 3 2 I

10. Achieving 3 2 1
* * mr mr mr

11. Good Worker 3 2 I 3 2 1

13. Aggressive 1 3 2 * 3 I 2

17. Inattentive 1 2 3 *
I 3 2

20. Athletic 3 2 * 3 2 1

22. Other Negative I 3 2 ** 3 2 1

26. Attractive 3 2 I
** 3 2 1

30. Medical Problems
-

1 2 3 NA

31. Often Absent I 2 3 * NA

40. % Positive 3 2 I
* * * 3 2 1
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CHAPTER XIV

NOTICEABLE STUDENTS 14-1

In this chapter, we will discuss the correlations for the noticeable and

eye CUntadt-geales:-BO-fil of these scales Involve student attributes that

increase or decrease their salience or the degree to wh'ch they stand out

from thecroWd," relative to their classmates.

As mentioned previously, some students ranked consistently as noticeable

sometimes were ranked highon this scale because they were exceptionally

outstanding students. Others were ranked high on the scale because they were

very active and likely to come to the teachers' attention because of mis-

behavior. Consequently, high rankings on this scale were ambiguous in their

implications.

Students ranked low on this scale were especially interesting to us,

because this meant that teachers agreed in stating that they were not very

noticeable, even though they were present just as much as other students.

Consistent low rankings on noticeable raise the question of whether such

students have particular defining attributes that make them "fade into the

background." Most probably, what distinguishes these students from others

is not so much their positive attributes as attributes that they do not

have. This question will be discussed in the present chapter. Also, it is

worth bearing in mind that the students ranked consistently low on noticeable

probably were similar to those studied here and elsewhere who were ranked

low on teacher concern.

Eye contact proved to be a very interesting scale. It had poor variance

and distribution of scores compared to the other scales, because most students

had good eye contact. Consequently, most results from this scale were due to

the minority of students whd shied away from eye contact with the teachers.



Nevertheless, this scale produced an interesting number and variety of

findings, indicating that eye contact (or, more specifically, avoidance ,

of eye contact) correlated systematically with a number of other student/

/
attributes.

Noticeable

Teacher rankings and observer ratings on noticeable correlated . ,

indicating generally good agre%ent. However, despite this, the patt rns

of correlationswithother scales differed more for not than for

the other 12 scales. This.was because noticeable was a more important scale

for the observers than for the teachers, primarily because the observers had

only five opportunities to observe in each classroom. Consequently, the degree

to which students were noticeable made a big difference in the amount and quality

of information that observers were likely to have about them.

For both teachers and observers, noticeable had a mixed pattern of cor-

relations with other scales. This contrasts with the genera' "halo pattern".

found for the other 12 scales. In the teacher correlations, none of the coef-

ficients were high, but noticeable related most strongly to happy, achieving,

creative, and eye contact (all positively). Other coefficients were positive

but small, except for the relationships with calm and concern, which were

negative. For observers, noticeable correlated negatively with calm and

cooperative, indicating that the students most noticeabletoti,e observers

were those who were active and likely to misbehave. This contrasts with the

students most noticeable to the teachers, most of whom were noticeable for

more positive reasons.

4,
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Partial correlations for the teacher data revealed positive correlations

between noticeable and happy, achieving, creative, attractive, and eye contact,

and negative correlations with calm and cooperative. This mixed pattern

reflects the point made above: some students were consistently perceived

as noticeable by the teachers for primarily positive reasons, while others

were consistently perceived as noticeable for primarily negative reasons.

This mixed pattern also can be seen in .the adjective description variables.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant group effects for noticeable were obtained for 13 of a

possible 37 teacher variables and for II of a possible 31 observer variables

(see Table 14-1). For the 13 variables for which data were available for both

groups, the teachers and observers clearly agreed on seven, disagreed slightly

on four, and disagreed clearly on two.

Teachers and observers agreed in seeing the noticeable as sociable, happy,

confident, intelligent, active, and humorous. Students ranked low on

noticeable were low on these variables, but more likely to be described as quiet.

Except for intelligent and confident, these variables concern temperament

and social interaction. This suggests th,..r the differences betweLn noticeable

and less noticeable students were most clear in situations in which the students

were not involved in lessons or organized activities, where structure and

roles tend to limit individual differences. Instead, diffei'ences showed up

most clearly in seatwork and independent activity contexts, when noticeable

students were more active and sociable and less noticeable students were quieter..
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Data available on only one of the two.groups indicated that teacher's

saw the noticeable students as'higher achievers, although they did not see

the least noticeable students as low achieverk. The teachers also saw

notiLe students as ikely to be creative and to be *social leaders, and

as unlikely-to be absent often. The data for the less noticeable students

were reversed on these three descriptors.

The observers indicated that the least noticeable students were among the.

worst behaed. There was no parallel group effect on this variable for the

teachers, indicating that classroom behavior was not an important consideration

for teacher rankings on the noticeable scale. Also, the observers indicated

that students rated high or medium on noticeable were more likely to be bossy

in their social interactions than students rated low. These findings

reinforce the general impression that ratings on noticeable were based
4.

primarily on social interaction with peers. In addition, the observers apparently

took into account classroom conduct more than the teachers did.

Mild disagreements were seen for aggressive, considerate, unobtrusive,

and total percentage of positive descriptors. The teachers had a significant

group effect for aggressive, placing the noticeable sttdents highest and the

least noticeable students lowest. The observers did not have a significant

group effect. They agreed in placing the least noticeable students lowest,

but the most noticeable students ranked in the middle on their descriptions of

aggressiveness. Thus, there was agreement that least noticeable students

were not aggressive.

A similar result appeared for considerate. Here, the observers had a

significant group effect caused primarily by frequent descriptions of the
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least noticeable students as conaierate. The most noticeable students were

least likely to be described as considerate by the observers. In contrast,

the teachers did not have a significant.group effect here, and although they

agreed in describing the least noticeable students as considerate, the most
t

noticeable students ranked second rather than third. Again, there was-
°.

agreement that the least noticeable students were likely to be considerate

as well as unlikely to be aggressive.

While teachers and observers' agreed in describing the least noticeable

students as unobtrusive, the teachers did not have a significant group effect.

Also, the most noticeable students ranked in the middle rather than at the

bottom in their descriptions of students as unobtrusive, These minor disagree-

ments were part of a general pattern suggesting that most of the differences

for the noticeable scale were due to differences between the students who

were Least noticeable as compared to those who were middle or high on noticeable.

The fini4 partial disagreement occurred for the total percentage of

.positive statements. This was highest for both groups for the noticeable

-students, alt6ouh a significant group effect appeared only in the teacher

data. Furthermore, the percentage of:positive statements made by teachers,

was next highest for the least noticeable students. The group means for

students ranked middle and row on hoticeable were reversed in the observer

N

data. Thus, the two groups agreed only in making higher percentages, of positive

statements about

least noticeable

the most noticeable students. They dipgreed about the

students, most probably because they paid the least attention

;to these students.
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More clear disagreements were seen for the "other negati.ve" and 'other

positive" categories. There was a significant group effect In the "other negative"

descriptors of the observers, who used these miscellaneous negative descriptions

most often to describe the noticeable students and least often to describe

the least noticeable students. This effect was significant for the observers,

and it indicated that they saw many negative qualities in noticeable students,

compared to the others.

In contrast, the teachers showed no significant group effect here, and

the noticeable students had the highest mean for "other negative" dpscriptors.

Teachers did agree in using this category least often for the less noticeable

students, however.

For "other positive" descriptors, the teachers had a significant effect

indicating that they used such descriptors more often for students ranked high

and middle on noticeable, and least often for those ranked low. The observers

did not have a significant group effect, but the means contrasted with those

for th4 teachers. The observers were most likely to use "other positive

descriptors in discussing the least noticeable students, followed by the most

noticeable students.

As with most other adjective description data, the disagreements between

the teachers and observers were relatively minor, but the ones that did exist

'viggest greater halo effect in the teacher perceptions. In this case, the

teachers perceived the noticeable students.more positively than the observers

did, although there was good agreement between the two groups in.seeing the'.

Watt noticeable students as relatively unsociable, unhappy, quiet, lacking

in confidence, relatively unintelligent;' not aggressive, not active, unobtrusive,
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and not humorous. Except for considerate, these all are essentially passive

qualities, confirming our expectation that students ranked low on noticeable

would be ranked low because of what they did not do rather than because

of what they did do.

Checklist Variables

Significant group effects for noticeable appeared on five of the six

scales, all except poor peer relations (see Table 14-2). Noticeable students

were seen by the observers as boisterous and disruptive and as having good

peer relations. The least noticeable students were lowest on these variables.

In contrast, the least noticeable students were highest on passive and un-

emotional, low self-esteem, and clumsy and lethargic, with the noticeable

students lowest. The findings for disruption, passivity, peer relations,

and lethargy all make good sense, although they only confirm what already was

suspected: students who not very noticeable are not very active.

The findings for self-esteem are a little more interesting. They suggest

that the less noticeable students were not merely passive, but also were la6king

in self-esteem. That is, their pasiivity night reflect inhibition rather than

mature independence. We checked the observational data to see if they in-

dicated anything about this possibility.

Classroom Observation Data

Significant group effects for noticeable were obtained for 36 of a

possible 157,variables. ,The pattern in the'observational data was the sime

as in the perception data: many of the grotip effects appeared because the
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students who were least noticeable differed from those ranked medium or

high on the noticeable scale.

1. Total Response Opportunities. Noticeable students had more, and the

less noticeable students had fewer, contacts with the teachers (164), and the

same was true for contacts which were public response opportunities (139).

Thus, noticeable students were more active in 1rd-erecting with the teachers,

both in public and in private situations. Al Iresult, the teachers had

to initiate a greater percentage of the interactions that they did have with the

least noticeable students, whereas the most poticeabie students were more likely

to come to them (36). They also appeared to be trying to encourage the least

noticeable students to participate more actively, because they praised more

of their volunteered correct answers (32) and criticized fewer of their poor

answers (33). Praise of correct answers by noticeable students was about

average, but they were likely to be criticized more often than average for

giving poor answers (33). Thus, the teachers appeared to be trying to com-

pensate for student differences in participation in classroom activities by

initiating more interactions with the least noticeable students and by being

more encouraging and reinforcing with them when they did interact.

2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. Given their pattern

of inactivity, it is not surprising that a greater proportion of the response

opportunities of the least noticeable students occurred in themsmall group

context rather than in general class (2, 3). The frequericy of public response
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opportunities in the general class context was particularly high for the

noticeable students and low for the least noticeable students (141).

Again, the teachers appeared to be compensating by trying to stimulate

the least noticeable students to be more active. They called on them more

frequently, and called on the noticeable students less frequently, as non-

volunteers in general class situations (18). However, -even though the teachers

probably would have been more tolerant of call outs from the least noticeable

students, these students apparently rarely called out answers. The noticeable °

students had very high rates, and the least noticeable students low rates,

of general class response opportunities which were obtained by calling out

answers (27). These data provide another example of how teachers were unsuc-'

cessful in compensating significantly for student' differences, even when they

were aware of them and apparently actively trying to do something about them.

3. Response Opportunities in Small' Group Activities. The least noticeable

students got a greater proportion of their respohse opportunities in small

group (2). This difference is due to differences in volunteering and calling

out in the large group context. The teachers also,,calleckon the least

noticeable students as non-volunteers more often in small groups, and they

did this less often with the most noticeable students (4). Also, the teachers

were more likely to criticize poor answers by the noticeable'students and

less likely to criticize the less noticeable stucients in small gEoups 07),_
..__

The data indicate that the leaSt noticeable students were especially

inactive in public response opportunity situations. The teachers tried to

compensate for this by calling on them as non - volunteers more frequently, by
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praising them more often, and by criticizing them less often. This did not

equalize participation rates, however.

4. Private Work Contacts. A greater proportion of.the work contacts

that teachers initiated with noticeable students included criticism fo -poor

work, and a lower proportion of such contacts with less noticeable students

included criticism (160). Conversely, a greater proportion of the work

contacts that the least no-Ficeable students had with teachers involved

praise from the teachers (132). Here again, are inacations that the teachers

were trying to be positive and encouraging toward the least noticeable

students, apparently in an effort to get them to participate more often.

A greater percentage of the contacts that the least noticeable students

initiated with the teachers were for work related purposes, and a lower

percentage of such contacts initiated by the most noticeable students

were for work rciated purposes (98). This indicates that the noticeable

students came to the teachers frequently fora variety of reasons, but that

the less noticeable students tended to come to the teachers primarily to

discuss work.

The teachers did not come to the least noticeable students more often

than to other students to inspect their work, so that there Is no reason

to suspect that the least noticeable students were doing poor work or

required special supervision. The findings apparently mean that the

least nOticeable students tended to their own affliT-rvi-theu-t---teetinajt

.necessary approach the teachers, except When they needed help or clari-

fication concerning work assignments.
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5. Private, Non-Work Contacts. Most of the significant group effects in

this section were for student initiation variables, and they indicate that

the least noticeable students were relatively inactive in the classroom.

The noticeable students initiated more contacts, and the less noticeable

students initiated fewer contacts, with the teachers (154). A significant

group effect in the same direction was observed for student initiated

approval seeking (156). Thus, the least noticeable students were less

likely to approach the teacher for any reason, but especially unlikely to

approach the teacher to seek approval for good work or completed work.

The least noticeable students also were especially unlikely to come

to the teacher to tattle, ever though when they did so they were more

likely to be approved and less likely to be rejected (125, 126, 127).

Simiarly, these same students were least likely to come to the teachers

to initiate purely social contacts, even though when they did so they were

likely to receive acceptance and feedback from the teacher and unlikely to be

refused (128, 129, 130). Here again, the teachers apparently were reacting

to these students in ways that were likely to motivate them to approach

them more often, but this behavior did not succeed.

Furthermore, differences on teacher variables also suggest teacher

efforts to Increase Interaction with less noticeable students. The teachers

were less likely to approach these students to request them to perform

.housekeeping tasks (144), but they were especially likely to approach them

with purely social contacts (57). However, when the teacher$ did approach

these Students for social contacts, the least noticeable studen'ts were

,especially unlikely to respond to the teachers with positive. reactions (58).

They were no more likely than average to respond with negative reactions
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either (59). This indicates that their response to the teachers was limited

to passivity and disinterest, rather than avoidance or hostility.

When the least noticeable students approached the teachers for

housekeeping requests, they were especially likely to be approved (115).

When they approached the teacher with personal requests, they were unlikely

to be refused (120). Thus, except for the fact that the teachers did not

often approach the least noticeable students with housekeeping requests,

every other significant group difference in this section fits a larger

pattern involving: I) avoidance of the teachers y the least noticeable

students; 2) teacher attempts to counteract this by responding to these

students favorably when the students did approach them; and 3) teacher

attempts to reach out to these students (unsuccessfully) to initiate

social contacts. The data presented so far provide no indication that

these least noticeable students were negativistic toward the teachers, but

they were notably bland and detached. They provided little positive

response to the teachers, even when the teachers went.out of their way

to be pleasant.

6. Behavior Related Contacts. The teachers seldom had behavior related

contacts with the least noticeable students (147, 60), as wo1ld be expecteJ

from the pattern of results reviewed so far. Furthermore, other differences

in behavior related contacts extend the pattern of teacher attempts to be

positive and pleasant toward these students, for the most part. Teachers

did single out the noticeable students for praise of good behavior more

often (68), but a greater proportion of total contacts that teachers had
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with the least noticeable students involved some form of positive teacher

reaction (138). This suggests that teachers were praising the least

noticeable students more often per opportunity than they were praising the

most noticeable students (who provided more opportunities).

Data on negative teacher reactions to misbehavior indicate that the

least noticeable students were unlikely to be threatened (72), and that they

did not respond emotionally to th3 teachers the way that other students did.

Noticeable students were high, and less noticeable students were low, both

on the percentage of behavioral contacts in which the students responded

by being cowed (75) and in the percentage in which they responded by being

sullen (76). Again, the least noticeable students showed neither fear nor

hostility toward the teachers in negative situations, and they did not

show positive reactions *1-o the teachers in more pleasant interactions.

The general impression here is one of physical Inactivity and emotional

passivity.

The final significant group effect in this section Indicated that

teachers were coded for some form of critical incident in a greater percentage

of their interactions with the noticeable students as compared with other

students (153). The general pattern of relationships reviewed in this

section indicates that these critical incidents probably were mostly

negative in nature.

Summary for Noticeable

The perceptual data for noticeable indicate that the teachers and

especially the observers made their rankings for noticeable primarily on

the basis of student activity and general behavior in seatwork situations.
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These situations allowed individual differences in activity level and

sociability to appear more clearly than they did during lessons, which

impose structure and role behavior on students. Although the observer

perceptions of noticeable students were a little more negative than those

of the teachers, both groups agreed in seeing the least noticeabrt students

as different from other students, and different primarily by virtue of

pastivity and low scores on various measures of activity. This result was

almost "automatic" for the observers. They observed each classroom only

five times, so that the students they ratedas.least noticeable were the

ones that did not come to their attention. The most likely candidates

for this were passive, inactive students.

These impressions were borne out quite clearly in the observational

data, which indicated that passivity was the primary defining attribute

of the least noticeable students. They avoided interactions with teachers.

except when they needed help and they did not volunteer to answer questions

or call out answers. The teachers systematically tried to react them by.

initiating interactions with them more often, by praising the more often,

and .by criticizing them less often, but this apparently was not very suc-

cessf.0 1.

Furthermore, these students were especially unlikely to respond

4..7
.favorably to teacher overtures, and they also were unlikely to respond

negatively to the teachel-s. din short, they were detached and inactive

in their general behaVior, and unemotional in their interactions with and-

responses to teachers. difficult to judge from these data whether

the observer perceptions of these students as having low self-esteem were
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accurate. It is possible that this pattern of passivity could be independent

of self-esteem, although it seem likely that low self-esteem might have

been one of the reasons for this passivity.

The less noticeable students make interesting contrasts with certain

other groups, particularly those classified as unhappy and immature.

The classroom observation data on the latter groups revealed numerous dif-

ferences suggesting that they were having a difficult timei.either in school

or In their lives generally. In contrast, the data for less noticeable

students indicate clearly that these students were unsually inactive in

their behavior and passive in their emotional response to the teachers, but

they provide no indication that these students were necessarily unhappy,

poorly adjusted, or otherwise worse off then other students. In summary,

this passivity may simply be a stylistic difference, without an implications

concerning adjustment or mental health.

Eye Contact

The teacher rankings and observer ratings of eye contact correlated

only .20, indicating relatively low agreement for this scale. As mentioned

previously,, this is due mostly to reduCed variance in the scale. Both

teachers and observers reported difficulty discriminating among students

who typically showed eye contact. In many ways, this scale reflects a

division between students who avoided eye contact and all other students,

rather than a distribution along a continuum from very low to very high

eye contact.
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Eye contact scores did form part of the general "halo pattern" In their

correlations with other scales, although these usually were low correlations.

Eye contact correlatedhighlY in the teacher rankings with happy, achieving,

creative, persistent, attachment, and noticeable; indicating that teachers

had generally favorable perceptions of. students who avoided eye contact.

The strongeSt correlations in the observer rankings were with happy and

creative.

Partial correlations. for the teacher rankings indicated significant

positive relationships between eye contact and happy, attachment, and

noticeable, indicating that eye contact was associated not only with the

general halo of positive attribute's, but particularly with teacher

liking of. students. The teachers perceived students who avoided eye

contact as unhappy, but they also did not like these students.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant group effects appeared for eye contact on nine of a possible

37 teacher variables and five of a possible 31observer variables (see

Table 14-3). Data common to both groups were sparse and showed less agree-

ment than normal, again indicating that eye contact was a less reliable

and probdbly less valid scale than the others. Teachers and observers

agreed 06 three descriptors, mildly disagreed on two others, and disagreed

clearly on a sixth.

Both groups associated eye contact with.intelligend, inactivity, and

general positive. descriptions. In addition, data available for one group

but not the other indicated that the teachers saw students who maintained

eye contact as social readers, as coming from gOod homes? and as creative,
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and that they saw students who avoided eye contact as often absent and as

untrustworthy. In addition, the observers saw the students who maintained

eye contact as sociable and those who avoided eye contact as unsociable,

providing partial confirmation of the teacher perceptions for social

leadership.

The teachers' perception of the students who avoided eye contact as

untrustworthy is partitularly interesting in view of the cultural association

between thesgLattributes_("shifty-eyed,l,etc:): Other data will be examined

to see if there were any indications that these teacher perceptions were
-,.

valid.

Minor disagreements were seen for good worker and inattentive. The

observers showed a significant group effect for good worker, perceiving

students who maintained eye contact as good workers and those who avoided

eye.contact'as poor workers. The teachers did not have a significant

group effect here. They did rankstudents who maintained eye contact

highest, but those who avoided eye contact were ranked in the middle for

good worker. Thie teachers had'a significant group effect on inattentive,

perceiving students who avoided eye'contact as least likely to t(e inattentive.

The observers did not have a significant group effect here. They agreed

in perceiving students who maintained eye contact as least Maly to. be

inall'entive, but they rated students who avoided eye contact in the middle

on this attribute.

Finally, there' was disagreement on the use of the "other negative"

category. The observers had a significant group effect-here, using these

negative descriptors most often to describe students who maintained eye

contact and least often to -describe student's who .avoided eye contact.
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The teachers had the reverse pattern, although there was not significant

group effect. Taken together, the disagreements here suggest, as they

usually do, that the teachers had more halo effect in their perceptions,

compared to those of the classroom observers. In particular, the teachers

perceived the students who avoided eye contact as inattentive and as

. untrustworthy. We will examine the other data for information relevant

to these perceptions.

Checklist Variables

Significant group effects were obtained for all of the checklist

variables except poor peer relations (see Table 14-2). The observers

saw students who avoided eye contact as more boisterous and disruptive,

more passive and Unemotional, less likely to have good peer relations,

lower in self-esteem, and.more clumsy and lethargic. These data suggest

halo effect in several respects. First, the perception of students who

avoid eye contact as boisterous and disruptive was not accompanied by

similar differences in the adjective description data. Furthermore,

these students were described as passive and unemotional on the checklist,

butes active in the adjective descriptions. The adjective description

data. do provide some support for the perception that students-with good

eye contact had good peer relationships, hOwever.

ClasSroom Observatign Data

Significant group effects for eye contact appeard qn 25 of a possible ;?e.

153 classroom observation variables: 'Although this is a relatively low

number compared to thbse for ofhtr scales, it is higher than was expected-

36.9
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in view of the low variance for this scale and the generally unconvincing

pattern of perception data. As expected, many ofthe significant group

'effects that did appear were caused by a difference between the'students

who avoided eye contact and the other two groups of students consistent on

this scale.

I. Total Response Opportunities. The students who'maintained eye contact

had more response opportbnities, and the students who avoided eye contact
4

had fewer (1, 139). Also, a greater _proportion of the totsi con+ac*-s-w+th

teachers involvir.g students who avoided eye contact were teacher.initi6ted

contacts (36), and a greater perceRtage of the total work contacts4inv6Iving

these students were private ones (37). this effect was exaggerated slightly

when approval see
\s.

g contacts were taken into consideration (38).

None of th e data acre surprising. They indicate.that students who

avoided eye contac with the teachers were less likely to respond in palic

response opportunity situations and less likely to approach.the teacher for

private contacts. This makes sense if avolAnce.of eye contact is part. of

a generalized pattern of inhibition., either toward the teacher or toward

people in, general.

2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities..' Students who Main-

* tarhed eye contact had unusually high rates of pilhijc4response opportunities

.

in general class contexts, and those who avoided eye'catitact.had,unusualiy
1

low rates (141, 3). Teachers tried to counteract this by calling on +he °

students who avoided eye contact more frequently as non-c/olunteers (18),

'370 ,
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bdcause these students did not volunteer as often as the other students

did (21). It also Is possible, of course, that the teachers called on

students who avoided eye contact as non-volunteers for disciplinary reasons,

if they were lessattentive as well as less inclined to volunteer.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the data from general class

situations are the variables that did not show significant group effects.

In other situations involving patterns like these, in which certain

groups of students were reticent about volunteering to respond in public

response opportunity situations, the teachers typically reacted not only

by caliing on them more often as non-volunteers, but also by praising k

more often and criticizing them less often. These differences did not appear

with the students who avoided eye contact. This indicates that the teachers

were less willing or able to reach out to these students and try to encourage

them to participate. Along with the teacher perceptions of these students as

untrustworthy, these data indicate that the ;teachers did not particularly like

these students, and that they made less strenuous efforts to "reach" them

than they did with other kinds of reticent students (although the.), did

call on them as.non-voiunteers more frequently).

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. Because the students

who avoided eye contact did not volunteer, and thus did not get called on/i, as

often in general class activities, a greater proportion of their publid

response opportunities c.:curred in small eoups (2). Even so, a smaller',

'proportion of these occurred because they had volunteered (7) These datA,

like the data for public response opportunitiei generally, indicate 'that the

students who avoided eye contact also avoided volunteering to makepubli9 h

41.
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responses. They forced the teachers to call on them as non-volunteers in

order to get them to particiapte.

4. Private Work Contacts. All of the significant group effects in this

section concerned teacher reactions to the students who evaded eye con-

tact, and they indicate ambivalence on the part of the teachers: A greater

percentage of the total work contacts involving these students included

praise from the teachers (132), but these students also were criticized

more often during work contacts (133). These differences were mostly in

teacher initiated rather than student initiated work interactions. Teachers

gave the students who avoided eye contact more criticism in teacher

initiated work contacts (42).

These same students also had a smaller percentage of situations in which

the teacher merely observed them working without stopping to talk to them

(45). This indicates that the teachers felt it necessary and/or wanted to

interact with students who avoided eye contact. These students did not

encourage them, however: they had a greater percentage"of teacher initiated

work contacts in which they responded to the teachers in a negative way (44).

Thus, they responded negatively to teacher attempts to reach them.

The final variable in this section showing a significant group effect

'concerned teacher initiated work contacts which involved brief feedback,

as opposed to either mere observation or more extended feedback (46).

The difference here appeared because the group rated medium in eye contact

had a lower percentage of brtef feedback contacts with the teachers than

either the students who maintained eye4contact regularly or those who

avoided it. We have no interpretation for this effect, which was unexpected
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and Is related to any larger pattern that might lend meaning to it.

in summary, The data for work interactions indicate that the teachers

were trying to reach out to the students who avoided eye contact, but that

these students responded negatively to the teachers' overtures.

5. Private, Non-Work Contacts. Only three significant group effects appeared

here, and they continue the pattern of teacher ambivalence. Teachers

initiated more contacts with the students who avoided"eye contact than with

other students (142). This indicates that the teachers were systematically

initiating interaction with these students, even though the students avoided

eye contact with them and in some ways "turned them off." In addition, when

these students initiated social contacts with tie teachers, the teachers were

likely to respond positively and give brief feedback, and unlikely to refuse

the students (129, 130). In shoft, these data indicate that the teachers

were going out of their way to try to be pleasant toward these, students,

*despite their negative perceptions of them.

6. ,Behavior Related-Contacts. Only five behavior related contacts showed

.

significant group effects for this scale, and they form an unusual corn

bination. First, a greater proportion of the behavioral contacts involving

students who avoided eye contact were for non - .interactive misbehaviors

such as cheating or lying (67). This provides support for the teachers'

;,descriptions of these students as untrustworthy. .

The remaining sigatficant effects i5dicate that teachers' had a

ficult time control-lin§ their responses to these stdaents. They were
. . /

especially likely to respond to disruptive misbehavior by these students'
-/
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with threats, criticism, or punishment (87). They also were likely to

respond with warnings (92) 'or with threats, criticism, or punishment (93)

when these students behaved aggressively toward their classmates. These

data indicate that the misbehavior 44 these students was especially dis-

ruptive or annoying, .and/or that the teachers were less patient with them

and more likely to respond negati"velywhen they misbehaved.

The final significant group effect is related more closely to teacher

interactions with students who maintained eye contact than to interactions

with students who avoided eye contact. It showed that the teachers were

especially likely to flatter the students who maintained eye contact (151).

Summary for Eye Contact

Teachers and observers had less agre%ent about student eye contact

and less convincing and less logical group effects for this scale in the

adjective. description and behavior checklist data. However, the major

point of disagreement surrounded teacher perceptions of students who

avoi tJa .J,e contact as inattentive and untrustworthy. The obtervational

data to:Y,Ided no direct corroboration concerning attentiveness, but they

did indicate that students who avoided eye contact seldom volunteered to

answer cluestions or approached the teacher for any reason: They did

provide support for the teachers' perceptions thatstudents who avoided

.eye contact were untrustworthy. These students were especially likely to

be coded for misbehaviors involving cheating, lying, or other violations

of trust.

Most of the significant group effects-revealed.that th6 teachers were

trying to reach studentswho avoided eye contact by calling on them more
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often and initiating interactions with them. However, these students

responded negatively to these] teacher attempts, and the teachers generally

were less persistent and le0 successful in trying to "win them over" in

comparison to their treatment of other types of students who generally .

avoided them. The teachers apparentlywereamt;ivalent about these students

They initiated contacts with them more Often, but they also were less

patient with them when they were disobedient (apparently with some Justi-

fication).

Conclusion

Like most scales, the noticeable and eye contact scales indicated more

halo effect in the teacher rankings than in the observer ratings and adjective

descriptions. However, there was less agreement between teachers and

observers in the adjective descriptions data for these two scales. Dif-

ferences on the noticeable scale, were due mostly to differences in what

leachers and observers took into account in rating noticeable. The observer

descriptions apparently were affected most strongly by classroom activity

level, particularly in seatwork situations. This led to a mixed pattern

of descriptions, sow of which pictured the noticeable student's as sociable

and popular, while others pictured them as overly active or misbehaving.

-The teacher data were more clearly;RositIve. Many students were noticeable

to the teachers for reasons having to do with creative or otherwise out-

standing work. In general, the teachers were more attentive to,student

tbehaVlor4rele/ant to teaching and learnjng, and less attentive to social

behavior with peers In ranking the students on noticeable.

375
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The behavioral data for the students who were not very noticeable

were consistent in picturing these students as passive and unresponsive.

They did not volunteer to respond or to call out answers in public response

situations, and they did not approach the teachers except when they needed

help with their work. They were lower than average in both positive and

negative responses to the teachers indicating that theyweregenerally passive

indviduals rather than individuals who were alienated from the teachers

or from schooling. In many ways, the data for the students ranked as least

noticeable in this study are similar to those in previous studies for

students rated low in teacher concern.

Whereas the noticeable scale departed from the norm by showing both

positive and negative correlates, the eye contact scale was part of the

general cluster of halo effect scales. Students high on this scale

generally were perceived positively on other attributes, and students who

avoided eye contact generally were perceived negatively. Perception data

from the teachers and observers were sparse, probably because the scale

produced relatively little vefiance. Neither group could distinguish

reliably among those students who mainlained eye contact above a certain

level. In effect, then, most of th'i -relationships for this scale concerned.

the students who avoided eye contact. compared students in general.

The perCeption data indicatethat students who\avoided eye contact ,

were perceived generally negatively. Both teachers and observers perceived'

them as having poor peer. relationships and as being less Intelligent than
.

other students, and the'teachers also perceived them as inattentive and
.

untrustworthy. The observational data provided support for these teachers'
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perceptions. Students who avoided eye contact were especially likely to

be coded for cheating, lying, and other forms of misbehavior that involved

violations of trust.

The classroom observation data for students who avoided eye contact

with teachers indicated that these students seldom volunteered for response

opportunities and seldom approached the teachers. The teachers responded

by initiating more interactions with them and calling on them more often

as non-volunteers. However, they were not able to reinforce these dif-

ferences in contact frequency with additional differences in the emotional

quality the contacts they shared with these students. In contrast to

their behavior toward other types of students who avoided volunteering

for responses and avoided approaching them, the teachers were notably

absent in positive treatment and a5ove average in negative treatment of

students who avoided eye contact.

Apparently, these students were so irritating to the teachers ttat

they responded{ generally negatively to them even though they were aware

of the need to do something about them and in some ways were trying to do

so. As a result, deSpite good intentions, the teachers were Positive less

often and negative more often in interactions with these students, compared

to students who maintained eye contact and to students in general.

1
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Table 14 -I. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adjective Description Variables

for Students Pe.,eived Consis+ently on the Noticeable Scale.

Adjective Descriptions

Teachers
Groups

Low Med High

Observers
Groups

Low Med High

I. Sociable 3 2 1
* 3 2 I

***

3. Happy 3 2 1
* 3 2 1

*

4. Quiet 1 2 3 ***.
1 2 '3 ***

6. Well-behaved - _ - 1 2 3 *

7. Confident 3 1
**.2 1 -3-- 2

9. Intelligent 3 2 1
*** 3 2 .

.
***

10. Achieving 2 3 1
* *

13. Aggressive 3 2 1
* 3 1 2

15. Active 3 2 1
* * 3 2 1

* * *

16. Considerate 1 3 2 1 2 3'
*

19. Unobtrusive 2 1 3 I 2 3 *

1. Humorous 3 2 1
* 3 2 1

22. Other Negative 3 1 2 3 2 1
*

23. Other Positive 3 2 1
* 2 1 3

24. Social Leader 3 2 1
*

29. Creative 3 2 1
* NA

31. Often Absent 1 2 3 * NA

39. Bossy NA 3 2 1

40. % Positive 2 3 1
* 3 2 1

*p. L..05

4e*.E .01

**OR 4 .001
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Table i4-2. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Behavior Checklist Varihbles for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Noticeable and Eye Contact

Scales.

Variable Name

Noticeable

Low Middle High

**

***

***

***

**

Eye Contact

Low Middle High

*

* *

* *

* * *

* *

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Boisterous, Disruptive

Passive, Unemotional

Good Peer Realtions

Poor Peer Relations

Low Self-Esteem

Clumsy, Lethargic

3

3

1

1

2

2

2

NS

2

2

1

3

1

3

1

3

3

2

2

NS'

2

2

2

3

1

3

3

(-9

379
0



( Table 14-3. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adjective Description Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently on the Eye Contact Scale.

Adjective Descriptions

Teachers
Groups

Low Med High

1. Sociable - - -

9. Intelligent ,3 2 1
* * *

11. Good Worker 2 3 1

15. Active 1 2 3 *

17. Inattentive 1 2 3

22. Other Negative 1 2 3

24. Social Leader 2 3 1
**

28. Good Home 3 2 1
***

29. Creative 3 2 1
*

:31: Often Absent 1 2 3 ***

35. Untrustworthy C 1 3 2 *

40. % Positive 3 2 1
***

,

(

Observers
Groups

Low Med High

3 2 1

3 2 1

3 2 1

1 2 3

2 1 3

3 2 1

- - -

NA

NA

NA

NA

* * *

3 2 1
**

*2_4 .05

**.p. < . 01

**1.a. .001

...

.
t,
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CHAPTER XV

CLASSROOM CONDUCT
15-1

Having discussed attribUtes related to students' general social at-

tractiveness and the degree to which they "stand out from the crowd," we

now turn attention to one of the attributes most central to the student role:

classroom conduct, Previous research had led us to expect that this, along

with persistence and achievement, would form the core of student attributes

determining teacher attitudes and expectations. The results supported these

expectations. Group effects"for students perceived consistently on the co-

operative vs. uncooperative scale were both numerous and indicative of strong

teacher reactions to the students ranked at the extremes.

Teacher rankings and observer ratings on cooperative correlated .49, in-

dicating good agreement. Also, the patterns of intercorrelation between co-

operative and the other 12 scales were similar, indicating that this scale

was part of the general halo pattern and that it had several very strong re-

lationships with other scales. In the teacher rankings, cooperative correlated

especially strongI) with palm, careful, mature, persistent, attachment, and

concern (negativel). Observer'correlations Were relatively high for these
=4,..

same scales, especially persistent. In addition, there was a strong negative

correlation betwepn cooperative and noticeable for the observers, indicating

that misbehavior was one reason'that students came to their attention.

The partial correlations for the teacher rankings indicated that the coopera-

tive scale correlated strongly and positively with calm, mature,'and attachment/

less strongly but positively with happy and persistent, and less strongly afili
lb

negatively withtconcern and noticeable. Thus, students ranked high on cooperative

were seen as mature students high in self conti:kpl. and cariplikice, and they were

likely t) be objects of teacher attachment. Student1.seen as uncooperative had

the opposite pattern. In the partial correlations, there was no relationship
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between cooperation rankings and r gs on achieving or creative,.. indicating

that, beneath the halo effects, cooperation ratings were based strictly on.

student conduct andhot on student achievement.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant group effects for cooperative were found for 19 of a possible

37 teacher variables and for only 9 of a possible 31 observer variables (See

Table 15-1). The 14 variables containing data forboth groups 'revealed 11 agree-

ments, two partial agreements, and only one Clear`dlsagreemerlt, This is an un-

usually high degree of agreement qettleen the teachers and observers in adjec --

Live description data.

Both teachers and observers agreed in seeing cooperative students as

quieter, better motivated,' better workers, and more popular with their peers.

Both groups often used more "other positive" descriptors for cooperative stu-

dents, and their percentages of positive statements were highest for cooperative

students. Uncooperative students were lowest on all of these variables. In

addition, both teachers and observers ranked uncooperative students highest on

aggressive, active, inattentive, and temperamenta1,d both groups used more
oa

"other nega't1ve" descriptions to refer to the. Thus, teachers and observers

agreed_in seeing, cooperative and uncooperative students as differing on a great

variety of attributes. These included personal attributes, peer behavior, and

work related behavior, and all differences faVored the cooperative students.

Variables for which data were,available for only one group indicated that

.the teachers saw cooperative students as h'gher achieving, more liked)/ to come

0 from good homes, and sweeter, and that *Hey saw uncooperative student's as more

likely to have medical problems, to be undeaOievers, and to be untrustworthy.'

3E32n
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In addition, the observers saw cooperative students as better behaved. All

of these add to the consistent pattern already observed.

Minor disagreements appeared for helpful and intelligent. Both teachers

and observers had significant group effects for helpful, but the patterns

differed slightly. Both groups agreed in seeing the uncooperative students as

least helpful and as being different from the students ranked middle and high

on cooperative. The difference appeared because the teachers saw the co-
.

operative students as the most helpful, whereas the observers saw the students

ranked in the middre on cooperative as being the,most helpful. In any case,

theeperception of the uncooperative students as being the least helpful was

1
agreed upon by both groups.

Similarly, there were significant group effects for both teachers and ob-

servers for intelligent. Both groups saw the cooperative students as being

more intelligent than thosa ranked in the middle or those considered unCoopera-

five. The difference occurred because the observers had the uncooperative

students ranked last, whereas the teachers had them ranked in the middle. It

is of Interest that the teachers also saw the uncooperative students as under-

achievers.: They saw the uncooperative students as able to achieve at higher

levels thin they were, presumably because of their poor classroom conduct and

general lack of cooperation. The observers did not make this distinction,

presumably because they had less opportunity to observe the students.

The only disagreement occurred on responsible. The teachers had a signif-

!cant group effect typical. of -Weir Perceptions: 'Cooperative studentS were seen

as most responsible.and uncooperative studbnts as-least responsible. The ob-..

servers had no group effect. They.d.id see the uncooperative students at least

responsible, but.they _id not see the cooperative ones as most responsible.

Le°
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I
Eveii though these adjective description data involvea variety of vari-

ables, the observer data support the teachers on all perceptions except the

ones concerning responsibility, and there is Re ial support even here. it

Is interesting that.the observer data support he teacher data even for the

"other negative" and "other positiVd" catpego io plabes where disagree-
,

ments were common with other scales. It appears that student differences on

cooperation were easier to see than student differences relevant to other

scales, and that the teachers and observers used very similar criteria in mak-

ing their judgments.

Checklist Variables

Significant gro4 effects were obtained for all checklist variables ex-

cept poor peer relations (See Table 15-2). The uncooperative students were

seen as boisterous and disruptive, as expected.. They also were seen as less

likely to be passive and unemotional, a fitisling that make sense given the
, .

. .

student attribute in question. CooperaTt,*e students were seen' as especially

likely to have good peer relations andito have high self-esteem. The findings

for good relations make sense
,
fot cooperative students, although the self-

esteem difference might reflect halo effect rather than real.differences it

self Concept.

The final group effect indicated that the students rated An the middle

on cooperation were seen as most likely to be clumsy and lethargic, with the

uncooperative students ranked, next and the cooperativ0 students ranked last.

It is difficult to determine whether this effect reflects reality, because-
,

observers had little oppounity to watchthe -students in situations where
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energy levels and coordination could be observed easily. Thus it is diffi-

cult to make predictions or explanations of any kind relating this body coordin-

ation variable to classroom conducts

Classroom Observation Variables

Significant group effects for cooperative were obtained for 41 of a

possible 156 variables, an unusually high percentage. Furthermore, as ex-

pected, they were concentrated in private, non-work contacts and behavioral

contacts, the two categories which most clearly reflect classroom conduct

and the emotional quality of teacher relationships.
Ift

I. Total Response Opportunities. The cooperative students had fewer; and the

uncooperative students had more, total contacts with the teacher (164), al-

though a greater percentage of the contacts Involving cooperative students were

response opportunities and a low percentage of those involving uncooperative .

students were response opportunities M. The difference is due mostly, of

course, to the much greater frequency of behavior related contacts with uncOoper- ,

ative students (147).

The only other significant group effect for total response opportunities

indicated that teachers were especially like'y to criticize poor answers from

uncooperative students called on as non-volunteers (35). This suggests thet

the teachers were calling on these students as non-volunteers not only to get

them to.participate more often, but also partially.as a control mechanism, and

that they were prone to criticize them if failure to respond or very poor res-

ponses indicated inattentiveness.
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2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. The same finding

concerning criticism of responses in non-volunteer situations appeared for

response opportunities in the general class context ,(20). Other significant

findings for the general class context indi.:.ited that cooperative students

were more likely, and uncooperative students less likely, to get response op-

portunities by volunteering (21). The reverse was true for calling out ans-

wers without permission (27). The latter effect probably partially reflects

differences among these students in self control, although it also may reflect

a greater willingness by the teachers to accept calling out from uncooperative

students as part of an attempt to get them to pay attention and participate.

Even so, they did criticize these students more frequently if they failed to

respond well when called upon as non-volunteers.

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. Only two significant

effects appeared here, both indicating that the cooperative students were more

likely to get response opportunities through volunteering, while the uncoopera-

tive students were more likely to be called on as non-volunteers (4, 7). Taken

together, the few significant group effects for public response opportunities in-

dicate that the cooperative students volunteered frequently and that the un-

cooperative students didpot . (Uncooperative students tended to call out ans-

wers without permission more often, but not significantly so). Teachers res-

ponded to this by calling on theuncooperative students as none- volunteers more

often. They also criticized them more often in this context if they did..not

answer well (although this effect was not statistically significant).
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4. Private Work Contacts. The -total number of criticisms and negative evalua-

tions occurring in interactions initiated by the teachers was higher for the

uncooperative students and lower for the cooperative students (162), although

the differences were not as large' as might have been expected. Furthermore,

many of the differences involved viticisms for poor work (160, 133), not

for misbehavior. These criticisms for poor work were especially likely to

occur in interactions initiated by the teachers (42). These data suggest that

the -teachers were closely monil-oring the work of the uncooperative students,

and criticizing them when the' failed to work up to their perceived potential.

This fits the teacher perceptions of the uncooperative students as underachievers.

There were no significant differences in this section for number of

student initiated contacts, but the proportion of such contacts (as opposed to

teacher initiated contacts) was high for the cooperative students and lower

for the uncooperative ones (97). This difference was due mostly to teacher

initiation of contact with students., rather than to stun initiation of

contacts with the teachers.

Also, even though the teachers were concerned aboutthe work of the

uncooperativE. students, they refused student initiated wdrkcontacts.with these

students more often than average. They also were less likely'to.re-Ouse Initiatives

from the cooperative students (99). AS with other differences on this

variable, we think that the teacher behavior here reflects differences in

students in the appropriateness of the timing and nature of theirApproaches

to the teacher, more than the differences in willingness to discuss work with

these students. Most probably,.the uncooperative students approached the

teachers at Inconvenient times or in inappropriate ways, and were refused more

often for this reason.
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In genera', the data on private work contacts were interesting in that

they did not show that the uncooperative students were avoiding the teachers

. or avoiding work. Instead, they suggested that the uncooperative students

were underachievers (as teachers perceived them to be), and that the teachers

were responding to this by monitoring their work more closely and criticizing

them more often. The differences, in teacher responsiveness when students

approached them to initiate contacts concerning work suggest that the uncoop-

erative students were less-sophisticated in knowing when and how to approach the

teachers, and/or that they approached them with questions the teachers con-

sidered inappropriate (such as questions they could answer themselves by

lookifig at the assignment on the'board or by reading the directions,on their

seatwork papers).

5. Private, Non-work Contacts. .The uncooperative students initiated more

personal contacts with the teachers (158), and the teachers initiated more

total private contacts (142) and more work contacts (143) with them. Thus,

there were high rates of interaction involving the teachers and the uncoopera-

tive students for reasons having to do with work or personal affairs, in addi-

tion to frequent'contacts'resulting from student misbehavior. the high rates

of student initiation of personal contacts suggest that the uncooperative stu-

dents were less responsible about tending to their possessions and taking care

of other personal needs. This provides support for the descriptions of these

0
students as less responsible.

Because of the differences in teacher and student initiation of contacts,

f''.4r
the uncooperative students had high proportions, and the cooperative studarOP

had low proportions,. of total'' contacts which were related to non -work matters

(39).- Most of the other differences in this section concern student ;niflation
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of non-work interactions and teacher responses to them.

A greater proportion of the student initiated housekeeping reque:fs made

by uncooperative students were refused, and a greater proportion of those

made by cooperative' students were approved (114,115). This may be yet another

indication of differences in student sophistid'ation concerning appropriate-

ness of requests made of the teachers, although the differences also may re-

flect differences in student completion of work (teachers are more likely to

approve a housekeeping request ftom a student who has completed assignments

than from one who has not). Despite these differences in approving and dis-

approving housekeeping requests, when teachers did approve them for uncoopera-

tive students, they were more likely to suggest that the approval constituted

a reward (11). This may have been an attempt by the teachers to compensate

for the fact that they approved such requests from cooperat.irve students more

often, and it also may have been part of a larger attempt to modify the be-

havior of these students. In addition to these differences concerning student

initiated housekeeping contacts, there also was a difference in teacher initi-

ated housekeeping contacts. Here, the proportion of such4contacts which were

initiated with cooperative students was above average, and the proportion initi-

ated with uncooperative students was below average (48). Thus, teachers were

more likely to approve and less likely to refuse when cooperative students came

to them with housekeeping requests, and when the teachers themselves initiated

housekeeping requests, they were more likely to seek out the cooperative stu-

dents than the uncooperative ones. All of this suggests that they saw the co-
,

operative students as being more responsible than the uncooperative"students.

Similar findings were observed with student initiated personal and tattlihg

3.89
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contacts. The teachers were more likely to approve and less likely to refuse

such contacts when they were initiated by cooperative students (120, 121, 126,

127). The difference for tattling ma0ave occurred in part because the co-

operative students tattled less often in the first place (125). These difference's

extend the pattern observed so far, in which there is no evidence that unco-

operative students were avoiding the teachers or responding negatively to them,

but considerable evidence that the teachers were refusing higher proportions

of the requests made by these students.

The final significant group effect in this set is particularly interesting:

uncooperative students were especially unlikely to respond negatively when

teachers initiated social contacts with them (5§). Even though these Students ,

were generally uncooperative, and even though the teachers turned theM down

usually often when they approached them with personal or housekeeping requests

or with attempts to tattle on other students,'these students were neither dis-

couraged from coming to the teachers nor alienated from the teachers. In

rfact, the one difference indicating affective response suggests that these stu-

dents responded positively to the teachers when interactions were of a positive

or pleasant nature. Recall that this was not true of unhappy students, students

who avoided eye contact, and certain other groups of students who were anke

in the undesirable direction on other scales.

.6. Behavior Related Contacts. Unsurprisingly, there were-mani.Aignificant
... .

group differences in this section for the cooperative scale, although not as

many as appeared for certain other scales. As expected,"uncooperative'students
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had many more, and cooperative students many fewer, behavior related contacts

with the teachers (60, 147). In addition to the difference in sheer frequency

of misbehavior, the misbehavior of the cooperative students tended to be non-

disruptive (62, while the misbehavior of the uncooperative students tended

to be disruptive (63) and to involve .119ression or defiance of the teacner

more often (64). Thus, the uncooperative students misbehaved both more often

and more Intensely than cooperative students (and other students in general).

In addition, the uncooperative students more often respondedto teacher

disciplinary efforts by becoming sullen (76) or responding in some generally

negative way (74). Cooperative students were unlikely to respond this way.

Even so,the differences here were more due to the cooperative students than

the uncooperative ones. That is, the uncooperative students were more likely

than average to respond with sullenness or negative reactions, but differences

were marginal.. As might have been expected by the dat presented so far (al-

though in contrast to what we expected in advance), there was little support

for the idea that the teachers an& the uncooperative students regarded each

other with intense hostility and alienation.

However, the more frequent and more intensive misbehavior of the uncoop-

erative students did make a difference in teacher reactions to misbehavior. In

general, the uncooperative students were more likely to be thr'eafened, criticized

or punished for their misbehavior than the cooperative students were (72, 73):.

.However, on the relatively rare occasions when the cooperative students not

only misbehaved but did so in a disruptive manner, the teachers were especially

likely to warn them rather than to react with a milder management response (86).

;This may indicate a difference in teacher expectations concerning the behavior

of these students, Perhaps the teachers had come to expect good cooperation
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from students ranked high on cooperative, so much so that they reacted more

negatively than usual on the few occasions in which these ext.ectations were

not fulfilled. This would have the effect, of course, of minimizing disruptive

misbehavior by cooperative students, thus helping to fulfill the expectations.

A

The remaining group effects indicated that the teachers were more likely

to praise good behavior by cooperative students (68), more likely to positively

reinforce cooperative students, less likely to positively reinforce uncoopera-

tive' students (77), and unlikely to respond negatively to cooperative students

but likely to do so to uncooperative students (137). None of these differences

are surprising, given the differences in frequency and 1ntenslty of student

misbehavior. Perhaps more interesting are variable; that did not show signif-

icant group effects: alt of the variables involving positive and negative

affect in the teachers.

In contrast to the teacher-student relationships observed with certain

other groups, the data for uncooperafive.students did not suggest a pattern

of intense hostility on the;part of either the students or the teachers. Ap-

parently, the students who really vexed the teachers not only were uncooperative,
..1

but. alsO had certain personal qualities that "turned off" the teachers. Sheer

frequency and even intensity of misbehavior was not enough to cause the teachers
.

to show negative emotions (although it did often produce criticism and/or

punishment).

Summary for Cooperative

Unsurprisingly, the cooperative students volunteered to respond more often

and had fewer non-work interactions with the teachers, especially behavior related
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interactions:, Equally unsurprisingly, the uncooperative students misbehaved

both much more often ani much more intensively, However, although these students

Wbre'sullen and negativistic somew'at more often than students in general, and

especially in comparison with the cooperative students. they did not show a

generalized pattern gt hostility toward the teachers. Similarly, although the

teachers were less likely to praise and more likely to criticize or punish

the misbehavior of uncooperative students, there was no indication that teacher

behavior toward these students was strongly negativistic. This was true even

.

though the leachers saw these students as untrustworthy and aggressive, and

even though these students presented frequent and serious behavior problems.

Conclusions

Significant group effects in the perceptions data were unusually numerous

for the cooperative scale, and there was unusually good agreement bet.. en the

teachers and the classroom observers. This indicates that classroom cooperation

is relatively easy to observe, and that the teachers and obseriiers apparently

used essentially the same criteria infraking their ratings. In addition to

supporting perceptions of differences on well behaved, disruptive, and other'

0

variabies.obviously related to classroom conduct, the classroom observation data

provided support for the teacher percePtiOns of uncooperative students as less

responsible and less attentive than cooperative students. They also supported

the idea that uncooperative students were underachievers, given their abilities.

There was no support for the observer perception of uncooperative students

as having low self-esteem. In fact, the tendency of these students to approach

teachers often for virtually any reason suggests the opposite. Even though
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their frequent alid.intense misbehavi4r caused them to be disciplined more often.

and somewhat more severely than other students, they approached the teacherS

not only when they had to to get help with work, but also to tattle, make per-
,. /

.

sonal requests, or make housekeepingrequests. In shat, leun000perative.

students were positively oriented toward the teachers, despite their high

frequencies of misbehavior, and they were not deterreq from seeking out the

tgachers by,the generally negative teacher responses they got.

The behavioral data for the cooperative and uncooperative students showed

the expected differences in participation in discussions and especially in class-
.

room conduct. The Uncooperative studenti'misbehaved much more often and also

more intensively. They alscs were more likely to be negativistic and sullen in

resporiding to the teachers ddririb disciplinary contacis, but the differences

were not as large as might have been expected. Furthermore, the teachershad

a generally negative pattern of,attltudes toward these uncOoprutive students

but their treatment of thpm in the classroom was not especially negativistic,

despite the frustrations and stresses that these students provided. Teacher

reactions to their misbehavior zpparently were in proportion to what the students-

had done in most cases. This contrasts with the very negative or ambivalent

patterns of interaction with unhappy stude'nts and students who avoided eye contact.

Taken togethpr, the data indicate that sheer frequency and intensity of

misbehavior does not necessarilymean.thaf students -will provoke strong negative

emotional or behavioral responses in teachers: -These responses appear to be re-
.

served for students 'who have irr)tating personal qualities WM beyond the

kinds of misbehavior that we coded.

The teachers praised the highly cooperative students more often than average.,
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as might have been expected, but they did not hold these students up as good

examines to the class significantly more often, and they di,d not shOw a generalized

pattern of positive affect in their interactions with these students. Further-

more, on the f3w occasions that these students did misbehave in a disruptive

way, the teachers tended to react by warning Them. Thus, just as frequdnt mis-

behavior does not.automatically bring about negative responses from teachers,

on good behavior does not automatically bring tout positive responsive-

ness.

In general, the data for cooperative suggest that the teachers were primarily

reactive in dealing with consistently cooperative or uncooperative students.

That is, they responded to the behavior of these students as necessary, bitt they

did not'form strong emotional responses or generalized attitudes toward the students

on the basis of this behavior. Appprently, in the absence of other personal

qualities that are linked more closely with Teacher emotional responsiveness

to students, the sheer frequency of misbehavior and even the intensity of mis-

behavior.do not have strong effects.upon teacher-student relationships.
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Table-115-1. Ranklordering of Group Means on Adjective description Varial4les
for Sludents Perceived Consistently cn the Cooperative Scale.

Adjective Descriptions

Teachers
Groups

Low Med High

Observers
Groups

Low Med High

4. Quiet 3 2 *** 3 2 1*

5. Helpful 3 2 1 ** 3 1 2 **.__

6. Well-behaved - - 3 2 1 **

8. Motivated 3 2 1 *** 3 2 1

9. Intelligent 2 3 *** 3 2 1 ** ,

10. Achieving 3 2 1
**

II. Good worker 3 2 1
*** 3 2 1 * **

12. Popular 3 2 1
*** 3 2 1

13. Aggressive 1 2 3 *** 1 2 3

14 Responsible 3 2 1_ *** 3 1 2

15. Active 1 2 3 *** 1 2 3 * **
,.

17. Inattentive 1 2 3 * 1 2 3

18, Temperamental 1 2 3 * 1 2 3*

22: Other Negative 2 1 3 * 2 1 3

,

23. Other Positive

. .

28. Good Home

3

3

2

2

1

1
***

3 2

NA

1*

..-
..1

30. Medical Problems 1 2 3 * NA

32. Sweet 3 2 1
** NA

a .
.

33. Underachiever. 1 2 3 ** NA

35. Untrustworthy 1 2 3 NA

40. % Positive .3 2 1
*** 3 2 1 * **

a

Z. .05

"k . 01

***k L .001
396
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Table 15-2. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Behavior Checklist Variables for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Cooperative Scale.

Variable Name Low

1. Boisterous, Disruptive i

.

2. Passive, Unemotional 3

3. Good Peer Relations 3

4. Poor Peer Relations

5. Low Self Esteem 1

6. Clumsy, Lethargic 2

Cooperative
Middle High

2

2

NS

2

1 :

3 * * *

1
* *

1
* * *

3 **

3 * *

*R.L .05

4"2.4 .01

..-***.p. 4 . 001
...

41

'397

,,.

..

44
4.

-

........



CHAPTER XVI

TEACHER ATTACHMENT AND CONCERN

The II scales discussed so far all dealt with student attributes and

behavior. Many of the findings relating to them provided information about

teacher attitudes, particularly the teachers' adjective description data.

Nevertheless, so far our focus has been on student differences as they affect

teachers. We now turn to the two scales that measured teacher attitudes

directly.

These included the attachment scale, which measured-general teacher attitudes

of liking vs. dislike of students, and the concern scale, which measured the

degree to which teachers were concerned about .sluderl-fs to the point tbat.they

felt the need to spend more time with them. It should be noted that students consis-

tently ranked highly on the concern scale were those who were having a difficult time'

coping with school demands, and that the teacher concern involved'was concern

about helping these students cope. Teacher concern did.not necessarily indicate'

attachment or empathy. On the other hand, teachers were not equally concerned

,about all of their students who were havkng difficulty, so students consistently

ranked high on the concern scale had qualities that made teachers respond posi-

tively to them, in comparison with other students who were having difficulties

but did not elicit such concern.

It also should be kept in mind that students consistently ranked low on the

concern scale were not necessarily disliked or even viewed neutrally by the

teachers. The wording of the scale was phrased in terms of perceived need to

spend more time with particular students, so consistently low ranking on this

scale meant only that the teacher's did not see any need to spend more time.with

such students. This naaj have meant a desire to avoid these students; but usually

it meant only that the teachers recognized that some students-were doing well

and.did not want or need special attention from them. Consequently, being
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ranked consistently low on the concern scale was part of a generally positive

pattern for many students, and being ranked high, on the concern scale was part

of a generally negative pattern.

Our focus in this chapter is a little different from the fgcus in the chap-

ters dealing with the other 11 scales. Instead of considering students ranked

consistently on student attributes and analyzing the effects of these student

attributes on teachers, we will be looking at teacher attitudes towards students

and the correlates of these attitudes in analyzing the attachment and concern

data. We will look at the ways that these attitudes do and do not show themselves

in teacher-student' interaction.

Attachment

Teacher rankings and observer ratings of attachment correlated only .27,

somewhat lower than average. This indicates the-V.-the observers Used different

criteria in identifying attachment students than the teachers used. The dif-

ferences in role between the teachers and the observers,.as well as the dif-

ferences in amount of knowledge about the students and distribution of such

knowledge across various categories (achievement, work habits, peer relationships,

classroom conduct, general personal characteristics), made if likely that the

kinds of students who did or did not appeal to 1h4 teachers vs. the observers

would be somewhat different. In particular, the observers probably were less

affected by student attributes central to teaching and learning, and were more

affectedby general personal characteriStics and peer relationships. This idea

was supported by the partial correlations ofthe teacher rankings. Attachment

related most strongly to persistent and cooperative in theitpartiar correlations,

and these are student attributes central to the student role.' Teacher attachment
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also was significantly related to calm, attractive, and eye contact, so

teachers were affected by more personal attributes in making their attachment

rankings, too. Even so, though, the teacher role was evident in focusing

their attention on student persistence and cooperation. This should be kept

in mind in viewing the data to be presented for atiacnment students.

Adjective Description Variables

- Significant group effects for attachment appeared for 14 of a possible

37 teacher variables but only seven of a possible 31 observer variables (see

Table 17-1). However, teachers and observers agreed on nine of the 10 variables

for which data were available for both groups. Both saw attachment students

as quieter, more helpful, better behaved, better motivated, more intelligent,

better workers, less active, and less attentive, and both had higher percentages

of positive statements made about attachment students. These variables form

a stereotype or halo of the "good student," who is bright, attentive, well

motivated, and well behaved. Note that they all'were directly related to the

student role and -to student relationships with, teachers. None involved' purely

personal attributes or peer interaction variables.

'Variables for which data were available only for teachers indicated that

teachers also saw attachment students as higher achieving and as more likely

to come from good homes. However, the students Low in attachment, while ranked

lowest on every other adjective description variable showing a significant

effect for the teachers, were ranked An the middle for teacher perceptions of

the quality of the home. In addition, the students low on attachment were seen
O

. as underachievers and as likely to be untrustworthy.
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Taken together, these data from the teachers indicate that they may have

been using the "norm of deserving" (Staub, 1974) in forming attachments, and

especially in developing attitudes of dislike toward students. That is, perhaps

the teachers adjusted their attitudinal response to particular student behavior

according to other information they had about the students. Such information

would provide extenuating circumstances to soften the impact of negative behavior

in some cases, but would make the same behavior even more aggravated in other

cases, if the student were seen as having "no excuses." More specifically, per-

haps the teachers were less likely to rank students consistently low on attach-

ment if they knew that they came from broken homes or other difficult'backgrounds,

and more likely to rank them low if they saw them as underachieving (achieving

less than they could :thieve because they were not motivated enough to try) or

as untrustworthy (deliberate liars and cheaters).

Studies in social psychology have shown the "norm of deserving" can make

a difference in whether or not someone shares possessions or prizes with others.'

Sharing is more likely if "the other person is seen as more deserving for some

reason, or if the people with resources to share believe that they acquired them

through luck or accident and thus do not deserve to have them because of their

own efforts or good qualities. In contrast, where people believe that they have

earned and thus deserve resources, and especially where they believe that others

do not deserve them because they have not earned them, sharing is unlikey.

Thus, willingness to share depends partly upon perceptions of self and others

with reference to whether'or not resources are "deserved."
oc,

Similar thinking may have been involved here. The teachers perceived

themselves' as adults 'fully responsible for their behavior, or at least much more

?

responsible than the students, who were children only partially capable of self-
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control. Those who were seen as suffering from external pressures that were

no fault of their own (such as broken homes) might have been seen as less del-

serving of rejection than those who behaved equally obnoxiously without "excuses:"

Similarly, students seen as behaving unacceptably deliberately (which is implied

in the teachers' perceptions of underachievement and untrustworthiness) may

have been seen as especially deserving of rejection compared to students perceived

as achieving below their potential because they were immature or lacking in self

esteem, and compared to students seen as untrustworthy because of Immaturity

or fear rather than deliberate lying and cheatthg. We will evaluate these possi-

bilities in examining the other data.

The adjective description data showed disagreement between the teachers,

and the observers on responsible. The teachers showed the typical pattern

seeing attachment students as highly responsible and those ranked low on attach-
,

ment ps least responsible. The observers also had a significant group effect,

and also saw the students ranked lowest on attachment as least responsible.

However,, students high on attachment were ranked in the middle rather than at

the top., With previous scales, when the teachers and observers disagreed on

responsibility, the observational data usually supported the teachers by sug-

gesting that the students seen as less responsible were less responsible. We

will examine this as well.

Checklist Variables

Sign.ificant group effects .for attachment appeared for All checklist varia_*
t.}

ides except passive and unemotional (see Table 0-2). Attachment students Were

as most ikkely.to have good peer relations. Students ranked low on attach-

ment were seen as': least likely to Shave good peer relations, and also as bois-.

3 .

terous and disruOtive, having poor peer reltions,.low in self esteem, and Clumsi
7
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and lethargic. As with the checklist data for many other scales, these rela-

tionships make sense, but also suggest halo effect. In-particular, the percep-

tion of low attachment students as having low self esteem does not mesh well

with the adjective descriptions of these students as active, underachieving,

or untrustworthy. Students with truly low self esteem probably would not be

capable of such behavior. Instead, they probably would be more passive and with-

drawn, but no data suggest this. Thus, the self esteem difference may reflect

halo effect carrying over from other differences. The same is true for clumsy

and lethargic. However, it also is possible that both of these were related

systematically to teacher attachment.

Classroom Interaction Variables

Significant group effects for attachment appeared for 43 of a possible 156

variables, a high percentage. Many of them showed differences between aft three

groups, with the students low in attachment being significantly different from

the general-mean one direction, and the students high in attachment being dif-

ferent in tne other direction. Where the group effect was due primarily to one

of the two extreme groups, this occurred about equally often for low attachment

si

.and high attachment students. Thus, in general, the group effects for the attach-

ment scale reflect differences all along the scale.

Significant group differences in attachment appeared in all categories,

but especially the private, non-work contact categories and the behavior related

categories. In fact, there wire more significant group effects- in the behavior

categories for attachment than there were for cooperation, even though coopera-

tion deals directly with behavior. As we will see, the differences were mostly

teacher emotional responses to students and student emotional responses to teachers.
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I. Total Response Opportunities. Low attachment students had high rates of

contacts with the teachers,.,and high attachment students had low rates (164).

The groups also differed in their relative proportions of private and public

contacts, along the same lines seen earlier for other scales. A greater pro-

portion of the contacts of high attachment students were response opportunities

(1). Also, a smaller percentage of the total private work contacts of high

attachment students were private ones (37), and this effect was exaggerated

slightly when approval seeking contacts were included (38).

These data suggested that high attachment students volunteered to answer

questions in public response opportunity situations more often than low attach-

ment students, and that the teachers initiated more private contacts with low

attachment students as a way to compensate as well as to monitor their behavior

and work progress.

2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. High attachment students

had more general class response opportunities than average, and low attachment

students had fewer (141). Furthermore, high attachment students got more of their

general class response opportunities through volunteering (21), and fewer by

being called on as non-volunteers (18). The reverse was true for low attachment

students. These data suggest that the differences in frequency of public res-

ponses were due to differences in student volunteering rates. Teachers reacted

tp the low volunteering rates of low attachment students by calling on them as

non-volunteers more often, but not enough to equalize participation An general

class activities.

4 0.4
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3. Response importunities in Small Group Activities. The data for small groups

show the same findings for volunteering as the data for the class as a whole:

high attachment students got more response opportunities as volunteers and fewer

as non-volunteers, and the reverse was true for low attachment students (4, 7).

High attachment students also were praised more frequently when they did

respond as non-volunteers in the small group context (5). Low attachment students

were about average here, and those in the middle on attachment were below average.

This finding contrasts with several other findings concerning teacher praise

of good answers in non-volunteer situations. Typically, the teachers praised

the group that did not volunteer often when they did respond correctly in non-

volunteer situations. The present finding was reversed. This could have been

because the teachers liked the high attachment students and did note/ike the low

attachment students. Thus, this is one place where teachers' attitudes may

have produced differential treatment of attachment students, something that has

not occurred often.

However, favoritism may not have been involved here. Perhaps high attach-

ment students were called on as non-volunteers mostly when the teachers had

asked especially difficult questions. If so, their answers in these situations

would have been especially "praiseworthy," and teacher, praise would reflect

this, rather than favoritism.

In summary, the data for public response opportunities showed that attach-

ment students volunteered frequently add that students ranked low on attachment

did not. The teachers countered by calling on the low attachment students es'

non volunteers. more often, but they did not *praise these students more often

Np

__,w_hen' they answered well in these situations (as they did with students ranked

rn the undesirable direction on other scalesllastead, they showed the opposite

405
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tendency: more praise for good answers in non-volunteer situations by the

high attachment students. This could indicate favoritism of attachment students.

In any case, it conflicts with the typical pattern seen on other scales.

4. Private Work Contacts. The teachers initiated more work contacts with low

attachment students that resulted in criticism, and fewer such contacts with

high attachment students (160). In related findings, low attachment students

had higher proportions of teacher initiated work contacts which involved criti-

cism (42), and higher proportions of such work contacts in whichhe students

made r2gative reactions to the teachers (44).. High attachment students had lower

scores onhese variables. Thus, the teachers criticized low attachment stu-

dents for poor work more often when they initiated interactions with them to

discuss their work, and low attachment students responded negatively more often

to this teacher criticism. This indicates a pattern of mutual hostility

between the teachers and low attachment students, as well as better than average

relationships between the teachers and the attachment students.

The proportion of total work contacts which involved teacher criticism

also was higher for the low attachment students and lower for the attachment

students (133). There were no differences in student initiated contacts, so

this difference is due to differences in criticism rates in contacts that teachers

initiated themselves. However, two differences did appear among the student

initiated work contacts. These elaborate the pattern of teacher-student rela-

tionships already observed. When low attachment students initiated work con-

tacts, they were more likely to be refused, and high attachment students were

Idss likely to be refused (99). Also, a greater proportion of the student

initiated work contacts of low attachment students involved teacher impatience.
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(104). These data extend the pattern of good relationships with high attachment

students and poor relationships with low attachment siudents seen already.

5. Private, Non-work Contacts. Teachers initiated more Interactions with low

attachment students and fewer with attachment students (142)., In addition to

this difference in total teacher initiated contacts, data on subtypes. indicate

that the difference was due mostly to higher rates of teacher initiated work

(143) and personal (145) contacts with low attachment students. These data

jndicate that the teachers felt it necessary to monitor theseistudents mere close-

ly, both to keep track of their work progress and to give specific instructions

concerning Self care and general responsibility. The latter finding provides

some support for the teacher perceptions of low attachment. students as less

responsible.

Despite the differences noted aboNie for teacher initiated work contacts,

the percentage of total contacts with teachers..which involved non-academic matters

was higher for the low attachment students and lower for the high, attachment
r -

students (39). Also, although there was no signifieant difference in frequency

of teacher initiated housekeeping contacts(1/44)", the percentage of teacher

initiated contacts which dealt with hooekeeping was low fcr the low attachmint
//

students and a little abovelaverageor the high attachment students. These

data also fit with teacher peceptions of student responsibility. The teachers

sought out the low attachmen'it students for individualized'contacts More fre-

quently, but'theywere relatively unlikely to ask them to perform housekeeping

tasks. .

Other data relating to teacher perceptions of student responsibility and

the general willingness of the febch:wps to le.:E students do what they wanted
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V
to do were seen in differences for housekeeping and personal contacts. The.

'teachers were much tesi likely to approve and more, likely to refuse a house-

keeping request from a low attachment student than from a high attachment

student (114, 115), and the same 'was true for student initia*ted,personal con-

facts (20, 121). Thus, in general, the teachers kept a tight rein on the

low attachment students, often initiating interactions to inspect (and fre-

quently criticize) their work or to order them to do something, but seldom ap-

proving their requests. They had the opposite pattern of interactions with.

the high attachment students.

The last two significant group effects in this set further elaborate the
.

contrasting pattern of relationships between the teachers and the students

ranked high or low on attachment. The percentage of teacher initiated personal

contacts with students which included negative student reactions was high for

the low attachment students but below average for the high attachment students

(55). Here again, low attachment students responded negatively when the teachers

tried to tell them what to do.

The final group effect here is a curious one concerning student initiated

personal requests which not only were approved by the teachers, but.were approved

in ways suggesting that the student was being rewarded. 'The data for this varia7

ble indicated that the low attachment students had the highest mean, followed
4

by the high attachment students, and then the students ranked in the middle on .

:attachment. By itself, this seems to suggest that the teachers were trying to

motivate or win over the low attachment students. They probably were, to some

.1

extent. However,it should be kept in mind that they usually'refused the

personal requests of these students, and that most students probably would rather

have their requests approved without fanfare than have the majority disapproved
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to do were seen in differences for housekeeping aydp&scmat-contacts. The

teachers were much less likely to approve and more likely to refuse a house-

keepinglrequest from a low attachment student than from a high attacht6erft

student (114, 115), and,the same was true for student initiated personal con-

tacts (120, i21)._ Thus, in general, the teachers kept a tight rein on the

low attachment students, often initiating interactions to inspect (and fre-

quently criticize) their work or to order them to do something, but seldomap-
'

proving their rpquests. They had the opposite pattern of interactions with

the high attachment students.

The last two significant group effects In this set further elaborate the

contrasting pattern of relationships between the teachers and the students
I

ranked high or low on attachment. The percentage of teacher-initiated personal

contacts with students which included negative student reactions was high for

the low attachment students-but below average for'the high attachment students

(55). Here again, low attachment students respondednegatiety.when the teachers

tri`ed to tell them what to do.

The final group effect here is a curious one concerning student initiated

personal requests which not only were approved by the teachers, but were approved

in ways. suggesting that the student ,was being rewarded The data for this varia-

ble indicated that the low attachment students hod the highesf mean, followed

by the high attachment students, and then the students ranked in the middle on

attachment. By itself, this seems to suggest that the teachecs were trying to

motivate or win over the low attachment students. They probably were, to some

extent. However, it should be kept in mind that they uqually refused the

pbrsonal requests of theseostudents, and that most students probably would rather

have their requests approved without fanfare than have the majority disapproved
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but have some approved with fanfare. X

, In any case, this_last-variable may indicate a degree of ambivalence,

rather than unbridled hostility, i n the teacher attitudes toward students

ranked consistently low on the attachment scale. Another possibility is that

this was a control/teaching device. Given that low attaAment students usually

were refused (presumably for cause), perhaps the teachers approved them With

fanfare (hen they did approve them) as a way to try to reinforce desired behavior.

6. Behavior Related Contacts. The teachers had unusually high frequencies

of behavior related contacts with the students:ranked low in attachment, and'

lower than average rates of behavior contacts with the students ranked high..
on attachmen-4 (147, 60). FUrtherMore, the low attachment students, misbehaved

more disruptively and more seriously as well as more often. The percentage of

their behavior contacts which occurred for non - disruptive behaviors was rela-

tively low (62)`, and the percentages which involved disruption (63) or aggression

or defiance directed at the teacher (64) were higher. The reverse was true

for students ranked high on attachment.

In addition, the low attachment students ;had higher rates, and the high

attachment students had lower rates, of.misbehavior involving cheating, copying,

or other violations of_trust (67).-, These data indicate that frequent and serious

misbehavior was one major reason for low ratings on the_attechment.scale, and

they also provide same support for the teaches perceptions of low attachment

students as untrustworthy. Conversely, they indicate that at least minimal

compliance with classroom rules is 'necessry for teacher atta ment, although

teachers do not automatically' become attached to all students who are obedient.
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Several differences appeared for data relating to teacher reactions to

misbehavior. Most of these occurred mostly because the teachers were especially

unlikely to react negatively toward students ranked high on attachment. Often,-

the means for students low on_attachment were at or only slightly above the

means for students in general, but the means for attachmenstUaents were notably

below the general means. Thus, when they did misbehave, high attachment students

were unlikely to be warned (71, 80, 83), and unlikell' to t% threatened, critl-

cized, or punished 73, 81).

Thus, differ ces in teacher attachment as they related to teacher reactions

to misbehaVior showed themselves more in the teacher reactions to high attach-
*

ment students than low attachment students. As with uncooperative students,

teacher reactions to misbehavior by low attachment students appeared to be most-

ly in proportion to the misbehavior involved. Even though there was a general

pattern of mutual negativism between the teachers and the low attachment students,

there was no tendency for the teachers to regularly be negati'vist'ic, hypercritical,

or punitive toward low attachment students.

in contrast,',.the teachers were notably pleasant and free of frustration or

anger when they reacted to misbehavior by high attachment students. No doubt,

this was partly because such misbehavior was both infrequent and'milder than

the misbehayior of low attachment students. Even so, teacher attachment showed°

Itself in the relative absence Hof negeive reactfons to misbehavior by attachment

students. Recall that this was not true with cooperative.students. When these

students misbehaved, the teachers tended to respond with warnings. In contrast,

they apparently responded merely with management requests in similar situations

with bttachme6t studehts.

411 o
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Other group differences in this section relate to teacher and student

emotional responses to one another. High attachment students had a notably

low percentage of behavioral contacts with the teachers which were of a negative

nature, while the percentage for low attachment students was above average.(74).

This relates to the considerations just discussed. Also, low attachment students

were especially likely, and high attachment students especially,mnlikely, to

respond sullenly when disciplined (76). The same difference was observed for

negative teacher reactions, ,although it was not as large (137). The teachers

were more likely to respond negatively in some way during a private contact with

low attachment students than they were in a private contact with a high attach-

ment student.

Also, the teachers were especially likely to hold up low attachment studeints

as bad examples to the rest of the class, and less likely j do. this with high
40

attachment students (150). In contrast, they were a litttle tore likely than

average to appoint high attachment students to be classroo monitors, but were'

especially unlikely to do this With.low attachment stu ents (r148).

.Summary for Attachment

The attachment scale produced an unusually large number of significant

effects, and a large proportion of these had to do with behavior related,conr

tacts and teacher and stUdent-emotional reactions. Differences on the attach-

ment scale for these variables were even greater than the differences for'the

cooperative scale. Teachers and observers agreed in seeing the high attachment

students as model students conforming to the idealized student role, and low

attachment students as the opposite: in addition, teachers also saw low attach-

ment students as underachieving and untrustworthy.. The obser'vational data
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supported these teacher: perceptions. Low attachment students misbehaved

much more often and more intensively than average, and they apparently needed

a tighter rein on them to make sure that they were doing their work and pro7

gressing properly.

Indications of teacher attachment were observed, but they were relatively

subtle. Attachment students were appointed as claSs monitors more often, were

assigned housekeeping duties more often, and had higher percentages of their

housekeeping and .personal reouests approved.
...

..

They also volunteered for and
... ..___ ....._..._.. _______

received response opportunities more frequently, both in general class situa-

tions and in the small group situations.

However, no measure of either student or teacher positive response showed

a significant group effect, The absence of findings in this area replicates

previous work reporting no obvious strong positive emotional reactions on the

part of either these students or the teachers. Attachment appears to show

itself in more frequent contacts and in the absence of the negativistic teacher

reactions seen with low attachment students.

To put this another Way, teachers do not typically show their attachment

In obviously positive ways. They show it through subtle favoritism, treating

attachment students pleasantly and interacting with them in ways that suggest

recognition of their maturity and responsibility. Ineparticular, they treat

these students with re erect, even when they misbehave (which is leiss often

than average).
\

,

.

Low atta
.

chment students misbehave more frequently and more intensely

than students in general. They react negatively to the teachers, -and the

teachers mostly react negatively to them. Here again, though, the freqdency

. 1

and size of group differences relating to teacher negative atfectl:iere low.
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The teachers did not show a general pattern of p'unitiveness or very obvious'

hostility toward low attachment students, although they did become frustrated

and angered with these students more often than with other students.

Also; just as high attachment showed itself in the absence of negative

reactions, low attachment showed itself in the absence of positive reactions.

Students low on other scales often showed a mixed pattern, in which the teachers

appeared to be trying to deal with them by going out of their" way to motivate

that, rea riforce ...thern.,ba-p-Leasan_t_tatlathern rrirrieFact I on s

with them. Only one such relationship appeared for the low attachment students,

and even this one did not appear very likely to affect lbw attachment students

positively.

Thus, as with the students who avoided eye contact and the'unhappy

students, the teachers were primarily negativistic in their emotional responses

to low attachment students, although the differences were not extreme. All

In all, the data for attachment provided further support for previous

findings suggesting that high attachment is not acted out very obviously in

teacher behavior, but that low attachment is.

Concern

Significant groUp effects for the concern scale were relatively infrequent,

compared to most scales and to our prior expectation's, but they provided an

.interesting and somewhat unusual pattern of relationships. :reacher rankings

and observer ratings of concern correlated .46, indicating good agreement.

For both groups, the concern scale was part of the general halo pattern,

'correlating generally negatively with other scales. The only exception was

a low pos,iyive correlation between concern and noticeable for .the observers

,414
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(the' teachers had a low negative correlation).

Concern was related most highly (negatively) in the teacher rankings to

careful, achieving, mature, cooperative, persistent, and attachment. The

observer ratings followed the same general patterns. Partial correlations-

.of the teacher rankings on concern indicated significant negativarelation-

ships with achieving and cooperative. , No other partial correlations were

s i gnificaf---756-1Wrati-orrsh+p-m-i-4*--aciaemetnent...was_exp.ecterLoa_the bac i.
ti

earlier data suggesting that poor achievement was the primary reaeon for

teacher concern. The relationship with cooperative indicated that classroom

conduct was related to teacher concern ratings, as' we As we wi-11 see,

this was reflected in the pattern of group relationships observed for the

concern scale.

Adjective Description Variables

Significant group effects for concern appeared for only 10-Of a possible

37 teacher variables and eight of a possible 31 observer variables (see Table

17-1). Data were available for both groups on nine variables, and these

showed agreement on seven and disagreement on two. The teachers and observers

.

agreed in seeing concern students as poorly motivated, less intelligent, low

in:achievement poor in work habits, active, and temperamental. In addition,

;

both groups had low, percentages of positive statements made about concerns

students and high percentages made about students ranked lOw Oh concern.-

Data available for teachers only indicated that they also saw concern
0

students as likely to come from poor home backgrounds and as likely to have

medical problems. ,ObServers saw concern students as unlikely to be bossy

N.415'
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in their peer relationships. The general pattern here suggests that concern

students had difficulties in coping with school demands because of limited

ability and poor work habits, and that they were generally immature in their'

frustration tolerance and peer relatid6hips.

Disagreements appeared for inattentive and attractive. The teachers

had a significant group effect for inattentive, seeing concern students as

most inattentive and PAMSJents_tou on_concem-as-gbas*-at+entilre. -labTervers

had no group effect and disagreement about the attentiveness of students

ranked low in concern. These students had the highest mean for inattention

lei the observer data, even though they had the lowest mean in the teacher

data. The classroom observation data will be examined with an eye toward

resolving this discrepancy.

The difference on attractive involved complete disagreement. The

observers had a significant group effect, in which concern students were

seen as least attractive and low Concern students as most attractive. There

was no significant group effect in the teacher data, although, surprisingly,

the concern group had the highest mean for attractive and the low concern

group had the lowest mean.

The teacher data general :onformed to what was expected on the basis

of correlations between conceri and the other scales. Group differences

were focused on matters relating to achievement, cooperatjon, and personb1

and home background factors related to these student attributes. The main

additions were that the teacher perceptions for temperamental and the observer

perceptions for bossy suggested that concern students were general.ly immature.

rt
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They were seen as more likely to "fall apart" in the face of frustration and as

likely to be followers or isolates in the peer group.

Checklist Variables

Significant group effects for concern were obtained for all checklist

variableA except passive and unemotional (see Table 17-2). In each case,

concern students were at one end of the variable and,low concern students

were at the other. Concern students were seenas more boisterous and dis-

ruptive, as having poorer peer relations, and as being more clumsy and lethargic.

They also were seen asless likely to have good pelr relations and as more

likely to have low self esteem.

The differences in perceptions of boisterous and disruptive behavior

fit with the other.perception data, and the differences coicerning peer

relationships and self esteem extend and elaborate the picture of concern

students as generally immature and unable to cope successfully.

Classroom Observation Variables

Significant group effects for concern were obtained for only 24 of a

possible 159 classroom observation variables. However, several interesting

and unusual relationships were involved here.

I. Total Response Opportunities. Contrary to expectations, there was no

significant group effect for total contacts with the teacher (164). .Conceal

students did have a higher mean, and low concern students a lower mean,

417
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but the group affect was not statistically significant. This contrasts with

most previous findings indicating higher rates of interaction with teachers

as a consistent correlate of concern. The differences here were in the right

direction, but they were not significant.

Differences in types of interactions followed familiar pattern.

A lower proportion of the total interactions of concern students were public

___responsp..9.PDP.TtlAnitie_s_.and_ilie.r_everse--was true for low concern students (1).

Also, a higher proportion of the.total work contacts of concern students

were pnivate contacts, and this effect was exaggerated slightly when approval

seeking contacts were included. Thus, high concern students apparently were

less likelytovolunteer for (and recieve) public response opportunities.

2. Response Opportunities in General Class Activities. Concern students

received fewer.general class response opportunities, and low concern students

received more (141). This probably was because low concern students

volunteered more often than concern students (21), so that concern students

were called on as non-volunteers more often (18). This is the same pattern

seen with several other scales, in which teachers respond to low volunteering

rates by certain students by calling on these students as non-volunteers

I

more often. As is typical, however, ti'is teacher behavior did not equalize

response opportunities in general class situations.

3. Response Opportunities in Small Group Activities. The same 'differences

were seen in the small group context, where.concern students got more response

opportunities as non-volunteers and fewer as,volunteers (4, 7). ?Km, they

418 Gr
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apparently were less likely to volunteer to respond in the small group context

as well as in the general class context. This same general trend appeared

for every scale that showed differences in student volunteering rates,

indicating that there was no context diffeience In relative likelihood

of volunteering to answer questions. In general, there were few group

efferts for concern in the public response opportunity data., and they

indicated only that concern students apparently volunteered less often

and were called on as non-volunteers more often. There were no differences

in teacher praise or criticism of 'responses..

0

5. Private Work Contacts. There was only one significant group effect here:

the proportion of private contacts initiated by students was lower for concern

students (97). As we will see in the next section, thi's was because the

teachers Initiated more contacts with concern students than with other

'students. Perhaps the most interesting results for concern here are the group '

effects that did not appear. There was no evidence that teacher concern

showed itself in greater willingness to listen to and provide feedback

concerning the problems of the concern students. There were no

effects suggesting less criticism, more praise, greater patience, or other

teacher responses tc,studeni initiatives usually thought of as behavioral

'indicators of concern. So.far, in fact, none of the group differences reported

has dealt with emotionality in either the teachers or the students.

f5. Private, Non-work Contacts.. Although;the'totat number of teacher _icon.

-Facts with concern students did not show a Significant group effect'(164),
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the teachers did init.ate more interactions with concern students (142),

and in particular more work related interactions (143). These data repli-

cated findings of previdus studies, although the group effects were not as

strong as we expected.

The teachers also initiated more social contacts with concern students,

and fewer with students ranked low on concern 157). Finally, concern

students were especially likely to be praised when they initiated contacts

with the teachers to discuss work or to seek.-WWW81for completed work

(111). These data were more like what we expected from previous-findings

relating to teacher concern. The teachers initiated more work and social

interactions with concern students, and they praised these students more

often in student initiated contacts relating to work or approval seeking.

All of this is consistent with the picture of concern students as limited

In ability and in need of assistance and encouragement.

6. Behavior Related Contacts. Almost half of the significant group effects

for concern were for the behavior related contacts. This was not surprising

given the correlation between concern and cooperation in the teacher rankings

in the present study, but it does not fit the pictur4 gleaned from previous

studies that teacher concern is focused primarily on low achievers rather

than on students who misbehave. In the present study, the teachers had more

.behavior contacts with concern students and fewer with students low on

concern (147, 60). The differences here were not as extreme as for cooperative,

attachment, and certain other scales, but they were statistically significant.

Thus, for these teachers anyway, misbehavior was part of the reason for concern,

along wih low achievement.

420
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Although concern students misbehaved more often, they did not misbehave

more disruptively or aggressively. Most of their misbehaviors were "typical"

misbehaviors involving inattention or socializing when they were supposed

to be working. This provided some support forthe teacher perceptions of

concern students as inattentive.

There were several significant group effects for variables dealing with

teacher reactions to misbehavior, however. SI:iiilert-F-1-ow-on-eoncera-Yiklat......

likely to provoke only management responses when they misbehaved, in comparison

to other students (79, 82). Also, these students ow on- concern were unlikely

to receive warnings from the teachers (71) or to be threatened, criticized,

or punished (73, 81, 84). Note that all-of these effects wete due to the

absence of negative teacher behavior toward the low concern students.

The high concern students were no more likely than students in general

to receive negative reactions from the teachers. The teachers may have been

"holding back" with these students, because they saw them as immature and

disadvantaged. However, it should be remembered that these students behaved

more often but'not more intensively, and not in ways that directly threatened

or defied the teachers. In any case, the teachers'i reactions to misbehavior

by the low concern students showed the same absence of negative responsiveness

that their reactions to misbehavior by the high attachment students revealed.

Also, even though concern students misbehaved more frequently than students'

in general, teachers usually did not react with negative affect when dis-

ciplining them.

Apparently, part of the reason for the-lack of- negative responsiveness

toward low concern studpnts even when they misbehaved was that these students
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were unusually teacher oriented and compliant. They had very low rates

Of behavioral contacts involving negative affect, and low rates of sullenness

(74, 76). Concern students were above average in sullenness during disciplinary

contacts, but not by much. Even so, this makes the absence of negative

-feather affect directed toward these students all the more interesting

and remarkable, and makes it seem more likely that the teachers'were deliberately

"holding back" when they disciplined these students.

The only finding that indicated negative teacher behavior toward concern-

,students was a teacher tendency to hold these students up as bad examples to

their classmates (150). They did this less frequently than average with

low concern students, so that the group effect was significant,.even though

the mean differences were not large.
, .

Summary for Concern

The teachers and observers agreed in seeing concern students as having

difficulties in coping with school demands and also as being behavior

problems, In addition, there were indications that these students were

somewhat immature and unable to cope successfully with stress and frustration.

They also were perceived as inattentive by the teachers.

These perceptions all were confirmed by the observational data. Signi-

ficant group effects were obtained for only' 25 of the classroom observation

variables, but they conformed closely to the perception data. Concern

students apparently volunteered to respond in public situations infrequently,

and they were called on as non - volunteers more often. They misbehaved more

frequently, and they appeared to require close monitoring by the teachers.
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This led to the expected higher frequencies of teacher initiated work contacts

with concern. students, although the differenCes were not as lgrge as expected,

and the group effect for total contacts with the teachers was not significant.

The concern data are interesting because many of the group effects

were caused by teachers' tendencies to be especially calm and. unemotional
, .

e.

when disciplining students ranked low in concern (on these occasions when

these students misbehaved). The teacher reactions to misbehavior by concern

students also are IntereStirig, in that they do not reveal frusthtion or anger:

This was true even though these students misbehaved more often,than average,
4

and even though they reacted sullenly to discipline by tbe teachers slightly

more often than average. It-may-be that the teachers were making special

efforts to be patient and encouraging with these students, because they-were
4s,

aware of their difficulties. Also, although the concern students misbehaved

more often, they did not misbehave in disruptive ways or in Ways that involved

aggression or defiance of the teachers, so that they did not tend to provoke

negative responses in the teachers.

Notable for their absence were findings indiCating positive'exprpssions

of concern by the teachers.- Except for a greater- willingness to praise concern

students when they initiated interactions forwork discussions or for approval

seeking, there was no evidence that the teachers expressed their concern in

any way other than by monitoring of these students more closely than they

monitored other students. The teachers showed no general tendencies to

praise more often, criticize less often, be more patient, or otherwise

act as if they were continually conscious of a need to treat these students

differently.

423 0 1:
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Both the attachment data and the concern data contained some surprises.

As others have found, the students consistently ranked high on attachment

tended to be model students. There was a little evidence of favoritism

toward attachment students, but no evidencea strong positive emotions.

However, students consistently ranked low in attachment not only had arohlems

coping with their school work and keeping school 'rules, but were perceived

as irresponsible, underachieving, and untrustworthy. These teacher perceptions

were supported by the observational data. Low attachment students. misbehaved

more often and more disruptively and defiantly than other students, and they

were more likely to misbehave in ways that involved violations of trust.

They also were slightly more sullen and negativistic toward the teachers

than most other students. Not surprisingly, teachers tended to react

negatively to them, particularly during behavioral contacts. ,This same

?general pattern has been seen in previous studies of rejection` students.

HoWever, the differences in teacher responsiveness in disciplinary

situations were due more to teacher behavior toward the-attachment students

thantoward the students ranked low on attachment. Even though the teachers

did not act out attachment in positive ways by praising the attachment studentsI
more often, or expeessing positive ,affect toward them more often, attachment

showed up in disciplinary.situatiOns. The teachers did not react negatively

to the misbehavior of attachment students. When these-stildents did misbehave,

they provoked only management responses." They seldom were warned, threatened,

criticized, or punished.
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Even so, the data for students consistently ranked low. in attachment

indicated that these students provided consistent and intensive stresses

upon the teachers through frequedt and intense misbehavior and failure to

apply themselves and/or to progress satisfactorily in their sdtpol work.

Consequently, the teachers monitored them unusuallyclosely, initiating many

work related and personal interactions and intervening often to discipline

them for misbehavior. With minor exceptions, the general pattern of Inter-

actions between the teachers and these low attachment students was negative,
;

indicating that these students did not like the teachers, and the teachers

'did not like these students.

The findings for concern were surprising in certain respects as well.

In particular, the teachers in the present study were most concerned 'about

students who combined poor achievement with frequent misbehavior, not

students who merely were low in achievement. However., anaiyais of the mis-

behavior of Concern Students,indiCated that, although it was frequent, it

was neither disruptiVe'nor threatening to the teachers. This, in combination

with other data suggesting that concern students were unusually temperamental

and subject-to frustration, suggests that concern students were immature

and teacher dependent rather than disobedient-and defiant. Most of the behavior

contacts that teachers had with them probably were due to inattention or

failure to persist at work rather.than to more serious misbehavior.

Abxpected, the teachers often initiated work-interactions with the

concern. students, although this' ifference was not as large as expected on

the basis 'of previous.studies. 'FLirthermore, there was little evidence Of a

rneralized pattern of concern showing itself through` more frequent interactions'
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and through interactions marked by praise, criticism, patience, willingness

to be interrupted, or other indicators of special concern. The only special

treatment observed was closer monitoring of the work of these students and

higher rates of calling on them as non-volunteers (apparently because they

did not volunteer very often).

Some unexpected and interesting findings appeared for the students

ranked consistently low on the concern scale. Just as was the case with

students ranked high on attachment, the teachers were unlikely to respond

negativistically to misbehavior by the low concern students. No doubt, part

of this was because the students misbehaved Iss often and less intensively.

Even so, this pattern was unusual. It suggests that relationships between

-the teachers and the students consistently ranked loW on concern might have

been particularly positive, rather than neutral, as the term "low concern"

connotes.

Also, even though the concern students misbehaved more often, the teachers

were about average in their frequencies of simple management reactions versus

more negative reactions involving warnings, threats, criticisms, or punishments.

This was true even though these students were a little more likely than average

to respond sullenly to teacher disciplinary efforts. These data suggest that

the teachers were striving to be patient and restrained in their treatment

of concern students, most probably because they saw them as limited in ability

and burdened by, difficult home backgrounds, medical problems, or other 64-

ficulties that tended to provoke pity rather than anger. The "norm of

,deserving" apparently was involved here. Low attachment_ students, who were
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perceived as irresponsible and untrustworthy, were treated negativistically

by the teachers, but concern students, who were perceived as handicapped by

difficulties not their own fault,. were treated with kid gloves.

.427
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Table 16 -I. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adjective DescrLption Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently on the Attachment Scale.

Adjective Description

-Teachers
Group

Low Med High

Observers
Group

Low Med High

4. Quiet 3 2 1 * 3 2 1

5. Helpful 3 -2 1
** 3 2 1_ **

6. Well-behaved 3 2 1 * 3 2 1
**

8. Motivated 3 2 1
*** ,- 3 2 1

9. Intelligent 3 2 1 *** 3 2 1 ***

10. Achieving 3 2 1 ,*** - -

11. Good Worker 3 2 1
*** 3 2 1 ***

14. Responsible 3 2 1
** 3 1 2 *

15. Active 1 2 3 ***
1 2 3. **

17. Inattentive 1 2 3 **
1 2 3

28. Good HoMe 2 3 1
*** NA

33. Underachiever 1 2 3 * NA

35. Untrustworthy. 1 2 3 ** NA

40. % Positive // 3 2 1
*** 3 2 1

***

MI

1

*g < .05

**2 < ,01 :..

***k ._< .001
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Table 16-2. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Behavior Checklist Variables for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Attachment and Concer Scal'es.

Variable Name

Attachment

Low Middle High "

. Concern

Low Middle High

I. Boisterous, Disruptive I 2 3 * ** 3 2 1
***

2. Passive, Unemotional NS ,NS .

3. Good Peer Relations 3 2 1
***

1 *2 3 * **

4. Poor Pedr Relations 1 3 2 *** 3 2 1 4**

5. Low Self-Esteem 1 2 3 *** 3 2 1
***

6. Clumsy, Lethargic 1 2 3* 3 2 1
**

,-.
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Table. 16-3. Rank-Ordering of Group Means on Adjective Description Variables

for Students Perceived Consistently nn the Concern Scale.

Adjective Descriptions

Teachers
Groups

Low Pied High Low

Observers
Groups

Med High

8. Motivated 1 2 3 *
1 2 3 *

9. intelligent 1 2 3 ***
1 2 3 ***

10. Achieving -1 2 3 ***
1 2 3 **

11. .Good Worker 1 2 3 *** 2 3 *

15. Active 3 2 "1 ** 3 2 1

17. inattentive 3 2 1
*

1 3 2

18,. Temperamental 3' 2 1
* 3 2 1-

26. Attractive 3 2 1 1 2 ;3" *

28. Good Home 1 2 3 ** NA

30. Medical Problems 3' 2 1
** NA

39. Bossy
,.._

NA 1 2 3

40. % Positive 1 2 3 * * *
1 2. 3 * * *

*P_ .05

**2.4z. .01

**32. 4 .001
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The primary goal of the Student Attribute Study was to broaden and

deepen knowledge about the relationships between teachers' perceptions of

students and the actual attributes of those students. There is no obvious

way" to do this, although previous work.by ourselves and others pro-

vided a basis for making educated guesses.

What we needed' most was objective information about student charac-

teristics or about their interaction patterns in ciassroOms. If we obtained

this kind of information, we could use It to "anchor" or provide reference

points for evaludting other data known or suspected to be open to halo ef- ,

fects, logical errors, or other perceptual distortions. This would clear

. the way for possibly resolving some of the ambiguity in previous research,

where it is difficult to determine whether findings resulted from student

effects on teachers, from biased teacher perceptions and treatment of

students, or from some combination of these or other factors.

Impression Fprmation'and Interpersonal Perception

We began with several general assumptions based upon theory,and research

on Impression formation and interpersonal perception. These provided guide-

lines about what could be expected and how findings could be Interpreted.

Some of the more fundamental principles Included the following.

Social Attractiveness

Numerous studies have indicated that certain personal characteristics

.are associated with favorable ImpressionS and popularity. Other characteristics

are associated with unfavorable impressions and social rejection. In general,
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people are likely to be perceived positively if they have such qualities

as physical attractiveness, optimism, friendliness, and liking for and

interest in other people. People tend to be disliked if they have qualities

such as hostility, suspiciousness, jealousy, or a general mistrust of others.

We expected that these same relationships would be seen in teacher-student

relationship data, although we knew that teacher perceptions would be focused

on those student characteristics related directly to the student role (per-

formance at school, interaction with the teacher).

Roles

This points up one of the major ways in which teacher-student per-

ception and interaction data differ from what might be expected from theory

and research in social psychology generally. Teachers view students from

within their roles as teachers, and students react to teachers from within

their roles as students. Often, fhe teacher-student relationship as a whole

is virtually limited to this role relationship. Neither part makes much

effort to get to know the other on an individual basis or to expand the

relationship beyond what is required. This is easy to see if you think back

to the teachers you had in the past. Most likely, a few stand out as especially

positive and influential, and.perhaps a few others as repugnant. However,

.the majority will not be remembered very well at all. It is common for

people to forget even the names and appearances of many of their teachers,

even though they spent an entire school year together.

This in itself is an individual difference, both for teachers and

for students. Some teachers stick so closely to the teacher role that students .
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, become almost completely impersonal to them, distinguishable only by dif-

ferential -chievement and classroom behavior. Other teachers try to get to

know each of their students personally. The same is true for students.

Some want to get to know their teachers as individuals and want their teachers

to know them. Others avoid their teachers and know or care very little about

what they are like personally. These students tend to be the ones who make the

least impression on teachers, and also the ones upon whom teachers make the

least impression.

Similarity

In general, people Ilke each other to the extent that they are similar

in thei.general characteristics (Byrne, 1971). This similarity includes

beliefs, attitudes, and expectations, as well as other things ranging from

physical characteristics to interests to personal traits. Among the charac-

teristics that typify most teachers is respect for the value of education,

so it is not surprising that students who share this value are preferred by

teachers.

More generally, we assumed that teacher-student similarity might help

explain why certain students were liked by teachers or why certain students

that most teachers would like were not liked by a particular teachers. For

example, most teachers value a combination of achievement and conformity.

They respond more positively to students who hive these qualities than to

'students who are more interetingor creative in some wyas but who cause

problems due to misbehavior: Considerations like this can be helpful in

interpreting some of the relationships between teacher perceptions, teacher

attitudes, and teacher-student interactions, especially those that are
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exceptions to general trends.

Reinforcement

A principle that overlaps considerably with the similarity principle

Is the reinforcement principle: students who reinforce teachers through

successful achievement and positive personal responsiveness are more likely

to be preferred than students who do not. Furthermore, students who not

only fail to reinforce the teacher, but in effect punish them through poor

achievement (especially poor achievement due to lack of effort) or personal

rejection, are likely to be rejected by teachers. This is quite understandable.

It is a classroom example of the more general principle 3t people tend to

like others whaprovide them with reinforcements that they value.

Previous work, especially the study by Yarrow, Waxier, and Scott (1971),

had shown this to be important in affecting the frequency of teacher-student

Interaction. We studied it systematically in the Student Attribute Study to see

if it also was related to_Ilmoher-imprEml-a04.410§fid attitudes.

We also wanted to study the relationships between teacher expectations

for and attitudes towards students and the frequencies and types of reinforce-

ment that they gave these students. It seemed reasonable to expe

teachers who had special preferences for certain students would reinforce

them more frequently or intensely. This prediction was based in part upon

the cognitive consistency principle.

-Cogn it i ve Consistency

Much theory and research supports the idea that people seekto achieve

consistency and avoid inconsistency in their beliefs, attitudes, and behavior,
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and that they will take action to eliminate any inconsitencies that they

become aware of. Inthe case of teacher expectations or attitudes, the

cognitive consistency principle would predict that teacher behavio. towards

students would be consistent with their expectations and attitudes. Achieve-

ment expectations should be communicated in comments and instructional methods.

High expectation students should be taught in ways that suggest that the

teacher expects them to succeed, and low expectation students should be

taught in ways that suggest that the teacher is merely going through the

motions without any genuine' expectation that they will learn. Positive

attitudes should show up in frequent and pleasant contacts; negative attitudes

In Infrequent and unpleasant contacts.

Causal Attribution

A special case of the cognitive consitency principle concerns at-

tribution of the causes of events. it seems logical to expect that teachers

who perceive students positively will tend to credit these students for the

good things that they do and will fail to notice or will explain away the

bad things. In contrast, with students they strongly dislike, they may be

more likely to notice and criticize undesirable behavior but to fail to

noftrp nr give credit when the students do good g .

Teacher individual differences are involved here too, of course.

Like people in general, some teachers accept personal responsibility for most

of what happens, good or bad. Others take credit for the good but attribute

the bad to external causes, or vice versa. Still others attribute virtually

everthing to external causes, neither taking credit for successes nor

accepting blame for failures. It seems logical to expect that teacher
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expectations and attitudes will show up more clearly in the classrooms of

teachers who attribute outcomes to students rather than to themselves, and

especially of teachers who form very strong expectations and attitudes.

Studying Consistently Perceived Students

These assumptions helped guide our research and explain many of our

findings. However, they are of value mostly for considering the typical

case rather than'the exception. They cannot explain, for example, why

students who look like typical "concern" students are treated with indif-

ference or rejection, or why other students who ordinarily would appear in one

of these other two groups appear in the concern group instead.

The Student Attribute Study was designed toget beyond generalities

and explain the dynamics of teacher-student relationships more fully and

satisfactorily. We had no hopes of being able to explain them completely,

be:ause we believe that allowance must be made for a degree of unpredictability

due to the "chemistry" of relationships between individual teachers and

individual students. Occasionally, the right combination of teacher and

student will produce relationships which defy all theory and previous research.

Dynamics of this sort probably can be 6cplained, but only with knowledge

about the unique personalities of the two individuals involved. We could not

-t-each 1-e-veLof_explanation, but we did expect to get beyond the general-

.ities listed above.

We relied primarily on two methods to develop "objective" data about

students to use as anchor points for interpreting teacher perception data,

'classroom observer perception data, and all other data of questionable meaning.
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One approach was to collect information on the classroom behavior of students

and on the nature of teacher-student interactions. To this end, we developed

f
an elaborate coding system. was sesignea no o ec I -Si- C '

and types of dyadic contacts that teachers had with individual students,

but also to record the affective nature (if any) of such Interactions.

Certain information about student classroom behavior. independent of inter-

actions with the teachers also was recorded.

A second approach, used successfully in an earlier study of teacher

effectiveness (Brophy & Evertson, 1976), was to include consistency over time

as a criterion for identification of target students. Rather than study

just anyone (whatever students happened to be enrolled in the classes of

teachers involved), we focused the study on students that we knew something

about, based on reports by two different teachers.

Specifically, we focused on students who were perceived consistently

across almost two years and by two different teachers on one or more of 13

personal attributes. Teacher self-report data were collected early, middle,

and late in the first year of the study, and then again in the middle and at

the end of the second year. The 13 scales measured student attributes that

previous work had suggested as correlates of teacher expectations, attitudes,,

and behavior. These included the following:

CalovversuS restless

Careful versus careless

Happy versus unhappy

Probable high achiever versus probable low achiever

Mature versus Immature

A



Cooperative versus not cooperative

Attractive versus unattractive

Persistent versus-gii/es Up easily

Attachment (would like to keepin class again next year for the sheer

joy of it) ve rejection (would like to have removed from class right now)

Concern (would like to have more time to spend with this student)

versus low concern (does not feel that this student needs more time with

teacher)

Noticeable versus not noticeable

Good eye contact versus avoids eye contact

BY focusing our analyses on only those students who were perceived

consistently across five sets of rankings by two different 'leachers on one

or more of these 13 scales, we hoped to accomplish two things. First,_ the

consistency across time and particularly across teachers increased the like-

lihood that the teachers' perceptions were accurate. Students perceived

favorably by one teachers but unfavorably by another automatically were

excluded from the "consistent" groups. This probably had the effect of

eliminating most students whose unique qualities were matched or mismatched

with those of particular teachers so that teacher perceptions of them were

distorted. Thus, this consistency criterion (along with other data to be

recorded later) enabled us to treat the teacher perceptions of the student

"consistent" on these 13 scales as accurate.

The second advantage of the consistency criterion was that the class-

room beiaVilirand--genstent" students pro-

`bably were stable in the past and likely to remain so In the future, compa
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to those of other students. Given that most teacher perceptions are accurate

anyway, and that perCeptions which are consistent across time and across dif-

ferent teachers are especially likely:to be accurate, it follows that they

probably are based on objective student chhractertstics and that these charac-

teristics are stable. Otherwise, teacher perceptions would have changed.

Both of these methodological implications of-studying students per -

ceived. consistently involve assumptipns and inferences, but we believe that

the logic behind them is sound. Furthermore, subsequent data (to be dis-

-cussed) support the inference that these students actually were like the

teachers said they were.

In summary, the Student Attribute Study involved methodological

.innovations developed to try to overcome amb4guities in previous research.

One of the most important innovations involved the collection of longitudinal

teacher perception data on the same students across two years. This allowed

4f
analyses to focus on studentt who were perceived )sonsistently and therefore

probably accurately,

The Teachers and Students

The,Student Attribute. Study was conducted in six elementary schools
7

which are part of an urban school district. Studehts are bused for dese-

gregationpurposes beginning at the sixth grade, but elementary schools

serving students in kindergarten through fifth grade bre neighborhood schools

with no stadents bused in. Beca6se of de facto segregation 1n housing and

neighborhoods, most schools in the city are predominatety'whitb Anglo,pre-
.-

redominately black. Chicanos are the only white
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ethnle group well enough defined in cultural and residential patterns to

be worth considering separately from whites generally. They make up about

18% of the population, with blacks accounting for about 12% and other

whites the remaining 70%.

The schools involved in the study were overwhelmingly-white Anglo

in student population. There were a few black students, but not enough

to analyze as a group. There were a few more (but still only a few) students

with Spanish surnames, but most of these were anglicized. That is, they lived

in predominately Anglo neighborhoods and spoke English as their primary

or only-T6Tiguage.-

One school served a population which varied In SES from lower class

to upper middle c1,9ss. Its predominate orientation was upper middle class,

however, because most of the students came from families connected with a

large university situated nearby. Thus, on the average, students at this

school were brighter and more oriented toward education than students In

the other schools.

The other schools all were located in sections of town populated by

working class Anglos. Few of the parents had college degrees, although most

had finished high school and many had had vocational education. Most

families were intact. The fathers typically worked at blue collar jobs or

low and middle level white collar jobs. They were homogeneous in SES as

well as in ethnicity. Most students came from homes that would be charac-

.

terized as lower middle class or working class, with, practically none from

either clearly lower class or-clearly upper middle class or upper class homes.

Thus, the sample as a whole could be characteriZed as predominately white
.

middle class, and, except for one predominately upper middle class school,
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as lower middle class.

The teachers all were women varying in experience and age. Most

were whites, although a few were blacks who had begun teaching in pre-

dominately white schools several years previously as part of a "teacher

crossover" plan to further desegregation. All teachers participated in

the study voluntarily, although with varying degrees of enthusiasm. They

were informed that the study concerned student attributes and how they

affected teacher expectations, attitudes, and behavior, and they were

briefed about the general design of the stmci_and about what would be

required of them. However, they never knew exactly what was being measured

during classroom observations. Also, although they knew which students

were being observed because they had been viewed consistently on one or

more of the 13 scales, they did not know which scales were involved and

thus could not have biased the results in any systematic way.

Originally, our plans called for a three-year study. The first two

years were to be confined to collection of teacher rankings on the 13 scales,

with the third year being what later became the second year. We decided to

move up the classroom observations and other data collection on consisten +ly

perceived students to the second year, for several reasons. First, although

cooperation was generally excellent everywhere else, the first year teacher

rankings from one of the five schools originally included in the study were

too fragmentary to allow continued research in that school. Relatively few

teachers followed the time schedule and methods requested, and in later

years their students would have been spread across many more classes, making

.it difficult and inefficient for us to follow them. -Thus, the original plan
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to study students in three grades at five schools during the third year of

research was altered to a study of students in four grades at four schools

during the second year.

A second consideration involved in the decision to change data col-

lection plans was the attrition rate caused by students moving into or out

of the schools involved. Students could be included in the study only if

a complete set of teacher rankings was available on them from past data

collection and if they were still present when classroom observations began.

Thus, any students who moved into one of these schools after teacher rankings

had been collected, as well as any students who moved out of these schools,

had incomplete data about whether they were perceied consistently by their

teachers. Attrition from these sources was not enough to make much difference

after one year, but it would have cut down the sample considerably if had

waited another year.

A third factor was general uncertainty about where the students would

be the following year. Busing of sixth graders into "sixth grade centers"

had been instituted the previous year as a method of achieving desegregation

below the junior high school level, and there was a possibility that busing

at lower grade levels would be instituted the next year. This would have

spread the students across even more classrooms, reducing and perhaps even

eliminating the feasibility of the study.

In combination, these factors, dictated a change In plans. The idea

of collecting consistency data across three years and three different teachers

was dropped, and we began the observational phase of the study in the second

year. If anything, this was a blessing in disguise, because our data on
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the students perceived consistently suggest that the criterion of consistency

based on the fivt, sets of teacher rankings from two different teachers

was quite stringent. Students perceived consistently by two teachers

did indeed have the personal characteristics which the teachers ascribed

to them.

The observation phase conducted in the second year of the study

involved 27 teachers, six in grade two, five in grade three, 10 in grade

four, and six in grade five. The schools included the predominately upper

middle class school and three of the four working class schools included

originally. A fifth schoo14, very.slmilar to the other working class Anglo

schools:was included in the second year becau4 the older students in one

of the working class schools were transferred to a neighboring school to

relieve overcrowding. Fortunately, all were transferred to the same school,

so that it was easy to follow them and feasible to code them in the class-

room. Thus, despite the shift in schools, few students were lost for this

reason.

Except for the problems encountered in one school, the first year

cooperation was excellent. All of the teachers except three in one school

(who were-team teaching) taught in self-contained classrooms, and all of

these teachers in'self-contained classrooms weie asked to participate. They

all did participate, with teachers in grades one through four.filling out

theA-eacher-ranking forms in the first year, and teachers in grades two through

five doing it in the second year (along with the other things done in the

second year). The teachers were paid $25 for the time they spent filling

'out forms and being interviewed.
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Data Collection

The data collection for the Student Attribute Study included five

sets of teacher rankings, two sets of observer ratings, teacher adjective

descriptions, observer adjective descriptions, classroom observation data,

observer checklist data, and special information about students obtained

from interviews with the teachers at the end of the second year.

Teacher Rankings

In the first year, the teachers were asked to rank all of their

students on each of the 13 scales. To make sure that no one was left out,

the teachers were provided with a complete class roster. The instructions

and a sample scale are shown In Figure A-I.

The teachers found this procedure unduly cumbersome and time con-

suming. it was easy for them to rank students at the ends of the scales,

but almost impossibly for them to bake meaningful rankings in the middles.

We agreed with the teachers that attempts to make such fine distinctions were

of questionable validity and thus not worth doing, so we simplified the

procedure for the second year, substituting the form shown in Figure A-2.

Instead of attempting to rank order their entire classes, teachers

placed students into one of seven categories (at the top and bottom of the

.page), three were placed in each of the next most extreme categories, four

were placed in each of the next categories, and, finally, all of the rest

of the students were placed in the middle category. The result was a seven -

.point rank order scale which allowed the most extreme students to be given
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extreme scores but did not require the teachers to try to differentiate

among those lumped together in the middle.

To get the data from the two years of study onto a common scale,

rankings,from the first year were converted into seven-point scales just like

those from the second year. That is, the two students ranked highest on

a scale were placed in the top category, then the next three, then the next

four. Similarly, the two students ranked lowest were placed In the bottom

category, followed by the next three, then the next four. All the students

remaining then were placed in the middle cbtepry. At this point, the three

sets of ranks from the first year were directly comparable to the two sets

from the second year.

Observer Ratings

At the end of the second year, after observers completed their coding

in a given classroom, they related each of the consistently perceived students

on each of the 13 scales, using the form shown in Figure A-3. This rating

scale was used'in place of the more exacting ranking procedure, because ob-

servers had not had a chance to get to know the students nearly as well

as the teachers. It was pointless to ask them to make fine discriminations

when they lacked the knowledge needed to do so. This simple rating method

allowed the observers to indicate which students had struck them as high or

low on each scale.

The observers were rewired to rate the students on all 13 scales

even though the students were consistent in the teacher rankings on only

some of them. This was to insure that the observers? ratings were "blind."
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They did not even know which scale(s) students had been perceived consistently

on. We wanted to find out how closely the teachers' perceptions would agree

with those of relatively uninvolved classroom observers whose perceptions

were less likely to be affected by factors related to the teacher role but

who at the same time had much less opportunity to get to know the studenti.

The observers were undergraduate and graduate level university students.

A few had been education majors, but most were in psychology. They worked

for the project and had no formal relationships with the teachers or school

district involved. Few were acquainted with the teachers or students prior

to the study, and the exceptions were assigned to classes where the teachers

and target students were unknown to them. The observers knew the purpose

of the study, but, like the teachers, they did not know which scale(s)

on which the target students had been perceived consistently.

The ratings from the two observers were summed to get final scores.

In cases where only one observer was able to make a rating, the rating was

doubled to make it comparable to the scores derived by summing the ratings

from two observers.

Identifying Target Students

/

The classroom observations and the other data to be Oscribed were

focused on "target" students, selected because they were perceived consis-

tently across time and across two different teachers on one or more of the

13 teacher ranking scales. Target students were identified immediately

after the first teacher ranking data were collected in February of the

second year. Thus, at the time, we had all three teacher rankings from
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the first year and the first of the two teacher rankings from the second

year. Our intention.was to go through these quickly and eliminate students

who were not consistent on any scale, so that we could concentrate our

attention on the rest.

As it turned out, however, almost every student was consistent (by

our definition) on at least one scale, so that we ended up observing almost

every student for whom we had a hill set of four rankings. This meant that

we observed almost every student who had been present in his or her

respective school at the beginning of the previous year when the first set

of rankings were obtained and was still there in the middle of the second

year. .This came to 362 students in 27 classrooms, an average of more than

13 per class.

Classes averaged about 25 students each, so we studied about half of

the students available. This, and the sheer size of the sample, leads us

to believe that the students were representative of their respective schools.

However, we do know that they differed from other students in'their schools,

because their families had been stable for two years. Their classmates who

were not included in the sample were mostly those who had moved into or out

of the schools during the time span of the study. However, none of the

neighborhoods was changing notably in SES or related indicators. The people

moving in were similar to those who moved out. Thus, these students seemed

representative.

A few students were excluded because they were not taught in self-

contained classrooms. Here again, no sample bias was involved. These students

were assigned randomly to teachers, and the ones who happened to be assigned

to teachers working in a team were excluded because we felt that their data
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would not be comparable to data from students in self-contained. classrooms.

The latter presumably had more focused and personalized relationship with

a single teacher.

All In all, the data seem generalizable to white working and middle

class schools. It should be noted, however, that they might not generalize

to upper middle or upper class schools or to schools populated primarily

by non-white students or students serving well-defined white ethnic groups.

This is particularly true of the data on sex differences, because these are

known to vary by SES, race, and ethnicity. Finally, the data may not

generalize directly to racially integrated schools, where race might be

an important factor.

Examination of the teacher ranking data to identify target students

was done by Dr. Brophy and two research assistants who were not involved

in any other aspect of data collection. This insured that all members of

the research team who observed in classrooms, rated the students, and inter-

viewed the teachers were unaware of past teacher perceptions of target

students.

Complete sets of four ratings were available on about 375 students.

Of these, two failed to meet our Consistency criterion on any of the 13

scales. Thus, almost all students were consistent on at least one scale,

and most were consistent on several (see Table A-I). A few other students

. were dropped because they moved out of the school right when we were

preparing to do classroom observations or because theyFaitimerrassigned

to a classroom where only two or three target students would be available..

Given the large number of target students who were concentrated in greater
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numbers in other classrooms, it seemed inefficient to observe in classrooms

where only a few target students were enrolled. Thus, we decided to con-

centrate on classrooms with larger clusters of target students (ranging

from 7 to 14 ), thereby increasing the number of observations that could

be made in each classroom.

Although target students who were identified for purposes of classroom

observation in February, final classification was delayed until the fifth

set of teacher rankings cokected in May. At this point, students were

classi-aed--41-to-one of_six categories based upon the five rankings they had

received on a given scale. Each student received 13 classifications,

one for each scale.

Recall that the scales were seven-point scales arranged so that few

students were at the extremes and increasing numbers appeared at each scale

point as you moved toward the middle. A score of "I" was lowest and a

score of "7" was highest. Three groups of consistently perceived students

were identified. These were students whose rankings remained within the low,

middle, or high ranges of the scales on afl five of the teacher. rankings for

that scale. Students consistently ranked "1," "2," or "3" were classified

as low for each scale; students consistently ranked "3," "4," or "5" were

classified as middle for each scale; and students consistently ranked "5,"

"6," or "7" were classified A hlahforeach scale.

This arrangement meant that about a third of the students in each

set of rankings were placed n the high and low categories, with the rest

classified in the middle.-tih76-given set of rankings, the middle category

Included all but the six lowest and six highest students. This usually
O

was more than half.the class. The overlap between high and middle (at "5")
0
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and between middle and low (at "3") was allowed to reduce the shrinkage

that occurred when the consistency criterion was applied across-all five

sets of rankings. The criterion for target student selection had to be

sufficiently strict to insure that the low, middle, and high groyps would

be clearly different from one another; but not so strict as to exclude

too many students. This method seemed to be a good solution to this

problem.

If students varied randomly from one rankingiFoten-egtrthcir-chances

of being classified In either the low or the high groups would be only one

in 243 (one third x one third x one third x one third x one third), or less

than one half of one per cent. If this had been the case, we would have

ended up classifying only about two students in each of the extreme cate-

gories on each scale. However, as can be seen in Table A-2, student

ranking was far from random. Despite this fairly strict criterion for

consistency, the numbers of stud4hts classified as consistent far exceeded

.
.

_

chance in all three positionson each scarei-and they were high-, enough to

allow meaningful statistical analyses to be perforftd.

Most of the analyses discussed are based on data from these consistent

students. Data 'from all target students were available on all measures, of

course, but in considering aarticular scale, we included only data from

the consistent students for most analyses. Data from the other students-

were omitted, or their scores were included Just for comparison purposas.

Students who did not meet the consistency criteria:and thus were not

classified as high, middle, or low on a given scale were classified into

one of three other categoips: ' upward movers, downward movers, or Inconskstent.
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Upward movers were those who showed a continually upward movement ,in their

rankings across the five sets, or who started low and then moved up to a

plateau and stayed there. Downward movers showed the opposite pattern,

starting high but dropping consistently across each set of rankings or

reaching a low plateau and staying there. The remaining students were

inconsistent. They moved around in the rankings sufficiently to exclude

them from the three consistent groups, but their movement was not consistently

upward or downward.

Some had score patterns like "three, four,-two, five, six." In this

case, the first three rankings from the year one teacher indicated a low to

middle'view of the student on the scale in question, while the rankings

from the second year teacher were higher. This type of inconsistency in-

dicated a difference of opinion between the two teachers.

Another kind of inconsistency is typified by a student with a score

pattern such as "five, two, one, five, four." This pattern is inconsistent

In the first year, dropping to avery low ranking after being medium t.4) high.

The drop was not maintained in the second year, however, so that the student

was not classified as a downward mover but simply as inconsistent. Something

pr'esumably happened in the first year to cause the drop, but we seldom were

in a position to find out what, because we did not collett classroom obser-

vation data or detailed teacher interview data the first year. Thus, little

will be said about these inconsistent students) except to note that they do

occur with some regularity (see Table A-3).

To form similar groups based on the observer ratings originally made

on forms like the one illustrated in Figure A-3, a distribution of raw scores

totals (shown in Table A-3) was tabulated, The scores ranged from two
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through six, because they were sums of scores ranging from one through
ti

three from each of two raters (or the doubling );:pf one such score if only

one rating was made). In order to assign students to high, middle, and

low groups, and in order to obtain frequencies similar to those obtained

from the teacher rankings, students with sum scores' of "two" and "three"

were assigned to the low group, students with scores of "four" and "five"

were assigned to the middle group, and students with scores of "six"

were assigned to the high group for each scale.

Note that the number of students rated high ("three") by both observers

'usually was much higher than the number of students sated low ("one").

This illustrates something that runs thorughout all of °or perceOtual

. data: students who are salient because they are high on one or more noticeable

attributes are remembered more easily than students who are low (and therefore

usually non-salient) on the same attribut;s. The noticeable scale itself

is a good example of this. Apparently, it is easy to notice and fe.member

salient students, but difficult to remember thole who are not sIllent, pro-

/

bably for this very reason.

Summary

;

The Student Attribute Study was a largescale, longitulnal attempt to

extend knowledge of teacher expectations, teacher attitudes' and teacher-

student interactions beyond the generalizations that could 0 gleaned from

theory and research in social psychology generally. Mol' /specifically, we

pursued some.of the continuing questions and ambiguitie /of research ori.

teacher expectations and atitudes, and tried to under +and the dynamics

46
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involved when relationships run counter to typical trends.

The major method was the development of data known or strongly believed

to be objective, representing factual. information about student attributes.

These data then could be used to anchor larger analyses which included

subjective data and other data less trustworthy or clear in meaning. This

allowed the accuracy of teacher and observer perceptions to be assessed

and the implications of certain Ambiguous classrobm interaction data to be

evaluated. One way this was approached was to coOlct low inference

observational data on a relatively large number of classrooms, using a

specially prepared instrument designed to record the frequency and type of

individualized interactions that teachers had with target students.

The second major factor was the collection of longitudinal data on

teacher perceptions of studentson 13 attributes known to be associated with

teacher expectations and attitudes. Three sets of teacher rankings were,

obtained in year one, and two more in the next year from different.teachers.

Criteria for consistency across these five sets of teacher rankings were

developed so that students could be classified as consistent or inconsistent

across time and teachers. Then, the consistent students were subdivided

into mutually exclusive high, middle, and low groups for, each of the 13

scales. For comparison purposes, similar high, middle, and low groups were

formed using the classroom observer ratings of the students on these same

13 attributes. These classifications, along with student sex and grade,,,

formed the major groupings for analysis of relationships.ofstudent

attribtites to other data.
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Figure A-1. Instructions for filling out the scales in Year I.

For each scale, think of your whole class and rank all of your

students from highest to lowest on each of the scares. If you feel that

two or more students are about the same on a particular scale and you

could not rank one higher than the other, Just circle these names on

the scale. Do not worry about making fine discriminations between

students, but work through the scales fairly rapidly. Your first

impressions are the ones that we want.
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Figure A-2. Instructions for filling out the 7-point scales in Year 2.

For each scale, select your three highest alid-itree lowest students

andput their names in the highest and lowest sections of the scale. Then

select your next four highest and lowest students and put their names

in the next highest and lowest sections of the scale. Do the same thing

for the next highest and lowest section. You may leave some blanks in

this section if you fepl that you do not have enough students whose names

belong here. Put all the remaining students names in the middle. section.

The students in each section of the scale will be considered to have

the same ranking, so do not spend too much time making fine discriminations

between students.

o
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HIGH INFERENCE SCALES

rx

These are the high inference ratings to be used at the end of the coding

sessions. You are to rank your target children on each contiuum between the two

points just as the teachers did. Circle (I) if he falls in the lower 1/3 of the

class (1.e.,,on scale I he falls in the 1/3 of the class that is most rcistless and

highly active. Circle (2) if he fails in the middle of the class on this scale and

circle (3) if he falls in the upper 1/3 of the class on fhis scale (i.e., on scale 1

he falls in the 1/3 of the class that is most calm and shows good self control).

Circle (5) if you simply cannot rate the child on t'.-4 ;.drticular scale. Since you

wiii not be rating the whole class but rather only the target children, there will

not necessarily be an even distribution of children in t".: three categories of low;

medium and high.

1 low 2 medium 3 high

1. Restless, highly Active vs. Calm, Good Self Control

2. Careless, Hasty Worker vs. Careful, Deliberate Worker

3. Unhappy vs. Happy

4. Probable Lowest Achiever vs. Probable Highest. Achiever

5. immature vs. Mature

6. Uncooperative, Defiant vs. Cooperative, Compliant

7. Not creative-or Imaginative vs. Crsafive and.lmaginafIve

8. Unattractive vs. Attractive

9. Gives up Easily, Needs to be Prodded vs. Tries Hard, Perslitent Worker,

10. Would like to have Removed from My Class vs. Woulq like to gscp'for
O

Another Year for the Sheer Joy of It

11. Doesn't ROuire Special Attention vs. Concdrns Me a Great Deal; I would

Like to be At 10 to Dovq0e Much gore AttentIon

12. Not Noticeable vs. Stan6 Out, Very Noticeable

13. Averts Eyes vs. Looks you.in the Eye .
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Table A--I. Number of male and female students ranked consistently

one one or more of the 13 scales for grades 2 - 4.

Number of
consistent
rankings

Grade 2
M F

Grade 3
M F

Grade 4
M F

Grade 5
M F Total

13 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 2

12 0 3 1 3 2 3 0 3 15

11 4 3 3 I 6 7 3 4 31

10 I 4 4 2 10 18 4 6 49

9 6 8 7 if 11 16 4 2 65.

8 5 4 5 4 17 7 3 2 47

7 10 5 8 3 10 6 3 3 48

6 3 3 10 . 10 8 7 3 I 45

5 2 5 1 5 2 3
,
2 3 23

4 1 1 , 3 1 2 2 2 2 14

3 1 1 4 1 5 2 1 0 15

2 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 3 8
....

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

34 37 46 42 76 73 25 29 362



(. Table A-2. Numbers of students that teachers ranked high, middle,

and low for each of the 13 scales (Year I & 2 combined).

Low Medium High,

Calm 56 112 69

Careful 58 110 77

Happy 37 101 51

Achieving 72 124 88

Mature 62 123 72

Cooperative 48 119 65

Creative 38 101 54

Attractive 47 104 52

Persistent 54 112 78

Attachment 39 95 67

Concern 63
.. 99 45

Noticeable 40 93 57

Eye Contact 29 90 35
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Table A-3. Observer raw score totals for each scale (number of

children at each position on each scale.)

2 3 4 5 6

Calm .50 52 84 93 83

Careful 34 52 85 92 97

Happy 19 35 91 120 96

Achieving 35 64 101 82 78

Mature 33 44 113 99 73

Cooperative 22 '35 67 95 143

Creative 54 38 136 53 71

Attractive 25 48 108 93 88

Persistent 39 .41 94 99 86

Attachment 27 60 113 98 63

Concern 93 101 91 44 33

Noticeable 43 70 110 81 58

Eye Contact 30 28 110 67 107
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in the second year of the study, we collected a variety of self report

and observational data to find out more about the students who were classified

into the groups described in Appendix A. 3eneral analyses of these differences

were performed to find out what attributes were related to consistent teacher

rankings on the 13 scales. A variety of more specific analyses were performed

to try to find out why certain students who were similar in some respects were

ranked differently by the teachers.

All of these data were collected after target students were Identified in

February of the second year of the study. However, all data were collected from

and by teachers and observers who could not have been biased in their self

report or classroom observatTons.because they did not know how the target students

had been ranked and classified. Both the teachers and the classroom observers

knew who the target students were, sothat they probably were more aware of these

students than of their classmates. Furthermore, this awareness might have made

the teachers behave somewhat differently toward the target students when ob-

servers were present in their classrooms.

However, although both the teachers and the observers knew that the target

students had been ranked consistently on one or more of the 13 scales, they .did

not know how many scales, or which scales. Thus, they could not systematically

bias the data with respect to a particular scale even.lf they wanted to. For

example, teachers could not systematically avoid favoritism towards attachment,

students or show concern toward concern students, because they did not know for

sure who these students were. Similarly, the classroom observers could not be

affected by knowledge of the teachers' perceptions of the students, since they

did not know what theSe perceptions were.

4 76
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An additional factor helping to minimize the possibility of systematic bias

in the data was the relatively large number of scales (13). If one or only

a few scales had been used, the teachers and observers might have been able to

remain continually aware of these student characteristics, teachers especially

might have remained aware of students whom they had ranked notably high or low.

However, there were 13 different scales which included a variety of student charac-

teristics, making it difficult for observers to be influenced by anything other than

what they saw and even for teachers to be Influenced by their own rankings. It

is possible, and in fact probable, that individual teachers were aware of and

perhaps influenced by their rankings of a few students on some scales, but it seems

reasonable to assume that this was not a strong or widespread factor and that the

scales involved varied from teacher to teacher even when such influences did occur.

In summary, both the teachers and the classroom observers knew the general

nature of the study and the luentity of the target students, but-they did not

know what scales the target students had been consistently perceived on or what

the nature of these consistent perceptions were. Consequently, the classroom ob-

server data are :.:ompletely free of the influence of knowledge of teacher rankings.

The teacher data could not have been influenced in any general or systematic way,

and they were unlikely to be influenced strongly even in ndividual cases. Bear-

ing this in mind, let us now consider the other data collected In the second year

of the study.

Classroom Observation Data

Classroom observation data were collected with the Student Attribufe Coding

S'stem (Brophy, et al, 1974). ThIS observation system was designed especially for
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this study. All dyadic interactions between the teacher and individual students

were systematically recorded. In addition, n "critical behaviors" of target

students were coded, even if they were done independently or in interaction with

peers, rather than the teacher: The focus was on student classrpom behavior and

interactions likely to be related to teacher expectations and attitudes.

Public Response Opportunities

The coding system divided classroom interactions into three major divisions:

public response opportunities, private dyadic interactions, and behavior related

interactions. Public response opportunities were subdivided into small group

(reading groups, mostly) and general class activities sect as class discussions.

These were situations in which a student was asked to answer a question, read from

a book, or make some other public response in interactions intended to'be instruc-.

Live not only tothe student involved but to all,other students in the small group

or general class.

Several coding distinctions were made to describe public response opportuni-

ties further. First, public response opportunitIAS-were subdivided according to

who initiated them and how. Non-volunteer was coded -1,f the'teacher called on a

student who did ;not have his or her hand up. Responses 9pportunities that occurred

when teachers called on students who did havetheir hands up were coded either as.

volunteer or wave, depending upon whether the students merely raised their hands

and waited to be recognized or, instead, waved their'hands, called out "Teacher,

teacher,"'or otherwise.made strenuous efforts to be recognized. Finally, a res-

ponse opportunity was coded call out if a student called. out the answer without

prior permission or recognition:trom the teacher. TN.s coding providedan indica-

tion of the degree to which the students actively and voluntarily participated in
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public interactions, and also of the degree to which they did so in sanctioned

vs. unsanctioned ways.

The small group vs. whole class context coding and the coding of the method

of obtaining a response opportunity were recorded for every response opportuntty.

In addition, teacher praise or criticism were coded when and if they occurred.

This coding refers to academic praise or criticism, in which the teacher praises

or criticizes the quality of a child's answer or recitation. Praise or critl

cism for desirable or undesirable classroom behavior (as distinct from academic

performance) was coded separately.

Teacher reactions to student answers had to be sufficiently evaluative and

intense to go beyond simple provision of feedback to be coded as praise or criti-

cism. If the teacher merely indicated that the response was correct or incorrect,

without making an evaluative statement or responding with clear emotional involve-

ment, praise or criticism were not coded. Coding of such reactions was reserved

for situations where teachers clearly went beyond simple affirmative feedback In

order lo praise.student performance, or clearly went beyond simple negative feed»:

back in order to criticize student performance.

Private Dyadic Interactions

Private dyadic interactions included all interactions. which occurred between

teachers and individual target students except those which concerned classroom

conduct. These interactions are called "private.because they concerned only the

individual student involved, although the interaction may have been heard by some

or even all other students. Private dyadic interactions were subdivided according

tewhether they were Initiated by the students thpmseives (student initfated'con-

4 9
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tacts) or by the teacher (teacher initiated contacts). A private interaction

was considered to be initiated by a student if the student approached, the

teacher directly or indicated a desire to talk to the teacher through handraising

or someother method of getting the teacher's attention Private contacts were

considered to be teacher initiated if the teacher approached*thp student without

any prior attempt by the student to indicate a desire to interact.

Student initiated contacts were subdivided into thoge involving work,.appro-
0

val seeking, housekeeping, personal matters,'tattling, and socializing. Student

initiated work contacts were coded when students initiated an interaction with the

teacher to discuss or get help witho work assignment. Whenever such Interactions

.

occurred, the teacher's response was coded as refuse, brief, or long, Refuse was

coded if%the teacher 'gnored the student or said that she was too busy to,be In-

terrupted at the moment. Brief was coded if the teacher listened to the student

and then gave a substantive but brief answer (a sentence or two at

was coded if the teacher's response was more extended, because she

go over the instructions with the student in some detail, explained

mogt). Long

took time to'

a concept at
c.

some length, or otherwise spent some time with the student trying to clarify a

.point of confusion.

to addition to coding the length of teacher responses when students initia-

ted work contacts, our observers coded three additional teacher reactions if and

. .

when they occurred.. Two of these were praise and criticism. They were defined

Irm)larly to pra.ise and criticism ford good,;,or,bad responses in public responte

situations, except that praise and criticism in private work contextvinvolved.

teacher evaluative reactions to the student's worklon assignments. -Again,

teacher's praise or criticism of conduct 'was not.incIdded here butwas coded ejse-.

to
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where.

Teachers also could be coded for impatience if they quite obvibusly attemp-

ted to brush off the student, showed Irritation or frustrationat the need to

continue trying to explain the assignment, or otherwise give evidence of im-

patience or irritation. This coding was Independent of the coding for length:

teachers could refuse to Interact with a student at a partitular time but do so

hi a pOlite and 117-Tendly way, and they also could interact with .gstudent for a

long time but show in:Hatton and impatience throughout much of the interaction--

As with all optional coding in'this observational system, observers coded

-praise, criticism, and impatience only when they. were sure that the optional

behavior should be coded., Ifthey.were,uricertain, they did not code these be-
-

haviors as present during the iinteraction41 This is one of several coding conven-

tions deisigried to standardize coding and to make as conservative as possible.

. The idea was'to insure that the coding of reactions .like praise, criticism, or

pati6nce was such that only clear cut instances were'coded. Borcierilne instances. -1

which left coders unsure about what to do were ignored.

Student initiated approval seeking was coded when the student came to the

s.

t

teacheik to show off completed work and apparently to get approval or permission
P

' .

,
. .

to moye on to something else, as opposed to coming for help or clarification.

As with student 'initiated work contacts, approval seeking contacts were coded

for refusal, praise, or'criticism, if the teacher responded in tiny of these

ways.' They also were coded for feedback if thejeacher simply gave routine feed-

back concerning the work without praising it or criticizing it.' Either refusal

or, feedback was coded for each approval seeking contact, but the coding of

teacher praise or criticism was optional, dependent'on teacher behavior.
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Student initiated housekeeping interactions were coded when the student

approached the teacher to offer to or ask permission to perform favors or run

errands. Usually these involved tasks such-as passing ,.out bookt or supplieS,

cleaning the erasers or the blackboard, or carrying messages. in general,

anything that had to be done as part of the daily business of-running the

classroom was considered a housekeeping task. Things done for personal reasons

rather than for the good of the class as a whole were classified as personal inter-

actions. Teachers'' responses-to students' housekeeping requests were coded as

refuse,-approve, thanks, or reward.

Refuse or approve was coded for each interaction, depending upon the teacher's

response to the student's request.- Thanks and reward were coded optionally if

they-occurred. Thanks was coded 'if the teacher thanked the student for performing

, .

the task. Reward was coded if the teacher went beyond merely approving the re-

quest but responded in such a way as to infer that the student was being allowed

to perform the task as a reward for good work or good behavior. Thus, reward was

coded if the teacher played up the task as a desirable or prized activity and stated

that the student was going to be allowed to do it not so much because he or she

asked but because heor she was especially deserving.

This coding was an attempt to assess the degree to which teachers* looked'

upon housekeepIng assignments as reward vs.
)

routine duties to be performed vs.

punishments or methods'to keep. trouble makers busy. These distinctions came up

In Orevibus,work by ouselves and others. They suggested that the assignment oaf

housekeeping daties.has very different meariirfrorurrh--1-eactrers-:

-Student initiated personal 're nests were coded.when.students approached the'

teacher for perMission..to dosomething of importance only to themselves rather

than -to the class as a'whole (go t.$ the

pencils, use special equipment; etc.).

ti

bathroom, get a drink, sharpen

in these contacts, the students commiipl-
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'cated some problem or personal concern and asked the teacher for perMission

to do something about it. Teacher responses in these interactions were ceded 'as

reise approve, positive emotional reactions, negative emotional reacti4s, or

revprd.

Refuse or approve were boded each time , deendi
.

png upon the teacher'd response
c

I ,

to the request. The remaining codes mere optional'. Positive emotional eactions
i

were coded i the teacher responded ina clearly warm orfrlendly manner, and nega-

Live emotional reactions were coded if the teacher responded with attitudes

of disgust, rejection, anger, frustration, or hostility. These emotion I reactions

were coded independently of whethr: or not the teacher, approved the st dent's
. .

request, and they were coded only if the teacher showed these emotions reactions

-clearly:, No emotional response was coded'if the teacher simpily liste ed to the.

7student's request and then gave feedbaCkin a perfunctory manner. Asi with student

initiated-housekeeping requests, reward was coded-in studentinitiateld personal

requests if the teacher not only approved the request but did so in iich a way

r .

as to suggr ' that she was approving it'as a form of reward for goo work or- behavior..

Tattling was codedwhenelver a student came to the teacher to t the on another.

istudent. it as coded whenevlr it was observed, rega-dless of the seriousneSs.of..

the problem or the justification for the tattling. Teacher reacts t) were coded

tas approval or rejection. Approval was coded.if the teacher react d positively by

thanking the student or taking action-in response to the taffling,lor if 'she

accepted it without any negative response:. Wection*was Cgded.oniy if.the,teacher.

de a definite negative respon0, chiding the student, for tattling\or stating that

,

.

,

she was not interested in hearing what the student had to say. t

1

. .

.

Student initiated social' contacts are contacts initiated by the students for

: purposes other than getting help with ;Rork, gettino apiirovai for domp\retedWork,
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,seeking permission for a housekeeping or personal request, or tattling. Most

of these contacts involvdd attempts by the student to initiate conversation with

the teacher or to show the teacher some possession. Pn general, any student

Initiated contact which did not fit into any of the five previous categories

was coded in the social categoric. Teacher responses to these student initiated,

social interactions were coded as refused, brief, or long, as described previously.

In this case, a long teacher reaction did not involve explaining eirections or

concepts to the student. Instead, it involved the teacher taking time to show

interest in whatever the student wanted to talk about. This tnually was done through

a combination of willing and active listening with asking queitions and otherwise

responding positively in' ways that would,prolog the interaction.

In addition t9 the six SPdcific types of student initilted contacts des-

.

cribed above; the 42" column was included in the student laitlated contacts

section of the coding sheet. This allowed observers to indicate that a student had

initiated a Contacilt with the teacher but -Rat the nature of the contact was un-
,

known because it c uld not be overheird and because not enough information could

be gleanedl'from observing it to allow, a confident coding in otie of the six other.

-,:catelories. Codes included here were added into each target studentis, ttotal:of
.

student 'initiated private contacts with the teachers; in order for provide a full

accountinof-such contacts, even including those which could ncr- beclassified

further.

Teacher Initiated Contacts

Teacher initiated contacts are private in the same sense that Student ini-

tinted ones are, but they are initiated by the teacher.-- Thd subtypes and general.

method of coding are similar`', 'exCept that adjqstmentsere made for the fqct that
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the contacts are initiated by the teacher and the responses are made by the

` .

students, instead of vice versa. These contacts are'subdiVided into those

involving,work, housekeeping, perzsonal matters; and.sociellzing.
.

. \ ,

.

Teacher initiated work' contacts were coded when teachers called students

to their desks to check their work or discuss it with them,"or when the teachers

circulated around the room during seatwork times to check the work of individakl

,-
students. These contacts were coded as observe, brief, or )onq. Observe was

coded if the teacher merely stopped and observed the student at work but did not

say anything tothe student. Brief was coded if the teacher stopped tolgive-in-

structions or feedback of a sentence or two, and long 'wascoded when-the teacher

spent some time with the-student explaining or reviewing. -

In addition to these codes for length of contact, teacher praise and'cri-

ticism of student work was coded if it occurred. Also, student. positive and

negative emotjonal reidt.lons were coded, if they occurred. Positive emotional reac-
,_ .

tions were coded if the studen+-r se to the teacher in an obviously positive

way that suggested happiness, pride,.-or beneral enjoyment of the ieerection.

Negative emotional reactions wercoded if the student responded in a way that.

conveyed angerfear, disgust, embarrassment, or other unpleasant .emotional reac-
ai

tions., As with student initiated work contaots,ipralse, criticism, and emotional

reactions In teacher initiated work contacts were coded only when the observer was

positive that the behavior had occurred. Nothing was recorded Wthe observer

was not sure.

Teacher initiated housekeeping interactions:were codewhen\the teacher's
,. .

students
.

N\
asked students to perform a houSekeepi,o/task or errand..- In add ition).\teachee\

reponses to students following
1

compltion of 'the task or errand were code4 as. \
, \ .

. .

, .

1

.... .

\,'
..



routine, thanks, of reward. Routine was coded if the teacher made no reaction or

gave a minimal response that did not constitute thanks or reward. Thanks was

coded if the teacher clearly thanked the student for doing the task. .Reward was

coded if the teacher intimated that the student had been selected to do the task

because of good work or behavior. -

Teacher Initiated personal contacts were coded when the teacher initiated

interactions with studentsto ask or tell them to do something that applied only.

to the student involved, rather than something more general such as a housekeeping

task. These included such things as requests that students clean their desks,

put On or take off clothing, hang up coats, or other:Wise tend to their personal

affairs.- Student emotional reactions tothese teacher initiations were coded

as routine, positive, ornegative, depending upon whether and how the student

responded emotionally.

Teachea initiated.social contacts were coded when the teacher initiated a

purely social contact with an individual student (for example, to talk about'

current events inthe'world at large` or around the:school, to Inquire about the

student's famipi, birthday, or personal interests, to comment about extracurricular

:activities and so on).- Again, student emotional reactIonsin these contacts were
. ,

1Sbdedas routine, positive, or negative.

/

/

I BEI-I.Y1OR RELATED-CONTACTS

The(third major .category of classrooM everts, coded with-this observation
i

system
/
included noteworthy desirable or undesirable student'behavtor and teacher

react i ns to such behavior. Wherethe student bebaviotOed to a respOnse from

the teacher, observers-coded both the nature'of the behavior and the nature
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of the teacher's response. Some student behaviors were classified in advance as

"critical" and were to be coded whenever they occurred (see Figure B-I). The

last category (Other) was used for any noteworthy behavior that was observed by

the coder but did not fit into any of the categories listed previously. This

included'a diversity of behaviors. Most were praiseworthy positive behaviors,

but a few were unique undesirable behaviors that led to negative teacher reactions.

Categories for coding teacher reactions to behaviors such as those shown'

in Figure B-I included praise, non-verbal Intervention, warning, threatening, and

criticism. Praise was coded when teachers singled out students to praise their

desirable.hehaviororclassroom conduct (as opposed to good answers or good work

- k.
on assignments). This was the only teacher reaction to desirable 'behavior-coded.

tt

Even so, it was.not coded'very often. Most "good" student behaviors singled out for

praise were routine or at least expected. Unlike academiC praise of good answers

or good seatwork, where particularly creative, careful, or otherwise impressive

accomplishments occur often enough to proVide teachers with periodic opportuni-

ties to praise genuinely unusual and outstanding accomplishment; "good" conduct

usually tnvolves nothAeig more than keeping classroom rules.

Opliortunities to prise students for going above and beyond the call of duty

are rale
0

Therefore, most teacher praise for good behavior is praise for'dding

what tile student is supposed to be doing anyhow. 'Often it is-given at feast

in paft as a message to other students that they should,act accordingly;

;An fexception to, this occurs with teachers who are famillar'with principles

of behavior modificetit to the point that they have learned to watch for oppor-

tunftles to praise and ncourage desirable behavior. This can be-effeolive

tHipraise As desired and genuine and if it is Individualized, although if can
-

b9Ckfire if it is perceq.0ed (correctly or not) as favoritrsm-towards "teacher's pets."
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Teacher responses to undesirable student behavior were coded into one of five

mutually exclusive categories representing varying degrees pf intrusiveness and

negative affect. Non-verbal intervention was coded if the teacher merely moved

near to a student whowas talking instead of working or otherwise was disobeying

classroom rules in some obvious way that did not require comment. If simply moving

towards the student and staring was sufficient to motivate the student to switch to

,approved behavior, and if the teacher confined herself to this minimal response,

non-verbal intervention was coded..

Management was coded if the teacher verbally indicated that the student should

change behavior, but did so in a casual or matter-of-fact tone that did not imply

any anger or even a warning. Management responses simply informed students that

their present behavior was unacceptable and/or instructed them to do something else.

Warning was coded wheh teachers told students to change their behavior In tones

communicating a degree of irritation or _anrdyance not present in simple management

messages. Warnings often implied or expressed that punishment would occur if the

behavior did not change. However, they did not contain specific threats, !Tice

the statements coded in the following category.

Threat was coded if the teacher went beyond a vague warning and made a speci-

fic threat telling the offending student what would happen if he or she did not

. comply with the teacher's demands. Threats included loss of privileges,,loss of

test credit (usually when a student was seen cheating), or statements that per-
.

.sistence with the disapproved behavior would lead to some 'Other form of punishment.

Finally, criticism was coded for the most extreme teacher responses: severe,

tongue-lashing criticism and/or administration of some kind of punishment. All

actual punishments were, coded here, even if they were not accompanied by speci-
.

fic verbal criticism. This was because neither extreme criticism nor punishment
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were infrequent, and neither "would have been open to meanih9ful statistical

analyses. if coded separately. Furthermore, they seem ed to be essentially equiva-

lent! The difference was more inteacher style or preference rattier than in the

degree of negative affect involved 1 the teacher's response to misliehavior.t

Both kinds of 'responses represent-a Joss of'patfence'With the

results in the most serious kind of negative consequences that
.%,

student, which
e

are I ikely to anise

in kparticularteacher's classroom. With some teaChers,.this is the expreision

of anger and crit:cism. Otper"teachers administer punishment without becoming
i

particularly emotional or upset. Some teachet.do both.

jooking back over the categories for teacher-responsestomitbehavior,

note that management responses involvedAirect inter:ention.but no-direct or
.

wren indir'4-:t negative affect. -Non -verbarinterventions usually, were every less

obvious as reacrions to misbehavior, atthough at times they did involve'apparent

negative affect even though nothing was said (the teacher glared 'menacingly at

the offending student). The last three categories all. involved negative affect._

The degree of negative affect varied consideraqi for both warnings and ;

threats. difference between these coding categories was whether or not the .

:teacher was 'specific in threatening negative consequences, not.the'degree of

negative affect. :reacher behavior coder under criticism usually involve the most

extreme negative ffect, although occa'si'onally teachers.would administer punishment
.

4

without showing muc Anger or even impatience.

,Student reactIO to teacher disciplinary responses were coded as cowed or

sullen. Both' of these odings were optional, so that theY4/ere coded only when

the observer was certain that the student had showed the behavior- involved.

-Students were coded as cowed if they appeared to be Sheepl;h,.ankious, ashamed;.'.
,` , .
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embarrassed, afraid, or otherwise generally sorry for having misbehaved or upset

at being out of 'the teacher's good graces. Students were coded as sullen if

they appeared'deflant, Sullen, angry, resentful, or otherwise contemptuous of

the teacher and apparently unafraid and unbothered by heroanger.

Students also were coded as sullen if they responded to:teacher scolding

by making faces or .obscene gestures after the teacher turned her back, or by

grinning at friends or gloating. Thus, the sullen category Included two qui-i'e

different typos of student reactions to Disc plinary interventions by the teachers,

although-both-types suggest aliena. ion icom and general negativisM toward the

teacher. In contrast, the behaviors coded 'under cowed suggest thatthe,student

cares about the teacher's opinion and is sorry for having mad the teacher angry.

Critical Behaviors

Note that several of the student behaviors shown in Figure B-I are circled.

These behaviors were considered sufficiently serious and interesting that observers

were instructed to code them whenever they occurred, even if the teacher did not

notice them. This coding convention helped insure that behavior's particularly

relevant' to peer relationships and to. accurate measurement of severe misbehavior

would,be recorded, even'if the teacher failed to notice such behavior or to res-

pond to it.

In addition to trt.tical student behavior, critical. teacher be avior was coded

when teachers did things thought.to.be particularly relevanttoifrheir expectations

and attitudes toward individuarstuden:o. Four of these were positive behaviors

indicating that, the teacher liked the student.orat least was tryingto behave

positively toward the student.' These included asking the student to take names

when the teacher left the classroom, flattery, physical affeCtion, and4flaktn9
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good example ofothe student by publicly praising his or her behavior and

suggesting that other students imitate it.

In addition, teachers were coded for critical behavior if they publicly

held up a student as a bad example to the Lther students. in this case, the

teacher went beyond the previously described disciplinary reactions addressed to

individual students by addressing a statement to the class as a whole criticizing

the student's behavior and warning them against imitating it..

In addition to these anticipated critical teacher behaviors, anYthingelse

that seemed critical or noteworthy to the observer was codedin an 'other"

.category and was explained somewhere on.the coding sheet.

Preparation of Classroom Observation Data for Analyses

The coding system was used by 17 classroom observers who familiarized tileM-

selves with it and practiced using it until they were able to reach a criterion-

of 80% or better agreement with one or more partners in each of the major cats-

gorres of the system. practice coding was done.inclassrooms that'were observed

'ater, and it focused on target students who would be included'in the study. Thus,

the practice phase involved coding under realistic conditions. It accomplished

:the task of familiarizing the teachers and students to the presence of classroom .

observers at the same time the observers were familiarizing themselves with the

s stem.

Observers. could begin to accumulate data that would. be used An later dnalyses

as soon as they reached reliability criteria, although sometimes'they continued to .

practice a little longer in certain classes because,they had not yet memorized

the code numbers of the target students. Each target student had a unique-number,

an all interactions involving this student were.coded wits this Identification num-

ber so that they Could he tabOlated later. Raw codes were punched and.tallied

for each target student and each classroom, using a computerized tallying program
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,developed speclically for this purpose (Crawford and Washington; 1974).

Each oqerver coded a given, tiassroom five times. Observation periods

included either an entire morning. or-an entire afternoOn. Two separate observers
\

were assigned to each classroom. This was to minimize observer bias effects
O 1

and toJmake possible the assessment of agreement between the two observers on

the self report measures administered at the end of the silid. This
i

arrangement

J /
meant that each classroom was observed for a total of To half days, pc about

. ,/

20 hours.
/

A total of 164 variables were derived. from the raw coding through tabulation

of frequency of measures (such as.unumber of small group respohse oppoOunitiesn)

or computation of proportion measUresIstich as "percentage of teacher responses

t).misbehavlor which were non-verbal interventions"). For analyses of differences

by grade and sex of student, these raw scores were used.

pcores.had to be standardized, however, for al, analysesAnvolving data on

individual students. . This was because different classrooms,' grades, and even

schools had differ'ent "norms" for many of, the behaviors we measured. For example,

-, smail group instruction occurs- for much of the day In the early grades,
beI

ause it

Is relied upon for teaching beginning reading. However, It begins to disappear
. .

around fourth grade, and iseldom seen thereafter.

The ideal way to adjust individual° scores to take such 0oup differences into

account-is to standardize scores separately for each classroom, so that each.

-'stmdents' score on a variable reflects his or her' status-with respect" to imme-

diate classmates.olot all other student's the study. However, -standardization by:

individuai.classroomi was not feasible in this study,'becauie the number W.

target students sometimes was too low. Therefore, 'we did the.next Iiest thing, -
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standardizing scores within schools and grade levels. Thus; each student's

score on each variable represents his or her status relative to other students

in the same _grade at his'or her school.

This means that school averages and grade averages inthe standardized

scores are equal, and that many group effects on individual scores have been

eliminated. The standardized scores still w re affected by indiitdual teacher

differences which were not controlled throu h the standardtiOftomprocesso.howaver..

This is not a very serious problem, b se so many teachers were involved in the

study, and because students in the 13 groups were scattered across classrooms:

ConseqUently, there is little danger that findings based on analyses of

data -from individualstudents were unduly :influenced by,one or asmall number of

teachers. The.primary effect of any systematic -leacher Individual differences

operating'whenve collected the data would be to increase the error or 'randomness;

variance, and thus reduce the nuMber.and strength of significant relationships.

This probahlyhappened, buf not to any Significant degree.

Behavior Checklists

After completing the fjve scheduled ohservotions:tn a given classroom, each
.. .

... -'

obLorver..filled out 'the tehaVior checklist shownin figure E1.72- for ''each of the -.-

. ,
,. .. .,,

-target students' in that .classroOM. This Was a high Inferanco Measure designed

,,to supplement the lowinference,coding syStam just dosOrlbed.a Clbservers,used

information they had picked -4.1n fhe'-propessbof observing the students when,f411149
,

4
out 'the checklist but they .checked the presence or absence of 'general traits or,

behaviOr tendencies. In effect, fhoy,inferred%these generalities from more'speci-.

. . . .

fie observations. This is why cheOdists and slmiJlar ihstruments.of%this kind

are ca0ed"high inference" instruments. In contrast, the low inference Oding
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system-desci7lbed above involved either noinferences at all or very minimal

inferenceslin translating observable events into coding records.

The liehavior checklist was weighted heavilytoward negative student qualittei

likely to produce negative teacher reaction's ,,although it did include- several -

positive qualities expected to correlate with positive teacher reactions. Obser-

vers filled out the checklists independently (without knowledge of each-other's .

scores). Flnali'scores for each student were adding the scores from
.

the'two observers.. .Students received a score of "Cm.dh a given checklist;'variable..

if neither observer had checked it; they-received a score of "1" on the vartable

if one observer checked it andthe other did'not; anditthey.recerived a score

of "2" if both obserVers checked it.

The original checklist, shown in Figure B-2, contained 46.items: These were

reduced to 35 items combined into six - behavior checklist cores on the basis of

statistical analyses. Two items (tall-short; large-s all) were dropped because
.1;1.*1

they combined alone to form a physical height fact, and this_ in turn failed to

correlate systematically with other variables. Three diqier itemsinthe'origthal

checklist did not cluster with'clther items to form factors. 'analyses revealed

that the major reason was low variance: very few studenti were checked for these.

items., Because of this, theie items could not correlate consistently with other
- e

scores. Consequently, they were dropped from further traillSes.

.

,
The 35 items -which did cluster into Interpretable factors Which correlated

.

with other.siata are shown.in Figur4 B=3. items on the same faCtor correlated

highly with one another and had similar patterns of relationships.with scores

.

from.other-data sets,..so we used combination-cores as away -to Increase .variance
:

and reliability and:decrease needless repetitiOn. The combinatton-scoris were

. 7

rim
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were formed by summing the scores for each of the items that made up the six new

scores, reversing item scoring direction when nr, ,sary.

Observer Adjective DesCriptions

The behavior checlJtIst was a forced choice instrument requiring the observers

to respond toa presele4ed set of categories. The same'was true of the observers'

ratings of fhe students on the 13 scales measuring student attributes. In order

to complement these forced choice self report data, we asked each observer (again,

independently of the other observer who had coded the same target students) to

provide three adjectives or brief descriptive phrases which described the three

most salient characteristics of-each student. The only limitation was that

purely physical characteristics such as sex, race, or height should not men-

tioned.

Because these were free responses, no direct assessment of reliability or

agreeMent could be made, even though two observers were '1Teportidg on each student.

However, a check for apparent discrepancies or contradictions revealed that

these were rare, occurring in considerably less-than one percent oaf the revonies.

When this did happen (for example, when one observer described a 'student-sociable

the same student. as quiet or shy), the diScrepant adjectives

data. All other adjectives were then analyzed.and grodped

/-

included deicriptions which were synonymous or very similar .

and another described

were omitted from,the

into categories which

to one another, This method allowed the coders to-make open ended responses.

describing the students in their own n-words but still allowed- analyses

:of 'groups of studehts Aarge.enough to make such analyses meaningful"...

Some of the adjective description.groupings involved simple presence or

absence. Others.' involved bipolar dimensions on which students were scored as
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low; high, or no data. TWo measures included three categories, so that students

were scored as low, middle, high, or no data

'After an rnitial category system was developed adjectives were scored
I

separately by two independent raters, with. differences resolved by discussion

where possible. if adjectives could not be agreed upon as belonging in one of

the categories, they -were placed intc,) a residual category. Those statements which

were clearly positive were placed in a "residual positive" category; those which

were clearly negative were placed in a "residual negative" category; and those

:

which were not codable into any of the other categories and also Are-not either

positive or negative were placed into .an "unscoreable" category. (Readers interested'

in a detailed account,-of thisscoring; including d complete list of all adjectives.

givervand 'of how they were classified, should consult Anderson, Brophy, Evertson,

Baum, and Crawford,(1975.)

Teachers' Adjective Descriptions

Adjectives were Solicited from the teachers during interviews,corducted

after classroom observations had been completed. Like the observers, the teachers

were requested to supply three adjectives or, brief phrases which described the most

salient or characteristic attributes of each target student. As with the observers'

adjective descriptions, the teachers' adjective descriptions then were placed into

larger categories, with differences between categorizers resolved by discussion.

Again, adjectives that did not fit any of the categories, were scored asresidual

positive or negative where possible, and the remainder were coded, s l'unscoreable."

(Details about the classification ofteachers' descriptions also are.glven in .

Anderson, Brophy, Evertson,-Baum and Crawford,6975).
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Our main purpose in collecting these free response data from the observers and

teachers was to discover student attributes which we had not included among the

13 scales or the 40 behavior checklist items. These forced choice instruMents

had the advantage of simple scoring. and standardized response methods, but you

can get from them only what you put in. If.you have not included one or more

'important attribute, you will get no information about it from aforced choice

Instrument.

On the other hand, free response methods allow such information to come out

spontaneously as teachers and observers describe students in their own words..

This allows them to report on student attributes which they have noticed but

Which, were not anticipated previously, so that-valuable new insights may occur.
. ,

The disadvantage of free response data, of course, is that the gains in spontaneity-,

and richness of, description are achieved at the expense of standarization and ease

Of scoring. In fact, in order to use the data for statistical analyses, it is

necessary to develop coding- systems which will allow synonymous or similar des-

criptions to be categorized together.

This can be done reliably, but it is a tfrite consuming process, even when

relatively few adjectives are involved. The present study included self report

from three different individuals abot each of 362 students, so it was necessary

to limit the number of responses made about each student. This was doneto keep

that number standard and thus make the students more dl.redfly comparable, and

also to hold down the number of descriptions which had to be classliled. With

these considerations in mind, we arbitrarily set

asking'each respondent to provide no more and no

a lifkit2t three descriptors,.

fewer. This worked in general,

although's few respondents gave more than three adjectives,or gave two which were

synonymous.
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Other Information

In addition to these standardized self report data, we attempted to

collect any other information which might be pertinent. Consequently, after

eliciting adjectives from the teachers, we asked them:to tell, us ifthere w.sre

anything else that we should know (suttas illnesses or faMily problems which Might -0.

have made students behave uncharacteristisatly during the time we were observing).

44

In responie to these questions, the teachers frequently mentioned unusual events

(usually unfortunate ones) whiCh had occurred during.the spring semester; although

in most cases they, added that they had seen little or no'affects on the student's

behavior at' school.

In a few cases, particularly those involving the death_nt.....a_Rerant, there
. , .

were reports of children becoming depressed or showing other negative effects.

Alio, during each of their classroom visits, coders notad'down'anythi-hg-that

seemed worth recording which was not already included on the coding sheet. Much(

of this information concerned the teachers rather than the iisgprits, although !

some of it was useful for interpreting the data for individuarstudents. Also,

Inuch.of--it proved to be useful in' developing I lustrative case studies.

,Summary

A variety-of data was collected about the target students. In Ma ch through

May.of the second yearoi the study, each classroom was obsereCten times,.
. .

1 -

fixe times each by eech.of two observers, using a. low inference do t ing system

designed especially for-the study.- The system 'allowed:for the.r cording ofal.

'dyadic interactions befween the teacher and individual target- udenfsi. as wet

as-for certain critical. behaviors'on the part of target students pr .the- teacher.

Teachers and observers knew who the taitgetstudenfS Were, bgt-they,did not-100
I

.4,
I -

e .
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the particular patterns of consistency In teacher rankings or- their,status on

the 13 scales.

The low inference classroom coding yielded 164 variables. These were

used In raw score form for certain analyses, but most analyses used transformed

scores in *which individual students' scores were standardized within school and

grade (but not classroom). This substantially reduced but did not entirely eli-

minate the effects of general differences among teachers on the individual scores

of students.

After classroom observationsewere completed, self report data were collected
..,

from both the teachers and the classroom observers. The teachers and observers

were asked to provide three adjectives or brief phrases describing each target

student's most salient characteristics. These adjectives later were categorized

and grouped for statistical analyses. The teachers also provided information on

any unusual circumstances in a student's life which might have made a difference

in the student's behavior fn the classroom durIng the time we were observing, and

the observers noted anything special or unusual.
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Figure E1-2. Behavior Problem Checklist;

. School # 2. Target # 3. Target Name 4. 'Coder

5. Target Race 6. Teacher Race

For each Item, circle (1) to indicate that the item describes the child NOT AT ALL;
circle (2) to indicate that the item describes the child SOMEWHAT; circle (3) to
indicate that the item is TYPICAL of the child. If you cabnot.rate,

(1).Attention-seaking,, "show-off" behavior (I)

(2) Has fun with. peers (2)

(3) Self-consciousness, easily'embarrassed (3)

(4) Fixed expression, lack of emotional reactivity (4)

(5) Disruptiveness, tendency to annoy & bother others (5)

(6) Boisterousness, rowdiness ' (6)

(7) Preodoupation; "In a world of his own," daydreaming (7)

(8) Shyness, bashfulness with peers (8)

(9) Preference for solitary activities (9)

(I04' Dislike for school (10)

(11) Popular with peers (II)

(12) Short attention span (12)

\(13) Lack of self-confidence (13)

\(14) Inattentiveness to what peers say (14)

05) Easily-confused (15)
(p6) Hypersensitivity, feelings.easily hurt (16)

I. l Laziness in.school and i n =performance , of other tasks (17)

(181\ Anxiety, chronic generafearfulnets_-
. I

O
(18)

(19) \Irresponsibility, lindependability , (19)

(20) Depression, chronic sadness .. (20)

n s
21) Uhdo6NrativenesS in peer situations (21)

(22) Aloof s, social reserve (22)

(23) Suggestible, easily fed by others (23)

(24) Clumsiness, awkwardness, poor muscular coordination (24)

(25)/ Destructiveness in regard to,hts own/or-other property (25)

(26/ Negativitism, tendency to do. the opposite of requested (26)

(24) Impertinence, sassing 1., (27) -

(28) Sluggishness, lethargy N (28).:.

(29) Profane language, swearing; cursing
t

-.

(29)

(30) Irritability, hot tempered, easifyaroused to anger (30)

, headaches, stomach ache (31)(31)
(32)

(33)

(34)
135)
(36)

,(371)

Often has physidal complaints, e.g.
Constructive use of time
Dependency on teacher.
W111ingly helps peers with work
Peer leadership academically
Teacher favoritism
Picked on by teacher

.

(38) Social leadership among peers
'(39) Restlessness, inability to sit.,
(40) Aggressive play with peers
.(4t) Circle physical characteristics

'mention th thumbnail sketches.)
Tall-- -Shari
Robust - Frail

(32)
(33) .
(34)

(35)

(36)

*(37)

2 3 5
2 ' 3 5

2 3 5
2 3 5:

2 3 5

2 3 -5

2 -3 5
2 3 5

2 3, 5

2 3 5
2 3 5
2 3
2 3 5
2 3 5-
2 3 5
2 3 5

2 -*3 5
2 3 5
2 3 5
2 3 5.

2 3 5
2 3 5'

2 3 5
2 3 5,

2 3 5
2 3 5

, 2 3

2 3

2 , 3' 5

"2. -3. 5
2 .3 5

-2 3 5
2 3 5'

.2 3 5

2 3' 5

2 3 5
2 3 5

(38) 2' -3 5

st114 .(39) 2 3 5
(40) - 1 2 3 5

of target if pertinent. (What you note here, don't

Fat - Skin4Y
Physical Mature - Physidetly_Immature
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Flg.B-5.Behavior ChecklistFactors

I. Boisterous, disruptive

I. Irresponsible, undependable

2. Negative, tends to do opposite of requests

3. Disruptive, tendency to annoy and *bother others

4. Lazy in school and performance of tasks

5.. Boisterous, rowdy

6. Destructive to own or others property

7. Aggressive play with peers

8. Dislike for school

9. Short attention span

10. Restless, unable to sit still

14. Does not make constructive use of time

12. Impertinent, sassy

13. Picked on by teacher

14. Attention-seeking,show-off behavior

2. Passive, Unemctional

1. Prefers solitary activities

2. Fixed expression, lack of emotional reactivity

3. Preoccupied, .In a world of his own, daydreams

4. Shy and bashful with piers

5. Aloof, socially reserved

Reliability

.35

:38

.47

. .29

:41.

.7

.43

.24

.13

.34

.11

6. Depression, chronic sadness .28

7. Does not have fun with peers .29

8. Self-conscious, easily embarrassed

501.
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3. Good peer relations

I. Peer leader academically

2. Social .leadership among peers

3. Popuithr with peers

4.- Teacher favorites

.34

.34

.39

.22

4. Poor peer relations

*attentiveness to what peers say .17

2. Uncooperativeness in peer situations .15

3: Irritability, hot tempered, easily angered .26'

5. Low self-esteem

1. Hypersensitivity, feelings easily hurt

2. Easily confused

3. tack of self-confidence

4. Suggestible, easily led by others

6. Clumsy, lethargic

I. Clumsy, awkward, poor coordination

.Sluggish, lethargic

5 02"

.27

.25
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Teachers and classroom observers each provided information about the

students in the study. They rated them on the same 13 attribute scales,

and they provided three adjectives or, brief descriptive phrases in the

free response interviews. Comparisons' between these data sets provide in-

formation'about the degree of accuracy and general credibility of these

self reports of perceptions of students. Furthermore, combinations of

logical analyses with comparisons of data sets provide information about

the reasons for inaccuracies which mpy appear.

Contrasting Conceptual Sets

Perception is not automatic. We can see very different things in

precfsly the same situation depending upon our perceptual set. This term

. refers to a predisposition to notice, or even an.active looking for, certain

things rather than others. When we enter a situation with a clear per-

ceptual set, we are "set" to perceivejnformatiOn relevant to our present

concerns. This makes us especially likely to notice these things and not

to notice other things.

For example, suppose you are passing the display window of'a department

,store, walking towards the corner of the street where the entrance to the

store is. If you have made an appointment to meet a friend at the corner,

you will pai.no attention-to the display in the store window. Instead,

you will -look ahead towards the corner and Concentrate on the people*, an
,

effort to pick out your friend. You' probably will got notice anything

about the store display unless the friend is late, and you'have to kill some

time.
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Contrast this with what you might do M yoU were window shopring.

With this perceptual set in the same situatiOn,you would concerrate

on the displays in the'Store windows and paying.littleattention to People

pasting by on the-street. In fact, if,the goods displayed were sufficiently

.Interesting, you easily might fail to notice a friend In the crowd,:unless

the friend spotted ydu and came over to talk.

Perceptual sets, structure what is seen in the c I assroomy too. This

is important to keep In mind, because most of our findings, in areas where

teachers and Observers did not agree strongly were differences in emphasi.:,

rather than contradictions or outright disagreements. In turn, these

,
differences in emphasis seem readily explainable if you take into account

the differences in perceptual set which were,operating.

The Teachers

like,other institutions, schools have particular functIonsiand welt

established roles for those who populate them and fulfill their functions.

. Of these, we are concerned mostly with'the teacher role and the student

-role. Regardless fo what they are like pereonally_and how they conduct

themselVes outside the school, teachers have in common' ertain attributes

connected with the teacher role, and'students have in connon certain at

414W* 'Connected with the studeht role; during the time that'they spend.

together at school. .

-60

The teacher role ificludes6organizing and running the' classroom as an

.administrative unit, teaching the currtculum;_and enforcing cartes of conduct.

1h.

..

. .

rUheise'aspects of the teacher role tend to-focus teacher perceptions of.

students on student attributes most relevant to the role.-

.606
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. '

These attributes cluster together to form a student role which com-

plements the teacher role.. Students are expected to learn and follow

codes of conduct at school and to master the curriculum, under the

direction of the-teacher. As a result of all of thls, teachers do not

pergive students simply as unique individuals perceiving other unique

individue4s.- Because of a perceptual set focusing on these rolei, teachers

usually perceive students from the perspective of teachers and perceive .the

students' in their roles as students. .Student attributes,m6st relevant to

the everyday functioning of the classroom as a whole and to the academic pro-

gress of individual students aregiven primary' attention, with correspondingly

less attention tc less relevant attributes. ''As a result, most teachers are

much -more aware ,of student. attributes like classroom conduct, work habits,

and achievement thari they are of attributes like peer popularity' or athletic

skills.

The Observers

The classroom observers had a very different role which made them more

likely to notice oertaln attributes that teachers Might miss, but at the same

time less likely to notice attributes important to teachers. Some struciuring

ofobservers' perceptions no doubt occurred because they were using the

0 .

coding syttem and thus were concentrating on the teachers a ;their inter-
.

actions wf-th target students. Thus, they were more likely to observe target' ,

students at times when they 'were interacting with ttre-teac,ers than at other

times. However, when the teachers were interacting with non-target students,

the observers had a chance to observe target students working Individually

or interacting with peers. Also,critical behaviors of target students were
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codidwhenever they were observed, even if the teacher was not involved.

In general; then, thy., bservers were less focused' on student attributes

directly related to conduct and achievement, compared to the teachers.

This may have made them more likely to notice student attributes
,-

relatively unrelated to teacher and student roles; but their perceptions
, 1 .

were subject to different sources of Inaccuracy. first, they. -.were less

11kely to be able to judge attribUtts like careftThworkj.hsbEts or Per-
,

.

sistence in-problem sblving accurately, because they did not have access to

students' seatwork or assignments. More generally, they observed the
. .

'target students for only five half-day observation periods, whereas the

webers interacted with these students over the course of a whole school

year. This meant that the observers hdd much* leis chance to correct

-=-taken frrst impressions, and that- their obiervationS.were much more likely-

to be affected by sampling error. Because they saw the students only five

times instead of almost every day, and because it'is possible that certain

students were behaving UncharactetAstically during these five observation

periods, obiervers_may have formed different impressions-than the ones they

Would have formed from-observing every day.

The samplstg error Problem probably.was not too great, because °buy-
.

# -

vations were spread out as Much as'poisible: Systematic simp4ing-error would
,

have'been more likely if observations had'been taken during the.same week
,

or at feast within a short time span,,whereconststentlY,AnChaeacterittic

,
behavior is_moreitkely. 'The more Vimportant,scmrce of error In Observer

_.----- --.
. . . , .

. .
,. .

. .

perceptions probably was the limited .opportunity to'observe,the target students...
,.

With many students to observe and only five opportunittes to observetham,

classroom observers did not have opportunities to develdp richiy detailed

-
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perceptions of students.. Sometimes, in fact, observers could not remember

students well enoughto rate them with ari confidence on one or more of

the 13 scales.

Halo Effects

These Constderations tioint ,o halo effects in-both sets. of. date, but

different kinds of halo effect occurring for different reasons.- Halo

'effects are distortions of p eptions.that occur becausean observer

develops,a general impression (particularly a generally positive or negative

impression) of the person/being observed, and this general impression tends

1/

to influence ratings on/virtually any dimension. Favorable impressions*

are likely to increasol ratings, and unfavorable, ratings to:decrease ratings.

We. expected th t halo effects would occur in the teacher data, despite

the prolonged opp rtunilles for teachers to interact with and observe their

students, because of teacher preoccupation with student attributes important

. . .. . ,

fo:teacher and/student roles. We expected that students perceived favorably
,

on actileveme t and /or- conduct would fayoralfly.On otherattributes$.

and vice v rsa.

We pected similar phenomena in the observers' ratings, but we did not

expect t to be'a very strong or impOrtant factor. This, was because

obser ers were not playing the teacher role, nor were they erving students,

pri rity'with respect to the degree- to'which they fulfilled the idealized
. .

s Naturally,"they noticed thesethings because of the 'setting

d the coding system,.but they were 'less likely to consider them cructelly,
.

important, because the They

were relatively uninvolved, compared to the teacher4end.thUs less likely

1*

I

.:, 50a
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to be susceptible to-halo effects relating to teacher and student roles.
.

On the other hand, their limited opportunity to observe fhe students

(limited both in number of opportunities to observe and in the variety of

data availebie) made them susceptible to halo effects of a different kind.

In most cases, their knowledge of students was limited to a relatively

small number of specific observations. Halo effects based upon memories of

salient or noteworthy events are especially likelyiuder conditions like

this where information is limited. Furthermore, 'With certain students, the

number of memorable everts was srnall, probably/too smal,-1 for really accurate

rating on ail 13 scales. Observers _-were gPi.ren the option of not rileking a

rating at all when they had no idea about the student's status on a scale,

but they did make ratings whenever they had a general impression, even If

/
the impression was vague. Rating made under these conditions were especially

susceptible to halo effects.

Because of these differences in roles, and because of the Likelihood

of halo effects in the observations of both sets of informants, we compared

data from teachers and/observers. This was done both to evaluate accuracy

and to try to dee 4ne the extent and nature of halo effec.-:i.

Ratings on the .13 Scales

correlations shown'ioTable inditate good agreemeRt between

the teachers and' the classroom observers on most of the 13 scales. The

first column of correlations is for the target students who-were perceived
%

consistently across all five sets of teacher rankings. The second column

`contains correlations between teacher rankings'and coder ratings for those
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students perceived consistently only by the second year teachers. These

correlations are included to help assess the accuracy of the second year

teachers' perceptions about students seen differently by the first year

teachers. We will return to this point later.

Correlation coefficients extend from -1.0 through 0 through +1.0.

Correlations at or near zero indicate no relationship between the two

variables, while higher correlations !n either direction-away from zero

indicate increas(ngly stronger relationships. A positive correlation means

that teacher rankings in a certain direction on a certain scale were associated

with similar observer ratings on the same scale. Thus, high positive cor-

relations indicate good agreement between the teachers and the observers.

Low correlations mean less agreement, and negative correlations would

mean disagreement in the gense that teachers tended to rate students high

on the scale but observers tended torate the same students low.

Note that all of the correlations in the first column of Table C-1

are positive and statistically significant, showing varying degrees of

agreement between teachers and observers. This indicates,'as we expected

on the basis of our consistency criterion for choosing the target students,

that uninvolved classroom' observers who did not know how the teachers had

ranked these students tended to rank them simliarly. -Presumably, this

means that the student attributes that led to these rankings are reasonably

obvious.

Most of the correlations werequ.c'ie high under the circumstances,
. .

in addition to being statistically significant. The teacher rankings had

been reduced to 3-point scales, and the coder rankings wersoriginally

scales swiped to produce 5-point scales. Where scares are short and of.

:51.0
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unequal length (as in this case), it is difficult to achieve extremely

high, correlations, so that; coefficients of about .50 or so indicate high

Agreement. --

Even so, there were differences among scales in degree of correlation.

Ag ev!ent was highest on variables relating to the teacher and -student roles

(calm, capful, achieving, cooperative, and persistent), along with the

rating of tea ,er concern for students. The latter finding confirms'earkier

ons that theacher concern shows. Itself rather clearly in classroom inter

action. The same IS true of the relatively lower coefficients for attraction,

which presumably is less obvious (although agreement was reasonably high even

for this scale). The same was true for mature and'noticeable. The lowest

correlations also are easily explained. Those concerning happy probably

result from a combination of the fact that. thisis a mood variable subject

to change and the fact that the classroom observers were not in good positions

to make an accurate judgment about student happiness; compared to the variables

discussed earlier.'

The relatively low agreement on creativity simply. reflects the nature

of the variable. Despite wide interest in it, creativity remains.difficult

to-define and measure, let alone rate ,through simple observation. Finally,
.

the ratings for eye contact barely reached statisticai.skgnifitance, even

though this would seem to be an'easill'observable behavior. The problem

with this scale was not accuracy but variance: almost all students looked

you in the eye, so that the scale did not discriminate among the students

very well. When this happens' there is hot much opportunity for agreement

,or disagreement among different observeri because the great bulk of students

:get the same score. In summary, the correlations suggest good, agreement

1*.w..64. , -
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between the teachers and the classroom observers, although it clearly was

higher for student attributes related to the student role and for the

teacher concern about students than it was for the other variables.

The correlations In the right column of Table C-1 are similar fo,

but mostly lower than, those in the left column. The differences indicate

That teachers and observers. agreed less about the students seen consistently

only by thesecond teachers than they did aboutstudents seen consistently

by two teachers across both years. This suggests that some-of the students

seen consistebtlybyonly*the second year teachert (and in-ways that con-

fliected with the ways they were seen by the first year teachers),were

-perceived inaccurately by the second year teachers.

These students probably were the ones who had the highest probabilities

for unusual patterns of relationships among variables and for being Involved

in situations where teacher expectations or attitudes functioned as self- . 1

fulfilling propheCies. It should be noted, though, that the differences

between the two sets of correlations tend to be either relatively small oi-"

explainable on the basis of lack of access to information on the Part of the

observers. Thus, as the general literature on te'icher"e4ecttion effects

suggests, such effects seem to occur bUt 'infrequently,

The patterns of 'agreement shown inColumn 2 are similar to those in Column...

I, with two important differences. First, within the general statement that

.agreement isslightly lower,it remains true that agreement Is relatively

higher for student attributes related to the-student role than for other
.

-,

student attributes. However, this must be adjusted to take into account the

'information available to the classroom.observers.-.Agreement was good on
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attributes that the observers could see and remember accurately (calm,

achieving, cooperative, noticeable). The variables qpreful and persistent

showed notably lower agreement here, most probably because'the observers

did not have access to student work assignments (the best evidence upon which

to make ratings,, of these attributes). ° Lacking these, the observers had to

go by what theysaw in'the classroom, and it is difficult to rate persistence

or care In doihg assignments by watching students from across the room.

'Some students finished their work quickly but nevertheless turn In net-and

correct work, while other students may work persistently but not carefdlly,

or may appear to be working when they are not.

Several other things are worth mentioning abort the contrasts between the

two sets of correlations. First, note that agreement in rating happiness

is much ihgher for the students seen consistently only in the second year.

This makes sense if you bear in mind that happiness is likely to'be less

stablethanvariables such as general temperament, maturity, work habits,

or achievement. it may well be that a significant portion of

;.
general happiness levels from Year 1 to Year.

letion fol: those seen consistently only in Year 2.

The same thinglmIght have happened, although to a lesser degree, for

changed in thekr

the higher corre

the students

2, thus producing

attractiveness. Children change-1n appearance as they-develop, and there

may have been systmatic changes from Year r to Year 2-which lejto the slightly

.

higher correlation inthe seCdnd'column of T4ble.C1. Finally, there is

every reason tobelievethat the same thing was opcurring for'noticeable.

,
.

:Thus, when you take into account the availability of reliable evidence
.

,, .
.

.

. .

..,,

to theobservers and the probability that certain students changed on certain

. :13;
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attributes, a picture of high agreement between teachers and obseevei-s

emerges. Agreement was almost as high for the students perceived con-

,Aisteptly only in Year 2 as it wasfor those perceived consistently

across both years on many scales, and the differences are quite under

_standablt where,correlations went down not and Un the three

cases where they went up.

Ott

Cross Correlations

The degree of halo effect in the ratings can be estimated by looking

at the intercorrelations of the 13 scales for the teachert and the coders.

These data are shown in Table C-2. Again, the data are only for students

-perceived consistently across both years by two.different teachers in five.

sets of ratings.

If each scale was utterly unrelated to all other scales, all correlations

would be zero.' However it is clear at a glance ihatthe scales are highli,

intercorrelated, Eleven-of the 13 correlated positively in. varying xlegreet,

and all II of these correlated negative with the concern scale, as expected.,

-The noticaable.scale is the only one that did not fit this pattern. in

retrospect, we realized that this was because the scale is ambiguous (as

worded). It only asks the respondent to state which students stand out; it .

does not mention the reasons why these students stand out. These and qther

data from the study suggest thatsorhe teachers and obterVers listed certain

students on' this scale because they stood out for positive 'reasons (gOod

achievement,/good conduct,.etc.) while others chose students noticeable

for negative reasons .(primarily misconduct).
, .

.51,4
*4011 .
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Except for this single scale, then, the intercorrelations shown in

Table C-2 reveal that the scales were related, sometimes quite strongly:

In particular, there were high intercorrelations between calm, careful,

achieving, mature, cooperative, and persistent, the scales that relate

most directly to good work habits and successful school achievement. .

Also, these six scales related.strongly to the twomeasures of teacher

attitudes. Teachers tended to like students who were high on 'these scales

and be concerned about students low onthem. The correlations for happy,

creative, attractive, and eye contaot!foW6Wed this same general pattern,

but much less strongly.

A second point that is seen easily from Table C-2 Is that correlations

were much higher for teachers _than for observerL- Of 79 coefficients,

teachers were higher than observers on 72 and lower on, only silt, wiht one

even. This suggests a much higher degree of halo effect Inthe teacher

rankings than in the observer ratings. We will have more to say later about

whether this halo effect amounted to an artificial Silarpening of real reletion-
.

,

ships versus distorted perceptidns suggesting relationships where none

actually existed.

Cross Tabulations

To Illustrate more graphically the apparent halo effOct.of the ratings

of students perceived consistently across both years, we have prepared the

cross tabulations` Shown in-Table C-3 and C-4. These tables Indicate, for

each pair of scales, the numbers of students that teachers and observers

(respectively) classified into each of the four possible combOations of

high and low scores. To the extent that two scales arepositively correlated,



a student high on one scale is likely to be high on the other, and a student

low on one scale is likely to be low,on the other.. In this case, scores will

pile up in these two cells,..and few students will be classificiein the cells

representing high scores on the first scale and low scores on the second;

or in the cells representing, low*ore'on. the first scale and high scores

on the second.

A contrasting situation that appears when two scales are unrelated is

that roughly equal numbers of students appear in .each of the four cells,

so that there is no tendency for most of the students to be high on both scales

(high-high) or low on both scales (low-tow). As yo.i can see in Table C-3

and 0-4t this was not the case. Except for noticeable, which did not show a

clear relationshito the other r scalesifor the- reasons already discussed,

the cross tabulation shows striking relationships among the scales. Scores

pile up in the high-high and low-low cells, except for the noticeable

scale already discussed and the concern scale. Actually, the concern scale

has the same kinds of strong relationships to the other scales as they do

to one another. The difference is that the scores pile up in the opposite

cells because this scale correlatethnegatively with the other scales. Con-

.
sequently, whereas a student ranked high in persistence would be expected

to rank high in achievement or maturity as well, a low ranking would be

expected on the concern scale. Similarly, most students ranked high in

concern would be expected to rank low on the other scales.

Study these tables, par+iuclarly Table C-3, which presents the data

from teachers, to.fully appreciate the magnitude of these i.eiationships.
. .

Notice, for example, that the careful, achieving, and persistent scales did

not contain a single,exceptionto the prevailing pattern among theM. A
c

016
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total of 36 children were listed as both highly persistent and high in

achievement, and 52 children were listed aslow in both. Not a single child

of 362 was perceived as consistently high in achievement but low in per-

sistence or (more Probably) high in persistence but low in achievement.

In part, relationships like this occur for methodological reasons.

We asked the teachers to rank the students on these scales separately,

doing nothing to encourage them think about the scales in combination.

It 's !ikely that teachers would hay nominated certain students if we

had asked something like "Are there students in your.class who will work

long and hard at their assignments but still do not-achieve very highly'

compared to other students?" or "Are there students in your class who are

generally high achtevers but who become frustra*eq and give up easily when

they encounter difficult problems rather than persist in seeking solutions?"

Overwhejmfngly lopsided relationshipC11-ke these cannot Ile explained

entirely on the basis of methodology, however. Itbecomes particuarly.

obvious when you rook atthese cross tabulations that halo effects were .

the ones we found, but we did not expect/to see just a few exceptions, or
-41

even no exceptions at all, to the predominant patterns. Alf-hough jt probably

is true.that:many or even most of these relationships are peat (most h4gh-

operating here. We had expected'relationshIps_among the scales similar:to

..----
.

/ .

achievers are persistent, and vice versa), it teems obvious that there should

(1

. ..

.be more exceptions than appear in these tables. Notice, foi example, that,"

according to the teachers, no student who was cooperative was not.ajsci calm,

no high achiever was%not Sisci-earef4i, slooloW achiever was happy, no attrac-

:tive student was cooperative, and so on.. Obviously,these perceptions are

. _,

Incorrect.
. .



The observer ratings showed more exceptions, but still the'dominant

patterns were striking, and there were some.patently'unbellevable findings.

For example, according to the observers, all students who were persistent

also. were calm, and no student lacking in persistence was careful or mature.

In general, the cross tabulation data in these two tables remind us once

again that things seldom are as simply or clear as they aripeaf- to be.

Expectations, attitudes, and beliefs generally Infercorrelate with each'

other quite nicely, but investigations that go beyond self- reports of per-.

ceptions in order to check out the accuracy of perceptions invariably indicate_

that these strong and clear patterns result-more from cognitive consistency
,

needs than from real relationshtps. Those whom wt..like rarely are as good,

as we think they are, and those whom we dislike rarely are as bad as we

think they are.

Partial Correlations

It is' obvious from the -correlations and 'cros tabulailOns of the teacher
. .

--------- rankirigS-on the 13 scales that halo effects were particularly strongin
. ,

these rankings in general and. in the rankings on certain- scales in *parti-i

cular. One way.+6 assess the nature of talo effects on,intsarcorrelaflont:
.., .

0 1i .
is to compute-what'are called partiaLcorrelaflons. Ord4naAroorralatiOns

. . .

like those presented so4ar are computed leomi-from ratIpa.sbores.

'.adjustments are made in the scores before the computation of correlations, -.

These are called.zero-order correlation coefficients,' indicating.that n

(zero) other variables have been used to adjust the scores on two particular..

scales before correlating them.
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Partial correlations involve the introduction of adjustments to "hold

content" the effects of one or more other variables on the two variables of

interest. For example, we could compute a partial correlation between

rankings for persistence and rankings for achievement with rankings for

Maturity held Constant. This would be a first order partial Correlation,

because the effects of a single variable (in this case, scores on the maturity
1

scale) were removed from the correlation between the achievement and per-

sistence scales. This procedure removes the halo effect that maturity

ratings have on ratings of achievement and persistence.

We computed partial corm ations of the 13 teacher ranking scales, in

order to -look at the relationship befween'each pair of scales when halo

effectsor other effectt of rankings' -on the other scales were taken into

account. 'This required eleventh-order partial correlations, meaning that

anti"! of-the other scales were control led simultaneously in computing the

partial correlation between any two particular scales.' We could not perform

these analyses using only the'dat6-for'tfie,student4.perceived consistently

k

across two years, because the number ,of students for which'data weree-

available for any given correlation would have been toolow. So, .we used

all-.of the rankings available on all of the target students. Wherever, data

were missing.because-the student was perceived inconsistently, the,itteen score

fo.r..all rankings' on the scale involved las'subitituted for the missing score.
,

--This procedure made it possible to have a. score for all students in the

sample withoutbiasrng.the Pattern-of intercorrelation of the scales. It

did have the effect of reducing the size of the.doerelafionS.obtained, however,

s0 that even the zero-order cOrrelationi comptited this'-way, are.lbwer itenthe-
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same correlations computedonly for erudents who had scores,on both variables.

The data from these analyses are shown in Table C-5. The top coefficient

in each pair is the zero-order correlation between the two scales. The

bottom one is the dleftnth-order partial correlation between the same two

scalet. Looking first at the zero-order correlations, note that substituting

the mean for missing data lowers the general patterns of intercorrelations,

compared with the ones In Table C-2. Those tn Table C-5 are systematically

lower, even though most are*statisijcalty significant because the.numbers of

students included were so large.-
X/

/'.

N
Another thing that can be seen by comparing the coefficients in Table

C-2 with those In Table C-5 Is that the drop iri.goircelatiqon-tends to be

.

tgreateit for'coeffgclents involving scales that appear to involve strong

halo effects. The strength and nature of halo effects 1 'these inter-

'.

correlations can be.seen most clearly by comparing the/zero-order 0,2i-relations

inTable'L-5 with the correspondind,e16Venth-order 94-relations right below
.

'below

them: It is. obvious at a glance that re16tionships )letween scales usually
.

are much weaker when halo effects have been removed. The phrtial correlation

is lower in 77 of 79 cases. Furthermore, whereas. 78 of the zero-order cor-

relations are statistically significant beyond fhe .05 level, this is true

. t-

of-,Orily 33 of the eleventh-order partial correlations. ,:,

, . ,, .

'These partial correlatiohs, particularly those siWiificant beyond
. ,

, \

`the .001 level, provide tile best indication of the rerationships among sCales
.-.,_ - - ,

. .
,

when halo effects are controlled. One relationshtp stands out in parittcuf6r1

,the partial correlation- between persistence.andcarefill is .39. Mo,other
. .

partial-correlation exceeds. .25, .Thus, as the teachers saw it, these two.



student attribtites ore the most

the set of scale4.,.

- Students ranked as calm also

cooperative, and they were ranked

these.same sudents wre likely to be rated as mature and to be rated-htghly

C -18
a

closely related of the 13 InCluded-in

were likely to be ranked as careful and

low on noticeable.' To a lesser. extent,

on 'the attachment scale. Note 11-rat the relationships between calmness'

/ . ,

iTatings and.ratiiigs_of achleveMent andl)ersistence drop Odt-altogether tn

:tie partial correlations. -This Indicates-that halo effectd'from other

scales were primarily responsible for the zeroIrder.correlations of

calmness with achieveMent and'persistence.

.Stpdenti deicribed as also were like y 'to 'be described as

achieving and persistent, and, to a lesser extent,- as attractive....StrOng

relationships with the careful scale which dropped out.coMpletelyin the/

partial correlations include those for maturity, cooperation, attachment,

A

and concern. in general, the data for the careful scale indicate thalltt

.- Was strongly affected by -halo effects.'
-

Students described as'happy also

-lesser extent, they Ore detcribedas

and likely toMaUtiarn eye contact.

1,

were described has noticeableiTo a-

cooperative, attractive, PeVsistent
/

This suggests a general pattern.. of social

.

attractiveness in physical features;and-14terperlobal relatj hips .for the..

'

.

.

.
.

.students described as happy. .-

The achievement,,scale showed the greatest number of str

, .

with other scales,

..!
butor to halo

suggesting- that if probably was thela
Tr

effect's in the intercorrelations. -Sttid

high aohleVers,

. . .

e describeras careful* mature, c

ng..telittonihipS.

st single conr,1

nts destribed

eafiVe,t and

521



noticeable, and the teachers were relati-Way unconcerned about them. To a

lesser extent, the teachers also described these students as persistent.

-

,In general, the pattern of relationships for the achieving scale indicate

that the high achievers were rated as such primarilyecause of high

ability.

Note that the partial correlations.show no relationship between the'

aohievemen-Ncale'and the rankings on calm or cooperative, indicating that

these students were not notably better behaved than their classmates. Also,

0 despite their high ratings on achievement and even on creativity, the partial

correlation with teacher attachment was near zero. -.Thus, independent of more
4

personal attributes, achievement based primarily upon sheer ability apparently

is unrelated to teacher attachment. It is pegatively related to teacher

concern, most.probably because the teachers have littleneed to be concerned

about these bright students.

Children described as mai-6re aLo were likely to bp described as highly'

achieving, cooperative, and creative, andto a 'lesser extent as calm, 'mat-

tractive,.and persistent. The pattern for maturity is similfar in.imany ways

to the pattern for achievement, suggesting that maturity,rankings reflect

intellectual development more than physical or social development. 1Y is not

possible to tell from these data whether'the description oftmature students

as unattractive is based primarily upon physicaT-biupon.social characteristics.

Students described as cooperptive also were described as calm, mature, t

and likely to be objects of teacher attachment. To a letter:degree, they .

. Also were described as happy, persittent, not especially noticeable, and

iinlikel.y'to be objects of teacher concern. These data suggest that'classmoom-.
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conduct and the interactions with teachers that' affected cooperation ratings

were particularly important correlates of teacher attitudes. Teachers were

likely to be attached to, and unlikely to be concerned about, students

who werecooperative. This was true even though cooperation was unrelated'

to achievement, creativity,:or.attractiveness in the partial correlations.

Ihieconfirms the expectation that the degree to which student behal6r

corresponds to the ideal student role is central to teacher attitudes ;;;Ii-

more so even than achievement.

StudentS desdribed as creative also were described as achievin' ture,

attractive, and noticeable. In generat,:theattern of relationships here

suggests that-teachers' creativity rankings were associated with a generally

positive pattern of student characterisitics. 'This conflicts with the sug-

.

gestton of Gettels and Jackson (1962) that.teachers dislike students perceived

as highly creative. The teachers rated these students as attractive, and the

!.4;

attitude rankings show no indication of a negatiVe..response to these students.

The co517_105tw-ftirt ltrxR77fltrti-ofts-4.-ordte cooperation scale suggests that

teacher attitudes are much more closely related to student conduct thin to

creativity.

.

.

Silgnidt-s--descrWed as attractive also were described ae.creative and

as .objects of teacher attachment. To alesserNextebt, they'also Were des-

cribed as careful, happy, immature, ina-noticeable.- The negative relation-,

ship-with maturity is somewhet-SU, rpriSing, especiallyfin view of the positive
. .

.... .

relationship with. the attachment scale.. These data reaite the question of
- ,

-.. - 1 s .:,

whether physically attractive .students are.sespedially:likely to become objects
.-

of teacher attachment, or,- instead, whether students' that. teachers become-

523
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attached to are especially likely to be perceived as attractive. Also, the

negative relationship-with the maturity sce14 raises questions about the

Interaction Of physical attractiveness with teacher perceptions of maturity.

Students described as persistent weretespecially,likely to also be

'described ascareful and as objects of teacher attachment. In addition, they

were likely to be described as happy, achieving, filature, and cooperative.

The general pattern here suggests high self-esteem, enjoyment of thestudent

role, and willingness to put considerable care and effort into assignments.

Although these students are described as relatively high-achievers,. the general

pattern suggests that students rated higly on the persistence scale were

hard workeri. This contrasts with the students rated highly on the achievement

scale, whys appeared to be achieving more through sheeability then,through

hard work.
, 'I 4

With this in mind, It is particularly interesting-4o'note that the Per-

sistent students were likely to be objects of t ac ment, but the

high achiever .were-no t:.7bestt that'teacher attitudes are,j pore-

affected by student effortthan sheer ability. Also, ttudents-described as

persistent 'were not .likely tO become objects of teacher conCerm, even.though
,,

the zero-order correlations suggest thaftherwere. Apparently, teachers

were more concerned about students who were less likely to overcome difficulties

through their own efforts than the persistent students were.

.-Students described as objects of teacher attachment were ranked highly
. ,

on cooperation, attractiveness, and persistence, and Significant relationshi0

also appeared kir calm and, for eye-contact. As:stated earlier, thit cOmbination
. .

suggest.thatteachert'areilett likely to become attached to studentsliho

524
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combine general social attractiveness with general cooperation'and willingness

to play the idealized student role. It is interesting that self-contra,

cooperation, physical attractiveness; persistence, and eye contact all are

non-cognitive characteristics. Achievement, maturity, and creativity were

unrelated to teacher attachment. Also, students describedtaS happy were -

-not especially likely to be objects of teacher attachment, and -the two

teacher attitude scales (attachment and concern) were unrelated in.the partial

correlations.

The partial correlations for the concern scale are puzzling. Even after

removal of halo effects through partlailing, the general pattern is negative,

and only two coefficients are significant. Teachers were most likely to be

concerned about students who were nd-stu-d en s who un"

cooperative. Indepan of these scales, there was no significant relation-

ship between teacher concern and such student attributes as carelessneis,

unhappiness, immaturity, or lack of persistence. This again underlines the

fact that teacher attitudes are focused on student attributes central to

the student role.

Students described as noticeable were particularly likely to be des-

cribed as happy, achieving, and restiesse. and also likely to be described

as uncooperative, creative, attractive, and likely to,maintain eye contact.

This mixed pattern illustrates what ,has been said earlier about this scale..

APParently, some students were ranked highly on noticeable because they

had positive attributes like achievement, happtness, or attractiveness,

while others were ranked highly on noticeable because they had noticeable.

negative attributes. -like restlessness or poor tooPeration

525
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It is interesting to speculate about the other end of this scale.

The pattern suggests that the least noticeable students are calm. and O

cooperative but not outstanding on any of the other characteristics included

in the set of rankings. This suggests passive and complaint students who are- .

..

not notably bright or high achieving and do not have other qualities that

call attention to themselves. There are suggestions that these students

might be unhappy; unattractive, and generally low in serf-esteem,.althOu4b---*--'

additional data would be needed to assess this possibility.

The partial correlations for the eye .contact scale, like the zero-order

correlations, are the weakest of the 13 sets. The three partial correlations____--

that d_i_d_reach-statisticeligniUiiest that students rated high on

eye contact were described as happy, as objects of teacher attachment, and

as noticeable. This is not much,'but the pattern is fascinating,as far as

it goes. Both folk wisdom and psychological studies of'body language

( Efran, 1969) suggest that eye contact is correlated both with
*e

self esteem (which might explain, the relationships with happy and nOticeable)-

and with mutual-attraction(note the relationship to teacher attachment).

Thus; although it probably, Issimply a correlate rather'than either a cause
. .

or an effect, eye contact apparently is.a useful clueto student self esteem

and to theAuality of the teacher-student relationship.

'Adjective Description Yarlables

In addition to data on .the 13 student zit-tribute sca I esSi gate' from-the

adjeictive.descripttdns' of students provide another basis for comparing the
. .

viewpoints of teachers with those of the classroom observers.-!. ,Recal I the
. ,

each teacherand each classroom observer was asked.to gi4e

or brief descriptive phrasei tridicattng the'aftrtb04,.
5261
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. or noteworthy (in their opinion) of each target student. Only three responses

Were allowed, but any adjective or descriptive phrase that came to mind was

accepted; there was no checklist or list of suggested adjectives.

The original responses were grouped and ultimately.sorted into the. cate-

gories shown in Table C-6. Each category included several different adjectives

and short descriptions, but for convenience of,communication we have chosen

a single adjective or phrase to characterize the category as a whole. A

full list of terms making up each category will be found in Appendix D. Most-

of., the terms are self explanatory, although a few require comment.

Sociable (I) refers to friendliness and sociability in interaction,

mostly with peers. Helpful (5) refers mostly to willingness or even eagerness

to help the teacher by running errands or doing favors. However, It includes

perceptiOns of general willingness to abitle by feacher requests. Still, it
A .

_

has a more narrow and specific meaning than well behaved (a), which refers to

, students' general classroom conduct.

Motivated (8) refers to the degree to which the'student appeared to be .

self-motivated in working on assignments and thus not in need of external

pressure or reinforcement from the teacher. Good worker (II) refers to

attentiveness, care, and persistence in working on seatwork assrgnments-

Although there is a degree of correlation, for obvious reasons, .good worker

is ndepen'dent from achieving (10),-which refers to general student success

.in mastering the curriculum, independent of the work habits described under

good worker.

Popular (12) refers to peer popularity, or the degreetdwhich students

were well liked by their peers. It differs somewhat frowsociable (I) in

527.
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that students classified as sociable were those'who.often initiated social

interactions with peers. These highly sociable.studetns were not necessarily

popular with their peers, and not all students who were popular parti-
,

culariy sociable. Both of these peer interaction categories also differ from

social leader (M. Social leaders were students looked;up to for leadership

by the peer group. They were not necessarilythighlysociable or even highly

poRgiar,.&1=thOugh-lthey -usueity--were-trfe :Fitter.

Active (15) refers to sheer activity level, but aggressive (13) refers

to:hostile interactions with peers. Students clasilfied as' active were

physically active but not necessarily aggressive. Those classified as

aggressive were bullies or otherswho frequently got into disagreements or.

fights. Temperamental (18) refers to students who became upset easily,

cried when frustrated, or were generally immature in emotional development.

Temperamental does not have an aggressive connotation, however. In fact,

the.students classified as temperamental were in many ways. the opposites of ';

students classified as aggressive.,;

...Humorous (21) included students described as having a good sense of

. humor, students described as being funny, and students described as being
-

. .

.stify in their':cltsroOMantics. Likealile (25) refers to the degree to which

1 . . ,... ,.- _, .

.

*.e,,.. students were perceived ,as likeable by the adult giving the description.
.

1 i -

--4.' ssified here were -not necessarily well liked by thetr classmates,

-and stu' is detcribed as likeable by teachers were not necessarily describe

as likeable classroom observers; and vice versa. incontraSt..tolikeabij3',
-

. .

which refers to s dents' general appeal .to :the adults describing them

attractive (26) is iim ted to perceptiOns of stude6ts/i.0040(raftractiveness
.
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Students seen as physcially attractive were classified here, while those

seen as attractive In a more personal sense were classified aslikeable.

Students classified as dependent (27) were those who were particularly.

dependent upon the teacher for continuous help, guidance, or reassurance.

The first 27 categories were applied-to the statements of both teachers

and classroom observers. Categories 28 through 36 apply only to tne'teachers,

and categories 37 through 39 apply only to the observers:

Good home (28) refers to teacher statements that the student came from

a good home, that the student had been well prepared for school by the parents,

. -
that the parents were especially cooperative, and so on. Cries easily (34)

-

is similar to temperamental (18), except that it refers specifically to

students' tendency to cry when frustrated or to whine or pout when upset.

These students also were included as a subset of the students classified as

temperamental. However, many other students not so prone to cry also were

included ln the temperamental category..

Untrustworthy (35) students were those described as likely to lie,, cheat,

steal; copy,- or be generally sneaky and untrustworthy in their behavior.

These students had no credibility with the teachers. because they had done

such things frequently, so much so that the teachers mentioned/them when

asked to give their three most characteristic attributes.

The last three.-variables appeared only in the observer ata. Good teacher

.relations (37) was coded.when the observer felt that a studeht had. particularly

good relationships with the teacher and/or was an object.of.teacherifavorltisM.

Female stereotype (38) encompasses adjectives used to-describe.some of the

't female students which refer to traditionally stereotyped female attributes

529
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(prim, prissy, delicate, ladylike, etc.). Bossy (39) refers to persistent

attempts (whehter or not successful) to "boss around" other students.

Categories 1-21 and 24-39 are those which occurred With sufficient

frequency (at lease4 i% of the responses) to be useful for statistical

analyses. In addition to-these categories, there were many others with

frequencies too low to be useful. However, most of fhe adjectives in them

still could be classified as generally positive or generally negative In

their implications about the students. Those which seemed to be Clearly

positive in their implicatiOns about the students (gentle, well-r6unde'd,

dignified) were grouped into an "Other Positive" category (23). Similarly,

. . leftover descriptions that seemed to-be clearly-negative, in their connotations

about the students (tattle-tale, clumsy, serfisil) were grouped into an

"Other Negati ve" cateogyr (22). .A few descriptions that.could'not be classified

either way (animal lover, low key. person) were not used at ail.

Finallyi a "percent positive" score (40) was computed for students
16.

by dividing the number of positive statments made about -them by the total

of positi-Ve and negative statements.

Comparison of Teacher and Observer 0escriptions

In general, the student attr'butes named infree response descriptions

by teachers and classroom obsery rs wei;e'similar in frequency.Oid pattern.
.-

-Not counting the "Other Negati e" and "Other Positive" .categories, 25 categories

appeared' often enough tope sed as categOriesin both sets of data, iA

.

contrast, there were only ine categories thatappeared In the teacher datat

`but not in the observer ate, and only three' that appeared,in,the obseever.
.
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data but not the teacher data. In general-, then, the two kinds of adult.

observers noted similar student characteristics: However, there are

certain interesting differences in pattern that reveal.some of the dif-

ferences in perspectives associated with-,the teacher role versus the class-

room observer role.

Before describing these, It is important to Make soma'distinctions

among the categories themselves. ,Although we have used brief terms in

Table C-6 to facilitate communication, it should be kept in mind th6t many

of the categoriei actually were bipolar categories which allowed for scoring

students as low versus high on the variable. Other categories were unipolar'

ones on which students were scored "I'" if the category was used in describing

them and scored "0" if it was not.

Categories 1-12, 24-28, and 37 were bipolar categories. Thus, sociable

(I) really is "sociable versus unsociable." Students described as sociable

were scored "2" on this variable, and students, described as unsociable, shy,

or socially withdrawn were scored "1." Simiarly, the mature scale (2)-

includes students described as immbture, the happy scale, (3) includes -

students described as unhappy, and .so.on.. 'In each case, the descriptor

given in Table C76 indicates the characteristics of students scored high on

the scalp.

These variables.were scored aixfor students mentioned as eithdr high.

or low on the scale. Ali of them except for well-behaved (6) and achieving

(10) had two categories, tigh.and low. The others had three categories.

Students described as well-behaved were scored "3-," students described as

.

having'ml d behavior problems were scored "2," and students described as

having 'se here behavior problems were scored "I." SimTlarly,* students
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Aescribed as high achievers were scored "3," students described, as average

achievers were scored "2," and students described as low achievers were

scored "1."

Analyses involving these bipolar, categories involved comparisons

on among those students scored for the 'category. Thus, for these cate-

goriest the students scored low were compared with-those scored high (wel --

behaved and achieving, three grOups'Were compared). In contrast, all.students.

Were included in analyses involving unipolar scales. 'Students scored "I" for

the variable' were compared with all other studentst.who were scored 116.11

.t.

Categories, 24 through 27 were treated differently-for the teachers aid`

the classroom observers. These had to be scored as unieolar categories for

the teachers. This was because teachers.mentioned students as social leaders,

as likeable, as attractive, or as teacher dependent, but they did not mention

the opposites of these adjectives often enough to form bipolar categories. .

In contrast, the classroom observers did. Thus, the clasgroom observer

data for these categories are bipolar. Category 24 is "social leader-versus

social follower," category 25 is "likeable versus obnoXiouSt.Category 26

4

"attractive versus unattrac4 Je," and. category 27 is "dependent versus self,

renant," for the observer data.

This information, combined with the information about percentage

use of each category, by teachsrs and by classroom observers (shown in

..Table C-6), helps illustrate the similarities and differences in the per-
.

spectives of these two sets of adult respondents. First, the categories
=

.which appeared most frequently in both sets of data referred .to student

"attributes th6t are of social importance and are easy to recognized. Nine
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of the categorieslare synonymous In varying degrees with nine of the 13

.scales: calm ( ?ctive), careful (good worker),. achieving (achieving),

mature (mature)4 cooperative (well - behaved), attractive (attractive),

persistent (motivated), happy (happy), and noticeable (unobtrusive). In

addition, creailve appears both in the teacher rankJngs and in the teacher

adjective desci-iptions, although this did"not Ippear often enough in the

classrooM obsrver data to form a category of .1.s own. The reason appears

obvious: to t/hers had extended opportunities to Interact with the students,.

;

%

and unlike t e observers, they had opportunities to inspect student work.

IThus, they ere in a better position to. know about and report student

creativity han the observers were:

Altho gh-the'correspondence is less exact, the adjective description ...

category likeable (25) is slmliar to tilt attachment scale. Thus, of the

13 scales only two did not appear in some form in the adjective. descriptions:
.

,
,

concern a d eye Contact. The absence of eye contact is not surprIsing.:'

First, mast students apparently maintain eye contact regularly. Perhaps

more. i4ortantfy, those who do not probably were described with More general
.

terms like shy or withdrawn than with specific descriptions of ye contact.

T e remaining scale, concern, does not appear'direct14 Iniany 64 the

adjec tve.descriptions, but it is easy to see that many of th4M would be

rela ed to teacher concern, it is reasonable to suppose,.foit example, .
ti

that teachers would notbe,concertadabout students descrli*. ashaPPY,welk

/'

beh ved, or'achieVing,'and .116t they waird be ,concerned. aVout students-
/4

, .
.

. /.
described as .aggressIve, temperamental, or underaChieVing:

-. , . ,.
,

.The 'free response modeusedin c011ecting adjectil descriptions did...
, ..

succeed En supplementing our self-repOrt:data,On s+Udey4s-Oy introducing,

. /

1 3.3
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a variety of variables that do not appear on,the 13 scales: sociabtlitY,

quiet versus talkatiVe, help6.11ness towards the teacher, seli:confidence,

i
intelligence, popula ity,

-
aggression toward peers, responsibility, con-

sideration for others, attentivenegi,frustration tolerance, athletic

humorousness, sopial leadership, and teacher dependency. in

addition, the datalladded elaborations-of-the themes tapped by the 13 scales.
.

Also, teacher data provided information about the home.-backgrounds and

general health of the students, and the data proild6d by the classroom

observers iricluded information,about the.quahty of the teacher-student

relationship. This information proved helpful -fin.deterMining some' of the

reasons why teachers ranked students as that they did.

Like other differences between the teachers and the observers, the

differences in percentage. use of adjective 'description categories seem

readily explainable by differences in roles and in opportunity-to observe.

The percentages for,..teaChers;usually are a little lower than those for the

observers Ln'the :first 27 categories used In'common. This is mostly because .4

. -

teachers usedtmore categories exclusively than the observers- did. In turn,

this seems due to roostiy to differences In-opportunities-to know
. .

.

about some of the things.repOrted.. ,

In particular, 7% of the teacher comments concerned' the nature of the
. ! .

home or faMily that students (came from. ittis Is.an important conSiderationi
, . .

. . .

but it:is one that' classroom observers tytically viOuld not know much about.
. .

The same is true for mediCal, Problems,-excesilveabsences,imd broken homes,
S .;

which accounted for another 5% of the descriptioneltvenliy teachers but

.

not/observers. Teachers 4Iso were in a 6ette4oiltfon- than ob§ervers to



:s

report information about creativity (29), un rachievement (33),'and un-
.

trustworthiness (35). The same probably 817 was true 'of sweet (32)

and cries easily (34).

SimilafIy,/the observers were in a b tter position to observe good
r

teacher'rela ions and, particularly teacher favoritism (37)'. it Is not

,surpOsin that this does not' occur as category in the teacher data.

Teacher] often are not aware of favori ism, and they are unlikely to
-

repo it even 'if they are:78-reat-of i .

. -The lasftwo categories are interesting, especially If they really

&represent student qualities thai the teachers did not mention. However,

---it-i-s-Rossible that the"character stics described with stereotyped female

terms by the observers' were the ame ones that thr. teachers called sweet,

likeable, or attractive. if th y were not, the difference betweeh the two

sets of adult respondents-Eoul reflect differences in valuesystemiT-Teache

partieularly eIementary schoo 1 teachers, tend itional in the

-values and attitudes (Sherma Brophy, Evertson,,& Crawford, InTreiS).

In contrast, most of the ci ssroom observers were graduate students

'th non-traditional ideo ogies,,espectally in matters relating to sex

roles. Thus, perhaps tea hers pay little attention to stereotyped female

sex role behavior becaus they find it.familiar and expected, but bbservers

Similar differenc s might have been ,involved iii the perceptions of

------c.--bossiness (39). Teac ers.apparently'are less 114ely to notice this trait

'or think it is parti tl:arlit-JA-1pcfl.ant, perhaps because they are mare'used

to i,t or pe use they place greater. on.other Alio,.

observers were sen itized:to such.behavior becau

r

1 Ai-tz t-
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they were especially likely to notice and remember it. .

interestingly, differences appear in the adjective de cription

C-33

. variables shared in common by both groups. The observers eemed to be

especially setsitive to peer relationships, degree and kind of activity in

;

the classroom,'and relationships with the teacher. Teachers were relatively

more tensitive to achievement, motivation, and the degree tJ which students

were considerate and helpful. Both groups were sensitive to evidence of

Intelligence or achievement and to the nature of student work.nabits.

This suggests differences both- in role and in opportunity to gather infor-

mation. Teacher perceptions were focused more on the stpdent attributes

central. to the teacher and student roles, to the relative neglect of peer

relationships and mare purely personal attributes.

There also was a difference in the-general. positive versus negative

tone of the descriptions. More epeclcanalyses revealed that the dif-'
. _

Terence was specific to femaTi-iffiUWW,7-1Walrer-srmthid-ctsumn- were

balanced in their descriptions of boys, but teachers were notab.14..more

positive than observers in their descriptions of girls. It is difficult

.to say how, much of this was due to social desirability (teachers saying the

. expected thing or the thing that seethed acceptable) and.howmuch represents-
.

the genuine difference in outlook,.bat teachers were more,positive than

observers in their descriptions of fhe students. For-example, teachers:

described students as social leaders, likeable, and attractive, but did

-not detcribe them as followers,'Obnoxfous, or unattractive often enough -
. .

to 'allow the creation orbipolWcategories on .these variables. :ObserVeti.

did, however.

Also many categories that appeared only,in thetteacher.data.could-be

.seen as attempts to explain or peoyile sorwraffOnalizatiOn for students'

536
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who were hpving difficulties at school. About three fourths of the teacher

commentq about the home and family were comments about home problems that

made things difficult for students, and they also mentioned medical problems,

absences, and broken homes frequently.

In general, the data in Table C-6 suggest that the teachers perceived

the students generally more positively than the observers did, or that if

they did not, they kept many of their negative perceptions to themselves.

If this is real, It may be anotherexample of the "familiarity" effect

noted in social RsychologY (Zajonc, 1968). Several studies have indicated

thaf sheer familiarity breeds attraction. That is, individuals who share

Continuing and close relationships with one another for Initially accidental

reasons typically "grow " d-begin to like one another. Other experiments

----sanest that simply familiarity with a stimulus is likely4o make it preferable

to unfamiliar stimuli. Perhaps dynamics like these even- affect perception,

tending to make people seek.the positive and ignore or rationalize the negative

in others wish whom they are going to have to live together and get along

with. /

/
Summar=y

The teacher rankings and coder ratings on the 13 ifudeilt attribute

scale show generally good agreement' between these two sets of observerS.

1-loweVer, both data sefs, but especially the,teacher rankings,, wereiiifluenced

heaVily by ha Ia- ef-fec s, -_Tbi c u4 l- be seen in, cross tabulation data,

which revealed a striking tack of exceptions to the prevailing patterns of

1

4

53.7
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relationships among scales, in intercorreiStions across scales, which

revealed that correlations of particular teacher rankings with their

corresponding coder ratings usually were exceeded by one or more correlations

with some other coder rating, and by partial correlations showihg generally

large drops between zero-order .correlations and eleventh-order partial

correlations.

The data indicated that halo effects were especially notable for the

calm, careful, and mature scales, all -of which seem to have been 1 uenced

strongly by the ratings for persistent and. achieving: Other reLationships

suggested that achievement rankings mostly-reflected perceived student ability,

but that persistence rankings reflected perceive, student effort. Teacher

attachment was relatedto social attractiveness and. compliance with school

regulations, but not particularly to achievement. However, achievement

mat-basic to teacher concern. In general., the interrelationships among the

partial correlatains suggest that the teacher. rankings on the 13* attribute

scales for the students preceived consistently across five dati-Sets are

basically valid, despite the presende of considerable halo effect

Comparison of the adjdctive description variables used by teachers

and observers reveal general similarity. Most of the 13 scajes were

. represented in.identical or very similar adjective description categories,.
.

and the similarities in type and freauency ofuse of various categories were

more striking than the differences. The differences that did occur are

.expainable on the'basis of role differences and differences In opportunities

to observe, certain studerit attributes, forte most par.- -Plowever,*some of

the. minor di fferences that. did appear suggest :that -factors other than these

might alSo be involve&

508
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These include value differences in traditionalism, particularly with

respect to;sex roles, and the possibility thatprolonged interaction with
,
e

students makes teachers perceive them more favorably than observers perceive

them.

r

1.

4.

539-
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Table 6-1. Correlations between Teacher Rankings and Coder Ratings

of 13 Student Attributes for Students Perceived Consistently Both Years and

Students Perceived Consistently Only in Year Two.

Correlation for Students
Perceived Consistently

Correlation for Students
Perceived Consistently

Attribute Both Years in Year Two Only

Calm .59 * ** .51 ***

Careful .49 ** * .34 **

Hapiw!
.30 ** * .43 ***

Achieving .54 *** .47 ***

Matur .43 ** .39 ***
,

Cooperative .49 ** * .45 ***

Creative .28 *** .49 *
v. -it

Attractive

Persistent

.34 ***

.48 ***

3'6*,

-t*

Attachment .37 *** .27 **,.

Concerns. .46 ** * .35 ***'

Noticeable * .49 ***

Eye Contact .20 * -.13

*1,

540
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TableC-2. Correlations across Scales for Teachers and Observers.)

Calm Careful Happy Achieving' Mature Cooperative Creative Attractive Persistent Attachment Concern Hoticea0e Eye Contact

.76*** .50*** .46x** .69*** .82*1* .23** moo' .71111" .770(1l" -.534111. -.2514 .30"
Calm

.74** .06 .49*** .45x' .73*mm .14* .17** ,69 Niem .51*** -.47*** -.56**N -.03

.541** .791" .75*** ,76*** ,48*** .551** ,90** .77*** -,74*** .25** .51"0*

Careful
.191m ,67iimi ,flops. .74**" .34*** ,20*** .80*" .62"*" - .57 * ** .15*"

.55"** .55km. .65**11 .40"** .59.00* .70**. .71*** -.541" .43*** .68***

HaPPY
.42x** .29*** .21** .44*** .34*** .294" .381** -.36*** ,24"x* 7471".

.75111( .57*** .0111* .45*** ...79*** agolo. _arm .49*** .6311*
Achieving

.571.1.1. .49*** .50*** .3510m .70** 45.nn ...win* -408 .3011111

.74*** .61rn .38.11 .80xo .7711MM .?.74*" .21* .55114M

Mature.

.45"1* .3611* .301" .53x1* .52*** -.52*" -.13*
.3311111N

1,o ,,3Nit AT*** ,78111* .8411"* -.08 .44""
Coopergtive

.224" .12* .710.11 .57*4* -.52*** -.49*** .07

.54"*" .52*** .52* * -.50", .52*** .64***
Creative

.3i* .36moti. .48" -.32*** .12* .43***

,



Tablec-2 Continued

Calm Careful Happy Achieving Mature Cooperative Creative Attractive Persistent Attachment Concern Noticeable Eye Contact

Attractive

Persistent`"

.5314m .58x** -.411.""

.23"" .41"" -.24"4

.82"" -.7911m*

.60"" -.62""

.39***

.08

.32"

-.33""

.50""

.20"

.64""

/I/
.21",'

/

-.69"" .25* /.68*".

Attachment
-.49"" -.2511" .25"10

Concern
40"1 -.29"1"

. - .72""
,,Noticeable

.3511.11

Eye Contact

The top correlation in each pair is for teacher rankings, and the bottom correlation In each pair Is for coder ratings.



Low
''Calm

High
'

Oireful

'Achieving

Mature

Cooperative

Creative

Table C-3. Tabufations across Teacher 'Rankings for Students Perceived Consistently Both Y4ars.I

i

- ,

Cam Careful Happy Achieving Martyr., Coo arative Creative Attractive Persistent Attachmont Concern Noticeable Eye Contact

L fl. L H L H L H L. H L H L H I H L H L H

3g 00 4 03 27 06 32 01 31 . 00 09 06 13 02 30 00 21 00,

00 34 02 23 05 '33 01 37 00 40 02 15 05 15 01 34 00 34i
i. #

tow 13 01 '39 00 39 .01 28 00 16 05 88 01 37 00 22 oq

High 01* 26 00 52 01 45 01 41 01 25 01 21 00 60 1 4f

Low 09 00 12 00 19 01 05 02 17 03 17 01" 14 00

"1.911.

00 29 01 27 01 23 00 15 00 16 00 31 00 2$

Low 1 41 01 21 01 26 02 '21 01 36 00 21 02

High 01 49 05 38 01 29 02 18 00 52 01 42-

Low 31 01 21 02 17 02 37 00 23 00

High 01 42 01 25 05 18 01 48 02 44

Low 08 05 20 02 28 .01 24 00

.1-11gh 02 19 00 13 00 44 OD. 38
9

Low 15 00 1 16 01 , 13 02

High 02 16 04 26 01 20

11.6.al....sam.dafames-4,.44

LH LH.LH
11 06

03 13

03 21 02 16

25 03 12 10

03 27 06 07

38 00 03 21

00 10 08 07

22 02 02 24'

02 30 15 03

: '44 00 02 28

ol 25 08 05 >.

35 01 07 18

Of 22 02 10

30 00 07 12

0; 12. 11 01.

25 02 01 17

I

12 02

Di 20

4

10 01

00 16 :

17 00

01 20

15 00

02 17

10 02

00 10

07 00

00 16
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Table 0-3 Conti nued

Mature Cooperative Creative Attractive Persistent Attachment Concern Noticeable gye ContactCilm. Careful Happy Achieving
1,14111 ,LH LH LH LH L H L H L H L H LHLHLM

,e'iow 19 01 22 02 03 13 12 05 11 01

_AttracIiVe
High/ .

02 20 01 20 15 01 '03 20 01 13

Low 27 01 02 25 12 08 13 01

Persistent
High 01 46 39 00 03 21 01 20

, .

Low 02 17 06 06 14 '01

.0tachment
41ngtv 33 02 05 19 00 18

1.:11

'Concern

03 18 01 t4

High 12 07 13

05 00
Noti:eable

High 00 19

Eye Contact'
High

L
.

Shown r each paiKof.scales are the numbers of students falling into each of four types: those low on both scales, thoqe low on the first scale
. .

and high on the second; *hose high on bottOoles; and those high on the first scale and low on the second.
I

:v A

2-.. .

;-...,...r
.*



TableC-4., Tabulations across ObserVer Ratings for Students Perceived

Consistontly Both Years.' _
Calm Careful Happy Achieving Mature Cooperative Creative Attractive Persistent Attachment Concern Noticeable Eye Contact
t L H L H L 1.1,LH L H L H LH L H H L H L H L H

29 00Low 34. 03 09 04 33 03 19 04 24 02 12 10 09 09 02 15 05 07

05 il

11 02

05 05

19 01

---..------
fie.

High 00 291 ,.06 09 '06 23 04 20 00 37 00 29 03 22 29 02 17 02 03 07

Careful

Happy

Low 09 04 32 Cl 18 00 22 02 II 08 13 02 34 01 20 00 05 11 03 07 07 08

High 05 08 04 21 05 21 00 43 05 13 05 09- 00 32 02 15 31 00 11 04 05 08'

Low ' 13 01 13:04 11 07 15 02 09 03 .10 04 10 00 04 06 07 02 08 04

Creative

High
*

04 14 03 12 04 i6, 03 12 03- 15 04 16 04 13' 19 00 03 05 00 10

CA
ggle Low 24 02 19 09 18 04 14 03 51 03 25 01 08 13 08 07 06 05

CA Achieving
High 03.23 Or 27 05 i5 02 13 01 27 05 18 33 00 05 05 03 05

.

4

how 12 07 13 04 16 02 20 03 14 01 08 08 07 02 04 05
. Mature

High

Low
Cooperative

'High

Low

High

01 29 03 11 01 12 00 22 -02 14 24 00 07 03. 02 10

11 04 09 02 20 00 16 00 02 08 03 07 02 05

07. 16 11 11 01 39 04 21 37 01 20 04 03 17

11 05 12 05 12 01 11 06 12 03 05 02

01 16 03 11 02 12 18 01 03 04 00 07



Table-C-4 Continued

Low
Attrictive

High

low
Persistent

High

Low
Attachment

High

- Low
Concern

'High

- Low
f*ConteCt

High

.

Calm. Careful 1-Eff Achieving Mature Cooperative --CFeative Attractive Persistent, Attachment Concern Noticeable Eye ContactLHLHLHL H 1HL-H L H L. H LHLHLHLHLH

1

11 05 '17 02 12 04 08 04 03 06

04 10 03 10 .18 00 02 04 00 08

20 01 03 09 05 07 04 08

04 15 28 00 10 03 02 09

11 09 06 08 05 08

17 00 06 04 00 05

20 09 05 22

02 02 01 02

Low 04 02
Noticeable

High 01 06

.

'Shown for each pair of scales are the numbers of students falling into each of four types: those low on both scales; those low on the first'scale and

.-high op the.second; those high on both sceies;and those high on .the first scale and low on the second.



Table C-5. Compaelson' of Zero-Order Correlations and Elevon-th -Order Partial Correlations

for Teacher Rankings of All Students.'

Calm Careful Nappy, illilIOLUIs Mature

Calm .54**i .2011 ** ,.3*** .52""
.,

.210" .07 -.01 .16"
-

Careful .550 pi on' .6rifx.

.25*** .09

RIPPY
.22*o* .34"*"

. -.02 .01

Acheving .61***

.22***

0

Nature_

t

Cooperative ,

CreatlYe

as

orative "reaive Attractive Persistent Attachment Concern Noticeable Eye Contact

\.60**" .13** .1911110 .49** .47*** -.35*** -.15** , .17*oo

.25*** -.04 -.02 .01 .11* .00 ......23** -.03

.55*** .31m1.* .55*** .75**11 .511" -.51*** .14" .331.1.1(

.07 -.04 .11* .39"*. -.05 -.08 .00 .05

.40"" .190" ' .354" .43"" .42*** -.30*** .24*** .34"1111

.14" 7.06 .16" .13" .09 -.02 .17*". .15"

Aconif ..45*** .30*** .61*** .47*** -36*** .311" ..371.1111

-.08 .170 "11 .00 .11' .04 -.24*** .17*** .05

'.58111114 AO "N .24*Ns .65*** .55No* -.48N11" .12* .334NN

.20*." .19111(4 -.11' 00 - .08 -.02 -.02 .06

.19N" .301111* .58os* .5611"" -.46"" -.04 .22o111.

-.06 .10 .12* .19"" -.17** -.13* - -.06

.31111111! .3301itit .30*** -.32*** .30*** .30***

.01 .03 .13* .08
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Table.C.-6 "Continued

Attractive

Persistent

%-

Attachment

rs I stent

. .

J .

41att6makie.

Eyq Contact

Calm

4

Carefmi Happy Achieving- ,Mature Cooperative Creative Attractive Persistent Attachment Concern Noticeable Eye Contact

A

..33*** .39N** .24*** .241**

.
3.0 -.02 .17*** .11*

.601111i .1.811110

0
.201" --.06 .05

-.421" .43*
.1;'

-.02 -.02

r .
-.05.

.27"1

.04

t
Iheseoorrelations'are_foall target students, not just those perceived consistently. Scale means were used when scores were missing. The zero-order

cerselladIons Ithe top ones In each pair) ere the simple-Pearson correlations for pairs of scales. The eleventh-order partial correlations (the bottom
,- .- .3._.3--fir .

9ommOrr:eactplalrf show the relationships between each pair of scales' when tho effects of the eleven othei scales are held constant. Many low correlations

At at
441 '

, von* STirirla Jilt it9hificeht because N's_were,h1gh (360.Cor zero -order 349, for Oartial ris).
.

*24.05' !

.

" *jr<.01 I
1110.10 2 .c.001

z

3. 0



Tabfle C-6 . .Adjbctivebescription Variables Usedfrequently,

4 Teachers and Classroom Observers-
,

1. Sociable

2. Mature

3..

4. Quiet

Teacher % Observer %

4 ;

2

3-

J6

5; 'Helpful 5

6. Well behaved 3

7. Confident 3

8. Motivated 5

9.. Intelligent 6

.10. Achieving 6

ri, Good Worker

12. Popular

13. Aggressive

14. Responsible

15. Active

-16. Cosiderate

17. in0-tentive

18. Temperamental

19. Unobtrusive

20. Athletic

21:-Humorous

22. Other Negative

2 . ther-Positive

24. Socials leader-

4

4.

2

4

9

3 .

5-

.3

2

-6

4

t4.9
10*

3

1

2.

1

5

2 1

.

1

1

3

3

.2

3



;Table C-6 Continued:

Q.
o'

25., Likable 3 3

26. Attractive 3 3

27. Dependent
1

0 4

.28. Good Home . 7 -

\
29. ',Creative 2 \ --

30. Medical Problems , 2
,

-

31. .Often Absent I
_

32. 'SWeet
- .

4

33. Underachiever 1

34. Cries Easily.' 2
, .

35. Untrustworthy 1

36, 'Broken Home 2

.37. Good Teacher Relations

30. Female Stereotype

.39. -Bossy

.
.

N

,

0.. 550'

MO

. 99% -.

.

t

2

102%

d
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Appendix D

Frequency Distributions of Descriptive Adjectives

Used by Classroom Observers and by Teachers In

Free-Response Sketches of the Target.4Children

.
.

% r

,

t.

i/

46

5E1 : . 0 $
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EXPLANATION OF TABLE NUMBERS

I. The first number opposite the variable name, is the number of children

.."

actually scored for that variable.

2. The second number is the percent of the total'number of adjectives given
%A).

which were scored on that variable (to the nearest whole P.

3. The 'number opposite each adjectiVe under each variable name is the frequency'

with which that'specific adjective or.description was given (or at least an

almost identical one in formand.meaning). 4

NOTE: The sum of the frequencies for each 'adjective subsumed under the variable'? _

jlalne does not invariably equal the number- of children actually scored for

that variable. This occurred because a specific'adjective was counted each

time it was used, bat if 2 -or more adjectives/descriptions were given for

a given child which fell under the same variable name, the child was scored

only once for that varlable.'"Examplit If a child was.adscribedas "likeable"

and "has a good personality," he would only receive one score for the variable

--IrOkEABLE, yet each adjective would also be listed under variable composition.

'Hence freqUently the two values will not be equal.

t,,
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0-2

CLASSROOM OBSERVERS' ADJECTIVE DESCRIPTIONS

VARIABLE COMPOSITION

RAW
- VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE'USED FREQUENCY %

I. Sociable 75

Not Sociable

O

Friendly 27

Outgoing Il

Social/ sociable II

;Gregarious
Playful 5

Outspoken 4

Enjoys working with others 2

Socially interactive 2

Interectivi (aggressively) w/ peers 2
Moderately interactive wi peers 1

Extroverted 1

Disrupts through social chat & play I

Engages in much social play 1

Too many social interests to be
academic 1

Socially interactive & plaieful
Socially mature and active
Assertive 1

Socially oriented-
Attends to peers 1

'$ '

o. .80

Shy 27
Reserved 15

Non-interactive '7

Introverted 7

Passive with peers 6
Keeps to self 4

Timid 4
private 3
Has few peer interactions 3
Passive 3
Withdrawn . 3
Works alone 3
Aloof 3
Bashful 2
Socially non - interactive 2

Not social, but has friend 2
Remainsin background.socially. 2

Introspective 2

Won't socialize I

Unassertive . 1

Doesn't mix much Wi peers 1

Stuck-up
Prefers solitude
Outsider from cliques I

Restrained
Reticent I

Reads instead of interacting I

Keeps to self 1 553
Retiqing. 1



VARIABLE NAME

D-3

RAW'

ADJECTIVE USED . .FREQUENCY

2. Mature 16

Mature 18

Mature in actions 1

Not mature Immature 17

Big baby 1

Naive 1

3. Happy 46

HaPPY 30

Cheerful 12

Fun loving 5

Jovial 3

Good humor 2

Easy to laugh 1

Engagingly happy 1

Vivacious 1

Glowing -1

Smiley

Not happy 27

Serious
Unhappy- 3
Worried-looking -2

Frowner
Doesn't smile
'Non-emotive
No affect
Easily upset
Somber
Sad
Grumpy
Solemn
Guilt-ridden'
Prone to grumpiness.

Sober
Discouraged
Never smileS
Not overtly happy
Lack of emotional expression
Emotionally, controlled

4. Quiet 129 .

Quiet 0 149

Soft-spoken 2
Silent 1

55 4

4



VARIABLE NAME
RAW.

ADJECTIVE USED .FREQUENCY

Not quiet 28

Talkative 13
Loud

Boisterous 5
Talker 2
Chatty 2
Talks a moderate amount 1

Shrill

5. Helpful 38

Cooperative 16
Helpful 11

Compliant 5
Eager to please 4
Wants to help teacher 2
Enjoys helping 1

Responsive to peer and teacher
wishes 1

Not helpful 22

Defiant 9
Defies 2
Uncooperative 2
Sullen -

Sassy 2 '

Sullen if provoked 2
Hottile
ArgumentatiVe
Ignores teacher directives
Smart-ass attitude
Antagonistic
Likes his own way
Smart aleck

6. Well Behaved 21

Well behaved 9
Good behavior 7

No discipline problems 3
Doesn't get into trouble 1

Acceptable behavior 1

. Adequate oehavior 1.

Model. behavior

Not well behaved
(mild)

23

Mischievous 8

Show-off 4
Occasionally disruptive .

:=.,

3
Sometimes troublemaker '';:c ,- 2

A little disruptive at lites 2

Minor 'discipline problem' l'

Needs to be controlled 1

55

D-4

3

5



.
D-5

RAW
VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED .FREQUENCY %

Not Well Behaved Cont'd
'' (mild)

Not well behaved'
(severe)

7. Confident

Not confident

Behavior to + & - extremes 1

Behavior problem due to social
chat I.

Gets into trouble 1

Undisciplined at times- 1

On the fringe of trouble-, but
doesn't start it , 1

Troublemaker
Disruptive,
Requires much management
Frequently disruptive
Unwitting troublemaker
Undisttplined.
Bothers others

_

Gets'a lot of behavioral contacts
Always gets into trouble
Attracts trouble
Hell on wheels
Behavior problem
Usually in trouble
Discipline problem
Causes trouble
Frequently disciplined
Capable of causing trouble
Troublesome

42

13

,
o

23 3

Confident 9

Selft.confident 2.

Relaxed 2

Content 2

Calm 2
Feels superior

I

Over confldent 1

,Sure of self 1

Self assured I

'Socially confident 'I

Un-se l-f4consclous 1

Po(sed 1

.Composed
1

. . ,

,.24

Lacks confidence 5
insecure -5

Anxious 5.

Unsure '4

Hesitant 1

Feels inferior ___ 1 --

Unsure w/ peers :I

Unsure of work mil; 1

Nervous .

9



VARIABLE NAME

8. Motivated

RAW D-6

ADJECTIVE USED FREQUENCY

24 2

Interested 10

Inquisitive 3

Enthusiastic -2
Independent worker 2
Curious 2

Go-getter 1

Enjoys school 1

Resourceful I

Eager .1

Involved 1

Works without prodding' 1

Not motivated

Apathetic
Bored -

- 2

2

Needs prodding to do work 2

Works when,prodded F
Works only when prodded I

Can't do work without management I

Teacher has to stay o her to
get work I

Not interested .in work 1

Unmotivatable 1

Not stimulated by school work I

Not motivated . I

Dislikes school 1

Disin4rested. in .school 1

Lazy , 1

Un6terested In school 1

9. Intelligent 67

Bright 35.

Smart 20
Intelligent. 13

Sharp . 3
. Quick 2

Brilliant
Fast thinking ,

Not Intelligent' 34

Slew 11

Not too bright/pharp/smart
Slow learner
Dumb 6
Dull-witted 2
Limited abiliftv 2
Appears.slOw witted

-14as. hard time w/ work

557



VARIABLE NAME

10. Achieving

RAW 177-7

ADJECTIVE USED .FREQUENCY,

Good student
Academic leader
-A.grade ahead in reading
Obsessive achiever
Achiever'

Good schoolwork
Model student

, Academically successful
Meaningful contributor to class
Versatile achiever
Strong academically
Model schoolwork
Does well
Best student
Good to average student

.38 4

28
2
2.

Average Achievement 19

Average student 6
Capable student 4

Competent 3
Average worker .2

Not a high achiever 2

Average in academic 1

Average (achievement wise) A
Average achiever' 1

Adequate performance 1

Not highly successful 1

Low Achjeyement 10

4
2

Low to mediocre student
Poor student
Requires special inOructiori,,
Low. achkeiver

Academic not(- performer
Slow in academic areas
Low achievement

11. Good worker 14

Studious 42.

Conscientious 21

Good'wOrker 20
'Steady worker 16

Does work . II,

Hard working 10

Tries Bard . 8

Trios to-.work 8
Neat - 4

-Industrious 3.

10-

558
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RAW
VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED TREPUENCY,

Good Worker Cont'd

Works good 3
Diligent 3
Busy 2
Average worker
Seems to try
Efficient
Diligent worker
Persistent worker
Good studier
Good work habits
Pretty good worker
Works a lot
Worker
Hard worker
Seeks help when deeded
Eager to respond
Enthusiastic worker
Tries
Conscientiously does duties
Works at school work
Perfectionist
Compulsive
Tries too hard
Applies self
Work is well done
Works constantly

Not good worker 42

2 -

2

2

-2

Non-task oriented
Non-studious
Never works
Dodges work
Poor worker
Doesn't participate
Little participation-
Sjow worker
More interested in peer interaction

than work
Doesn't finish work
Can't stick with work
.Wonq do much work
Lazy Work habits
Doesn't work a whole lot
Won't work
Works only part of the time
Doesn't work Kuck'
Social talk to detriment of

schoolwork
Nonproductive
Uninvolved/rn class activities
Passive resistance in doing

schoolwork
Lackadaisical in work
Messy
Not industrious
Wastes :time 559

7

6
5

2
2

2
2

2

2

2
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RAW -D- 9
VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED .FREQUENCY

.12. Popular

Not Popular

Popular'
Well-liked
Respected
Gets along w/ peers
Successful, skilled in peer

interactions
,Good peerinteractions
Enjoys friends
Gets along well.
Has good many friends
2-3 close friends,
Plays with peers a lot
Very social
Has select group of friends
Good social skills
Mixes well
Well-liked in his gang
Accepted in peer group
Close friendships w/ peers'
Close ties w/ few friends
Interacts well w/ pee.s
Average in peer interactions
Socially mature

76

34
'23

3

2
3
2

25

Has few (close) friends 7

Poor,social skills .3

Unpopular 2

Not we 2

Low status4d peers
Poor peer relations
Sasses peers
Didn't speak or play w/ peers
Stuck-up
Immature in.social interactions
Manipulates friends
Awkward socially
Has difficulty maintaining

friendships.
Responds inappropriately in peer.,

interactions
Not well thought of
Aggravates peers
Not accepted 4

Socially immature
" Snobby

Inappropriate social behavIor

.560



VARIABLE NAME

13. Aggressive

14. Responsible

i5. Active'

411

16. Considerate

ADJECTIVE USED

0-10
RAW,

. FREQUENCY

Aggressive 16

Bully
.

2

Occasionally mean to peers 2
Aggressive. if provoked .'2

Mean , 2

Much physical play & aggression

_ Aggressive wI peers
.

Aggressively interactive wI peers
Mean & cruel

17

Responsible 6
Reliable 5
'Dependabla 4
Academically responsible
Takes responsibility

Active
Restless
Hyperactive
Energetic
Bouncy
Rowdy
Out of seat
Wandering
Drifts
Kinetjc.

Constantly in motion
Underfoot a lot
Fidgety
Frisky
Excess energy
Won't settle down
Lively
Excitable
Bubbling

.

//

Pctlitff

Consfderate
WAd.
ikei to help

Motherly
'Do- gooder
Generous
We

90

'44

22

-3

'3.
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VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED ':FREQUENCY

17. Inattentive

EaSily distracted
Distractable
InattenWte.
Flighty
DaydraaMer
Day dream/
Dreamer
Dawdler
Daydreams
In a fog
Confused
Foggyllead

Had dOncentratIng
=problem distracts from schoolwork
Often distracted by peers
Spends lots of time daydreaming
Spends lots of time in fantasp-play
Short attention span

37 2.

8

6
4

3
3
2

2'

2

18. Temperamental 16

19. Upobtruslye

Sulks 3
Frustrated , 2

Cranky 2

Easily angered 2

Bad temper ' I

Easily frustrated
I

"Feelings hurt by Teacher correction I
.

Whiney 1

Pouty I

Defensive, - I

On the verge of tears 1-
Finds excuses for behavibr or not

.

doing the work I

Cry baby i

Temperamental I

Has a chip on hi§ shoulder 1

. \

..

, : 50

Unobtrusive 28
Not noticeable"
Average . 4 4
Relatively unnoticeable. % 3
NOt salient 3
Overlooked 3.

-Inconspicuous 2

. Unassuming 2'



VARIABLE NAME

RAW
-D-12

ADJECTIVE USED ,F\REQUENCY %

.--' Unobtrusive -Cont'd N

\
\ *

,_
Nothing out of the
Kery nondesp' ript

.
;

Obscure
Typical
Low-profile \

.' Dull

Doesn't stand out
Easily overlooked ,

20. Athletic ,
15 1 I ..

Athletic
,.7-1.2_____

Tomboy
Tomboyish 2

21. Humorous
II

22, Otherinegative

4

Funny
Silly
Good humor
Clownish'
Good sense of humor

Spoiled
Busybody
Tattle-tole
Clumsy
Catty
Self-centered
Obtrusive

. _R!ithlessly selfish
Awkward
Bitchifr,'

,Guilty-looking
Particular 1 ,

Sicky-sweet /
Sissy lobkihilat,times
'Erratic. Y(' .

Condescend pig '

Glassy7eyed
Looks. )1Wa "loose
All-AmerIcan'boy (negative)
Snotty/littre.twi-p
Fini9gy ,

. .

Fu 11t of hef-self (qegattve)

00 orfunisti'
8 u§giSh .1 ',: -%::. -, /.

ffeminate ( 'ar;e) :.,-.% i
rIvolous,

. ,

3
2
2
2

51

88
4

3
2
2

o

SIY
4nconsideree-of others
Unrespopsiik:
Shifty-yede

563



VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED ,

D -13
RAW

FREQUENCY $

23. Other positive 29

Capable 3

Alert in class w 3

Well adjusted
Easy going 2
Gentle , 2

Average intelligence 2

Sweet 2

Peee.)tutor 1

Adventurous 1

24. Social Leader

Not social 'leader

25:Likeable.

Well-rounded
verpal

Iconoclast
Dignified
Genuine
Good kid
All-American boy
Cherub-like
Alert
Bright -eyed

Upright

.

28

.

Leader . 12

Social-peer`leader 8

Class leader 3

Peer header (nonacademic)
Looked up to 2.

Unself-conscious leader 'I

Student council representative 1

21

Passive. 11

Social 4ollower 4

Fe-Hower 3
Submissive
Unassertive

2

1

Easily led .

Notinitiator but responds 1

Easily manipulated A

47

Likeab46 31"

Nice
Lovea*le
Very appeal 3

Delight:NI A
Good'dispositiori,

Ccmgenial .

§64::
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RAW
VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED

Not likeable 13

26; Attractive

Annoying
Obnoxious
Phony
Bothersome
Irritating
Grating
Unpleasant
Nuisance to others
-Ugly Disposition

4
2

D-14

38. 3 .'

Cute . . 15

Attractive, 9
Pretty. . 8
Handsome 3 .

Good-looking :. 2
Well-dressed 2
Elegant 1

Golden-haired honey 'I

Not attractive 20.
,.. ! .

Unattractive 6
Slovenly 2
Unkempt / 2
*Poorly gf-oomed -2.

AAemic Yooking 2
Bad pet onal appearance .

I .

, Plain* 1

Ragamuffin
Frowzy ;looking 1

Dumpy
Ugly ; % J' I .

27. Not teacher dependent 28. 4

S.

, 1 .

..

Independent s18

Self-rlianf.
Makes f w.demand

- 9 %
s on -. I ,

: o .0...

Doesn't requite much 'Feather. help . 1. .

Avoids teacher _cont ,act . .

.
..I .

. . 1

.
...-,.

.. .

Teacher Dependent , ,. .!( 50 .

0 ..
.4

.

Approval-seeker ,.,, 1 ... %15i.
*Attention ;seelm-, -' / -

.

,

'

Teacher dependent / '.
.

P' 0
. .0

.

.Brown noser /

,.. .-.1

Dependent . . ,,4
-.Needs (physical).-affeption : 3

DeniandUng.. . 1 . . 2 '.

Eager to impress adu ts' :
4.''!

a



RAW,
VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED .FREQUENCY

Teacher dependent Cont'd

Follows teacher
Frequently asks 'for help
Pestery
Teacher dependent-tattletale
Wants to be teacher's pet

D-15.
t

I Constantly seeks teacher inter-
action

Yorks for attention
Frequently gets reassurance from

teacher.

37. Good Teacher Relations 10 2

Well liked by teacher- 4

Teacher's pet. . 3
.Chosen for many class jobs . 1

Called on ti5-Mip teacher.
Bragged on by teacher 1

Teacher favoritism 1

Uncanny ability to interact posi-
tively w/ teacher

"Poor Teacher Relations 24

Picked on 5

'Doesn't ge-' much teacher attention 4

Avoids teacher contact 3

Not many teacher contacts 3

'Harassed by teacher 2_

Sometimes falsely accused 1

Gets criticized a rot ,

Not liked, by teacher
Teacher didn't communicate w/ her

much
DoeSn't interact witeacher 1

Pain of teacher 1

Female--Stereotype

!,

°

'Not well received (by teacher)
Has to havb last work in exchanges.

wi teacher

Prissy .

Delicate,
Prim
Fussy* (prim & proper)
Demure
Ladylike

, Femihine
Boy crazy
Flirt!

560

13
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RAW

VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED :FRE UENCY %

(

39. Bossy , 22 I ..

Bossy (Bossing) 15

Pushy
. 3

Takes role of teacher (to tell
others what-to do) 2

Runs everything 1

Demanding 1

Likes to be in charge Y
Dominant, strong . I

Overbearing I -

.
M

\

1.

,

.

K

1

.

,

567
,

n
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OBSERVER ADJECTIVE DESCZIPT1ONS-UNCODABLE ADJECTIVES

Apparently the principal formed a contract with him to eliminate his poor
behavior

Hid a broken jaw w/ mouth wired shut for a week

Beams when praised

From poor family

High absentee rate--bad bike wreck

Toughy

Absent a lot

Speech different

Always caused trouble when there was a substitute

Non-aggressive (f=2)

Teasing (f =2)

Appears dumb, but isn't! really

Tiny (f=3)

Mature in appearance

7Chuncky. (f=2)

Hippie

Squinty--eyed

Poor financially

Very country red-neck

Likes to read aloud

Low-key person

Future class queen

Country bumpkin

4

.,
. P

sizeVery noticeable because of big sze and volume,
. .

(. ''.Different
.

Gawky

mpish', .568



. ,....

Tries to please, but doesn't

Reads a lot

Prim (male)

Knows-, how to play the game

Likes to giggle

Animal lover

Sensitive (f=4)

Enlarstic

Futuna Cheerleader type

Red -nck queen

Mature body

Sensitivfti hidden,behind outward show of strength

Contemplative

Trie.c. to get favors, arrange'things her way,

All boy

Sickly, misses school

Unaggressive (f=2)

Thoughtful (meaning"Ponders" not "considerate") (f=2)

Me's.a 50:'50:1/2 time good anci-works,' 1/2 time he's hell (f=2)

O

.1
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'

TEACHER'S ADJECTIVE DESCRiPTIONS

VARIABLE COMPOSITION:

VARJAELF NAME ADJECTIVE USED
RAW

'FREQUENCY %

Sociablej 27 4

Friendly 10

Sociable
.

Outgoing
7

5

Warm . 2
Outspoken 2

Easy 'to to to 1

Wrovert 1

Gregarious I

Likes +o interact I

43

Shy
Withdrawn 7

Reserved 7

Loner' 4

Timid 3
'No minglingy/ others 2

Needs time alone
Passive, watches, doesn't.play 1'

Freezes in public response
opportunities' 1

Unfriendly, 1

2. Mature.
d

Not 'mature

Happy

25

Mature 23

Very Mature 2

15

Immature 14

Babyrsh 1

Happy
Cheerful
Affectionate
Sunny
ViVaclous .

Happygo-lucky
jovial
Xightharted.
Big smile

.

- Likes a good_time.

570

931

2.1

.3
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VARIABLE NAME

Not happy

ADJECTIVE USED

Unhappy
i Moody

Too serious
Stolid
Apathetic
Downcast
Disgruntled
Not at rest inside
Doesn't, smi le much

4. quiet

Wit quiet

5. Helpful

RAW
.FREQUENCY

17

6
4

3

1

I

69

Quiet 66
Speaks softly 3

25

Talker
Loud c?:

16

5
Boisterous,
Loudmouth

59

Cooperatlye t ° 25
Helpful to Teacher 25
Eager to please - '10

Nothelpful
r

16
, .

Behaviorally uncooperative,
Defiant
Doesn't follow directions'
Insolent
Obstinant
-Sullen
Talks back
Stubborff

Negative approach to so many
'things

Not anXiouvo please anyone but
himself- .

Aggression it asked to do some-
thing he doesn't wa,* t .

57 1

3
.3

3



RAW .

VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED .FREQUENCY

6e Well Behaved 14

Well behaved 4

Sits & does what he is supposed to 2

Obedient
Good,behavior
No discipline problems
Even tempered
Mild tempered
Self disciplined
Stays out of trouble
Respects adult authority
Pliable

Not well. behaved
(mild)

Mischievous
Rowdr"--- 2

Apologizes, then does.t again 1

Teases,girls
Show-off
Requires management
Can't.keep hands to self
Gets into trouble
Needs to settle' down
Misbehaves & wanders around 1

Poor behavior 1

Gets into devilment
SoMe tcqubTe with impulse control 1,

BehaVior problems which are im-
proving 1

Needs a firm hand -1

Improied ring-tailed tooter 1

Cuts up 1

Not well behaved
(severe)

7. Confident

20

-D-21

15

Trouble-maker 4

.Disruptive behavior 4

Disturbs class . '4

. Belligerent 1

Real discipline probleM 1

4 Behavior Problem ,

;I
.

13'
e -:

,

Confident
Feels gOod about himself
Fbised
Smiles confidently
Too, confident
Likes to get up in front of a

group
Not anxious about anythfrig

. -

5 .

3
- 2'

1

-

t

..k 0.4



VARIABLE NAME '

Not confident

ADJECTIVE USED

D-22

RAW
FREQUENC4

33.

Lacks confidence 7

Insecure 6
Nervous in new situations 3-

Anxious 3

Unsure of self 3

Nervous 2

Self-consCious 2

Nervous when Teacher is angry
Insecure re work
Poor self-concept
Low self-esteem I

Uncertain 1

Unsure of abilities 1

Only speaks when certain correct I

W.1.1..L_been__Absltoavoidffraking

class'presentati6n
Gets tension stomach aches 1

Inferiority complex' A
Mousey
Apologizes for her presence 1

8. Motivated 55

Displays enthusiasm re schooilwork 7

Interested in school 6

C

Curious ,

Anxious to achieve
6
5

Wants to do well '4

Enthusiasm 3
Easily mqtivated' 3

Wants to achieve N 3

Cdpetitive 3.
. Does more than required

Works for the fun of it
AmbitiOus 0 2

.Eager 2 .

Enjoys school
lnquititive

2

4 Exuberant re Work
Thinks he ought to be tops'
Resourceful
Takes pride in work
Drives self
Lovesschool
Wants to be challenged
learns for the joy of it
Self motivating
Takes initiative

0

573

.
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VARIABLE NAME

D-23

RAW
ADJECTIVE USED FREQUENCY

Not motivated

Needs (constant) prodding
Lazy
Bored, no motivation

35

9

7
2

Needs encouragement' 2

Neecft, motivation 2

RespOnds to praise to do better 2

Not easily motivated 2

Won't work unless interested 1

Complacent 1

Works only when placed by teacher I

Parent & teacher cooperate to get
work in

Not interested in school I

Apathetic re work 1

Hard to channel I

Lackadaisical 1

Gives up easily
Doesn't want to do school work

9. Intelligent 68

Intelligent :41

Smart '10
Bright 10

Brightest 2
High'IQ
Sharp thinker

O Good reasoning power
Doesn't have to put out to learn
Quick 'earner
Clever

Not intelligent 32

Slow learner E9 .

Has peaked 2..

Slow ' 2

Dumb $ 2

Has difficulty learning 2

Si ow tn war k I

MBI

Not Very. capable
Low
Learning disability
Not real smart
Not as intelligent as other."

.
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VARIABLE NAME

10. Achieving

Average Achieving

A

1

ADJECTIVE USED
RAW

FREQUENCY

5'1

Good student 30
High achiever 5

Reads at above grace level 3

Academic leader- 2

Very good 4tudent 1

.Does good Work I

Very good in math 1

Best student 1

Great sch lastio Improvements 1

-Excellent/student I

Excellent, in Science I

-Especiailly good reader 1

Ideal student , i

AggressiOly academic 1

/

Perfect 'student 1

Good in!class,
Double promoted 1

Excellsjacademipally 1

Ayeragp student
Avera P work
Avera e achiever
Avera e worker
Average grades

. Fairl,Y good student
Achieves

°I Capabte

19

iz

Low AChieving 29

Betow grade level
Retained this year
Behind in reading
Behind academically
Low achiever
Low in reading'
Slow in Matti
Lbw student.
Slow achiever
Slow reader
bow academically
Not a good student.
Not a high achiever
Poor 'in schbol

575

a.

5

4

3

2
2

-2
1

1

1

1

1
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VARIABLE NAME.

Good Worker

\
,

Not good
worker

53

ADJECTIVE USED RAW

FREQUENCY

94Hard worker

31
Tries hard

18
'Good worker

1
i 14

Does work

6Studious
.

5Conscientious

4
..

Active
participant

3Persistent'

3Perfectionist .

3
Neat

/-careful worker
3

Well
organized,.

'
2

Triei

2
Will ask

for help if ,needed
1

' Won't give up easily.

COne of my best
workers

1

Gets work done despite . . .
1 -

Industrious

1

Works with great care
1

Quick worker a

.
1

N.

;

Messy/sloppy work .'
,

10Socializes instead of working 6
Stow in Work

6'Disorganiied

5
Doesn't

finAh'work
5

,- 'Wastes
time'

.4
Poor

work-.,habits

3
Poor worker

2Carelesp.re work -,

2
Slow

to-turnAn.work .

2
4

-Procrastinator-
.

.

2
Wants you to tfiptpk

he's busierthan he
really is

- 2
Loses things

2
Lacks.

sel-discipline'
I

Haphazard in womk

i
Doesn't

pprticipate
actively I

Does work as
homework instead of.::school work " .' I

'Focuses on only
part:of

assignment 1

JUSt gets by ort work

V
Doesn't

alwayttperform.
' lin: 1

CarelesS
. I l., i

'I
.

.

No effort

..-. --i- A

i
- ..

,

,

a
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RAW

VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED FREQUENCY

12. Popular

Not popular

13. Aggressive

14. Responsible

15. Active

.

Gets along well with peers il

Well liked 14

Popular 5

Good peer relations 3

Lots of friends 1

Intense friendships 1

Works well with other children 1

18

Has poor peer relations 5

Isolated from peers 1

Has only one friend I

Doesn't play with peers 1

Disliked by peers & teacher I

A loner, but not by preference 1

Has problems getting along 1

Has difficulty with peers 1

Doesn't fit in 1

Kids pick on her a lot 1

Aggressive 11

Bully 4

Starts fights 2
Rough play 2

Mean
i

Sadistic 1

Pusher, shover 1

PiCks on others I

I

19 1

..,

Responsible 9
Dependable 9
Trustworthy' I

Reliable 1

Hyperactive 12

Active ,
8

Usually out of place 6
Feisty 5
Fidgety 3
Energetic 2

Rambunctious 2

Restless 2

Frisky 1

Mind in an excited state 1

Live wire
I

lull of adrenalin I

Can't sit still I

577
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VARIABLE NAME
RAW

ADJECTIVE USED FREQUENCY

16. Considerate 31 2

Kind 10

Polite 6
Courteous 5

Sensitive of other,s' feelings 4
Thoughtful 3
Motherly (takes care of things) 2

Good manners 2
Considerate 2

Helps peers 2
Loving 1

Generous
1

Patient I

Compliments teacher and others 1

17. Inattentive 18 I

Short attention span 4

In own world, resents intrusion 3
Daydreams 3

Easily distracted 2

Lack of concentration 2

Disoriented 1

18. Tempermental

Out to lunch
Doesn't listen well 1

Easily confused I

Not attentive I

Detached

31

Whiney 5

Explosive (temper wise) 5

Can't accept own mistakes 5

Cries easily from frustration 5

Poor friAstration toleranoe 2
Pouts ' , 2
Resents correction '2
Overreacts

I

Hurt feelings 1

Temper tantrums I

Easily hurt feelings I

Sensitive to criticism
1

Easily discouraged I

Gets red & puffed up when angry 1

2



VARIABLE NAME ADJECTIVE USED

19- Unobtrusive

20. Athletic

21, Humorous

22. Other negative

RAW-

FREQUENCY

15

Non-salient 4

Generally average 2

Nothing to set him apart, not
noticeable

Unobstrusive
Blah--not outstanding I

Dubious - 1

Ordinary I

Typical I

Not unusual I

2

2

15

Athletic 8
Tomboy

. 4
Sports-nut 2

Rough play, boyish, masculine 1

Typical male-big husky athletic 1

13

Good sense of humor 10

Funny 2

Clever and humourous at time's I

"We tease each other constantly
and play fun --type tricks" , I

'Nosy ,

Dingaling
Scatterbrain
SpOiled
Urswayed by teacher anger .

Most messed up,'headed for a
painful adolescence

Tactless
CoAceited
.Sarcastic
Feminine male
Meddlesome
Threatened principal
Doesn't show respect
Has deteriorated
Complainer
Lacks sense of humor

579
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VARIABLE NAME .ADJECTIVE USED
RAW

FREQUENCY

23. Other positive 72

Improved recently 13

Well. rounded, good kid 5

The kind you pray for 5

Knows the difference between
right and wrong 4

Capable 3
Average ability 2

Normal intelligence 2

Attentive 2
Very honest 2

Perceptive 2

Neat 2

Aggressiveness has changad to
verbal solutions 2

All boy 2

24. Social Leader

Honest to a fault
I expect her to do great things
Has common sense
H4s a good heart
Wise
Fluent in Spanish and English
Verbally skilled
Has become more salient
Good handwriting
Modest
Has won school honors
Well informed
Takes things in stride
Likes to read.
Helps peers
Sense of fairness
Integrity
Has ability
Knows how
Alert
Pleased about "girineSs," but

not extreme

Leader
Outspoken- -a fader

580
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VARIABLE NAME

25. ,Like2ble

ADJECTIVE USED
RAW

,FREQUENCY

.

Likeable
Good-personality

-Pleasant
Nice
Good natured
Good hearted
Loveable
I love him
A dear
Nice person
1 .like him

Mr -. personality
Good, kid

Enjoyable
Want to cuddle him
Adorable
Very precious child
Fun
Brings out positive response in

people

Charmer

..15L30

55

15'

9
7

6
2

2

2

26, Attractive

Attractive
Cute
Pretty

41

13

I0

4

3

Strange looking, but attractive 3

Beautiful 3
Good looking 3
Well groomed 2

Picture of health
Handsome 3

27. Dependent 24 1

Attention seeker 5
Wants attention 5
Overly eager to please teacher 2
Seeks teacher approval 2
Very dependent 2

Wants teacher help when could help
self

1

Pesty to teacher I

Too much with teacher
Thrives on attention
Likes physical affection I

Needs constant at[ention
Needs attention,'praise

1

Peer 4

81
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F

VARIABLE NAME

'28. 'good home

ADJECTIVE USED

Good home
Nice family 5

Cooperative parents 4

Parents active in PTA 3

Good home environment 2

Mother is a teacher 2

Intelligent parents 2

D-31

RAW
FREQUENCY

28 7

Very bright mother
Parents provide much stimulation
Lovely parents
Family oriented home
Stable family
Father is a principal
Strict but loving parents

Not good home 86

Divorce 16

"Home problems" 11

Step-father 8

Separated parents 6
Over critical parents 5

Sibling rivalry 5

Poor (financially) 4

Strict parents 3

No English spoken in the home 3
Father died 2
111.parent 2

No father 2
Absent father 2
Uncooperative parent's 2
Overindulged 2
Mother doesn't like him 2
Family full of slow kids 1

Father ran off 1

N,.

29. Creative

Brother big-mouthed, bossy, effemi-
nate

Apathetic family
Ignorant parents
Chauvinistic father
Alcoholic father
Working parents
Parents take in foster children ,

Mother is an Ex-con
Father IS a murderer

31 2

Creative 17

Artistic
Imaginative 4

Talented 1

Mechanically inclined I

Loves 10 work w/ hands & makes
things

582



VARIABLE NAME

30. Medical Ppoblems

ADJECTIVE USED
.RAW

FREQUENCY

30 2

Speechrroblem b

Psychiatric case 4

On medication 3

Hearing problems 3

r naged teeth-gums 2

Rashes 2

,Crosseyed 1

Wears.strong.glasses 1

Has a glass eye i

Surgery last year o . I

Diabetic I

Has fingers missing 1

Asthma I

31. Often Absent 18

32. Sweet 21 1

33. Underachiever 16

Underach.i ever 8
Tends to be more capable than

work indicees 3

Has ability bwris behind 2

Academic could be better with
more effort 1

High IQ, but low performance 1

In high group but lazy--poor work I

34. , Cries easily

35. Untrustworthy

SI

13 1

Whiney 5

Cries easily from frustration 5

Pouts 2

Hurt feelings 2

13

Liar 3
Cheater 2,.
Steals 2

Dishonest '2.

Curses 2

Tells tall tals If

Has habits & words beyond his ache 1

Devious 1

Not original in his work 1

-Fails to accept blame when known
guilty 1

583



VARIABLE NAME

36. Broken Home

i

.._

ADJECTIVE USED
. . . - .-

'RAW
FREQUENCY

.1

...

. . 31 2 ts
Divorce 16 .

Has Step-father
. 8

Separated 6 1.
Father ran off'

.
/ .

I

.-._
....

584
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6

ADJECT1VF. DESCRIPTIONS--TEACHERSU4CODABLE ADJECTIVES

Puzzling, often sen'Sitive .to others needs, sometimes not

Squeaky voice

membermember of.Audubon Society - -knows all about birds

Wants to be a Teacher

.
.Black, but not busedfamily in neighborpood. (lances welirhythm!

Marshmellowbig & f6tbut beautiful skin & oyes

tether ill, but no effects noted

- We're.not reaching hpr

Cousin to "close

Tail

Two sisters, no brother, bright mother

Wrong .reading group by mist§ke, cried and Was Changed
- .

Works closely with step-father

Big family

Only child 0=3)

Good in math, (slow in reading

Foreign parents

Little old man

Youngest of four

Black, bused (f=2)

Liberal parents

Lebanese,.. youngest

Biagest pack-rat around

Athletic, but accident prone

Second biggest pack-rat

Cowboy (fm2)

Uses restroom every SO,minutes

. 0
.

Wants to ,crow up fast- 585



0-35

Teacher and Mother concerned

Teacher concerned

Spanish nature--(quiet)

German background

Going through the change

Interested in Mother

Siblings were behavior problems

Redneck

Redneck family living next to hippie family;'but get along

Snubs old friends

Untidy desk

Older than peers

Free spirit

Lives with grandparents

.0

Only girl & 6-aby of family

Music fan and kids make fun of this

Enjoys new step -dad

Sleep:, in clothes occasionally, family gpfiting help
.

Evil Knievel or Bat man

Was gone through many changes

"a case"; Mothe r considers her child "perfect"

Sister Of

Like ; good reader, but low on other things--in a dreamworld about school
work

1 Year older than others, parent's didn't get birth certificate so she coyl-d go

Brother depervight

CocWraed with keeping up w/ possessions

Fats paste

586
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Retain in 1st grade

Referred for testing

Sweet like a deer (named Bambi)

Enthusiastic when something new she understands

Wide-eyed

Fools you--learns when you don't expect it

Conscious of her appearance

is *two different children depending whether on or off medication

Has older sister who does things with him

Family from Sweden

A lot going on inside

Parenis are Pentecostal ministers and 1mily tours and sings

Chess champion

Intense

Harder to,read than younger brother

intense, enjoys music

Stole money, but taken care of

is brother (f=3)

On the patro; Mother remarried but kids have same last name

AngliCized Mexican American
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group Means for Adjective Description Variables .



Table E-I. Group Means fdr Adjective Description Varjables for Students

PerCelved Consistently on the Calm, Car6ful and Mature Scales

Adjective Description Variable

The following bipolar variables
were scored for both teachers .

and,c,..4ers. Numbers In 9arentheses
Indicc scores for extremes.

I. Sociable

A. . TqacArt

cn 8. Coders

00
Cif

.Mature

X. Teacher0

8. Coders

.

Happy

A. Teachers

B. Coders

1

Calm Careful Mature

Low Medium High p
2

'Low Medium High p Low . Medium High

,

1.80 1.39 1.31

5 23 16

1.80 1.48 1.35-
IS 52 37

Insufficient Data

**

1.33
6

1.67

18

1.14

1.43
21

1.47
53

1.44

--)

1.31

1

J.50
34

1.94

1.17
6

1.65
23

*** 1.00

1.46
24

1.51

49

1.40

1.40

15

1.43

35

2.0Q.--***

7 9 16 9 5 11

1.00' 1.36 2.00 *** 1.20 1.20 1.63, 1.17 1.27 2.00 ***
5 14' 5 5 10 6 11 9

1.78 1.80 1.17 ** 1:50 1.70 1.43 1.50- 1.80 1.43
9 IS 6 8 10 7 8 20 7

1.80 1..48 1,60 1.78 1.50 1.65 1.75 1.58 1.65.
10 23 1.5 9 18 17 12 24 17



AdTective Description Variable

4.1 Quiet

A. Teachers'

B. Coders

LI

5.. Helpful

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Calm Careful

Low Medium ,Nigh p
2

Low Medium High p_ Low Med1um HiRh

Mature

. 1.22 1.74 1.95

9 31 22

1.57 1.84 2.00
14 44 38

1.36 1.89 2.00
11 19 19

1433 1.70 1.86
9 23 7

***

* * *

* * *

1.40 1.72 1.81 1.53 1.73 1.95
10 32 21 15 30 20

1.72 1.84 1.82 1.75 1.80 1.94

18 51 38 24 50 35

1.54 1.67 2.00
13 24 16

1.42 1.68 1.86

12 22 7

* *

* *

1.54 1.88 2.00 t**
13 25 18

1.50 1.61 1.82

12 18 11

6. Well behaved

A. Teachers 1.74 2.33 3.00 ** Insufficient Data insufficient Data
19 9

.5

B. Coders 1.61 1.69 3.00 *** 1.64 1.kr' 2.33 * 1.69 1.81 2.50 ,t.*

23 3Z 5 22 24 12 26 31 10

7. Confident

A. Teachers

ders

D
O

1.33 1.07 1.57 1.17 1.18 1.44 Insufficient Data
6 15 7 6 17 9

. 1.60 1.50 1.33 1.57 1.33 1.75 1.43 1.44 1.56
5 22 : 9 7 t 12 8 7 16 9



^')

4%.

Adjective Description Variable A (jaw

Calm

Medium High p2 Low

Careful

Medium, High p Lots

Mature

Medium High p

'8. 'Motivated'

9.

10.

CR

II.

12.

.

1.24 1.62 1.84
17_ 26 19

Insufflicient Data

1.44 1.54 I:96
18 24 23

1.46 1.47 1.86
13 36 22

1.64 1.82 2.67
11 33 24

1.44 2.44 2.55
9 16 22

1.29 1.69 1.86
21 49 28

. 1.61 1.71 1.95

-23 49 43

1.25 1.80 1.83
8 10 i2

1.42 1.82 1,78.

12 28 23

***

* * *

*

***

***

***

*4E

**

**

1.33 1.64 2.00
18 22 22

Insufficient Data

1.21 1.60 2.00
19 20 32

1.33 1.59 1.95
15 29 20

1.11 I 1.83 2.86
9' 30 21

1.57 2.35 2.72
7 17 25

1.35 1.61 1.94
23 44 33

1.46 1.71 1.95
24 56 43

1.50 1.70 .1.70
8 10 20

1.6.9 1.77 1.85

13 30. 27

***

**

***

***

***

***

***

1.19

16

1.40

5

1.15
20

1.27

22

1.39

18

1.67 .

9

1.33

21

1.65'

26

1,50
8

1.60

15

1.65

26

1.71

14

1.83
18

1.74

31

2.19
27

2.50
18

1.70
54.

1.78

59

1.75.
20

1.7e

41

2.00
22

1.71

7

2.00
24

1.85
20

2.81

27

2.70
23

1.86
28

1.91

45

1.83
12

1.80

20

***

* * *

* *

**

***

* * *

A. Teachers

B. Coders .

0

Intelligent

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Achieving

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Good Worker

A. Teachers

8. Coders

Popular

A. Teachers

B. Coders



Adjective Description Variable

The following unipolar adjective

C3IM

Low Medium High p
2

Low Medium ,High D Low Medium High p

Careful Mature

variables were scored for both
coders and teachers. When the
adjective was given, a score of
"I" was -assigned. When it was
not givena "0" was assigned
as the student's score.

N's for #13 through #23 N's =-- 56 Al2 69 58 110 77 62 123 72

13. AggrAssive

A. Teachers .14 .04 .00
***.

.07 .05 .01 .06 .06 .03

B. Coders .13 .08 -.01 * .14- .05 .03 * .10 .07 .07

14. Responsible

A. Teachers .00 .04 .12 ** .00 .04 ** .00 .06 .14 **

B. Coders .02 .04 .03 .02 .02 .03 .00 .05 .04

15. Active

A. Teachers .30 .06 .00 *** .19 .07 .03 ** .16 .10 .01 **

B. Coders .39 .22 .06 *** .40 .21 .16 ** .34 .27 .I5

16. Considerate

A. Teachers .02 .12 .12 .00 .09 .09 * .03 .10 .11

B. Coders . .02 .02 .04' .02 .03 .04 .00 .05 .03

17. Inattentive

A. Teachers .09 .06 .01 .10 .08 .00 * .10 .06 .03

. .

B.' Coders .14 .12 .10 .17 .11 .06 .15 .06 .10

CD



Adjective Description Variable Low

Calm

Mediym High Low

Careful

Medium High p Low

Mature

Medium High

N's = 56 112 69 58 110 77 62 123 72

18. Temperamental

A. Teachers ,18 .09 .03 ** .14 .08 .06 .13 .05 .03 *

B. Coders .fl .05 .00 * .09 .05 .00 * .08 .03 .01

19. Unobtrusive

A. Teachers .04 .04 .06 .00 .06 .04 .02 -.05 .07

B. Coders .09 .13 .19 .09 .19 .19 .15 .16 .14

20. Athletic

A. Teachers .02 .06 .03 .03 .04 .08. .00 .06 07

21.

B. Coders

Humorous

.07 .04 .01 .09 .03 .04, .03 .04 .06

A. Teachers .04 .04 .04 .03 .02 .04 .03 .02 .03

,Il

B. Coders .04 .05 .01 .03 .04 .01 .03 .03 .00

22. Other Negative

'A.- Teachers ,(,.04 .09 .03 .07 .10 .01 .06 .08 .03

B. Coders .14 .13 .06 .09 .10 .18 .05 .18 .07 *

. Other Positive

A. Teachers .18 .18. .23 .21 .20 .22 .13 .19 :24

B, Coders .04 .07 .16 * .C2 .09 '.13 * .06 .06 .18 *

\,

p



Adjective Descrip*ion Variable

The f011owitig.adjective variables
were scored as bipolar for coders
but as unipolar for teachers.
Scoring is noted.

Calm Careful

Low Medium High p
2

Low :Medium High p Low Medium High o

Mature

24. Social Leader

A. Teachers ( "I" if social .07 .04 .14 .07 .05 .18 .03 .08 .17

leader mentioned; "0" 56 112 69 58 110 . 77 62 123 72

otherwise).

B. Coders ("2" for social 1.40 1,72 1.67 1.60 . 1.43 1.57 Insufficient Data

leader, "1" for social 5 18 9 5 14 14

follower).

25. Likeable

.-,
A. Teachers ("1" if likeable .25 .25 .26. .31 .20 .36 .26 .29 .31

mentioned; "0" otherwise) 56 112 69' 58 110 77 62 123 72

B. Coders ("2" for likeable, 1.82 '1.69 2.00 1.78 1.70 1.93 1.90 1.67 2.00

"1" for obnoxious). 11 16 12 9: 20 14 10 18 14

26. Attractive

A. Teachers ("1" if attractive .36 .14 .17 .21 .27 .29 .26 .24 .28

mentioned; "0" otherwise). 56 112 69 58 110 77 62 123 72

B. Coders ("2" for attractive, ' 1.67 1.72 1.55 1.60 1.50 1.77 1.50 1.75 1.80

"1" for unattractive). 9 18 11 10 12 13 12 16 10

27. Dependent,

A. Teachers

B. Coders

.13 .07 .00
56 .112 69

* * 14 .06 .04 .10 .10 .00

58 110 77 62 123 72

1.25 1.48 1.30 1.32 1.33 1.40 1.46 1.35 1.17
16 23 10 22 21 10 13 .31 6-

.



Adjective Description Variable Low

Calm

Medium High p
2

Low

Careful'

Medium High p Low

Mature

Medium High 0

. .

The following variables were
scored only for teachers.

Bipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only

i.

28. Good Home 1.10 1.29 1.44 1.08. 1.21 1.43 * 1.04 1.25 1.59 ***

20 28 16 24 33 21 25 36 17

Unipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only
("1" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

N's for #29 through #36 N's = 56 112 69. 58 110 77 62 123 72

29. Creative .07 .07 .12 .03 .10 .11 .02 .09 .13 *

30. Medical Problems .09 .11 .03 .10 .15 .04 .13 .07 .01 *

31. Often Absent .04 .06 .03 .07 .05 .01 .06 .06 .01

32 Sweet .00 .04 .12 ** .02 .05 .06 .03 .07 .04

33. Underachiever .07 .03 .00 .* .13 .04 .03 * .06 .03
.

.00

34. Cries Easily .07 .05 .03 . .03- .05 .01 .03 .03 '.00

35. Untrustworthy .07 .03 .00 * .09 .04 .00 * .06 .02 .03

36. Broken Home .13 .L9 .06 .09 .11 .05 .11 .06 .06

The following variables were
scored only for coders.

'Bipolar Adjectives, Coders Only

37. Good Teacher Relptions 1.09 1.17 1.70 ** IA) 1.30 1.80 *** 1.07 1.40 t.57

11 6 10 11 10 - 5 14 5 7



..

Adjective Description Variable Low

Calm

Medium MO p
2

Low

Careful

Medium p Low

Mature

Medium High

t

p

Unipolar Adjectives, Coders Only

.1-ligh

-("1" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

38. Female Stereotype .00 .05 .01 .02 .05 '.06 .03 .05 .03

,0 56 .12 69 58 110 77 62 123 72

39. Bossy' :05 .07 .06 .03 .08 .08 .05 .08 .04

56 112 69 58 110 77 62 123 72

This, variable was' computed for
both teachers and coders.

40. % Positive

A. Teachers 34.41 59.01 82,41 *** 31.97 58.66 81.31 *** 33.08 63.07 82.94 * -X *

,56 112 69 58 110 77 62 123 72

B. Coders 42.73 51.13 68.77 *** 41.93 51.45 66.57 *** 43.73 53.84 70.85 ***

56 112 69 58 110 77 62 123 72

1

*** k _.S, .001

** .a S .01

* k < .05



Table E-2. Group Means for Adjective Description Variables for Students

Perceived Consistently on the Achieving, Creative, and Persistent Scales

Adjective Description Variable

- The following bipolar variables

Achlev,ing Creative Persistent

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p Low Medium High p

were
and
Indicate

1.

scored for both teachers
coders. Numbers in parentheses

scores for extremes.

Sociable

A. Teachers 1,29 1.59 1.41 1.11 1.44 1.43 1.14 1.57 1.36
14 22 1.7 9 18 '7 7 23 14

B. Coders 1.45 1.35 1.55. 1.32 1.45 1.60 1.50 1.55 1.44

29 51 40 19 44 20 18 51 36

2. 'Mature

A. Teachers 1.25 1.30 1.94 *** Insufficient Data 1.17 1.44 1.95 ***
8 10 18 6 9 19

B. Coders 1.17 1.50 1.75 Insufficient Data Insufficient Data
6

,.

10 8 -

3. Happy ../',

A. Teachers, 1.50 , 1.75 1.58 1.80 1.83 1.67 1.56 1.74 1.57 4-

12 16', 12 5 12 6 9 19 7

B. Coders 1.70 1.56 1.70. 1.50 1.75 1.64 ' 1.75 1.48 1.65
10 27 20 6 20 14 8 27 17

. . ,



Ad'tactive Description Venable Low

Achieying

Medium High Low

Creative

Medium High D Low

Persistc,c

MediZmi High D

Quiet'

A. Teachers 1'.80 1.P4 1.7.8
.

1.89 1.81 1.69 1.44 1.69 1.79

12 16 12 9 32 13 9 32 :9

B. Coders 1.86 1.84 1,77 '1.94 1.86 1.80 1.79 1.78 1.80

28 58 35 18 43 20 19 49 35

. Helpful

A. Teachers, 1.69 1.83 1.94 2.00 I. 1.7,,\ 1.36 1.88' 2.00 * * *

16' 30 18 6 22 -- 8 11 25 a 15

,B. Coders 1.58 1.63 1.70 1.75 1.68 1.57 J.36 1.68 1,80

12 19 10 8 16 7 11 19 10

Well behaved

A. Teachers 1.81 2.08_ 2.00 2,13 2.00 .2.40 Insufficient Data
16 12 7 6 10 5

B. Coders 1.71 1.74 2.09 1.53 1.79 1.88 1.56 1.76 2.45' **
28 - 27 11 15 19 8 20 21 11

Confident

A. Teachers

1..F

1.27 1.60 Insufficient Data 1.25 1.27 1.43

15 10 8 11 7

B. Coder 1.42 1.53 1.60 41 Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

it
r.C7

7 19 10
.

00

1'



Adjective Description Variable

Achieving

Low Medhim High p

8, Motivated 5

A., Teachers

B. Coders

. intelligent

A. teachers

B. Coders
CR
to
CO

0. Achieving

A. Teachers

B. Coders

.Good Worker

A. Teachers

"El. Coders

. Popti0A-K
.,

A: Teachers

B. Coders

Creative Persistent

Low Medium High .p_ Low Medium High p

1.Y-9 1.63 1.87 *** 1.4 1.69 1.73. 1.16 1.56 2.00 ** *

23 30 23 9 26 15 19 25 24

).... --

1.40 1.50 1.91 !Insufficient Data 1.14 1.69 1.86 **

10 16 11 7 16 7

1.00 1:73 2.00 *** 1.00 1.85 1.95 *** 1.18 1.76 2.00 ***
24 15- 44 16 13 20 17 20 31

1.17 1.78 1.93
***

1.00 1.75 1.80
*** 1.27 1.64 4.90.***

. 23 32 27 14 28 15 15 28 20

1.00 2.24 2.93 ** 1.33 2.24 2.t0 *** 1.09 1.88 2.84
***

17 33 27 15 25, 15 11 26 31

1.80 2.33 2.65 ** Ihsuffictent Data, 1.20 2.25 2.80
***

10 21 26 5 12 25.

1.60 1.59 '1.81 1.59 1.63 1.80 1.26 1.65 .92 ***
25 51 31 17 43 20 19 40 36

1.64 1.78 1.93 * * 1.73 1.80 1.85 1.46 ' 1.79 1.95 ***
33 59 55 15 54 33. 26 . 56 44

..
.

1.71 1.72 1.67 Insufficrent.Data 1.57 . 1.60 1.76
7 18 '18 7 20 17

1.59 1.74 1.81 1.60 1.73 2.00 1.58 1.88 1.90 *
17 34 27 5 30 16 12 . 5 21



Adjective Description Variable

he following unipolar adjective
ariables were scored for both
oders and teachers. When the
djective was given, a score' of
1" was assigned. When it was
of g:ven, a "0" was assigned

Achieving

Low Medium High p

. Craative Persistent

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p

.

s the student's score,

's -for #I3 through #23 N's = 72 124 88 38 101 54 54 112 78
41

3. Aggressive

, .01 .06 .05 .03 .07 .04 .06 .06 .01'A. Teachers

B. Coders .11 .06 .07 .05 .12 .02 .11 .04 .05

1

4. Responsible

A. Teachers .00 .06 .13 le* .00 .10 .07 .00 .03 .17
***

B. C,ders .01 .06 .05 ..100 . .05 .02 .02 .06 .01

5. Active

A. Teachers .13 .10 .06 .08 .10 .02 ,19 .13 .03 **

B. Coders . .24 .27 .22 .18 .27 .20 .35 .31 .19

6. Considerate

A. Teachers .06 .10 .10 .03 .12 .13 .04 .11 .09

B. Coders .01 -.04 .01 .00 .05 .02 .02 .02 .04

7. inattentive .

A. Teachers ..10 .05 .01 .1.1 .04 .04 . .11 -.09 .00

CM
B. Coders .18 .08 ..09 :18 .11- .06 .17 .09 .08

CD



1

djective Description Variable

Nes

Temperamental

A. Teacher. .

a. Coders

Unobtrusive

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Athletic

A. Teachers

.B. Coders

I. Humorous

A. Teachers

B. Coders

a. Other Negative

A. Teachers

B. Coders

3. Other Pogitive

A: Teachers

Coders,

Achieving Creative Persistent

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p - Low Medium High p

.1 .10 ,02 .08 .06 .09 .13 .09 .04

.06 .05 .02- .03 .01 .06 .09 .04 .00 *

72 124 88 38 101 54 54 112 78

.

.01 .07 .02 .00 .07 .02 .00 .06 .03

.13 .17 .15 .24 .14 .09 .06 .19 .18 *

.00
. -05 .09 * .00 ;05 .11 .00 .06 .08

.04 .06 .02 .03 .07 .06 .04 .05 .04

.03 .02 .05 .00 .02 .04 .04 .04 .05

.01 .03 .03 ,03 .04 .04 .02 .04 .03

.15. .20 .23 .16 .21 .24 -.20 .13 .23

.07 .06 '.05 .13 .02 .09 * .06 .11 .01

.03 :15 .17 ** .00 .13 * .04 .16 .21 *

.04 .07 '.16 * .08 .08 .04 .11 .14



Adjective Description Variable

The follOwing adjective variables
ere scored as bipolar for coders
out as uRipolar for teachers.
Scoring is noted.

24. Social Leader

A. Teachers ("1" if social
leader mentioned; "0"
otherwise).

B. Coders ("2" for social
leader, "1" for social
follower).

25. Likeable

A. Teachers ("I" if likeable
mentioned; "0" otherwise)

8. Coders ("2" for likeabl,
"1" for obnoxious).

26. Attractive

A. Teachers 01" if attractive
mentic?ped; "0" otherwise).

Coders ("2" for attractive,
'"1" for unattractive).

27. Dependent

A. Teachers

B. 'Coders

C)0
ts5

Achieving Creative Persistent

Low Medium 1110 p Low Medium High p Low Medium hiqh

.03 .11 .16 .05
72 124 88 38

1.40 1.52 1.80
5 21 16

.31: :35 .27 .32

72 124 ' 88 38

1.82 ,1.75 '2.00 1.86

11 16 17 7

.14 .29- .25 .16
72 124 88 38

,
. .

1.53,. 1;69 1.85 1.40

15'*' 16 13 5

.04 .22 * .04 .07 .18

101 54 54 112 78

Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

.30 ..26 .19 .27 1.38

101 54 54 112 78

1.77 1.81 1.67 1.64 1.92

13 16 9 14 12

.30 .19 .19 .27 .21

101 54 ,54 112

1.81 1.83 1.45 1.80 - 1.85
16 6 11 15 13

78

.08 f.08 .05 .03 .03 .06
72 124 88 38 101

1.39 1.38 1.43 1." 22 1.38
23 24 14 9 24

.07 .07 .08 .05
54 54 112 ., 78

I..43 1.37 141 1.29
7 . 19 29 7



Achieving Creative Persistent

djectiveiliescription Variable Low Medium High p Low Medium High p Low Medium High p

he following variables were
cored-onPy for teachers.

i ()ler Adjectives, Teachers Only

8. Good Home

nilolar Adjectives, Teachers Only
01" if mentioned, "0" othervise.)

"s for' #29 thi-ough #36

9. Creative

O. Medical Problems

1. Often Absent

. Sweet

3. Underachiever

4. Cries Easily

5. Untrustworthy

6. Broken Home

he-following variables were
cored only for coders.

12polar Adjectives, Coders Only

7. Good Teacher Relations

N's=,

1.12 1.20 1.52
***

1.23 1.20 1.38 1.08 1.19 1.56 ***

34 35 23 13 25 16 25 31 25

72 f24 88 38 101 54 54 112 78

.03 .06 .16 * * .03 .03 .22 ***: .06 .08 .10

.13 .08 .03 .16 .08 .06 .11 .08 .63

.10 .04 .00 * * .05 .05 -.00 .11 .05 .01

.07 .04 .07 .03 .06 .04 .04 .04 .08

.07._ .05 .62 .03 .01 .06 .09

.06 .04 .00 .05 .03 .04 .04 .05 .01

.08 .02 .01 .03 .02 -.04 .06 .04 .00

.13 .07 .07 . .11 .07 .09 .11 .09 .05

1.00 1.36 1.50 .* Insuffici.ertt.Data 1.00 1.50 1.71 ***
9 11 10 12 6 7

:1



Adjective Description,Variable

Unipolar Adjectives, Coders Only
("1".if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

38. Female Stereotype

39. Bossy

This variable was computed for
both teachers and coders.

40. % Positive

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Achieving

Low Medium 'High p Low

.06 .02

72 124

.03 .07

'72 124

40.50 62.90
72 124

43.31 53.,08

72 124
N

.02 :05
88 38

'80.38
88

* * * 42.95
38

66.47 *** '41.08
88 38

Creatfve.

Mediuin H i qh p. Low

Persistent

Medium High

.01 .00 .02 .05 .05

10I 54 54 112 78

.06 ; .06 .04 .09 .08

101 54 54 112 78

69.13 73.07 *** 32.91 59.63 83.49 * * *

101 54 54 112 78

56.16' 64.61 *** 37.56 52.87 65.50 ***
101 54 54 112 78



Table E-3. Group Means on Adjective Description Variables for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Happy and Attractive Scales

Adjective Description Variable

The following bipolar variables
were scored for Loth teachers.
and coders. Numbers in parentheses
indicate scores for extremes. .

I. Sociable
lk

2.

3.

' i,

Happy

Low Medium High p

Attractive

Low Medium. High p

A. Teachers 1.00 1.41 1.50 1.13 1.35 1.25

7 16 6 8 17 8

B. Coders 1.36 1.50 1.57 1.30 1.51 1.55

II 50 21 23 47 20

Mature

A. Teachers Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

B. Coders Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

Happy

A. Teachers Insufficient Data 1.33 1.80 2.00 *
9 10 5

B.P Coders
)

1.40 1.52 ' 1.80
5 23 15

,1.43 1.69 1.60
7 16 10



Adjective Description Variable Low

Happy

Medium High p Low

Af.tra,:tive

Medium High

'4. Quiet

A. Teachers' Insufficient Data 1.80 1.70 1.75

10 30 8

B. Coders ..4.8C 1.89 1.68 1.91 1.82 1.82
16 46 19 22 44 17

5. Helpful

A. Teachers 1.22 1.87 2.00' *** 1.67 1.74 1.89

9 23 12 9 27 9

B.. Coders 1.38 .1.63 1.80 1.A1 1.67 1,50
8 19 5 7 18 8

6. Well behaved

A. Teachers Insufficient Data. Insufficient Data

CI)

0 B. Coders Insufficient Data 1.67 1.68 1.43
C) 12 28 7

7. Confident

A. Teachers. Insufficient Data 1.09 1.17 1.43
I I 6 7

B. Coders Insufficient Data Insufficient Data



Adjective Description Variable

**8. Motivated

A. Teachers"'

B. Coders

9. 'intelligent

A. 'Teachers

B. Coders

10. Achieving

A. Tea Cheri

cs
Cb

S. Coders

-42

II. Good Worker

A. Teachers

S. Coders

12. Popu)ar

A. Teachers

S. Coders

Happy

Low Medium High

Attractive

Low Medium High p

1.40

10

1.64 2.00
22 12

Insufficient Data

** 1.44

16.

1.52 1.78
23 18

Insufficient Data

1.40 1.67 2.00 * * 1.29 1.68 2.00 * * *

10 21 16 17 28

1.56 1.52 2.00 * * 1.15 1.75 2.00 * * *

9 27 15 13 28 19

Insufficient Data 1.30 2.10 2.30 *

10 29 20

Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

1.41 1.68 1.79 * 1.50 1.64 1.72

17 41 19 14 45 18

1.38 1.71 1.86 * * 1.52 1.76 1.89 * *

13 56 28

Insufficient Data i

21 54 27

Insufficient Data .

1.38 1.82 1.88 ** 1.54 1.78 1.70
8 28 16 13 32 20



Adjective Description Variable

The following unipolar adjective
variables were scored for both
coders and teachers. When the
adjective was given, a score of
"1" was assigned. When it was
not given, a "0" was assigned
as the student's score.

N's for #I3 through #23 N's =

13. Aggressive

A. Teachers

B. Coders

14. Responsible

A. Teachers
CA
If.:,

00 B. Coders

15. Active

A. Teachers

B. Coders

16. Considerate

. Teachers

B. Coders

17. Inattentive

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Happy

Low Medium High p

Attractive

Low Medium >High o

37: 101 51 47 104 52

.11 .04 .08 .11 .01 .06

.05 .09 .08 .02 .11 .06

.00 .03 .12 * .00 .09 .04

.05 .02 .06 .02 .04 .06

.14 .08 .10 .13 .13 .08

.32. .26 .22 .26 .25 .25,

A .08 .09 .12'P .06 .13 .12

.03 .02 .02 .00 .03 .08

.08 .06 .00 .13 .06 .02

.19. .09 .12 .21 .07 .08



Adjective Description Variable Low

Happy

Medium High p Low

Attractive

Medium High p

N's = 37 101 51 47 104 52

18. Temperamental

A. Teachers .16 .05 .04 * .11 .08 .06

B. Coders .08 .02 .06 .06 .02 .06

19. Unobtrusive

A. Teachers .00 .05 .06 .04 .08 .00

B. Coders .16 .22 .10 .23 .14 .10

20. Athletic

A. Teachers- .03 .05 .06 .00 .03 .10 *

B. Coders .05 .05 .02 .02 .04 .06

21. Humorous

A. Teachers .05 .04 .02 .02 .04 .04

C)
0 B. Coders .05 .04 ..OZ .02 .02 .06
CID

22. Other Negative

A. Teachers .05 .08 .02 .15 .02 .06 * *

B. Coders .05 '' .15 .12 .11 .12 .23

23. Other Positive

A. Teachers .22 .20 .20 .18 .16 .17

B. Coders. .05 .07 .08 .04 .12 .08



Adjective Description Variable

The following adjective variables
were scored as bipolar for coders
but as uriipolar fon teachers.
Scoring Is noted.

Happy

Low Medium High p

Attractive

Low Medium High

24. Social Leader

.05
37

.06
101

.27
51

* .00
47

.06 -15

104 52,

A.. Teachers ("1" if social
leader mentioned; "0"
otherwise).

B. Coders ("2" for social 1.20 1.75 1.44 Insufficient Data
leader, "I" for social 5 12 9

follower).

25. Likeable

A. Teachers ("1" if likeable .11 .36 .35 .13 .25 .38
mentioned; "0" otherwise) 37 101 51 47 104 52

B. Coders ("2" for likeable, 1.67 1.72 2.00 .1.56 1.81 2.00
"1" for obnoxious). 6 18 12 9 .16 6

k..

26. Attractive

A. Teachers ("I" if attractive .16 .22 .20 .00 .33 .35 * *

CI)
mentioned; "0" otherwise). 37 101 51, 47 104 52

C) B.
Coders ("2" for attractive, 1.40

5

1.60
15

1.88
8

1.20,

JO

1.69 1.91'

13 11

**

"1" for unattractive).

27: Dependent

A. Teachers .03 .06 .04 ,02 .08 .08
37 )01 51 47 104 52

B. Coders 1.23 1.43 1.40 1.36 1.44 1.13
13 14 5 11 25. 8 .



Adjective Description Variable Low

Happy

Medium High p Low

Attractive

Medium HiA

The fallowing variables were
scored only for teachers.

Bipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only

28. Good Home 1.10 1.20 1.64 *** 1.08 1.30 .1.29

21 15 14 24 27 14

Unipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only
("1" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

N"s for #29 through #36 N's = 37 101 51 47 104 52

29. Creative .03 .08 .16 .06 .07 .13

30. Medical Problems .05 .10 .00 .17 , .09 .02

31. Often Absent .14 .03 .00 **
'.11 .03 .02 *

32. Sweet .05 .09 .06 .04 .02 .02

33. Underachiever .08 .05 .00 .09 .05 .02

34. Cries Easily *.03 .02 .02 .06 .00 .04

35, Untrustworthy .08 .04 .02 .09 .01 .04

364 Broken Home . .08 .04 .04 .13 .09 .06

The following variables were
scored only for coders.

'Bipolar Adjectives, Coders Only

37. &pod Teacher Relations 1.00 1.14, 1.71 * * Insufficient Data
6 7 7

J



Adjective Description Variable

Unipolar Adiectives, Coders Only
("1" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

Happy Attractiva

Low Mediuth High p Low Medium High p

38. Female Stereotype .00 .02 .02 .02 .04 .00
37 101 51 47 104 52

39. Bossy .03 .05 .14 .06 .05 .08

37 101 51 47 104 52

This variable was computed for
both teachers and coders.

0

40. % Positive

A. Teachers 36.24 66.63 81.69 *** 37.68 62.92 71.60 ***

37 101 51 47 104 52

B. Coders 39.24 53.66 63.90 **34 36.66 55.19 59.67 *x*

37 101 51 47 104 52

* * * .001

** P < .0I

* Q < .05

4.



Table E-4. Group .Meens on Adjective Description Variables for

Students Perceived ConSistently on the,Noticeable and Eye Contact Scales

Adjective Description Variable

The following bipolar variables
were scored for both teachers
and coders. '4urnbers in parentheses

indidate scores for extremes.

1. Sociable

A. Teachers

B. Coders

GO

2. Mature

A. Teachers

B. Coders

3. Happy

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Noticeable

Low Medium

1.18 1.44

11 18

High

1.75

8

p

*

1.15 1.'62 1.83 ***
26 45 18

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

1.40 1.62 2.00
5 .18 7

1.20 1.62 1.77
5 21 13

Eye Contact

Low Medium High p

Insufficient Data

1.27 1.48

15 44

I.b9

13

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

1.50 1.56 1.89
6 '16 9



Ad'ective Descri tion Variable .

'4. Quiet

A. Teachers'

B. Coders

5. Helpful.

A. Teachers

B. Coders

6. Well behaved

A. Teachers

Noticeable

Low Medium High p

2.00
15

.1.67 1.33
18 12

* * *

.00 1.89 l.46 ***
26 35 13

Eye Contact

Low Medium High

Insufficient Data

1.85 1.83 1.78

.13 40 9

2.00 1.86 1.73 Insufficient Data
10 21 11

,Insufficient Data -Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

2.29 1.57 1.25 1.60 1.93 2.00
14 8 10 15 5

CM

otu.
B. Coders

7

. Confident

A. Teachers.

B. Coders

1.29 -1.45 1.67
7 Il 6

1,.00 1:56 1.75

6 9 8

* *

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data



Adjective Description Variable

'8. Motivated

Noticeable

Low Medium High

Eye Contact

Low Medium High

A. Teachers.' 1.47 1.56 1.79. 1.50 1.71 2.00
17 16 19 8 14 8

8. Coders

9. Intelligent

A. Teachers

B. Coders

10. Achieving

A. Teachers

0" B. Coders

It. Good Worker

Insufficient Data

1.27 1.60 1.95 ***
11 15 22

1.43 1.57 1.96 ***
14 23 24

1.85 1.80 2.801 *
15 25 15

Insufficient Data

A. Teachers 1.62 1.51 1.80
13 35 20

0

B. Coders 1.74 1.78 1.81

19 .49 21

12, Popular

A Teachers

4

B. Cod^^s

.

Ansufficient Data

Insufficient Data

1.11 1.41 2.00 ***

9 17 8

1.00 1.52 2.00 **

7 23 10

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

1%55 1.43 1.81

11 30 16

1.54 1.84 1.92
13 45 13

Insufficient Data

I
1.50 '.88 1.63 Insufficient Data.'

10, .5 .16



1

Adjective Description VQ4ble
f-di .

The following unipolar adjective
variables were scored for both
tdders and teachers. When the
adjective was given, a score of
"1° was assigned. When it was
not given, a'utl" was assigned

Y

; .

Ndticeable

Low Medium High p

Eye Contact

Low Medium High p

C.)

AS the student's score.

N's for #I3 through #23 N's =
0

40 93 57
v

.
29 90 35

13. Aggressive

A. Teacher .06 .03 .03 .06

B. Coders .05 .09 .07 .07 .07 .03

14. Responsible
.

A. Teachers .05 .04 .09 .03 .04 .11

B. Coders .05 .06 .04 ,00 .04 .00

15. Active

A. Teachers .03 .05 .21 ** .21 407 .06

B. Coders .03 , .25 .32 *** .30. .29

16. Considerate

'A. Teachers .10 .06 . .07 .10 .08 .06

B. Coders .10 .03 .oa
3.00

.07 .00

17. inattentive

A. Teachers .05 .08 .02 .14 .06 .00

CP) B. Coders. .13 .10' .07 .14 .17 .06



Adjective Description Variable Low

Noticeable

Medium High Low

Eye Contact

Medium High

N's = 40 93 7 29 90 35

13. Temperamental

A. Teachers
ti .03 .16 .11 .03 , .07 *.11

B. Coders .10 .03 .07 ,63 .00 .06

19. .Unobtrusive

A. Teachers .03 .04 .02 .00 # .02 .06

B. Coders It;
.23 .16 .04 .14 .17 .09

20. Athletic
r

A. Teachers .00 .06 .07 .00 .03 .09

B. Coders .00 .04 .05 .10 .03 .03

21. Humorous

A. Teachers .00 .01 .07 .03 .01, ..03

B. Coders .03 .04 .05 .03 .01' .00

22. Other Negative

A. Teachers .03 .05 .07 .06. .03

B. Coders
.

.08 .14 ,26 * .03 .12 .40

23. Other Positive

A. Teachers .08 .22 .26 *D. .17 .21 .17

B. 'Coders .05 .11 .04. .03 .06-. :11

Cb 7)
P. i..

-.0

.

* * *



Adjective Description Variable

The following adjective variables
were scored as bipolar for coders
but as unipolar for teachers.
Scoring is noted.

24. Social Leader

A. Teachers ("1" if social
leader mentioned; "0"
otherwise).

B. Coders ("2" for social
leader, "1" for social
follower).`

25. Likeable"

A. Teachers ("1" if likeable
menti.onea;."0" otherwise)

B. Coders ("2" for likeable,
"I" for obnoxious) .

26. Attractive

A. Teachers ("1" if attractive
mentioned; "0" otherwise). .

B. Coders ("2" for attractive, 4
"1" for unattractive).

I.

27: DependeAt

A. Teachers

B. Coders

0)
low

Noticeable Eye Contact

Low Medium High p Low Medium High

.00 .09 .21 .07 .04 .40

40 93 57 29 90 35

Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

.20 .37 .39
40 93 57

1.86 1.69 1.77

7 . 16 13.

.20 .19 .32
40 93' 57

InsufficienDea

.00 .29 .29
29 90 35

Insufficient Data

.07 .16 .34

29 90 35

1.86 1.62 1.78
7 13 ,g

.00 .10 .05
40 93 57

1.29 1.21 1.43
14 14 7

'.17 .10 .06
29 90 '35

Insufficient Data

**



Noticeable Eye Contact

Adjective Description Variable Low Medium High

The following variables were
scored only for teachers.

Bipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only

p

28. Good Home
1.31 1.18 1.29

13 . 28 17

Unipolar Adjectiyes Teachers Only
("I" if mentioned, "Oy otherwise.)

Nils fdi- 1/29 through #36 N's = 40 93 57 .

29. Creative .03 .O. .16

30. Medical Problems .15 .08 .05

31. Often Absenf :10 .02 .00 **

32. Sweet .10 .03. .02

33. Underachie er .03 .06 .04

34. Cries Easily .03 .08 .00

35. Untrustworthy .05 .03' .05

36. _Broken Home .08 .10' .07

The following variables were
scored only for coders.

It .

Brpolar.Adjectives, Coders Only.

37. Goad Teacher Relations

C")1
CO

Low Medium High p

1.00
16

29

.03

.00

.17

.03

.10

.03

.10

.17

1.07 1.50 ***
28 6

90 35

.06 .17

.09 .03

.04 .00 * *

.07 .03

.04 .00

.06 .00

.01 .03.

.13 .06

Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

0



Adjective Description Variable

Unipolar Adjectives, Coders Only
("I" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

Not Eye Contact

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p

"Female
1

38. Stereotype .05

40
.05

93

.02

57

.00

29

.04

90
. .06

35

39. Bossy .00 .09 14' .08 .11

'40 93 57 90 35

This variable was computed for
both teachers and coders.

40. % Positive

N. Teachers 61.10 54.95 71.42 * :38.17 62.96 76.49 ***

40 93 57 29 35

B. Coders 48.18 55.23 58.35 36.52 53.93 57.20 **

40 93 57 29 .90 35

O
***

**

P. <

p_ <

P <

.001

. 0 1

.05 ..

1



Table E-5. Group Means on Adjective Description Variables for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Cooperative Scale

Adjective Description Variable

The following bipolar variables
were scored for both teachers.
and coders. Numbers in parentheses
indicate scores for exteemes.

1. Sociable

A. Teachers

CM
LN2 B. Coders
omel

Cooperative

Low Medium High

1.20 1.50 1.20
5 26 10

1.56 1.57 1.44

16 51 34

2. Mature

A. Uachers Insufficient Data

Insufficient DataB- Coders

A. Teachers

B. Coders

1.33 1.83 1.63 .

6 18 8

1.70 1.46 1.69

10 24 16



Cooperative

Adjective Description Variable . Low Medium High p

4. Quiet

A. Teachers"' 1.20 1.66 1.94 ***

5 35 18

B. Coders 1.64 1.81 1.94

. Helpful

A. Teachers

B. Coders

. Well behaved

A. Teachers

14 54 32

1.44 1.80 2.00
9 20 17

1.25 1.89 1.83
12 19 6

Insufficient Data

C1).

' B. Coders 1.52 1.70 2.50
is 23 27 10

Confident

A. Teachers Insufficient Data

B. Coders Insufficient Data

.?

*

* * *

* *

* *



.

-,.

Adjective Description Variable

Cooperative

Low Medium High

*8. Motivated

1.08 1.65 1.95
13 26 -20.

1.60 ' 1.60 1.75

5 15 8

*4E*A. Teachers"'

B. Coders

9. Intelligent

A. Teachers
1

1.50 1.42 1.96

14 19 24

***

B. Coders 1.44 1.55 1.95 **

16 33 19

10. Achieving

A. Teachers 1.80 2.00 2.68 * *

10 38 22

Cb
00 B. Coders Insufficient Data

CO

.

11. Good Worker

A. Teachers 1.24 ' 1.65 1.89
* * *

t. 21 49 28

B. Coders 1.40 1.72 1.91
* * *

20 58 35

12. Popular

A. Teachers 1.14 1.65 , 1.92 * * *

7 17 12

B. CoAcgrs 1.64 1.72 1.95
11 32 20

*



Cooperative

Adjective Description Variable Low Medium High

The following unipolar adjective
variables were scored for both
coders and Teachers. When the
adjective was givIen, a score of
"1" was assigned. When it was
not given, a "0" was assigned
as the student's score.

N's for #13 through #23 N's =

13. Aggressive

A. Teachers

B. Coders

14. Responsible

A. Teachers

B. Coders

15. Active

A. Teachers

B. Coders,

16. Considerate

A. Teachers

8. Coders

17. Inattentive

A. Teachers

B- Coders

48 119 65

.17 .05 .00 ***

.08 .07 .02

.00 .01 .15 ***

.04 .05'

.21 .09 .00 ***

.46 .24 .11 ***

.02 .08 .12

.00 .03

.10 .07 . .00

.17 :13 .11



4' .

Adjective Description Variable

N's =

18. Temperamental

A. Teachers

B. Coders

19. Unobtrusive

A. Teachers

B. Coders

20. Athletic

A. Teachers

B. Coders

21. Humorous

A. Teachers

Coders

22. Other Negative

A. Teachers

EL Coders

23. Other Positive

A. Teachers

-B. Coders
CMN
CA

Cooperative

Low Medium High
48 119 65

.15 .09 ".02

,.08 .03 .00

.00 .07 .05

.10 .17 .1.2

.02 .03 .05

.06 .02 .02

.04 .03 .03

.00 .06. .02

.08 .10 .06

.15 .16 .06

.15 .18 .23

.06 .07 .18



Adjective Description Variable

The following adjective variables
we're scored as bipolar for Coders
but as unipolar for. teachers.
Scoring is noted.

24. Social Leader

A.

Cooperative

Low Medium High p

Teachers ('1" if social .00 .12 .15

leader mentioned; "0" 48 119 65

otherwise).

B. Coders ("2" for social
leader, "1" for social
follower).

25. Likeable

A. Teachers ("1" if likeable
mentioned; "0" otherwise)

B. Coders ("2" for likeable,
"1" for obnoxious).

26. Attractive

A. Teachers ("1" if attractive
mentioned; "0" otherwise).

B. Coders ("2" for attractive,
"1" for unattractive). -

27. Dependent

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Insufficient Data

.17 .39 .40.
48 119 65

1.75 1.74 2.00
8 23 10

.17 .25 .22
48 119 65

1.43 1.60 1.56

7 15 9

.06 .10 .02
48 119 65

1.23 1.48 1.33
13 25 6



Adjective Description Variable Low

Cooperative

Medium High p

The following variables were
scored only for teachers:

Bipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only

28. Good Home 1.05 .1.26 1.73 * * *

21 ; 31 15

Unipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only
("1" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

N"s for #29 through #36 N's 48 119 65

29. Creative .04 .08 .09

30. Medical Problems .13 .08 .02

31. Often Absent .06 .06 .02
,

32. Sweet .00 .92 .11 **

33. Underachiever .10 .03 .00

34. CriescEasily .02 .06 .00 **

35. Untrustworthy .08 .04 .00

36. Broken Home .06 .07 .03

Thi following variables were
scored only for coders.

Bipolar Adjectives, Coders Only.

37. Good Teacher Relations 1.11 1.33 1.50
9 b 8



Cooperative

Adjective-Description Variable Low Medium High p

Unioolar Adjectives, Coders Only

.03

48

.03

48

.04

119

.07

119

.05

65

.08

65

("I" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

38. Female'Stereotype

39. Bossy

This variable was computed for
both teachers and coders.

40. % Positive

A. Teachers 29.48 56.92 85.94 * * *

48 119 65

B. Coders 40.48 51.69 70.45 * *

48 119 65
Cb .

CO

4**

**

*

2. <

4

<

.001

.01

.05



Table E-6. Group Means on Adjective Descripti n Variables for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Attachm nt and Concern Scales

Adjective Description Variable

The following bipolar variables
were scored for both teachers
and coders. Numbers in parentheses
indicate sc'o'res for extreMes.

I. SopIable

A. Teachers

B. Coders

2. Mature

A. Teachers

CD
ha
CD B. Coders

3. Happy

A. Teachers

B. Coders

Attachment Concern

Low Medium High p Low Medium High

Insufficient Data 1.50
8

1.47 1.14
19 7

1.54 1.45 1.4) 1.52 1.55( .1.29

13 38 32 29 421 17

.

Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

1.50 1.77 1.60 Insufficient Data
6 '13 5

1.56 1.42 1.62 1.59 1.63 1.57
9 19 13

.
1.7 19 7



AdjectiveAdjective Description Variable

A. Teachers'

B. Coders

5. Helpful

A. Teachers

B. Coders

5. Well behaved

A. Teachers

B. Coders

44

7. Confident ,; .

A. Teachers.

Attachment

Low Medium High p

1.50 1.82 1.89 1:65 1.74 1.64

6 22 19 17 27 c II

1.82 1.83 1.90 1.79 1.79 1.88

II 35 31 28 43 16

1.4 1.88 2.00 ** 2.00 1,74 1.60

16 12 12 23 5

1.50 2.13 2.60
10 8 5

Insuff icient 'Data

B. Coders Insufficient Data

Concern

Low Medium High

1.00 .69 1.71 ** 1.71 1.69 1.29
6 16 7 7 16 7

Insufficient Data

1.47 1.86 2.40 ** 2.17 1.61 1.69
19 21 10 6 23 16

Insufficient Data

1.80 1.60 1.50
5 15 '6

C.4
O



Adjective Description Variable

8. Motivated

A. Teachers.'

B. Coders

. j IntejlIgent

A. Teachers

B. . Coders

10.

A. Teachers

Cr:1

B. Coders

I. Good Worker

'A. Teachers

B. Coders

121 Popular

A. Teachers

B. Coder

Attachment Conzern

Low Medium High p Low Medium High

1.23 1.76 1.87 *** 1.86 1.65 1.36 4E*

13 25 15 14 26 14

1.20 1.43 1.71 . 2.00 1.62 1-.38 *

5 14 7 7 13 8

1,33 1.63 2.00 * * 1.92 1.55 1.00 ***

18 16 25 24 II 9

1.15 1.57 1.95 *4E* 2.00 1.57 1.29
13 28 19 15 28 ' 17

1.14 2.16 2.6 I *** 2.88 1.91 1.08 **4:

7 25 28 24 23 12

Insufficient Data 2.74 2.25 1.60 **

23 16 5

1.18 1.57 1.88 *** 1.96 1.61 1.39 **4:

11 35- 33 24 44 18

1.38 1.78 1.95 *** 1.91' 1.77 1.60

1.6 46 37 34 48 20

Insufficient Data Insufficient. Data

1.71 1-69 1.86 1.91 1.74 1.58
7 29; 22 22 27 12



Adjective Description Variable

he following unipolar adjective
ariables were scored for both
oders and teachers. When the
djective was given, a score. of
1" was assigned. When it was
of given, a "0" was assigned
s the student's score.

s's for 11I3 through #23.

. Aggressive

A. Teachers

.8. Coders

14.

L

' Responsible°

C11
; A. 'Teachers

B. Coders.

t5. Active

1
A. Teachers

B. Coders

16. Considerate

1
A. Teachers

B. Coders

17.1 inattentive

d A. Teachers

1

1 8. Coders

1

Attachment COncern

Low Medium High p

39 95 67

1.
.08 .01 :03

.08 .08 .07

.00 .04 .13 'if**

.00 .08 .00

.28 .07 .03 ***

.44 .23 .19 * *

.05 .09 .13

.00 .07 .03

.15 .06 .00 * *

.23. .12 .10

Low Medium High p

P3 99 45

.03 ' .06

4

.02 .09

. 10 .05

.03 .06.

.03

. 14. .31

.04

.07

.22

.31

.14 -.09 .04

.02 .01 .00

.02 .07

. 14 .07 .11

* *



1
Attachment Concern

Affective Description Variable Low Medium Higb p Low Medium

i8. Temperamental

A. Teachers

B. Coders

19. Unobtrusive

A. Teachers

B. Coders

20. Athletic

A.: Teachers

B. Coders

21.- Humorous

A. Teachers

I B. Coders

224 Other Negati?e

A. Teachers

B. Coders

23.11 Other PoSitIve

A. Teachers

CD
D. Coders-

4

N's = 39 95 67 63 99

.10 .06 .04

.08 .02 .03

.00 .04 .03

.08. .14 .16

.00 .06 ..07

.05 .06 .03

.00 .02 .04

.00 .05 .03

.05 .08 .01

.10 .09 02

.08 :14 .22

.05 .07 .15

.05 .05

.00 .03

.05 .09

.17 .16

.05 .05 Q

.06 .04

.02 .03

.02 '.04

.02 .06

.14 = .15

.22 .17

.10 .08

°

9

High d

.45

0.6

;07

;00

)00

04

102

.00

i

J02

.09

.24
1 ..

.100

.
J

I.



Idjective Description VarLabie

14 following adjective variables

i

wece scored as bipolar for coders
bu as unipolar for. teachers.
Sc ring is noted.

l

24t Soctal Leader

°I

25

26i

;

27.

Attachment

Low Medium High p

Concern I

Low Medium Minh

A. Teachers ("1" if social .05 .06 .21 .19 .04

leader mentioned; "0" 39 95 67 63 99

otherwise). .

B. Coders ("2" for social Insufficient Data 1.67 1.50
leader, "I" for soial 9 12

.

follower).

Likeable
\

A. Teachers ("1" if likeable .21 .25 .39 .25 .30
mentioned; "0" otherwise) , 39 95 67 63 99

B. Coders ("2" for likeable, 1.71 1.73 2.00 1.93 1.71

"1" for obnoxious). 7 11 10 14 14

Attractive

A. Teachers ("1" if attractive .10 .15 .27 .19 .22

mentioned; "0" otherwise). 39 95 67 63 99
.

B. Coders ("2" for attractive, ' 1.60 1.60 1.86 1.89 1.69

"1" for unattractive). . 5 15 7 9 16

_Dependent

A. Teachers .08 .06 .00 .05 .04
39 95 67 63 99

B. Coders 1.38 1.53 t.38 1.60 1.38
13 17 8 5 21.

.27
,45

1:.83

6

,22
45

1 1 33
, 6



Adjective Description Variable

The following variables were
scored only for teachers. .

dipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only

d8. Good Home
1

1nipolar Adjectives, Teachers Only
("1" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

i

bus for 1129 through #36 N's

129. Creative

0. Medical Problems

1. Often Absent

52. Sweet

p. Underachiever

14. Cries Easily

35. Untrustworthy

L. Broken Home

The following variables were
4cored only for coders.

i

Bipolar Adjectives, Coders Only

37. Good Teacher Relations

1

co

ti

Attachment

Low Medium High p

Concern

Low Medium
1

H igh

1.12 1.10 1.63 * * * :1.58 1.26 '1.11

17 29 19 12 27 18

39 95 67 63 99 , 45

.03 .07 .09 .11 .07 .04

.13 .11 .03 .00 .p7 13

.08 .09 .01 .02 .04 .09

.00 .08 .06 .03 .06 .04
1

.10 .04, .00 .02 .05 .11

.03 .05 .00, .00 .03 .04

.10 .03 .00 * * .00 .05 .04
i

.08 .15 .04 .06 .04 .07

1.13 1.17 1.63 Insufficient Data
' 8 6 8

I



Adjective Description Variable

Unipolar Adjectives, Coders Only
0"1" if mentioned, "0" otherwise.)

38. Female Stereotype

39. Bossy

ThlFs variable was computed for
botih teachers and coders.

40] % Positive

A. Teachers

B. Coders

*** E. C .001
** IL 4. .01

* .a 4 .05

1

Attachment

Low Medium High P

concern

Low Medium

.05 .03 .01 .02 .06

39 95 67 63 99

.05 .09 .07 .11 ".08

39 95 67 63 99

28.18 59.89 84.85 *** 83.10 59.86
39 95 67 63 99

33.00 52.04 65.67
***

66.75 52.27
39 95 67 63 99

e

1-j_gh p

1

.02
45

.00
45

9.40
45

9.07
45

*

* * *

* * *
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Table F-I. .Group Means for Classroom Observation Variables for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Calm, Careful, and Mature Sca\es

1

Proportion of:

Ilf dyadic contacts which were response
opportunities

2 response opportunities occurring in
small groups

3 response opportunities occurring in
general class

Small Group Data

4.. small fgroup response opportunities
given/non-volunteers

5.1 non-vplunteers called on in small
i groups given praise

I

1

6.1 non-volunteers called on in small
1 groups given criticism

I

7.1 small group response opportunities
given volunteers

8. volunteers called on in small groups
given praise

9. ;volunteers called on in small groups
given criticism

10. .sMall group response opportunities
given waving volunteers

1

Low

Calm.

High p Low

Careful

High p Low

Mature

High pMedium Medium Medium

..

45.36 50.45 54.87 *** 45.45. 51.64 51.25 *** 46.73' 50.32 52.01 **'

48.96 50.17 50.13 51.18_ 50.74 47.96 51.13'
\

51'.25 47.53 *

51.04 49.83 49.87 48.83 49.26 52.06 48.87 48..76 52.47 *

50.39 52.21 48.73 51.68 50.17 47.43 52.831 50.78 46.82 *

47.00 49.59 51.69 48.13 50.90 51.10 47.52 -50.83 51.50

49.15 50.41 48.91 49.41 51.33 49.16 49.45 50.10 48.96

48.6! 47.45 53.93 ** 47.57 48.83 54.90 ** 46.86. 50.35 52.95 *

49.06 51.64 49.03 50.35 49.68 50.45 51.53 50.04 48.41

49.50 50.30 49.52 49.64 49.96 51.10 49.63 50.63 49.45

53.97 49.71, 49.07 * 54.57 47.84 50.30 *** 53.23 49..07 50.31



[Proportion of

11. [waving volunteers called on in small
croup given praise

iv
12. Iwaving volunteers called on in small

group given criticism

13. small group response opportunities
given to called-out answers

14. called-out answers in small groups
given praise

15. 'called-out answers in small groups
given criticism

16. Ismail group response oppOrtunities
'given praise

17. ismall group response opportunities
given criticism

fGene al Class Data

18.

19.

general class response opportunities
glvon non-volunteors

non-volunteers called On fn general
class given praise

20. non-volunteers called 911 in general
class given criticism

C5)11

c1.2

Calm

Low Medium High p

Careful

Low Medium High p

Mature

Low Medium High p

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

50.52 50.15 47.37 50.03 50.69 48.28 49.03 46.65 49.90

47.94 52.84 47.78 , 50.57 49.74 46.90 50.48 49.88 46.56

51.28 49.55 52.72 50.05 48.69 50.80 48.52 48.67 .52.89 *

48.19 50.02 50.54 47e81 52.23 49.25 48.69 51.53 48.97

48.68 50.44 51.34 49.08 49.63 50.05. 48.7 48.94 51.51

49.04 50.58 48.35 50.76 50.15 ,48.10 52.34 50.01 49.12

53.97 48.98 49.65 * 52.34 49.88 49.18 52.20 49.58 49.26

51.82 449.09 49.00 * 50.18 48.78 50.34 51.51 49.20 50.50



Proportion of:

21.' general class response opportunities-
given volunteers

22.1 volunteers given praise in general
! class

23.1 volunteers given criticism in
general class

24. ceneral class response opportunities
given waving volunteers

25. waving volunteers given praise An
gene-al class

26. wavingvolunteers given criticism
ip general class

27. eneral class response opportunities
,given to called-out answers

I

28. called-out answers in tleral class
given praise 1 .

29. called-out answers in g neral class
given criticism

30. general class response opportunities
given praise

31. general class response opportunities
given criticism

Low

Calm

High 1:1 Low

Careful

High p Low

"nature
1'

High pMedium Medium 'Medium

48.06 49.31 53.05 * 49.04 50.51 52.32 47.60 49.94 51.74

49.10 51.45 48.87. 50.00 50.13 48.07 50.17 50.01 49.00.

48.98 49.33 49.91 48.93 50.99 49.02 50.09 50.32 49.07

49:33 50.65 49.38 49.20 50.08 50.46 51.62 49.25 49.22

48.33 50.53 50.00 48.33 50.67 50.00 50.00 '50.00 50.00

50.00 50;00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00

54.63 50.20 47:78-*** 51.00 49.07 49.34 49.64 50.16 48.61

48.19 5t.50 52.38 48.00 51.12 51.67 51.00 .48.04 50.72

49.42 49.40. 47.86' '51.54 49.07 51.30 49.59 50.44 50.04

51.57 50.12 .50.24 50.71 50.63 49.60 50.60. 49.80 49.80

49.78' 49.16 48.70 48.80 49.45 49.81 51.10 49.82 49.04

*



Total Response Opportunities

Proportion of:

f2. response opportunities in which
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called-out answers received praise

33. response opportunities in which

1
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called-out answers received criticism

34. response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received praise

35. response opportunities in which non-
! volunteers Teceived criticism

13 6 dyadic contacts which were teacher
afforded

Low

49.4d

48.80

51.65

50.96

48.13

37. public and private work contacts which
were 52.45private

I

138. all public and private work contacts,
52 .93.93

1
including approval seeking which were

Iprivate

all39. dyadic contacts (excluding behavior)
which were private non-academic 53.70

40. teacher afforded contacts which were
work related

0,

50.63

r

Calm,

High p Low

Careful

High p Low

'Mature

HighMedium Medium Medium

50.86 50.09 49.18 50.91 49.26 49.05 51.17 49.14

49.52 49.87 49.02 50.22 50.10 50.10 49.71 49.64

49.55 119.48 49.75 51.72 49.01 51.05 i 49.94 48.97;

49.71 48.78 49.67 49.41 49.51 51.08 49.20 49.61

49.22 51.67 49.22 50.42. 51.48 50.66 49.66 51.33

49.61 47.03 ** 53.19 48.70 49.61 * 53.21 48.97 49.67 *

49.52 46.80 ** 53.34 48.53 49.42 53.31 48.97 49.33 **

49.80 46.52 ***. 52.81 48.26 49.73 * 52.02 49.68 48.13 *

50.54 49.32 50.57 52.07 47.09 ** 52.95 r 50.51 49.57



Propor/lon of

41. teacher afforded work contacts given
praise

ow

47.85

42. teacher afforded work contacts given
criticism 54.25

43. teacher afforded work contacts in which
child has a positive reaction 48.60

44. teacher afforded work contacts in which
child has a negative reaction 50.78

45. teacher afforded work contacts which
were observations of work 47.05

46. teacher afforded work contacts which
were brief 51.75

47. teacher afforded work contacts which
were long 50.31

48. teacher afforded contacts which were
housekeeping 47.41

49. teacher afforded housekeepi 55ng contacts
0.2which were routine

50. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts'
in'which child received thanks 49.38

Carefu(Calm

L Medium High p Low Medium High p Low 'Medium High

Mature-

48.84 49.58 50.91 49.79 50.83 50.66 49.63 50.51

50.46 47.00 *** 52.25 49.07 47.47 ** 52.39 50.28 47.16 #1t

49.19 49.22 49.52 49.49 51.19 49.10 50.95 48.60

50.00 48.72 51.30 49.40 48.91 51.00 49.04 50.38

49.75 51.77 ** 47.68 51.41 49.96 47.97 50.56 51.40

49.85 48.02 52.11 48.95 50.35 52.00 50.15 48.27

50.51 51.05 49.16 50.20 49.24 49.21. 4943 50.78

49.25 52.00 * 47.93 47.91 53.99 *** 46.11 50.22 50.64 **

50.32 4961.. 49.26 48.84 50.64 51.57 49.54 49.37

49.55 49.56 50.54 51.49 49.07 48.49 50.40 49.77



Proportion of:

Calm

Low Medium High p Low

51. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
which served as rewards 49.88 49.56 50.44 50.26

52. teacher afforded contacts which were
*personal 52.59 50.60 48.07 51.47

53. teacher afforded personal contacts which
were routine 52.50 50.23 49.53 51.55

54. teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a positive 48.21 50.36 52.94 47.88

reaction

55. teacher afforded persbnal contacts to
which child responded with a negative 48.50 49.46 47.41 9.90
reaction

56. teacher afforded contacts which were
social 51.27 50.04 50.49 50.22

57. teacher afforded social contacts which
were routine 50.88 50.17 49.47 54.86

58. .teacher afforded social contacts to
which child tgponded with a positive 50.59 49.33 50.65 46.50

reaction

59. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a negative 48.41 50.96 49.82 48.71

reaction

Careful

High p LowMedium

49.61 49.71 49.23

49.78 48.99 51.24

49.65 50.40 49.77

50.71 49.80 49.77

50.25 50.53 51.38

49.55 49.86 50.24

50.56 51.00 53.79

49.52 47.93 47.86

49.89 50.79 48.29

Mature

Mtdium High p

50.19 50.82

49.02 49.38

p0.42 51.97

50.67 49.58

I

49.19 48.12

48.50 50.76

49.35 48.86

0.74 49.93

9.87 51.00 *



Behavior Related Contacts Low

Proportion of:

60. 'dyadic contacts which were behavioral
contacts 57.27

6!. behavioral contacts which were typical
misbehaviors (i.e., individually inap-
propriate, social chat, disruptive, and
deliberate trouble making) 51.79

62. typical misbehaviors (see #61) which
were non-disruptive (i.e., individually
inappropriate and social chat) , 47.05

63. typical misbehaviors (see #6i) which
were disruptive (i.e., disruptive and
deliberate trouble making) 52.95

641, behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward the teacher (i.e., 51.63
griping and sassing/defying)

65. behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward peers (1.e., bossing49.95
bullying, verbal and physical aggression)

66. beh_vioral contacts which represented
poor coping behavior or emotional over-
reaction (crying and pouting/sulking) 50.52

67. behavioral contacts which were non-
interactive, anti-social misbehaviors
(che:ting sleeping t vomiting) 50.23

Calm

.High p Low

Carefuf

High pMedium Medium

50.27 43.93 *** 55.26 49.96 45.08 ***

50.84 47.91 * 51.60 50.90 47.77

50.53. 53.89.*** 47.74 50.49 51.03

49.47 46.11 *** 52.26 49.51 48.97

4'9.70 47.55' * 52.79 49.27 47.92 **

50.93 47.88 -49.44 51.28 49.34

49.83 49.41 50.54 49.58 49.93

50.00 49:66 . 49.44 49.84 48:90

Lature

Low Medium High p

54.19 49.46 45.69 **4

52.56 50.65 48.00 *

48.74 48.88 53.08 *

51.26 51.12 46.92 *

51.05 X50.63 47.94

4987 49.64 50.12

50.54 '50.39 49.39

4969 149.91 49.96



C)

0

Proportion of:

68. behavioral contacts which represented
behaVioral praise

Calm Careful

Low Medium - High p, Low Medium

49.02

69. behavioral contacts responded to with
non-verbal intervention 52.71

70. behavioral contacts responded to with
management interventions

71. behavioral contacts responded to with
warning interventions

50.16

50.54

72. behavioral contacts responded to with
threat interventions 52.48

73. behavioral contacts responded to with
criticism 52.84

74. behavioral contacts which were of a
neg&tive nature

75. behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being cowed

76. behavioral contacts in which:child
responds by being sullen

77. behavioral contacts and adult critical
incidents which were positively rein-

50.41

49.88

53.98.

forcing 48.2r

78. iisbehaviors cot* to which the teacher
responded 48.76

48.66 54.47 *** 49.07

48.23 49.36 50.84

51.42 50.84 50.35

51.01 45.25 *** 51.02

50.95 47.71 * 51.25

49.69 46.86 *** 51.51

51.52 46.71 * 51.25

50.75 49.69 50.00

50.68 46.81 *** 52.47

48.82 54.21 *** 50.81

50.61 51.96 49.73

48.89

48.94

50.85

50.77

49.1

49.94

50.94

50.05

50.18

49.59

50.53

High p Low

Mature

High- pMedium

52.61 * 48.93 48.81 53.12 **

50.97 49.89 49.38 '50.49

48.16 50.57 50.35 48.71

48.23 51.28 50.46 47.97

48.66 51.57 49.63 48.78

47.65 * 51.87 50.11 47.82 *

46.11 ** 51.39 50.53 46.16 **

49.80 51.18 50.04 49.64

47.49 ** 51.77 50.31 46.94 **

51.76 49.26 50.02 51.67

49.10 49.82 50.38 48.75



Proportion of:

79. typical misbehaviors (see #61)
plirad by management

disci-

80. typ:. ! misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plineo warnings

81. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by threat or criticism

82. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by management

83. typical, non - disruptive misbehaviors
(see 1162) disciplined by warnings

84. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62). disciplined by threat or
criticism .

85, -typical, disruptive misbehaviors
(see #63) disciplined by management

86. ;typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined by warnings

87. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined by threat or criticism

88. misbehaviors related to aggression
. toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
0 by management

O
. S. .

Low

Calm..

High p ,Low

Careful

High p Low

Mature

High pMedium Medium Medium

49.18 50.26 53.35 * 49.60 50.73 49.88 49.80 48.92 50.87

50.36 50.59 45.66 ** 51.14 50.05 48.43 50.69 50.59 48.97

51.86 50.55 47.06 * 50.77 49.76 47.70 51.25 50.51 47.51 *

49.25' 50.29 53.23 50.07 50.03 50.13 .50.02 48.70 50.87

51.35 50.30 45.98 ** 50.93 49.94 '48.33 50.84 50.68 49.18

51.53 50.81 48.06 50.16 .50.89 48.46 50.62 50.94 48.27

50.10 48.73 48.00 49.97 53.24 46.94 48.69 52.69 49.67

48.36 50.13 53.14 49.40 49.61 52.44 50.67 48.06 51.33

52.13 51.93 44.71 51.26 46.95 48.78 51.61 48,67 48.25

Insufficient Data Insufficient Data Insuffficjent Data



Proportion of:

Calm Careful Mature

Low Medium H191) p Low Medium High p Low Medium High

89. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see 04) disciplined Insufficient Data Insufficient Data Insufficient Data
by warnings

90. misbehaviors related to aggression
towardteacher (see #64) disciplined Insufficient Data Insufficient Data Insufficient Data
by threat, or criticism' ,

191.- misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65) disciplined by manage- 50.25 52.04 50.00 49.63 50.20 48.75 49.78 51.76 48.18
meet

92.,misbehavicrs_related to peer aggres-
sion (see OD) disciplined by warnings 53.40 48.63 45.80 51.75 46.36 52.38 51.39 48.57 47.00

.1

93. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65) disciplined by threat 51.15 51.04 47.40 53.00 49.00 48.25 52.39 47.10 49.73

or criticism.

94. -poor coping behavior's (see #66) disci-
plined- by management

95. poi:r coping behaviOrs .(see 1/66) disci-
. plined by warnings

96.' poor coping behaviors (see AIS)' disci-
plined by threat or criticism

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data-

Calm

ata

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data



Child Initiated Contacts

Proportiicg-bf:

97. dyadic contacts which were child
Initiated

Low

49.00

98. child initiated contacts which were
work related . 48.00'

99. child initiated work.contacts which.
were refused

100. child initiated work contacts re-;
ceiving brief feedback

101. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving long feedback

102. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving praise

103. child Initiated Work contacts re-
ceiving criticism

104. child initiated work contacts ac-
companied'by teacher impatience

105. child inflated contacts which were
approval seeking 51.13

52.59

49.22

49.36

50.41

51.91

51.52

106, child initiated-approval Seeking
contacts which were refused 50.44

107. child intiated approval seeking
49.47contacts which were given feedback

Calm

High Low

Careful

High p LowMedium Medium

50.27 50.09 49.34 48.24 52.05 48.65

49.52 52.23 48.62 50.38 50.91 49.79

50.46 47.57 ** 51.90 50.42 48.27 53.53

50.20 50.15 48.95 50.30 50.43 48.63

49.66 50.99 50.55 49.40 50.00 50.06

50.30 49.78 51.90 50.09 49.55 52.45

49.40 49.41 50.43 48.91 49.06 49.87

49.77 49.41 50.74 49.41 48.01 52.02

49.93 .48.83 49.78 49.90 48.56 51.48

50.85 48.94 50.53 50.46 49.60 49.66

49.21' 50.88 49.55 49.49 50.24 50.38

Mature

Medium High

49.97 50.94

48.91 52.64

49.45 46.96 ***

50.73 51.13

49.26 49.97

49.69 48.62

1

49.95 49.8

49.64 48.03

49.99 48.42

150.26 48.81

49.77 51.09



Proportion of:

child initiated approval seeking

1

Calm

Low Medium High p

108.
contacts which were praised 49.38

109. child initiated approval seeking

contacts which were dicriticze 49.12

110. child initiated. contacts which were

either work or approval seeking 48.45.

contacts

M. child initiated work or approval

seeking contacts which were praised50./1

112. child initiated work or approval

seeking contacts which were 51.52

criticized

113. child initiated contacts which

were housekeeping

114. child initiated housekeeping con-

tacts which were refused

115. child initiated housekeeping con-

tacts which were approved

116. child initiated housekeeping con-

tacts receiving teacher thanks

117. child initiated housekeeping con-

tacts receiving teacher reward

con -

48.45

51.18

48.82

48.93

50.68

118. child initiated housekeeping
tact
the:

tacts receiving teacher reward or 50.25

Careful

. . . r. . Z.' ... ). .1 . .

M to re

Low Medium High p Low Medium High

48.97

49.74

49.52

50.00

49.48

50.43

51.89

48.02

51.44

10.13

50.39

52.03

48.67

51.57

49.74

49.03

49.86

45.50

54.50

49.22

48.72

48.75

49.35

49.06

,..,...,48.79

51.36

50.09'

48.45

* 53.52

* 46.25

49.86

49.00

49.52

49.44

48.81

50.31

50.02

48.73

48.84

49.53

50.38

51.55

49.04

50.61

50.73

48.85

50.52

49.29

48.80

49.64

48.23

51.74

47.59

48.87

47.23

47.71

48.91

50.52

52.21

49.53

.

47.77

53.88

45.83

48.96

48.84

48.52

40.83

.4.58

,

44.08
1

1

1

49,72

50.U7
,

1

49.4

51.0

48.9

51.831

49.77 1

. .

51.06

51.62

48.49

51.86

49.24

49.30

50.04

45.15

54.85

47.53

48.79

47.15

**

**



C4 \
1

cn 4
1

Proportion of:- Low

119. child initiated contacts which were
personal 50.93

120. child initiated personal contacts
which were efuesd 50.85

121. child initiated personal contacts
which were approved 48.88

122. child initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by teacher. 49.76

warmth

123. child initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by negative 52.59
teacher reaction

124. child initiated personal contacts
accompanied by teacher reward 49.37

125. Child initiated contacts which
were tattles 53.27

126: child initiated tattles which were
rejected 53.00

127. child initiated tattles which were
47.00approved

128. child initiated contacts which
were social 52.25

Calm

Htgh p Low

Careful

High p Low

Mature
1

Ric.i h pMedium Medium Medium

50.92 50.09 50.69 49.72 49.60 49.34 51.68 50.4\1

50.30 47.07 50.20 48.93 48.38 50.09 49.50 49.16

._
t

l

(

49.64 52.91 49.66 50.98 51.78 50.13 50.41 51.02\

:

49.85 51.76 50.1 47.96 49.06 49.87 49.28 50.24 1,

49.43 47.78 * 50.16' 50.94 47.91 48.49 51.00 47.95

49.78 49.26 49.49 49.73 50.13 50.51 49.68 50.10

49.54 46.64 *** 52.71 52.14 46.83 ** 52.27 50.20 46.04 ***

49.26 44.44 * 52.00 48.69 49.30 52.83 48.17 49.20

50.74 '55.57 * 48.00 51.31 50.70 47.17 51.83 50.80

49.51 49.04 50.74 48.92 50.86 49.66 49.25 49.26

1'



0)
CJ1

I.

Proportion of Low

129. child initiated social contacts
which were refused 52.06

130. child initiated social contacts
which were given brief feedback 47.36

131. child initiated social contacts
which were given long feedback 52.53

132. work contacts (private and public)
receiving teacher praise 48.79

133. work contacts (private and public)
receiving teacher criticism 53.88

134. all teacher afforded housekeeping
and child initiated housekeeping
and personal contacts receiving 49.69

teacher rewards

135. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated perSonal
contacts accompanied by a positive

49.17teacher reaction

136. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts accompanied by a negative 49.96
teacher reaction

137. dyadic contacts receiving a negative :

teacher reaction 53.21

. .................. wag' S As 4:10. ,. 'S

.

Calm

High p Low

Careful

High p Low

Mature

HiQh pMedium Medium Medium

48.75 48.89 49.53 49.12 50.69 49.66 50.31 49.05

50.32 51.41 51.33 48.94 50.89 51.53 50.21 51.34

50.23 48.89 49.17 51.34 49.04 48.92 49.77 48.e8

50.04 49.42 51.05 50.53 48.78 51.50 50.14 48.58

50.49 46.91 *** 51.83 48.92 47.95 * 53.23 50.08 47.47 **

49.36 50.35 48.96 49.52 49.92 49.30 49.70 50.69

49.65 52.47 49.00 49.13 49.03 49.88 49.41 50.03

49.12 47.38 50.11 50.97 48.76 49.59 50.25 48.34

. .

49.89 46.52 *** 51.07 49.73 47.84 51.52 50.73 47.14 *



Proportion of: Low

138. dyadic contacts receiving a positive
teacher reaction 46.50

Number of:

139. response opportunities per child 50.64

140. small group response opportunities
per child 50.27

. 141. general class response opportunities
per child 51.17

142. teacher afforded contacts per child 54.50

143. teacher afforded work contacts per
child 53.93

144. routine teacher afforded housekeeping
contacts 50.70

145. routine teacher afforded personal
contacis ' 54.75

146. routine teacher afforded social con-
tacts 52.11

147. behavior related contacts 59.25

148. times a teacher appointed a monitor 50.95

149. times a teacher held up a chitd's be-
havior as a good example for the rest
of the class to follow 50.73

1

Calm

High p Low

Careful

High p Low

Mature

High pMedium Medium Medium

50.36 52.29 ** 48.40 50.48 49.75 50.27 48.89 50.42

50.32 50.70 49.55 49.65 49.78 49.15 49'.89 49.33

50.38 50.13 51.69 49.47 48.39 50.40 50.48 48.89

49.88 51.03 48.88 49.64 51.71 48.63 49.37 51.36

49.34 48.62 ** 55.07 48.74 48.88 *** 54.50 48.69 48.11 ***

49.69 48.71 ** 54.93 49.87 47.79 *** 55.45 49.39 48.19 ***

48.89 .50.64 49.50 47.45 52.51 ** 48.84 49.60 49.64

50.23 47.78 *** 53.86 49.78 48.42 ** 53.97 48.38 49.07 ***

49.59 50.48 52.17 49.65 49.31 52.16 48.68 49.31 *

49.66 44.29 *** 57.88 49.08 45.23 *** 54.95 49.85 45.26 ***

48.24 5.35 50.50 49.09 50.81 48.94 49.17 51.88
.

49.37 51.04 52.03 49.73 50.45 50.61 49.82 50.57



Number of:

Calm.

Low Medium High p Low

150. times a teacher held up a child's
behavior as a bad example 51.36 49.21 48.90 * 51.62

151. times a teacher flattered a child

152. times a teacher displayed physical
affection toward a child

153. times a teacher engaged in some other
type.of behavior coded in the Adult
Critical Incidents section

154. child initiated contacts per child

49.00 49.77 49.90 50.21

51.86 49.52 48.85 54.12

50.66 50.51 49.38 48.72

54.05 49.90 48.01 ** 53.38

155. child initiated work contacts per child 52.02 49.59 49.75 52.41

156. child initiated approval seeking con-
tacts per child 53.00 49.60 48.43 * 51.48

157. child initiated housekeeping contacts
per child

158. child initiated personal contacts per
child

50.09 50.13 48.91 49.91

53.18 50.26 48.35 * 52.26

159. teacher afforded work praise contacts 49.23 50.10 49.06 51.45

160. teacher afforded work criticism contacts 53.66 50.54 46.94 *** 51.52

161. teacher afforded positive evaluations 50.80 49.46 51.43 49.69

CM
Cif

wa

Careful

High p Low

Mature

HighMedium Medium-

48.75

49.05

49.60

49.49

49.48 ** 50.56

50.18 49.47

48.95 ** 52.00

50.13 48.45

49.52

49.73

.50.07

50.32

48.86

49.76

48.17

49.68

*

'47.65 49.96 y* 51.74 49.66 48.47 .

47.36 50.18 /** 51.47 48.77 50.22

48.39 49.62' 51.66 49.54 43.97

48.25 49.99 48.68 49.83 48.76

49.34 49.42 50.48 51.02 49.24

50.08 48.62 51.89 49.84 47.94 *

49.19 47.96 * 52.26 50.30 47.29 **

48.62 50.14 50.27 49.24 50.74



Number of: Low

Calm

High p Low

Careful

High p Low

Mature

High pMedium Medium Medium

162. teacher afforded negative evaluations 50.75 49.32 47.62 ' 50.36 50.63 48.38 48.89 50.37 48.51

163. teacher afforded contacts which served
as rewards 50.43 48.99 49.46 50.02 49.04 49.23 50.06 49.43 50.25-

164. dyadic contacts per child 57.45 49.54 46.30 *** 56.31 48.0) 47.43 *** 53.89 49.28 46.46 ***

*** 2. 4 .001
CT) ** 2 .c .01
C.11

4=.6
* 2. .05 i



Table F-2. Group Means for Classroom Observation Variables for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Achieving, Creative, an0 Persistent Scales

Proportion of:

I. dyadic contacts which were response
opportunities

2. response opportunities occurring in
small groups

3. response opportunities occurring in
general class

Small Group Data

4. small group response opportunities
given non-volunteers

CP)
cpp. non-volunteers called on in small
Qt groups given praise

6. non-volunteers called on in small
groups given criticism

7. small group response opportunities
given volunteers

8. volunteers called on in small groups
given praise

.

9. volunteers called on in small groups
given criticism

10. small group response opportunities
given waving volunteers

Achieving Creative Persistent

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p Low Medium :ii9h p

48.57 48.47 51.86 * 46.47 48.95 52.37 * 50.65 48.39 52.53 *

45.97 51.25 51.72 *** 44.79 50.04 53.63 *** 45.70 51.96 57.24 ***

51.43 51.54 .48.14 * 53.53 51.06 47.63 * 49.35 51.61 47.49 *

51.73 50.57 47.11 54.13 52.76 46.25 ** 50.93 51.52 46.67

49.47 51.25 48.70 50.76 49.14 50.48 49.92 49.21 51.90

50.26 49.46 49.13 50.71 49.88 49.40 49.19 49.77 49.33
.

48.68 48.42 52.56 '48.22 49.28 52.78 48.23 50.38 53.65 *

50.68 51.22 49.64 50.38 51.49 49.23 51.37 50.53 49.53

49.50 50.67 .49.43 49.31 50.82 49.33. 51.3k 50.67 49.23

52.49 48.45 50.98 52.48 48.41 49.81 54.23 48.37 50.25 **

)

.

_L. .



Proportion of:

H. waving volunteers ca led on in small
group given praise-

12. waving volunteers c led on in small
group given critict m

13. small group respons- opportunities
given to called-out answers

14. called-out answers 1 all groups
given praise

Low

50.00

50.00

49.02

49.32

....15. -called-out answers in small groups
given criticism

16. small groi.ip response opportunities
given praise

.

17. small group response opportunities
given criticism

General Class Data

49.22

48.90

48.73

18. general class response opportunities
given non-volunteers 53.42

19. non-volunteers called on in general
class given praise

20. non - volunteers called on In general
class -given criticism

03
CA.
4:4

51.53

49.98

Achieving

p

Creative

p Low

Persistero

High pMedium High Low Medium High Medium

50.00 50.00 Insufficient Data 50.00 50.00 50.00

50.00 50.00 Insufficient Data 50.00 50.00 50.00

51.20 49.16 46.65 48.59 49.53 49:27 48.92 49.45

52.66 47.68 49.64 52.27 47.89 51.71 50.35 47.54

50.96 50.39 49.00 49.97 48.63 48.35 49.45 52.14

52.72 49.38 51.87 49.59 49.56
1

49.87 50.21 49.20

49.97 49.33 48.74 49.04 48.25 48.90 49.28 50.07

49.73 48.41 ** 55.21 49.99 45.92 *** 52.08 49.62 48.12

49.01 49.25 52.64 51.18 48.81 53.77 49.35 69.57

49.63 49.86 48.73 50:74 49.24 51.57 48.85 50.20

.

*



Proportion of:

21. general class response opportunities
given volunteers

22. volunteers given praise in general
class

23. volunteers given criticism In
general class

24. general class response opportunities
given waving volunteers

25. waving volunteers given praise in
general class

26. wavirg volunteers given criticism
In general class.

27.

28.

general class response opportunities
given to called-out answers

called-out answers in general class
given praise

29. called-out answers in general class
given criticism

30. general class response opportunities
given praise .

31. general class response opportunities
given criticism

Cr4

01
....1

CI

Low

Achieving

p

Creative

p Low

Persistent

oMedium High Low Medium High Medium High

48.16 '48.85 52.30 * 49.15 49.78 52.29 47.20 50.86 53.57 ***

50.54 51.21 49.13 46.77 51.00 49.31 49.40 51.39 48.58

48.80 50.18 48.94 48.87 49.81 50.15 49.00 50.23 49.06

50.31 49.87 49.69 48.00 48.47 48.59 50.57 49.89 49.46

49.00 50.77 50.00 Insufficient Data 48.89 50.00 50.00

50.00 50:00 50.00 InsUfficient Data 50.00 50.00 50.00

49.01 50.49 49.51 46.42 49.07 52.10 * 51.14 49.56 49.36

48.30 49.96 50.75 48.20 49.68 30.46 49.64 50.04 51.35

49.74, 49.62 49.69 48.80 50.03 52.13 52.09 50.33 49.64

49.43 50.83 .50.15 48.91 50.83 50.73 50.04 50.10 48.47

48.40 50.45 48.76 49.21 50.59 48.76 50.31 49.97 49.00

. .

.

;



Total Response Opportunities

'Proportion of:

Achieving Creative Persistet

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p Low Medium High

32. response opportunities in which
volunteers, waving volunteers, and 49.11
called-out answers received praise

33. response opportunities In which
volunteers; waving volunteers, and 48.26
called-out answers received criticism

34. response opportunities In which non-
volunteers received praise 51.47

35. response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received criticism 49.57

36. dyadic contacts which were teacher
afforded 51.28

37. public and private work contacts, which
were private 53.67

38. all public and private work contacts,
including approval seeking which were 53.72
private

39. all dyadic contacts (excluding behavior)
which were private non - academic 52.89

40. teacher afforded contacts which were
work related 52.04

CJ1

00

51.26 50.23 47.67 50.35 50.40 48.90 50.49 48.62

50.49 49.11 49.22 49.65 49.88 49.25 50.65 49.55

50.27 49.52 54.25 50.70 49.98 51.36 49.10 48.92

49.87 49.18 48.92 50.29 48.96 51.11 48.95 49.47
.1

50.11 50.13 56.03 50.82 49.06 ** 50.59 48.68 50.76

49.23 48.34 ** 55:21 49.90 48.6 ** 53.46 47.82 48.86 **

49.15 48.27 *** 54.89 49.95 47.93 ** 53.65 47.85 48.65 **

47.83 50.35 ** 54.58 49.70 48.24 52.46 48.75 48.76 *

50.33 48.70 51.61 50.64 49.81 51.87 50.36 47.99



Proportion of: Low

A1. teacher afforded work,c9ntacts given
praise '0 50.21

42. teacher afforded work contacts given
criticism 51.66

43. teacher afforded work contacts in which
, child has a positive reaction 50.25

44. teacher afforded work contacts In which
chip has a negative reaction 51.03

45., teacher afforded work contacts which
were observations of work" 49.13

#

46. teacher afforded work contacts which
were brief 50.59

47. teacher afforded work contacts which
". were long 49.69

'

48. teacher afforded contacts which were
housekeeping 46.71

49. teacher afforded housekeepid4 contacts
whiCh were routine 51.08

50. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts.
in'which child received thanks 49.30

Achieving

p Low

Creative

High p LoW

Persistent

pMedium High Medium Medium High

50.50 48.59 50.19 51.03 49.18 50.46 50.37 49.01

49.57 48.99 54.11 48.51 48.82 ** 54.54 50.'12 47.32 ***

50.15' 49.44 48.59 51.29 48.90 49,31 49.83 50.18

49.38 49.05 51.59 49.07 49.56 52.87 49.89 48.76 *

50.2 7 49.78 48.68 49.61 51.54 48.48 50.81 49.06

50.58 50.44 48.61 50.87 48.22 50.39 49.51 50.31

°

49.56j 49.24 51.86 49.41 51.28 50.46 50.23 50.52

49.66 51.83 ** 46.21 49.02 50.98 46.41 49.19 52.87 ***

49.14 49.95 52.00 48.99 50.00 50.70 51.08 49.48

51.11 49.14 17.97 50.73 48.56 49.41 48.88 48.35



Proportion of: Low

51. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
which served as rewards 49.27

52! 'teacher afforded contacts which were
personal 50.79

53. teacher afforded personal contacts which
were routine 51.83'

.

54. teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a positive 48.38

reaction

55. teacher afforded personal contacts' to
which child responded with a negative 49.38

reaction -

56. teacher afforded contacts which were
social 50.56

57. teacher afforded social confacts. which
were routine 54.68

58. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a positive 46.63

reaction

59. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a negative 48.58

reaction

Achieving

p Low

Creative

High

Persistent

High ,pMedium High Medium p Low Medium

49.20 50.64 48.91 50.14 50.63 49.76 4929 51.78

49.52 50.09 52.03 49.97 49.09 51.04 50.85 49.87

49.46 51.15 49.69 49.66 51.50 49.18 50.61 51.27

51.48 49.19 49.50 51.08 49.83 49.15 50.22 49.85

50.11 49.81 50.58 49.71 48.50 52.21 49.68 49.00.

49.46 50.23 50.39 50.77 51.81 50.3T 49.70 50.36

48.70 47.11 * 56:00 48.42 50.47 54.85 48.92 48.93

50.70 51.94 45.20 51.04 48.60 46.92 50.36 51.20

51.13 50.78 48.20 0.33 51.73 48.15 51.28 49.80

.
I

.



Behavior Related Contacts

Proportion of:

')60. dyadic contacts which were behavioral
contacts .

52.89

Low

614' behavioral.contacts which were typical
misbehaviors individually inap- 51.06
propriate, social chat, disruptive, and
deliberate troubl5 making)

62. typical misbehaviors (see #61) which
were non-disruptive (i.e., individually
inappropriate and social chat) 48.81

65.' typical misbehaviors (see #61) which
were disruptive (i.e., disruptive and 51.19

deliberate trouble making)

64. behaviotal,contacts which 'represented
aggression toward the teacher (i.e., 49.62

griping and sassing/defying)

65. behavioral contacts which represented 49.68
aggression toward 'peers (i.e., bossing,
bullying, verlbat and phytical aggression)

66. behavioral contacts which represented 49.90
poor coping behavior Or emotional' over-
reaction (crying and pouting /sulking).

67. behavioral contacts:which were non- 51.90
interactive, anti-social misb aviors

(cheating 4. sleeping +,vomitin )

Achieving

p Low

Creative

High p Low

Persistent

pMedium High Medium Medium High

49.59 47.20 *** 52:13 49.83 48.0O 55.85 50.27 45.41 *4!

50.03 49.61 51.53 49.51 50.12 50.30 50.79 48.91

50.57 51.20 48.67 48.86 52.31 47.57 50-041 50.82

49.43 48.80 51.33 51.14 47.69 52.43 49.59 49.18

49.98 49.43 50.39 49.27 49.98 53.17 50.30 48.08 *

49.44 49.80 49.25. 49.66 .47.35 51.04 48.83 48.77
.

49:48* 49.91 49.03 50.06 50.40 50.56 49.82 49.86

50.3.8 48.40 * 49.31 51.04 47.90 .49.85' 49.72 48.97



It:11

Vt
to

Proportion of:

68. behavioral coptacts which represented

*.Nw

oehaVioral prBise 49.35

69. behavioral contacts responded to with
con-verbal intervention 50.07

70. behavioral. contacts responded to with
management interventions 50.07

71. behavioral contacts responded to with
---warni-ag_.Jnterventions 51.24

---.

72. behavioral contacts responded to with
threat interventions 50.93

73.. behavioral contacts responded to with
criticism 51.03

.74. behavioral contacts which were of a
negative nature 51.39

75. behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being cowed 49.46

76. behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being sullen 50.29

77. behavioral contacts and adult critical
incidents which were positively rein- 50.13
forcing

78. misbehaviors coded to which the teacher
responded 51,10

Achieving

p Low

Creative

High 0

Persistent

pMedium High Medium Low Medium High

49.10 51.79 . 48.00 50.11 51.67 49.17 49.62 52.07

50.42 49.93 50.33 49.80 49.54 49.89 48.12 50.01

50.11 50.23 50.28 49.86 49.50 50.00 50.84 49.38
t

49.04 47.69 5142 48.04 48.85 52.04 50.61 47.70 *
.

50.25 49.85 48.11 49.69 50.58 52.33 49.89 49.15

50.79 48.00 52.17 50.79 49.12 50.83 49.85 47.07

50.89 47.32 * 52.31 49.52 47.43 50.65 50.66 46.56

50.13 49.33 50.56 49.26 50.00 50.37 c 50.17 49.97

51.61 47.57 * 49.08 50.56 49.83 52.06 50.78 47.63 *

49.83 51.48 49.22 50.71 49.92 48.93 49.54 51.85

51.03 49.49 51.00 50.34 49.69 48.96 51.03 49.21



Proportion of: Low

79. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by management 49.55

`80. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by warnings 51.03

81. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by threat or criticism 50.94

82. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by management 49.84

83. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by warnings 50.79

84. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
Csee #62) disciplined by threat or 50.70

criticism

85. typical, disruptive misbehavi-ors
(see #63) disciplined by management 49.26 .

86. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#83) disciplined by warnings 51.08

87. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see 50.89
#63) disciplined by threat or criticism

88. misbehaviors related to aggression 51.64
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by management

C,
CM
CO

Achieving Creative Persistent

Medium High p Low Medium Hip4 p Low Medium High p

49.88 50.92 50.33 50.66 50.71 49.72 49.92 51.61

48.35 49.06 49.44 47.16 49.48 51.30 51.04 47.47

50.70 48.46 51.22 51.12 49.98 50.24 50.15 47.39

49.51 51.22 51.17 50.10 50.40 50.09 49.64 51.74

48.61 49.12 48.39 47.85 50.32 51.62 50.9: 47.38

51.09 49.31 51.61 51.39 50.09 49.-40 51.30 48.11

50.64 49.27 46.30, 51.83 48.73 48.72 49.05 49.80

48.16 52.04 52.13 49.83 48.73 48.72 49.05 49.80

50.20 47.81 50.00 48.29 50.47 52.17 48.14 48.35

:
51.00 51,27 Insufficient Data Insufficient Data



Proportion of: Low

89. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (See #64) disciplined 50.45
by warnings

90. misbehavio4t:elated to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined 46.55
by threat or criticism

91. misbehaviors related:to peer aggres-
sion (see 165) disciplined by manage- 50.00
meat

92. misbehaviors related to peer aggres- 51.06

sion (see OD) disciplined by warnings

93. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65: diSciplined by threat 52.72

or criticism

Achieving Creative Persistent

Med i um Hi gh p Low Medium High p Low Medium High

47.17 .09 Insufficient Data Insufficient Data

54.834 48.27 Insufficient Data Insufficient -Data

50'.29 Insufficient Data 50.69 50.25 49.57

46.52 50.21 Insufficient Data 49.44 47.35 53.57

48.81 49.14 Insufficient Data 54.19 47.40 47.00

94. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by management Insufficient Data

95. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by .warnings Insufficient Data

96. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by threat or criticism Insufficient Data

ir-

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

insufficient.-Data

p



C)

Achieving Creative Persistent

Child Initiated Contacts Lod Medium High p Low Medium High p Low Medium High JL -

Proportion of:

97. dyadic contacts which were child
initiated

98. child initiated contacts which were
work related

99. child initiated work contacts which
were refused

100 child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving brief feedback

101. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving long feedback

102. child initiated work contacts re-
calving praise

103. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving criticism

104. child Initiated work contacts ac-
. companied by teacher impatience

105. child intiated contacts which were
approval seeking

106. child initiated approval seeking
,contacts which were refused

107. child inflated approval seeking
contacts which were given feedback

49.88 49.44 51.17 48.82

50.03 50.84 49.08 50.63

51.25 49.53 47.89 * 51.29

48.14 50.58 51.69 * 46.92

51.97 49.34 49.32 52.82

50.58 49.39 49.07 51.42
.

49.75 49.65 50.99 48.92

50.15 49.34 48.87 50.42

50.49 50.05 . 49.49 48.03

48.66 50.27 49.96 50.67

51.41 41.63 50.04 49.36

1

49.08 50;44 48.07 49.55 51.79

48.53 51.85 49.15 49.24 51.15

49.38 48.70 50.43 49.50 48.52

51.36 48.77 49.74 49.98 51.99

48.53 51.50 50.26 50.50 48.44

50.20 51.09 52.43 49.12 48.88

50.29 49.83 49.93 50.52 49.60.

48.53 50.33 51.81 50.24 47.64 *

51.25 48.80 51.35 50.14 48.97

49.59 50.19 49.93 51.02 48.58
. .

50.40 49.56 50.!0 49.00 51.03



Prcportion of:

108. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which wore praised

109. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were criticized

110. child Initiated contacts which were
either work or approval seeking
contacts

111. child initiated work or approval
seeking contacts which were praised

112. child initiated work or approval
seeking contacts which were
criticized

113. child initiated contacts which
were housekeeping

114. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts wh;ch were refused

115. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts which were approved

116. child initiated housekeeping con-
tarts receiving teacher thanks

117. child Initiated housekeeping con-
tacts receiving teacher reward

118. child initiated housekeeping con-con -

tacts receiving teacher reward or
tnan

Achieving Creative Persistent

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p Low Medium !Ugh p

48.13 50.27 52.28 51.47 48.69 50.56 50.77 50.26 51.44

51.18 48.70 49.76 48.53 49.52 48.74 49.77 50.29 48.88

50.46 50.79 48.88 50.00 49.07 51.56 49.98 49.16 50.69

50.75 49.73 49.84 52.66 50.17 50.39 54.28 49.12 49.45 **

49.81 49.34 51.20 43.37 50.40 49.52 49.56 50.49 49.69

4)

49.08 50.00 51.22 49.37 49.7 52.07 47.93 50.98 49.60

51.32 50.86 47.88 50.50 50.20 49.63 52.95 50.62 48.87

48.56 49.02 52.12 49.24 49.76 50.20 46.71 49.27 51.13

49.92 50.10 49.45 48.17 50.98' 50.56 50.95 51.78 47.13

48.97 49.83 50.59 49.00 50.07 50.25 48.82 50.05 49.00

49.70 49.97 49.45 48.00 51.00 50.03 50.50 50.89 46.79



Proportion of:

119. child initiated contacts which were
, personal

120. child initiafed.personal contacts
which were refused

121, child initiated personal contacts
which were approved

122. Lnild initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by teacher
warmth

123. child initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by negative
teacher reaction.

124. child initiated personal contacts
accompanied by teacher reward

125. child-initiated contacts which
were tattles

126. child initiated tattles which were
rejected

127.. child initiated tattles which were
,approvedapproved

128. child initiated contacts which
were social

C')

al

Low

Achieving

p Low

Creative

High p Low

Persistent

High pMedium High Medium Medium

50.65 49.16 50.56 50.08 49.48 50.39 51.09 50.36 49.17

50.71 50.53 49.11 47.68 50.38 50.21 50.21 49.75 48.34

...

49.11 49.37 54:00 52.22 49.64 50.10 49.83 50.20 51.84

51.16 49.76 50.10 48.71 49.26 49.26 52.51 48.21 50.08

5055 50.12 48.68 49.14 50.64 49.00 48.67 50.45 47.87

49.36 49.76 50.01 49.54 49.27 50.52 50.63 49.80 50.10

50.40 30.09 47.49 49.97 51.46 47.54 51.65 51.40 46.14 ***

49.53 48.40 51.65 48.62 48.69 54.38 51.36 49.16 51.00

50.47 51.60 48.35 51.38 51.31 45.62 48.64 50.84 49.00

49.11 48.46 51.63 49.08 49.98 48.35 50.81 48.85 51.18



Proportion of:

129. child initiated social contacts
which were refused

130. child initiated social contacts
which were given brief feedback

131. child initiated social contacts
which were given long feedback

132. workcontacts (private and public)
receiving teacher praise

133. work contacts (private and public)
receiving teacher criticism

134. all teacher afforded housekeening
and child initiated housekeeping

cb and personal contacts receiving
co teacher rewards

135. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts accompanied by a positive
teacher reaction

136. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts accompanied by a negative
teacher reaction

137, dyadic contacts receiving a negative
teacher reaction

Low

Achieving

p Low

Creative

High p Low

Persisant

pMedium High Medium Medium High

47.91 50.55 49.41 49.11 48.98 47.58 49.09 49.95 53.02

50.67 51.07 49.53 51.42 51.06 49.97 52.03 49.69 50.98

51.05 48.25 51.43 48.89 49.65 51.81 48.37 50.31 48.98

50.31 50.67 48.97 51.89 50.32 49.13 52.89 49.37 48.03

51.18 49.67 49.77 53.42 49.20 48.52 * 54.06 49.70 48.26

48.69 49.74 50.47 48.08 50.04 51.56 49.91 49.31 51..35

49.97 50.55 49.40 47.62 50.58 49.44 50.65 48.88 50.46

49.67 50.04 48.80 49.09 50.28 49.10 50.33 49.69 47.81

50.38 49.97 49.19 51.79 49.51 48.35 52.50 49.88 47.83 **



Proportion of:

138. dyadic contacts receiving a positive
teacher reaction

CT')

4* Number of:
CV

139 response opportunities per child

140. small group response opportunities
per child

Low

49.21

48.57

50.90

141. genera! class response opportunities
per child 47.01

142. teacher afforded contacts per child 53.97

143. teacher afforded work contacts per
child 54.56

144. routine teacher afforded housekeeping
contacts 48.19

145. routine teacher afforded personal
contacts 53.24

146. routine teacher afforded social con-
tacts 53.40

147. behavior related contacts 53.60

148. times a teacher appointed a monitor 48.89

' 149. times a teacher held up a child's be-
havior as a good example for the rest 50.08
of thP class to follow

Achieving

p Low

Creative

High p Low

Persistent

pMedium High Medium Medium high

51.05 49.53 49.82 50.22 50.22 51.04 49.31 49.68

50.03 50.51 45.37 48.74 52.89 *** 48.61 51.50 50.11

50.85 48.44 49.40 49.57 49.44 49.94 51.76 47.76 *

48.81 52.83 *** 43.42 48.09" 55.57 *** 49.67 49.60 52.77

48.86 48.53 *** 54.05 50.23 49.02 55.02 48.74 47.92 ***

49.09 48.16 *** 54.26 50.24 49.48 * 55.61 49.12 47.33 ***

49.66 51.19 47.95 49.62 50.06 48.20 49.41 51.17

48.50 49.81 ** 54.16 49.70 49.00 * 52.87 49.95 48.91. *

49.53 48.27 *** 53.45 50.10 51.47 53.28 49.04 48.97 **

49.18 46.49 *** 50.16 49.93 49.35 56.80' 0.75 ,44.96 ***

49.89 50.93 47.79 49.76 51.06 48.31 48.80 50.97

.

49.97 50.31 50.53 48.75 50.46 50.65 49.70 50.22



plumber of : Low

.

150. times a teachdr held up a chiles
behavior as a bad example 50.97

151, times a teacher flattered a child 49.67

,

152. 'times a teacher displayed physical
affection toward a child 52.19

153. times a teacher engzoed in some other
type of behavior coded in the Adult 49.65

Critical Incidents section

154, child initiated contacts per child 51.60

155. child initiated work contacts per 51.72
child

156. child it lated approval seeking con-
tacts per ..mild 51.06

157. child initiated housekeeping contacts .:

per child 50.08

158., child initiated personal contacts per
child 51.06

,

139. teacher afforded work praise contacts 51.35

160. teacher afforded work criticism 51.10
contacts

161. teacher afforded positive evaluations 49.63

Achieving

p Low

Creative

p Low

Persistent

pMedium ' High Medium High Medium High
CA

48.98 49.41 51.53 49.66 49.78 51.82 49.24 49.49

49.87 50.03 49.08 50.61 49.83 49.13 49.65 50.41

49.27 48.57 * 51.63 49.89 49.30 51.65 48.88 48.77

49.75 30.92 49.79 49.19 48.89 48.11 50.88 49.83

49.11 49.72 48.34 48.71 50,26 51.37 A '2 50.05

49.6.1 49.27 48:16 48.27 50.96 51.02 4 ._2 50.60

49.10 50.23 48.21 50.34 50.20 51.18 49.95 50.11

,_

49.64 50.16 48.63 49.22 52.00 48.83 50.16 50.04

48.95 50.16 49.55 48.68 50.15 50.98 50.27 49.17

50.08 48.76 52.89 50.33 50.50 52.52 50.03 48.05

49.88 49.26 52.37 48.82 48.93 *- 53.78' 50.04 47.81 ***

49.98 50.10 47.66 49.76 49.93 51.18 49.23 51.20



,Number of; Low

Achieving

High p Low

Creative

High p Low

Persistent

High pMedium Medium Medium

162. teacher afforded negative evaluations 49.60 49.85 48.67 48.74 49.99 49.74 50.76 50.52 47.73

163. teacher afforded contacts which served
as rewards 49.38 4%.2.36 50.70 48.26 49.82 50.59 50.82 49.08 50.83

164. dyadic contacts per child 52.96 48.81 47.92 ** 48.63 49.14 50.07 54.56 49.61 47.37 ***

* z 4 .05

* *

4-41

IL . 01

4.0-4

***
IL c .001



fat

Table F-3. Group Means for Classroom Observation. Variables for

Students Perceived Consistently on the Happy and Attractive Scales

Proportion of:

I: dyadic contacts.whlch were response
opportunities

2. response opportunities occurring in
small grdups

3, response opportunities occurring in
ge.neral class

Small Group Data

4. small group response opportunities
given non-volunteers

N
5. non-volunteers called on in small

groups given praise

6. --.3n-voluriteers called on' in Small

groups given criticism
ft

7. small group response opportunities
given volunteers

8. volunteers called on'in small groups
given praise

9. volunteers called on in small groups
given criticism '

10. small group response opportunities,
given waving voiUnteers

Low

Happy

p Low

Attractive

Medium High Medium Hign

45.41 50:92 51.86 ** 47.98 50.45 51.15

51.58 50.43 .46.29 * 51.67 49.35 50.64

'.48.42 49.57 53.71 * 48.33 50.65 49.38

52.83 52.71 47.81 53.86 50.02 47.28

49.95, 48.33 52.62 51.81 48.17 51.64

51.27 48.89 49.14 49.23 51.17 49.21

45.04 47.2 52.89. ** 47.43 50.43 52.69

52.18- 50.54 48.68 48.50 50.05 47.82

49.55 50.51 51.55 49.54 49.66 52.32

52.83 .., 48.98 48.67 * 51.57 48.72 52.59

*



Proportion of:

II. waving volunteers cal.led on In small
group given praise

12. waving volunteers called on in small
group given criticism

13. small group response opportunities
given to called-out answers

14. called-out answers in small groups
given praise

15. called-out answers in small groups
given criticism

=16. small group response opportunities4-4
given praise

GO

17. small group response opportunities
given criticism

General Class Data

18. general class response opportunities
given non-volunteers

19. non-volunteers called on in general
class given praise

20. non-volunteers called on In general
class given criticism

Happy

Low Medium High p Low

Attractive

Medium Hidh

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

50.17 ,49.76 50.89 46.29 50.69 50.34

52.53 51.09 47.13 48.92 48.45 51.95

0 48.07 50.79 53.38 48.83 49.29 52.64

53.46 49.18 .48.48 52.21 48.48 49.69

50.17 49.22 53.63 48:43 '49.94 52.69

52.93 49.88 49.52 50.34 51.80 49.50

58.00 48.98 48.24 *** 50.86 50.45 48.59

51.08 49.31 49.80 49.14 50.23 50.84



Proportion of:

21. general clasS response opportunities
given volunteers

22. volunteers given praise in general
class

23. volunteers'givon criticism in
general class

24. general class response opportunities
given waving volunteers

25. waving volunteers given praise in
general class

26. waving,volunteers given criticism
in general class

27. general class response opportunities
given to-called--out answers

28. called-out answers in general class
glveri praise

29. called-out answers in general class
given criticism

,39. general class response opportunities
given praise

31. 9Pnaral class response opportunities
given criticism.,

Cr:
....1

04-

if%

Low

Happy

p Low

Attractive

Medium High Medium High

44.03 51.01 50.84 ** 51.11 48.41 49.85

45.94 49.12 49.70 .48.87 50.22 49.45

aq.90 49.92 50.21 49.00 50.71 50.07

50.57 48.92 50.22 49.61 50.79 52.31

50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00 49.29 50.00

50.00 50.00 30.00 50.00 50.00 50.00

54.37 48.49 50.72 * 50.50 48.88 50.04

52.27 49.31 49.38 48.46 50.30 49.25

48.20 49.63 52.38 48.38 49.11 52.45

52.17. 49.77 48.68 47.50 51.07 48.10

49.37 49.88 50.76 47.66 50.77 51.35

p



Total Response Opportunities

Proportion of

32. response opportunities in which.
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called-out answers received praise

33. response opportunities In which
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called-out answers received criticism

34. response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received praise

35. response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received criticism

36. dyadic contacts which were teacher
afforded

37. public and private work contacts which
were private

38. all public and private work contacts,
including approval seeking which were
private

v

39. all dyadic contacts (excluding behavior)
which ware private non-academic

40. teacher afforded contacts which were
work related

1

Low

Happy

High p Low

Attractive

pMedium Medium High

51.19 49.73 49.67 50.84 49.44 50.10

4-.72 50.51 52.31 * 47.73 50.80 52.54

53.61 49.77 48.51 51.04 50.55 47.62

51.75 49.33 49.75 *- 49.02 50.99 50.24

.2.68 50.90 48.31 52.17 49643 48.00
1

53.92 49.67 48.31 ** 52.38 49.14 49.21

53.97 49.58 48.53 ** 52.30 49.28 49.31

52.62 48.90 .50.14 50.34 49.83 49.44

52.62 51.23 48.88 52.53 49.83 50.27



Proportion of:

41. teacher afforded work contacts given
praise

42. teacher afforded work contacts given
criticism

43. teacher afforded work contacts in which
child has a positive reaction

44. teacher afforded work contacts in which
child has a negative reaction

45. teacher afforded work contacts which
were observations of work

46. teacher afforded work contacts-which
were brief

47. teacher afforded work contacts which
were long

48. teacher afforded contacts which were
housekeeping

49. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
whidh were routine

50. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts'
in'which child received thanks.

C,

Q.)

Low

Happy

High p Low

Attractive

pMedium 'Medium High

52.06 49.40 48.53 . 53.16 49.60 50.35

55.66 48.65 48.51 *** 52.16 50.26 50.02

-50.26 49.11 49.55 50.96 51.08 49.67

51.34 50.49 48.38 52.29 48.68 49.67

46.31 51.23 49.30 * 49.69 50.57 49.90

52.03 50.61 51.85 49.95 50.84 49.53

50.63 48.36 48.94 50.29 48.61 50.80

47.32 48.91 52.35 * 46.09 49.69 51.41 **

49.59 49.89 49.38 48.94 51.38 48.76

49 :86 50.19 51.11 50.28 48.93 50.11



Proportion of:

51. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
which served as rewards

52. teacher afforded contacts which were
personal

53. teacher afforded personal contacts which
were routine

54. teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a positive
reaction

55. teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a negative
reaction

. teacher afforded contacts which were
social

57. teacher afforded social contacts which
were routine

58. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a positive
reaction

59. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a negative.
reaction,

Cr)

Low

Happy

High p Low

Attractive

Medium Medium High

50.24 49.63 50.13 50.53 49.27 50.93

48.43 49.57 48.71 51.74 50.47 48.69

47.43 47.93 53.08 48.58 51.19 48.15

53.43 50.88 48.35 49.19 49.63 52.07

50.00 51.65 47.46 52.39 49.49 49.96

48.03 50.36 52.35 47.85 50.69 48.98

49.50 48.29 47.79 57.88 49.11 49.25

51.50 51.17 52.21 43.88 50.41 48.75

48.50 50.33 50.00 47.38 50.30 53.63

p



Behavior Related Contacts

Proportion of:

60. dyadic contacts which were behavioral
contacts

61. behavioral contacts which were typical
misbehaviors (i.e., individually inap-
propriate, social chat, disruptive, and
deliberate trouble making)

62. typical misbehaviors (see #61) which
were non-disruptive (i.e., individually
inappropriate and social chat)

'63. typical misbehaviors (see #61) which
were disruptive (i.e., disruptive and
deliberate trouble making)

0.

64. behavioral conlactz which represented
aggression toward the teacher (i.e.,
griping and sassing/defying)

65. behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward peers (i.e., bossing,
bullying, verbal and physical aggression)

66. behavioral contacts which represented
poor coping behavior or emotional over-
reaction (crying and pouting/sulking)

67. behavioral contacts which were non-
interactive, anti-social misbehaviors
(cheating + sleeping + vomiting,

LA

41

Low

Happy

High p Low

Attractive

0:Medium Medium High

54.46 49.05 46.16 *** 50.60 51.02 47.90

'52.56 48.89 49.26 49.93 50.85 48.37

47.00 51.10 _48.67 50.19 49.11 49.02

53.00 48.90 51.33 49.81 50.89 50.98

54.03 49.81 48.24 * 51.50 50.23 49.18

50.74 50.27 52.26 49.66 50.23 49.18

50.38 50.58 49.57 50.27 48.79 50.73

49.26 48.89 50.83 50.45" 50.23 49.63

p



Proportion of:

68. behavioral contacts which represented
behavioral praise

69. behavioral contacts responded to with/
non-verbal intervention /

70. behavioral contacts responded to with
management interventions

71. behavioral contacts responded to with
warning interventions //

/72. behavioral contacts responded to w th
threat interventions

I

73. behavioral contacts responded to with
criticism

74. behavioral contacts which were of a
negative nature

75. behavioral contacts in which child.
responds by being cowed

`76.. behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being sullen

77. behavioral contacts and adult critical
incidents which were positively rein-
forc,ing

78. misbehaviors coded to which the teacher
responded

Happy

Low Medium/---High

48.12 49.47 .33 *

50.18 48.34 51.48

48.53 50.68 50.22

54.47 49.44 46.84 ***

54.65 49.77 49.83 *

53.62 49.67 49.30

52.00 50.48 45.88 *

51.74 49.67 52.57

53.74 49.83 47.13 **

46.77 50.82 51.31 *

48.50 50.45. 49.37

Low

Attractive

Medium

48.91 48.87 52.18

48.36 51.35 51.22

49.55 49.51 47.78

53.5c 50 97- 47.94

50.55 49.22 51./15

49.91 50.14 53.47

51.64 50.22 45.48

50.95 49.14 50.10

51.02 50.91 50.76

50.20 49.06 50.63

5(1.36. 49.41 . 51.65

p



00

Proportion of:

79. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by management

80. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by warnings

81. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by threat or criticism

82. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by management

83. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by warnings

84. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by threat or
criticism

85. typical, disruptive misbehavicirs
(see #63) disciplined by management

86.' typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined by warnings

87. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined by threat or'criticism

88. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by management

Happy

p Low

Attractive

Low Modium High Medium Hign

47.18 51.18 51.11 49.70 49.53 47.40

53.12 49.26 47.24 ** 52.56 50.54 48.28

52.74 50.53 49.02 50.67 49.76 53.13

48.15 51.08 51.98 49.44 49.45 47.59

53.88 48.75 47.17 ** 52.33 50.73 49.33

50.12 51.33 48.86 50.60 50.64 51.50

46.96 49.24 48.41 49.85 50.57 50.33

46.74 52.85 52.71 51.35 49.48 47.39,

55.78 49.18 48.71 * 49.40 48.59 52.28

Insufficient Data 48.56 49.38 .49.40.

p



ttototovnrdrAli..Pt.

eta

Proportion of:

89. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by warnings

90. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by threat or criticism

'91. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-.
sion (see #65) disciplined by manage-
ment

92. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65) disciplined by,warnings

93. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65) disciplined by threat
or criticism

94. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by management

95.. poor coping behaviors (see #66). disci-
plined by warnings

96. poor coping behaviors !see #66) disci-
plined by threat Or criticism.

Ell

Happy

Low Medium High p Low

Attractive

Medium High

Insufficient Data 49.00 51.62 47.80

Insufficient nate 50.33 48.54 54.20

50.30 51.86 45.10 48.73 50.71 47.13

50.60 47.00 51.70 52.18 52.10 49.00

51.20 48.50 50.60 49.91 50.71 52.75

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

insufficient bate

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

p



00

Child InItitted Contacts

Proportion of:

97. dyadic contacts which were child
initiated

98. child Initiated contacts which were
work related

99. child initiated work contacts which
were refused

100. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving brief feedback

101. Child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving long feedback

102. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving praise

103. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving criticism

104. child initiated work contacts-ac-
companied by teacher Impatience

105. child inflated contacts which were
approval seeking

106. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were refused

107. child intiated approval seeking
contacts which were given feedback

Low

HaPPY

High p LowMedium

48.46 49.26 53.16 49.72

49.05 50.74 48.24 51.68

50.11 48.85 48.45 50.48

50.28 50.96 51.10 49.57

49.22 49.25 49.51 5Q,91

48.57 51.42 48.06 50.39

47.81 49.50 51.25 48.43

50.22 49.6 48.98 51.24

50.03 50.14 50.80 49.43

49.30 50.62 49.43 48.40

50.70 .' 49.45 50.41 51.68

Attracfive

Medium High p

49.40 51.71

49.60 47.98

50.46 48.98

50.55 51.14

49.26 49.41

50.25 50.10

49.61 50.76

48.58 51.04/

51.37 49.98

49.81 50.94

50.18 48.69



109. child initiated approval seeking

's which were praised

contacts which were criticized

contac

Proportion of:

108. child initiated approval seeking

.

110. child initiated contacts which were
either work or approval seeking
contacts

III. child initiated work or approval-
seeking contacts which were praised

112. Child initiated work or approval
seeking ,contacts which were
criticized

113. child initiated contacts which
.were housekeeping

114. child Initiated housekeeping con-
tacts which were refused

115 child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts which were approved .

;.

116. child initiated housekeeping con-
facts rec4iving teacher thanks

117. child initiated pousekeeping con-
facts receiving teacher meward

118 child initiated housekeeping.con-
tacts receiving teacher reward or
thanks

Low

50.65.

48.80

49.54

49.65

47.51,

45.89

53.31

-
46.77

50.15

.

52.15

55.38,

Happy Attractive

50.14 48.86

49.32 :53.66

, Ir..,
48 90 48.73 51.42

52.90 ' 48.75 49.81

Medium High p Low Madjum High p

.

50.98 48.35 51.61 '5C.26 47.59

51.45

'0.46

49.27

49.07

50.93

49*.50-

'49.00

48: 85

50.31

51.35 * .

53.25 ***

47.19

52.76

!.

48.70 .....

50.24

48.84

51:76 50.42 50.14 4'

48.13 49.54 51.e8

48.11 49.29 60.63

53.41 48.86 52.21

46.19 t 51.14* 4771

% .

.4
. ..-

, 52.00 : 49.29 ,49 00
*1,'

, ; -

. L)
51.82 50.22 50.25

51.47 50.12 48,21
ie..

. ..)



Proportion of:

119. child initiated contacts which were
personal

120. child initiated personal contacts
which were refused

121. child initiated personal contact°
which were approved

122. child initiated ,personal contacts
which were accompanied by teacher
warmth

123: child initiated personal contacts
\which were accompanied by negative
'leacher reaction

124. child initiated personal contacts
accompanied by teacher reward

125. child initiated contacts which
were tattles.

126. child initiated tattles which were
rejected

127. child initiated tattles which were
approved

128. child initiated contacts which
were _social

04

Low

'HaPPY

Medium

54.14 48.27

50.90 48.71

49.03 51.26

50.37' 50.15

51.20 49.28

52.67 49.19

49.49 50.91

48.81 51.64

.51.19 48.36

49.70 49.94

High

50.33

48.93

51.09

49.63

48.09

49.28

50.16

48.24

51.76

51.73

P
P

:

p Low,

. .

Attractive

p.Medium HiOh

4E*

0

87 49:70 50.19

-1

48.421 49.99 $ 50.68'

51.31 50.04 49.56

47.42 49.54 49.85

51.19 49.44 47:44

** 51.19 49.6V 50.49 .

49.66 51.23 50.33

46.47 53.83 47.36 *

53.53 46.18 52.64

49.13 50.22 51.35



1-71'-1 Proportion of

00

ay'

129. child initiated social contacts-
whi,..h wore refused

-130. child initiated social contacts
which were given brief feedback

131. child initiated social contacts
which were given long feedback

132. work contacts (private and public)
receiving teacher praise

133. work contacts (private and public)
receiving teacher criticism

134. all teacher' afforded housekeeping
and child initiated housekeeping
and personal contacts receiving
teacher rewards

135. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts accompanied by a positive
teacher reaction

136. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts accompanied by a negative
teacher reaction

137.. dyadic contacts receiving a negative
teacher reaction

Vb.

Happy

Low Medium High p

ev Attractive

Low Medium High p

50.05 48.54 51.72 49.24 49.94 51.11

51.48 50.75 50.39 50.95 50.43 50.22

47.10 49.95 48.33 48.76 49.23 49.69

53.57 50.01 48.20 * 52.49 49.74 48.48

53.38 48.92 49.31 * 50.57 51.14 51.19

53.18 .49.17 49.84 50.07 49.86 50.72

50.47 52.98 50.41 46.66 49.83 49.33

50.26 50.32 '47.24 51.80 49.89 47.67

'52.57 49.73 48.43 50.81 50.95 .49.48



00.

Proportion of:'

138. dyadic contacts receiving a positive
teacher reaction

Number of:

139. response opportunitils per child

140. small group response opportunities
per child

141. general class response opportunities
per child

142. teacher afforded contacts per child

143. teacher afforded work .contacts per
child

-144. routine teacher afforded
contacts

. 145. routine teacher afforded
contacts

housekeeping

personal

146. routine teacher afforded social con-
,

tacts

147. behavior related contacts

148. times a teacher appointed a monitor

149.. times a teacher held up a chtlesAbe-
. havior as a good example for the rest

of-the class to follow

et

Low

Happy

High p Low

Attractive

Medium Medium High

52.46 51.02 49.41 50.94. 49.61 49.75

46.43 49.48 51.88 * 4715 50,17 52.25 *

47.68 50.16 48.16 49.34 48.86 51.69

48.11 48.87 54.08 ** 47.21 50.57 50.94

53.35 49.27 48.76 * 52.55 48.76 48.81

54.11 49.79 48.59 , * 53.11 48.78 49.44 *

48.46 48.77 51.78 46.77 49.50 50.33

49.19 49.54 48.92 52.87 50.31 48.00 *

48.84 49.58 50.02 50.83 49.88. 49.33

55.35. 48.34 47.18 *4* 50.96 50.09 48.98

48.08 50.53 51.90 48.11 49.34 49.69

50:65 50.02 49.04 50.94 48.89 49.19

p



t

Number of:

150. times a teacher held up a child's
behavior as a bad example

151. times a teacher flattered a child

152. times a teacher displayed physical
affection toward a child

153. times a teacher engagedin some other
type of behavior coded ill the Adult

Critical Incidents section

154. child initiated contacts per child

155. child initiated work contacts' per child

'156. child inillated approval seeking con-
tacts per child

157. child initiated housekeeping contacts
per child

158'. child initiated personal contacts per
child

159. teacher afforded fork praise contacts

160 teacher afforded work criticism contacts

161.- teacher afforded positive evaluations

00
-..

.,

Low

Happy

Medium High p Low

Attractive

Medium Hign

48.97 49.22 49.06 49.02 50.63 48.85

. 0
48.95 49.76 51.59 49.11 49.18 50.83

51.30 49.03 49.59 51.60 49.31 49.58

48.76 48.85 50.65 50.19 49.36 49.42

49.08 48.34 52.53 50.45 49.19 52.27

48.57 48.59 152.35 51.06 48.83 51.55

50.05 49.33 51.86 49.45 50.38 51.d8

46.51 48.59 54.51 *** 48.98 48.86 51.56

52.59 48.09 50.78 51.15 48.64 50.25

51.03 49.50 . ,50.37 50.81 49.73 50.85

; 52.03 49.03 49.90 50.13 50.33 52.37

51.59 50.26 51.86 47.79 49.03 49.81
4

P



0

Number of: Low

Happy

High p Low

Attractive

pMedium Medium High

162. teacher afforded negative evaluations 52.03 49.23. 48.18 51.43 49.07 47.65 *

163.. teacher afforded contacts which served 52.22 48.77 49.84 .49.96 49.87 50.71
as rewards

164. dyadic contacts per child 51.46 48.16 50.57 50.09 49.50 51.17

E ,S.601
Q %.01
a ..05

..

.



Table F-4,- Group Means for Classroom Observation Variables for

Students perceived Consistently on the Noticeable and Eye Contact Scales

Proportion of:

. dyadic contacts which were response
opportunIties

2. response opportunities occurring in
small groups

3. response opportunities occurring in
general class .;

Small Group Data

4. small group response opportunities
given non- volunteers

G* 5. non-volunteers Called on in small
oo groups given praise
ci,

6. non - volunteers called on in small
groups given criticism

7. small group response opportunities
given volunteers

, 8. volunteers called on in small groups
given praise

9. volunteers called on
given criticism

10. small group response opportunities
given waving volunteers

in small groups

t

Low

Noticeable

p Low

Eye Contact.

PMedium High Medium High

50.93 48.94 50.91 45.34 48.77 53.20 **

53.26 49.30 48.25 * 54.76 49.88 46.60. a**

46.74 50.70 51.76 * 45.24 , 50.13 53.40 **

52.35 49.82 46.32 54.21 51.11 48:38

53.27 49.08 50.68 49.12 48.47 51.67

413.68 49.83 5423 49.00 50.02 49.33

47.38 50.14 525-3- 46.79 48.37 53.95 *

54.00 50.94 49.08 49.11 50.42 48.56
,

51.64 49.76 51.08 48.80 49.71 52.00

49.69 48.53 50.09 -49.53 48.93 50.71
.



Proportion of:

H. waving volunteers called on In small
group given praise

12. waving volunteers called on in small
group given criticism

13. small group response 'opportunities
given to- called-out answers

14. called-out answers in small groups
given praise

t5. called-out answers in small groups
given criticism

.16. small group response opportunities
given praise

17. small group response opportunities
given criticism

General Class Data

18. general class response opportunities
given non - volunteers -

19. non - volunteers called on in general
class given praise

20. non-volunteers called on in general
class given criticism

C'3

CD0
MR.

Noticeable

Low Medium High p

Eye Contact

Low Medium High p

Insufficient Data

.

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

49.42 50.14 51.88 49.53 50.85 48.95

53.36 49.26 51.75 46.54 48.12 49.07

48.00 51.23 53.67 48.77 , 49.21 51.93

53.46 49.61 48.24 52.47 49.74 48.62

48.81 49.33 54.12 48.11 48.87 51.67

53.27 49.69 47.00 * * 54.46 50.54 46.00 * *

50.93 47.28 49..10 49.13 49.1! 47.96

50.71 49.78 48.93 51.96 49.00 48.50



Proportion of:

21. general class response opportunities
given. volunteers

22. volunteers given praise in general
class

23. volunteers given criticism in
genera.' clas

24. general class response. opportunities
given waving volunteers

25. waving volunteers given praise in
general class

26. waving volunteers given criticism
in general class

27., *era] class response opportunities
given to caileckout answers

28. called-out answers in general class
given praise

29. called-out answers in general class
given Criticism

30. general class response opportunities
given praise

:31. genera-1 class response opportunities
given criticism

c.12

Low

Noticeable

p Low

Eye Contact

Medium High Medium High

48.55 51.21 48.89 46.08 50.57 52.26

53.10 49.81 48.72 53.81 49.76 49.44

. 48.70 50.22 51.19 48.88 50.83 50.06

48.73 48.47 51.47 51.08 49.21 52.77

Insufficient Data 50.00 50.00 50.00

Insufficient-Data 50.00 50.00 50.00

46.67 49.89 56.07 * * * 48.35 48.46 52.43

51.86 50.44 50.60 48.00 50.57 51.14

47.43 47.69 52.34 51.67 48.77 50.43.

52.39 48.38 49.49 49.69 50.46 49.54

49.52 50.66 49.89 50.38 49.88 50.40



,
-Total Response Opportunities

Proportion of:

32. response opportunities in which
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called-out answers received praise

33. response opportunities in which
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called-out answers received criticism

34. response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received praise

35: response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received criticism

36. dyadic contacts which were teacher
afforded

37. public and private work contacts which
were private

38. all public and private work contacts,
Including approval seeking which were
private

39. all dyadic contacts (excluding, behavior)
which were private non-academic

40. teacher afforded contacts which were
work related

Noticeable Eye Contact

Low

53.74

4824

51.84

50.18

53.50

51.15

50.80

49.75

51.98

Medium High p Low Medium High p

48.26

50.51

49.08

49.64

49.44

50.87

50.77

50.71

50.25

50.04

53.31

49.78

49.73

47.84

48.33

48.88

51.07.

49.89

* *

* *

53.14

48.34

50.07

. 51.34

53.79

54.24

54.45

53.79

50.79

49.28

50.14

49.15

49.13

49.00

51.31

5l.17

50.82

5110

50.23

52.63

47.49

48.63

7.49

46.60

47.00

48.63

50.09

**

**



Proportion of

41. teacher afforded work contacts given
praise

42. teacher afforded work contacts given
criticism

43. teacher afforded work contacts in wnich
child has a positive reaction

44. teacher afforded work contacts inwhich
child has a negative reaction

45. teacher afforded work contacts which
were observations of work

46. teacher afforded work contacts which
were brief

47. teacher afforded work contacts which
were long

43. teacher afforded contacts which were
housekeeping

49. .teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
which were routine

50. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
in'which child received thanks

Low

Noticeable

High Low

Eye Contact

P
Medium Medium High

50.95 49.07 50.31 54.21 49.06 49.69

48.95 49.04 51.15 53.18 47.34 47.50 **

50.05 50.30 48.50 49.21 50.23 49.34

51.76 48.60 50.41 53.25 49.60 48.06

51.18 49.91 49.37 45.93 52.36 49.31

49.32 50.56 50.11 53.78 48.06 52.47

50.18 49.40 50.52. 49.04 50.34 47.81

48.03 49.11 50.25 49.28 49.21 51.97

52.70 49.24 51.47 50.30 47.80 49.74

46.97 49.95 49.94 48.96 51.59 49.97

4,



Proportion of:

51. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
which served as rewards

52. teacher afforded contacts which were
personal

53. teacher afforded personal contacts which
were routine

54. teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a positive
reaction

55. teacher afforded personal contacts' to
which child responded with a negative
reaction

.

56. teacher afforded contacts which were
social

57. teacher afforded social contacts which
were routine a

.

58. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a positive
reaction

59. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a negative
reaction

CI
%r;,,

ei

LowLow

Noticeable

p

Eye Contact

Medium High Low Medium High p

49.79 50.80 47.71 50.65 51.24 49.81

50.48 51.11 49.39 49.55 49.72 48.00

\

k

48.57 50.74 50.97 49.35 50.85 51.39'

50.35 48.67 49.36 52.15 49.66 50.67

52.26 50.49 48.97 49.35 49.73 47.72

48.78 49°.27 51.30 47.07 49.58 49.09

0

59.80 46.47 49.56 ** Insufficient Data

41.00 52.89 50.78
4m

Insufficient Data

48.80 51.21 49.50 Insufficient Data

-
....""

A .



o
...

Behavior. Related Contacts
4

Proportion of:

60. dyadic contacts which were behavioral
contacts

61. behavioral contacts which were typical
misbehaviors (1.e., individually Inap-
propriate, social chat, disruptive, and
deliberate trouble making)

62. typical misbehaviors (see #6i) which
were non-disruptive (i.e., individually
Inappropriate and social chat)

63. typical misbehaviors (see #61) which
were disruptive (i.e., disruptive and
deliberate trouble making)

64. behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward the teacher (i.e.,
griping and sassing/defying)

65. behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward peers (i.e., bossing,
bullying, verbal and physical aggression)'

66. behavioral_ contacts which represented.
Poor coping behavior or emotional over- :

reaction (crying and pouting/sulking)

67. behavioral contacts which were non-
Interactive, anti-social misbehaviors
(cheating + Sleeping + vomiting)

Noticeable

.

o Eye Contact

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p

45.53 51.32 50.70 * * 51.55 49.47 47.97

48.44 50.93 50.76 51.16 48.79 50.09

52.31 50.79 49.07 48.54 50.10 47.90

47.69 49.21 50.93 51.46 49,.90 52.10

49.28 48.98 52.27 51.48 49.02 48.03

51.47 .,48.44 52.42 49.44 50.4J 51.47

49.72 49.38 49.98 48.44 50.37 50-.75

49.86 '49.82 48.98 55.60 49.36 49.53 **



Proportion of:

68. behavioral contacts which represented
behaVioral praise

69. behavioral contacts responded to with
non-verbal intervention

70. behavioral contacts responded. to with
management interventions

71. behavioral contacts responded to with
warning ihterventions

)

72. behavioral contacts responded to with
threat interventions

73. behavioral contacts responded to with
criticism

74. behavioral contacts which were of a
negative nature

75. behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being cowed

76. behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being sullen

77. behavioral contacts and adult critical
incidents which were positively rein-.
forcing.

78. misbehaviors coded to which the teacher
responded

Low

Noticeable

a Lour

Eye Contact

Medium High Medium High

49.89 47.72 51.44 48.28 50.30 51.16

48.08 50.25 52.71 49.56 48.48 51.44

50.63 52.29 49.24 50.80 50.66 48.26

48.78 ,50.38 48.89 10.36 50.11 49.39

46.94 48.97 50.85 52.08 49.31 49.06

50.42 48.67 51.27 51.72 48.05 50.31

49.59 52.45 48.50 52.70 49.18 46.37

47.14 49.30 .52.05 * 51.08 48.87 52.31

48.42 48.86 53.05 50.84 48.70 51.34

50.83 49.31 48.75 51.04 50.74 50.73

49.48. 51.55 50.56 51.74 49.52 47.22

p



st

Proportion of:

79. typical misbehaviors (set #61) disci-
pEined

49; typical,misbehaviers (see'#61)
plined by warn'ings

81. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by threat or or-VI-lot-ski

82. typical, non-disruptive misbehaylors
(see #62) disciplined by management

83. typical, mpn-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by warnings

84: typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see 062) disciplined by threat or
criticism

85'. typical, disruptive misbehaviors
(see 063) disciplined by management

86. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined by warnings

87. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined Icy threat or crjticism

138. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward'teacher (see #64) disciplined
by management

Cr)

-4

.

Low

Noticeable Eye Contact

Medium High p Low Medium High p

51.35 51.41 49.00 50.42 51.33 48.69

48.94 49.62 48.98 48.42 50.24 49.38

50.31 48.38 51.24 52.04 47.38 50.10

51.55 50.83 49.59 51.57 50.78 49.37

49.06 49.99 49.21 49.52 49.03 50.22

50.29 48.76 52.37 49.57 -48.86 50.04

48.13 52.48 48.30 47.63 51.72 49.69

51.25 49.09 50.11 48.79 52.72' 50.63

50.25 49.12 48.19 54.50 46.50 48.38

56.00 49.40 49.82 Insufficient Data



Proportion of:

89. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by warnings

90. misbehaviors rlated to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by threat or criticism

91. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65) disciplined by manage-
ment'

92. misbehaViors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65) disciplined by warnings

93. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-,
sion (see 05). disciplined by threat
or criticism

94. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
. plined by management

95. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by warnings

96. poor coping behaviors (see.#66) disci-
plined by threat or criticism.

Low

Noticeable Eye Contact

pMedium High p Low Medium High
-

53.40 46.50 48.27 Insufficient Data

46.80 49.70 50.45 Insufficient Data

49.40 52.76 49.06 50.25 50.83 48.50

47.60 46.53 54.67 . 54.63 46.33 62.88
iS)

* *

50.00 48.24 51.61 56.88 47.28 '46.63

'Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

InSufficient Data

Insufficient Data

-Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data.



O

child Initieted Contacts

Pi.oportion

97. dyadic contacts which were child
initiated

98. child initiated contacts which were
work related .

99.' Child initiated work contacts which
were refused

ido: child initiated work contacts re-
.,

ceivin.brief feedback

101. child initiated work.contacts re-
ceiving long feedback

102. child initiated.vfork contacts re7
ceiving praise

103. child initiated work contactsre-
ceiving criticism

104. chii8 initiated work contacts ac-
companied by teacher impatience

1054 child inflated contacts which wece,
approval seeking

106. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were refused

107. chi.Id intiatad approval seeking
contacts which were given feedback

Noticeable

Low Medium High p

0

50.73 50.43 50.68

53.13 49.48 47.12

49.35 50.56 48.77

46.87 49.42 50.39

53.58 50.20 49.93

50.83 49.62 52.04

47,78 50.51 50.42

48.40 49.49 49.63

48.40 50.26 52y95

48.00 48.71 .51.4.0

52.00 51.36 . 48.54-

Eye Contaci.

Low Medium High p

49.03 52.22 51.11

48.36 50.16 49.00

52.39 52.01 49)19

52.54 49:31 49.21

46.29 49.63 50.71

53.96 50.07 50.23

49.32 48.74 50,06

52.11 50.49 49.71

52.79 49.17 52.49

50.22 50.69 51.30

I
49.78 49.30 48.10



Proportion of:

108. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were praised

109. child Initiated approval seeking
contacts which were criticized

110. child initiated contacts which were
either work or approval seeking
contacts'

III. child initiated work or approval
seeking contacts which were praised

112. child initiated work or approval
seeking contacts which were
criticized

113. child initiated contacts which
were housekeeping

-114. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts which were refused .

115. child initiated housekeeping con-
.

tacts which were approved

116. 'child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts receiving teacher thanks

117. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts receiving teacher reward

118. child initiated:housekeeping con-
tacts receiving teacher-reward or

....

4 thanks

Low

48-58

49.95

52.33

51.93

47.58

49.15

46.11

53.89

-. -

52,44

-.._

.49..00

51.56
y -

Noticeable'

P Low

Eye Contact

Medium High

.

Medium High p

50.37

50.65

49.54

50.00

50.03

48.39

49.78

50.39

49.43

49.27

48.63

49.78

52.87

48.43

50.09,
, s

i
1

-

49.47 52.19 54.46 49.90 51.83

6

50.62 51.33. 49.18 48.38 49.54

,

50.14 49.77 49.46 49.68 48.97

-

52.59 50.22. 51.93 50.72 49.68

47.24 49.75 * 48.14 49.15 50.21

4-

49.85. 51.16 48.50 51.45 46.37

-......

50.11 50.13 48.71 48.98 50.68

, 49.61 51.06 48.36 50.32 46.79



,

Proportion of:

119. child initiated contacts which were
personal

120. child initiated personal contacts
which were refused

121. child initiated personal contacts
which were approved

.122. child initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by teacher
warmth

123. child initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by negative
teacher reaction

.r

124. child initiated personal contacts
accompanied by. teacher reward

125. child initiated contacts which
were tattles

126. child initiated tattles which were
rejected

127. child initiated tattles which were
approved

128. Child initiated contacts which
were social

,

Noticeable
.t

ye Contact

Low Medium High p Low Medium High p

49.80 '50.08 51.21 53.50, 51.08 48.60

48.35 48.54 52.94 * 48.14 49.74 49.30.

51.50 51.49 47.29 51.77 50.23 51.11

52.48 50.24 50.04 53.36 48.61 52.00

50.Q0 50.81 50.10 47.64 49.20 51.30

49.39 49.19 50 31 49.45 50.3', 51.26

49.14 49.24 53.0647.10 50.83 52.39

39.75 51%59 50.31

60.25 48.41 49.69

. 47.68 49.06 52.14

* * * 42.73 48.38 50.33

57.27 -51.63 49.67

* 48.32 49.76 51.20

. .



Proportion of:

129. chiid initiated social contacts-
which were refused

130. child initiated social contacts
which were given brief feedback

131. child initiated social contacts
which were given long feedback

32. work contacts (private and public)
receiving teacher praise

133. work contacts (private and public)
receiving teacher criticism

134. all teacher afforded housekeeping
and child initiated housekeeping
and personal' contacts receiving
teacher rewards

135. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts accompanied by a positive
teacher reaction

136. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts - accompanied by a negative
teacher reaction

137. -.dyadic contacts receiving a negative
teacher reaction

Low

Noticeable

p

Eye Contact

pmedi,um High Low Medium High

48.10 49.00 53.88 46.47 50.26 53.15

53.71 49.36 46.95 54.59 47.12 47.59

47.19 51.18 49.86 47.76 52.53 50.22

53.63 48.47 49.96 * 54283 48.96 48.74 *

48.05 50.30 51.96, 52.48 47.66 47.40 * *

49.49 49..85 48.67 49.14 50.96 50.35

48.97 51.01 50.38 52.44 48.74 51.63

50.66 50.70 49.35 "47.84 48.50 49.73

48.85 50.97 51.00 51.24 47.96 48.54



1

0.4 1

0
GO

Noticeable
i

Eye Contact

Low Medium High p 1 Low Medium High pProportion of

138. dyadic contacts receiving_a positive
teacher reaction

Number of:

139. response opportunities per child

140. small group response opportunities
per child

141. general class response opportunities
per child

142. teacher afforded contacts per child

143. teacher afforded work-contacts per
child

a

54.35

47.85

50.53

46.53

49.68

50.85

144. routine teacher afforded.AhousekeepIng /46.43
contacts

145. routine teacher afforded personal // 51.65

contacts

146. routine teacher afforded social Con- 50.88

facts

147. behavior related contacts

148. times a teacher appointed a m9nitor'

, 149. times a teacher held up a cbild's be-
havior as a good example f r the rest
of the class to follow

45.05

48.85

49.93

48.59 49.11 ** 154.17 49.30 50.71

49.16 54.11

49.46 51.74

49,29 54.44

,' 49.46 51.84

49.72 51.39

48.90 52.84

50.75 50.33

48.67 51.12

.49.81 52.11

49.85 49.25

49.11 49.61

* *

* * *

* *

* * *

;45.72 47.68 54.00

149.86 48.53 48.69

i43.41 48.22 57.86

'=53.38 48.34 49.66

53.17 49.23 50.29

50.21 47.44 52.03

50.62 48.82 48.83

149.66 48.80 48.26

53.41 48.68 49.89

52.17 49.40 53.71

50.66 51.34 47.77

* * *

* * *



Number of:

Noticeable Eye Contact

Low Medium High p . Low Medium High p

150. times a teacher held up a child's
behavior as a bad example 48.80 50.31 49.88

151. times a teacher flattered a child 49.53 49.43 51.28

152. times a teacher displayed physical
affection toward a child 49.18 50.41 49.00

153. times a teacher engaged in some other
type of behavior coded in the Adult 49.03 48.92 52.54

Critical Incidents section

154. child initiated contacts per child 46.38 50.25 53.79

155. child initiated work contacts per child 48.00 50.23 51.96

156. child initiated approval seeking con-
tacts per child 46.10 50.40 - 54.61

157. child itiitiated housekeeping contacts 47.45 50.62 51.67
per child

158. child initiated personal contacts per
I 48.05 50.03 52.12

child

159. teacher afforded work praise contacts 50.18 49.14 51.81

160. teacher afforded work criticism contacts 47.75 50.20 53.54

*161. .teacher afforded positive evaluations 49.43 49.73 51.26

***

* * *

150.48 49.82 51.46

j48.0

;49.55

48.68 53.74

49.60 49.46

50.31 49.84 50.60

50.17 52.54149.97

;48.90 50.04 51.40

I51.69 49.23 53.40

150.83 49':73 51.03

1

152.14 50.89 50.89

:51.76 48.66.* 50.91

i51.86 47.68 49.17

[51,00 48.86 52.40

**



\

Noticeable ,

1

i

Eye Contact

Number of Low Medium High p ; Low Medium High p

162. teacher afforded negative evaluations 50.58 50.06 50.63 :48.48 49.34 49.83

i

163'. teacher afforded contacts which served,
. as rewards 49.48 49.75 48.81 '49.90 50.71 .. 50.019

1

164. dyadic contacts per child " 44.88 49.73 54.72 * * * 151.28 48.21 52.43

sal
CZ.
Olt

a s, .001

a-,, .01

2. x.05

,



Table F-5. Group Means for Classroom Observation Variableslfor

Students Perceived Consistently on the Cooperative Scale

Proportion of:

1. dyadic contacts which were response
opportunities

2. response opportunities occurring in
small groups

3. response opportunities occurring In
general class

I

Small Group Data

4. small group response opportunities
given non-volunteers

5. non-volunteers called on In small
groups given praise

.6. non-volunteers called on in small
groups given criticism

7. small group response opportunities
given volunteers

8. volunteers called on in small groups
given praise

9. volunteers called on in small -groups
given criticism

10". small group response opportunities
given waving volunteers

Cooperative

LOW Medium Hligh p

46.13 49.93 52.20 **

48.79 51.85 47.95

51.21 48.15 52.06

53.04 52.60 46.27 * *

48.36 50.28 50.39

48.84 49.50 48.96

44.67 49.24 56.42 * * *

48.80 50.12 49.36

50.00 49.76 49.75

53.19 49.25 49.27



Proportion of:

II. waving volunteers called on in small ..

group given praise ' !

12. waving volunteers called on in small
group gikien criticism ,.

6. small Group response opportunities
given to called-out answers

14. called-out answers in small.aroups
given prAise

15. called -out answers in small groups
piven criticism

16. snail group response opportunities
given praise

17. small group response opportunities
given criticism

.General Class Data

18. general class response opportunities
given non - volunteers

19. non-volunteers called on In general
class :given praise

20. non-volunteers called on in general
class given criticism '

1;

.!,

Cooperative

Low Medium High o

. Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

49.74 48.41 47.70

51.13 50.63 47.27

48.40 50.41 50.20

50.93 49.90 49.33-

48.22 49.62 49.03

f

494 d50.67%. 4?".51 f

! -

53.65:',.
\

48.81 50.40

52.89 19 -.22 49. 3

i

!

1

I

, -

\

f, i

\

t-
1

INii

e



'Proportion of:
1

21. general Aclass response opportunities
given volunteers

22. volunteers give6 praise in general
class

23. volunteers given criticism in
general class

24. general class response opportunities
given waving volunteers

25. waving volunteers given praise in
general class

26. waving volunteers given criticism
in general class

..

27. general class response opportunities
given to cal-led-out answers

28. called-out answers in general class
given praise

29. called-out answers In general class
given criticism

30. general class rasOnse opportunities
given praise

31. general class response opportunities
given criticism

Cooperat--i-Ive

Low Medium

47.26 49.63

48.20 51.26

....
48.92 5C.67

50.79 49.68

48.75 50.00

50.00 50.00

53.74 49.32

51.36 48.43

53.04 50.00

51.28 50.35

50.89 50.15

Hhgh

I

52,71
r
1

1

48147

i

i

50104

49432

50;00
1

50.100

1

47.108

1

,

,

53.!29

I-

48.24

49.47

* *

49125
t .
1

.



Total Response Opportunities

Proportion of

32. response opportunities in which'
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
cal!ed-out answers received praise

33: response opportunities in which
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called-out answers received criticism

34. response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received praise

35. response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received criticism

36. dyadic contacts which were teacher
afforded

37. public and private work contacts which
were private

38. all public and private work contacts,
including approval seeking which were
private

39. all, dyadic contacts (excluding behavior)
which were private non-academic

404 teacher afforded contacts which were
work related

0

Cooperative

Low Medium High p

50.00 50.98 48 4

49.75 50.68 49f50

51.54 49.89, 49,08

51.54 49.42 49.03

48.92 49.89 51.5

52.08 49.87 49:62
13

52.15 49.89 49.48

52.77 .49.68 48.60

50.63 51.22 48.15



Proportion of:

41. teacher afforded work contacts given
praise

42. teacher afforded work contacts given
criticism

43. teacher afforded work contacts in
child has a positive reacteion

44. teacher afforded work contacts in which
child has a negative reaction

45. teacher afforded work contacts which
were observations of work

0m4
46 teacher afforded work contacts-which

were brief

Cooperative

Low Medium High

49.53 51.1/ 48.90

52.72 49.65 46.87

49.15 50.16 49.54

`,51.13 50.55 48.87

48.00 51.43 50.00

- 52.06 49.25 49.98

47. teacher afforded work contacts which
were long 49.28 49.51. 50.05

48. teacher afforded contacts which were
'housekeeping 47.77 48.31 52.66

49. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
which were routine 49.i4 50.81 49.79

50. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts.
io'which child received thanks r 49.74 49.54 48.45

* *

* *



Proportion of:

51. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
which served as rewards

52. teacher afforded contacts which were
personal

Z. to, .her afforded personal contacts which
were routine

54. teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a positive
reaction

55. 'teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a negative
reaction

56. teacher afforded contacts which were
social

57. teacher afford(A social contacts which
were routine

58. teacher afforded social contacts-to
which child responded with a positive
reaction

59. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a negative
reaction

Cooperative

Low Medium High p

!

f

50.98 49.17 , 51.91

52.85 50.47 49478

51.62 49.43 50.194

48.05 50.66 51.158

I

49.93 .50.G7 47.47 '

48.33 49.15 50.25

57.13 *50.35 51.33

-44.13 49.88 48.67

48.13 49.65 50.00 **

0



Behavior Related Contacts

Proportion of:

60. dyadic contacts which were behavioral
contacts -

61. behavioral contacts which were typical
inap-.misbehaviors (i.e., indivIdually

propriate, social chat, disruptive, and
deliberate trouble making)

62....typical misbehaviors (see #60 which
. were non-disruptive (1.e.,, individually,

Inappropriate and social chat)

63. typical misbehaviors (see #§1) which
were disruptive (i.e., disruptive and
:deliberate trouble making)

_64. behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward the teacher (i.e.,
griping and sassing/defying)

65. behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward peers (i.e., bossing,
bullying, verbal and physical aggression)

66. behavioral contacts.which represented
poor coping behavior or emotional over-

Cooperative

llighLow Medium

57.71 50.09

51.77 50.84

46.98' 49.50

53.02 50.50

52.60 49.71

50.42

44.34

47.88

53.83

46.17

* * *

* * *

* * *

47.36 *

50.04 48.58

reaction (crying and pouting/sulking). 50.90 49.63

Dehavioral contactswhich were non-
interactive, anti-social misbehaviors

4;4 ,(cheating + sleeping + vomiting) 48.83 50.21

1=6

5c1:61

48,08



ie

,Proportion of:

68. behavioral contacts which represented
behaVioral praise

,69. -behavioral contacts responded to with
non-verbal intervention

74.._ behavioral contacts responded to with
management interventions

71. behavioral contacts responded to with
warning Interventions

72. behavioralcontacts responded to with
threat interventions.

73. behavioral contacts responded to with
criticism

74. behavioral contacts which were of a
'negative nature

75. behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being cowed

76. behavioral contacts In which child
responds by being sullen

77. behavioral contacts and adult critical
incidents which were positively rein
forcing

'78. misbehaviors,coded. to which the teacher
responded

I.;

Cooperative,

Low Medium High

48.79 48.39 51.95 *

50.15 48.84 50.73

50.08 50.26 48.00

52.83 51.41 49.07

54.65 48.88 48.59 * *

51.10 51.11 46.61 * *

51.04 51.89 -46.68 * *

'50.25 50.38 49.81

4

52.69 49.10 47.31 * *

47.40 49.06, 52.82 * *

48.44 51.10 ,49.16

O



Proportion of:

O

79. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by management

80. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by warnings

al. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by threat or criticism

82.. typical, non-disruptive misbehavPors
(see #62) disciplined by management

83. typical.,_ non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disbipli'ned by warnings

84. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by threat or
criticism

85. typical, disruptive misbehaviors
(see #63) disciplined by management

86. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined by warnings

874. typicalvdisruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined by threat or criticism

88... misbehaviors related.to aggressibn
toward: teacher (see #64)'disciplihed'
by, managements

.0.

L.

Low

Cooperative

Medium High

48.85 49.91 50.25

52.72 50.49 48.67

50.26 50.54 47.30

49.51 49.65 50.31

52.62 450.07 48.25

49.94 51.13 48.25

46.56 52.27 45.78

51.24 49.47 59.11

50.06 48.93 46.89

insufficient Data

,p



Proportion of:

89. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see 164) disciplined
by warnings

90. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by threat or criticism

91. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65) disciplined by manage-
ment

92. misbehavior related to peer aggres-
sion (see,# ) disciplined by warnings

93. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #6),disciplined by threat
or criticism

94.' poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by management

95. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by warnings

96. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by threat or criticism.

Cooperative

Low Medium Kigh

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

48.76 51.54 48.38

51.29 49.17 48.75

52.59 48.54 48.63

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

Insufficient Data

tel



Child Initiated Contacts

Proportion of:

97. dyadic contacts which viere child
initiated

98. child initiated contacts which were
work related

99. child initiated work contacts which
were refused

foo. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving brief feedback

101. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving long feedback

102. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving praise

103. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving criticism

104: child initiated work contacts ac-
companied by teacher Impatience

105. child inflated contacts which were
approval seeking

106. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were refused

107. child intiated approval seeking
contacts which were given feedback

Cooperative

Low ,Medium High p

47.48

48.69

50.29

49.96

51.86

52.11

52.68 49.58 47.75 , **

49,30 49.73 51.32

1

49.15 50.58 49.52

49.83 50.70 48.89

50.04 49.88 49.14

50.96 50.79 48.55

49.67 49.82 49.15

48.58 50.27 47.75

51.42 49.69 52.21



Proportion of:

108. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were praised

I09. chald initiated approval seeking
contacts which were criticized

110. child initiated contacts which were
either work or approval seeking
contacts

111. child initiated work or approval
seeking contacts which were praised

112. child initiated work or approval
seeking contacts which were
criticized

113. child initiated contacts which
were housekeeping

114. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts which were refused

115. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts which were approved

116. child Initiated housekee)ing con-
tacts receiving teacher thanks

117. child initiated housekeeping con-
. tacts receiving teacher reward

118. child initiated houekeeping con-
tacts receiving teacher reward or
thanks

e..

Cooperative

Low Medium Higi' p

49.04 51.02 52.75

49.15 49.60 48.94

48.64 50.11 51.40

49.83 51.16 49.66

49.57 50.04 48.71

48.54 50.84 48.98

56.52 49.35 45.17 ***

43.05 50.55 54.83 ***

50.48 51.44 48:60

52.117 49.60 48.80 *

-

52.30 50.72 48.23



Proportion of:'

119. child initiated contacts which were
personal

120. child initiated personal contacts
which were refused

121. child initiated personal contacts
which were approved

122. child Initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by teacher
warmth

123, child initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by negative
teacher. reaction

124. child initiated personal contacts
accompanied by teacher reward

'125. child initiated contacts which
were tattles

126, child initiated tattles which were
rejected

r272 child initiated tattles which were
approved

128. child iniflated contacts which
were social

P.*

CO

Cooperative

Low Medium High p

52.44 49.60 A9.5I

52.78 49.70 47.84

47.24 50.16 52.16

49.11 50.40

50.00 50.18 47.66

50.62 49.72 49.16

'52.15 51.22 45.77 * * *

53.92 47.50 45.08

46.08 52.50 54.92

50.06 49.12 49.06



Proportion of:

129. child initiated social contacts-
which were refused

130. chtld initiated social contacts
which were giver, brief feedback

131. child initiated social contacts
which were given long feedback

132. work contacts (private and public)
.receiving teacher praise

133. work contacts (private and public)
receiving teacher criticism

134. all teacher afforded housekeepink
-and child Initiated housekeeping'
Nand personal contacts receiving
teacher rewards

1,35a. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and-child'tnitiated persona+
contacts accompanied by a:positive
teacher reaction.

166.. teacher afforded persona 1l and social'
contacts and child, 'nil-Vete& personall

contacts accompanied.by a negati/e
teacher reaction

137. dyadic contacts receiving a negative
teacher reaction

Low

Cooperative

1,

pMedium High

50.69 48.39 49.76

50.59 49.94 51.06

50.59 50.70 48.50

50.38 51.04 48.71-

53.58 .50.22 46.83 ***

51.15 49.24 51.13

46.94 50.47 51.02

49.38 50.05 47.15

52.38 50.15 46.28 * *

et



.4
Ls)0

Proportion of:

138. dyadic contacts receiving a positive
teacher reaction

Number of:

139. response opportunities per child

140. small group response opportunities
per child

141. gerferal class response opportunities
per child

142. teacher afforded contacts per child

143. teacher afforded worfc contacts per
child

44. routine teacher afforded housekeeping
contacts

145. routine teacher afforded personal
contacts

146. routine teacher afforded social con-
tacts

...

147. behavior related contacts

148. times a teacher appointed a monitor

.149. times a teacher held'up a child's be-
havior as a good example for the rest
of the class to follow

i

Low

Coop,)rative

Medium High

47.83 50.76 50.85

48.15 49.96 50.00

47.90 50.68 48.71

49.60 ; 48.91 51.22

53.46 49.99 48.71

53.71 50.21 47.77

49.46 '48.58 51.48

53.52 50.92 49.55.
$

50.75 49.52 49.38

58.77 '49.41 44.80

49.04 48.41 51.58

50.27 49.63 50.68



Number of:

150. times a,teacher held up a child's
behaviecas a bad example

151. times a teacher flattered a child

152. times a teacher displayed physical
affection toward a child

153. times a teacher engaged In some other
type-of behavior coded in the Adult
Critical Incidents section

154. child initiated contacts per child

.155. child initiated work contacts per child

156. child initiated approval seeking con-
tacts per child

137, child initiated housekeeping contacts
per child

158. child initiated personal contacts per
child

159. teacher afforded work praise contacts

I60.' teacher afforded work criticism contacts

161. teacher afforded,positive evaluations'

ill

Cooperative

Low Medium High p

50.81 49.68 49.45

49.00 50.18 50.38

51.04 50.08 49.29

49.79 50.81 49.14

31,65 49.95 49.09

50.58 49.67 50.23

50.48 49.54 49.52

49.23 '50.75 49.13

53.46 9.71 48.62 *

'49.88 51.19 48.83

52.42 50.56 46.78 * *

48.83 49.61 51.91

6



Number of:

162. 'teacher afforded negative evaluations

163. teacher afforded contacts which served
as rewards

164. dyadic contacts per child

* * *

* *

, *

Q. < .001

p. .... .01

2. 1 .05

Cooperative

Low Medium

51.00

52.50

55.23

49.69

48.84

49.60

(High

47.31

50.57

46.89

..g.

* * *

I

/

0



Table F-6. Group Means for Classroom Oiservat;on Variables for Students

Perceived Consistently on the Attachment and Concern Scales ,

PropOrtion of:

I. dyadic contacts which were response
opportunities

2. response opportunities occurring In
small groups

response opportunities occurring In
general class

Small Group Data

4. small group responie opportunities
given non-volunteers

5. non-volunteers called on in small
groups given praise

6. non-volunteers called on in small
groups given criticism

7. small group response opportunities
given volunteers

8. volunteers called on in small groups
given praise

9. volunteers called on in small groups
given criticism

10. small group response opportunities
given waving volunteers

Low.

Attachment.

2
2

Low

Concern

High p 2Medium Medium

44.5 50.6 53.6 *** 52.5 50.6 46.6 **

51.7 51.5 48.6 47.8 51.0 50.0

48.3 48.5 51.4 52.2 49.0 50.0

54.3 52.4 47.2 * 45.5 51.5 52.8 **.

49.6 47.8 53.8 * 50.4 49.1 48.7

48.9 50.0 49.1 49.1 49.9 50.5

47.3 47.9 53.4 ** 54.4 49.8 46.3 *1

51.2 53.1 48.2 49.0 49.9 49.7

49.4 49,6 50.5 49.4 50.9 49.4

50.6 48.4 50.4 50.8 48.1 51.6
.



Proportion of:

11. Wavingyolunteers called on In small
group given praise

12. waving volunteers called on_in small
group given criticism

13. :small group response opportunities
----Orr to cal led -out answers

14. called -out Tenswers in small groups
given prais;a

15. called-out answers in small groups,
given criticism

16. small group respdnse opportunities
given praise

17. small group response opportunities
given criticism

General Class Data

. 16. general class response opportunities
given non-volunteers

19. non-volunteers called on In general
class,given praise

20. non-volunteers called on in general
class given criticism

414

op.

Ailachment Concctr.

Lov Medium .1110 p Low Medium Hioh

am.

47.6

47.6

48.5

49.0

53.2

50.3

50.3

49.0

52.3

am.

49.8

48.8

49.7

49.8

50.7

40.9

.1110

50.3

53.2

48 ,6

49.0 52.6 49.3 49.8 49.6 48.8

48.1 49.9 50.8 48.7 49.2 48.5

52.3 50.7 47.2 * 46.0 51.1 54.1

51.2 48.8 49.9 49.2 48.r.1 50.7

49.5 48.9 50.5 50.1 49.2 49.0

***



Proportion of

21. general class'response opportunities'
given volunteers

22. volunteers given praise in general
class

23. volunteers given criticism in
general class

24. general class response opportunities
1ven waving volunteers

25. waving volunteers given praise in
general class-

N 26. waving volunteers given criticism

C3 t
in general class

27. general class response opportunities
given to called-out answers

28. called-out answers In general class
given praise

29. called-out answers t general class
gi.Ven criticism

30. general class response opportunities
given praise

31. general class response opportunities
given criticism

Low

Attachment

p Low

Concern

HighlMedium' High Medium

47.9 48.7 54.! ** 54.1 49.3 47.4

48,9- 52.5 48.6 49.7 50.9 50.3

49.f 50.2 49.1 50.0 51.2 48.9

50.0 49.8 51.7 50.0 49.6 50.0

48.6 51.1 50.0 50.0
.

50.0 48.3

50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0

52.0 50.2 , 48.2 49.8 49.5 50.3

48.3 49.1 52.2 49.1 50.2 51.2

51.0 48.3 48,5. 50.1 50.7 48.8

47.0 51.3 49.3 50.5 48.6 49.3

50.1 48.9 48.9 49.5 50.7 47.8

**



Total Response Opportunities

Proportion of:
\

32.' response,oisportyni tteS In which
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called-out answers received praise

33 response opportunities in which
volunteers, waving volunteers, and
called -out answers received criticism

0
34. response opportunities in which non-

volunteers TeceiVed praise

35. -response opportunities in which non-
volunteers received criticism .

L'4
'4 36.. dyadic contacts which, wereftiacher

afforded \\I.
37. public and private work contacts which

were private

38-. all public and private work contacts,
including approval seeking which were
private

.39. all'dyadic contacts (excluding behavior)
which were private non-academic

40. teacher afforded contacts which were
work related

9

Al-tbchment Concern

Low : Medium High, a Low Medium High

47.6 51.6 49.1 49.0 50.0 49.4

48.5 49.4 49:7 49.6 51.1 47.8
.

50.1 50.4 50.2 51.1 48.3 50.3

50.8,- 49.3 49.5 49.3 49.5 49.1
- ;

51.7 49.7 50.7 49.1 48.6 51.4

54.6 49.5 47.6 ** 48.2 49.7 52.7 *

54.6 49.5 47.4 *** 48.2 49.6 . 53.0 4*

53.5 49.4 47.3 ** 49..6 48.7 52.6

51.9. 50.7 ; 48.8 48.4 51.0 50.4



Proportion of:

41. teacher afforded work contacts given
praise

42. teacher afforded work contacts given
criticism

43. teacher afforded work contacts In which
child has a positive reaction

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

teacher afforded work contacts
child has,A negative reaction

teacher afforded work contacts
were observations of work

teacher afforded work contacts
were rief

teacher afforded work contacts
were long

teacher afforded
housekeeping

49. teacher afforded
Which were routs

in whidh

which

which

whic0(

contacts which were

housekeeping contacts
ne,

50. teacher*afforded housekeeping contaCts
ih'which child received thanks

Low

Attachment

Low

Con9ern

HighMedium High Mediurii

49.9 50.6 48.4 48.8 =50.1 50.7

55.7 50.5 46.6 *t* 49.9 50.3 50.0

48.5 51.1 . 49.5 49.9 49.0' 48.9

53.1 49.9 48.5 51.1 49.1! 50.2
F

50.3 49.2 =.50.5 50.4 50.7 47.6

50.2 51.0 49.7 48.9 49.5: 52.1
1

49.8 49.2 50.0 50.5 50.1! 0.9

45.8 49.3 51.5 ** 52.3 48.8: 48.9

1

50.9 50.5 50.5 48.9 50.61 50.1

48.7 49.3 48.4 50.3. 49.71 49.2



Proportion of:

51. teacher afforded housekeeping contacts
which served as rewards ,

52. teacher afforded contacts which were
personal

63. teacher afforded personal contacts which
were routine

54. teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a positive
ruction

tN2
"455.

00

teacher afforded personal contacts to
which child responded with a negative
reaction.

56. teacher afforded contacts which were
social

57. 'teacher afforded soial contacts'whIch
were routine

58. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a positive
reaction

59. teacher afforded social contacts to
which child responded with a negative
reaction

Attachment Concern

Low Medium Hiah IL Low MediJm ..Hiqh P.

50.2 49.8 , 50.9 50.9 49.0, 50.5

52.9 49.4 49.4 50.1 49.9 50.9

48.7 51.8' 51.3 52.3 50.0 50.6

49.4 50.7 49.9 48.2. 50.7

52.3 47.2 48.5 ** 49.4 49.4 49.8

48.5,, 49.4 50.6 51.3 50.5 48.7

54.0 49.4 51.1 46.6 49.2 56.1

47.3 50.8 47.6 52.2 50.5 44.4

48.0 49.7 51.1 51.0 50,8 I 49.3



Behavior Related Contacts

Proportion of:

60. dyadic contacts which were behavioral
contacts

61. behavioral contacts which were typicaj
misbehaviors (i.e., individually inap-
propriate, social chat, disruptive, and
deliberate trouble making)

62. typical misbehaviors (see #61) Which
were non-disruptive (I.e., individually
inappropriate and social chat)

63. typical misbehaviors (see #61) which
were disruptive (i.e., disruptive and
deliberate trouble making)

64. behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward the teacher (i.e.,
griping and sassing /defying)

65. behavioral contacts which represented
aggression toward peers (i.e., bossing,
bullying, verbal and physical-aggression)

66. behavioral contacts which represented
poor coping behavior or emotional over-
reaction (crying and pouting/sulking) .,

67. behavioral contacts which were non
interactive, anti-social misbehaviors

s (cheat4g + sleeping + vomiting)
ta
CD

///
/

Low

57.2

49.9

46.9

53.1

53.1

50.6

48.7

53.1

4

Attachment Concern

Medium 010.

45.6

47.3

52.3

i

47.7

47.3

50.7

49.9

48.8

P.

***

*

*

*

*

Low Medium 1 High Q

*3*49.3

50.2

48.7

51.3

50.9

49.8

49.3

49:4

45.6

48.8

,..

52.2

47.8'

49.7

48.4

49.4

48.8

50.4

49.7

_50.0

50.0'

48.9

50.4

49.5

.

50.8

53.8

49.9

49. 2

50.9

50.1

'50.6

49.9

51.1



Proportion of:

68. behavioral contacts which represented
behaVloral praise

69. behavioral contacts responded to with
non-verbal Intervention

70. behavioral contacts responded to with
management interventions

7!. behavioral contacts responded to with
warning interventions

72. behavioral contacts responded to with
threat interventions

73. behavioral contacts responded to with
criticism

74. behavioral contacts which were of a
negative nature

75. behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being cowed

76: behavioral contacts in which child
responds by being sullen

77. behavioral contacts and adult critical
incidents which were positively rein-
forcing

78. misbehaviors coded to which the teacher
responded

Low

Attachment

Low

Concern

HighMedium -High Medium

48.4 50.1 52.7 51.4 49.0 50.2

50.0 48.6 50.6 48.2 49.5 52.2

50.6 50.0 50.3 51.3 49.0 49.3

51.9 50.1 45.9 ** 46.8 51.1 50.9 *

52.3 51.0 48.0 48.3 50.8 49.1

52.4 51.0 47.4 * 46.7 51.6 49.9 *

52.2 50.4 '46.9 * 46.8 51.3 49.8 *

51.1 49.0 48.9 49.6 51.1 48.5

53.5 50.8 46.9 *** 47.6 50.9 52.7 *

47.5 51.0 51.7 51.5 49.2 50.4

49.8 50.9 49.0 49.1 51.0 48.7



...

Proportion of:

79. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by management

80. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by warnings

er--,
,

.

81. typical misbehaviors (see #61) disci-
plined by threat or criticism

82. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see 1162) disciplined by management

83. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by warnings

84. typical, non-disruptive misbehaviors
(see #62) disciplined by threat or
criticism

85. typical, disruptive misbehaviors
(see #63) disciplined by management

86. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
#63) disciplined by warnings

87. typical, disruptive misbehaviors (see
. #63) disciplined by threat or criticism

88. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by management

ft.1
GO .0

Attachment Concern

et

Low Medium High, 2. t Low Medium High

49.6 49.8 52.6 53.7 48.3 49.9

50.8 49.8 46.5 * 47.7 50.6 50.8

50.9 51.1 46.9 * 46.9 52.4 49.1

50.2 49..7 52.8 53.4 48.0 50.3

51.2 '49.5 46.2 * 47.8 50.9 51.0

50.6 51.6. 47.9 '47.7 52.3 49.2

47.7 50.1 51.0 52.2 51.0 47.1

49.9 48.8 53.5 51.4 49.6 50.5

'50.1 51.1 45.2 45.8 50.0 49.7

IPA MP 56.0 48.2 47.0



Proportion oft

89. misbehaviors related to aggression
toward teacher (see #64) disciplined
by warnings

90. misbehaviors related to aggression
- toward teacher (see #64) disciplined

by threat or criticism

91. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see p65) disciplined by manage-
ment

92. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #65) disciplined by warnings

193. misbehaviors related to peer aggres-
sion (see #6).disciplined by threat
or criticism

94. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
' plined by management

S5. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by warnings

96. poor coping behaviors (see #66) disci-
plined by threat or criticism.

Attachment Concern

Low Medium High p_ Low Medium High, 2,

46.7 51.8 50.8

45.3 51.4 48.1

51.6 51.8 47.6 48.9 52.2 49.5

54.8 51.8 47.2 51.3 48.6 49.8

50.2 48.3 51.3 48.1 47.8 50.1



Child Initiated Contacts

Proportion of:

97. dyadic contacts which were child
initiated

98. child initiated contacts which were
work related

99. child initiated work contacts which
were refused

100. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving brief feedback

101. child initiated work contacts(re-
ceiving long feedback

102. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving"praise

103. child initiated work contacts re-
ceiving criticism

104. child initiated work contacts ac-
companied by teacher impatience

105. child Inflated contacts which were
approval seeking

106. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were refused

107. child intiated approval seeking
contacts which were given feedback

Attachment Concern

Low Medium High / Low Medium Hiah

48.2 49.9 50.3 '52.9 50.4 48.2

48.7 50.6 * 50.8 49.8 49.8 49.9

54.! 49.9 48.1 * * 47.8 49.3 51.3

48.8 48.6 52.3

d

52.0 50.0 48.8

49.8 51.8 48.3 49.0 50.1 51.3

51.2 50.8 48.3 50.0 48.8 51.9

50.2 49.7 49.8 48.2 49.5 49.8

53.5 47.5 47.4 * * * 49.8 49.6 48.8

49.9 49.8 49.3 49.6 51.3 51.0

49.5 52.5 49.6 50.8 49.3 48.9

50.4 47.5 50.3 49.0 50.7 51.1

2.



Ca

Proportion of

108. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were praised

109. child initiated approval seeking
contacts which were criticized

110. child initiated contacts which were
either work or approval seeking
contacts

ill. child initiated work or approval
seeking contacts which were praised

112. child initiated work or approval
seeking contacts which were
criticized

113. child initiated contacts which
were housekeeping

114. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts which were refused

115. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts which were approved

116. child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts receiving teacher thanks

117. .child Initiated housekeeping con-
tacts receiving teacher reward

118.' child initiated housekeeping con-
tacts receiving teacher reward or
thanks

Attachment Concern

Low Medium High p Low Medium 1110 it

49.0 48.2 53.1 52.4 49.0 51.7

48.5 49.6 49.5 49.0 50.4 49.0

48.6 50.6 50.4 49.5 50.5 50.3

52.2 49.5 49.9 50.6 48.6 53.4

49.7 49.6 49.8 48.3 49.7 49.3

48.2 50.8 49.9 52.1 48.8 48.8

56.0 50.1 45.8 * * 47.6 50.3 50.8

43.5 49.8 54.2 *** 52.4 49.6 49.1

50.2 51.4 .48.1 49.4 50.9 49.9

48.9 49.1 49.9 51.2 49.1 48.6

49.8 sO AR 2 507 AO 8 49.4



Proportion of:

'119. child initiated contacts which were
,personat

120. child initiated personal contacts
which'were refused

12i, child initiated personal contacts
which were approved

122. child Initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by teacher
warmth

123. child initiated personal contacts
which were accompanied by negative
teacher reaction

124. child initiated personal contacts
accompanied by teacher reward

125. child initiated contacts which
were tattles

126. child initiated tattles whi.11 were
rejected

127. child initiated tattles which were
approved

128. child initiated contacts which
were social

et«

Low

Attachment

Low

Concern

High,Medium High. Medium

52.3 49.7 49.5

.a

49.6 50.5 49.9

53.6 50.4 48.1 48.1 50.0 50.3

46.0 49.5 52.2 51.8 49.9 49.6

48.3 51.8 49.0 50.1 49.0 51.3

48.7 50.5 47.7 47.5 51.3 49.3

52.9 49. .50.3 49.2 - 49.8 49.4

50.9 49.8 47.4 48.6 49.5 52.0

49.2 47.6 49.4 51.0 48.7 49.0

50.8 52.4 50.6 49.0 51.3 51.0

51.4 ,48.7 50.3 50.6 48.5 .4946

CI



Proportion of:

129. child initiated social contacts
which were refused

130. child initiated social contacts
which were given brief *dback

131. child initiated social contacts
which were given long feedback

132. work contact/(private and pLiblic)
receiving teacher praise :

'133. work contacts (private and public)
receNing teacher criticism

134. all teacher afforded housekeeping
and child Initiated housekeeping
and personal contacts receiving
teacher rewards

133. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts accompanied by a positive
teacher reaction

136. teacher afforded personal and social
contacts and child initiated personal
contacts accompanied by a negative
teacher reaction

137. dyadic contacts receiving a negative
'teacher reaction

Attachment Concern

Low Medium High p_ Low Medium awl

48.7 48.7 50.0 48.2 52.5 50.!

53.2 50.5 50.8 51.0 48.1 52.4

47.4. 49.5 48.7 49.9 49.6, 47.5

49.6 51.5 48.2 49.3 48.5 51.6

54.6 50.2 47.0 *it*. 48.3 49.8 49.9

51.7 48.8 51.3 51.0 49.0 48.9

48.5 51.3 48.5 50.6 50.1 50.0

50.6 48.7 48.0 48.2 50.7 49.0

53.4 49.9 46.4 14*. 47.7 50.! 49.8

2.



Proportion of:

138. dyadic contacts receiving a positive
teacher reaction

Number of:

139. response opportunities per child

140. small group response opportunitlei
per child

141. general clast response opportunities
per child

142. teacher afforded contacts per child

143. teacher afforded work.contacts per
child

144. routine teacher afforded housekeeping
contacts 0

routine teacher afforded personal
contacts

145.

146. routine teacher afforded social con-
tacts

147. behavior related contacts

148. times a teacher appointed a monitor

149. times a teacher held up a chileste-
havior as a good example for the rest
of the class to follow

Attachment Concern

Low Medium -110 2. Low Medium Hich P

48.1 51.8 48.8 50.5 48.8 50.1

48.3 49.9 51.8 51.2 50.2 47.8

49.2 50.8 50.2 49.0 50.3 49.1

48.0 49.5 52.7 53.2 49.4 47.3 * *

56.6 48.7 _48.4 ** * 48.3 48.7 52.4 *

56.9 49.3 48.4 ** * 48.3 49.1 52.6 *

48.8 48.9 50.6 50.0 49.0 49.8

53.8 49.0 49.1 * * 49.7 49.4 51.8

50.3. 49.8 49.5 49.1 49.6 51.8

57.5 49.3 45.6 * * * 45.9 49.9 53.8 * *

47.5 49.2 51.4 51.3 49.2 50.8

49.6 49.6 49.9 50.6 48.9 49.7

*



CO
00

Number of:

150. times a teacher held up.a child's
behavior as a bad example

151. times a teacher flattered a child

152. times a teacher displayed physical
affection toward a child

153. times a teacher engaged in some other
type of behavior coded in the Adult
Critical Incidents section

154. child initiated contacts per child

155. child initiated work contacts per child

156 child Initiated approval seeking con-
tacts per child

157. child initiated housekeeping contacts
per child

158. child initiated personal contacts per
child

159. teacher afforded work praise contacts

160. teacher afforded work criticism contacts

161. teacher afforded positive evaluations

Low

AttachMent

Low

Concern

-110Medium') 1-110. Medium

52.5 49.4 49.4 * 48.9 49.3 52.2 * *

49.1 49.7 .51.3 50.6 49.3' 50.3

50.6 50.8 49.0 49.5 49.7 52.2

50.1 49.2 49.0 50.5 49.6 50.4

52.5 49.3 48.7 50.6 50.0 49.0-

52.1 49.9 49.7 50.9 50.4 48.8

51.5 49.1 50.0 51.1 50.5 50.0

49.2.- 50.3 49.3 51.8 48.3 49.8

52.2 49.0 48.6 49.9 49.8 49.1

50.3 50.7 48.9 49.6 49.6 51.2

53.6 50.0 47.4 * * 48.4 50.1 49.4

50.0 50.0 48.9 51.4 49.7 49.6



Number of:

62. teacher afforded negative evaluations

63. teacher afforded contacts which'served
as rewards

64. dyadic contacts per child

Attachment Concern

Low Medium High Low Medium High k

a

50.8 48.5 47.8 48.3 50.6 48.6

52.0 48.6 50.7 50.4 48.4 50.0

55.6 48.9 47.7 *** 48.2 49.7 51.9

1

Group means are standardized proportions (T = 50.0, SD = 10.0).

2
Probability values are indicated by asterisks. p < .05, where one asterisk appears;
p < .01, where two asterisks appear, and ..001 where three asterisks appear.

'CO

.


